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Dedication 

 

This Guide is dedicated to all our children. May they surprise and exceed us.  

John’s daughter, Beatrise, and son, Zander, were born during the six years it took to 

write our first edition.  Even with our many challenges, all our children’s futures  

have the potential to be amazing. With good foresight and action, may it be so. 
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Foreword 

 

Antarctica, our world's last frontier, lay undiscovered throughout history until 1820. As 

the decades passed, explorers mapped the basic geography of its massive coastline. It was 

not until 1911 that a Norwegian expedition crossed this desolate icy landscape to reach 

the geographic South Pole. In 1914, the British, led by Sir Ernest Shackleton, launched the 

"Trans-Antarctic Expedition," aspiring to be the first to cross our earth's most Southern 

Continent. They sailed south, breaking through the ice, only to be trapped by fast-

changing weather. As their ship broke up in the ice, Shackleton marched his 22 men and 

70 dogs to Elephant Island, and then embarked on a rescue mission to South Georgia 

Island for 800 miles in open waters in a 20-foot lifeboat.  

 

It would take Shackleton five months to return to rescue his men. Today we remember 

Shackleton as an exemplary leader, who, under extreme circumstances, kept his team 

together to pursue the last great quest on earth across unknown lands.   

 

Similar to the last frontier of Antarctica, the nature of the future laid undiscovered until 

the mid- 20th century. Since then, a host of explorers have mapped the field through tools 

and methodologies. Various books have opened our eyes to the future, and how to 

navigate it, by uncovering its foundations and collecting its knowledge base.  

 

Not until the release of The Foresight Guide, by John Smart and team, has our world had a 

handbook that enables us to broadly explore the terrain of personal, team, and 

organizational foresight. In the spirit of Shackleton, Smart takes us deep into adaptive 

foresight, foresight that enables us to anticipate, innovate, and lead across the 21st century.  

 

Whether for personal, team, organizational, or professional use, you will not find a better 

guide to the future than the ‘Guide.’ It will become the go-to handbook to equip students, 

consultants, and professionals with the skills they need to survive and thrive throughout 

the 2020s and beyond. 

 

 

Jay Gary, Ph.D., APF 

Chair, Association of Professional Futurists 

Washington, DC  

November 1, 2020 
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Who Is This Book For? 

 

The Foresight Guide is written for two audiences:  

 

First, it is for students, of three types: 

 It is for students in any of the fifty or so degree-granting and certificate-granting 

foresight education programs around the world.  

 It is for undergrad or graduate students in any formal or informal course in 

strategy, analysis, policy, planning, design, innovation, leadership, or any other 

topic where foresight is a recognized component.  

 It is for any students who are autodidacts (self-learners), seeking to better 

understand and use foresight as a critical life process.  

 

Second, it is for leaders, in any industry, seeking to better understand foresight practice, 

learn key models, trends, predictions, and stories useful for the 21st century, and to 

better use foresight processes to make their teams and organizations more adaptive. 

Beginning with self-leadership, it is a great place to start your foresight journey. 

 

Would you like to get better at anticipating, creating, and leading the future for yourself, 

your family, your teams, your organizations, your society, and your planet? If so, 

congratulations. You’ve found a map that can help orient you in your quest. As we will 

see, foresight is a lifelong journey, perhaps the most satisfying journey each of us can 

take as we seek to live with greater meaning, purpose, and impact in the world.  
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What is The Foresight Guide? 

Welcome to Book 1 of The Foresight Guide, or as we like to call it, the Guide. This work 

aims to be the best in the world on both professional foresight practice (Book 1, 

Introduction to Foresight, ITF) and general futures thinking (Book 2, Big Picture Foresight, 

BPF). We wrote the Guide for two audiences: students and leaders—and in particular, 

those aspiring to be both, in a lifelong journey.  

 

The Guide introduces comprehensive (or full-spectrum) foresight. Foresight can be as 

personal as managing our inner sentiments and thoughts, and as universal as 

developing our views on the meaning of life and the nature of the universe. It can help 

us with today’s priorities, with the next quarter’s plans, with leading a team, and with 

building a vision to guide us for a lifetime. As a result, this Guide will range from the 

personal (self-leadership) to the universal, covering the foresight practices, skills, and 

methods we can use as individuals and organizations, and the big picture visions, goals, 

and values that can help us create better futures for humanity. 

 

The Guide is written and produced by Foresight University (Foresight U, 4U), a learning 

and development organization that teaches foresight practice to individuals and teams. 

4U is a division of the Acceleration Studies Foundation (ASF), a 501c3 nonprofit, started 

in 2003 to better understand global processes of accelerating change. Its production has 

been helped by volunteers in the Foresight Education and Research Network (FERN), a 

group that orients and networks newcomers to the world of professional foresight.  

 

This is the 2021 Edition. With your help, we plan to publish a new edition of the Guide 

every four years (US election cycle) in perpetuity. Our growing group of authors and 

editors pledge to keep improving it to better serve you in coming years. 

 

This book is a work in progress. It is full of tentative models and claims, and far too 

many of those are poorly evidenced at present. It is biased, incomplete, and incorrect in 

parts. Yet we think it is also the best guide available today to both general foresight 

practice (Book 1) and to big picture future thinking (Book 2). Our readers will be the 

ultimate judge of that claim.  Thank you for helping us to improve it. Your unique 

insights, criticism, advice, and participation can help us greatly in that regard. We 

welcome your feedback and critiques at guide@foresightu.com. 

 

A one-volume Executive Edition of this work, A Brief Guide to Foresight, will be published 

next. But for any formal student, any serious student of life, and any leader willing to 

look widely and deeply at the future, we recommend sprint-reading this Textbook 

Edition, reading just those sections that seem most relevant to your context, skimming 

the rest, and doing the same with any books we reference that seem potentially valuable 

mailto:guide@foresightu.com
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to your journey. We think it is worth the time for you to skim through this textbook 

version, as many things are lost in the summarizing process. 

 

This Textbook Edition of the Guide can be used as reference work for undergraduate and 

graduate courses that cover foresight practice (Book 1) and for exploration of societal 

and global futures (Book 2). It is also a great resource for leaders, managers, and the 

future-curious. Both books can be used to teach foresight history, practice, models, and 

issues with students and leaders in science, technology, business, strategy, policy, 

organizational behavior, personal development, or any other field. A version of this book 

is free online at ForesightGuide.com. The online Guide, started in 2015, is a feedback-

friendly and abbreviated version of the print Guide. 

 

Foresight is a vast and critically important topic. These books are as selective as we could 

make them to provide a comprehensive introduction to our exciting field. In the pages 

that follow we will consider foresight from three main perspectives:  

 

 Evidence-based thinking (seeking the most predictive data, analogies, and models 

to explain the world),  

 Acceleration-awareness (recognizing that certain special societal and 

technological processes are rapidly and continuously exponential), and  

 Evo-devo foresight (exploring both unpredictable and predictable processes of 

change in networks of individuals, organizations, and societies, and what it means 

for our future if our universe itself is an evo-devo system). 

 

The latter perspective, which comes from biology and complex systems thinking, is the 

least-known, yet perhaps the most beneficial, as it offers us a framework for being more 

adaptive in any environment. Recognizing network adaptiveness, in both evolutionary 

and developmental terms, is a key to creating good long-term strategy. Individuals can 

win or lose, but our best networks, as we will see, always win. Getting familiar with 

adaptive goals and values can help us to measure and achieve such hard-to-define 

outcomes as personal success, organizational excellence, and societal progress. 

 

As it says in the subtitle, the Guide will help us get better at Anticipating, Innovating, 

and Leading the future. We will see that these words represent three basic, yet uniquely 

different, goals of foresight thinking. We will also learn how to integrate foresight with 

action, in a classic feedback cycle, exploring four skills of effective foresight, and four 

skills of effective action. Together, we call these the Eight Skills of Adaptive Foresight. 

We will see that the Eight Skills are used daily by all of us, in better and worse ways, and 

we will learn how to master them. 

 

In Book 2, Big Picture Foresight, we will introduce two worldviews (“big pictures”) that 

will also greatly enhance our long-term adaptiveness. The first, Exponential Foresight, 

helps us better understand, benefit from, guide, and defend against planet-scale 

processes of accelerating change. In recent decades, exponential technological change has 

http://www.foresightguide.com/
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become the greatest single driver of change in society. We will see that such change is 

very likely to get even faster and more morally complex going forward. The second 

worldview, Evolutionary and Developmental Foresight (also called “Evo-Devo” 

Foresight), helps us to better understand and manage complex systems of all types. It 

explores the coexistence of unpredictable evolutionary processes, operating largely 

through individual entities in a system, and predictable developmental processes, 

operating in collectives of individuals (the system on average), and the way those two 

fundamental processes integrate to create adaptive networks (“evo-devo” systems). We 

can recognize evolutionary and developmental processes in physics, chemistry, biology, 

and in human societies and technologies. Evo-devo foresight also offers us a normative 

(goals- and values-based) model of adaptiveness, grounded in complex systems 

thinking.  

 

Keeping adaptive goals and values at the center of our foresight and action helps us be 

effective long-term leaders. When we have a good big picture (vision), and the right 

character (values), we can select goals (purpose) that will give us lasting personal 

success, organizational excellence, and societal progress. We will see that while there 

are always individual winners and losers among species, organizations, technologies, 

and societies, at the same time, networks of each of these systems continually advance 

their average distributed complexity and adaptiveness. Well-built networks, in other 

words, always win. They learn and grow from their individual experiments. Perceiving 

and enabling our collective (network) success and progress, via better individual, team, 

and organizational foresight and action, is the primary goal of this Guide.  

 

Effectively combining foresight and action, over the short-term and long-term, is what 

we have done to survive and thrive, ever since our great ancestors, Homo habilis, picked 

up sharp stones and clubs over two million years ago. Our species has come a long way 

since then, but our most fantastic futures are yet to come. We create better futures day by 

day, working well as a network, and using a foresight-action cycle to see and seize our 

best opportunities, and to manage and solve our problems. This cycle helps us to see 

farther, work better, and live more fully every day.  

 

Let’s see now how we can use foresight, at personal, team, organizational, and larger 

levels of action, to craft better strategy, over both our short and long-term forward view, 

in this amazing, accelerating world into which we have had the great privilege of being 

born. The better we learn the benefits of foresight in our lives and careers, the better we 

can manage the downsides and lead the upsides of accelerating change.  

 

Let us end this section with 4U’s motto. We will repeat it often in the pages to come. 

 

Foresight matters! 
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How is this Book Organized? 

 

This book, Introduction to Foresight, is primarily concerned with five themes: 

 

 Introduction to Foresight (what it is and why it is central to life itself) 

 Personal Foresight (self-management, purpose, and challenges) 

 Organizational Foresight (models, frameworks, methods, challenges) 

 Foresight Profession (state of the field, training and practice options) 

 Foresight Practice (key practitioner skills, traps, and community challenges) 

 

Book 2, Big Picture Foresight, will introduce five additional themes: 

 

 Exponential Foresight (how and why aspects of the world get faster every year)  

 Evo-Devo Foresight (what is predictable, what is not, and what is adaptive) 

 Societal Foresight (building adaptive groups in a world of accelerating change) 

 Global Foresight (our increasingly integrated, network-centric global civilization) 

 Universal Foresight (science and philosophy of complexity and change) 

 

In the pages that follow, we will encounter scores of book references. The Guide refers to 

the best books we know on a wide variety of foresight-related topics. We believe that 

students and leaders who seek to perpetually grow their foresight should aspire to 

“sprint-read” one new book a week, spending a couple of hours with each. See Sprint 

Reading in Chapter 7 for tips on how to “read a book like a movie” every week. Any of 

us who watch a few hours of video each week can all sprint-read one book, report, or 

magazine in a couple of hours, creating an even more entertaining and valuable movie 

in our minds. Books are the best sources we know of useful life information, as they 

have the best data, models, and arguments on every aspect of human experience. When 

we sprint-read we get to choose exactly how widely and deeply we want to go into any 

topic, giving us full control of the learning process. Sprint-reading, listening to, 

discussing, and arguing great inputs with friends and colleagues is one of the most 

powerful ways in the world of staying oriented and open to all the powerful new 

advantages, insights, possibilities, tools, and opportunities, as well all the new 

disruptions, problems, and risks, that our ever-accelerating world offers us. 

 

This book will help you to see the future as a series of accelerating Advantages, 

Disruptions, Opportunities, and Risks (ADOR). You’ll learn why ADOR is a more 

useful set of strategic assessments than that old classic, SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, 

Opportunities, and Threats). You’ll learn why both strategic optimism and defensive 

pessimism, when each are used well, and initially in that order, can each greatly help 

us “feel our way” to better personal, firm, and societal futures. You will learn the art of 

balancing Past, Present, and Future thinking, and of assessing Probable, Possible, 
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Preferable and Preventable (“Four Ps”) futures. You will diagnose your and your team’s 

foresight feeling and thinking styles, and learn key skills, models, methods, goals, and 

values that great teams and organizations use to create effective foresight and action, 

both day-by-day and long-term.  

 

You will also learn habits and worldviews to help you navigate the wide world of future 

stories. As we will see, many popular stories about the future are both entertaining and 

unrealistic. All future stories are told to fulfill a desire or advance an agenda, conscious 

or unconscious, for good or ill. Good leaders learn to craft effective future stories, for 

various ends, and to see past all the noise, agendas, and hype in current future stories to 

find the evidence, trends, and signals they need to guide strategy.  

 

We will also cover wide variety of foresight practice domains and models. Six terms 

deserve introduction at this point: Personal Foresight, Strategic Foresight, Adaptive 

Foresight, Organizational Foresight, Exponential Foresight, and Evo-Devo Foresight. 

We have found that each is especially helpful to students and leaders, in different ways. 

 

First, Personal Foresight involves the various ways we feel and think about the future, 

both short- and long-term, and ways we can improve this critically important process. 

Our self-understanding and our self-leadership both depend on personal foresight. 

We’ll learn key models, including Today’s foresight and the Do loop, which help us to 

strengthen our foresight and action, moment by moment and over a lifetime. 

 

Next, Strategic Foresight involves all forms of foresight that “end with strategy.” We 

will see that effective strategic foresight requires competence with Four Foresight Skills: 

Learning, Anticipation, Innovation, and Strategy. We call these the LAIS Skills. We’ll 

see why it is a good idea to practice them consciously, in LAIS order, at the beginning of 

strategic foresight work. We’ll also learn how to use sentiment-balanced assessments, 

like the Four Ps and ADOR, to improve foresight and strategy. 

 

Third, Adaptive Foresight involves asking what visions, goals, and values will make us 

thrive over the long term, in the widest range of environments. It makes us take a big 

picture view of the impact of our actions. Adaptive foresight tells us why the LAIS skills, 

which are necessary to creating effective strategy, are not sufficient in many cases. In 

many contexts, our values and ethics (normative foresight) also matter. To be adaptive 

for life, we must use strategy to pursue good ends, providing a collective benefit to our 

supporting networks, large and small. 

 

Organizational Foresight, our last main practice model in Book 1, explores foresight’s 

relation to strategic management in the firm, to help teams reach effective outcomes. 

We’ll learn why good strategic foresight, produced by the Four Foresight Skills, often 

doesn’t result in effective action. We’ll see that Four Action Skills are needed to integrate 

foresight and action. Together we call these the Eight Skills of Adaptive Foresight. 

Mastering all eight of these skills is critical for effective teams. We’ll describe twenty 

specialties of foresight practice, and a broad variety of methods, models, and 
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frameworks. Assessing a firm’s competencies in and use of these skills, specialties, and 

frameworks is a good way to evaluate their current foresight capacity and culture.  

 

Next, Exponential Foresight, introduced in this book and explored in depth in Book 2, 

helps leaders to recognize the accelerating scientific, technological, entrepreneurial, 

and empowerment changes occurring all around us. As we will see, many of these 

processes stabilize and improve our societies; however, a select few become more 

destabilizing and dangerous the faster they go. The use and misuse of accelerating 

science and technologies is creating more new advantages, disruptions, opportunities, 

and risks (ADOR) today than ever before. Briefly in this book, and extensively in Book 

2, we’ll introduce two planet-scale megatrends: densification and dematerialization or 

“D&D” that succinctly describe the nature and future of organizational, societal, and 

technological acceleration. Because of D&D, we will see that it is most reasonable to 

expect that many key societal processes will continue to accelerate in years ahead.  

 

Lastly, we will claim that Evo-Devo Foresight, a model derived from both evo-devo 

biology and the philosophy of complex adaptive systems, can help us better understand 

when strategic and societal changes are likely to be long-term adaptive, which changes 

we should strive to speed up and free up, and which we should strive to slow down and 

better regulate. Evo-devo thinking, introduced in this book and explored in depth in Book 

2, can help leaders and their teams to better understand the productive tension between 

the individual and the collective in any system, what is unpredictable and predictable 

(on average) in their futures, and differentiate realistic from unrealistic future stories. 

The faster change goes, the more futurism is in demand, and the more future stories are 

told, many of them quite poor. A top priority of leaders today is to see past the ever-

growing amounts of future fantasy, noise, and hype, to find the real evidence, trends 

and signals they need to guide their strategy.  

 

Evo-devo models tell us that one key purpose of evolutionary change is to grow network 

diversity and specialization. Such change is protective of the network as a whole, but at 

the same time, it continually introduces new opportunities and threats for specific actors. 

We will see why diversity and specialization are among the more effective ways to drive 

desirable developmental change, which is change that is predictable, hierarchical, 

convergent, constraining, and progressive—just like biological development. The evo-

devo view of change tells us why the future of artificial intelligence (AI), a topic much 

in discussion at present, will be far more bottom-up, collective, stable, ethical, and 

personalized than many now realize. 

 

Both Exponential Foresight and Evo-Devo Foresight will be new worldviews for some, 

but each are worth acquiring, as each will help us better see accelerating change, and 

better manage the new advantages, disruptions, opportunities, and risks (ADOR) that 

such change creates every week now. Our media and culture now highlight and 

dramatize real and perceived risks, disruptions, and problems like never before. We call 
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this condition a DROA bias: a state where we over-focus on disruption and perceived 

risk and spend too little time analyzing real opportunity and advantage.  

 

Instead of thinking in ADOR priority, seeing all the accelerating advantages occurring 

in the world around us, and asking how to turn those into opportunities for ourselves 

and our teams, we are often forced into inside-out, negative-first DROA thinking. 

Because of the DROA bias in modern culture, a 21st century leader’s ethics, empathy, 

vision, communication, and character have become more scrutinized and consequential 

than ever. Meanwhile, the vast majority of modern problems are far less threatening to 

our collective progress, as a species, than ever before.  

 

Perhaps the greatest paradox of change is that human civilization, when viewed as a 

global network, is more Innovative, Intelligent, Empathic, Ethical, Strong, and 

Sustainable (we will call these six the “IES Goals”) than it has ever been in its 10,000 year 

history. Yet at the same time, conditions have become more volatile, uncertain, and 

disruptive for a subset of individuals, groups, firms, and societies than ever before. 

Inequality, middle class erosion, tech unemployment, polarization, debt, addiction, fake 

news, cybercrime, great power competition, pandemic, and climate change are a very 

incomplete list of modern threats to individuals, groups, and societies. 

 

To adapt, we must build stronger boats for the storms of today and tomorrow, and see 

and steer toward safe harbors. We need smarter next moves and clearer big pictures. As 

we will see in Book 2, a series of Great Transitions are now occurring, for humanity and 

for our precious planet. The better we get at foresight, both in our own lives and in the 

big picture, the better we can manage the downsides and lead the upsides of relentless 

accelerating change. Each of us, born in a time of great transitions, can realize that right 

here, right now, is an especially amazing and fortunate time to be alive. 

 

Let’s say it again: Foresight matters!  
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87. We were planning to ask him to write the foreword to this First Edition. His death 

reminds us of a universal life lesson: Tempus Fugit, so Carpe Diem! 

 

Penultimately, we wish to thank the many colleagues and contacts who have provided 

feedback and insights for the ideas in this book. Though none would be likely to endorse 

everything printed here, everyone listed below has influenced this work.  

 

In alpha order, thanks to foresight leaders Anthony Aguirre, Maria Andersen, Janna 

Anderson, Simon Anderson, Michael Andregg, Amara Angelica, Robert Aunger, Jesse 

Ausubel, Azeem Azhar, Yaneer Bar-Yam, Lisa Betts-Lacroix, Cody Marx Bailey, Craig 

Belanger, Wendell Bell, Clem Bezold, Alisha Bhagat, Peter Bishop, Ray Blackwood, 
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Howard Bloom, Phil Bowermaster, Rachel Botsman, Anne Boysen, Charles 

Brass, James Breaux, Alvis Brigis, David Brin, Joe Brisendine, Damien Broderick, Erik 

Brynjolfsson, Eric Chaisson, Milan Cirvovic, Andy Clark, José Cordeiro, Edward 

Corning, Peter Corning, Mike Courtney, Sean Daken, Nikola Danaylov, Jim Dator, 

Paul Davies, John Davis, Josh Davis, Ross Dawson, Terrence Deacon, Peter Diamandis, 

Steven Dick, Jake Dunagan, Tyler Emerson, Emily Empel, Kaat Exterbille, Charles 

Fadel, Susan Fant, Doyne Farmer, Grant Fjermedal, Aaron Frank, Cindy Frewen, 

Thomas Frey, Robert Freitas, Kartik Gada, Eric Garland, Jay Gary, Georgi Georgiev, 

Johann Gevers, Jennifer Gidley, George Gilder, Norman Gilmore, Adam Gitzes, 

Jerome Glenn, Garry Golden, Marc Goodman, Bernard Goossens, Tyler Gothelf, Eric 

Gradman, Jordan Greenhall, Matthew Griffin, Nakul Gupta, John Hagel, William 

Halal, Gary Hamel, Robin Hanson, Steve Harris, Ken Haworth, Peter 

Hayward, Francis Heylighen, Glen Hiemstra, Andy Hines, Tony Hsieh, Sohail 

Inayatullah, Geoffrey Irving, Neil Jacobstein, Bob Johansen,  Steve Jurvetson, Stuart 

Kauffman, Kevin Kelly, Tony Kim, Andrey Korotayev, Sandjar Kozubaev, Daniel 

Kraft, Ray Kurzweil, Marv Langston, Cadell Last, James Lee, Michael Lee, Zhan Li, 

Alex Lightman, Hal Linstone, Scott Lemon, Tom and Jeannie Lombardo, James 

Lovelock, Christopher Magee, Timothy Mack, John Mahaffie, Michael Marien, 

Claudio Martinez, Raymond Matison, Lara Matossian, Graham May, Andrew McAfee, 

Alex McManus, Syd Mead, Emily Medley, Pero Micic, Venessa Miemis, Ian Miles, Zoe 

Miller, Anthony Mills, Graham Molitor, Tyler Mongan, Hans Moravec, Joe Murphy, 

Ramez Naam, Bela Nagy, George Paap, Jerry Paffendorf, Regina Pancake, Lewis 

Perelman, Stefan Pernar, Christine Peterson, John Peterson, Rafael Popper, William 

Poundstone, Kacy Qua, Joe Quirk, Kate Raworth, Byron Reese, Jean Rintoul, Maureen 

Rhemann, Wayne Radinsky, Noah Raford, Rohan Roberts, Rene Rohrbeck, Hans 

Rosling, Kevin Russell, Peter Russell, Paul Saffo, Anders Sandberg, Ziauddin Sardar, 

Wendy Schultz, Gray Scott, Art Shostak, Lee Shupp, David Sinclair, Richard 

Slaughter, Stephan Spencer, Tom Standage, David Stehlik, Eric Steinhart, Dan 

Sutera, Max Tegmark, Alex Teselkin, Philip Tetlock, Tim Tyler, Luke van der Laan, 

Domino Valdana, Clement Vidal, Vernor Vinge, Joseph Voros, Peter Wagner, Cynthia 

Wagner, Nikki Walker, Verne Wheelwright, Wilson Wong, Robert Wright, Lina Yang, 

Richard Yonck, Carrie Zapka, and Andrew Zolli for their insights and encouragement.  

 

Finally, thank you dear reader, for caring about foresight and about our amazing, 

accelerating world. Let’s make our futures as great as they can be. We don’t have to 

worry about making them faster. The universe is doing a great job of that, as we’ll see. 
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Style and Images 

 

The Guide is written in a conversational tone. We also make calls to action in various 

places for projects or activities that aspiring foresight leaders might do, both to advance 

their own careers and our emerging profession. Our Glossary is at the end of Book 2 (to 

be published 2021). Notes and References sections will be added in the next edition. The 

online Guide, at foresightguide.com, includes some material not included here.  

 

We have bolded various parts of the Guide to aid in sprint-reading this book. We 

recommend reading only the parts that seem most relevant right now. To make it easier 

to find people while skimming, we’ve also bolded all names of persons, but not 

organizational names. The latter are usually better known. 

 

We’ve generally kept person’s names to first and last names (e.g., John Kennedy vs. John 

F. Kennedy) for simplicity. Platforms like the web and LinkedIn are now nearly smart 

enough to discriminate between individuals with the same names, as long as we can 

identify something else about them. As middle names are less necessary today, we have 

tried to leave them out. 

 

The Guide also has a non-neutral point of view, usually that of its primary author. Please 

feel free to disagree with any authorial bias where found, and let us know when you 

disagree, either by posting a public comment on the online Guide or emailing us privately 

at (guide@foresightu.com), so we can improve future editions.  

 

Except when referring to specific persons or gender-relevant issues, we strive to use 

“they” in singular form, rather than “he or she,” and “humanity” and “humankind” 

rather than “mankind,” etc., to reduce gender bias. We strive to use “we” rather than “I” 

to express views that I/we believe are particularly common to all of us. The “royal we” is 

an aspiration to find common ground, and build community. We all function best as a 

team, in a supportive network that protects and critiques our core values. 

 

To the best of our knowledge, all the images in this work are either reproduced with 

author permission, found using creative commons (Google image search with usage 

rights labeled for reuse), retrieved from free-use repositories (Pexels, Pixabay, etc.), or are 

fair use (book covers and logos). In the online Guide, images typically link to their web 

sources. Let us know at guide@foresightu.com if you’d like an image removed or its 

citation improved.  

mailto:guide@foresightu.com
mailto:guide@foresightu.com
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Chapter 1: An Introduction to Foresight –  

Humanity’s Greatest Gift 

What is Foresight? 

 

Foresight is the act of looking to and thinking about the future. This activity can be 

amateur or professional, trained or untrained. Foresight can be practiced consciously or 

unconsciously, well or poorly, and we can get much better at it over time. We will see 

that foresight is a fundamental trait of living systems. By informing our every action, it is 

critical to how we make a better world.  

 

Humanity has been given a number of great gifts over our evolutionary history. 

Arguably the greatest of these is our advanced capacity for foresight, relative to all other 

species. All the hominid species possess a uniquely developed forebrain that can predict 

and imagine ourselves and others far into the future. We can devise intricate plans and 

tools to try to get what we want. We will see that our special capacities to predict, imagine, 

and preference the future are at the heart of our intelligence. 

 

Four million years ago, our one meter tall Australopithecus ancestors came down from 

protection of the trees, where they had learned to carefully predict movement in space 

and time, and had gained a unique dexterity. As they roamed on the African savannah, 

they had to become excellent cooperators and tool users, beginning with rocks and clubs, 

in order to survive.  

Olduvai Gorge, Tanzania. Birthplace of Our Story of Human Emergence 
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The picture above is of Olduvai Gorge in Tanzania, the first site where archeologists 

documented transitional forms of human beings, connecting Australopithecus to us, at the 

dawn of tool-using humanity.  Once Homo habilis began improving tools, roughly two 

million years ago, the human acceleration began, a story of ever-growing social and 

technical complexity. Our digital tools are just the latest step in this long acceleration. 

 

Perhaps humanity’s second greatest gift is our special capacity, as prosocial beings, for 

ethics and empathy toward other sentient beings. Throughout history, all our most 

successful groups have been driven primarily to cooperate, and only secondarily to 

compete. This hierarchy of priorities in human networks, first to continually find and 

strengthen common ground (cooperation), and second to try to beat each other and create 

our own unique contributions (competition), in an endless “serious game,” is called 

“coopetition.” We will discuss it often.  

 

Our third great gift is our special ability to use technology. Our uniquely predictive and 

imaginative brains, our prosocial nature, and our grasping limbs and opposable thumbs 

have allowed us to continually change both ourselves and our niches. Ever since our 

species first emerged, we have used technology, and later science, to become something 

both more complex and more accelerative than biology. That is the human condition. 

 

In places across Africa like Olduvai Gorge, Homo habilis learned to mass fabricate, 

distribute, and use Oldowan tools, a key advance in our early story. We soon learned 

that acting in a foresighted network, in cooperative groups, armed with these tools, we 

could defend ourselves against far stronger and faster predators. Secondarily, we also 

used these tools competitively, to fight and hunt each other in increasingly clever ways.  

 

As astrophysicist Adam Frank observes, since the dawn of civilization 10,000 years ago, 

just 400 generations have used increasingly complex mental models, rules, and tools to 

create the amazing world we live in today. Each generation has used foresight and action, 

as best they could. Each was unsatisfied with the status quo. We are no different. The 

very definition of a human, as we will see, is any species that learns to use these three 

special gifts to become something more and different from biology alone. We are always 

on a journey, and we always have purposes, seen and unseen. Being human requires 

living in a state of accelerating complexification and change. 

 

Of these three gifts, foresight is the most fundamental. Foresight enables both coopetition 

and technology use to emerge. Operating at many levels—from genes to our higher mind 

and technologies—superior foresight is our species most defining trait. Neuroscientist 

Daniel Schacter explores this insight in his concept of the prospective brain (PDF). We 

are naturally wired to imagine and predict the future, and we do so with a complexity 

and usefulness that far exceeds all other species.  

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oldowan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adam_Frank
https://www.npr.org/sections/13.7/2017/08/01/540792411/who-were-your-millionth-great-grandparents
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Daniel_Schacter
https://scholar.harvard.edu/files/schacterlab/files/schacteraddisbuckner2007.pdf
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In Homo Prospectus, 2016, positive psychologist Martin Seligman 

and three co-editors say: “Our species is misnamed. Though sapiens 

defines us as ‘wise,’ what humans do especially well is prospect the 

future. We are Homo prospectus.” This book explores the new 

experimental psychology and neuroscience of foresight. Both 

Schacter and Seligman realize that when we analyze emotion, 

intuition, prediction, creativity, and personal and social imagination 

as foresight processes, we get a new window into cognitive science, 

one that gives a far deeper understanding of who and what we 

actually are. Our foresight, and more specifically, our ability to 

cooperate, compete, predict and create as a member of complex 

networks, are at the center of human nature.  

 

Modern neuroscience and evolutionary biology tell us that we think about the future 

because we have been adapted by natural selection to do so. In a process called active 

inference, using Bayesian probability (a method of probabilistic prediction that is 

updated by learning), we constantly predict, imagine, and preference the future, while 

trying to minimize prediction error (or, surprise).  

 

The leading model of how we do this, at present, is called the Predictive Processing (PP) 

model. We will explore it further in Book 2. Andy Clark’s Surfing Uncertainty: Prediction, 

Action and the Embodied Mind, 2019, is an excellent overview of recent research and 

evidence for this new way of understanding the mind. At present, neuroscience, 

computer science, cognitive science, and psychology are all in the midst of understanding 

animal minds in terms of hierarchies of predictive (and creative) foresight-action cycles, 

with our top-down (developmental) predictions and creative inferences emerging from 

bottom-up (evolutionary) information flow. The interaction of top-down and bottom-up 

processes are at the heart of evo-devo thinking. 

 

Foresight also depends strongly on future stories, which we must carefully construct and 

critique. When any of us strongly believe in the truthfulness of our future stories, we 

have historically called them prophecies. Religious prophecy is the best known example, 

but prophecies can also be ideological. Self-fulfilling prophecies are stories that we and 

others not only believe, but act to make true. There are two important types of such 

stories to understand. The first, self-improving prophecies (no-Wikipedia link for this 

one yet) give us adaptive visions to aim for, and preventable visions to avoid. The second, 

self-defeating prophecies, cause harm to the believer. They do this by selling false 

models, lacking critical positive goals, or creating paralyzing fear, pessimism, or doubt. 

We must be very careful with what we choose to believe.  

 

In truth, being a foresight practitioner today requires more than a little courage and some 

dancing in the dark. Our field is still emerging and poorly grounded, and foresight itself 

is not one single profession. It is instead an expanding and not always well-defined set of 

Seligman et al, 2016 

https://www.amazon.com/Homo-Prospectus-Martin-P-Seligman/dp/0199374473
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Martin_Seligman
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bayesian_probability
https://smile.amazon.com/Surfing-Uncertainty-Prediction-Action-Embodied/dp/0190217014
https://smile.amazon.com/Surfing-Uncertainty-Prediction-Action-Embodied/dp/0190217014
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prophecy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Self-fulfilling_prophecy#:~:text=A%20self%2Dfulfilling%20prophecy%20is,aligning%20to%20fulfill%20the%20belief.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Self-defeating_prophecy
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professions, ways of thinking, and practices that help communities, organizations and 

individuals to better anticipate, create, and manage change. Yet, our field also has a very 

bright future ahead of it, as we will see. 

 

Foresight practices today can be as varied as the individuals who choose them—each 

unique and personal blends of science, knowledge, and art. A modern foresight 

professional may look like a Futurist, giving presentations to audiences; an Advisor, 

Coach or Consultant, offering guidance; a Forecaster, finding curves, trends and 

predicting; an Intelligence professional, doing sensemaking and pattern recognition; an 

Analyst, Strategist, Planner, or Manager, supporting decision-making, planning, policy, 

and action in an organization; a Designer or Engineer, creating products or services; 

an Innovation Manager, improving an organization’s ideation and R&D processes; 

an Entrepreneur, starting new businesses; an Investor or Venture Capitalist, seeking new 

opportunities for capital; or an Opinion Leader or Activist, driving conversations and 

social change, to name some of the better-known choices on offer. 

 

With this great breadth in mind, several basic questions must be raised at the beginning 

of this Guide. Why is it valuable to think about the future? Who defines the foresight 

field, and what is professional? How does one get trained? What are the important 

domains, types, models, and methods of foresight thinking and practice? What 

foreseeable changes, opportunities, and problems lie ahead for our societies, and how 

can foresight practice help us to better manage them? This opening chapter will offer 

some preliminary answers to these questions. Our answers won’t be definitive, but 

hopefully they will be useful. They ought to spur new questions as well—to help you 

find better answers for yourself. 

 

Foresight Professional – A Simple Definition 

 

Pioneering futurist Joe Coates (1929-2014) one of John’s mentors, 

offered our field a simple definition several decades ago that still 

seems hard to improve upon: a foresight professional is anyone 

who takes money for looking to and analyzing the future, for a 

client. Some aspect of that analysis must also look either far enough 

ahead (in the long-term), or in enough detail (in the short-term), that 

uncertainty becomes significant. 

 

Most future thinkers do pro bono work. That means, we think, talk, 

or write about the future for free, usually out of our own interest. But, once our income 

and job description can be tied to future thinking, in any capacity, we belong in a 

different category. A future-thinker without a client is an amateur, a lover of the field—

not yet a professional.  

 

Joseph Coates 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Futurist
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adviser
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coaching#Life_coaching
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Consultant
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Forecaster
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intelligence_assessment
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Business_analyst
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strategist
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planning
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Management
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Designer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Engineer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Innovation_management
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Entrepreneur
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Investor
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Venture_capitalist
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Opinion_leadership
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Activism
http://www.aaiforesight.com/content/critical-mind-joseph-f-coates-1929-2014
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pro_bono
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amateur
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Usually, the first step toward professionalism is recognizing that someone is already 

paying us to look to and analyze the future in some capacity. Taking that responsibility 

seriously, by expressing it in our relationships or formalizing it in our job description, 

are small steps that will start us on our professional foresight journey. Coates told us that 

the intersection of our skills and passions, and our clients needs and wants is where all 

good foresight work occurs. Futurist Eric Garland, who worked with Coates, has written 

a lovely elegy for him. Joe was a fearless futurist who helped found our field. Garland 

continues Coates’ tradition of calling out foresight failures, and has been defamed for it.  

 

Any professional looking to get paid at least occasionally for foresight work, even if they 

do it only a few minutes or hours a week, should ask questions like the following: 

 

 What kinds of foresight work am I most passionate about?  

 What kinds should I also pursue regardless of my passion? 

 How much or little of my job should my foresight work involve? 

 Who are the right clients for my foresight work?  

 What kinds of foresight work do my clients expect? What do they need? 

 How will I know my work is effective? How will I prove value? 

 Who are my foresight colleagues, and how can they support my work? 

 

We should try not to be discouraged if the answers to such questions don’t come easily, 

or don’t seem perfect. We can approach them step by step, celebrate our insights (small 

and large), and enjoy the journey. 

 

What is the Foresight Field? 

 

Foresight, also known as futurology and futures studies, is the art and practice of 

looking to the future. Our oldest preserved written forms of foresight thinking begin with 

political propaganda, like the Prophecy of Neferti, 1960 BCE, in Ancient Egypt. Our next 

oldest forms are found in religious prophecy, including the Delphic oracle of Apollo in 

Ancient Greece (1400 BCE to 395 CE) and among scores of religious prophets in later 

centuries in Greek, Etruscan, Roman, Zoroastrian, Judaic, Christian, Islamic, Hindu, 

Confucian, and more recent religions. Another ancient form of foresight is utopianism, 

idealistic political philosophy. We find utopian foresight in Plato’s The Republic, 380 BCE, 

(Greece); in Europe in Thomas More’s Utopia, 1516 (England); and in 20th century authors 

like Karl Marx (Russia) and Mao Zedong (China).  

 

But, while political propaganda, religious prophecy, and utopian foresight have all been 

central to human development and the formation of our modern societies, none of these 

are primary subjects of the Guide. We are will be mainly focused on secular foresight, a 

way of thinking that became popular in the European Enlightenment (1650-1840), and 

file:///C:/Users/John%20Smart/AppData/Roaming/Microsoft/Word/ericgarland.co/2014/11/02/elegy-for-my-mentor-joe-coates/
https://www.ericgarland.co/2018/12/12/anatomy-defamation/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Futures_studies
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Propaganda
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prophecy_of_Neferti
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prophecy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pythia
http://ancienthistory.about.com/od/oracles/tp/060511-Prophecy-In-The-Ancient-World.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zoroastrianism#Prophet_Zoroaster
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nevi%27im
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prophets_of_Christianity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prophets_in_Islam
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prophet#Hinduism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/I_Ching
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Utopia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Republic_(Plato)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Utopia_(book)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karl_Marx
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mao_Zedong
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which uses not only visionary aspiration, found in propaganda, prophecy and 

utopianism, but also intuition, reason, evidence, discourse, critique, and experiment in 

order to guide our individual and collective values determination, analysis, strategy, 

goalsetting, planning, and action.  

 

In secular foresight, our first focus is strategic foresight, a set of practices that emerged 

soon after World War II in the USA, Europe, and Asia. Strategic foresight answers the 

question: how do foresight practices and methods best fit into modern strategic 

management? This kind of foresight uses practices like environmental scanning, 

intelligence, trends, forecasts, probabilistic predictions, argument mapping, scenarios, 

design thinking, visioning, analysis, and feedback to improve strategy and action. 

 

More specifically, strategic foresight uses both foresight methods and future thinking 

(aka “futurology”, “futurism”, or “futuring”) to create, confirm, or alter individual or 

organizational strategies, as well as a strategy’s antecedents (goals, values, visions) and 

dependents (plans and actions). If our foresight and future thinking doesn’t seek to 

create, confirm, or alter strategy and its antecedents and dependents, then it may be 

imagination, entertainment, or even education; but, it isn’t strategic foresight.  

 

Strategic foresight is where we all must start in our foresight work. It tells us what to do 

to be effective, to achieve the particular goals or visions we have chosen. Strategic 

foresight will surely help us survive over the short term. Like strategy itself, strategic 

foresight is prescriptive, but not fully so. It tells us what to do, but it does not tell us if 

our chosen goals and visions are best for us, others, and the planet over the long term.  

 

Our second focus is adaptive foresight. Like biological adaptation, adaptive foresight is 

any strategy, plans, and actions that help us to thrive (aka progress, improve, advance) 

over the long term. It is prescriptive in a more powerful sense. Adaptive foresight seeks 

to answer the question: what goals and values should we and our organizations have, to 

do the best work we can for ourselves and our societies? As we will see, our goals and 

values must be as universal as possible, and well-balanced for each context, to gain the 

greatest long-term benefits from our strategy. 

 

Adaptive foresight must be normative, meaning it includes necessary goals, values, and 

values hierarchies, and it must be based on a theory of adaptiveness. We will offer such 

a theory, evolutionary development, aka evo-devo foresight, in this Guide. We will see 

how evo-devo thinking and models can be applied to individuals, teams, organizations, 

societies, and even our universe itself, to better understand and manage the choices and 

actions that can led to greater adaptiveness.  

 

We will use evo-devo thinking to construct simple models of adaptive goals and values, 

and relate those models to desirable states like individual success and societal progress. 

These are challenging and speculative topics for which science presently has only 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Visionary
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intuition_(psychology)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reason
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Evidence
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Discourse
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Criticism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Experiment
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Value_(personal_and_cultural)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Business_analysis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strategy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Goal_setting
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planning
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Action_(philosophy)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strategic_foresight
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tentative and incomplete insights. Nevertheless, we will offer the best arguments and 

evidence we can marshal to date. Please let us know where we have fallen short. 

 

Strategic thinking is concerned with instrumental values (finding an effective means to 

an end, in the near term). Adaptive thinking is concerned with intrinsic values, or 

finding actions and ends that will provide the greatest value over the long term. The 

classic battle between traditional corporate management, which focuses primarily on 

financial profit, and sustainable management, which focuses the firm on a competing 

sets of benefits, including social, governance, environmental, and profit outcomes, is a 

great example of the difference between strategic and adaptive foresight practice. So also 

is the growing conflict between traditional investing and ESG (environmental, social, 

and governance) investing. A manager, or investor, always has a choice to think either 

strategically (short-term effectiveness) or adaptively (long-term thriving). Sometimes we 

must think short term simply to survive. But as soon as we can, we should also strive for 

the bigger picture. We will cover both views in this Guide. 

 

Again, while foresight must often start with effectiveness (surviving), our greatest 

challenge is to progress to adaptiveness (thriving). We must also recognize exactly who 

is surviving and thriving, from a network perspective. In biological adaptation, there is 

a perennial tradeoff between individual and group success. Sometimes greater group 

(network) adaptiveness comes at a cost to the individual, as when we sacrifice for our 

children, overwork to meet a critical goal, or give our lives in war for a moral cause. 

Another tension is between competing individuals and groups. Over the long-term, our 

selective environment determines which individual or group strategies and actions are 

most adaptive.  

 

We will see that foresight depends on Four Skills (the LAIS skills), that it can be done in 

Five Steps (the REOPS framework), and that it can be practiced in any of Six Domains 

(Self, Teams, Organizations, Societies, Global, Universal), in any industry, using a wide 

variety of practice specialties and methods. Its forward view can be projected over any 

time horizon, from the next few seconds in equity futures trading to the next century 

in urban planning or climate modeling. It is both the shared skills and domains used 

across foresight problems and the unique methods developed within each industry and 

application that define and advance our field.  

 

In coming decades, as foresight methods become more quantified and tested, and our 

digital platforms and AIs gain new capabilities, more aspects of our practice, but never 

all, will be taught in our social and economic sciences. For a survey of our emerging field, 

and arguments and recommendations for professionalizing it, see Andy Hines’ and Jeff 

Gold’s article “Professionalizing Foresight,” J. Futures Studies, 2013. 

 

Peter Bishop, the retired Associate Professor and past director of the U. Houston MS 

Foresight program and a leading light for many in the foresight field is fond of saying, 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Futures_contract
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Urban_planning
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Climate_modelling
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_science
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andy_Hines
https://www.linkedin.com/profile/view?id=11115971
https://www.linkedin.com/profile/view?id=11115971
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_C._Bishop
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“change is hard, but stagnation is fatal.” To survive, often our only way forward is better 

strategic management of change. We must also ask how to thrive, how to use foresight 

to bring success to our clients and ourselves, and progress to the world. Foresight practice 

is a challenging, humbling, exciting, and rewarding lifelong journey. 

 

As our last millennium was closing in 1999, the editor of The Economist observed in 

a prescient article on foresight, “In every way that people, firms, or governments act and 

plan, they are making implicit forecasts about the future.” A key challenge of this new 

millennium is to make our implicit and unconscious forecasting, imagining, and goal-

seeking far more explicit, collaborative, evidence-based, cognitively diverse, and 

conscious. We must find the best foresight methods for the best contexts. We must 

estimate how much useful latent foresight remains unclaimed. We must ask how costly 

it might be to acquire, and when the potential return on investment justifies further 

foresight work. We’ll outline these and other worthy challenges in this Guide. 

 

The Anna Karenina Principle – A Basic Assumption  

  

Novelist Leo Tolstoy opens his novel Anna Karenina with 

the sentence: “Happy families are all alike, and unhappy 

ones are unhappy each in their own way.” This insight in 

social psychology has become famous over the decades, 

and is now called the Anna Karenina principle (AK 

principle). It is a central idea in evo-devo foresight, and a 

basic assumption of this Guide.  

 

We believe that in foresight practice, there are many 

unique ways to fail, and only a few reliably effective 

ways to succeed. In Book 2, we will explore this insight in 

the context of Evolutionary-Developmental (“Evo-

Devo”) Foresight, a practice model we derive from evo-

devo biology. In our interpretation of evo-devo models, 

the central purpose of evolutionary processes, whether 

occurring in organisms, in organizations, or in societies, is 

to experiment, in unpredictable ways, to fail often, and ideally, to learn from failures. 

The central purpose of developmental processes is to protect the complex system, to 

predictably advance the system through stages in a life cycle, stages that have proven 

successful in past environments, and to thus ensure that system replicates, and that the 

network of systems has the best chance to survive.   

 

Developmental processes are conservative and predictable, but can only protect and 

maintain past states of adaptiveness, they cannot improve those states. Evolutionary 

processes, by contrast, are needed to respond to change, and they can deliver even greater 

adaptiveness. But because no complex system can ever be omniscient (have full 

Leo Tolstoy at Home, 1908 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strategic_management
http://www.economist.com/node/268752
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leo_Tolstoy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anna_Karenina_principle
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knowledge of the future), no matter how complex it becomes, most evolutionary 

experiments will not improve adaptiveness. In the future, there will always be vastly 

more ways to fail, each one unique in its own kind of failure state, than to succeed. 

 

Because we believe in the AK principle, we will spend most of the pages in this Guide 

seeking to describe universal (developmental) models for what successful (happy) 

foresight is, and how we can do it well. When we talk about foresight failures, we will try 

to focus on the predictable kinds of failure (bias, problematic roles, misapplication of 

frameworks), rather than the vastly greater topic of unpredictable kinds of failure. Our 

primary emphasis, in other words, is will not be on evolutionary variety in foresight 

practice, much of which will be maladaptive, but rather on developmental optima, on 

models and practices that seem the most useful in the most contexts.  

 

The models that we introduce in this opening chapter all appear to us to be examples of 

such developmental universality. Let us know where you disagree. We believe these 

models offer the reader a strong foundation for evolutionary experiments in foresight 

process and practice. Most of our foresight experiments will fall far short of our goals for 

them, each in their own unique ways. But we must remember that it is only by having the 

courage to experiment that we will improve our lot.  

 

The Six Domains of Foresight Practice 

 

Foresight work can be done at six 

easily-distinguished levels of 

increasing scale and complexity. 

We call these the Six Domains of 

Foresight. We will address all six 

in this Guide, as we seek a truly 

comprehensive look at our 

emerging field.  

 

The Six Domains of Foresight 

Practice (STOSGU Domains) are: 

 Self (Personal) foresight, 

improving our self-

awareness and self-

leadership;  

 Team foresight, improving 

our relationships, families, 

and small group 

navigation of the future; 
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 Organizational foresight, improving our companies and institutions abilities to 

create the futures they desire; 

 Societal foresight, improving each society’s economic, political, and cultural 

capacity to create the futures they desire; 

 Global foresight, improving the ability of all our planet’s societies to cooperate, 

ethically compete, and sustain our nurturing environment; and 

 Universal foresight, which includes science, systems philosophy, complexity 

studies, and our best models for universal change. 

 

We will see shortly that these domains map closely to the Foresight Triad, a universal 

and evo-devo way to understand how intelligent systems look to and navigate the future. 

We suspect that these six domains are not only evolutionary creations, found on Earth, 

but developmental destinations, meaning they are likely to exist on all planets with 

intelligent life in our universe. We think they are a great simple way to describe the scope 

and aims of foresight work. 

 

The first three of these six domains, Self, Team, and Organizational foresight, are the 

primary subjects of this book, Introduction to Foresight. The last three domains, Societal, 

Global, and Universal foresight, are the subjects of Book 2, Big Picture Foresight. Let’s 

say a bit more about each domain now. 

 

1. Self (Personal) foresight is where good foresight practice, and all leadership 

begins. To be most effective in the world, we must first get better at anticipating, 

“what-ifing,” and leading our personal futures. Better thinking and feeling, as 

free from harmful social and cognitive biases and distortions as possible, is how 

we get to better action. We must learn to recognize false or outdated thoughts 

and feelings, and unconscious scripts often limit our potential to see reality and 

to be responsible to ourselves and others. The better we get at personal foresight, 

and knowing how to improve our own thinking and feeling, the better we can 

get at relationships, and at helping others to become their best selves.  

 

2. Team foresight is the next more complex adaptive domain. It includes 

relationships, and all the various groups in which we participate, including 

families, friends, and colleagues. Our ethics and empathy, and emotional 

intelligence really matter here. There is an emerging science of how to create and 

manage effective teams. Teams are humanity’s most basic “superpower”. 

Working together, with trust and feedback, we can be much foresighted than we 

can alone. 

 

3. Organizational foresight is the next important domain. To be adaptive, all 

organizations must build effective teams around an organizational purpose, use 

good strategic foresight practices, and ideally turn foresight into everyone’s 
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shared responsibility—building a foresight culture. We’ll spend most of this 

book on organizational foresight. In every context, on every timescale, 

organizations can be foresighted or not. Much depends on their past experience, 

priorities, processes, networks, and culture.  

 

4. Societal foresight is the next important domain. Every society pursues its own 

preferred futures, and there are a rich variety of economic models, political 

priorities, and cultural values in modern societies. As with organizations, that 

diversity is adaptive for civilization as a whole.  

 

5. Global foresight is the next important domain. It deals with transnational and 

planetary issues and trends. While it includes possible futures, it is weighted 

toward probable futures, destinations that all societies are heading toward. This 

domain helps us all be better stewards of our planet. 

 

6. Universal foresight is our final domain. It is about using science and systems 

thinking (aka, natural philosophy) to better see and manage the futures of 

complex systems at all scales. While it includes possibility thinking, and 

uncertainty, the Universal domain is particularly helpful to see what is likely to 

transpire on all Earthlike planets, as a set of developmental processes. 

 

While each of us may prefer to work in a subset of these domains, we should strive for a 

basic competency in all six, as all of them are important to long-term strategy. We call 

that comprehensive, or “full-spectrum,” foresight practice. To understand and lead 

ourselves and our teams well over the long term, we need to use all six domains. 

 

The pioneering futurist Bob Johansen, in his latest book, Full-Spectrum Thinking, 2020, 

defines such thinking as avoiding linear models and fixed categories, thinking that is 

sufficiently broad, diverse, and flexible to address our chaotic and unpredictable world. 

At the same time, Johansen recognizes that some models are so universal, they have value 

in every context. The Six Domains are one such model. We can ground all of our future 

thinking in these six categories of complex adaptive systems, in our view.  

 

Gaining foresight in each of these domains requires taking increasingly complex, diverse, 

and expanded spatial and temporal perspectives on change. Considering the Big Picture 

consequences of our local and daily decisions has become more important in recent 

decades, as societal complexity and the speed of change have grown, and as the impacts 

of many forms of change (digitization, democratization, entrepreneurship, greenhouse 

gases, pandemics) are now immediate and global in scale. 

 

We are sometimes reminded by elders that life is not a spectator sport. We each only get 

one life to live, and if we want to live it well, we should think about the future in all the 

domains that matter to us. Each domain contributes to improving our anticipation, 

file:///C:/Users/John%20Smart/Desktop/talks%20about
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creation, and leadership of the future. Each makes a difference in our personal lives, in 

societies, and to humanity. Good foresight practice in each of these domains always relies 

on some experience and practice in each of the other remaining domains. 

 

The best foresight practitioners discover which domains are their weaker areas then take 

coaching from, and team up with, others who are stronger in those domains. We can all 

use a team-oriented, network-centric strategy to deliver more comprehensive, balanced, 

and useful foresight than we ever could alone. 

 

Universal foresight, as science and systems philosophy, is often the least commonly 

recognized and appreciated of the six domains. Yet it is particularly useful for large-scale 

and long-term processes in our environment, including evolution, development, 

intelligence, adaptation, and accelerating change. It is our contention that getting a 

better understanding of these processes is the best way to ground our foresight work. We 

can often “backcast” from what we see at this largest scale of complexity and change, and 

ask what it implies for our societies, our organizations, our teams, and our personal lives. 

As we will propose in BPF, nowhere are the implications of universal foresight more 

obvious than in the topic of accelerating change. 

 

Again, it is important to realize that people who are attracted to thinking in one or two of 

the six domains may not enjoy, or even be aware of, some of the others. If we have a bias 

or weakness in any of these domains, it makes sense to take steps to improve our abilities 

in them, and to build partnerships and teams that can strengthen our weaker areas. This 

Guide will do the best it can to help us all become more comprehensive practitioners, 

able to use and benefit from all six domains, as context demands. 

 

Some questions to consider for yourself: Which of these six domains are your favorite? 

Do you appreciate the value of each in different contexts? Do you try to improve your 

weaker domains? How so? When do you notice yourself mentally switching from one 

domain to another in pursuit of greater foresight value? Do you trust your intuition about 

when to think “big picture” about a problem or issue and when to return to personal, 

team, and organizational thinking? What about your network? Do you have mentors or 

advisors in your weaker domains? How do you help them in return? How domain strong 

and comprehensive is your team? 

 

Futurists and Foresighters 

 

There are two common types of foresight practitioners. The first is the futurist. Futurists 

are relatively well-known by the public, but a rarity in the workplace. The second is the 

foresight professional, or foresighter. Foresighter is a phrase coined in conversation 

by Andy Hines and John Smart in 2014. We were looking for a single word that described 

not just those who think and talk about the future, but those who use formal methods 

and frameworks to do so. Despite being less-known to the public, foresighters are by far 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andy_Hines
http://evodevouniverse.com/wiki/John_Smart
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the main group of foresight practitioners. The Guide seeks to help each of us become 

better futurists and foresighters alike. Both roles are valuable, but the second is 

particularly important to creating value. 

 

A futurist is anyone who speaks or writes publicly about the future of any topic. We 

may only do this rarely, but if what we say has an impact, we may be called futurists by 

some, whether we want to be or not. The term futurist typically connotes a 

qualitative, story-driven approach to the future, and it is commonly applied to people 

who are generalists in thinking and experience. Conversely, a minority of futurists are 

quantitative, evidence-based, and quite specialized in their storytelling.  

 

To tell their stories well, futurists tend to rely on personal insights, intuition, narrative, 

and anecdotal experience. The better-known futurists usually spend a lot of time 

consuming, producing, critiquing, and communicating future content. As a rule, 

futurists tend to enjoy thinking about the future, and that enjoyment is as useful a way 

to identify them as any other. Good futurists don’t claim to know the future, but they do 

claim to know the stories that are being told in their areas of specialization, as well as a 

representative sample of the data, trends, models, arguments, and issues that are 

referenced in those stories. The more highly paid futurists are also good at presenting 

those stories in an entertaining way. 

 

A foresight professional (foresighter) is anyone who is paid to do foresight work for 

others, using a wide variety of specialty practices and methods we will discuss. Usually, 

this work is done in specialized industries, organizations, and contexts. We suggest that 

“foresighter” is the best single word for such individuals. We advocate its usage by all 

practitioners. By analogy, think of officer, insurer, treasurer, manager, leader, and other 

specialist and generalist words ending in -er that we use to describe any vital 

organizational function. Foresight is such a function. 

 

The term foresighter connotes not only specialty practice, but a more balanced use of 

qualitative and quantitative approaches to foresight than the typical futurist. Foresighters 

tend to prefer reason and evidence first and story and aspirational thinking second, 

and they use critique and formal methods over argument or exposition. They are more 

apt to practice in just one or a few industries, and to have one or a few clients, typically 

their employer. If those methods are academic in nature, the foresighter might be called 

a “futurologist”. If more quantitative, they might be called an “analyst”. If more trend 

based, a “forecaster”. If more creative, a “designer.” All of these and many other labels 

are examples of foresight specialty practice.   

 

Foresighters tend to specialize on a small group of foresight methods, like scanning, risk 

analysis, scenarios, facilitation, forecasting, strategy, or planning. This specialization can 

make them very effective for particular problems and contexts, but also makes it very 

important for them to work with skills- and methods-diverse networks and teams. Good 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Narrative
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teams can help them see when they need to bring in outside expertise, and to take the 

wider view, prior to action, that they may ignore. 

 

The number of foresighters in modern societies is at least a hundred thousand times 

larger than the number of futurists, in our best current guess. The financial value of 

foresighters work is surely greater by an even larger margin. Professional foresight 

methods are also far more diverse and specialized than futures thinking methods. Both 

roles are vital, and they overlap, but professional foresight serves a much more valuable 

and diverse set of societal needs than futuring. 

 

Every one of us has occasionally inhabited the futurist role, often in discussions with 

friends and colleagues on some interesting topic. It is how many of us first engage with 

future thinking. More often however, we have all been foresighters, looking to and 

analyzing the future for others, in some specialized context or capacity.   

 

In personality, most 

futurists are like foxes, 

broadly interested in and 

seeking to know a little 

about many different 

things. A few are 

like hedgehogs, knowing 

a lot about a few things. 

Most foresighters, by 

contrast, are hedgehogs first, and foxes secondarily, as their past experience and job 

allow. For more on the implications of these two personality types, see Isaiah Berlin’s 

classic essay, “The Hedgehog and the Fox” (1953).  

 

Whether we call ourselves futurists or foresighters, we should strive to become “T-

shaped“ (aka “shield shaped and sword shaped”), to use a term coined by David Guest. 

The horizontal bar of the T (our shield, and the hilt of our sword) represents our 

“foxlike” qualities—that is, how broadly we understand relevant foresight methods and 

futures topics, and how well we collaborate in disciplines outside our own. The vertical 

bar of the T (the blade of our sword) represents our “hedgehog-like” qualities—namely, 

our specialized abilities, credentials, and practice methods. It is those hedgehog talents 

that we use to “cut” problems with, and create the greatest value for others.  

 

Good leaders possess both kinds of qualities. They use shields and swords. After we’ve 

become T-shaped, with a serviceably broad understanding of our organization and its 

environment, with one good cutting blade (a specialty we have mastered), we can strive 

to become ”star-shaped,” gaining additional expertise and credentials in multiple 

specialties. This can further improve our effectiveness, including in 

fertile interdisciplinary areas between specialties. One long-term goal is to become 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Hedgehog_and_the_Fox
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Hedgehog_and_the_Fox
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Hedgehog_and_the_Fox
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/T-shaped_skills
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/T-shaped_skills
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dave_Guest
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polymaths (“Renaissance people”), gaining expertise in a large number of foresight 

specialties. For anyone who is an autodidact (a person who enjoys self-directed learning), 

becoming a polymath is both an achievable and desirable goal. 

 

In Chapter 2, we will introduce Twenty Specialties for foresight work in strategic 

management. Technically, these represent forty specialties, as each is a pair of two 

specialties that work well together in the organization. But, since each specialty pair is 

closely related, we call them Twenty Specialties for simplicity. Becoming skilled in any 

one of these specialties is a good entry to career foresight work on a team and in an 

organization. Gaining experience in several can further improve our value, credibility, 

and effectiveness as employees, managers and leaders. 

 

We must also be careful not to overspecialize. As science fiction legend Robert Heinlein 

famously said, “[over]specialization is for insects.” We all must learn specialties to pay 

our bills, but both futurism 

and professional foresight 

requires broad knowledge in 

all six domains, and a 

cognitively diverse and 

experience diverse network of 

clients and colleagues that can 

collaborate and compete to 

solve problems, and offer 

critical feedback to the 

foresight we produce. 

 

Again, all of us will occasionally play these two roles, that of futurist (visionary, 

storyteller, provocateur) and foresighter (specialist, researcher, strategist, consultant) as 

context dictates. Being effective in either role requires developing insight into client 

problems, practicing good ethics and empathy, learning their worldview and languages, 

gaining trust, and demonstrating value. But, the far larger numbers, the narrower and 

more evidence-based focus, and the typically less grandiose titles of foresighters tend to 

make them more trusted and successful than futurists in business environments.  

 

Because the term futurist is used to describe anyone who tells stories about the future, it 

is often snickered over in boardrooms and organizations, where practicality dominates. 

The futurist community includes imaginative futurists, whose future tales are 

entertaining but not always evidence based, utopian and dystopian futurists, who offer 

visions that can inspire or scare us but have little or no probability of occurring, 

and preconventional futurists, dreamers and eccentrics who cheerfully pursue personal 

visions outside the norms and conventions of society. These individuals will always be 

with us, and are socially important; but, they also limit the organizational impact of the 

futurist community.  

One view of a Star-Shaped Individual  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polymath
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Autodidacticism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_A._Heinlein
http://www.accelerationwatch.com/futuristdef.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Utopia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dystopia
http://www.accelerationwatch.com/futuristdef.html
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What’s more, because leaders know it is one of their jobs to provide vision for the 

organization, futurists who discuss strategy can be seen as competing with management 

at the power and resource allocation game, if their language is too prescriptive or 

predictive. The organizational future is political. Effective futurists and foresighters 

don’t ignore strategy, but they learn how to discuss it empathy and tact. 

 

For any of us who are public speakers, authors, or others who enjoy future stories, the 

word “futurist” accurately describes us, whether we like it or not. But, as a foresight 

professional it is better to have a well-recognized and less controversial job title, like 

strategist, forecaster, designer, analyst, 

trend researcher, technology scout, risk 

manager, planner, intelligence analyst, 

innovation manager, investment 

manager, evangelist, community 

manager, and many others.  

 

Ideally and in practice, most foresighters 

perform foresight work without a self-

description that makes this too obvious. 

Adopting a lower profile in our foresight 

work can also be a career advantage, 

especially in personality-driven, change-

averse, high-stakes, or troubled 

organizations, where the official future is 

often a highly contested topic. 

 

Anyone interested in greater influence and impact in their organization, beyond what a 

typical futurist would have, should consider using the word “foresight” in their formal 

title. As the term is both multifaceted and less known, it can be shaped more easily to our 

interests than some others. For tips on that, see Kim and Mauborgne, Blue Ocean Strategy, 

2015. Its disadvantage, on the other hand, is that it requires more education of our 

audience to understand what it is that we do.  

 

Foresighters must also be more careful in their use of future stories than the typical 

futurist. Future stories can have great value, particularly in influencing others, but they 

are just one tool in the leader’s toolkit. Sometimes, one clarifying bit of critical data, one 

good model, or one new key causal inference can be worth a thousand stories to a group 

that needs to create better strategy, or a leader who needs a better vision.  

 

That is why, even when we speak as futurists, we must strive to be evidence-based, both 

quantitative and qualitative, to tie our stories to strategic implications, choices, and 

actions, to offer examples of SMART goals (specific, measurable, achievable, relevant, 

“Futurist” is a term best kept to a 

minimum in business environments. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Public_speaker
http://www.amazon.com/Blue-Ocean-Strategy-Expanded-Uncontested/dp/1625274491
http://www.amazon.com/Futurist-James-P-Othmer/dp/0307275140/
http://www.amazon.com/Futurist-James-P-Othmer/dp/0307275140/
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time-bound) suggested by our stories, and to refrain from being too political. Good 

foresight professionals strive to bring diverse, future-relevant inputs, forecasts, and 

possible alternative futures to strategy discussions, decision-making and planning. They 

also ensure that when plans are communicated and actions taken, after-action reviews 

occur in order to validate and improve future foresight.  

 

A general definition of a foresight career might be any position, occupation, or role that 

intentionally and methodically engages and analyzes the future in a strategic way and 

that results in changed intentions, plans or actions as a part of its function. This can be 

either implicitly or explicitly stated in our job description. Helping foresighters to 

recognize who they are, and how they can improve, is the primary goal of the Guide. 

 

The Do Loop – The Four Step (LFAR) Foresight-Action Cycle  

 

Cognitive science tells us that we 

adapt to our environment using a 

“perception-action (PA)” cycle. 

Management theory calls it a decision 

cycle. This cycle has four discrete 

steps: Perceive, Decide, Act, and get 

Feedback (PDAF). Restating these in 

management terms, the key steps we 

all take, to dynamically adapt, are 

Learning, Foresight, Action, and 

Reviewing. We call this foresight-

action cycle the LFAR loop, or the “Do 

Loop” for short. The Do loop is the 

most universal model we know for 

how thinking beings integrate 

foresight and action to create adaptive 

outcomes. It is the foundational model 

of this Guide. 

 

As we will see, we use this loop both unconsciously and consciously every day, in a great 

variety of activities. Every time we complete a Do loop with good feedback (the Review 

step), and begin again, we have a chance to grow in competency in a particular activity. 

Being an adaptive manager and leader depends on how well and frequently we use this 

loop, to grow all the competencies that make us effective in life.  

 

  

The Foresight-Action Cycle (LFAR Loop, Do Loop)  

(Foresight U, 2015) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Common_coding_theory
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Below are the Four Steps of the LFAR loop in graphic form: 

 

 

In the next chapter, we will split the two most complex of the four steps, Foresight and 

Action, into three skills each. Using the Foresight Triad (to be discussed shortly), we can 

split Foresight into three key skills: Anticipation, Innovation, and Strategy. Gallup, a 

management consultancy, splits Action into three key skills: Execution, Influence, and 

Relating. Together with Learning and Reviewing, which we treat as individual skills, 

this gives Eight Skills of Adaptive Foresight that we propose all organizations must 

master to successfully adapt. To us, this is a minimum viable model for organizations 

seeking to better integrate foresight and action. 

 

The Four Steps are a much simpler framework (by half) than the Eight Skills. Each 

describe the Do loop, with different levels of detail. In our experience using both models, 

the Four Steps have been sufficiently detailed for use by individuals and teams. The 

LFAR steps can be easily remembered, and by focusing on walking the Four Steps well, 

we can greatly improve our personal and team outcomes. 
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Let’s look closer now at each of the Four Steps of the Do Loop (LFAR loop), and their 

associated skills (core competencies): 

 Learning involves understanding the past and the present, to better see the future. 

Learning is technically preparation for foresight, but it is so critical to foresight 

production that we call learning one of Four Foresight Skills in our model. 

 Foresight involves the use of data, models, and a variety of frameworks to look 

ahead. We will see GRASP thinking for personal and team foresight (Chapter 3), 

and we’ve already discussed ADOR analysis, the Four Ps, and the REOPS cycle 

for organizational foresight work. The simplest foresight framework we know is 

the Foresight Triad, which gives us three core foresight skills: Anticipation, 

Innovation, and Strategy. With Learning, these are the four foresight skills. 

 Action on teams requires three distinct action skills, Execution, Influence, 

and Relating (keeping teams strong). Research by Gallup proposes that these are 

the three core Action skills in the workplace and in life. 

 Reviewing (aka “after-action review”) involves collecting and interpreting the 

results of our actions. Technically, reviewing is not action, but it can greatly 

improve our actions in the next cycle. It is so critical to adaptive action that we 

group it with the core action skills, giving Four Action Skills in our model. 

 

The key to the Do loop is to recognize that each of the four LFAR steps is best done to 

improve the next step.  We Learn (past and present) to improve our Foresight. We 

foresee in order to better Act. We act in order to Review our action, and discover if we 

got any closer to our goals. We review to find out what has improved, by how much, and 

what new learning to do in the next turn of the loop. 

 

Both ourselves and our teams can easily skip, reverse, or misuse any of these steps. 

Perhaps the most commonly skipped of the four steps is Reviewing. After improving our 

foresight, which includes our motivation to act (effective visioning and sentiment 

contrasting) gaining regular high-quality feedback may be the most important way that 

most of us can improve. Feedback usually includes criticism as well as praise, and many 

of us prefer to postpone or avoid it. Most of us can point to actions. But without good 

foresight and review, it is easy to confuse effort with effectiveness. Many of us also can 

point to learning that we have recently done. But without that learning being in service 

to foresight improvement, it is often a waste of time, and procrastination. 

 

The Four Steps of the Do Loop (LFAR) are an ideal quick and simple model for the Do 

loop. They are an excellent model to use for personal foresight and action, and in a first 

assessment of a team or firm. The Eight Skills of the Do Loop, by contrast, is an excellent 

model for team and organizational foresight, particularly on continual basis. Which 

model you use should depend on the results you get from each, as measured in your 

Review step. Use a level of complexity that works best for your context. 
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To see the universality of the Four Steps of the Do Loop, consider the following LFAR 

loops from a variety of human behaviors, problem domains, and systems. In each of these 

examples, we can identify this universal foresight-action loop. The step names are 

different, but the loop itself is universal. All of the loops below have been represented by 

us as four steps, though some original models may depict five or more steps. We will 

explore a number of these loops in greater depth in coming chapters: 

 

 Rao and Ballard’s Predictive Processing Loop.1 (Update=Learn, Predict=See, 

Sense=Do, Compare=Review). A very rapid (milliseconds) foresight-action cycle. 

This cycle determines how our brain sees and thinks, mostly unconsciously. It is 

also central to deep machine learning. 

 John Boyd’s OODA Loop (Orient=Learn; Decide=See; Act=Do; Observe=Review).2 

A rapid (seconds to minutes) and partly conscious foresight-action cycle that is 

key to competitive dominance in a threat environment.  

 David Allen’s Workflow Management Loop (Collect & Process=Learn, 

Organize=See, Do, Review) in workflow (information, task, time) management.  

 David Kolb’s Action (Experiential) Learning Loop (Model=Learn, Plan an 

Experiment=See, Experience=Do, Reflect=Review).3 This is perhaps the best-

grounded model of how learning actually occurs. 

 Clear and Duhigg’s Habit Formation/Breaking 

Loop4,5 (Environmental Cue=Learn, Craving=See, 

Response=Do, Reward=Review). A key model in habit 

formation and weakening in behavior change. 

 Eric Ericsson’s Deliberate Practice Loop (Assess 

Weaknesses= Learn, Plan Targeted Practice=See, 

Practice and Fail=Do, Review mistakes=Review).2 This 

one of the most evidence-based models for how peak 

performance is reached. 

 Eric Ries’s Lean Startup Loop (Learn, Envision, Build, Measure) in 

entrepreneurship.6 Also a key model for continual business model innovation. 

 Herbert Simon’s Design Loop (Define & Research=Learn; Ideate, Prototype & 

Choose=See; Implement=Do, Learn=Review) in innovation. 7 Particularly useful 

for team-based design and prototyping. 

                                                 
1 Rao and Ballard, Predictive coding in the visual cortex, Nature Neurosci 2:79-87 
2 Daniel Ford, A Vision So Noble: John Boyd, the OODA Loop, and America’s War on Terror, 2010. 
3 David Kolb, Experiential Learning, 2nd Ed (1st Ed. PDF), 2014. 
4 James Clear, The Habit Loop: Forming Habits that Stick, 2018. 
5 James Clear, Atomic Habits: How to Build Good Habits and Break Bad Ones, 2018. 
6 Dennis Mathaisel, Sustaining the Military Enterprise: Architecture for a Lean Transformation, 2007. 
7 Liedtka et al., Solving Problems with Design Thinking, Ten Stories of What Works, 2013. 

(Clear, 2018) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Predictive_coding
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OODA_loop
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Getting_Things_Done
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Action_learning
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Power_of_Habit
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Power_of_Habit
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Practice_(learning_method)#Deliberate_practice
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lean_startup#Build-Measure-Learn
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Design#Process
https://www.nature.com/articles/nn0199_79
https://www.amazon.com/Vision-So-Noble-Americas-Terror/dp/1451589816/
https://www.amazon.com/Experiential-Learning-Experience-Source-Development-ebook/dp/B00R4TOM6S/
https://www.amazon.com/Experiential-Learning-Experience-Source-Development-ebook/dp/B00R4TOM6S/
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/235701029_Experiential_Learning_Experience_As_The_Source_Of_Learning_And_Development
https://jamesclear.com/three-steps-habit-change
https://smile.amazon.com/gp/product/0735211299/
https://smile.amazon.com/Solving-Problems-Design-Thinking-Publishing/dp/0231163568/
https://smile.amazon.com/Solving-Problems-Design-Thinking-Publishing/dp/0231163568/
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 Kent Beck’s Agile Development Loop (Discover, Design, Develop, Test) in 

engineering, using processes like scrum, Kanban, and lean production.8 

 Edwards Deming’s Quality Loop (Observe=Learn; Plan=See, Do=Do, Check & 

Adjust=Review) in quality assurance.9  

 The Scientific Method Loop (Observe=Learn, Hypothesis & Prediction=See, 

Experiment=Do, Results=Review), how we get closer to truth.10 

 

Again, we’ll say more about several of these loops in later chapters. For now, just consider 

the broad value of the LFAR steps, and notice that every loop can be run faster or slower 

depending on context. In some contexts, as with the Predictive Processing loop 

(unconscious thinking), the OODA loop, or the Lean Startup loop, we will typically run 

our Do Loops very quickly. In an Experiential Learning loop, by contrast, we may want 

to run our loops more slowly, in a guided process of learning and practice, to maximize 

peak performance. With Quality loops, particularly when working in complex, 

expensive, or high-reliability contexts, we may run our Do Loops at the pace of weeks or 

months for each step. But in all of these cases, as Boyd would say, we must keep our loops 

running faster than relevant environmental change, including our competitors, or we 

will become the disrupted, rather than being disruptors ourselves.  

 

One key to professionalizing the foresight field is finding better definitions of what 

foresight work actually is, and who engages in it. This is an exciting time for foresight 

practice, as our professional organizations are all searching for new and more inclusive 

definitions of our field. Our field must recognize all the parts of itself as it grows up, so 

we can better share and compare models and methods, and improve collaborative work 

on foresight problems. The Do loop is a model that grounds our field, in our view. 

 

In our view, all individuals, teams, and organizations must learn to master their critical 

Do loops to stay adaptive. Running our loops too fast or too slow for the problem at 

hand, or too poorly, skimping on any of the steps, or perpetually neglecting or misusing 

any one of these steps will eventually undo the firm. They are a “minimum viable set” 

of critical activities, necessary but not sufficient for adaptiveness. By assessing their use, 

we can immediately begin to diagnose deficiencies in adaptiveness in any team or 

organization, and get quick strategies for improvement. 

 

  

                                                 
8 Stellman and Greene, Head First Agile: Principles, Ideas, and Real-World Practices, 2017. 
9 W. Edwards Deming, Out of the Crisis: The 14 Points for Future Management, 1982. 
10 Henry Cowles, The Scientific Method: An Evolution of Thinking from Darwin to Dewey, 2020. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Agile_software_development#Very_short_feedback_loop_and_adaptation_cycle
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PDCA
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scientific_method
https://smile.amazon.com/Head-First-Agile-Brain-Friendly-Principles-ebook/dp/B075SNHSQH/
https://smile.amazon.com/Out-Crisis-Press-Edwards-Deming-ebook/dp/B00653KTES/
https://smile.amazon.com/Scientific-Method-Evolution-Thinking-Darwin-ebook/dp/B082DK12BN
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How We Think I: The Temporal Triad (Past, Future, Present)  

 

All intelligent life thinks with a Temporal Triad:  

 

 The Past (“Before”), aka Hindsight:  

History, experience, data, trends, practices, hypotheses, models 

 The Present (“Now”), aka Insight: 

Introspection or self-awareness and intelligence; and, extrospection or social- and 

situational-awareness and intelligence 

 The Future (“Next”), aka Foresight: 

Today’s short-, medium-, and long-term probabilities, possibilities, and 

preferable as well as preventable futures 

 

The classic figure below is a helpful graphic that we can call the foresight hourglass. The 

past is always converging in on the now, and the future is always diverging out in 

expanding sets of possibilities. 

 

  

To adequately understand and act in the world, we must use all three time orientations 

well: our hindsight (past historical knowledge), insight (awareness of present reality), 

and foresight (our ability to anticipate, create, and improve the future).  

 

Notice that the last of these three time orientations, foresight, unlike the others, depends 

strongly on practicing the first two well. That makes it the hardest of the three 

orientations. But, foresight also offers us perhaps the greatest reward: a clearer, more 

accessible, and more adaptive vision of what may come, and what we may do next with 

our lives. It really is our greatest gift. 

 

The Foresight Hourglass. (Foresight NZ, McGuiness Institute) 
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The graphic at right, from MindTime.com 

gives adjectives that commonly associate with 

each of these time orientations. We bounce 

rapidly between all three orientations during 

the day, yet almost all of us tend to favor one 

or two orientations more. When practiced well, 

our preferred orientations can give us certain 

advantages:  

 Past-oriented thinkers can excel at 

seeing what has worked well so far. 

 Present-oriented thinkers can excel at getting things done 

 Future-thinkers can excel at seeing what needs to get done. 

 

A free online 18-question test at MindTime will 

assess our preferences for the orientations above. The 

center of the graphic is 33/33/33%. The “You” 

depicted at right (in this case, John Smart) tends to be 

a Future>Past>Present thinker (roughly 40% Future, 

35% Past, 25% Present in thinking frequency, 

estimated by deviation from the center).  

 

As leaders and self-leaders, we must learn the value 

and traps of each arm of the Temporal Triad, and be able to help our teams move between 

time orientations as needed, just as we must help them move between sentiments. We 

also must see and manage conflicts between our preferred time orientations and our jobs. 

When we are not using past, present, and future thinking as well as we should, we may 

need to change our job descriptions, teams, or routines to be more adaptive. 

 

Think now about your own preferences: Where do you tend to fall on this triad? What 

about your team? How would you rank your preferred time orientation, on average? Do 

you think most about the Past? The Present? The Future? In what contexts? Recognizing 

your temporal strengths and weaknesses can help you realize what you need to do to 

become a more effective thinker and strategizer. We’ll say more about this in Chapter 3.   

 

For teams and organizations, these time orientations are also congruent with Deloitte’s 

Business Chemistry workplace styles assessment (picture below). Like MindTime, the 

Business Chemistry assessment is based on neuroscience models. It has been used with 

200K individuals since 2010. This team independently discovered the time orientation 

triad in its data. Guardians, Drivers, and Pioneers are their past-, present-, and future-

oriented workplace styles. Helpfully, the Deloitte model adds a fourth “blended” style 

of working, Integrators, folks who like to facilitate collaboration and interdependence 

among the three primary working styles.  

http://www.mindtime.com/
http://www.mindtime.com/
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Again, many individuals prefer 

using just one or two of these four 

working styles. Here is a free online 

20-question test for self-diagnosing 

your and your team’s use of these 

styles. Christfort and Vickberg’s 

Business Chemistry: Creating 

Powerful Work Relationships, 2018, 

explores the four styles, and offers 

helpful advice for collaboration 

among them.  

 

Which of these four workplace 

styles best describes you? In what 

contexts? Can you recognize when 

one any of these styles is 

particularly helpful to doing good work? Can you delegate problems to those who are 

better at a particular style than you? Can you temporarily perform competently with any 

of these styles, as needed? What routines or relationships will help your team be 

competent in all of these styles? 

 

How We Think II: The Foresight Triad (Probable, Possible, Preferable) 

 

Perhaps the first truly universal model of foresight was introduced 

by Alvin Toffler in 1970. Along with a handful of others, Toffler is 

one of the best known and most influential futurists of the twentieth 

century. In his prescient bestseller Future Shock, 1970, he helped us 

consider the psychological and societal effects of accelerating 

change. Technological and societal acceleration is a topic that a few 

writers have noted since the late 1800s, but few have argued, as 

Toffler did, that acceleration is a predictable feature of intelligent 

life. Once we see it from that perspective, we can ask how and where 

it occurs in society, and how to better manage it. In 2003, John started 

a small nonprofit, the Acceleration Studies Foundation (ASF), to advocate for better study 

and management of global processes of accelerating change. Since its inception, ASF has 

been particularly interested in the fundamental physical and informational drivers of 

accelerating change. We seek to understand accelerating change from Carl Sagan’s 

Cosmic Calendar perspective, as an understudied and apparently universal process of 

evolutionary development. In Book 2, we will propose two major drivers of accelerating 

change on Earth, densification and dematerialization (“D&D”). We expect such 

processes drive accelerating change on all Earthlike planets in our universe. 

 

Toffler, 1970  

https://bc20questions.deloitte.com/#/
https://smile.amazon.com/Business-Chemistry-Practical-Crafting-Relationships/dp/1119501563/
https://smile.amazon.com/Business-Chemistry-Practical-Crafting-Relationships/dp/1119501563/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alvin_Toffler
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Future_Shock
https://www.accelerating.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cosmic_Calendar
http://www.amazon.com/Future-Shock-Alvin-Toffler/dp/0553277375
http://www.amazon.com/Future-Shock-Alvin-Toffler/dp/0553277375
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Toward the end of Future Shock, Toffler proposed that foresight thinking can be divided 

into three key types. He also said that this division would help us to professionalize our 

field. Here is the original passage, with our bolding added: 

 

Every society faces not merely a succession of probable futures, but an array 

of possible futures, and a conflict over preferable futures. … Determining 

the probable calls for a science of futurism. Delineating the possible calls for 

an art of futurism. Defining the preferable calls for a politics of futurism. The 

worldwide futurist movement today does not yet differentiate clearly among these 

functions. (p. 407, first edition) 

 

Toffler’s proposal was further developed a decade later by Roy Amara a leading foresight 

practitioner and president of the Institute for the Future (IFTF). In 1981, Amara published 

an article on the primacy of these three approaches in The Futurist, the magazine of 

the World Future Society, titled “The futures field: searching for definitions and 

boundaries.” This further raised its profile. Soon thereafter, practitioners began calling 

this the “Three Ps Model” of Foresight. 

 

As we will see, both the Three Ps, and an expansion of this model called the Four Ps 

(Chapter 2) have very strong foundations. They represent basic features of our physical 

universe and of intelligence in living systems. To avoid confusion with the Four Ps, a 

sentiment-based version of the model, we will call the Three Ps the Foresight Triad. 

These three processes are the basis of evo-devo foresight, a prescientific model of how 

complex systems adapt that we will use throughout this Guide. A graphic representation 

of the Foresight Triad is presented below:  

 

The Foresight Triad  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roy_Amara
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Institute_for_the_Future
http://www.wfs.org/futurist
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As we will see, there is one set of universal laws and processes that create convergent, 

probable futures. For example, think of classical physics, discovered by Isaac Newton 

in 1687. There is another set of laws and processes that generate divergent, possible 

futures. Think of quantum physics, discovered in the 1930s. We also know that these two 

opposing processes somehow worked together, over universal history, to create life 

(intelligence), a third and very special complex adaptive system, which alone has 

sentiments (positive and negative) and preferences.  

 

The Foresight Triad tells us that although there are three universal processes relating to 

the future, two of these are particularly foundational, and the third (intelligence, life) 

is an emergent mix of the first two. In universal history, the physics of the probable and 

of the possible, of the statistically predictable and the unpredictable, both operated long 

before life and its preferences arose. All living systems are thus driven by a mix of these 

two more fundamental types of change—the predictable and the unpredictable. The 

Foresight Triad tells us that the most fundamental kinds of foresight thinking are to 

conceptualize what will happen (the probable), what can happen (the possible), and 

what should happen (the preferable) all at the same time.  

 

Here is the Foresight Triad again in list form: 

 

 Probable Futures (constraint-generating, uniformity-generating, predictable, 

secure, expected, familiar) 

 Possible Futures (freedom-generating, variety-generating, unpredictable, 

creative, alternative, novel) 

 Preferable Futures (individually or group-preferred values, goals and agendas 

for the future) 

 

Let’s look closer now at each of these three kinds of futures, to better understand them: 

 

The Probable. The first foresight type is the probable—this is the future that will likely 

happen tomorrow, whether we want it to or not. It can also be the expected future, but 

only when our expectations (and preferences) are good models of reality. Frequently they 

are not. If a future is going to happen independent of our desires, philosophers call this 

“necessity”. The probable future is dominated by convergent physical processes and 

convergent thinking. Probability and predictive thinking is striving to find truth, and 

optima, and it aspires to eventually become a computable science, even though this kind 

of thinking does not always begin with good data or scientific rigor. Though it can be 

hard to do, this is the kind of foresight we recommend starting with when dealing with 

any problem, as it helps us to find potentially relevant laws, limits, constraints, trends, 

and boundaries of the future.  

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Isaac_Newton
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For examples of predictable, convergent, universality-generating processes, we can think 

of classical physics, or the laws of thermodynamics, which bind our universe to certain 

predictable futures. We can think also of biological development, psychological 

development, predicable aspects of economic development, technological development, 

and social and political development, including any values, goals, agendas, behaviors, 

and laws that appear to be cultural universals—like the increasing preference for 

democracy over autocracy over the last several hundred years of human development. 

Any historical curves, cycles, or trends in demographics, politics, economics, 

technology, and any probable future relationships in an industry or firm’s cooperative 

and competitive environment are all aspects of this fundamental foresight type.  

 

The Possible. The second foresight type is the possible—also often called 

alternative futures. This is the set of things we think could happen tomorrow, or what 

scientists call “chance.” It is dominated by divergent and locally unique physical 

processes and thinking. Quantum physics, a process that is partly indeterministic and is 

characterized by irreducible uncertainty, is one of the most fundamental examples in 

scientific theory of unpredictable, divergent, variety-generating universal processes. 

Another important example on Earth is the continuous divergent and unpredictable 

branching we see in biological evolution and its “tree of life“. Another, in psychology, is 

the unpredictability of our individual free will and imagination. At the planetary level, 

imagine any of the vast number of environmental changes that we cannot predict in 

advance. 

 

For organizational examples, think of any choice we might make, or activity we might 

do, that leads us into a future that is at least a bit different from others. Exploring any of 

these possible paths, or reacting to any local event, can contingently and unpredictably 

change our strategy, plans, or actions. Possible futures are the realm of contingency, 

creativity, imagination, diversity, risk-taking, and experiment. Artists, designers, 

experimenters, risk-takers, and entrepreneurs usually don’t seek first to know the future 

(what we call a developmental priority). Instead, they strive to create the future (an 

evolutionary priority). Both, we will see, are equally fundamental and admirable goals. 

 

The Preferable. The third, and most recently emergent foresight type is what we or our 

organizations want. We all generate preferences as intelligent beings. Activities 

like visioning, goalsetting, strategy, and planning are key aspects 

of preference foresight. In preferences, we seek to enlarge the good and minimize the 

bad. Even the simplest thinking organisms are motivated by both pleasure and pain. Our 

adaptive preferences are a subset of our preferred visions, goals, values, and strategies. 

They are the ones that end up helping us both to survive and thrive, in our future 

cooperative and competitive environments.  

 

As Toffler reminds us, all preference foresight is also normative (value-based) 

and political. Preferable futures are a subset of the probable and possible that we think 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Classical_mechanics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thermodynamics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Developmental_biology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Developmental_psychology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Developmental_psychology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Economic_development
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technological_convergence
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cultural_universals
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_development_(economics)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quantum_mechanics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indeterminism
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heisenberg_uncertainty_principle
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Evolution
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tree_of_life
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will generate the best outcomes based on our particular goals and values. We’ll offer a 

tentative model of some universally adaptive goals and values later. Figuring out how 

to prioritize and balance our goals and values via our strategies and actions is rarely 

obvious, however. There is always a tension between seeking what is best for us, best for 

our group, or best for all (utilitarianism). 

 

Another way to see the Foresight Triad, as futurist Alex Teselkin observes, is found in 

the fields of Logic and Learning. These fields also offer three fundamental thinking types: 

 

1. Deduction, or the reasoning around logical consequences, is the dominant way 

we explore probable futures. 

2. Induction, or the sensing of a great variety of specific instances to infer general 

rules, is the dominant way we reason about possible futures. 

3. Abduction, or “inference to the best explanation” is the construction of a 

hypothesis that seems the most likely explanation for our observations. It is the 

main way we explore preferable and preventable futures. 

 

In Big Picture Foresight, we will explore the Foresight Triad in yet another way, as the Evo-

Devo Triad. We think evo-devo models offer the most powerful and helpful way to apply 

the triad in foresight work. In our model, each corner of the triad represents a different 

set of universal actors, functions, and goals, as summarized in the graphic below: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Utilitarianism
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We will propose that each of these actor, function, and goal sets are at the center of all 

self-sustaining (replicating) complex adaptive systems. We will see that individuals 

(discreteness), groups (collectiveness), and networks (interdependence) help complex 

systems adapt at all scales. We’ll learn how to roughly apply this triad to individuals, 

teams, organizations, societies, and to our global civilization as complex systems. We 

think its universality can greatly improve our foresight and action. 

 

Let us now briefly revisit the Six 

Domains, and consider them this time in 

terms of the Foresight Triad. Evo-devo 

thinking allows us to say important 

things these six domains. While actors in 

each of the six domains must navigate all 

corners of this triad, we can nevertheless 

propose three particularly important 

evo-devo purposes for three groups of 

the six domains, when considered as 

complex cystems. Specifically, we can 

say: 

 

 Selves and Teams, as complex 

living systems, seem to have a 

primary purpose to explore and 

create evolutionary possibilities 

in thinking and action. More than 

any other, these systems generate a great diversity of futures, which are then 

selected on by the environment. 

 Global and Universal systems, by contrast, appear to have a primary purpose to 

find and enforce developmental probabilities.  More than any other, these 

systems must converge all actors on a set of common futures, protecting the 

complexity of the whole. 

 Organizations and Societies, sitting between these two more fundamental 

extremes of the Foresight Triad, appear to have a primary purpose to help 

networks select and maintain adaptive preferences. More than any other systems, 

these two manage the conflict between possibility and probability (futures and 

future). They also “bridge” the small and the big actors in our environment. 

 

Whether or not you accept the value of evo-devo models, these six domains are easily 

distinguishable in strategy, planning, and policy. All six are clearly important. They are 

a good base from which to define the scope of our field, and to conduct our work. We 

challenge skeptical readers to come up with a more useful alternative model. 
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Amazingly, even our neural architecture appears to be organized along the lines of the 

Foresight Triad. A model of thinking called active inference, developed by neuroscientist 

Karl Friston, offers evidence for this hypothesis. This model is being used today in 

leading AI development. We will discuss it further in Book 2. In our interpretation of 

Friston’s work, all neural networks strive to improve at three things: 

 Creating a variety of competing inferences (recognizing Possible futures) 

 Predicting in universally correct ways (seeing Probable futures)  

 Selecting and achieving positive visions, while avoiding negative visions, and 

reducing prediction errors (Preferable and Preventable futures) 

 

Our neural networks are constantly generating a variety of possible future models—for 

example, when we argue with ourselves as we consider a problem from several 

viewpoints. Each of those arguing networks generate their own “bottom up” 

predictions, and we update those predictions in a “top down” manner, using Bayesian 

methods—in an attempt to minimize predictive error—to see probable futures.  

 

Next, we try to synchronize and filter our visions, in a primarily cooperative and 

secondarily competitive manner—that special network process we call “coopetition” in 

this Guide. Then, we engage in periodic selection (culling, filtering) of those preferable 

and preventable visions, in our own brains and in our societies, in democratic voting 

processes that are very similar to what we find in beehives and animal herds. Then, we 

work to actualize those visions. 

 

Finally, we update our visions in a loop, using feedback from our actions, attempting to 

minimize predictive error. This “Do loop” of learning, foresight, action, and feedback 

is universal: it is how we adapt over time. We will explore the steps and skills of the Do 

loop in Chapter 2. 

 

As you consider your relationship to the Foresight Triad, ask yourself: How would you 

rank each of these types of foresight thinking in your typical frequency of thought? Which 

do you prefer to do the most? Which the least? In what contexts? How do you balance 

these three in different contexts? How do you decide when it is most effective to move 

from one type of future thinking to another? Do you overrely on your preferred type? 

How can you best improve your least-preferred type? What about your team? We will 

discuss such vital questions throughout the Guide. 

 

How We Think III: The Values Triad (True, Beautiful, Good) 

 

Seeing the probable and the possible as the two most fundamental ways of analyzing 

change began, as far as we know, with the Greek philosopher Democritus (460-370 BCE), 

who said that, “Everything existing in the universe is the fruit of necessity and chance.” 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karl_J._Friston
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Democritus
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Around then, a few Eastern and Western philosophers independently proposed the 

special importance of three human goals, or sets of values, the True, the Good, and 

the Beautiful. For simplicity, we will call these “values.” 

 

In the East, the Bhagavad Gita, 400 BCE, stressed the value of “words which are good and 

beautiful and true.” In the West, Plato (390 BCE) and his student, Aristotle (350 BCE) 

both explored these three values as transcendentals, or universal properties of being. In 

particular, one of Aristotle’s models divided human intellect into the theoretical, 

the productive, and the practical. In this model, our theoretical mind is concerned with 

knowledge and truth, our productive mind with the creation of beautiful objects, and 

our practical mind with ethics, empathy, and the nature of the good.  

 

In this Guide, we will call these three special 

values sets Plato’s Triad, and the Values 

Triad. Note that Plato’s Triad is actually a 

restatement of the Foresight Triad, from a 

values perspective. True things are highly 

probable, Beautiful things explore the 

possible, and Good things are preferable. In 

truth, these two models are looking at the 

same things, complexity and change, from 

two related vantage points.  

 

Consider how Plato’s Triad associates with the Foresight Triad:  

 Probability foresight is motivated by Truth- and Discovery-associated values  

 Possibility foresight is motivated by Beauty-and Creativity-associated values 

 Preference foresight is motivated by Goodness- and Adaptiveness values 

 

Plato’s Triad is the simplest useful model of universal values, and of normative 

foresight, that we know. We’ll use it in several variations in this Guide.  

 

For example, in Chapter 3, we’ll see that this triad is congruent with an evidence-based 

set of three classic decision styles. These styles can be quickly assessed with the Kirton 

Adaption-Innovation (KAI) inventory , which helps us to recognize which of these three 

sets of values and decision styles we prefer.  

 

The psychologist Michael Kirton has found that most people are preference thinkers 

(what he calls “bridgers”). But there are also people on our teams who either mildly or 

strongly prefer either possibility thinking (he calls them “innovators”) or probability 

thinking (“adaptors”). These two groups are often at odds with each other on teams, yet 

Platonic Transcendentals (Universal Values)  

The True, the Beautiful, and the Good 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bhagavad_Gita
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plato
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aristotle
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both are critical to adaptiveness (see picture below). A good leader will ensure that 

psychological safety exists for all three of these kinds of decisionmakers on the team.  

 

Discerning readers may now recognize that, the Temporal Triad, the Foresight Triad, 

and the Values Triad are all closely related. Consider that those who think frequently 

and well about the Past can often be very good Probability thinkers: they are particularly 

motivated to discover Truth, and they tend to see causal models, curves, and trends. 

Those who think frequently and well about the Future can be very good Possibility 

thinkers: they are particularly motivated to create Beauty, and they tend see options and 

uncertainties. Those who think frequently and well about the Present can be very good 

Preference thinkers: they tend to see shared visions and fears held by stakeholders. They 

are particularly motivated to steer toward the Good, while avoiding the Bad, and ideally, 

to measure their progress in that regard.  

 

In our view, each of these triads are different views of universal evo-devo processes that 

must be used by intelligent systems. We expect that all intelligent complex systems, on 

Earth and presumably elsewhere in our cosmos, will embody these three relationships 

to time, process, and values. All three corners of these triads seem to be fundamental to 

how intelligence manages complexity and change. 

 

Take a moment now to compare your reflections across each of these three triads (the 

Temporal Triad, the Foresight Triad, the Values Triad): Did you tend to prefer the same 

corners of each triad, on average? In what contexts do these triads not align for you? 

Which triads were you more or less aware of? In which triads are you most able to shift 

to different corners and blends of corners, as appropriate? In which are you most able to 
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delegate tasks to others with strengths you do not have? Do you have a strong sense of 

when to use each, and when to switch perspectives? What about your team? We will 

discuss these challenges throughout the Guide.  

 

How We Think IV: The Leadership Triad (Hedgehog, Fox, Eagle) 

 

We can now describe four classic future thinking styles we all use, whether we are 

leading ourselves or leading others. Three of these styles are adaptive, and convergent 

with the three triads we have just discussed. We call those three the Leadership Triad. 

The fourth style is typically maladaptive, and occurs outside the triad. Foresight and 

management scholars have given the four styles descriptive animal names: The 

Hedgehog, the Fox, the Eagle, and the Ostrich. These names are simple enough, and the 

patterns are universal enough, that they are worth remembering and using.  

 

We’ve previously introduced the Fox and the Hedgehog, identified by philosopher 

Isaiah Berlin. Recall that Foxes are more possibility oriented, and skeptical of 

overarching theories. They like to pick and choose from a broad set of ideas and methods, 

gained from a wide variety of sources. They like “exploring uncertainty,” and prize 

creativity. They can be unpredictable and nonconformist. We noted that the majority of 

self-declared futurists are foxes, but not certainly not all. We also claim that most of the 

time when the typical person thinks about the future, they do it from a possibility-first, 

Fox-like perspective. We will describe this as the 95/5 Rule (evo-devo complex systems 

are typically 95% evolutionary, 5% developmental, in their frequencies of thought and 

action) in Book 2 of the Guide. 

 

Hedgehogs are more probability oriented. They prefer using models and frameworks. 

They are motivated by a single big idea, model, theory, belief, or authority structure. 

They seek certainty and truth-associated values. In their areas of mastery, they can be 

predictable and conformist. They like working with well-known (if not well-evidenced) 

processes, frameworks and steps and “solving the problem.” We noted that the majority 

of foresighters (foresight professionals), people paid to look to and analyze the future 

for others, are hedgehogs. They have learned various well-known models, procedures 

and recipes for foresight work, and they apply those in a great variety of  . 

 

Notice that we have just described the two fundamental corners, or “base” of the 

Temporal, Foresight and Values Triads. Clearly a leadership style for the “top” corner 

of this triad must also exist. As Kirton showed, that top corner is also going to be the most 

frequent type of the three leadership types, in a typical population of leaders. As it 

integrates two more fundamental types, it will also be the most societally valued type.  

 

That third leadership type is called the Eagle. This is the future thinker and leader who 

is more of a presentist than a futurist. The leader who values searching for the Good, as 
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a mix of both Truth and Beauty. The Eagle is a leader who seeks to “bridge” the two more 

basic types, seeking shared preferences and visions, and the most integrative strategy. 

 

This type was first identified, to our knowledge, by futurist Patricia 

Lustig in her excellent introductory book on our field, Strategic 

Foresight, 2015. As Lustig describes, the Eagle seeks to blend both Fox 

and Hedgehog perspectives. To do this well, this future thinker and 

leader must fly high, bridging many different perspectives, and 

getting the Big Picture, systems view. They must range across all 

three corners of the Temporal, Foresight, and Values Triads. In evo-

devo terms, the Eagle balances individual and community goals and 

values, with a preference for improving the network. They know 

complex systems are partly unpredictable (“evolving”), and partly predictable 

(“developing”), and they seek to learn deeply from both views. As the psychologist 

Michael Kirton (Chapter 3) has found, the Eagle (“bridger”) is also the most common of 

the three adaptive types. 

 

All three leadership types create strategic foresight, and all three can be great leaders. 

This diversity of styles is a strength of evo-devo systems, not a weakness. Nevertheless, 

the Eagle is potentially the best integrator of strategic foresight, and they can be the 

greatest of leaders. But just because we favor a particular style does not mean we do it 

well. Many Eagles undervalue or underexplore either the possible or the probable, or 

both, before they turn to their favorite (and most popular) preference thinking. Eagles 

cannot see anything well, or produce good strategy, without both Foxes and Hedgehogs 

providing their insights on the team. Another challenge for Eagles is that they don’t fly 

high enough, at times. Their Big Picture is often still too small. 

 

In a discerning study of leadership, Time to Lead: Lessons for Today’s Leaders, 2020, business 

school professor Jan-Benedict Steenkamp offers sixteen examples of leaders, from seven 

different leadership styles (adaptive, persuasive, directive, disruptive, character, servant, 

and charismatic) who addressed problems based on whether they were Hedgehogs, 

Foxes, Eagles. He also introduces a fourth leadership type, Ostriches, folks who avoid 

serious future thinking, preferring to keep their heads in the sand.  

 

Steenkamp calls Ostriches “hapless leaders”. We all know such people. They are reactive, 

unforesighted, and prefer to merely “go with the flow.” Ostriches are everywhere, 

depending on the problem and context, but they are more common in large and 

bureaucratic organizations. But we also find ostrich behavior under conditions of stress 

and challenge, and anywhere there is low accountability or feedback. Steenkamp offers 

a twenty-question “Hedgefox Assessment” in this book to help you determine where you 

often prefer to be among these four personality types. 

 

Patricia Lustig 

https://www.amazon.com/Strategic-Foresight-Learning-Patricia-Lustig/dp/190947066X/
https://www.amazon.com/Strategic-Foresight-Learning-Patricia-Lustig/dp/190947066X/
https://www.amazon.com/Time-Lead-Lessons-Leaders-Decisions/dp/1734324821/
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The Leadership Triad (see picture below) reminds us that three of these leadership styles 

are particularly adaptive. To be their best, leaders in each style must know how to work 

with and delegate to others who have a different style.  

 

 

We all must think as Foxes, Hedgehogs, and Eagles at different times, with different levels 

of effort, to produce adaptive foresight and action. In other words, all three elements of 

this Personalities Triad are not skills, they are capacities. We use all three every day, and 

we must strive to get better at all of them. We can’t neglect any one of them, or we’ll start 

to become maladaptive. Even when we prefer one of these types, we must work well with 

and delegate effectively to the other types.  

 

We can even be successful Ostriches, to some degree, if we can successfully delegate 

critical foresight processes and decisions to deputies, and develop them well. As the Anna 

Karenina principle reminds us, there are many (evolutionary) ways to fail, but only a 

few (developmental) ways to succeed. There are many ways to 

avoid foresight, and be an Ostrich. But there are only a few classic 

ways to succeed. Hedgehogs, Foxes, and Eagles describe those 

classic ways we can succeed. If we are an Ostrich, we must delegate 

our firm’s necessary foresight to deputies who are one of the other 

types. 

 

In Chapter 8 we will outline the Korn Ferry Leadership Architect 

model. This well-respected model includes thirty-eight 

competencies and a great variety of assessments. We recommend Korn Ferry, 2017 
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Korn Ferry’s exhaustive leadership development workbook, FYI: For Your Improvement, 

2017, now in its sixth edition. The latest edition is not available for purchase outside of 

their programs. Older editions can be found used on Amazon.  

 

The Korn Ferry model defines Four Leadership Competencies: 

1. Thought Leadership (Being Strategic)   External Focus 

2. Results Leadership (Being Outcome-Bound)  External Focus 

3. People Leadership (Being a Developer)   Internal Focus  

4. Personal Leadership (EQ, Ethics, Adaptability)  Internal Focus 

 

Complex systems scholar and futurist David Snowden, creator of the Cynefin 

sensemaking framework, to be discussed later, tells us that these four competencies are 

not equally important. Some leaders, if they can successfully delegate and develop 

deputies, can specialize in the just last two of these four. Snowden describes successful 

leaders that are good “Coordinators”. They focus on People and Personal leadership, on 

developing and protecting their top people. Their deputies are the actual Thought 

leaders (strategy creators) and Results leaders (decision makers), in all or most 

organizational contexts. Such specialization can be particularly adaptive in large or high 

complexity organizations, where both strategy and operations can overwhelm the 

cognitive capacities of leaders.  

 

In truth, all leaders are Ostriches with respect to some areas of their organizations. We all 

sometimes encounter too much complexity for our minds to grasp. How we deal with 

that reality is what determines whether our team is adaptive. Whether we tend to be a 

Hedgehog, Fox, Eagle, or Ostrich, there are always ways we and our teams can better 

adapt. The better we understand, respect and use all three corners of the Leadership 

Triad, the better our foresight will become. 

 

How We Think V: The Four Horizons, and the Power Law of Future Thinking 

 

Future thinking can be usefully divided into Four Horizons:  

1. Today’s Foresight  (Now to End-of-Day) 

2. Short-term Foresight  (the “T’s”: Tomorrow to Three months)  

3. Mid-term Foresight  (the “4’s”: Next Quarter to 4 years) 

4. 4. Long-term Foresight (>4 years, lifespan, future generations) 

 

https://www.amazon.com/FYI-Improvement-Competencies-Development-Guide/dp/1933578904/
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Each of these is qualitatively different from the other. We 

have said that we are Homo prospectus, a future-oriented 

species. Yet as Benjamin Libet explains in Mind Time, 2005, 

the great majority of our future thinking runs just 

milliseconds to minutes ahead of now, and is largely 

unconscious.  

 

We call this insight 

the Power Law of 

Future Thinking. It is 

a key feature in the 

psychology of 

foresight. In most 

contexts, for a variety 

of reasons, we think 

far less frequently 

about events further 

ahead in time. One 

implication of the 

power law is that 

getting better at 

today’s foresight is 

typically our greatest 

strategy for general improvement in foresight process. Many of the most fundamental 

models, skills, and frameworks we use in any of these horizons will be as useful in the 

next horizon, with minor adaptations. As we will learn, the most efficient way to grow 

our foresight capacity over the next few days, weeks and months, and the best way to 

build the short- and mid-term foresight that is most valuable for our careers, is to first 

get good at awareness, control, and ownership of today’s foresight, from now till our 

next loss of consciousness. This insight is often forgotten, especially by those in the habit 

of looking to the long-term. 

 

People who excel at today’s foresight are both “Presentists” and “Futurists.” They excel 

at being aware of and acting in their current surroundings, as well as at thinking and 

acting from “Now to Next.” When we create things like daily resolution lists, priority 

lists, task lists, schedules, and plans, we are previsualizing our day. When we make 

such tools simple enough to use and review several times a day, we “close the loop”, 

and get helpful feedback, and a chance to strengthen good habits and build key skills.  

 

As foresight professionals, the challenge that typically yields the greatest benefits for 

ourselves and our clients, is to become conscious directors of our daily schedules and 

priorities, and detail-oriented managers of our emotions, time and energy from Now 

to Day’s-End. When we practice today’s foresight, our “Do Loop” feedback cycles 

https://www.amazon.com/Mind-Time-Consciousness-Perspectives-Neuroscience/dp/0674013204/
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(Chapter 2) are far faster than in the other horizons, and we can improve, in accuracy, 

priorities, and capacity, far more quickly from our mistakes. Most of the lessons and 

habits we learn in practicing Today’s foresight are directly applicable to tomorrow’s 

foresight. Better short-term foresight in turn will improve our longer horizon foresight 

work. We will discuss the Four Horizons in greater depth in Chapter 3. 

 

How We Think VI: Our Two Speeds of Thinking Systems 

 

The neuroscience of foresight has been advancing rapidly since new experimental tools 

and methods, like fMRI and optogenetics, were invented in the late 1990s and 2000’s. The 

story of how our amazing minds emerged—how and when they either work well or fail—

gets clearer every year. Let’s look briefly at some of this science now. 

 

Besides active inference (i.e., the Foresight Triad), there is another evidence-based model 

in psychology that describes our mind as two feeling and thinking systems: dual process 

theory. Let’s explore that model now. It is a helpful oversimplification that offers an 

excellent overview of our thinking and foresight processes. Dual process theory tells us 

that our minds anticipate and make decisions about the future in two basic ways. The 

first way is very fast—more emotional and intuitive than reasoned—and is largely 

unconscious. The second way is slow—more deliberative and reason-based than 

emotional—and significantly more conscious.  

 

Behavioral economist Daniel Kahneman popularized these two decision-making 

systems in his bestseller, Thinking, Fast and Slow, 2012. Because we use emotion and 

reason to varying degrees in both of these systems, and because we don’t have widely 

accepted models yet of what consciousness is as opposed to unconscious processes, 

Kahneman refers to them as simply System 1 and System 2. Empirically, the difference 

in speed between these two thinking systems is the easiest way to tell them apart.  

 

System 1 – Rapid, Unconscious, Intuitive-Emotional Thinking 

 

Our previously learned, and now largely unconscious, primarily emotional and 

secondarily rational processes of thought form our intuition: a term well-suited to 

designate System 1. One major component of intuition is instinct, which is previous 

genetic learning via natural selection, developmentally encoded into our neural structure 

(“nature”). Another is our prior learning experiences (“nurture”).  Many of these occur 

in our youth, in early development, and are quickly relegated to our unconscious. While 

both evolutionary (bottom-up, local, experimental) and developmental (top-down, 

global, programmed) drivers are involved in creating intuition, its creation is primarily a 

developmental process, and it operates in largely predictable ways.  

 

All animals have at least the basic emotions of pain and pleasure, working in opposition 

with each other. In higher animals, emotions are tied to our models of future pain or 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dual_process_theory
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dual_process_theory
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Daniel_Kahneman
https://www.amazon.com/Thinking-Fast-Slow-Daniel-Kahneman/dp/0374533555
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pain_and_pleasure
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reward, and they are unconsciously triggered, below our level of true awareness. The 

more complex our brains get, the more thinking-dependent and context-dependent our 

emotional and intuitive pleasure and pain combinations become. These dual drives to 

think ahead—first intuitively and unconsciously, and second, deliberately and 

consciously—are found in all higher animals. 

 

Books like Leonard Mlodinow’s Subliminal, 2013 tell us that the 

various parts of our unconscious mind are endlessly cooperating and 

competing to try to better anticipate or make predictions about the 

world. EEG experiments—those that test electrical activity in the 

brain—have shown that we are instantly surprised, at the 

unconscious level, if the world behaves in a way contrary to any of 

our unconscious predictions.  

 

In one experiment, when test subjects were shown a clip of a dog 

quacking, they became instantly yet unconsciously surprised; then, 

about half a second later, they consciously recognized their surprise. 

Unconsciously, we all have learned that dogs generally bark, and such processes of 

prediction occur hundreds of milliseconds faster than our conscious awareness. 

Experiments like these tell us that human consciousness is a secondary, emergent meta-

process, which always occurs after, and is often subservient to, all the predictive, 

unconscious, Bayesian activities of our brain. The latter, not our consciousness, make up 

the vast majority of our thinking processes. 

 

Our sense of morality, which we tend to think of as largely conscious and deliberative, 

also begins as an instinctual, unconscious process. For example, monkeys display an 

innate sense of moral fairness. If they see another monkey of the same status get a better 

reward for the same task (say, getting a grape instead of a cucumber), they will typically 

get angry and no longer participate in the “game”. Their prediction of fairness has been 

violated, and their emotions guide them to an adaptive response. 

 

Humans with lesions in their amygdala—a key relay station supporting emotional 

processing—will often deliberate rationally on possible actions, yet they never come to 

a decision. They get stuck forever in ”analysis paralysis” because they either cannot 

access, or are not willing to rely on, their gut intuitions—the processes of System 1—to 

make a choice. See Antonio Damasio’s Descartes’ Error, 2005, for more on how various 

forms of emotional and unconscious prediction are fundamental to thinking. It is these 

intuitive processes that allow us to make decisions when rationality fails to provide a 

clear answer, as it so often does in a complex world.  

 

In sum, System 1, unconscious intuition, emotions, and empathy are at the core of 

higher intelligence in living systems. As we’ll describe in Book 2, we predict that 

intuitive, unconscious, emotional processes will have to be at the core of all the most 

Mlodinow, 2012 

http://www.amazon.com/Subliminal-Unconscious-Rules-Behavior-Vintage/dp/0307472256
https://www.amazon.com/Descartes-Error-Emotion-Reason-Human/dp/014303622X/
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adaptive machine intelligence to come. Like us, their artificial neural networks will have 

to be evo-devo systems, evolved, developed, and continually selected for greater 

adaptiveness. Like us, they will be finite and computationally incomplete. Like us, their 

futures will be full of uncertainty and “wicked problems”. The futurist Richard Yonck 

explores this idea in The Heart of the Machine: Our Future in a World of Artificial Emotional 

Intelligence, 2017. Because rationality will fail them often, just as it fails us, they will also 

have to rely on their gut intuition, emotions, and empathy to guide their decisions. Just 

as we do our best to educate our children, we will have a critical responsibility to train 

those intuitions and emotions well. 

 

System 2 – Slower, Conscious, Rational-Deliberative Thinking 

 

In animals with more complex brains, a growing degree of self-consciousness and 

environmental awareness emerges. The creation of our self- and other awareness—the 

slower, deliberate thinking that we do in our conscious minds about ourselves and the 

world around us—occurs in classically “top-down” (convergent, predictable, 

developmental) manner. Consciousness reliably emerges, in a process of neural 

synchronization of large groups of unconscious processes, in all complex brains. Once it 

has emerged, it functions in a “bottom-up” (divergent, unpredictable, evolutionary) 

way on the world, by contrast to our intuition. Our conscious, rational, deliberative, 

minds take each of us in all sorts of unique directions, creating an astonishing mental 

diversity of ideas and behaviors. This is the kind of thinking that Kahneman calls System 

2. It is found in many higher (more generally adaptive) animals on Earth, not only 

humans.  

 

Modern neuroscience tells us that even our awareness and consciousness, as well as all 

our deliberate thought-processes, depend on a wide variety of cooperating and 

competing bottom-up predictions, running in parallel in different regions of our brain. 

When we consciously argue with ourselves over what to do next, we clearly do that 

using spatially separate, “coopetitive” neural networks. This process is presumably very 

similar to the way our unconscious brains cooperate and compete to predict what 

“should” happen next, as in the video of the dog quacking instead of barking. 

 

In their article “Recognition by Top-Down and Bottom-Up Processing in Cortex: The 

Control of Selective Attention,” Graboi and Lisman, 2003, provide evidence that our 

more conscious brain regions are also constantly doing their own complex top-down 

(global, emergent, convergent) predicting, while acting as bottom-up sources of mental 

variety in the world. Our conscious output is greatly influenced by what is fed to it lower 

brain and sensory regions in the neural hierarchy. Those regions are engaged in 

massively parallel bottom-up prediction activities, finding patterns, making sense of the 

world, and sorting signal from noise. Prediction errors occur at many levels of this 

neural hierarchy, whenever we find a discrepancy between what our models predict, 

and what our senses tell us (senses of both external and internal states). Over time, we 

https://www.amazon.com/Heart-Machine-Artificial-Emotional-Intelligence/dp/1628727330
https://www.amazon.com/Heart-Machine-Artificial-Emotional-Intelligence/dp/1628727330
http://jn.physiology.org/content/90/2/798
http://jn.physiology.org/content/90/2/798
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use error feedback to try to minimize these prediction errors, so our models better reflect 

reality. We don’t know all the details and levels of this predictive process yet, but the 

model seems roughly correct, and has proven useful. 

 

Neuroscientist and psychologist Lisa Barrett gives us a more nuanced understanding of 

Systems 1 and 2 in her exploration of the emerging Predictive Processing framework of 

mind. In her lay book, Seven and Half Lessons About the Brain, 2020, in her technical book, 

How Emotions Are Made, 2018, and in a journal article, Hutchinson and Barrett, “The 

Power of Predictions,” Curr. Dir. Psych. Sci., 2019, she explains that there is actually no 

clear distinction between these two systems of feeling and thinking. System 1 and 2 are 

simply two ends of a continuum of predictive thinking. One extreme is fast, unconscious, 

and emotional, and the other is slower, more conscious and more rational. 

 

Recalling the Power Law of 

Future Thinking, we can 

propose that System 1 is 

roughly represented by the 

“fat head” of the power law, 

the leftmost part of Today’s 

foresight, in the picture at 

right. It is all the rapid and 

often unconscious automatic 

predictions that our brains do. 

System 2, by contrast, is 

represented by the “long tail” 

of future thinking. It is all the 

slower, less frequent, and more deliberative thinking that we do. Barrett theorizes that 

the latter occurs primarily when we notice prediction errors (technically, “surprise”) 

between our models and our sense of reality. In that case, error feedback (the Do loop, 

next chapter) makes us ask how to update our models. In reality, Systems 1 and 2 occur 

in parallel on all horizons, as a single cooperative and competitive process, one more 

unconscious, one more conscious, each integrating prediction and action. Making our 

models more conscious, and looking for data to confirm or deny them, are thus a key aim 

of good foresight, at all horizons.   

 

Computational neuroscientists, like Rajesh Rao, model this predictive process in artificial 

neural networks. As we will see in BPF, neuro-inspired learning machines have 

outperformed all our best human-designed AI since roughly 2010. This is a strong hint 

that evo-devo methods, increasingly mimicking our most important biological processes, 

is the necessary future of AI. We’ve been using biomimicry since our very first 

computers, designed by John Von Neumann in the 1940s. He learned that AND, OR, and 

NOT logic circuits were the leading biophysical model at the time for how neural 

networks worked, and he implemented that model in digital computers, as a first “design 

https://smile.amazon.com/Seven-Half-Lessons-About-Brain/dp/0358157145/
https://smile.amazon.com/How-Emotions-Made-Lisa-Barrett/dp/1328915433/
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/0963721419831992
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/0963721419831992
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rajesh_P._N._Rao
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artificial_neural_network
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artificial_neural_network
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for a brain.” Our brain are far more complex than such simple models, but the model has 

served us well. 

 

Our most abstract System 2 networks reside 

in the executive function areas of our brain. 

In ”The Evolution of Foresight,” Behavioral 

and Brain Sciences, 2007, Suddendorf and 

Corballis outline these special executive 

systems in our frontal (“foresight”) lobe—the 

area in blue in the picture at right. We use 

executive systems to model future actions in 

the world and engage in “mental time 

travel,” taking us to places in the past, the 

future, and to alternative, imagined presents. As we said at the beginning of this chapter, 

our species complex executive functions give us a unique advantage over all other 

animals in conducting foresight.  

 

See Corballis’ The Recursive Mind, 2014, for a tour of how we use this special feature of 

our intelligence, exploring different alternatives, times, and places in our past, present, 

and future. Based on fMRI studies of the thinking brain, neuroscientist Michael 

Gazzaniga has proposed a specific area of our frontal lobe, Area 10 in our prefrontal 

cortex—an area twice as large in humans as in chimpanzees—as the primary place where 

our most detailed simulations of our long-range future take place. In other words, 

conducting foresight is central not only to our subconscious, intuitive, emotional mind, 

and it is central to our higher (System 2) thinking processes as well. 

 

Such work leads us to propose it is our species’ executive foresight, our social empathy 

(connectedness) and ethics (interdependence), and our skill at technology use, perhaps 

best considered in that order, that are the most essential features of higher intelligence. 

In Book 2, we will propose that our capacities in these areas best explain why our 

civilization has been so resilient under adversity, and why it has continually accelerated 

in general adaptiveness, when viewed from a network perspective. 

 

System 1 and 2 in Coopetition – Our Emotion-Cognition-Action Cycles 

 

Terms like emotion and cognition, and Systems 1 and 2, are useful, but they are only 

models. Our brains are the most complex systems in the known universe. They have far 

more depth and nuance than we can describe with these categories. An excellent book 

that explores our continually improving metaphors and models for brain and mind is 

Matt Cobb’s The Idea of the Brain: The Past and Future of Neuroscience, 2020. Nevertheless, 

they such simple models have many useful insights foresight practice, as we will see. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Executive_functions
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/5881621_The_evolution_of_foresight_What_is_mental_time_travel_and_is_it_unique_to_humans
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frontal_lobe
https://smile.amazon.com/Recursive-Mind-Origins-Language-Civilization-ebook/dp/B00IRL3L7I/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michael_Gazzaniga
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michael_Gazzaniga
https://www.amazon.com/Idea-Brain-Past-Future-Neuroscience/dp/1541646851
http://www.amazon.com/On-Intelligence-Jeff-Hawkins/dp/0805078533/
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In common parlance, the use of Systems 1 and 2 to generate action can be called an ECA 

(Emotion-Cognition-Action) cycle. Pop psychologists used to refer to emotion and 

cognition as “right brain” and “left brain” ways of thinking. In reality both systems 

operate on both sides of the brain, using different neural pathways. The figure below  

depicts System 1 and 2 functions distributed bilaterally. Lateralization of brain function 

does occur, but in quite specialized and complex ways, secondary to integration as the 

brain’s main theme. For example, there is some lateralization of consciousness. Our left 

parietal lobe is typically more active when we visualize ourselves in the first person, and 

our right when we visualize ourselves in the third person, taking a perspective outside 

our bodies.  

 

The ECA cycle 

reminds us that 

initially thinking of 

ours and others’ 

emotional status and 

communications—

especially when 

dealing with any kind 

of stressful or difficult 

issues—then our 

cognitive status and 

signals second—once 

we give ourselves 

time to slow down 

and reflect—is how 

we generally 

approach action. 

Emotions are how we, 

as animals, navigated the world long before we had complex languages, sciences, and 

technologies. The primacy of emotions in our thinking processes is the reason that 

emotional intelligence is more significant to career success than analytical intelligence. 

Fortunately, both our EQ and our IQ can be improved by deliberate practice. We’ll talk 

more about that in Chapter 3. 

 

Common emotional mistakes include: being ruled by our fears instead of our passions, 

not communicating or being open, and being too quick with our judgments. Common 

cognition mistakes include: not knowing and thus correcting our biases, not valuing 

cognitive diversity, not developing valuable goals, not prioritizing our actions, and not 

using strong cognitive processes, like the Eight Skills (Chapter 2). 

 

Regarding time orientations, neuroscience has recently shown that we often use the same 

neural areas to remember the past as we do to imagine the future. In other words, how 

Our Intuitive (System 1) and Deliberative (System 2) Intelligences 

Each Operate On Both Sides of Our Brains 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lateralization_of_brain_function
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well and accurately we can remember our past, has a profound influence on what we 

can foresee. In a coming world of lifelogs, in which we have digital aids constantly 

recording our lives, we can imagine how this, and artificial intelligence (AI) that can 

mine and learn from that historical data—will profoundly enhance our ability to forecast 

our futures, in all six domains. 

 

There are also many good psychological tips and hacks we can use today. In “Our Brains 

Are Terrible at Thinking About the Future,” 2017, futurist Jane McGonigal tells us of 

fMRI studies suggesting that when most people imagine their far-future selves, they 

think of them as strangers. In such instances, we stop using our prefrontal cortex and its 

planning strengths. One way to reinvolve prefrontal processes is to invest positive and 

negative emotion in images of our future selves. Emotional investment gives our 

imagined future selves familiarity, detail and vividness, letting us take responsibility for 

choices and actions to achieve or prevent those futures. Such emotional 

visualization can motivate us to painful but necessary change. 

 

As futurist Fred Polak describes in his classic, The Image of the Future, 1973, a highly 

detailed image of the future—and the more clearly, frequently, and positively we 

envision it—will tend to pull us toward it, motivating us to actualize it. We must be sure 

that it is a well-critiqued, evidence-based future vision, or else it may lead us to 

undesirable outcomes. In our history many visions of the future, fervently believed, have 

led individuals, firms, and societies to non-empathic and unethical destinations. 

 

It is a useful simplification to say that humans use two primary internal intelligences, 

Emotional-intuitive-unconscious (System 1) and Cognitive-deliberative-conscious 

(System 2). In Book 2, we will also propose three external intelligences–Environmental 

(our ecology and planet), Social (our language and group ideas, norms, and rules), and 

Technological (our built environment, and our increasingly clever machines). 

 

Social and technological intelligence are the fastest growing forms of intelligence on 

Earth today. Our increasingly neuro-inspired machine intelligence, and digital platforms 

for education and collaboration, are just two ways technology is driving new leaps in our 

personal and collective foresight. We’ll introduce the most individually and collectively 

empowering new form of external intelligence that we can presently envision, Personal 

AIs (PAIs), later in this book, and explore them at length in BPF. 

 

To revisit the three gifts of humanity, what we learning about brains today is helping us 

not only to improve our foresight, it is improving mental health, and helping us to build 

smarter (and eventually, more ethical and empathic) machine intelligences. We 

apparently cannot avoid that last, strange and scary future, but we can foresee and guide 

it much better than we are today. 

 

https://slate.com/technology/2017/04/why-people-are-so-bad-at-thinking-about-the-future.html
https://slate.com/technology/2017/04/why-people-are-so-bad-at-thinking-about-the-future.html
http://www.amazon.com/image-future-Jossey-Bass-Elsevier-international/dp/0875891527/
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How We Think VII: Our Positive and Negative Future Sentiments 

 

Now we are ready for one last useful simplification of mind. The simplest useful model 

for emotions breaks them into positive and negative sentiment. Using primarily System 

1, and secondarily System 2, there are two universal ways we feel our way into the 

future—optimism and pessimism. All of us feel and think not only about we desire, but 

about what we desire to prevent. Psychologists call the first sentiment strategic optimism 

and the second sentiment defensive pessimism.  

 

Using and managing this sentiment dyad is one key to good foresight work. Each 

sentiment is quite adaptive, in different contexts. As psychiatrist and neuroscientist Dilip 

Jeste describes in Wiser, 2020, some people have a natural inclination to defensive 

pessimism. As we’ll see, such folks tend to be particularly good at seeing potential 

Disruption and Risk, both ahead of and more accurately than everyone else. By contrast, 

other people have an inclination to strategic optimism. These folks tend to be particularly 

good at finding Advantage and Opportunity, ahead of and more accurately than 

everyone else. 

 

Blending these two sentiments 

well, and actively balancing 

them, is a third sentiment state, 

realism. Realism is not cynicism 

or pessimism, as some 

mistakenly argue. It is also not 

“realpolitik”, which is politics 

based on opportunistic and 

situational rather than moral 

considerations. Realism is the 

ability to simultaneously see and 

analyze any problem or issue from both sentiment states, and to move easily and quickly 

between each as needed, not remaining stuck in either view. Realism is ADOR balanced 

thinking (we will discuss ADOR analysis shortly). It is the ability to analyze the future 

implications of a problem or issue using both sentiment states, thus gaining the benefits 

of each.  

 

Our “future feeling” thus continually gives us Two Fundamental Visions for goals, 

strategy and plans, and an Emergent Third Vision that mixes the two. Good leaders and 

self-leaders learn how and when to use optimistic and pessimistic visions to guide 

strategy and action. Some stakeholders will change when they “See the Light,” or engage 

with positive visions. Others will change only when they “Feel the Heat,” or experience 

negative visions. A third group will change only when they’ve experienced both visions. 

As we will see, starting with optimism, then pessimism, then critiquing both and creating 

plans, is typically the best approach. We call this sentiment contrasting.  

Three Fundamental Sentiment States (Foresight U, 2017) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dilip_V._Jeste
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dilip_V._Jeste
https://www.amazon.com/Wiser-Scientific-Roots-Wisdom-Compassion/dp/1683644638
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Both arms of this sentiment dyad—positive and negative, optimism 

and pessimism, praise and criticism, carrots and sticks, pleasure and 

pain, are critical to being adaptive. The physicist futurist David Brin 

coined the term “self-preventing prophecy” in an article of the same 

title in 1999. Brin recognized that self-preventing prophecies 

(preventable and avoidable negative futures) are a necessary 

counterpart to self-improving prophecies (preferable and 

achievable positive futures). Both kinds of stories are deeply 

valuable. As we’ll see, leaders and self-leaders must learn to tell each 

story well, in order to create good foresight and manage change. We’ll say a more about 

the effective use of optimism, pessimism, and realism both personally and on our teams 

in Chapter 3. In our next section, we will see several applications of this fundamentally 

useful model in foresight practice. 

 

Universal Strategic Foresight Frameworks  

 

We are now ready to consider four particularly universal foresight frameworks (recipes, 

procedures) that can be used in the Foresight step of the Do loop. The ones we’ll 

introduce here are a great way to start thinking about organizational foresight work. We 

will see other useful frameworks in Chapter 7 (Methods and Frameworks). In Chapter 3, 

we will introduce a powerful framework, GRASP thinking, which we recommend for 

personal foresight. In Chapter 6, we’ll introduce the Eight Skills, Foresight U’s most 

complex framework of all. Many of these frameworks are closely related, and there is 

process and competency overlap between many of them.  

 

Think of frameworks like recipes. All good cooks begin their training with them, and 

often use them, but they also deviate creatively from them during their work. Which 

frameworks you use, in any situation, and how you modify them, must be guided by 

your own intuition and personal preference. The more experience you gain analyzing the 

future for others, starting with frameworks, and getting feedback, the better you’ll get at 

integrating foresight and action for adaptive outcomes. 

 

1. ADOR Analysis — A Better SWOT (External-Internal + Sentiment Contrasting)  

 

The graphic below introduces ADOR analysis, developed by our team at Foresight U as 

a framework for strategy production. We pronounce ADOR as “Aye-door”, to avoid 

confusing it with the word “adore”. It is to ADOR that we all must adapt. 

 

ADOR analysis proposes Two Basic Questions (Purposes) for strategic foresight work, 

the first optimistic, the second defensive. Each of these two questions can be further 

divided into two assessments. The first two assessments are more focused on our 

external environment, and we use environmental scanning primarily to do them. The 

David Brin 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Brin
http://www.davidbrin.com/nonfiction/tomorrowsworld.html
http://www.davidbrin.com/nonfiction/tomorrowsworld.html
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second two assessments are more focused on ourselves, our teams, and our 

organizations, and we must use both external and internal analysis to answer them. 

 

 
 

As the graphic above shows, ADOR analysis (Advantages, Disruptions, Opportunities, 

and Risks) focuses us on strategic optimism first, and on defensive pessimism second. 

ADOR reminds us to start our strategic foresight analysis with environmental scanning. 

It lets us benefit from the foresight advantages in sentiment contrasting, to be discussed 

in Chapter 3. 

 

Both ADOR analysis and the Four Ps involve four assessments prior to strategy 

production. Which of the two foresight frameworks your teams prefer to use is a matter 

of personal choice. When you seek to blend evo-devo thinking and sentiment contrasting, 

use the Four Ps. Those who prefer blending external-internal thinking and sentiment 

contrasting will really appreciate ADOR analysis. Both are very powerful ways to create 

more adaptive foresight and strategy. 

 

To look closer now, ADOR analysis gives us two questions (purposes) and four 

assessments, in a process-based definition of strategic foresight work: 

 

The First Question that we all seek to use strategic foresight to answer is: 
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1. How Do We Best Adapt and Advance? 

 

This question can be managed with two assessments:  

Advantage Assessment and Opportunity Assessment 

 Advantage is concerned with defining and measuring benefit, progress, or 

improvement in our environment—both among our competitors and potential 

collaborators—and strategies to get more of it for ourselves and our partners. 

 Opportunity is recognizing potentially good strategies, innovations, 

experiments, and behaviors for ourselves. Opportunities can exist in both 

benefit accumulation and risk reduction, and they are often related to the 

disruptions presently occurring around us.  

 

The Second Question we all must use strategic foresight to answer is: 

 

2. What Could Harm or Disrupt Us? 

 

This question can also be managed with two assessments:  

Disruption Assessment and Risk Assessment. 

 Disruption is concerned with forced changes, happening anywhere in our 

environment, that may be undesirable (“disruption”) or unanticipated (also 

called “surprise”). Disruption is inevitably positive for some, and negative for 

others. Ideally, we will try to take advantage of the positives of disruption, while 

seeking to mitigate its negative effects at the same time. 

 Risk is concerned with bad things that could happen—primarily to ourselves. 

We use the negative definition of risk here, which is also called “Threats.” We 

must know their likelihood, their potential magnitude, and strategies to manage 

and mitigate them. 

 

These Two Questions answer the broad ”Why” of foresight work. They tell us why 

foresight matters, both to all thinking and feeling organisms, and to all human 

individuals, teams, organizations, and societies. The Four Assessments, by extension, 

answer the ”What” of foresight thinking and practice. They tell us what assessments we 

must continually make, as primary goals of our practice.  

 

The Four Assessments form an acronym, ADOR. We will refer to ADOR frequently 

throughout the Guide. It is to ADOR in our environment that we must adapt.  

 

Observant readers will note that ADOR analysis is an update of an older double dyad 

analysis tool, SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats) analysis, 

created by Albert Humphrey at SRI in 1966. SWOT analysis also requires four strategic 

assessments: first of our internal Strengths & Weaknesses and second of external 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Albert_S._Humphrey
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Opportunities & Threats. SWOT remains popular and relevant today. But in our view, 

the order of SWOT, starting with internal and then external assessments, is less effective 

for creating strategic foresight than ADOR. In ADOR analysis, foresight professionals are 

asked to first assess external Advantages, then external Disruptions, then internal 

Opportunities, and finally internal Risks, in that order.  

 

Good foresight typically begins with environmental assessments, and then moves 

inward. In addition, SWOT’s “Strengths” and “Weaknesses” terms for internal positives 

and negatives are too general to be very useful. Strengths and Weaknesses should be 

evaluated in relation to our context, especially our current Opportunities and Risks 

(threats). We often need to partner with others to take advantage of an opportunity, or 

mitigate a risk. In short, ADOR is a more useful strategic analysis framework. 

 

Remember that Advantages are new adaptive capacities being gained by others, but not 

yet by us. The word advantage reminds us that we have a primary responsibility in 

foresight to scan for daily positive change. Disruptions are forced changes or 

catastrophes that are harming some while creating new advantages for others. 

Catastrophes are almost always positive for some, while being negative for others. The 

word disruptions asks us to find both the positives and negatives of all forced change. 

 

We must continually be “of two minds” in ADOR analysis, acknowledging and 

rewarding both our strategic optimists and defensive pessimists. We must learn how to 

integrate these opposing mindsets to generate adaptive strategy and action. Roger 

Martin’s The Opposable Mind: How Successful Leaders Win through Integrative Thinking, 2007, 

offers a great introduction to oppositional and integrative thinking styles. 

 

With ADOR, we are asked to work outside in, first scanning for relevant external 

changes for others—both positive and negative. Then, we translate those changes into 

potential Opportunities and Risks for us, given our specific context. Horizon scanning 

(STEEPLES, DIMEFIL, etc.) and emerging issues analysis are the first two steps of ADOR 

analysis. General threat identification is previewed under Disruptions, but actual risk 

assessment is saved for the last of the four assessments, when we have the greatest 

context to allow us to determine both action and inaction risk. Very often we create 

future risk for ourselves by refusing to act, or being overly cautious or conservative. 

 

https://smile.amazon.com/Opposable-Mind-Successful-Integrative-Thinking/dp/1422118924/
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As the graphic above argues, ADOR analysis gives us balanced foresight, taking 

advantage of what we’ve learned from sentiment contrasting research (Chapter 3). An 

outside-in process maximizes both our situational awareness and our strategic options. 

 

Alternating sequences, like sentiment contrasting and ADOR analysis, are also found in 

the Four Foresight Skills (Chapter 2). Using the Foresight Triad preceded by Learning, 

we will claim that the four most useful future-thinking skills are Learning (Past and 

Present), Anticipation (Probable futures), Innovation (Possible futures), and Strategy 

(Preferable futures. We will see that these Four Skills are an alternating sequence of 

divergent, convergent, divergent, and convergent types of future thinking.  

 

Curiously, alternating sequences between two opposing processes, and several other 

universal patterns we will encounter later (e.g., cycles, positive and negative feedback, 

thresholds, differentiation, integration) are found in all living systems. They are critical 

to keeping complex systems balanced, responsive, and adaptive. We believe the world 

needs more and better biologically-based models of foresight and action—grounded by 

evidence and science, especially by the science of complex systems—if we are to strongly 

improve foresight practice and make it more generally adaptive. 
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As we’ll now describe, ADOR analysis helps us to fight a common bias in our 

evolutionary psychology, in our media, and in our culture, the DROA Bias, in which we 

tend to think and feel strongest and fastest in intuitive and defensive ways (System 1), 

and in which deliberative and aspirational thinking and feeling are weaker and 

secondary responses (System 2). That bias can be quite dangerous, as we will discuss. 

 

2. The Four Ps — Mental Contrasting (Foresight Triad + Sentiment Contrasting) 

 

We’ve described the Foresight Triad as a universal model of foresight, rooted in physics. 

We’ve also seen that there is one major shortcoming with the model. It doesn’t 

acknowledge sentiment, and the duality of our emotions, which is also the duality of 

our outcomes in terms of values. From the perspective of System 1, our intuitive 

sentiment is the most fundamental (fastest and strongest) way we think.  

 

We are now ready to ask: What is the purpose of strategic foresight work, when we begin 

with an evo-devo perspective, and then account for sentiment? What kinds of 

assessments, will best allow us to translate foresight into adaptive strategy? Answering 

these questions will give us an alternative set of Four Assessments.  

 

Both The Four Ps and ADOR analysis are ways to understand strategic foresight in 

particularly fundamental terms. Each starts us on a journey to creating more adaptive 

foresight. The Four Ps combine the thinking triads and sentiment. They split the 

Preferable into Preferable (positive) and Preventable (negative) futures.  

 

In the Four Ps, there are also Four Assessments central to foresight production: 

 

1. Probable futures (trends, convergences, forecasting, prediction) 

2. Possible futures (imagination, combinations, uncertainties, unknowns) 

3. Preferable futures (optimism, opportunities, visions, goals, priorities) 

4. Preventable futures (pessimism, threats, risks, disruptions, blocks) 

 

As we will discuss in Chapter 8 (Models) and in BPF, evo-devo theory proposes that the 

best preferences arise out of what we call Predictive Contrasting, first looking at relevant 

probabilities (predictable and expected processes), and only then at relevant 

possibilities (unpredictable and unexpected processes) in our environment. We argue, 

without formal studies to back up this claim, that this order of operations matters.  

 

Likewise, we claim that the most effective strategic plans arise out of what psychologist 

Gabrielle Oettingen calls mental contrasting, starting with optimistic thinking, 

followed by pessimistic thinking. Fortunately, this claim has a great deal of evidence for 

it, as we will discuss. In this Guide, we will use the term Sentiment Contrasting to refer 

to Oettingen’s sentiment-balancing, as a more descriptive phrase.  
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We will reserve the term mental contrasting to include both types of mental contrasting 

activities—predictive contrasting, followed by sentiment contrasting. Predictive 

contrasting is primarily rationality guided (System 2), but emotion and intuition 

(System 1) can also block us from using it effectively. Most people, and most foresight 

professionals, simply don’t care enough about this kind of mental contrasting, or pay 

attention to the order. By investing emotion into how well we do this contrasting, we can 

greatly improve it. Sentiment contrasting, by contrast, begins as a primarily emotionally 

guided (System 1) process. To improve it, we need to help it become more deliberative 

(System 2), and improve our feedback on its outputs (engage it in a “Do loop.”). Both 

kinds of contrasting are critical to strategic foresight. 

 

In sentiment contrasting, we first prioritize preferable futures (what we want) and only 

then do we explore preventable futures (plausible traps, risks, and setbacks) that could 

stop us from achieving our desired goals in the time and with the cost that we anticipate. 

As psychologist Gabrielle Oettingen and her husband, psychologist Peter Gollwitzer 

have described, effective strategic plans include statements about getting and managing 

Key Resources (positive things that can help us) and using If-Then statements in our 

plans for preventing setbacks or blocks (plausible negative outcomes) based on 

anticipation or past experience. This first positive, then negative sentiment analysis, 

prior to creating our plans, is key to producing better foresight for ourselves, our teams, 

our firms, and society at large.  

 

As Oettingen’s research has shown, individuals and groups that do sentiment 

contrasting, in this order, will gain 50-100% better predictive accuracy with respect to 

their plans, they get 30%-150% more work done, in various tasks, they are much more 

motivated to work through anticipated difficulties, depending on the task being studied. 

We will say more about Oettingen’s work in Chapter 3. For now, consider that improved 

predictive accuracy, productivity, and motivation are three major adaptive benefits to 

using this particular foresight process. We think similar benefits could be quantified for 

using predictive contrasting. Those studies remain to be done. 

 

We can now classify the Four Ps as two kinds of mental contrasting activities: 

 

I. Predictive Contrasting 

 Probable futures (trends, convergences, forecasting, prediction) 

 Possible futures (imagination, combinations, uncertainties, unknowns) 

 

II. Sentiment Contrasting  

 Preferable futures (optimism, opportunities, visions, goals, priorities) 

 Preventable futures (pessimism, threats, risks, disruptions, blocks) 
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Emeritus futurist Art Shostak gave us the Four Ps model in 2001. He 

realized that any discussion of preferable futures that did not also 

discuss plausible undesirable futures, would be dangerously 

incomplete. The earliest use of the Four Ps that we have found is in 

Shostak’s The CyberUnion Handbook, 2001: 

 

“I work closely [with clients] in explicating probable, 

possible, preferable, and preventable futures. We assess the 

weaknesses of each, but only after uncovering and weighing 

the strengths and values underlying each.”  

 

Once we are employing these two forms of mental contrasting, we can say that we are 

engaged in a particularly powerful form of strategic foresight. Strategy can be defined 

both in opportunistic terms (to achieve preferable visions) and in defensive terms (to 

prevent traps and threats). We will say more about what strategy is in Chapter 7. For 

now, consider that all good strategy must address these Two Fundamental Purposes of 

Foresight, both what could help us and what could harm us.  

 

When we depict the Four Ps as an extension of the Foresight Triad, we can see that 

sentiment contrasting about positive and negative futures is our highest value activity 

(“top of the pyramid”), and that such contrasting depends on first doing good predictive 

contrasting (exploring Probable and Possible foresight). Our most useful positive and 

negative visions, will emerge only after we have considered both what is most likely to 

happen without our intervention, and the many kinds of uncertainty that could alter our 

strategy. Here then is a fusion of the Four Ps and the Foresight Triad: 

 

Art Shostak, 2020 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arthur_B._Shostak
https://www.amazon.com/Cyberunion-Handbook-Transforming-Technology-Resources/dp/0765608030
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Because strategy is fundamentally about both positive and negative outcomes, and 

because foresight ends with strategy, the Four Ps are simply a better set of assessments 

than the Three Ps for how we look to and analyze the future. The Foresight Triad is very 

helpful for understanding the nature of life and intelligence the broadest of adaptive 

terms, but it is a bit too simple to use in strategic foresight, as it ignores negative 

sentiment, traps, blocks, setbacks, dystopias, and all the other things we need good 

defensive pessimism to evaluate. We must be careful not to devalue the negative.  

 

Another key insight regarding these four assessments, is to realize that only the last two 

are of significant interest to the typical stakeholder, or the typical client. Most folks 

don’t care strongly about either the Probable or the Possible (“the bottom of the 

pyramid”) or recognize the need to contrast them, ideally in that order at first. Those who 

do have an interest will often care about only one of them. In modern Western culture, 

the Possible (imagination, design) is typically is much more popular than the Probable. 

We call this antiprediction bias, and will discuss it at length in the Guide.  

 

Again the Four Ps tell us to think first of the probable and then the probable (predictive 

contrasting), typically in that order, and next to think and feel about both positive and 

negative futures (sentiment contrasting), again typically in that order, especially at the 

beginning of foresight work. But as System 1 and the DROA bias (to be discussed 

shortly) tell us, we often prefer to reverse this order. We tend to think about Preventable 

futures (disruptions, threats, and negative visions) before we think about Preferable 

futures (opportunities, advantages, and positive visions).  

 

That is unfortunate. If we don’t have a positive vision to anchor us, it is easy to get lost 

in a wide variety of negative visions. As the Anna Karenina principle tells us, there are 

many ways to fail, but only a few to succeed. It is usually more adaptive to first focus 

the mind with a useful and achievable positive vision over a specific time horizon, and 

then to imagine the most likely ways that useful vision might fail to be achieved. 

Avoiding negatives (pain avoidance) is commonly a prime psychological motivator. But 

if we run from pain first, without knowing where we are headed, we will go nowhere. 

 

For all their benefits, the Four Ps are not a complete model of strategic foresight, as we 

will see in Chapter 2. But they are a great model of four critical assessments we can use 

in foresight production, and their ideal order, particularly at the beginning of foresight 

work. To get a full definition of foresight work we must add another critical step ahead 

of the Four Ps—Learning about our past and present. Learning is actually preparation 

for foresight, using the other two arms of the Temporal Triad. But it is so important we 

will call it an essential foresight skill in this Guide.  

 

Remember also that the Four Ps don’t incorporate action and feedback. We address those 

missing elements in Chapter 2, in our discussion of the “Do Loop.” That loop offers us a 

basic understanding of adaptive foresight, in our next chapter. Adaptive foresight is 
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based on a foresight-action cycle and it involves Eight Skills, in our view. It describes 

foresight that has a good chance of making us more adaptive with experience. 

 

3. The Futures Cone: Seven Ps of Future Judgments 

 

Another classic framework model, the Futures Cone, deserves inclusion in our opening 

chapter. It is an adaptation of the Foresight Hourglass, focusing on the most important 

types of future judgments we can make prior to strategy. Physicist and futurist Joseph 

Voros describes the history of this cone in “The Futures cone, use and history,” 2017. In 

1990, Charles Taylor depicted the Foresight Hourglass as a futures “cone of 

plausibility,” expanding in diameter as time horizons lengthen, and a “back cone” of 

past possibilities, collapsing down to the present. Futurists Trevor Hancock and 

Clement Bezold added several more kinds of futures to the cone in 1994. Voros expanded 

it further beginning in 2000, eventually including six judgments in 2017. We added a 

seventh judgment (Preventable futures) to his cone in the model depicted below.  

 
 

Due to Taylor’s original coining, this diagram of various expanding futures is widely 

called the “Cone of Plausibility.” This phrase is misnamed. Plausibility is only the third 

largest boundary in this diagram, as plausible futures are always a subset of possible 

futures. As Shakespeare said, there are more potentially real things in our Universe than 

are dreamt of in our philosophy, and even more imaginable but unreal things. Both The 

https://thevoroscope.com/2017/02/24/the-futures-cone-use-and-history/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_Taylor_(philosopher)
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Cone of Future Judgments and Voros’ elegant term—the Futures Cone—are the best 

descriptions for this diagram. 

 

The Futures Cone reminds us of seven assessments that can be very helpful when making 

important future decisions. We will have slightly different goals when making each of 

these judgments, as follows:  

 

1. Preposterous Futures. Sometimes, we disbelieve either the probable, possible, 

the preventable, or the preferable future. Disbelief can keep us from seeing 

trends and emergences, growing resilience to uncertainty, preventing threats, or 

seeing achievable positive futures. A goal of this judgement is to shrink or 

expand the line of the preposterous to the line of the possible. 

2. Possible futures. Human knowledge and imagination are limited. As 

Shakespeare says in Hamlet, “There are more things in heaven and Earth, 

Horatio, than are dreamt of in your philosophy.” A goal of this judgment is to 

expand knowledge and imagination to see a fuller set of these futures. In 

particular, we want to see wildcards (unlikely yet highly impactful futures, 

positive or negative). 

3. Plausible futures. Too often, the future surprises us. We didn’t have a 

sufficiently good model of what could happen. With sufficient work on the 

possible, work on our faulty assumptions and biases, and diversity of input, we 

can reduce surprise. A goal of this judgment is to expand the plausible to get 

closer to the edge of the possible, but not beyond it. 

4. Probable futures. Knowing some of what will happen centers us. At best, it is a 

stake in the ground, usefully tethering our exploration, and a constraining 

framework for what can happen. A goal of this judgment is to make that 

framework as evidence-based and well-criticized as possible. 

5. Projected futures. Our expected futures are where most of our investment and 

influence are presently directed. Opposing them can be risky, and often, judo is 

required to deflect them toward a better path. A goal of this judgment is move 

the projected future closer to most preferable future. We can help those with 

influence see more of the truly preferable, or if that is not possible, we can take 

advantage of the leader’s poor foresight.  

6. Preferable futures. What we want needs to be possible and plausible. A goal of 

this judgment is to find a shared vision that offers the greatest good to the 

greatest number, or alternatively, a vision that seems likeliest to make us more 

adaptive, when we are viewed as a complex network. 

7. Preventable futures. What we want must avoid the most likely and obvious 

threats and risks, and some of the less obvious ones. A goal of this judgment is to 

see the “moat” of the likely but less preferred outcomes that exists around our 

most preferred future states, and a representative sample of the large group of 
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less likely but more damaging outcomes. The better we see negative futures, the 

better we can defend against them. 

 

The Futures Cone is well worth using for high profile, high-cost projects, and when we 

are ready to think deeply about the judgment culture in any organization. But, for most 

applications, the Four Ps, or better yet, the REOPS Cycle (next section) are fully sufficient 

to deliver good foresight work. There is a declining utility with regard to categories (and 

alliteration!) in any analytical framework. In typical contexts, Seven Ps are “three Ps too 

many” for foresight practice.  

 

4. The REOPS Cycle: Five Steps of Foresight Work 

 

Combining Learning about the past and present and the Four Ps of foresight thinking, 

gives us our last introductory framework for personal and organizational foresight 

production. Good short-term and mid-term foresight work can be done reliably with five 

steps, which are often best conducted in sequential order, as a cycle, ending with 

critically evaluated if-then plans. Paying close attention to the order and quality of each 

of these steps, and cycling as long as we need to address crucial criticism, will reliably 

get us to more effective strategy. Finally, when our strategy is also based on well 

prioritized values, empathy, and ethics, we will also become more adaptive.  

 

We call these five steps the REOPS Cycle, to focus us on its iterative nature. Implicit in 

the cycle is the idea that foresight typically starts out poor. It is only through feedback 

cycles, with tough and honest critique, that we get to better foresight and action. 

 

The REOPS Cycle tell us that good foresight production requires evaluating:  

 

1. Research (learning the Past and Present relevant to our scope of potential action) 

2. Expectations, aka Probable Futures (forecasts, trends, constraints, convergences, 

aka “developmental futures”)  

3. Opportunities, aka Possible Futures (strategic optimism, options, ideas, 

potential actions, experiments, aka “evolutionary futures”)  

4. Priorities, aka Preferable Futures (values, goals, visions, strategies, next steps)  

5. Setbacks, aka Preventable Futures (defensive pessimism, blocks, threats, risks, 

disruptions, wildcards, relevant unknowns and uncertainties). 
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This foresight work is then delivered to a cognitively and experience-diverse critical 

audience, feedback is given, and new research and assessments occur. Below is a 

depiction of the cycle: 

 

As in ADOR analysis, REOPS is a progression (and in our graphic, a “staircase”), 

because these five steps of foresight work are typically best done in this order, ending in 

if-then plans. But, more fundamentally, REOPS is a cycle, as we evaluate our proposed 

strategy against potential setbacks, which typically starts us into new research, and we 

evaluate our if-then plans against a critical community, before we put them into action. 

We will see another version of the REOPS cycle, used in personal foresight, as the GRASP 

thinking framework in Chapter 3.  

 

Whichever version we use, the Do loop reminds us that we have to continually subject 

our foresight and action to critical review. A sufficiently diverse and expert community 

will invariably show us more potential Setbacks and negative visions (blocks, threats, 

risks, disruptions, wildcards, unknowns, and uncertainties) that we did not see in our 

first evaluation, and thus potential shortcomings to our plans. That feedback will send 

us back into Research, which will modify our Expectations, Opportunities, Priorities, and 

Setback analysis, resulting in new and better plans.  
 

The graphic below makes explicit that the cycle is simply Learning the past and present 

relevant to our scope of potential action, followed by the Four Ps, and then by feedback 

on the foresight we have produced. As sentiment contrasting tells us, effective foresight 

ends with defensive pessimism, where we review our priorities and imagine both 

probable and possible setbacks that might prevent us from achieving them, and only 

then generating our if-then plans.  
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In the REOPS cycle, our foresight production steps have been renamed from the LAIS 

skills (Chapter 2) plus sentiment contrasting, in a more useful acronym for managers. 

REOPS is a shorthand for “Repeated Operations” in workflow. The REOPS acronym 

reminds us that good foresight requires repeated cycles (operations) of foresight work 

and feedback (critique of the foresight produced), as well as of foresight and action. In 

Chapter 2, we will pair REOPS with Four Action Skills to form the “Do Loop,” a 

universal foresight-action cycle.  

 

Different people are naturally better at some of the REOPS steps than others. Any one or 

more of these five steps can be devalued by ourselves and our teams. We must fight that 

bias. All five are important. The best leaders know their own and others preferences, and 

they learn to work with skills-balanced teams when creating strategy. 

 

In our next section we will see that negativity bias (DROA bias) will often drive us to 

think of the negative first. We must consciously reverse that order if we are to be 

sufficiently proactive, not reactive. Also, high-reliability organizations (HROs) in 

defense, safety, government, health care, and other industries will sometimes cut short 

the first three steps to get quickly to the “familiar ground” of concrete goals, strategies, 

and actions. Alternatively, HROs may get stuck in threat assessment and failure 

avoidance, not seeing moderate-risk opportunities to grow. 
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To review the REOPS Steps, our best future thinking should: 

 

1. Begin with Research, uncovering Past data, trends, models, and factors relevant 

to our foresight problem and estimating the Present conditions for all of those 

factors. One of the challenges of this step is recognizing how many solutions to 

our problems already exist, in either the present or the past. Far too often, we will 

shortchange this step and set out to “reinvent the wheel” in a slower, more 

expensive, and, ultimately, inferior process. Quality Research helps us to: 

 

2. Generate Expected Futures (estimating the Probable), including relevant 

convergences, constraints, trends, predictions, bets, and investments by 

competitors and stakeholders. This is not just the future that a leader or an 

organization expects, but the future that our foresight work indicates is 

probable, whether our clients consciously expect it or not. One challenge of this 

step is recognizing how much of the future we can actually estimate well today. 

The world, and our own futures, are far more predictable than many of us are 

willing to admit. Good anticipation thinking anchors us in the “framework of the 

probable.” Sound Research and Expectations prepares us to: 

 

3. Do Opportunity thinking (imagining the Possible), looking for plausible 

options, experiments, ideas, and innovations. We should include some low-

probability but high positive-impact possibilities (wildcards/black swans), which 

may help us generate even more ambitious visions. Together, Research 

(Learning) and Expectations (Anticipation) usefully limit the positive possibility 

thinking we should do. They anchor and focus our imagination. If we don’t do 

these two steps first, we can easily get lost in unrealistic speculation, as far too 

much futurist work does today. These three steps prepare us to: 

 

4. Generate Priorities (in values, goals, positive visions, and strategies) among our 

all our options. Particularly helpful priorities are shared and motivating visions 

of future states we want to reach, and tentative strategies and plans that might 

get us there. Again, our chosen priorities, goals, visions, and strategies will 

anchor us to particular set of desired outcomes. They focus our energy and 

actions on a preferable future. Finally, these previous four steps prepare us to: 

 

5. Consider plausible Setbacks—the Preventable future—relevant to our goals and 

desired futures. We must put on our defensive thinking-hat and imagine likely 

blocks, traps, threats, uncertainties, and negative outcomes—including 

negative wildcards (low probability, high negative impact) that may derail us if 

we are unlucky or not careful enough. Better-imagined negative visions will 

scare and, subsequently, motivate us to go back to Step 1, to do more Research 

on evidence or models that might help us resolve uncertainties or on tools or 
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strategies that might help us manage potential threats. When our imagined 

setbacks no longer cause us to restart the cycle, we are ready to seek feedback 

from our critical community. When criticisms of our tentative priorities, goals, 

and strategies no longer sends us back to Step 1, we are ready to put our 

foresight into action.  

  

In the next chapter we will restate the Five Steps as Four Skills of Strategic Foresight, 

Learning, Anticipation, Innovation and Strategy (LAIS). In LAIS, we assume that both 

priorities and setbacks are covered under the topic of strategy. The Four Skills are thus 

a simplification of the Five Steps that tie well to strategic management literature and to 

organizational foresight specialties (Chapter 2). As we will see in Chapter 3, there are 

many times when we will choose to move nonsequentially between the REOPS steps 

and the LAIS skills. Nevertheless, the sequential order of these steps and skills, at least 

in early stages of foresight production, will typically guide us well.  

 

Again, many clients are significantly less interested in the first three of the REOPS steps. 

Most people aren’t as motivated to learn the relevant past and present, or think about 

probable and possible futures. These practices tend to be devalued by our clients. 

Among these three, engaging in probable foresight is particularly undervalued at 

present, both within the foresight profession and in modern culture. As a result, we’ll 

spend the most time in this Guide discussing how and why we must build greater 

probable (developmental) foresight. 

 

While our clients often just want to think and talk about the emotional and normative 

punchlines, what visions to aim for, and what threats to look out for, we must help them 

to get good at all five steps of the REOPS cycle. They must constantly evaluate their 

shortcomings in each step, and subject their foresight work to feedback cycles, if they are 

to create quality strategy and plans. 

 

DROA Bias: Our Future Feelings Often Lead with the Negative 

 

With respect to the Four Assessments, individuals, our teams, firms, media, and culture 

often prefer to think and feel first and strongest about Disruption and Risk (Preventable 

futures) and only secondarily and weakly about Opportunity and Advantage 

(Preferable futures). We call this the DROA Bias. As we will now see, DROA thinking is 

the reverse of what we typically should do to be adaptive.  
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When under a DROA bias, we tend to seek out Disruption stories first and strongest, 

and think of them in overly negative terms (as catastrophes) and with too much drama. 

We also think a lot about personal Risks, but with too much attention to “threats du 

jour,” not threats ranked by importance and probability. Only then do we consider 

Opportunities, and just the ones that don’t conflict with prior negative judgments.  

 

Under a DROA bias, we spend the least time evaluating the new Advantages (tools, 

capacities, wealth, innovations) for their opportunities, as that would conflict with our 

worldview. But, as we will discuss in BPF, there are so many positive changes happening 

globally today, at an accelerating rate—and often primarily to others—that not assessing 

them as our first step seriously degrades our ability to see the new tools, platforms, 

policies, strategies, and partnerships that could help us better adapt. 

 

As we’ll explore in Chapter 3, in our discussion of sentiment contrasting, our foresight 

will often be twice as effective, as shown in randomized clinical trials, whenever we 

consciously fight this bias and adhere to an ADOR order of the four assessments. The 

most effective sentiment foresight will typically start by thinking of the positive, then, 

after that, the relevant negatives that might block the positive. 

 

The DROA bias is why we tend to give most of our attention, as in consuming news, to 

disruptions and catastrophes in our environment, often in distant places unlikely to 

affect us. We pay our next level of attention to possible personal risks, though we tend 
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to miss many of those, and we weigh them poorly. Third, we pay even less attention to 

possible opportunities for ourselves, and as a result, we miss many of them.  

 

Again, in DROA bias we are typically the poorest at seeing advantages unfolding 

around us. We ignore all the new tools, services, and all the ways that things are 

improving. When we do recognize advantage, we tend to fixate on outlier success stories, 

which often have little to teach us. Instead, we should be seeking to notice and learn from 

those doing things incrementally better than us, those who are solving problems and 

advancing every day, and benchmarking our practices against them. We need a global 

perspective to see these advantages. They are often happening to us and friends. That 

means we have to look outside our affinity groups to see them. 

 

Modern cultures also have a media bias: we are drawn to reports of fear and catastrophe 

over safety and success. Many HROs (High Reliability Orgs), including those in security, 

defense, and health care have a mission bias to see threat first, and advantage second. 

Age or experience also causes some of us (but, thankfully, not most) get both more 

pessimistic and dogmatic over time. 

 

Social media today is also full of negativity bias, trolling, and clickbait—seeking to shock, 

scare, and create “viral outrage.” This saps our energy to create positive visions, sending 

us down endless rabbit holes of negativity. Since 2010, some media users have learned 

that edge-of-plausibility outrage statements get the greatest engagement on Facebook 

and other platforms. This in turn has led us to the problem of fake news. 

 

All of these biases will cause us to “begin with the negative” before assessing the positive. 

We will see later that a negative-first approach degrades our foresight capacity by 

roughly 50%. In typical, non-threat contexts, there is a steep cost to leading with the 

negative. With ADOR analysis, first we find progress in our environment (Advantage), 

then we generate a positive vision (Opportunity), and only then do we consider the 

negative (Disruption and Risk). 

 

Negative visions are very important. We’ve described David Brin’s concept of self-

preventing prophecies as a counterpart to self-improving prophecies. A well-meaning, 

plausible, yet shocking scare-story, like the notion of our planet being four to six degrees 

hotter in 2100, as is predicted as likely by many climate decarbonization groups today, 

can be the jolt people need to urge them out of complacency to action.  

 

For example, the nonprofit organization Climate Interactive has created an impressive 

Climate Change Simulator, using the systems dynamics (loops, stocks, and flows) 

software Vensim, which is also used in the U. Houston Foresight MS program to teach 

systems thinking. The simulator shows that we will have to use many different, 

complementary strategies, including efficiency, renewables, electrification, carbon 

markets, afforestation, and new technologies, if we are to keep global warming below the 

https://www.climateinteractive.org/
https://vensim.com/
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consensus target of two degrees by 2100. Using different policy levers and assumptions 

in the simulator, we can see how easy it will be for us to fail by implementing only 

partial policies—ending up with three, four, or five degrees of warming instead of the 

desired two degrees, and far more climate chaos and disruption. 

 

Effective organizations must regularly use the negative as well, especially when there is 

complacency around the current status quo, or even arrogance and groupthink, often 

because of a firm’s past success, in a different environment. In Chapter 8 (Models and 

Values), we will meet organizational psychology pioneer Kurt Lewin, who says that 

change management often begins with leaders “unfreezing” a team or organization, by 

emphasizing and communicating potential forthcoming crises. The team can then use 

the energy of the perceived crisis to “change” to a new strategic direction, and then 

“refreeze” policies and norms around the new direction, lest we slip back into old ways. 

John Kotter offers a similar, eight step model of change management in Chapter 8.  

 

But even in change management, prior to initiating crisis communication, good leaders 

will first assess both environmental advantages and firm opportunity, to convince 

themselves that there are plausible strategies to be found. Over the short term, fear and 

crisis framing can be very effective. But over the long term, we ignore ADOR priority 

order at our own and others peril. If we don’t see and learn to analyze real accelerating 

environmental advantages and disruptions first, we can miss seeing the best solutions. 

Our strategy may be far weaker and more parochial as a result. 

 

Consider also that the entire defense functions and industries, in every country, and the 

security functions and industries, in every organization, dedicate the majority of their 

foresight and action to managing the negative, by seeking to anticipate, prevent, and 

prepare for undesirable futures. But when we look closely at their foresight work, we 

see that they are continually comparing and contrasting positive and negative future 

visions. The best do so, in our contention, typically in ADOR order. 

 

It is no accident that the US Armed Services (Army, Navy, Marines, Air Force, Coast 

Guard), and our newer security and defense branches (Public Health, Homeland 

Security, NOAA, Space Force) have been strong champions and practitioners of 

foresight work since our field’s inception. Their missions make them particularly 

dependent on both building adaptive capacity and preventing catastrophe. 

 

Fortunately, there are many daily routines that will reinforce a balanced, positive-first, 

negative-second, advancement-prioritized, outside-in ADOR analytical approach. 

Many professional communities practice ADOR process. A subset of news sources also 

report positive-first, evidence-based news. These provide a vital balance against typical 

sensationalist news sources. Platforms run by defense and intelligence communities also 

tend to focus on risk (threat) and disruption first, opportunity and advances second. 

That’s fine for a defense platform, but it’s maladaptive for general news.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kurt_Lewin
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In Chapter 3, we will introduce a key sentiment contrasting technique—GRASP 

thinking—which individuals and teams can use to counter DROA bias on a personal 

basis. To reiterate, as ADOR analysis reminds us, it usually best practice to begin with 

the positive. If we lead with the negative, or spend too much time ruminating on 

potential risks and disruptions, we will miss global advantages, personal opportunities, 

and may become overly negative, overcautious, or retreat into safetyism. We must 

actively balance the ADOR assessments, and remember the ADOR priority order. 

 

We’ll discuss more about DROA bias in Chapter 4, with Sentiment Management on 

teams, and in Chapter 10 (Biases), with the personal foresight challenge of Maintaining 

Intelligent Optimism. It can be a key block to doing better foresight work.  

 

In a world of accelerating AI, we can predict that powerful tools will emerge that can help 

us manage DROA bias and shift us back into ADOR priority, for those who see the value 

of beginning with the positive. But our algorithms and human processes to fix this 

problem are just now being developed. Until our AI becomes significantly more personal 

and responsive to our needs, we will have to manage DROA bias ourselves.  

 

Foresight, Media and Social Progress 

 

As we will describe in greater detail in BPF, our world is rapidly 

getting better, in myriad ways, when considered as a global network. 

This is well-described in books like Steven Pinker’s Better Angels of 

Our Nature: Why Violence Has Declined, 2011, which document sharply 

declining global trends in violence over the last few thousand years, 

and statistician Hans Rosling’s Factfulness: Ten Reasons We’re Wrong 

About the World–And Why Things are Better than You Think, 2018, 

which documents recent positive trends in global development. Such 

books can convince many of us that our world is not only evolving 

but developing, and that development is making the average 

member of our civilization more adaptive, much faster than most of 

us realize.  

 

Nevertheless, as the DROA bias reminds us, we are evolutionarily selected to look for 

disruption and risk first and fastest (System 1). Collectively, our culture and its 

institutions tend to amplify this evolutionary bias, in a range of ways.  

 

One obvious way we do this is in our media, which generates the greatest viewership 

and economic return from selectively reporting conflict and drama—and selectively 

focusing on fear, risk, and the negative aspects of disruption. We also do it in our 

parenting, when we are overprotective of our children, focusing them on avoiding risk, 

rather than managing risk in order to gain advantage. Misaligned incentives and 

Rosling, 2018 

https://www.amazon.com/Better-Angels-Our-Nature-Violence/dp/0143122010/
https://www.amazon.com/Better-Angels-Our-Nature-Violence/dp/0143122010/
https://www.amazon.com/Factfulness-Reasons-World-Things-Better/dp/1250107814
https://www.amazon.com/Factfulness-Reasons-World-Things-Better/dp/1250107814
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insufficient transparency in governance can also create false perceptions of risk. Some of 

the “hawks” in our defense community have historically presented certain enemies as 

more dangerous than they are. This bias is exacerbated when elites expect to benefit—

either in anticipated security, power, or profit—from such a depiction. For example, 

America’s leaders manipulated us into unnecessarily broad conflicts on various occasions 

in our history, as in the 1964 Gulf of Tonkin incident used to justify the Vietnam War 

(1965-1975), and the false intelligence created to justify America’s Iraq War (2003-2011).  

 

The world is a dangerous place, but usually in ways we don’t think enough about. 

Infectious diseases, for example, are a far greater threat to human life and progress than 

mass terrorism (with the exception of bioterrorism, which itself is a long-known and very 

real threat). We knew this in 1917, and many famously warned us of it again in recent 

years, including Larry Brilliant and Bill Gates. But, we did not heed the warning, and 

now the COVID-19 pandemic has taught this to us again. 

 

Every day we have limited stores of willpower and limited ability to respond to danger. 

If we spend our waking hours scared of and talking about the wrong things, we won’t 

have the energy or perspective to evaluate and respond to the truly dangerous things. We 

also won’t be able to see the world as it is, engaged in continual progress, or to 

intelligently aid the processes that are generating that process. 

 

We must learn to see the daily advances of civilization, when viewed as a complex 

network. It is those general advances, properties of the system as a whole, which create 

opportunities for us, and give each of us greater potential ability to fix our problems. If we 

are to see new advantages, and the disruptions or “problems of progress” that we can 

often turn into opportunities, we have to become ADOR-prioritized, and be willing to 

look past the headlines to see the accelerating trendlines at work. 

 

Fortunately, the more effectively we use hindsight, insight, and foresight, the more we 

can see what is actually happening and emerging, rather than what people want to talk 

about. The better we learn to see the many forms of weekly and daily progress, the global 

Advantages and personal Opportunities in ADOR analysis, the better we can see the 

ways that societies, organizations, and individuals try to block progress, and maintain 

the status quo, in service to their own agendas for power and profit. As a result, the better 

we can become at leading ourselves and others to better futures, and catalyzing real 

positive change.  

 

Foresight and the Human Condition 

 

Today is a very exciting time for foresight work—never has human society been more 

complex and fast-paced, and never have we had as many tools and opportunities 

available to greatly improve our lives, our teams, our organizations, and our world. We 

have many problems and threats to manage as well, of course. Moreover, as our technical 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gulf_of_Tonkin_incident
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vietnam_War
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vietnam_War
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iraq_War
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abilities have grown, the age-old threats and hardships of our natural environment have 

receded in severity. Whereas, new problems and disruptions, ones we have truly created 

for ourselves, due to our accelerating capacity to manipulate our environment, have 

taken center stage. We call these disruptions “problems of progress,” and explore many 

of them in BPF. 

 

We’ve been a fantastically successful species. Some say too successful, as measured by 

our total numbers and by both our intended and unintentional impacts on the world. We 

now live in a geological epoch of our own making—called the Anthropocene—an era of 

human-made climate change. The Anthropocene began roughly 8,000 years ago. At that 

time only about ten million of us lived on Earth.  

 

Yet, even back then, unsustainably-acting early humans managed to burn one-fifth of 

Earth’s ice-free land for forest clearing and hunting. Even earlier, we hunted to extinction 

many species of megafauna on Earth. While there were certain communities that 

genuinely lived in balance with the land, and while early communities were far more 

egalitarian and democratic than our later empires and states, the majority of humans in 

those earlier eras lived with strikingly unsustainable habits. While we face new global 

challenges today, like greenhouse gas emissions, we’ve become far more sustainable in 

resource use per capita in recent centuries and decades. The more complex our societies 

become the more we are substituting bits for atoms, in a global megatrend called 

dematerialization. Read BPF, and Andrew McAfee’s More from Less, 2019, for more on 

the dematerialization story.  

 

As we’ll describe in BPF, modern humans are far less violent and unforesighted than 

generations past. While many positive trends are not always obvious on the scale of our 

own lives, when we look at the Big Picture, we can see how we are developing a 

progressively better world. Today we alter our biosphere in far more ways than we did 

in the prehistoric era, but with less climate impact per individual, and far faster-

increasing regulation and tracking of biospheric behaviors. 

 

That’s not to say all our biospheric trends are going in the right direction. Many still 

aren’t, and we often take two steps backward for every four steps forward in our searches 

for better futures. Today we 7.6 billion human beings and our tens of billions of 

domesticated animals make up 97% of the carbon mass of all terrestrial mammals. In a 

vast unplanned experiment, we’ve turned our continents into carbon monocultures, 

based entirely on us. A 2020 study by Emily Elhachem et al. estimates that anthropogenic 

mass (all human-made objects) now weigh as much as all living biomass, and has been 

doubling every twenty years. Such a trend cannot continue. 

 

WWF’s Living Planet Report, 2014, estimates that we’ve reduced vertebrate wildlife 

populations (mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians, and fish) roughly fifty percent in 

just the last 40 years (1970-2010). Freshwater populations have declined even farther, an 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anthropocene
http://www.newscientist.com/article/mg21028165.700-forget-mother-nature-this-is-a-world-of-our-making.html#.U86yCuMgLek
http://www.newscientist.com/article/mg21028165.700-forget-mother-nature-this-is-a-world-of-our-making.html#.U86yCuMgLek
https://www.amazon.com/More-Less-Surprising-Learned-Resources_and/dp/1982103574
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-020-3010-5
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80% loss, as we’ve polluted, overfished, and introduced more “invasive species” into all 

our easiest-to-access freshwater. 

 

We’re also still ignorant of the total biospheric diversity we are destroying. We don’t even 

know how many species we’re killing annually. It is perhaps dozens a day, and 1,000 fold 

higher than the background rate that would go extinct without our impact. 

 

Our biological ignorance is incredible. While we know all the kingdoms, nearly all 

phyla, classes and orders, and most families and genera on our precious planet, the only 

habitable home in our solar system, we’ve mapped just 14% of species on land and 9% 

of those in the oceans, if the estimate of 8.7 million species (excluding prokaryotes) on 

Earth is accurate. See Vaclav Smil’s Harvesting the Biosphere (PDF), Pop. & Dev. Review, 

2011, and the Smithsonian’s Mass Extinction, 2014, for good overviews of these issues. 

 

Meanwhile, our global carbon emissions continue to grow, to planet-altering levels. They 

plateaued to just 0.4% growth in 2013-2016, but then returned to a saddening 2% growth 

in 2017. We haven’t yet reached Peak CO2, and some growth-oriented plutocrats still 

spread doubt over whether that is even necessary, though it’s clear to evidence-based 

thinkers that we must.  

 

Again, each of our greatest problems today are problems of progress. They are 

byproducts of our tremendous successes in recent millennia. Though there are plenty of 

doomsayers who make a business of telling us otherwise, including a number we’ll meet 

and critique in this Guide, our collective intelligence and our collective foresight are far 

better today than when we first set foot on the African savannah. They are also 

accelerating, as we will see. Better foresight can guide us to the solutions we need, and 

help us find ways out of the traps we create when we are selfish and greedy and short-

sighted. We’ll explore many examples of better and worse paths ahead in this Guide. 

 

History Matters! – Historical Foresight and Sentinel Analysis 

 

Retrofuturism is the act of reviewing historical images and writings about the future. 

This can be done for many purposes, including entertainment, art, and education. The 

blog Paleofuture offers many retrofuturist depictions, beginning in the 1870s. It is 

alternately hilarious, inspiring, sobering, and educational to look at past visions of our 

future. See RetroFuture.com and r/RetroFuturism for a great set of such visions. 

 

Historical foresight analysis (HFA) is retrofuturism done to improve today’s foresight 

practice. It compares past foresight, in different cultures and contexts, with current 

foresight, and seeks to draw lessons. HFA can tell us a lot about what kinds of change has 

been successfully predicted, and what kinds of change have been less predictable, in all 

ten of the STEEPLECOP (Scientific, Technological, Environmental, Economic, Political, 

Legal, Ethical, Cultural, Organizational, and Personal) environmental scanning domains 

http://www.biologicaldiversity.org/programs/biodiversity/elements_of_biodiversity/extinction_crisis/
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/news/2014/5/140529-conservation-science-animals-species-endangered-extinction/
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/news/2014/5/140529-conservation-science-animals-species-endangered-extinction/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kingdom_(biology)
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(we will introduce STEEPLECOP in Chapter 7). HFA can also tell us about the kind of 

mindsets and processes we need to be good predictors, and the way our assumptions, 

motivations, and biases regulate our ability to see ahead.  

 

In the foresight literature, being a good predictor is being a sentinel. There are two 

obvious ways to be a sentinel. We can live in a sentinel environment, and we can be a 

sentinel thinker. Learning the conditions that create both of these states of existence can 

tell us much about how to improve foresight process. 

 

HFA teaches the value of specialized experience, of living in innovation cultures, of 

having a strong general understanding of history and/or current reality, and of the 

special predictability of certain domains in science and technology.  

 

Since we began taking foresight seriously at the end of the 19th century, we have created 

a rich trove of Four Ps foresight. We find many artfully creative and imaginative 

explorations of possible futures. We find much that is aspirational (visionary), 

describing preferable futures and preventable calamities and dystopias. Some of these 

preferable and preventable stories seem timeless, even today.  

 

Most foresight works are products of their local environments, appropriate then but 

anachronisms now, as society changes and progresses. But, some are the opposite, 

particularly timeless and universal in their scope and relevance. Understanding the 

backgrounds, processes, and contexts of the great predictors, creators, and vision-creators 

can help us better anticipate change today as well.  

 

HFA tells us that history matters. History is our starting point in foresight work.  The 

better we learn and understand past trends, cycles, models, and causal factors, the better 

we can interpret our present, and see our futures. A good HFA example in probable 

foresight is Technological Forecasting: 1970-1993 (PDF), by Coates et al., Tech Forecasting & 

Social Change, 1994. This study is one of many that observed that developments in certain 

technology classes, including our information and communications technologies, have 

been significantly more predictable than others in recent decades. We’ll explore why 

this is so in Book 2, in our discussion of accelerating change. The predictability of 

information technology (IT) acceleration occurs because IT is sentinel environment, a 

special place where certain kinds of foresight are particularly easy to do. 

 

So before we discuss the many ways probable foresight can fail, let’s look at a few 

historical examples of predictive success to get a better sense of what it typically takes to 

succeed (“happy families are all alike”), and to appreciate the value that better prediction 

can bring individuals, organizations, and societies.  

 

https://kundoc.com/pdf-technological-forecasting-19701993-.html
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Consider this image from a late-1930’s 

German magazine, anticipating the 

wireless videophone. This anticipation 

was a natural mental leap for its author, as 

German engineers had recently exhibited 

the world’s first public videophone in 

1936, across 100 miles of coaxial cable 

between Berlin and Leipzig. 

Contemplating that stunning 

demonstration, and shrinking the device 

into a purse-sized wearable wireless, the 

artist foresaw the way smartphone users might easily be lured to focus on their virtual 

over physical conversations, seventy years before the iPhone. 

 

In other words, Germany in 1936 had developed a future-inevitable technology, 

telepresence, one that anyone could have recognized would one day be commonplace, 

and they’d done so far earlier than the rest of the planet. Only the timing remained to be 

considered. This happened because Germany from 1800-1945 was in many ways a 

sentinel environment. Read Todd Rider’s Forgotten Creators (free PDF), 2020 for a history 

of German science and technology innovation from 1800-1945. Germany was consistently 

leading the world in science, technology, and trade, until their values failed them in 

World Wars I and II. The lessons of their failure must never be forgotten. 

 

For example, in 1910, just prior to World War I, Germany’s trade GDP was more than the 

next three top nations added together. They were comprehensively winning the global 

economic war, the real war of the future. But, their political leadership did not recognize 

that that economic competition was the real battleground, the leading edge of 

civilization’s progressive development. In political foresight, their leadership was stuck 

in the domination and scarcity mindset of the previous centuries, and it led them and 

other Axis nations into atrocities that shocked the world. Foresight matters. 

 

On a more positive note, great predictions, especially of highly probable futures, can 

inspire people to work to make them true even many decades later. Consider the great 

Vannevar Bush, founder of the US’s National Science Foundation, an impressive sentinel 

thinker. In an Atlantic essay, “As We May Think,” 1945, he gave the world a vision of the 

visual hypertext world wide web. This essay had deep influence on many innovators for 

decades afterward.  

 

Bush’s vision of a coming global public resource of updatable pages and links was both 

exciting and compelling. His proposed engineering approach of microfiche was 

impractical, but the vision all the world’s knowledge, available free to everyone on the 

network, was deeply motivating nonetheless. Once the right technology emerged in the 

1990s, it materialized just as predicted. 

Wireless Videophone Concept, 1930s 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Videophone#World.27s_first_public_videophone_service:_Germany_1936.E2.80.931940
https://riderinstitute.org/revolutionary-innovation/
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Doug Englebart was one of those whose future vision was deeply influenced by Bush’s 

essay. Englebart went on to develop electronic hypertext, the mouse, networked 

computers, and a graphical user interface, all of which he first displayed in what is called 

the Mother of All Demos (see the YouTube video) in 1968. Bush was not a perfect 

predictor. No one is. He didn’t think space flight would work, for example. But, we don’t 

need to be a perfect predictor to greatly improve the world with sentinel foresight.  

 

Consider also Will Jenkins, another 

sentinel thinker. His sci-fi short story, “A 

Logic Named Joe,” 1946, written under his 

pen name, Murray Leinster, offers a great 

early description of personal computers, 

called “logics”, as an electronic fusion of a 

typewriter and then-new television sets. 

More impressively, he described the 

internet, as networks of logics, linked via 

servers called “tanks” causing great 

changes in future society. Leinster 

foresaw electronic logics in every home, 

offering communications, entertainment, 

education, shopping, dating, and many 

other services.  

 

While nearly everyone else at the time was writing about bigger mainframes and 

hierarchical, centralized computing, Leinster was writing about decentralized networks, 

democratization, and miniaturization, their beneficial and harmful impacts on society. 

In his story, personal computers had changed human behavior so much that one 

character notes “logics are civilization.” He thus anticipated both PCs and the web. 

Leinster arrived at this insight by reading Bush’s sentinel essay. Sentinel foresight, in 

other words, emerges from high quality sentinel learning, in a Do loop. Great inputs 

create great outputs. 

 

After Microsoft was blindsided by the rapid rise of the web in the 1990s, Bill Gates is 

reported to have joked to his strategy team, “find me the person who predicted the (rapid 

rise of the) web, and we’ll make him CEO.” HFA tells us that Jenkins did exactly that, in 

1946. A steady stream of visionaries after him did as well, from the 1950s to the 1990s, 

including Doug Englebart, Ted Nelson, and former Senator and Vice President Al Gore 

(disregard the jokes, he really did get it). They and many others all saw and described, 

with varying degrees of precision, how big the internet’s potential would be. 

 

There are many sentinel environments today. The Nordic democracies point the future 

of politics in social democracies. Cities like Shenzhen and Silicon Valley point to the 

Will F. Jenkins (aka Murray Leinster) 

in his home study, 1930s. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Douglas_Engelbart
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future of entrepreneurial and technological innovation acceleration. Cities and regions 

like Oslo, Amsterdam, Shenzhen, Beijing, New York, Silicon Valley, Austin, Boston, 

Lagos, Buenos Aires, Sydney, Johannesburg, are just some of the better known sentinel 

environments for various urban and societal futures today. The good news is, unlike the 

past, we can use digital platforms to collect, teach, critique, and profit from the foresight 

of sentinel environments and sentinel thinkers, far easier than ever before.  

 

The problem with human culture is that our memory for the visionaries who “got to the 

future first” has been very poor. Because many of us don’t like to envision, the ones that 

really did get important things right are assumed to be flukes. But they very often are not. 

They were in the right place, with the right inputs, to make the right conclusions. We can 

study both sentinel thinkers and sentinel environments to replicate their success. 

 

Fortunately, because of new digital and crowd foresight tools we will discuss, finding the 

visionaries, both in our present and past, gets better every year. We’re digging the Bush’s, 

Jenkins’s and Nelson’s out of our historical record, and telling their surprising stories 

increasingly well. Eventually, our culture will dispose of the self-harming bias that 

“predicting the future doesn’t work.” Let’s say it again: History matters! 

 

Foresight Matters! – Seeing Lost Progress Opportunities (LPOs) 

 

Counterfactuals in human affairs are also called Alternate History. They are an 

important foresight tool. Societal counterfactuals come in three forms: 

 

1. Regressive - Hitler wins WWII, or other past events led to living in an alternate 

dystopian present, like The Man in the High Castle, 2015. 

2. Alternative - Many of the wars, decisions, and competitions in our history, leading 

to a slightly or significantly different present, but not a world that most of us 

would identify it as much better or worse. 

3. Progressive - Past plausible events that, had they occurred, would have led to a 

world that most of us would see as an objectively better present.  

 

Progressive counterfactuals, are also known by a second, more descriptive name: lost 

progress opportunities (LPOs). We’ll use that second name and its abbreviation in this 

Guide. Finding significant LPOs is a challenging exercise. It requires us to use all three 

time orientations, history (what actually happened, and what might have plausibly 

happened differently), insight (knowledge of our present state) and foresight (the 

likelihood that past choices would have created a better world today). Wherever we find 

them, LPOs argue that better foresight occurring at the right time, to the right 

individuals in the past might plausibly, and sometimes even easily, have led to major 

improvements in our present world. Thus LPOs also challenge us to imagine how better 

foresight today might greatly improve tomorrow. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alternate_history
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Man_in_the_High_Castle_(TV_series)
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Modern counterfactual collections, like Niall Ferguson’s Virtual History, 2000, and Robert 

Cowley’s The Collected What If?, 2006, typically offer only a handful of LPOs. Most 

counterfactuals are either alternative (not obviously better, just different) or regressive. 

Both of these types are easier to write, and can be very entertaining and dramatic, but 

they are less helpful to understanding societal progress, one of the goals of this Guide.  

 

Telling stories of regression tells us something about what progress isn’t, but we really 

start to understand the concept of progress, and can more easily apply it to our present 

lives, when we find stories of lost opportunities that most of us today would agree, had 

they occurred in the past, would likely have led to a significantly better modern world. 

 

Below are a few LPO stories. In the online Guide, more detail can be found on each of 

these and several others. We will eventually publish our LPO collection, as a separate 

book (Our tentative title: Lost Progress). In the meantime, we encourage readers to send 

us candidate LPO stories so we can publish, with editing and attribution, any that we 

feel are particularly instructive or significant.  

 

Consider the following LPOs. As you read them, ask yourself: How many do you agree 

with? What is the probability that we’d like in a better world today if any of these had 

occurred? In what ways might our current lives have been better, or more adaptive? 

 

In 200 BCE, could the Phoenicians, Ancient Greeks, Hebrews, Early Romans, or 

another of the other literate and extensively trading Mediterranean civilizations have 

invented the movable-type printing press, sixteen hundred years before Gutenberg? It 

certainly seems so. They had cheap ink and paper, broad literacy, free trade, languages 

with a simple 23-character alphabet, metal and wood stamps (used to imprint clay and 

wax), and they even had olive and clothes presses. Had a small printing press been 

invented, copied, and used by pre-Roman Empire merchants to trade papyrus with 

printed maps, drawings, news, humor, stories, and practical advice, this would likely 

have led to a great flourishing of knowledge and invention. A regional printing 

industry, in turn, would likely have limited the power of the monotheistic religions that 

arose later, accelerated the growth of democracy, and even largely prevented 

the thousand-year Dark Ages that occurred in the West after the fall of the Roman 

Empire in 476 CE. See “200 BCE: A Printing Press in Ancient Greece“ for this story. If 

the tinkerers and entrepreneurs in these civilizations had developed just a bit more 

foresight in the right place and time, we would all very likely be living in a much more 

advanced world today. Education foresight matters! 

 

In 50 CE, could Hero of Alexandria have invented the first practical steam engine for 

warship propulsion and water pumping, sixteen hundred years before impulse steam 

turbines by Giovanni Branca (1629) and John Wilkins (1648)? It definitely seems so. Hero 

invented a simple rotary steam engine, the Aeolipile, and even used it to open temple 

http://www.amazon.com/Virtual-History-Counterfactuals-Niall-Ferguson/dp/0465023231
http://www.amazon.com/Collected-Eminent-Historians-Imagine-Might/dp/0399152385
mailto:john@foresightu.com
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Printing_press
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http://www.foresightguide.com/200BCE-a-printing-press-in-ancient-greece/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hero_of_Alexandria
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aeolipile
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doors. He also perfected the hand water pump of the Greek inventor Ctesibius. The 

Romans used Hero’s metal pump and a fire hose to put out fires. All Hero needed was 

to add a small metal windmill rotating on an axle inside the output jet from his 

boiler. That single improvement would have created both the first practical steam 

propeller, and a good steam-powered water pump. A better way for Roman slaves 

to pump water up into cisterns would have greatly improved Roman water works and 

aqueducts. But, most obviously, faster Roman triremes were a vital military interest. 

Even a first generation steam turbine Aeolipile, driven by a slave-stoked fire using 

Roman charcoal (one of their many inventions) would have been greatly faster than 

human rowers. In reality, Charles Parsons invented the steam turbine in 1884. See our 

counterfactual, “50 CE: A Steam Engine in Ancient Rome,“ for more on this story, and 

how the steam age could have arrived on Earth a millennia and a half earlier. Engineering 

foresight matters! 

 

In 1000 CE, could Norse Vikings have permanently colonized Newfoundland, bringing 

a Norse democracy to North America 700 years before the United States? It seems so. 

Norse democracy began in Iceland in 930 CE, their Greenland settlement started in 980, 

lasted 500 years, and had at least 400 low-producing farms and 2,500 souls. Thorfinn 

Karlsefni’s expedition from Greenland to Newfoundland Island in 1009 had between 160 

and 250 settlers, and was just one of several expeditions to North America from 

Greenland. If at any point over those 500 years the Norse had had the foresight to run 

five or more smaller settlements in parallel, each on different islands in different Indian 

territories, and to continually be exploring for new North American Indian food and 

tool trading communities, some of these settlements would have thrived, and the 

Greenland way station would not have been abandoned. Attacks on the settlements 

would have happened at different times in different places, as each indigenous tribe was 

quite different in culture and beliefs, and lacked the boats, infrastructure and trust for 

continent wide communication. The Norse were not afraid to risk death in making first 

contact, and many tribes would have traded with Europeans bearing useful gifts. Some 

would have become allies and defenders, as happened hundreds of years later. Had the 

Norse recognized more of their strategic mobility, trust, and trade advantages, and used 

them heavily in the New World, we’d have had a Western technological democracy in 

North America seven hundred years earlier. And what might that have given us? 

See “1000 CE: A Norse Democracy in America“ for more. Exploration foresight matters! 

 

In 1912, could all the ship’s passengers, and even the RMS Titanic itself, have been saved 

by returning to the iceberg that it hit, and using its cranes, steel cables, steel bars, and 

hammers, lashing the front of the ship to the berg, preventing the aft compartments 

from flooding? Very likely so. At the very least, the ship would have sank much more 

slowly, and hundreds of additional passengers could have been evacuated to the iceberg, 

lifeboats and rafts before the ship sank, and before rescue ships arrived the next morning. 

But, to find this solution in the two hours they had, the ship’s leaders would likely have 

needed a more open, collaborative, problem-solving process than the closed, top-down, 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ctesibius
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and information-denying processes the ship’s captain actually used. See “1912: A 

Saved Titanic (Collaborative Foresight),” for more. Foresight process matters! 

 

In 1938, could we have had a constitutional amendment, led by President Franklin 

Roosevelt, requiring every sitting U.S. President to morally justify any foreign war in 

their annual State of the Union address, and a national referendum every four years 

into any war, on whether continuation of that war was desired by the public paying for 

it with their lives and dollars? This provision of a democratic oversight mechanism for 

major warfare was actually plausible in that special time. In 1934, responding to two 

widely read books on the extensive U.S. and European war profiteering that occurred 

during World War I, the U.S. Senate’s Nye Committee found evidence of price fixing and 

unjustified profits by the U.S. arms industry during the war, and heavy pressure by U.S. 

banks on President Woodrow Wilson to intervene in WW I to protect their foreign loans. 

In response, Senator Louis Ludlow introduced the Ludlow Amendment, a public war 

referendum, several times between 1935 and 1940. It was voted on by Congress in 1938, 

and its public popularity peaked at 75%. The amendment was aggressively resisted by 

President Roosevelt, who wanted freedom to go to war as he pleased. In our alternative 

history, Roosevelt could have had the vision to sit down with Ludlow, improve the 

language of his amendment a bit, and create a truly valuable mechanism for our 

democracy, allowing American citizens themselves the authority to terminate perpetual 

wars of dubious value. Governance foresight matters! 

 

In 1965, could the US have won the Vietnam War by creating a defensible microstate 

of New South Vietnam, using the land below the Mekong River? If we had used the 

Mekong as a northern border, that would have allowed us to secure a far smaller and far 

more defensible area for Vietnam’s noncommunist citizens. A New South Vietnam 

microstate would have been an “island” we could easily have defended for the 20% of 

South Vietnamese who actually wanted capitalism, very much like Taiwan, the small 

Asian capitalist territory we were already defending. America’s defense leaders just 

needed to realize that if we could not secure the far larger South Vietnam (an artificial 

state that itself had only recently been created, and which was 80% nationalist) this 

“island strategy” would be our natural fallback solution. What would Asia and America 

be like today if we had won that failed and deeply divisive war, empowering eight 

million South Vietnamese capitalists and entrepreneurs, and establishing a US military 

base in the Mekong Delta in the 1960s, as we did in Taiwan, South Korea and Japan? 

See “1965: A Defended South Vietnam (Vietnam War),” for this fascinating 

counterfactual. Defense foresight matters! 

 

In 1970, could the world have had its first permanent “Exhibition City,” featuring the 

latest and the greatest in innovative and futuristic technologies, being tested and 

integrated into daily life? We very nearly did. In October 1966, Walt Disney made 

a visionary film introducing the Florida state legislature to his plans for EPCOT, the 

Experimental Prototype Community of Tomorrow. EPCOT was a place where corporate 

http://www.foresightguide.com/1912-a-saved-titanic-collaborative-foresight/
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R&D groups and entrepreneurs would live and work together, accelerating solutions to 

global problems. It was intended as a showcase of American innovation process to 

global visitors. Two weeks later, Disney was diagnosed with metastatic lung cancer, and 

he died two months later. Imagine how much better society would be today, if Walt had 

lived, or if he had used his last weeks on Earth to appoint a successor with commitment 

to the vision. EPCOT would have become the world’s first permanent crowdsourced 

innovation showcase and city, beginning in 1970, rather than the decimated 

entertainment attraction his successors created. See “1970: A Fully-Realized EPCOT 

(Innovation Showcase)“ for details. Innovation foresight matters! 

 

In 1990, right after the fall of the Soviet Union, could the US have led a new Marshall 

Plan for Russia and the former Soviet States? It certainly seems so. A that truly 

incredible time, the West had the wealth to do such a charitable undertaking, and Western 

academics like Jeffrey Sachs were brought in to Poland, and then Russia and other former 

soviet states, to rewrite their constitutions and help them convert to capitalist economies. 

But, without massive aid for small businesses, extensive support for families and 

technical and higher education for the youth who would be the skilled labor and 

entrepreneurs in the new economies, and all of that aid being made conditional on 

stepwise democratic reforms, the former soviet states would quickly revert to theft of 

state riches by oligarchs and innovation-crushing oligopoly, organized crime, and 

corruption. With a Post-Soviet Marshall Plan, we would surely not have had a Russia that 

was as integrated with the US and West today as, say West Germany was by 1975, thirty 

years after the Marshall Plan. But, we very likely would not have had a Russia working 

openly to subvert US elections, or to capture the Crimea or subvert US interests in the 

Middle East. We’d likely have had a Ukraine and Baltic States that were far more 

integrated with Europe. All of the Soviet States would have far less poverty and lack of 

opportunity, and all would be farther on the path to post-authoritarian institutions, 

markets, and civil society than today. Humanitarian foresight matters! 

 

In 2000, if the US decided to start subsidizing the growth of the Information 

Superhighway, and made low-cost fiber and high-speed cellular access a public right, 

the way Finland did with internet access in 2010, what would our world be like today? 

How much farther along would the web, mobile, the cloud, AI, the internet of things, 

and all the tech and business models we can build on top of this critical communication 

infrastructure be today? Telecom and cable oligopolies naturally seek to slow down the 

growth of wired and wireless bandwidth, as more bandwidth disrupts their scarcity-

based business models. Many municipal and nonprofit broadband initiatives have been 

sued and killed by cable oligopolies, to prevent competition from emerging. Even Google 

Fiber gave up in the face of their opposition. The same kind of blockage to commerce and 

movement occurred in the era of private roads and turnpikes in the US, before they were 

nationalized, and highway access was made both a public-private partnership and a 

free public good. If we’d had real political leadership on bandwidth, access, and 

affordability issues beginning in the early 1990s, during the first internet boom, how 
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much better would the US and the world be today? See “2000: Subsidized American 

Broadband“ for more on this LPO. Communication foresight matters! 

 

In 2010, could we have continued to invest tens of millions a year in developing DRACO, 

a universal antiviral adjuvant developed by Todd Rider at MIT’s Lincoln Lab, and in 

CANARY, a genetically engineered B-cell that can be grown on a chip to identify 

pathogens at very low concentrations, developed by another Lincoln Lab team? If we had 

seriously funded antiviral defense and detection over the last ten years, when COVID-

19 occurred in 2019 we would have had both cheap mass testing and a universal antiviral 

adjuvant, a therapeutic arguably even more valuable than vaccines in pandemics, as it is 

immediately deployable and effective. There are many such adjuvants available. N-

hydroxycitidine, for example, is an apparently safe oral amino acid derivative that been 

proven to prevent Covid infection in human epithelial cells, and it has been prevents 

infection from all RNA viruses when taken within 12 hours of infection (in ferrets). It has 

been on a maddeningly slow track to mass development. Abbot’s 13 minute ID Now 

rapid Covid test was proven to have high specificity and sensitivity in May 2020, and it 

is cheap to administer. It could have been immediately scaled up and made available in 

all US hospitals, schools, airports, and offices, greatly shortening our mass quarantine. 

More generally, if we had funded this antiviral, immunity, and viral testing work in 

earnest over the last decade, we could have averted hundreds of thousands of deaths 

and trillions of dollars in lost jobs and lost productivity. We would have done “smart” 

rather than “dumb” quarantining. See John’s article, “Will COVID-19 Bring Serious 

Antiviral Defense Spending to the US?,” 2020, for more on this tragic LPO. Public health 

foresight matters! 

 

In 2015, could the US intelligence agencies, and Western journalists, 

have exposed the depth of Russian manipulation of Western 

democratic opinion and elections via fake news? All the 

information trails were there, waiting to be picked up. Russia’s 

intelligence agency, the FSB, with extensive funding from Putin’s 

oligarchs, founded the Internet Research Agency (IRA) in 2013. The 

IRA employed 1,000 people, who in turn employed thousands of fake 

user accounts and bots to spread fake, emotionally charged, 

politically polarizing stories and opinions on social media. The IRA 

was used extensively on global news sites to influence opinion about 

Russia’s invasion and annexation of Crimea from Ukraine in 2014, 

and to steal the Ukraine elections for their preferred oligarch, Petro Poroshenko, in 2014. 

Obama’s team was warned multiple times by our national security agencies in 2014 about 

the scope of Russia’s new disinformation arm, and its desire to disrupt US and European 

elections, pushing them toward far-right candidates.  

 

If we had recognized the scope of this new threat, we could have taken measures to limit 

the spread of fake news in our social media prior to the 2016 US elections. A bill to hold 

Bryan, 2018 
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social media sites accountable for their stories, as the editorial overseers they actually 

must be, as owners of their platform, and the use of bots and fake user accounts, would 

have gone a long way to developing better internal security software and practices to 

limit their influence. We likely would have done more to find and jail the hundreds of 

Russian agents, still working in the US today under the payroll of Putin’s oligarchs. Even 

more obviously, if we’d had a more evidence-seeking mass media, during the 2016 

presidential election, the history of President Trump’s dependence on Russian 

oligarchs for his rescue from multiple bankruptcies would have been public news, 

along with his general incompetence and self-centeredness as a leader. He likely would 

not have won the Republican primary. See Jack Bryan’s pioneering documentary Active 

Measures, 2018, for more on this LPO. Media foresight matters! 

  

This last counterfactual makes clear that learning key details of our past and present is 

often critical to improving our social and global foresight. Without a free press and 

electorate, willing to learn, we cannot have a healthy democracy. Fortunately, the 

emergence of Personal AIs (PAIs) which we discuss at length in Book 2, will greatly 

improve our individual and collective rates of learning. We will come to view our PAIs 

as nothing less than our digital self, a self that gets new capabilities every year, unlike 

our biological self, a self and that can even live on, interacting with our family and 

friends, after we die. The late 21st century truly will be different in a few very profound 

ways than today. 

  

We hope this brief survey of a few historical LPOs has provided enough evidence that 

good foresight, coming to the right people at the right time, can fix many of our big 

problems, and greatly improve our lives. In truth, there is always a vast amount of latent 

foresight around us, “waiting patiently for our wits to grow sharper,” to use Eden 

Philpott’s lovely phrase. Uncovering latent foresight, and routing it to those who need 

it most, are key responsibilities for all of us, as citizens of this amazing, accelerating 

planet. Foresight matters! 

 

Adaptive Foresight: Visions and Values of Success and Progress 

 

We’ve said that adaptive foresight is foresight that is based on our current theory of 

adaptation. It is concerned not only with surviving, but thriving. Such foresight 

necessarily generates visions of potential success and progress, and it promotes goals 

and values intended to make individuals, teams, and societies more adaptive.  

 

It is beneficial to regularly explore our tentative models of success and progress. Having 

even basic models will allow us to boldly envision our own life, and to combat the 

disempowering cynicism, fear, and disengagement we find in much of our media and in 

some of our fellow humans. Progress models are tricky, as they are by definition 

normative—or dependent on both our values and our visions (beliefs, theories) of 

adaptiveness. Many readers may disagree with our models of progress and adaptiveness, 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Active_Measures_(film)
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offered in both books of this Guide. But, hopefully they will at least challenge you to 

examine and refine your own. 

 

We’ve said that to combat DROA bias, our foresight scanning should begin with a survey 

of new Advantage being gained around the world, and benchmark examples of success 

and progress. ADOR analysis helps us realize that someone, somewhere, is always 

improving their adaptiveness, often in powerful ways. When we see that improvement, 

we can ask how we can get it for ourselves. 

 

Gerhard Vorster, Chief Strategy Officer at Deloitte Asia Pacific, says that the most 

valuable asset of any organization is its talent, and the discretionary effort (above and 

beyond the expected effort) that this talent offers to the firm.11 In today’s world, especially 

with our younger generations, businesses that expect to persist must have a higher 

purpose: a set of goals that clearly strive to create a better future for people and values 

that support that purpose. Organizations without higher purpose, a sense of progress, 

and good goals and values, simply won’t attract the talent they need to win and adapt 

in a world of ever more rapid and disruptive industry change. 

 

Our hidden foresight challenge then, the one we don’t discuss nearly enough, is to 

discover our and others goal and values models, and make them as explicit, critiqued, 

and evidence-based as we can. We also need to recognize our goal and values 

hierarchies, and notice how we and others make goal and values tradeoffs between 

cooperating and competing values sets, in various contexts.  

 

For example, in our values conflicts, we can ask: When should we value freedom over 

security? Creativity over truth? The individual over the collective? Autonomy over 

control? Privacy over transparency? Innovation over sustainability? Seeing the benefit 

of each of these values in different contexts can help us better manage their conflicts. 

 

Our most important challenge in our pursuit of personal success and societal progress, 

is to get our values right. No matter how smart we are, if we have the wrong values, we 

will soon trip ourselves up. There are many ways to fail, but only a few to succeed. We 

must learn and practice good character. We all typically know the good when we feel it, 

and listen to our conscience. Later in this book, and also in BPF, we’ll discuss what we 

think are a particularly universal set of goals and values.  

 

When we have adaptive values, we are on firm ground to do what the late management 

guru Steven Covey called in The 8th Habit, 2005, “Finding Your ‘Voice,’ and Helping 

Others Find Theirs.” By this, he promoted learning how to consistently and authentically 

express our higher values and goals, then, once we obtain influence and permission, 

helping others to do the same (practicing personal development). Once we’ve done that 

                                                 
11 Van der Laan and Yap, Foresight & Strategy in the Asia Pacific Region, 2016. 
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for a while, we can develop our own Personal Mission Statement, to guide our personal 

future over the long term. Covey’s audiobook, How to Develop Your Personal Mission 

Statement, 2012, can help with that.  

 

As self-improvement coach Tony Robbins says in his classic book, Awaken the Giant 

Within, 1992, we are always either growing or dying, depending on where we focus our 

values, goals, energy, thoughts, and emotions. In our pursuit of success and progress, 

we must strive to choose perpetual growth and higher purpose in all areas we can. We, 

as humans, are amazing creations of the universe. Let’s use our gifts! We’ll return to 

these empowering topics in our chapter on personal foresight. 

 

A Vision of Global Foresight Culture 

 

One of the powerful sets of methods the foresight field has explored in the last sixty years 

are those of visioning, the ways we discover, create, and describe preferable futures. 

Good visions are both aspirational (their reach exceeds our grasp) and motivating. The 

philosopher Konrad Adenauer said: “We all live under the same sky, but we don’t all 

have the same horizon.” We all occasionally climb peaks, large and small, to try to see 

further ahead. When we do so we have a duty to talk about what we think we have seen, 

both with others in the lonely mountains, and those toiling in the fertile fields, to make a 

better world.  

 

Ever since futurist Bertrand de Jouvenel’s The Art of Conjecture, 1967, and Fred 

Polak’s The Image of the Future, 1973—two classics in the power of “future images”—

foresight practitioners have realized that one of our primary jobs is to help our clients 

find worthy positive images (visions) to steer toward. At the same time, as the societal 

shocks of the 1960s and 1970s emerged, we began to realize we must also help our clients 

recognize plausible negative images (dystopias) to prevent.  

 

Worth (priority) must be determined with one’s values and higher purposes in mind. A 

positive vision will pull a group toward a particular preferred future, with a strength 

proportional to the group’s belief in the worthiness and credibility of the vision and of 

leadership. Ensuring the worthiness of our visions and the morality of our leaders is no 

small thing. Many leaders effectively use visions, persuasion and propaganda to steer 

groups to futures that are dehumanizing, unsustainable, or impractical. Adaptive goals 

and values are thus central to any assessment of progress. 

 

One strategy to ensure worthy visions is to align them with group goals, values, ethics, 

feelings, and purpose, and to ensure that critical goals and values are as universal 

(developmental) as possible. If we seek long-term success, we must find developmental 

values, processes priorities, a topic we will discuss in BPF. If our visions are not group 

aligned, either the vision or the group must change so the vision can be representative.  
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Another key strategy is to subject our visions to feedback and criticism from anyone who 

will be impacted by them. A third strategy is to search for the most positive-sum 

outcomes we think we can attain, over the time horizon of our vision. Sometimes we need 

to stretch our horizon to see a particularly compelling vision. At other times, we can 

usefully shorten it, and focus our team to reach goals they previously thought were 

unattainable in that time horizon. 

 

Given the challenges of visioning, what visions can we offer of a better foresight culture? 

Whether we are talking about a team, an organization, a social group, a nation, or our 

species, foresight culture begins with recognizing its great value. Once we all believe 

that thinking, debating, and teaching about the future is important, we will integrate it 

into our lives, far more intentionally than we have done before. 

 

Imagine if future thinking, debate, and visioning were common in our educational 

system, as Peter Bishop proposes in his Teach the Future initiative. Miraculously, even 

at the age of two, our children begin to talk about what they might do in a few moments 

or even tomorrow. This is how early our future thinking starts. All it takes is for us to 

recognize its great value and nurture its evolution and development. 

 

The futurist John McHale, in The Future of the Future, 1969, told us that future thinking in 

childhood should not be any standard courses, but that probable, possible, and 

preferable [and preventable!] futures visions, exercises, and projects should be offered 

throughout the K-12 curriculum. The earlier we start, the better we get at both personal 

and collective efforts in foresight and action.  

 

Imagine if both most large organizations and many of our startups realized that 

deliberately refining, testing, and improving their collaborative foresight methods 

would predictably allow them to discover and create more innovative and sustainable 

products, services, and organizational futures. Imagine if we had studies actually 

quantifying the value lost to organizations when they don’t use good foresight process 

prior to strategy and planning. That vision is emerging today, and it is being greatly 

accelerated by our digital tools and platforms. 

 

By 2018, users of platforms like Google, Facebook, and Android had become the largest 

coherent groups on the planet. By 2020, the community site Reddit Futurology had 15 

million “futurists” on their platform. There are more than 15 million coders using the 

open source software platform GitHub. There are scores of cloud services, platforms, AI, 

digital currencies, smart contracts, and many other collaborative foresight innovations 

emerging every month now. Right here, right now is a very exciting and important 

time to be alive. 

 

Certain accelerating trends and destinations for humanity and our technology, 

including thinking machines, are becoming highly predictable today. There are lots of 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Win-win_game
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ways these accelerating processes will create pain, disruption, and regression for some, 

but they are coming for us nonetheless. We should get ready for further accelerating 

change, and come to understand the universal forces that drive it. We can only control 

the way many coming changes will arrive, and their rough timing. We do not seem to 

be powerful enough to prevent their arrival, even if we wanted to. There may be very 

deep reasons for this, based in the laws and initial conditions of our universe. In reality, 

the cosmos is also creating a set of future destinations, not just us. 

 

More than ever, the world needs foresighted people who see those destinations, and who 

can help us move toward them in more humanizing ways. As John Kasson states, we 

need more people working to “civilize the machine,” because our accelerating machines, 

science and technology in all their forms, are uniquely able to amplify our actions today, 

for good or ill. They are uniquely able to create or destroy value. That is the human 

condition in the 21st century. 

 

This Guide will take a deeper look at individuals, organizations, and societies that have 

consciously chosen to cultivate a “foresight culture” for their teams, firms, and 

associates. Foresight cultures recognize there are many ways to manage the future, 

including prediction, forecasting, intelligence, insurance, sensing, rapid reaction, 

planning, visioning, innovation, and strategy. Such cultures know that while we are still 

early in understanding which foresight methods are right for which contexts, by choosing 

to prioritize foresight, we invariably get better at it, and expand our tools and improve 

our data sets. They also know our future has become too important, and our planet’s 

lives and purposes are now too valuable, complex, and intelligent, for us to leave 

tomorrow to any other stewards than ourselves. 

 

This is the future of foresight which we hope to help shape with this Guide. We sincerely 

hope this vision inspires our students and leaders to become better all-around foresight 

professionals, beginning immediately with refining the leadership of their own lives—

aka, becoming leaders-of-self first, and others second. If we live another few decades, 

we will have the satisfaction of seeing this promising vision flower before our eyes. We 

all have the power to participate in and lead its emergence, however best fits our path. 

 

Welcome to the field! 
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Chapter 2: The Foresight Profession –  

State of Our Field 

 

A Very Brief History of Our Field 

 

Strategic foresight originated in 17th century Europe during the Age of Enlightenment, 

which birthed modern science, reasoning, and foresight. In the Enlightenment we see 

the first modern approaches to freedom of thought and action, individual rights, the 

scientific method, egalitarianism, democracy, and separation of church and state. Baruch 

Spinoza was a pivotal influence on the emergence of our modern democratic state. He 

represented a new mindset of rational inquiry and skepticism that allowed a modern, 

evidence-based foresight to 

emerge and flourish in individual 

minds. Steven Nadler’s Spinoza, 

2001, is a good introduction to this 

major Enlightenment thinker. His 

ideas remain foundational today. 

The European Enlightenment, 

with its democratic ideals and 

scientific priorities, was a major 

leap forward for humanity. 

 

One key mental development that allowed science, reasoning, and foresight to emerge 

was inductive reasoning. Induction requires observing individual instances of any 

process, then finding a general rule to describe them. In other words, it entails reasoning 

“upward”—from particulars to universals. Inductive thinking became legitimate only 

with probability theory, which began with a collaboration by Blaise Pascal and Pierre 

de Fermat in 1654, on how to estimate the future in games of chance. Their key insights 

led to Hugyens’ On Reasoning in Games of Chance, 1657, Cardano’s Book on Games of Chance, 

1663, and Bernoulli’s The Art of Conjecturing, 1713. Though this type of reasoning was 

described by Aristotle in Ancient Greece, we needed two additional millennia and the 

emergence of probability theory to finally convince serious people that inductive 

methods deserved the same attention that deduction (logic) had always enjoyed. These 

key advances paved the way for the birth of statistics in 1750. 

 

European Enlightenment, 1600-1800  
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From this era onward, the shortcomings of our deductive logic and rationality could 

finally be balanced by clever observation, experiment, and induction. Neither of these 

two sets of mental processes alone creates an adaptive intelligence. Deduction alone 

makes us prisoners of our own mental models. Induction, via the scientific method, 

gives us the means to escape from our heads—to alter, falsify and verify our models via 

experiments and collecting data. In the language of the Foresight Triad, empiricism, 

theory, and utility (possible, probable, and preferable outcomes) are each fundamental 

goals of science as a method of knowing and adapting. 

 

Another major foresight advance in this era came from philosophers of mechanics (later 

called physicists). Chief among them was Isaac Newton, who co-invented calculus (the 

mathematics of change) and who published the first comprehensive set of universal laws 

of motion in Principia Mathematica in 1687. After Principia, people knew that by building 

instruments, collecting data, turning this data into usable numbers, forming hypotheses, 

and doing experiments—both in simulations and in the physical world—they could 

develop probabilistic explanations of reality: past, present, and future. 

 

Enlightenment optimism also birthed our first popular visionaries in qualitative 

foresight, most famously the writer Louis Sebastian Mercer and his utopian novel The 

Year 2440, 1770, widely read across Europe in twenty-five print editions. This fertile era 

ended with Belgian statistician Adolphe Quetelet, and his Treatise on Man, 1835, which 

introduced the idea of “social physics” (later called sociology), the collection of data on 

crime and social events to build predictive models of the “average man,” and the 

recognition that we could find a great variety of statistical laws for social processes.  

 

This work led philosopher August Comte, another founder of modern sociology, to 

propose his Law of Three Stages, an early developmental model of social change. In this 

model, societies typically begin Theological, then become Metaphysical, then become 

Scientific as social complexity grows. Encouraged by Newton’s progress in the physical 

sciences, in A General View of Positivism, 1844, Comte extrapolated deductive thinking to 

its logical extreme, proposing that all social knowledge must ultimately derive from 

logical and mathematical precepts and laws. But, as we’ll describe in Chapter 11 (Practice 

Challenges) this was an underspecified model mistake (UMM). Humanity will never 

get smart enough to escape induction. Both inductive uncertainty (evolutionary process) 

and deductive certainty (developmental process) are central to any good model of the 

pursuit of knowledge, and by all appearances both will remain central to our knowledge 

of the universe for the foreseeable future.  

 

So while logic and rationality have their uses, Comte’s logical positivism was a 

dangerously incomplete way to understand the world. Probability and statistics, and the 

weak statistical laws and correlations we find in many complex systems, have usually 

proven far better lenses to describe our environment than logic, rigorous causality, and 

equations. As dual-process theory reminds us, in social systems, factors like intuition, 
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instinct, emotion, culture, custom, vision, and possibility are typically far more important 

than rationality in ascertaining what humans may do next. 

 

While they were born in the Enlightenment, deductive and inductive methods of 

foresight began to see increasing use in science, philosophy, government, and commerce 

only during the great wealth and productivity unleashed by the Industrial Revolution. 

That technical and productivity revolution was when modern management, foresight 

and strategy processes began to emerge.  

 

As an academic field, foresight is a late bloomer by comparison to related professions, 

such as economics, sociology, political science, and science and technology studies. 

Foresight is underdeveloped in relation to its specialty and related professions, such as 

forecasting, planning, risk management, and leadership. Nevertheless, the long-term 

future of our field is bright. We will discuss many paths ahead to its practice maturity. 

We offer a longer history of foresight, over Five Eras of Practice, in Book 2. 

 

Top Twenty-Five Futurists or Foresighters of the Twentieth Century 

 

To close this brief history, it might help to offer benchmark examples of foresight impact. 

To that end, we’d like to nominate the Top Twenty-Five Futurists or Foresighters of the 

Twentieth Century, based on either the impact or value of their published work, or their 

impact on our profession, and seek your feedback on our choices.  

 

The most exemplary foresight work, in our view, says something very important about 

the future of civilization. It takes a broad perspective on humanity in the world, touching 

on all of the Six Domains. It employs all three corners of the Foresight Triad, and tells 

stories across the Four Ps. It engages all of the STEEPLES (Science, Technology, Economy, 

Environment, Politics, Law, Ethics, and Society) categories (Chapter 7). The best work has 

also advanced the public visibility and perceived value of future thinking. Another group 

of individuals listed below have had less impact telling future stories, but more 

advancing the professionalism and methods of foresight practice.  

 

By these criteria, here is our current list of the top twenty-five foresight practitioners of 

the twentieth century. We’ll justify these choices in a later edition of the Guide. In the 

meantime, look up these author’s Wikipedia pages (linked) for more on their exemplary 

work. 

 

H.G. Wells, Herman Kahn, Alvin Toffler, Arthur Clarke, Buckminster Fuller, Julian 

Simon, Kevin Kelly, Stewart Brand, E.F. Schumacher, Donella Meadows, Hazel 

Henderson, Barbara Hubbard, Daniel Bell, Burnham Beckwith, Kenneth Boulding, 

Elise Boulding, Peter Drucker, George Gilder, Roy Amara, Olaf Helmer, Joseph Coates, 

Peter Schwartz, Robert Theobald, Hans Moravec, and Hans Rosling. 
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There are hundreds more excellent futurists or foresighters we could have named. 

Barry Hughes, Jerome Glenn, Ted Gordon, Doug Englebart, Vary Coates, Jim Dator, 

Peter Bishop, Michael Marien, Graham Molitor, Warren Wagar, Wendy Schultz, 

Clement Bezold, and many others surely belong in a second twenty-five list. Others, 

like Ray Kurzweil, Philip Tetlock, and Shoshanna Zuboff, had some influence in the 

20th century but have had their greatest influence in the 21st. We’ll create an Honorable 

Mentions section in the online edition of the Guide. 

 

Would you make different choices for a top twenty-five? Let us know. Modern 

professional foresight started, after WW II, as a US-centric, gender-imbalanced, and 

ethnically-narrow activity. We look forward to offering a far more international, 

ethnically diverse and gender-balanced Top Twenty-Five list for 2000-2025, in the next 

edition of the Guide. See futurist Ross Dawson’s excellent global list of top female 

futurists. We are slowly getting to the diversity our field deserves. 

 

The Current State of Our Field  

 

In this chapter we offer an overview of the current state of professional foresight and the 

practice of strategic foresight—primarily as practiced on small teams. Our field is a 

global community of people driven to anticipate, create, lead, and protect the future, 

the Four Ps of Future Thinking. It is filled with many colorful and inspiring personalities, 

but it is also still immature, lacking in evidence-based, consensus practices and models. 

It has much room for improvement and growth. In 2015 we started Foresight U to do our 

small part to help advance foresight models and practice.  

 

We begin this section with a popular myth, then acknowledge an open secret, and then 

introduce the Do loop, the central way we integrate foresight and action, as individuals 

and on teams. Then we’ll introduce the Eight Skills of Adaptive Foresight, a Do loop 

derived model for using foresight on teams and in organizations.  

 

In Chapter 3, we’ll apply models and insights from our first two chapters to personal 

foresight, how we get better at predicting, creating, and leading our lives. In Chapter 4, 

we’ll offer a selection of proof points (success stories) in applying each of the Four 

Foresight Skills (LAIS), primarily to organizational foresight. In future editions, we 

plan to supplement the Guide with case studies for our students. Case-based learning is 

a uniquely powerful and interactive way for leaders and stakeholders to internalize the 

value of foresight work.  

 

Foresight’s Great Myth 

 

Foresight’s Great Myth is that it is rarely worth doing, because it is so often wrong. Recall 

that foresight has four core practice types. The first, probable futures, is about forecasting 

and prediction. The second is about uncovering possible futures (alternatives, scenarios, 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barry_B._Hughes
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jerome_C._Glenn
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ted-gordon-8b439457/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Douglas_Engelbart
https://finding-aids.library.gatech.edu/repositories/2/resources/130
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jim_Dator
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_C._Bishop
https://www.cadmusjournal.org/author/michael-marien
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/321771465_Graham_Molitor_A_Futurist_for_the_Third_Millennium
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/W._Warren_Wagar
https://www.linkedin.com/in/infinitefutures/?originalSubdomain=uk
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clement_Bezold
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ray_Kurzweil
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philip_E._Tetlock
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shoshana_Zuboff
https://rossdawson.com/list-of-the-worlds-top-female-futurists/
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experiments, and wildcards). The third is about exploring preferable futures (strategies, 

plans, surveys, visions, agendas, and competitive intelligence). The fourth, preventable 

futures, is concerned with protection from predictable risks (intelligence, threat 

assessment, and risk management). 

 

Each of us will be quite wrong at times when we try to explore the Four Ps. For some 

good histories of probable foresight failures, see William Sherden’s The Fortune Sellers, 

1997, Steven Schnaars Megamistakes, 1989, Laura Lee’s Bad Predictions, 2000, Nicholas 

Taleb’s Fooled by Randomness, 2005, Bob Seidensticker’s Future Hype, 2006, Adam 

Gordon’s Future Savvy, 2008, and Doug Hubbard’s The Failure of Risk Management, 2008. 

For more on our poor record of exploring the scope of possible futures, see Nicholas 

Taleb’s The Black Swan, 2010. Our weak ability to see and plan for preferable and 

preventable futures is also well documented. See Henry Mintzberg’s The Rise and Fall of 

Strategic Planning, 2000, Clay Christensen’s The Innovators Dilemma, 2013, and Walter 

Kiechel’s The Lords of Strategy, 2010, for three great accounts. Sherden’s book outlines a 

long succession of 20th century management fads in strategy, planning, and foresight.  

 

It is alternately amusing, enlightening, and sobering to read the books listed above. It is 

amusing to see how wrong we can be, enlightening to realize how much we can improve, 

and sobering to recognize how much suffering and ignorance our poor foresight has 

caused over the centuries. We routinely ignore estimation of probabilities, inadequately 

explore possibilities, fail to find shared visions, and ignore or discount threats. Given how 

we think, it is no wonder we see so little.  

 

Our history of mistakes when thinking about the future has allowed this great myth, the 

“myth of ineffectiveness” to arise concerning foresight work. This myth is sometimes 

voiced as an explicit belief, but more often is implicitly held, both by many of our clients 

and by lay observers of our profession. Each of the Four Ps deserves a strong defense 

against this myth. Because human beings fail the most often and the most glaringly at 

probable foresight, this is the area of our practice that is most commonly and deeply 

devalued today. But, all four practice types are underused today due to this myth. 

 

Recall the Anna Karenina principle; there are many evolutionary ways to fail, and only 

a few developmental ways to succeed. When we apply it to probability foresight 

practice, we recognize we can fail by forecasting or predicting without good knowledge 

or proper models of the system in question. We can fail by straying into fields where we 

have developed inadequate conceptual expertise. We can fail by predicting from a 

position of known or unconscious bias. We can fail by neglecting to subject our forecasts 

and predictions to intense criticism from an appropriately skilled and cognitively diverse 

crowd. We can fail by forecasting or predicting only infrequently, thus never learning 

accuracy and conservatism.  

 

https://www.amazon.com/Fortune-Sellers-Business-Selling-Predictions/dp/0471358444
https://www.amazon.com/MEGAMISTAKES-Forecasting-Rapid-Technological-Change/dp/0029279526
https://www.amazon.com/Bad-Predictions-Laura-Lee/dp/0965734595
https://www.amazon.com/Fooled-Randomness-Hidden-Markets-Incerto/dp/0812975219
https://www.amazon.com/Future-Hype-Myths-Technology-Change/dp/1576753700
https://www.amazon.com/Future-Savvy-Identifying-Decisions-Uncertainty/dp/0814409121
https://www.amazon.com/Failure-Risk-Management-Why-Broken/dp/1501263870
https://www.amazon.com/Black-Swan-Improbable-Robustness-Fragility/dp/081297381X
https://www.amazon.com/Rise-Strategic-Planning-Henry-Mintzberg/dp/1476754764
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Many common failure modes will be discussed in this Guide. Bad forecasters, failed 

experimenters, and unsuccessful strategists are unhappy each in their own way. 

Unintended consequences and combinatorial explosions of contingencies make many 

things, but not all, more uncertain over time. Yet, even with the many ways we can fail, 

the modern foresight field has been paid to engage in over seventy years of such efforts; 

and, we’re increasingly finding those developmental attractors—the universal processes 

that enhance our foresight—in each of the Four Ps.  

 

Our profession has gotten steadily better at foresight, in every domain. Never have there 

been more specialists conducting such extensive modeling, forecasting, prediction, 

uncertainty exploring, visioning, preference mapping, facilitation, and strategizing in the 

world. Never has there been a richer data environment for exploring Four Ps futures, 

and never has there been more economic value created by those who have been 

generating good foresight and strategy. Now is a very exciting time for any professional 

doing foresight work, and our prospects will only get better from here. 

 

Foresight’s Open Secret 

 

Foresight’s Open Secret is that it is only valuable to a point. Any of its skills, models, 

and methods can quickly become a waste of our client’s time and money. With respect to 

foresight methods and products, there may be little strategic value in the particular 

thinking process, method or type of foresight work being requested by our client. 

Alternatively, our client may be in no position to act on the foresight produced, which is 

the real problem that needs to be named and fixed. In such cases, the effort we would 

spend to continue cannot be justified by a realistic benefit-cost analysis. Every skill, 

model, or method—whether in foresight or action—supplies a declining value the more 

it is pursued to the neglect of others. 

 

Good practitioners remind their clients of this open secret: they help their clients learn for 

themselves when foresight work is no longer valuable and it’s time to switch gears. As 

we’ll see shortly, all our foresight skills are only useful to a point. Therefore, they must 

be continually balanced against action skills in order for us to remain adaptive.  

 

For example, it is easy for any of us to spend too much time ruminating on the past or 

fantasizing about the future. Ideally, we use our past and future thinking to improve 

our capacity to act better in the present. Empowering and expanding our sense of the 

present, and our capacity to act well in it, is actually the central goal of foresight work, 

as we will explore in Chapter 3. There are many times when thinking about the future 

becomes a big waste of everyone’s energy.  

 

As we will see, sometimes we need: 

 

1. A better understanding of the past or present (the Learning skill), 
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2. To forecast or predict what is likely to come next (the Anticipation skill)  

3. To imagine or design new possibilities (the Innovation skill) 

4. Better visions, policies, and plans (the Strategy skill),  

5. To take action (the Execution skill)  

6. Greater sway with stakeholders (the Influence skill),  

7. Better care and renewal of our teams (the Relating skill),  

8. More feedback and analysis of recent activities (the Reviewing skill).  

 

We will see that all of these Eight Skills are critical to success. They describe foresight 

and action that makes teams and organizations more adaptive. Learning to survive and 

thrive, in any environment, is the top goal of both foresight work and of life itself.  

 

LAIS: The Four Skills of Strategic Foresight 

 

Let’s look closer now at the Four Foresight Skills, the first four skills on the list above, 

and see why we can call them the four most valuable skills (competencies) of strategic 

foresight work. We prepare for foresight by Learning appropriate things about the past 

and present. Taken together, Learning and the Foresight Triad, with the three triad skills 

renamed for organizational use as Anticipation (Probable), Innovation (Possible), and 

Strategy (Preferable), are the Four Skills of Strategic Foresight. This is the simplest 

viable model that we recommend for thinking about strategic foresight competencies. We 

will explore the Four Foresight Skills in depth in Chapter 4. We have also learned that 

we must split Strategy into positive and negative sentiment (the Four Ps), engaging in 

both predictive contrasting and sentiment contrasting prior to strategy. No other 

foresight text that we know presently approaches strategy using these models. We hope 

they gain wider adoption in our community. 

 

  A good elevator-pitch definition of foresight, taught by emeritus 

U. Houston professor of foresight Peter Bishop, is that foresight is 

anything we do prior to strategy. Every business school, and many 

policy programs, will teach strategy and planning, but few will 

teach foresight, the set of practices we can do as inputs to strategy, 

that will make that strategy both more future-aware and future-

resilient. This is not a perfect definition, as strategy is also a critical 

part of foresight, as is implied in the term “strategic foresight,” but 

it is an excellent one-sentence summary of both the proper place of 

our field in strategic management, and the value of our work.  

 

Calling foresight the “front end of strategy” will help our audiences realize that if they 

don’t do anything before they jump into strategy work—and most teams typically do 

not—they are missing an entire set of practices that can greatly improve decision making 

Peter Bishop 
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and outcomes. These practices have been developed over the last sixty years, and they 

are what we call strategic foresight. 

 

We can define strategic foresight as future thinking that has the potential (the capacity), 

if acted upon, to make an actor (individual, team, organization, society) more adaptive, 

or successful. We think this requires a minimum of Four Foresight Skills:  

 

1. Learning (the Past and Present) 

2. Anticipation (the Probable) 

3. Innovation (the Possible) 

4. Strategy (the Preferable and Preventable) 

 

We use the acronym LAIS, for Learning, Anticipation, Innovation, and Strategy, for 

these four skills. Again, Learning is technically not foresight, but preparation for 

foresight work. But, learning is so critical how we perceive, formulate and research a 

problem it belongs in any model of essential strategic foresight skills. No one can build 

good foresight without good models of the past (hindsight) and the present (insight).  

 

At the same time, no foresight can be truly beneficial unless it causes adaptive action. 

We’ve said that there are Four Action Skills: 

 

5. Execution (Product thinking) 

6. Influence (Market thinking) 

7. Relating (Team thinking) 

8. Reviewing (Adjustment thinking) 

 

That means strategic foresight is a great start, but it isn’t enough. We have to translate 

our foresight into actions, serve a market with those actions, maintain a strong team, and 

critique our results. The successful combination of foresight and action is called adaptive 

foresight in this Guide. This combination is the Eight Skills of Adaptive Foresight, the 

four “primary” LAIS Foresight Skills, and the four “secondary” EIRR Action Skills. 

 

As we’ve said, the Eight Skills will keep us adaptive in the short-term, but over the long-

term, we also must have adaptive goals and values. If our character and conduct are out 

of line with universal truths, we will surely fail. We’ll say more about goals, values, and 

leadership in Chapters 3 (Personal Foresight) and 8 (Models and Values) 

 

Let’s look closer now at the Four Skills of Strategic Foresight: 

 

1. Learning. First we must try to understand where we came from and where we 

are. We collect relevant history, trends, cycles, causal factors, and models. We 
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look carefully and analytically at history, and far wide (horizon scanning) at the 

relevant present environment. This is largely divergent thinking.  

 

2. Anticipation. Next, we try to extrapolate (forecast) the relevant trends, consider 

the way they may interact to create more change, and make some probabilistic 

predictions. We look for constraints and likely outcomes of the past and current 

state, both obvious and hidden, and we try to estimate risks. This is 

largely convergent thinking. 

 

3. Innovation (aka, Imagination). Next, we try to imagine alternative possibilities 

that spring from our learning and anticipation. What are some of the first, second 

and third order implications of the changes we expect? What changes and 

wildcards are we missing? What experiments might we or others do, to either 

gather more foresight, create, or adapt? This is largely a return 

to divergent thinking. 

 

4. Strategy. Finally, we arrive at the fourth foresight practice, the only one covered 

well in typical management and policy texts. With strategy, we analyze all the 

above data and try to come up with the most resilient and high value set of 

actions we can, based on our resources and goals. We stress test those strategies 

those against both the future we expect and the futures we can imagine, and 

come up with both tactical and strategic plans, for reaching our goals, and 

monitoring our progress toward them. This again is ultimately convergent 

thinking. 

 

Each of us is more attracted to some of these skills than others. Each skill is also more 

commonly associated with certain professional roles in our organizations and society. For 

example: 

 

1. Learning is commonly practiced by researchers, historians, intelligence 

gatherers, educators, quantifiers, and accountants.  

 

2. Anticipation is common in convergence- and consistency-oriented activities like 

forecasting, engineering, security, sustainability, and theoretical science. 

 

3. Innovation is common in exploration-oriented and diversity-oriented activities 

like design, art, entertainment, entrepreneurship, R&D, and experimental 

science. 

 

4. Strategy is common in bridging and decision making activities like visioning, 

strategy, planning, management, politics, facilitation, and leadership. 
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A good foresight professional is aware of all these roles, specializations, and 

communities, and seeks to engage with them where appropriate. 

 

Let’s say a bit more now about Learning, the skill that may be the most commonly 

shortchanged in foresight practice today. Cognitive science tells us that before we 

engage in foresight, we begin with some form of learning. We need knowledge of the 

relevant Past of a particular problem, including identifying relevant trends, cycles, and 

models that have operated in the past, and we need intelligence, environmental scanning, 

and data collection in the relevant Present to understand where we are today, and the 

current values of those relevant trends, cycles, and causal factors, as we understand them.  

 

Some people on a team will be naturally better at and more interested in learning from 

the Past (historical research, data collection, trends, forecasts, models). A good Past 

learner cares a lot about data pedigrees, referencing the source and quality of their data, 

and the assumptions behind it. They also think about the tradeoffs between using current 

data and getting better historical data for their trends, forecasts, and models. Others will 

be naturally better at learning from the Present (intelligence gathering, events 

monitoring, horizon scanning). They care a lot about scanning for, sourcing and 

interpreting data. Both kinds of preparation are critical to successful foresight 

production. If we don’t have both priorities in our learning process, the quality of our 

work will suffer. 

 

A well-known rule of forecasting is that we must first look back at least twice as far as 

we wish to look forward, to see the relevant trends, cycles, causal factors, and most 

evidence-based models applicable to any complex system. We must also adopt a curious, 

critical, and evidence-based attitude during our learning activities. We should also seek 

critical input from diverse thinkers, and from SMEs (subject matter experts) with deep 

experience in the problem area. Foresight practitioners who skimp on learning will jump 

into a problem with old and inferior models and outdated information, and they may 

ignore expert advice. Fortunately, anything we neglect to do can be remedied if we run 

our Do Loops fast and well, getting cognitively-diverse and experience-diverse critical 

feedback, in the Review skill, in our foresight-action cycle.  

 

Being a little tongue-in-cheek, we can claim that not sufficiently addressing any of the 

LAIS skills can be called the Four Great Sins of Foresight Work. The “sins” we must 

avoid in producing strategic foresight are: 

 

1. Not sufficiently uncovering the relevant past and present (Learning) 

2. Not sufficiently discovering Probable Futures (Anticipation) 

3. Not sufficiently exploring Possible Futures (Innovation) 

4. Not sufficiently envisioning Preferable and Preventable Futures (Strategy) 
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These “sins” are listed in a particular order. We can call LAIS the Initial Order of 

Operations in Strategic Foresight practice. It is a sequence, used early in our foresight 

activities, that we believe will often maximize its effectiveness. 

 

Good strategic foresight work often begins in the following sequence: 

 

 It starts with learning both relevant history and current status,  

 Then it anticipates probable foresight (relevant trends and constraints) 

 Then it explores (“innovates”) relevant possible foresight.  

 Then it explores the judgments, options, and visions of preference foresight, 

producing strategy (guiding policies and action plans). 

 Those strategies are then tested by action and feedback, via the Eight Skills.  

 

In practice, we will jump back and forth across these skills, as context demands. Yet this 

order of operations is usually an efficient and effective way to begin most foresight work. 

Because it is based on the Do Loop, a universal perception-decision-action-feedback 

cycle, it reliably delivers results. The more cycles we turn on this loop, the better we get 

at producing, applying, and evaluating foresight work.  

 

Let’s comment a bit on each of the LAIS skills now: 
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1. Diverging Into the Past and Present (Learning) 

 

We have to learn the relevant past and present in order to do good anticipation, to see 

the probable future. A good exploration of the past will tell us the relevant trends, cycles, 

causal factors, and models that may influence or control the futures we care about. A 

good scan of the present will tell us all the current values of those trends, cycles, and 

factors, and all the emerging issues we may need to take into account.  

 

It is easy to skip the Learning step. We cannot express the number of poor foresight 

studies we’ve found over last twenty years that are not credible, ultimately because the 

authors didn’t sufficiently learn about how the world works—and its past and current 

status—in the areas relevant to their problem domain. 

 

Many foresight graduate programs today don’t require sufficient learning of relevant 

history, or intelligence gathering of current events, prior to foresight discussion and 

content production. As a result, their work remains quite rudimentary by comparison to 

its potential.  

 

Many organizations also skimp on learning, particularly when strategy teams feel 

pressed for time. If a strategy team does not create time for research and intelligence, 

and task specific people with learning past and present data and issues, they won’t find 

good solutions for their problems which already exist today, or existed in the past. Most 

organizations are constantly reinventing the wheel. Even something as simple as an 

organizational wiki, if people are incentivized to maintain it, will go a long way to 

improving organizational memory of good past and present practices. 

 

2. Converging on the Probable (Anticipation)  

 

The process of Anticipation, of trend collection, model exploration, forecasting, risk 

assessment, and probabilistic prediction, is very often the best next step to produce good 

foresight. The more thinking we and our teams do about relevant high-probability trends, 

the more predictable future outcomes we will also discover. Those anticipated, expected, 

and bettable trends and outcomes will very helpfully constrain, guide, and empower all 

our other foresight activities. 

 

Fortunately, as data has grown rapidly since the advent of the internet, and as computer 

hardware, software, networks, and machine learning have grown exponentially cheaper, 

we have seen the rise of new forms of machine, expert, and crowd prediction. We have 

new communities like Kaggle (smartly acquired by Google in 2017), that do data science 

and machine learning competitions, and new crowd prediction markets, like Metaculus, 

that make it a collective game to improve anticipation. Predictive analytics are being 

usefully applied in all six domains. In fact, the misuse of these powerful tools in online 

platforms has created a number of new problems for our societies, as we’ll see in Book 2. 

https://www.kaggle.com/
https://www.metaculus.com/questions/
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Nevertheless, many foresight practitioners will skimp on the anticipation step. Some of 

us like to jump right into the “fun” of imagining possibilities, telling stories, or designing 

prototypes, but without doing the hard work of discovering key trends, forces, 

convergences, and constraints that will limit future possibilities. Such an approach gives 

us no framework, map, or compass for the probable future landscape, and we can quickly 

get lost in a wilderness of low probability thinking and imagining.  

 

If our organization doesn’t collect, purchase, or create their own trends, forecasts, and 

convergences, and if we don’t give time for anticipation—or better yet, task a person or 

team to do that work—we won’t be able to direct our innovation in order to take 

advantage of the parts of the future that we can predict. Just like planning too far ahead, 

without learning and anticipation our team will come up with innovations for a future 

that may never arrive. 

 

Just like each of the other LAIS foresight skills, it is easy to do either too little or too much 

anticipation, and over-rely or under-rely on trends, bets, and models. Like much in life, 

we must find an optimal balance, and a balance learned with experience, experiment, 

self-honesty, humility, and transparency.  

 

3. Diverging into the Possible (Imagination and Innovation) 

 

Once we’ve prepared with learning and anticipation, we are best equipped to imagine, 

explore, and create, a wide variety of relevant possible options. We call this foresight 

skill innovation rather than imagination, because it is easy for human minds to imagine 

implausible and irrelevant possibilities. Imagination, which we use in brainstorming, 

storytelling, what-ifing, and early in design thinking, is where possibility thinking starts, 

but not where it should end. 

 

An innovation, by contrast, is an idea, product, or service that is both new (an invention) 

and that has found a market, a group that attests to its value. Likewise, the best possible 

futures are not only imaginations and inventions, but innovations. There is a group of 

stakeholders that finds the possibilities being described both plausible and relevant to 

the problems under consideration. An innovation, in this context, is any idea that seems 

both plausible and relevant to stakeholders, after extensive critique. It might be a threat 

we weren’t previously thinking about, a goal we didn’t realize we might achieve, or a 

potential new policy, product, or service. If a group still likes it after critique, it is not just 

imagination, but something with greater value, innovation. 

 

It is important not to be too critical of possibility thinking in its early, divergent stages. 

But, unless such thinking is eventually critiqued for plausibility and relevance, its value 

will be limited. Early on, we may brainstorm all we want, but only a small subset of this 

work will find an audience. The rest is often so fanciful that it would undermine the 
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imaginer’s credibility if it were printed and distributed publicly. Only the most relevant 

and plausible possibilities deserve to be communicated to the strategy team. This 

includes wildcards, low probability but high impact events, positive or negative, that we 

can adapt to better if we prepare contingency plans ahead of the possibility. 

 

Many foresight graduate programs attract students who enjoy and are very good at 

imagination and innovation. Some practitioners consider it the primary activity of our 

field. Nevertheless, this skill must be kept in balance with the other foresight skills. The 

easiest way to keep that balance is to remember our LAIS order of operations, and to run 

Do Loops with critical feedback on all possibility thinking, until a few really valuable 

innovations emerge.  

 

4. Converging on Preferred and Preventable (Strategy) – Goals, Visions, Plans 

 

Ideally, prior to engaging in strategy, we will have surveyed the political landscape of 

preferable futures and strategies relevant to the future of an issue (learning), developed 

a model of probable futures, given our and others current expectations, investments, and 

strategies (anticipation), and imagined plausible and relevant possibilities, good and 

bad, that might improve, alter, or disrupt the present or future (innovation). Now we are 

ready for strategy, which involves diagnosing ADOR or SWOT, assessing any needed 

change, and creating new visions, guiding policy and coordinated action plans to 

achieve results and avoid traps. Then we act, and if we are fortunate, we become more 

adaptive. 

 

In the short-run, we can do all these things via the Eight Skills, but in the long-term 

successful leadership and activism require us to have good values and ethics, not only 

competence, but character and authority. In the long-term, adaptive foresight becomes 

normative. We must know how we create value daily and annually for others, and have 

some idea how to measure both personal success and social progress. We must also 

constantly test strategic ideas and models in a critical and diverse community of others.  

 

Even though our judgments are imperfect, we must strive to lead ourselves and others 

with the best models, evidence and arguments we can marshal. As the philosopher 

Seneca said, “To wish to progress is the largest part of progress.” The most important 

step, for each of us, is to develop enough passion, judgment, and perseverance to believe 

that we can be of service to others, to create value, and to improve the world.  

 

Finally, we must make our learning, and our Four Ps foresight, as open, accessible and 

understood by stakeholders as possible, so we can get to the best futures available to us 

today. We call that open, collective, and digital approach ”Big Foresight,” and we’ll say 

more about it in our last chapter. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leadership
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Activism
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The Eight Skills of Adaptive Foresight (The LAISEIRR Skills) 

 

Let’s look again at the Eight Skills in the context of the Do loop, to see why each skill is 

so critical to better integrating foresight and action. We’ll explore the Eight Skills model 

in depth in Chapter 6, where we will also briefly compare it to other useful foresight and 

management models. Below is an illustration of the Eight Skills: 

 

We can recall the Eight Skills as “LAISEIRR,” a vowel-laden misspelling of ”laser”.   

We can also remember the phrase ”A LAISEIRR focus brings success.”  

 

Very few of us will naturally excel at all eight of these skills, but when we recognize their 

universality, we can all try to become reasonably competent with each of them. It is even 

easier for our teams to be highly competent at all of them.  Skills-based recruitment and 

teaming is thus a great strategy to improve team and organizational adaptiveness. 

Continually assessing our personal, team and organizational abilities in all eight of these 

skills, and remedying any deficiencies, is a key first step in building adaptive foresight, 

in our view. The key second step is engaging in normative foresight—recognizing that 

our character matters more than anything else over the long term. We need to get our 

goals, values, ethics, and empathy at least roughly right. Drift them too far from the norm, 

and we will be punished by society and by fate. 

 

For now, consider the process depiction below of the Eight Skills on the next page. It 

offers graphical representations of the kinds of thinking and acting (divergent, 

convergent, redivergent, reconvergent, translational, radiative, integrative, 

The Eight Skills of Adaptive Foresight 
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and cyclical) central to each skill. Consider times when you or your teams have had to 

rely on each of these skills. None of them can be ignored for long, in our view. We will 

explore these skills in Chapter 6.  

 

 

Twenty Specialties of Organizational Foresight 

 

Based on our analysis of the management and foresight literature, we propose 

that Twenty Specialty Practice Pairs are particularly important in helping organizations 

to navigate the future. These are all specialties of strategic management.  

 

The world is a complex place, and adaptive 

foresight in organizations of any size 

requires a diverse set of specialty skills. 

The Twenty Foresight Specialties listed 

below are top practices in organizational 

foresight. They are what foresighters do, in 

modern organizations, as they look to their 

strategic horizons. As we will see, these 

specialties are balanced across the Eight 

Skills. We think these specialties are diverse 

enough to represent organizational 

foresight practice, in all its complexity and value. We consider these specialties in 

Cloudy Horizon, California  

http://www.foresightguide.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/california-210913_640.jpg
http://www.foresightguide.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/california-210913_640.jpg
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a departmental model of the firm in Chapter 5, and as components of the Eight Skills in 

Chapter 6.  

 

The Twenty Foresight Specialty Pairs, in alphabetical order, are: 

 

1. Accounting & Intangibles, 

2. Alternatives & Scenarios, 

3. Analysis & Decision Support, 

4. Auditing & Change Management, 

5. Benchmarking & Quality, 

6. Data Science & Machine Learning, 

7. Entrepreneurship & Intrapreneurship, 

8. Facilitation & Gaming, 

9. Forecasting & Prediction, 

10. Human Resources & Performance Management, 

11. Ideation & Design, 

12. Innovation & Research & Development, 

13. Intelligence & Knowledge Management, 

14. Investing & Finance, 

15. Law & Security, 

16. Learning & Development, 

17. Marketing & Sales, 

18. Management & Leadership, 

19. Risk Management & Insurance,  

20. Visioning/Goals/Strategy & Planning. 

 

These Twenty Specialties are our best current model of the full scope of foresight work 

within strategic management. We should take a moment to consider how many of these 

practice specialties we are presently familiar with and how many we use in our 

professions—at least in some basic form. While we could have chosen fewer specialties 

to address in this Guide, doing so would give an unclear and incomplete picture of how 

diverse, effective, and necessary organizational foresight practice has become. 

 

Fortunately, almost all of these specialties now have formal practice communities, and 

we’ll introduce some leading ones below. Proficiency in any of these specialties can be 

critical to solving a foresight problem. If any of these specialties are relevant to our 

current challenges and we are missing them, the adaptiveness of our firm’s plans and 

actions will suffer as a result. 

 

We’ve mentioned that strategic foresight can be defined as anything an individual, team 

or organization does before they engage in strategic planning or action. Again, this isn’t 

a perfect definition, but it is a great intro to our field. If we or our teams presently skip 

doing any of the first nineteen practice specialties listed above, and instead jump 
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immediately into the twentieth practice—visioning, goalsetting, strategy and 

planning—we are only doing a very small subset of strategic foresight work. This narrow 

view of how to manage the future will end up hurting our organizations if we fail to 

broaden and deepen our company’s processes and practices. 

 

The field of strategic planning was first taught at Harvard in the 1930s. The field of 

professional strategic foresight was born in the mid-1940’s, immediately after the great 

catastrophe of World War II, with the funding of the world’s first permanent foresight 

think tanks, SRI and RAND. These first modern foresight practitioner communities were 

dominated by engineers and scientists, and had a probability and forecasting focus. 

Their main customers were government and defense clients. By the 1960s, several leading 

management consultancies began to permanently do professional foresight work, 

primarily serving business clients. These included the Boston Consulting Group (BCG) 

and the Institute for the Future (IFTF). The 1960s also gave us our first university courses 

on foresight, and our first general and academic foresight communities, like the World 

Future Society (WFS) and World Futures Studies Federation (WFSF). 

 

The first two graduate foresight programs in our field were originally called “Futures 

Studies,” at the U. of Houston (M.S., established in 1974) and “Alternative Futures” at the 

U. of Hawaii (Ph.D., started in 1977). In the forty-plus years since, graduate strategic 

foresight programs have slowly expanded around the world. There are presently twenty-

two M.S. or Ph.D. foresight programs, by our count, and a smaller number of foresight 

certificate programs. Most expose their students, at least briefly, to a few of the above 

specialties, but none yet consider even the majority of these specialties, to our knowledge. 

That is an oversight, one that presently limits foresight’s ability to integrate into the 

management and policy professions.  

 

We at Foresight U will do our best to influence the existing academic and executive 

foresight programs to include essential thinking and methods from all Twenty 

Specialties in their curriculum. We also must teach not only strategic foresight, but a 

variety of normative foresight models. The better our students understand all the values 

systems currently in place, the better they can work with others, and develop their own. 

Once an appropriate variety of foresight is widely recognized by organizational leaders, 

and its adaptive value is well understood, our field will be on a path to its maturity. 

 

In one vision for our field, we can imagine top practitioners of many of these Twenty 

Specialties having C-level positions in our more foresighted organizations. But, until 

something of that nature happens, and until an influential minority of leaders in many of 

these critical organizational specialties also self-identify as foresight professionals, our 

field will remain underdeveloped. The leadership of top organizations will not recognize 

the foresight work they already do, as “foresight by other names,” and the case for 

foresight as a leadership priority cannot be well made within the organization. Making 

https://sites.google.com/site/globalforesightwiki/foresightprograms
https://sites.google.com/site/globalforesightwiki/foresight-certificate-programs
https://sites.google.com/site/globalforesightwiki/foresight-certificate-programs
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strategic foresight, in all its diversity, a conscious leadership priority is thus among the 

greatest goals of our field. 

 

None of us will ever be experts in all of these specialties, but each of us can seek out some 

specialty training in a few of these, to complement our general foresight knowledge. For 

each specialty we’ve named one Foresight Specialty Association below that is advancing 

professional practice. We’ve focused this list on communities oriented to corporate 

clients, though many have communities or workgroups oriented to government, defense, 

nonprofits, education, individuals, and other clients as well. 

 

Joining one or more of these associations at a time, taking their training, and attending 

their conferences will give us access to specialist foresight methods and knowledge that 

is typically covered only lightly in our primary foresight associations. This will also allow 

us to build new friendships and gain new practice opportunities. Of course, reading and 

publishing in a few of these journals will also further the field and could benefit our own 

professional distinctions. Furthermore, individually shifting our memberships among 

these specialty associations every few years, picking up new certifications whenever they 

may be helpful, is a great way for general foresight practitioners to engage in a specialty-

diverse continuing education. 

 

Again, becoming competent in the basics of these Twenty Specialty Groups is a wise 

approach to professional development. Hopefully our emerging primary foresight 

practice organizations and graduate programs will develop closer relationships with 

these specialty practice associations in coming years.  

 

In alpha order, here are the Twenty Specialty Groups of Strategic Foresight, and a little 

info on some of the leading practitioner communities for each specialty group. We will 

list these communities again in Appendix 3. Joining at least one of these communities, 

and becoming proficient in their methods, is the start of your professional foresight 

journey. 

 

1. Accounting & Intangibles – Institute of Management Accountants (IMA). Since 

1919. The leading association for cost accounting, financial planning, and 

decision support, top metrics for any for-profit firm. Annual Conference, CMA 

certification. Strategic Finance; Assessing intangible assets and liabilities is done 

in specialties like management accounting, marketing, analysis, and strategy. 

Many intangibles are not easily measured, or even seen. We need surveys, focus 

groups, and other tools to track and analyze intangible variables, like morale, 

reputation, and customer satisfaction. The National Customer Service 

Association (NCSA) is a leading practice community for customer satisfaction. 

For intangibles, see Douglas Hubbard’s How to Measure Anything, 2014. 

 

http://www.imanet.org/ima_home.aspx
http://www.imaconference.org/
http://www.imanet.org/cma_certification/become_a_cma.aspx
http://www.imanet.org/cma_certification/become_a_cma.aspx
http://www.imanet.org/resources_and_publications/strategic_finance_magazine.aspx
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intangible_asset
http://www.nationalcsa.com/
http://www.nationalcsa.com/
https://www.amazon.com/How-Measure-Anything-Intangibles-Business/dp/1118539273
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2. Alternatives & Scenarios – Association of Professional Futurists (APF). Since 

2002. Presently our leading strategic foresight practitioner community. Good 

business focus. Regular Gatherings. This community is particularly oriented to 

both exploring possible futures (alternatives & scenarios) and envisioning 

preferable futures (facilitation, stakeholder analysis, etc.). They are less focused, 

at present, on forecasting, prediction markets, and other approaches to probable 

futures. For communities in that specialty, see Forecasting & Prediction. 

 

3. Analysis & Decision Support – Institute for Operations Research and the Mgmt 

Sciences (INFORMS). Since 1995. Advancing operations research, management 

sciences, and data analytics. Annual Conference and Business Analytics 

Conference. Many Chapters. Publish thirteen journals; European Working Group 

on Decision Support Systems (EWG-DSS). Annual international conference 

on Decision Support System Technology. Modeling, expert systems, data 

visualization, GIS, collaborative decision making and support. 

 

4. Auditing & Change Management – Institute of Internal Auditors (IIA). Since 

1941. Certifications and conferences. Auditing is a critical skill that tells leaders if 

their accounting and metrics are accurate. Many firms neglect it; Association of 

Change Management Professionals (ACMP). Since 2009. Standardizing and 

promoting the discipline of change management, which seeks to diagnose 

problems and turn around firms. Seven Chapters. Annual conference (900 

attendees).  

 

5. Benchmarking & Quality – Benchmarking, or determining best practices 

(“quality,” at the firm level) by looking at the competitive environment, is a key 

step in organizational strategy. The Benchmarking Network (BN) lists a variety 

of industry benchmarking associations. A good starter is the Balanced Scorecard 

Institute (BSI). Since 1997. Balanced scorecards are a well-respected 

benchmarking tool. Certifications. 5,000 practitioners; American Society for 

Quality (ASQ). Since 1946. Promoting the practice of performance feedback and 

continual quality improvement (TQM, Lean Six Sigma, etc.). 80K members. 

Various certifications and conferences. Eight magazines and journals. 

 

6. Data Science & Machine Learning – Open Data Science Community (OSDC). 

140K members. One of the largest conferences in data science, Open Data 

Science (Asia, Europe, and NA). Data science includes predictive analytics (PA), 

and the rapidly-improving field of machine learning (ML, aka “AI”). OSDC runs 

an Accelerate AI Summit, for business professionals, and an AI Learning 

Accelerator community, focused on predictive analytics and machine 

learning; Kaggle, the world’s leading Data Science Problem Competition 

Platform and Kaggle Learning, which offers certificates in data science; Digital 

Analytics Association (DAA). 20K members. Produce the eMetrics, Text 

https://apf.org/
https://apf.org/gatherings/
https://www.informs.org/
https://www.informs.org/
https://www.informs.org/Attend-a-Conference/Annual-Meeting
https://www.informs.org/Attend-a-Conference/Analytics-Conference
https://www.informs.org/Attend-a-Conference/Analytics-Conference
https://www.informs.org/Participate-In-a-Community/Regional-Chapters
https://www.informs.org/Find-Research-Publications/INFORMS-Journals
https://ewgdss.wordpress.com/
https://ewgdss.wordpress.com/
https://icdsst2018.wordpress.com/
https://na.theiia.org/
http://www.acmpglobal.org/
http://www.acmpglobal.org/
http://www.acmpglobal.org/?page=Chapters
http://www.acmpglobal.org/BlankCustom.asp?page=2014ConferenceHome
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Benchmarking
http://benchmarkingnetwork.com/
https://balancedscorecard.org/
https://balancedscorecard.org/
https://balancedscorecard.org/TrainingCertification/BalancedScorecardCertification/tabid/363/Default.aspx
http://asq.org/index.aspx
http://asq.org/index.aspx
http://asq.org/cert
http://asq.org/conferences-events.html
http://asq.org/pub/
https://odsc.com/
https://odsc.com/
https://odsc.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Predictive_analytics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Machine_learning
http://ai.odsc.com/west/
http://www.kaggle.com/
https://www.kaggle.com/learn/overview
https://www.digitalanalyticsassociation.org/
https://www.digitalanalyticsassociation.org/
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Analytics, and Digital Analytics Summits. Predictive Analytics World (another 

group) is the leading cross-industry event for predictive analytics professionals. 

 

7. Entrepreneurship & Intrapreneurship – Founder Institute (FI). Since 2009. 

Teaching founders to do internal or external startups. Also Lean Startup 

Circles. Since 2009. Communities to implement Eric Ries’ Lean Startup; 

Intrapreneurship is a specialty that facilitates disrupting one’s current product 

and service mix from within, creating ideal environments for self-funded 

startups and spinouts. It gets harder the larger the firm, and is a specialty that 

deserves its own professional association. It doesn’t yet have one, but 

the Intrapreneurship Conference is a step in that direction. See Owens and 

Fernandez’s The Lean Enterprise: How Corps Can Innovate Like Startups, 2014, 

for key intrapreneurship practice tips. 

 

8. Facilitation & Gaming – International Association of Facilitators (IAF). Since 

1994. Group processes, participatory environments, consensus facilitation, 

conflict resolution, KM. Offer certified professional facilitator programs and IAF 

endorsed training programs. Members in 65 countries. IAFNAC is their annual 

North American conference; North American Simulation and Gaming 

Assn (NASAGA). Game-based simulation and learning. Physical and digital 

“serious games,” strategy games, wargames, gamestorming. Annual conference. 

 

9. Forecasting & Prediction – International Institute of Forecasters (IIF). Since 1981. 

Advancing forecasting, quantitative and judgmental, as a multidisciplinary field 

of research and practice. Annual International Symposium on Forecasting, 

training Workshops. Publishes Foresight: The Journal of Applied 

Forecasting and International Journal of Forecasting; Prediction Markets do not yet 

have a dedicated association. Data Science/PA is the closest community at 

present. The Journal of Prediction Markets is an open access journal covering this 

emerging field since 2007. See Tetlock and Gardner’s Superforecasting, 2015, for 

emerging practices in this form of collective probabilistic foresight. 

 

10. Human Resources & Performance Management – Society for Human Resource 

Mgmt (SHRM). Since 1948. Promotes HR (people operations, analytics, labor 

management) as a field, via education, certification, lobbying, and networking. 

275K members. HR Magazine, others. Annual conference; Performance 

management is a specialty of HR and organizational development that focuses 

on firm, team, and employee performance. The KPI Institute (KPII) is a leading 

practitioner community. They offer certifications in many management practices, 

including Benchmarking (best practices), Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), a 

subset of benchmarking focused on firm performance, and Objectives and Key 

Results (OKRs), which empower employees to set their own performance 

objectives, in a bottom-up manner, and help each other achieve them. 

http://www.predictiveanalyticsworld.com/
http://fi.co/
http://www.leanstartupcircle.com/
http://www.leanstartupcircle.com/
http://www.amazon.com/The-Lean-Startup-Entrepreneurs-Continuous/dp/0307887898
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intrapreneurship
https://www.intrapreneurshipconference.com/
https://www.amazon.com/Lean-Enterprise-Corporations-Innovate-Startups/dp/1118852176/
https://www.iaf-world.org/site/
https://www.iaf-world.org/site/iafnac2018
http://nasaga.org/
http://nasaga.org/
http://nasaga.org/conferences/
http://forecasters.org/
http://forecasters.org/conferences/international-symposium-on-forecasting/
http://forecasters.org/conferences/iif-sponsored-workshops/
http://forecasters.org/foresight/
http://forecasters.org/foresight/
http://forecasters.org/ijf/index.php
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prediction_market
http://ubplj.org/index.php/jpm/index
https://www.amazon.com/Superforecasting-Prediction-Philip-E-Tetlock/dp/0804136696
https://www.shrm.org/Pages/default.aspx
https://www.shrm.org/Pages/default.aspx
https://www.shrm.org/Certification/Pages/default.aspx
https://www.shrm.org/Publications/hrmagazine/Pages/default.aspx
http://annual.shrm.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Performance_management
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Performance_management
https://kpiinstitute.org/
https://kpiinstitute.org/certification/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Performance_indicator
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OKR
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OKR
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11. Ideation & Design – There is no professional association yet for Ideation 

Management, a critical precursor process to innovation, involving articulating, 

sizing, and prioritizing customer and firm problems, incentivizing solutions 

(with prizes, bounties, tournaments, reputation, culture), and refining and 

prioritizing the best ideas. Fortunately there are now several good Idea 

Management/ Evaluation Platforms, and some large online technical solver 

communities like InnoCentive. See Terwiesch and Ulrich’s Innovation 

Tournaments, 2009, for good practices. A partly-related community is 

the American Creativity Association (ACA). Since 1990. Creativity, problem 

solving, ideation theory, tools, methods. They run an Annual Conference. Non-

associated journals: Creativity Research Journal and Journal of Creative 

Behavior; AIGA: The Professional Association for Design (AIGA). Since 1914. 

Product, service, and environmental design is another key foresight specialty, 

focused on creating better futures, typically in a hands on, iterative manner. 

Annual Design Competitions, Chapters, Student Groups, Professional Dev. Good 

magazine: Wallpaper. 

 

12. Innovation & Research & Development – International Society of Professional 

Innovation Mgmt (ISPIM). Since 1983. R&D leaders, industrialists, institutions, 

and consultants in innovation mgmt. Runs Regional ISPIM Conferences. 

Publishes International Journal of Innovation Management; Research and Development 

Management Association (RADMA). RADMA presently does not offer a 

conference. Publish the academic and business journal R&D Management. 

 

13. Intelligence & Knowledge Management – Collective Intelligence Academic 

Community (CIAC). Annual conference. Digital CI platforms, human computer 

interaction, crowdsourcing, crowd-solving, crowdfunding, and crowd-founding, 

group incentives and dynamics; Strategic and Competitive Intelligence 

Professionals (SCIP). Since 1986. Helps professionals in competitive intelligence 

(legal and ethical information gathering and analysis). Runs an Annual 

Conference and Regional Summits. Bi-monthly CI Magazine; The Knowledge 

Management Professional Society (KMPro). The largest knowledge management 

practice group. It offers certifications and training. KM is another field still early 

in practice development. Most organizations don’t even have good wikis or 

incentives to capture and refine their deep organizational knowledge. 

 

14. Investing & Finance – CFA Institute (CFAI). Since 1946. Global association of 

110K investment professionals. Offers Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) and 

other certifications. Conferences, webinars, and events. Financial Analysts 

Journal, CFA Institute Magazine. Alternative: American Association of Individual 

Investors (AAII). 150K members. AAII Journal, Conference; There are many 

specialty finance practitioner communities. One for entrepreneurs is the National 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ideation_(creative_process)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ideation_(creative_process)
https://www.capterra.com/idea-management-software/
https://www.capterra.com/idea-management-software/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/InnoCentive
https://www.amazon.com/Innovation-Tournaments-Selecting-Exceptional-Opportunities/dp/1422152227
https://www.amazon.com/Innovation-Tournaments-Selecting-Exceptional-Opportunities/dp/1422152227
http://www.aca.cloverpad.org/Default.aspx?pageId=1150361&eventId=400806&EventViewMode
http://www.aca.cloverpad.org/Default.aspx?pageId=1150361&eventId=400806&EventViewMode
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/hcrj20/current#.UtsdINLTlpg
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/journal/10.1002/(ISSN)2162-6057
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/journal/10.1002/(ISSN)2162-6057
http://www.aiga.org/
http://www.aiga.org/competitions/
http://www.aiga.org/chapters/
http://www.aiga.org/student-groups/
http://www.aiga.org/professional-development/
http://www.wallpaper.com/
http://ispim.org/
http://ispim.org/
http://conference.ispim.org/
http://www.worldscientific.com/worldscinet/ijim
http://www.radma.ltd.uk/
http://www.radma.ltd.uk/
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/journal/10.1111/(ISSN)1467-9310
http://collectiveintelligenceconference.org/
http://collectiveintelligenceconference.org/
http://www.scip.org/
http://www.scip.org/
http://www.scip.org/files/SCIP%20ORLANDO%202013%20SAG_1363725202012_1.pdf
http://www.scip.org/files/SCIP%20ORLANDO%202013%20SAG_1363725202012_1.pdf
http://www.scip.org/Training/content.cfm?ItemNumber=14953&RDtoken=59076&userID=&navItemNumber=14952
http://www.scip.org/publications/CIMagCurrent.cfm?navItemNumber=528
http://www.kmpro.org/
http://www.kmpro.org/
https://www.cfainstitute.org/
http://www.cfainstitute.org/programs/cfaprogram/Pages/index.aspx
http://www.cfapubs.org/loi/faj
http://www.cfapubs.org/loi/faj
http://www.cfapubs.org/loi/cfm
http://www.aaii.com/
http://www.aaii.com/
http://www.aaii.com/journal
http://www.aaii.com/conference?a=nav
https://nvca.org/
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Venture Capital Association (NVCA). Global events and platforms for 

entrepreneurs, angel investors, and venture capitalists. 

 

15. Law & Security – American Bar Association (ABA). Since 1878. For lawyers & 

non-lawyers. Improving legal profession, advancing the rule of law. 400K 

members. Advocacy groups. ABA Journal, >100 specialty periodicals, many 

specialty law conferences; Security Industry Association (SIA). Since 1969. 

Covers both physical and info security (InfoSec, Cybersecurity). DEF CON is the 

best known “hacker” convention. There are a plethora of others. Find a security 

association focused on personal industry and clients, covering both physical and 

information security, and learn best practices.  

 

16. Learning & Development – Association for Talent Development (ATD). Since 

1945. Leading professional association for workplace training, learning and 

development (L&D). Three annual conferences, L&D certifications, local 

chapters. T+D Magazine. Workplace training is being greatly empowered today 

by EdTech startups and behavioral science. 

 

17. Marketing & Sales – American Marketing Association (AMA). Since 1937. 

Advancing the practice and scholarship of marketing, including advertising, 

customer modeling and metrics. 30K members. Certification & training. 

Marketing News, seven journals. Many conferences; National Association of 

Sales Professionals (NASP). Since 1991. Certification and training in effective 

sales trends, strategies, and customer acquisition techniques. For some texts for 

foresight professionals, see Hanan’s Consultative Selling, 8th Ed, 2011, and 

Rackham’s classic SPIN Selling, 1988. 

 

18. Management & Leadership – American Management Association (AMA). Since 

1923. Full-spectrum training in firm, product, service, and project leadership, 

analysis, comm., IT, marketing, sales, PR, human resources, finance, project 

mgmt. Books, papers, podcasts, webinars, webcasts, etc.; Project Management 

Institute (PMI), and PMP Certification. 270 chapters; International Leadership 

Association (ILA). Since 1999. Advancing leadership practices. ILA Global 

Conference. Publishes Journal of Leadership Studies, Leadership Excellence. There are 

also many specialized leadership development programs, publications, and 

communities for almost every industry, and for most of the specialties listed 

above.  

 

19. Risk Management & Insurance – Risk Management Society (RIMS). Since 2000. 

Global leader in risk mgmt. practices (insurance, finance, accounting, legal, IT, 

HR, etc.). Annual RIMS Conference and Enterprise Risk Mgmt. Conf. 

Global Chapters. Risk Management. There are many specialty insurance 

practitioner communities. American Insurance Association (AIA) is the leading 

https://nvca.org/
http://www.americanbar.org/aba.html
http://www.americanbar.org/advocacy.html
http://www.abajournal.com/
http://www.americanbar.org/publications1/periodicals.html
http://apps.americanbar.org/abanet/oc/
https://www.securityindustry.org/
https://www.defcon.org/
https://www.csoonline.com/article/3155500/it-careers/the-cso-guide-to-top-security-conferences.html
http://www.astd.org/
http://www.astd.org/Events
http://www.astd.org/Education/Programs/ASTD-Master-Trainer
http://www.astd.org/Publications/Magazines/TD
https://www.ama.org/Pages/default.aspx
https://www.ama.org/events-training/Certification/Pages/default.aspx
https://www.ama.org/publications/MarketingNews/Pages/Current-Issue.aspx
https://www.ama.org/events-training/Conferences/
https://www.nasp.com/
https://www.nasp.com/
https://www.nasp.com/program/certified-professional-sales-person
https://www.amazon.com/Consultative-Selling-Formula-High-Margin-Levels/dp/0814437508/
https://www.amazon.com/SPIN-Selling-Neil-Rackham/dp/0070511136/
http://www.amanet.org/
http://www.amanet.org/individualsolutions/books.aspx?SelectedSolutionType=Books
http://www.amanet.org/individualsolutions/parameters-solution1.aspx?SelectedSolutionType=Articles+%26+White+Papers
http://www.amanet.org/individualsolutions/parameters-solution1.aspx?SelectedSolutionType=Podcasts
http://www.amanet.org/training/web-events.aspx?SelectedSolutionType=Web%20Events
http://www.amanet.org/individualsolutions/parameters-solution1.aspx?SelectedSolutionType=Web+Events&SelectedSubSolutionType=Webcasts
http://www.pmi.org/Certification/Project-Management-Professional-PMP.aspx
http://www.pmi.org/Certification/Project-Management-Professional-PMP.aspx
http://www.pmi.org/Certification
http://www.ila-net.org/
http://www.ila-net.org/
http://www.ila-net.org/Events/
http://www.ila-net.org/Events/
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/journal/10.1002/(ISSN)1935-262X
http://www.ila-net.org/Publications/index.htm
http://www.rims.org/
http://www.rims.org/RIMS14/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.rims.org/annualconference/ERM2013/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.rims.org/membership/Pages/ChapterWebsites.aspx
http://www.rmmagazine.com/
http://www.aiadc.org/
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trade association for big insurance providers. Since 1866. NAIFA represents 

insurance and financial advisors. 

 

20. Vision/Goals/Strategy & Planning – Association for Strategic Planning (ASP). 

Since 1999. Advancing visioning, goalsetting, strategy and planning 

development and deployment for business, nonprofits, and govt. Annual 

Conference, certificate programs. Sixteen Chapters. Strategic planning resources; 

American Planning Association (APA). Since 1978. Advancing the art and science 

of urban and regional planning. Runs American Institute of Certified Planners. 

Publishes Planning magazine, Journal of the American Planning Association. 

 

There are also specialty industry organizations that offer foresight knowledge and 

training that may be helpful to join, depending on our particular clients. The Institute of 

Management Consultants, Investment Management Consultants Association, National 

Speakers Association, National Venture Capital Association, and the Police Futurists 

International are a few examples. See Appendix 2 for research tips on finding specialty 

industry organizations useful to your particular organization. 

 

Note that a few of the Twenty Specialties, particularly Management and Leadership, 

are also meta-specialties, like foresight. Strong management requires short-term 

foresight, and many other skills, found in any text on strategic management. Effective 

leadership requires both medium-term and longer-term foresight, good values, and 

additional skills and personal qualities on top of management strengths.  

 

Again, unlike the Eight Skills, which we all will depend on frequently in our careers, we 

don’t need to be competent in all or even most of these specialties to be a great foresight 

professional. But, we should have a basic knowledge of all of them, and should be able 

to recognize when a specialist can help us solve a problem, and partner with or delegate 

to them. The better our teams are at navigating these specialties, the better we’ll be at 

managing and leading foresight in our organizations. 

 

The Do Loop in Three Levels of Detail – Steps, Skills, and Specialties  

 

We can now combine the Four Steps, Eight Skills, and Twenty Specialties looking at the 

Do loop in three levels of detail. This is a quick way to summarize how organizations 

perform Do loop responsibilities via a wide range of specialties in strategic management. 

We’ve listed those specialties in bold italics below: 

 

I. LEARN 

 

1. Learning – Investigative thinking 

Accounting & Intangibles, Intelligence & Knowledge Management,  

Learning & Development 

http://www.naifa.org/
http://www.strategyplus.org/
http://www.strategyplus.org/conference.shtml
http://www.strategyplus.org/conference.shtml
http://www.strategyplus.org/chapters.shtml
http://www.planning.org/
http://www.planning.org/aicp/
http://www.planning.org/planning/
http://www.planning.org/japa/
http://www.imcusa.org/
http://www.imcusa.org/
http://www.imca.org/
http://www.nsaspeaker.org/
http://www.nsaspeaker.org/
http://www.nvca.org/
http://www.policefuturists.org/
http://www.policefuturists.org/
http://www.foresightguide.com/foresight-specialty-and-industry-membership-organizations/
http://www.foresightguide.com/foresight-specialty-and-industry-membership-organizations/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strategic_management
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II. FORESEE 

 

2. Anticipation – Probability thinking  

Data Science & Machine Learning, Forecasting & Prediction, Investing and 

Finance, Law & Security, Risk Management & Insurance  

3. Innovation – Possibility thinking  

Alternatives & Scenarios, Entrepreneurship & Intrapreneurship, Facilitation & 

Gaming, Ideation & Design, Innovation & R&D)  

4. Strategy – Preference & Prevention thinking 

Analysis & Decision Support, Strategy & Planning 

 

III. ACT 

 

5. Execution – Production thinking 

Product/Service/Project Management & Leadership  

6. Influence – Market thinking 

Sales & Marketing Management 

7. Relating – Team thinking 

Human Resources & Performance Management 

 

IV. REVIEW 

 

8. Reviewing – Adjustment thinking 

Auditing & Change Management, Benchmarking & Quality  
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The graphic below summarizes these three levels of detail (steps, skills, specialties): 

 

This graphic is 4U’s “One Sheet” summarizing the key ways Adaptive Foresight is 

practiced in organizations. We can practice Adaptive Foresight as a set of Steps, Skills, 

and Specialties. Each model is most useful for different contexts. 

 

The simplicity of the Four Steps makes them excellent for personal life management, and 

for introductory work with teams and organizations. The additional detail in the Eight 

Skills model makes it particularly helpful for foresight and action work with teams and 

organizations. The exhaustive detail in the Twenty Specialties is most useful for leaders 

and managers responsible for an organization’s entire foresight process, and for 

coordinating foresight work across departments and teams. In practice, the great majority 

of managers and leaders will be content using either the Four Steps or the Eight Skills. 

Use each as your interest and context demand. 

 

Specialty Focus: Financial and Investing Foresight  

 

We won’t delve into most of the Twenty Specialties of foresight in this edition of 

the Guide. Several of the books in Appendix 3 can help with that. Nevertheless, we’d like 

to briefly discuss one of the twenty for now: Investing, a subspecialty of Investing & 

Finance. Investing for wealth building is also a key aspect of Personal Foresight, our next 

chapter. We will treat investing in this chapter instead. Practicing medium-term and long-

term investing will not only considerably strengthen our organizational anticipation, it 
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will improve our ability to affect positive change with our families, our favorite 

organizations, and the world—and ideally, even achieve financial independence during 

our careers. Teaching our children to invest is another classic way we can put our 

anticipation skills to the test. 

 

The anticipation skill is underdeveloped in many current foresight practitioners, as we 

will discuss. In the long run, collective forecasting platforms (e.g. the Good Judgment 

Project), Bayesian polling platforms (see Nate Silver’s The Signal and the Noise, 2012), 

predictive analytics platforms (see Eric Siegel’s Predictive Analytics, 2012), and other 

human-machine intelligence platforms may one day become, they will always be 

complemented by our individual intuitive anticipation abilities (even our AIs will 

develop intuition, as we’ll discuss in Book 2). To invest well in any industry, we must 

continually improve our organizational assessment and anticipation skills. We can learn 

how to better assess value creation, good management, and strong teams. We can also 

build personal discipline, by learning how to save so that we can invest.  

 

A good starter book on saving is Andrew Tobias’s The Only Investment Guide You Will 

Ever Need, 1978/2016. It explores the discipline of saving, and cultivating a great 

understanding of the value of money, as important life skill. If we find ourselves 

emotionally blocked from saving, Morgan Housel’s The Psychology of Money, 2020 is an 

excellent starter book that focuses on our beliefs and habits around money, and how 

easily they help or hurt us. The great article that birthed his book begins with the story of 

two investors and their wildly different approaches to saving and investing. Robin and 

Dominguez’s Your Money or Your Life, 1992/2018, is also helpful for those who don’t save 

enough, or those who save too much, and live too little.  

 

Our favorite starter book on investing is Tom and David Gardner’s The Motley Fool 

Investment Guide, 3rd Ed, 2017. It will tell you how to invest in a way that doesn’t take much 

of your time, and will secure financial independence, over forty years, for anyone who 

saves even just $100 a week. Professional futurist and investment advisor James Lee’s 

Foresight Investing, which we have read in draft, is another excellent book on financial 

foresight, to be published in 2021. 

 

Our saving and investing should be done to create future value (experiences, impact, 

abilities). Saving and investing should have well-considered long-term purposes, deeply 

tied to our values. Chinese citizens are impressive savers, retaining over 40% of their 

income, but their big challenge is using those savings to create value. Without value 

creation, saving is just a blind habit. Americans save just 8% of their income on average, 

and we invest far too little. 

 

The new field of Impact Investing, an outgrowth of the 20th century’s socially responsible 

investing, recognizes that the deepest purpose of wealth management is global value 

creation. We’ll say more about that topic in Book 2, but for now, we recommend books 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Financial_independence
http://www.goodjudgmentproject.com/
http://www.goodjudgmentproject.com/
http://www.amazon.com/Signal-Noise-Many-Predictions-Fail/dp/159420411X/
http://www.amazon.com/Predictive-Analytics-Power-Predict-Click/dp/1118356853/
http://www.amazon.com/Only-Investment-Guide-Youll-Ever/dp/0547447256/
http://www.amazon.com/Only-Investment-Guide-Youll-Ever/dp/0547447256/
https://www.amazon.com/Psychology-Money-Timeless-lessons-happiness/dp/0857197681
https://www.collaborativefund.com/blog/the-psychology-of-money/
https://www.amazon.com/Your-Money-Life-Transforming-Relationship/dp/0143115766/
https://www.amazon.com/Motley-Fool-Investment-Guide-Streets/dp/1501155555
https://www.amazon.com/Motley-Fool-Investment-Guide-Streets/dp/1501155555
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Impact_investing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Socially_responsible_investing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Socially_responsible_investing
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like Ronald Cohen’s Impact, 2020, Rodin and Brandenburg’s The Power of Impact 

Investing, 2014 and Pamela Ryan’s Impact Imperative, 2019 to understand your 

investments as a way not only to build wealth, but to powerfully promote innovation, 

entrepreneurship, and global good. 

 

There are two types of investing, Conservative/ Value/ Long-term and Speculative/ Mid- 

and Short-term (four years or less). One commonly recommended mix is 80% 

conservative and 20% speculative investing. We can do impact investing, with positive 

and negative screens for companies we like and want to avoid. Once we have enough 

savings and personal insurance to cover catastrophes, it is valuable be engaged in both, 

as each will teach us different things. If we do only one type of investing, we miss out 

on the foresight lessons we can gain. 

 

For conservative investing, we want to decide on a good passive 

investment strategy (an approach that takes little time and energy to 

manage). One starter book here is Rowland and Lawson’s The 

Permanent Portfolio, 2012, a strategy developed by the late investment 

analyst Harry Browne. The Permanent Portfolio’s four classic asset 

classes are Index Stocks, Long-Term Treasury Bonds, Gold, 

and Cash. Brown recommended placing a quarter of one’s 

conservative long-term investments in each of these four asset 

classes, and rebalancing them back to 25% per asset class annually, 

based on their performance.  

 

Historically, a simple asset-class diversified approach like the permanent portfolio, with 

a good diversified exposure to index funds and companies in both developed and 

emerging markets, has been a good way to capture our share of the growing value of our 

planet’s accelerating technical productivity without being an active investor, and without 

the volatility of investing only in stocks. Another way to diversify is to use a professional 

investment platform, and let them make investment decisions. Platforms like 

Wealthfront, popular with Silicon Valley data geeks, have modest fees, which decrease 

depending on one’s level of investment, and a good track record. 

 

Now, we could stay a passive strategy like the permanent portfolio or Wealthfront, but 

we learn the most about ourselves and the world by also engaging in active (speculative) 

investing, and using some minority fraction of our investing funds. If we can find time, 

we should learn about active strategies and opportunities by reading respected 

investment newsletters—like those of Motley Fool and Seeking Alpha—and 

participating in an investing learning organization—like the CFA Institute or 

the American Association of Individual Investors. 

 

As an entry into speculative investing, one way we can further improve the Permanent 

Portfolio strategy would be to substitute or supplement potentially better versions of the 

Rowland & Lawson, 

2012 

https://www.amazon.com/Impact-Reshaping-Capitalism-Drive-Change/dp/1529108055
https://www.amazon.com/Power-Impact-Investing-Judith-Rodin/dp/1613630360/
https://www.amazon.com/Power-Impact-Investing-Judith-Rodin/dp/1613630360/
https://www.amazon.com/Impact-Imperative-Innovation-Entrepreneurship-Investing/dp/1626346658
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fundamental_analysis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Speculation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Speculation
http://www.amazon.com/Permanent-Portfolio-Long-Term-Investment-Strategy/dp/1118288254/http:/www.amazon.com/Permanent-Portfolio-Long-Term-Investment-Strategy/dp/1118288254/
http://www.amazon.com/Permanent-Portfolio-Long-Term-Investment-Strategy/dp/1118288254/http:/www.amazon.com/Permanent-Portfolio-Long-Term-Investment-Strategy/dp/1118288254/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harry_Browne
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Index_Fund
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Treasury_bonds#Treasury_bond
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SPDR_Gold_Shares
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Currency
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technological_progress#Measuring_technological_progress
https://www.wealthfront.com/
https://www.fool.com/
https://seekingalpha.com/
http://www.cfainstitute.org/
http://www.aaii.com/
http://www.foresightguide.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/image192.jpeg
http://www.foresightguide.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/image192.jpeg
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above asset classes. For example, we could swap Technology Stocks for Index Stocks, our 

Favorite Country or Company’s Bonds for Treasury Bonds, Commodities for Gold, and 

the currencies of fiscally conservative countries like Switzerland, Norway, or Singapore 

for US Dollars. Such changes would make our investments less diverse and more risky. 

To counter that, we can also add new asset classes not included in Browne’s 

original four-class approach, such as Real Estate, through REITS or some other passive 

vehicle. We might, for example, invest 20% of our conservative assets in each of five of 

the asset classes listed above. 

 

In BPF, under the topic D&D investing, we will explore the idea that digital technology 

equities, and stocks of companies that leverage such technologies, may continue to 

outperform all other asset classes until all of the world is using these new digital and AI 

platforms, decades from now. We’ll describe two potentially universal megatrends, 

densification and dematerialization (“D&D”), which are at the center of accelerating 

technical productivity.  

 

On top of our exponential technical productivity, there are also waves of hype, and cheap 

capital. America has been in a major equities boom since 2010, and is now likely in a 

bubble, near a long-term peak. If a stock “crash” occurs in the early to mid-2020s, as many 

expect, it will only be temporary however. Even for companies that lose 50 to 90% of their 

value in a crash, but nevertheless survive, a five to fifteen year hold will historically 

recover that value, and exceed it greatly in the next boom market.  

 

The key here is to identify companies with good prospects and management, companies 

likely to survive a downturn. As Tom and David Gardner describe in The Motley Fool 

Investment Guide, 3rd Ed, 2017, their stock picking track record over the last twenty-five 

years, shared publicly with their community, picking just five stocks to invest in every 

month, and holding for the long term, has provided average annual returns of 15% for 

Tom, and 20% for David over the last twenty-five years, with each using their own 

slightly different value investment criteria. Such returns are well above the American 

stock market’s annual returns of 9% since the 1920’s, and their portfolios have had much 

less volatility per decade.  

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Real_estate
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/REIT
https://www.amazon.com/Motley-Fool-Investment-Guide-Streets/dp/1501155555
https://www.amazon.com/Motley-Fool-Investment-Guide-Streets/dp/1501155555
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The annual return of the US stock 

market in the 1990s has seen a few “lost 

decades” (picture right). We may be 

about to enter one of those decades 

now, for stocks as a whole. Even if we 

merely experience a low growth decade 

like the 1960s (5% a year), during such 

a decade, a well-picked set of well-

managed, well-capitalized, and 

growing companies will continue to 

produce value faster than any other 

source we could easily invest in. Such 

companies deserve to be saved for, 

found and held for the long term, by as 

many of us as is possible.  

 

At present, during the COVID-19 

pandemic, America is seeing a K-

shaped recovery, a situation where the 

richest 1-10% of Americans, well invested in the stock market via options and retirement 

accounts, are rapidly improving their net worth, while the great majority of our citizens 

are in a world of hurt at present, furloughed from their jobs, with declining savings, and 

wealth, and eroding salaries and benefits, in absolute terms. 

 

At the same time, a new investing environment appears to have emerged with the start 

of our “Digital Supernova” in 2008, with the rise of smartphones, the cloud, and AI. We 

explain in Book 2 why we expect certain high-growth technology stocks to continue to 

outperform all other asset classes up to and beyond the technological singularity, or the 

arrival of general artificial intelligence, perhaps sometime in the second half of this 

century. Cathie Wood of Ark Invest is an example of D&D-centric investment thinking. 

Books like Byrnjolfsson and McAfee’s Machine, Platform, Crowd, 2018, are good intros to 

some of the new technological and human forces creating value.  

  

D&D investing is surely a speculative investment strategy, so it should never be the 

majority of our investments. Furthermore, none of the authors of this Guide are registered 

investment advisors, so please take this information to your professional advisors to get 

counsel before making any investments. But, at the same time, realize that the classic 

balance of asset classes advocated in the Permanent Portfolio may have changed, circa 

2010, to favor stocks for many decades to come, even with their cyclic volatility by 

decade. Today, a growing number of passive investors keep 50% of their portfolios in 

equities, typically in exchange traded funds, 20% in bonds, 10% in cash, and 20% in other 

asset classes. You must find a mix that fits best with your view of the long-term future. 

 

Source: Convoy Investments 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Recession_shapes#K-shaped
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Recession_shapes#K-shaped
https://smile.amazon.com/Machine-Platform-Crowd-Harnessing-Digital/dp/039335606X/
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Whether or not our medium-term (next quarter to the next four years) bets pay off, doing 

a little speculative investing on a continual basis will motivate us to understand, learn, 

and potentially profit from specific business changes going on in the world. Active 

investors, whether full-time (“traders”) or part-time (most foresight professionals), profit 

by gaining superior market intelligence and learning (knowing what’s going on) in their 

area of interest, better strategic agility (ability to execute faster than the average 

investor), good risk management (hedging strategies), and often, better-than-average 

anticipation skill and forecasting abilities. These are all useful skills for a foresight 

professional, in general. 

 

When forecasting, most successful investors follow J. Scott Armstrong’s maxim that a 

good forecast should be conservative. Many good investments are also contrarian—we 

learn when the majority is acting foolishly and when to bet against them. Many times 

we may not know the future, but we can more easily know when others are acting riskily 

and making unlikely bets. Many aspects of an industry or company are unpredictable, 

but many aspects of human psychology are broadly predictable.  

 

As James Lee, futurist and registered investment advisor at StratFI reminds us, being 

among the early group to see convergence of key trends and developments is another 

way anticipation can help us. By understanding relevant hard trends and “starting with 

certainty” as distinguished futurist Daniel Burrus recommends, even the part-time 

active investor can intermittently find and take early advantage of major market changes, 

as when a relatively unknown firm becomes the early leader of an inevitable new 

business category (Wise.io for machine learning as a service, Netbase for social media 

marketing analytics, Piqora for visual web analytics, etc.).  

 

Many independent and converging trends and developments were pushing to make 

Amazon the early leader in online shopping, Apple’s iPhone the early leader in 

smartphones, Netflix the early leader in streaming video, and Bitcoin a minimally 

acceptable (and deeply flawed) alternative store of value. Looking ahead, we see many 

more convergences coming (location based services, B2B rapid prototyping, drone video 

services, etc.). Being early to see any high-probability convergence, and finding investable 

momentum leaders can be highly profitable. 

 

Lee proposes we answer four questions when investing: 

 

1. What? What industry sectors, products, services, or asset classes are poised to 

create obvious value? 

2. How? Which companies, assets, or instruments can best allow us to participate in 

this emerging value? 

3. When? When should we enter and exit an investment, given market, media, and 

sentiment cycles? 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/J._Scott_Armstrong
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conservative
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contrarian_investing
http://www.stratfi.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technological_convergence
https://www.linkedin.com/profile/view?id=48342529
http://www.theverge.com/2014/9/18/6375233/larry-page-wants-a-google-2-0-that-will-build-cities-and-airports
http://www.vaupell.com/rapid-prototyping
http://www.skymotionvideo.com/about-us/technology/
http://www.skymotionvideo.com/about-us/technology/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IAQPDyjhnI8
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4. Why? Why are we investing, and what constitutes acceptable risk and financial 

success for us, on a personal level? 

 

To be reasonably successful in speculative investing, as with most things in life, we don’t 

need to be better than the best, just better than most—a condition worth striving for. If 

we make lots of small bets, and treat every speculation as a learning experience, we will 

gain foresight expertise, particularly the ability to quickly sum up a complex situation 

and make a decision (“take a position” in trader speak). With practice we will improve 

our ability to quickly see and profit from a subset of statistically predictable patterns, as 

long as we stay in the game. 

 

Finally, remember that even systems as chaotic as the weather and 

investment markets always exhibit several regularly predictable 

patterns. Lo and MacKinlay’s A Non-Random Walk Down Wall Street, 

2001, makes a good case for the market’s continual partial 

predictability, like any complex system. Market movement is 

random on average to a first approximation but many 

technological, economic and governance changes are partly 

predictable, and human nature is also partly predictable. Looking at 

big picture trends, using contrarian investing strategies, and well-

timed use of market cycles, we can regularly find and profit from 

predictable patterns in markets and other economic, social, political, 

and technological systems driven partly by human psychology. Good luck, and happy 

saving and investing. 

 

Six Classic Social Roles for Foresight Leaders 

 

There are many social roles in which we can look to the future. In some organizations, 

the foresight professional may be expected to be an independent, extroverted generalist, 

continually expanding the client’s horizons, and consistently delivering new learning. For 

others, the foresight professional may be expected to be a team player, a specialist, or an 

employee happy to work alone on a particular foresight method, competency, or 

product. In short, there are a great breadth of ways we can practice.  

 

Nevertheless, there are some simplifying models for foresight careers. Here is our 

favorite general model.  

 

Recall that the Foresight Triad tells us that effective foresight thinking can be grouped 

into three basic types:  

1. Discovering Probable futures (what is likely to happen), also called 

call developmental futures.  

2. Exploring Possible futures (what might happen), or evolutionary futures.  

Lo & McKinlay, 2001 

http://www.amazon.com/Non-Random-Walk-Down-Wall-Street/dp/0691092567/
http://www.foresightguide.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/image195.jpeg
http://www.foresightguide.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/image195.jpeg
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3. Determining Preferable and Preventable futures (what we want to happen and 

to avoid), also called evo-devo or adaptive futures.  

 

The figure below offers six useful activities in three pairs, Experimenting-Innovating, 

Discovering-Protecting, and Managing-Adapting, that are closely associated with the 

Foresight Triad of thinking and behavior.  

 

These activity words associate closely with at least one social role where foresight is 

commonly applied, giving us Six Classic Types of Foresight Leader.  

 

Primary Career Activities   Social Role  Foresight Priorities 

1. Experimenting (and Beauty)  Creative  Possibility-first 

2. Innovating (and Disrupting) Entrepreneur Possibility-first 

3. Adapting (and Changing)   Consultant  Prefer & Prevent first 

4. Managing (and Bridging)   Manager  Prefer & Prevent-first 

5. Discovering (and Explaining) Academic  Probability-first 

6. Protecting (and Sustaining) Defense  Probability-first 

 

All six of these social roles can be particularly adaptive, serving some greater social 

purpose in a Four Ps sense, regardless of how much or little they are valued in any 

particular society. Consider: Which of these six roles are most attractive to you as a leader-

of-self and of-others? Which are least attractive? In the list above, put a check next to 

those roles which come most naturally, then put an X next to those that don’t, and put a 

question mark next to roles that may need more attention.  

 

The Foresight Triad as Six Social Roles (Archetypes) 
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When we are young, we may need to experiment with all of these roles before we can 

know which suit us best. For John, Roles 2, 3, and 5 have always been the most attractive, 

though he has experimented with all six in his work and social life.  

 

Realize that these roles do not necessarily define careers. While each role suggests a set 

of careers that depend on that role, many kinds of careers can be done using any of the 

six roles. Rather, each role describes necessary social purposes. They are very basic, and 

possibly universal ways to think about our potential social impact in the world.  

 

Each role uses all the Four Ps. Each uses probability and possibility foresight to generate 

preferred and preventable strategies and actions. Nevertheless, two of these roles 

(Academic and Defense) focus more on uncovering probable futures, two roles (Creative 

and Entrepreneur) focus more on exploring possible futures, and two (Manager and 

Consultant) are bridging roles, more focused on managing diverse foresight inputs 

toward desired and away from avoidable outcomes.  

 

In the Career Options chapter of the online Guide, we offer a rough categorization of a 

few better-known foresight leaders into one primary role apiece for each of these types. See 

that if you’d like some lists of practicing professionals in each type. 

 

Let’s say a bit more now about the triadic qualities in each group of social roles: 

 

Group 1, Creative and Entrepreneur roles, are primarily about describing, creating, or 

trying out ”experimental and innovative” futures, with developmental thinking as a 

secondary theme, in service to a creative drive to achieve a beautiful, novel, valuable, or 

disruptive thing. These roles are frequently in tension or conflict (ideally ethical and 

productive) with the last two roles. 

 

Group 2, Academic and Defense roles are primarily about discovering (academics) or 

protecting (defense) ”environmentally optimal” futures, with evolutionary thinking 

secondary, in service to better understanding, predicting, securing, and sustaining what 

exists. These roles are often in tension and conflict (ideally ethical and productive) with 

the first two roles. 

 

Group 3, Consultant and Manager, the two bridging roles, involve working 

toward ”collectively preferred and preventable” futures, either as an external (at least 

to the team) change leader (Consultant) or as a manager, leader, or employee tending an 

organization (Manager).  

 

Let’s look closer now at each of these six classic social roles for foresight leaders: 

 

1. Creatives (those whose primary role is to create new things, in the arts, design, 

R&D, or any other industry). Rebecca Keegan’s The Futurist: The Life and Films of 

http://www.foresightguide.com/career-options-table-of-contents
https://www.amazon.com/Futurist-Life-Films-James-Cameron/dp/0307460320/
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James Cameron, 2010, is a great biography of one such future thinker. Thomas 

Edison (inventor), Grace Hopper (computer programming pioneer), Octavia 

Butler (science-fiction author), are all examples of well-known future thinkers 

driven by more by creative, exploratory passions than any other motivation. 

They have a passion for the possible. 

 

2. Entrepreneurs seek to translate their creative visions into products and services, 

with teams. They are also driven by the possible. Apple computer co-founder 

Steve Jobs is a well-known example. Note that the drive to create, explore, and 

invent (creatives) and the drive to innovate (create a successful product or service 

as an entrepreneur) are closely related. Nevertheless, there are real differences 

between these two roles. As we’ll describe in Book 2, technology-enabled 

entrepreneurs have become particularly powerful in recent decades. Software 

platform startups (Facebook, Google, Amazon, etc.) can now scale so fast, and 

create so many new personal freedoms and constraints, they are increasingly 

driving societal change. They need better oversight as a result. 

 

3. Academic foresighters have been with us since at least the Greek Lyceum, 

founded by Aristotle in 334 BCE. They gained prominence with the birth of 

statistics, and we find them used in government in America in the 1930s, as in the 

President’s Committee on Recent Social Trends, tasked by Herbert Hoover to do 

a statistical survey of twenty-four aspects of American life during the Great 

Depression, and recommend federal actions on social and economic problems. 

Academics who run our graduate foresight programs, like Andy Hines at U. 

Houston, are visible examples of this role, but any one, in or out of universities, 

who is primarily motivated to better discover, understand, and explain aspects of 

the world is an example of this role. 

 

4. Defense foresighters are commonly found in our intelligence communities, 

which emerged in WWI and which professionalized during and after WW II. 

Pioneering intelligence, trend analysis and foresight think tanks like SRI, RAND, 

ONR, DARPA and others emerged in US during the 1940s-1950s and beyond. 

Herman Kahn is a famous example of such a foresight leader, and there are 

many, both well-known and less known, in our armed services, and intelligence 

communities. Historically, defense included only security and military roles. But, 

since the rise of environmentalism in the 1970s, and social justice movements in 

the 21st century, this social role now also includes anyone that fights for 

environmental protection, the rights of oppressed groups, or any other 

environmental or social protection role. A certain type of person is drawn to the 

mission of protection, and they rise to need to engage in occasional conflict in 

that protection. Such an individual can come from any political persuasion.  

 

https://www.amazon.com/Futurist-Life-Films-James-Cameron/dp/0307460320/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_Edison
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_Edison
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grace_Hopper
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Octavia_E._Butler
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Octavia_E._Butler
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Steve_Jobs
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Herbert_Hoover
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andy_Hines
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Herman_Kahn
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5. Consultant foresighters have always been with us, but this bridging group grew 

to prominence in our modern corporate environment in the 1950s. They have 

been the most visible providers of organizational foresight, but they are not the 

largest group of bridgers. They are external partners to a team, working with a 

much larger group of foresight practitioners within the organizations they serve. 

At times, they can employed by the same organization (internal consultants). The 

key way to differentiate a consultant from an organizational foresighter is 

whether they are focused on the practice of consulting (offering analysis and 

advice), both to internal and external clients, or whether they focus on improving 

foresight within an organization. 

 

6. Managers, aka Organizational foresighters, are by far largest and most diverse 

foresight practitioner group. They include anyone with a job description that 

requires them to look to and analyze any aspect of the mid-term (next quarter 

to next four years) or long-term (more than four years) future for their 

organization. As with entrepreneurs, they are often unrecognized and 

unrewarded for the foresight they produce in their roles. Managers do not 

always supervise others. Product, process, or service managers may have no 

direct reports. But, they must manage some organizational process, and they of 

course can use foresight in that role. 

 

What about you? Which of these roles have you tried so far in your life? Which do you 

still wish to try? The earlier we find our preferred roles, and learn to value and collaborate 

with all of the other primary roles, the sooner we can find success. 

 

Again, while each of us may prefer to focus more on one or a few of these related social 

roles in many contexts, effective foresight requires using and balancing all all three 

groups of this Social Roles Triad in typical contexts. In reality, we all engage at least a 

little in each these six roles over our careers. Some of us switch roles multiple times over 

our careers. Nevertheless, most of us focus on one or at most a few of these roles at time. 

We may also find that our colleagues and clients mentally assign us to just one of these 

a time, as our primary role, based on our most public or client-facing activities, as a 

mental shortcut for who we are as professionals.  

 

We all must focus to be effective in life. We ought to occasionally ask ourselves which of 

these roles deserves to be our top focus, at present. Finding our place in this social space—

and inventing our own unique specialties and subspecialties—is an exciting part of our 

professional journey. 

 

Foresight Professional - A Second Definition 

 

Moving beyond our first definition of a foresight professional (someone who is paid to 

think about the future, under uncertainty), we can now offer a second definition of a 
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foresight professional: anyone who is paid to use any of the Four Foresight Skills 

(Learning, Anticipation, Innovation, and Strategy) for an organization or client, over 

the majority of their work week (20+ hours/week), and with at least part of that thinking 

involving either the mid- or long-term future where uncertainty is often significant. 

 

One challenge in our field is to help foresight consider 

Skills 5, 6, and 7, the traditional Product, Market, 

and Team functions in an organization, to be outside the 

scope of our profession. But, that is incorrect, as every 

foresight professional, even if they are a 

sole practitioner, must execute good work (our Product 

or Service), must have influence on our clients (our 

Market), and must relate to, motivate and treat 

ourselves, our coworkers and our professional 

colleagues well (our Team). We must also 

continually review our work, if we wish to make it 

better. Both we and our clients need strong expertise in the Four Action Skills for our 

work to be an effective and adaptive activity. Many foresighters overlook these last four 

skills, and their impact suffers. 

 

Some foresight practitioners consider specialty practices like Learning & Development, 

Intelligence, Ideation, Innovation, Entrepreneurship, Design, Risk Management, 

Strategy, Planning, Benchmarking, Quality, and Change Management to be outside the 

boundaries of our profession. Again, that would be an oversight, as these are all critical 

ways that organizations adapt the future. Ignoring them just puts us out of touch with 

the most popular foresight functions being used today, and less able to help our clients. 

 

Our narrowness of vision regarding the scope of foresight is historically understandable, 

given our field’s youth and its current lack of strong theoretical grounding. But, the 

danger of such parochial perspectives is that they relegate foresight to an ineffectual 

corner of organizational practice, rather than recognizing it for the universal set of 

processes that it is. 

 

How Large is the Professional Foresight Community? 

 

If asked, how many people would self-describe as foresight professionals using the 

either the simple definition given in Chapter 1, or the second definition just given?  

 

The website Inside Jobs reports that “futurist” is one of several little-known job 

classifications with “awesome or unusual” perks, whatever that means. They don’t yet 

list “foresight specialist” “forecaster” or other foresight-related terms. They also estimate 

75% of us hold bachelors, 21% masters, and 4% doctoral degrees, and that our salaries 

range from $33K to $111K. A 2009 BLS article on the futurist occupation guessed that 

The Three Gears of Enterprise:  

Product, Market, and Team 

http://www.insidejobs.com/careers/futurist
http://www.insidejobs.com/careers/futurist
http://www.bls.gov/opub/ooq/2009/spring/yawhat.htm
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there were roughly 750 income-generating futurists in the US. That number is surely 

much larger today. As futurist Amy Webb has recently observed, the demand for 

futurism historically grows greatly whenever societal and technological disruptions and 

uncertainties occur. The disruptions of the last several years, including the 2008 Financial 

Crisis to the rise of the tech giants, and the COVID-19 pandemic of 2020 have driven a 

great increase in self-declared futurists.  

 

Based on unscientific searches for the term on social networks, we’d guess there are on 

the order of 10,000 income-generating full-time self-declared futurists practicing globally 

today. But, as we’ve seen, the label futurist is simply the most public of the titles used in 

our profession. It is far too narrow and simplistic a way to understand the foresight 

profession. Economists, investment professionals, policy and strategy professionals, 

forecasters, marketers, just about everyone does some foresight work, in some context.  

 

The top global business social network, LinkedIn, 

had 470 million users in 2016. They now presumably 

have the great majority of the 500 million or so 

people with a college degree globally, and more than 

half of the world’s 700 million postsecondary-

educated knowledge workers. These 700 million are 

our pool of current potential foresight practitioners, 

a pool that should grow greatly in coming decades, 

as they represent only 20% of our current global 

workforce of 3 billion. Given current penetration 

rates, we can guess that LinkedIn’s current user base 

represents roughly a third of those who might self-

identify as foresight professionals today. In other words, our online pool of self-

identifying foresight practitioners still has a lot of room for growth as it becomes more 

globally representative. The better we understand the full scope of foresight practice in 

coming decades, the more talented and diverse our practitioner community will become.  

 

Out of 280M global users at the time of this preliminary search (Q1 2014), there were just 

5,000 personal profile hits in which the word “futurist” appears somewhere on a 

LinkedIn member profile. But, searching a more representative set of foresight related 

words (see below) returned the following profile counts: 

 

LinkedIn: The Top Global Business Social 

Network 

https://twitter.com/amywebb/status/1306252016440803328
https://www.linkedin.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/
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5,000 “futurist” 

6,000 “strategic foresight” 

7K “actuarial and future” 

8K “Delphi and future” 

10K “probability and future” 

12K “uncertainty and future” 

18K “predictive and future” 

24K “foresight” 

28K “scanning and future” 

29K “alternatives and future” 

48K “scenarios and future” 

60K “trend and future” 

79K “prediction” 

80K “statistical and future” 

82K “forecast and future” 

138K “risk management & future” 

166K “innovation & future” 

169K “vision and future” 

185K “predictive” 

293K “scenarios” 

415K “create and future” 

513K “intelligence & future” 

610K “analytics and future” 

690K “strategy and future” 

1M “planning and future” 

1.5M “innovation” 

2.1M “future” 

2.3M “forecasting” 

7.6M “strategic planning” 

23.2M “strategy” 

 

[Note: Since the word “futures” is a dual-use term in strategic foresight, both 

describing a diversity of outcomes, and financial derivatives trading, a type of 

investment foresight, we avoided that term in our searches.] 

 

In the absence of a good statistical survey, we would guess that there are on the order of 

10 million people in the global workforce who would self-identify as foresight 

professionals, using the definition offered in this chapter. There might be ten times as 

many, perhaps 100 million individuals, who have been tasked to engage in two or more 

of the four foresight skills for their organizations at various times, even if that engagement 

does not constitute the majority of their work week. This is a very big community! It is 

waiting to be better networked and trained.  

 

What Do We Call Ourselves? 

 

Google’s Ngram Viewer is a tool that 

shows word frequencies as a 

proportion of all books published 

between 1500 and 2008 that have been 

digitized for public access. In the 30 

million digitized books as of 2015 

(already representing 23% of an 

estimated 130 million extant books), 

we found the following trends with 

respect to future-related terms: 

 
Where we “Foresight Professionals” 

hang our shingles, apparently. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Futures_contract
https://books.google.com/ngrams/
http://www.foresightguide.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/image22.jpeg
http://www.foresightguide.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/image22.jpeg
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 “futurology” peaked in the late 1970s and has lost 80% of its former relative use 

since. It holds out only in a few places in Europe. 

 “futures studies” peaked in the early 1980s and is roughly half as popular (a 50% 

drop) today. 

 “futurist” grew rapidly from the early 1900s to 2000, but has seen a 20% drop 

since. 

 “foresight” peaked in the late 1500s, again in 1650 and the early 1800s, became 

half as popular since, and grew 23% in popularity from 2000 to 2008 (and likely 

more since). 

 “future” is the only word that has shown steady, but very slow growth since the 

1550s. Today it is roughly twice as popular as it was in 1650, at the start of the 

European Enlightenment. 

 

The data support our advice that, unless we are public speakers and others designate us 

as futurists in that role, it will be more effective for most of us to use terms like ”foresight 

strategist,” ”foresight analyst,” “long-term analyst,” “forecaster,” “intelligence 

analyst,” “strategic planner,” “risk manager,” “trend researcher” and other specialty 

phrases to self-describe our work. 

 

“Foresighter” is our recommended single word for professional self-description, though 

it will remain little-known and little-used for some time to come. For now, we should just 

claim it, own it, and aptly explain it when folks ask us its meaning: the practice of 

strategic foresight. 

 

Strategic foresight is a hybrid field. It combines the strengths of psychology, 

anthropology, statistics, philosophy, sociology, and several other disciplines to achieve 

its own distinct objectives. The value of hybrid thinking (combining multiple fields of 

knowledge) to professional culture is now becoming clear. Foresight can embrace our 

hybridity while still remaining our own vital and definitive field. As described in Chapter 

1 (Futurists and Foresighters), we all can begin T-shaped, able to hybrize a few vital 

things about many relevant bodies of knowledge, while also gaining deep expertise in a 

just a few areas. Over time, we can strive to become Star-shaped, picking up new 

specialty knowledge over our careers, and building a network of highly diverse specialist 

collaborators on whom we trust. That is when hybridization truly shines. 

 

While our self-title and career focus are important, recognizing the full variety of 

practitioners who work today to improve organizational foresight is equally important. 

Thus, learning from and being able to work with all of them will maximize our 

effectiveness and professional development potential. 

 

Comprehensive Foresight Practice Communities – A Select List 
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Included below is a select list of comprehensive (six domain) foresight practice 

communities in our emerging field. This list is repeated in Appendix 3. We make this 

repetition because we think communities like these especially deserve our participation 

and support. Further, involving ourselves in their development can, in turn, help develop 

our field and expand our influence within it. 

 

A few of these, like APF, are also professional associations, but most are not at present. 

Each community tends to focus on different aspects of the six domains, but each also 

seeks to be comprehensive. All also profess certain particularly high-quality 

worldviews, which is why they are on this list. Participating in any of these could expose 

us to a great variety of methods and options in foresight practice. 

 

Each has advantages and shortcomings at present, but every one of them is doing good 

work in our field. All of these communities have free newsletters, podcasts, discussion 

groups, or other output, which can help us decide if we want to get more involved with 

them. Volunteering positions are also available with all of them. 

 

1. Association of Professional Futurists (APF). Since 2002. Presently led by futurist 

Jay Gary, APF is an online organization of ~500 members dedicated to 

development and support of professional consulting or organizational futurists. 

They run an Annual 

Conference an 

annual Professional 

Development Workshop co-

located with the WFS conference, and more frequent Virtual Gatherings. They 

have a great discussion list and a thriving practice support community. Their 

main focus is organizational foresight. They have a task force, led by Andy 

Hines, presently engaged in better defining and professionalizing foresight 

practice. This is the main organization that we recommend joining, to meet other 

colleagues working to improve organizational foresight practice. 

 

2. Foresight University (4U). Led by futurist John Smart, we are the training and 

development group behind The Foresight Guide. We offer books, online courses, 

and consulting in foresight development. 4U is the training division of the 

Acceleration Studies Foundation (ASF) a 501c3 nonprofit, founded in 2003 to 

promote better understanding and management of global processes of 

accelerating change. In 2021, ASF is changing its name to the Futuremedia 

Foundation, and launching Futurepedia, a Wikipedia for futures topics and 

ideas. In addition to 4U, ASF supports the Foresight Education and Research 

Network (FERN), a foresight onramp for those new to our field, the 

GlobalForesight.org foresight links site, the 5,000 member Global Foresight 

discussion group on LinkedIn, and the Evo-Devo Universe complex systems 

research, conferencing, and publishing community, founded in 2008.  

http://www.profuturists.org/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jaygary/
http://profuturists.org/events?eventId=809049&EventViewMode=EventDetails
http://profuturists.org/events?eventId=809049&EventViewMode=EventDetails
http://profuturists.org/prodev
http://profuturists.org/prodev
http://profuturists.org/virtualgathering2013
http://www.andyhinesight.com/about/
http://www.andyhinesight.com/about/
http://www.foresightu.com/
http://evodevouniverse.com/wiki/John_Smart
http://www.foresightguide.com/
http://www.accelerating.org/
http://www.fernweb.org/
http://www.fernweb.org/
http://www.fernweb.org/
http://www.globalforesight.org/
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/3037/
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/3037/
http://www.evodevouniverse.com/
http://www.apf.org/
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3. The Millennium Project (TMP). Since 1996. Non-profit think tank of 3,500 

scholars, business, and policy futurists. Led by eminent futurist Jerry Glenn, 

TMP collects research and feedback from its 60 Nodes globally for its 

regular State of the Future report. TMP also publishes the excellent Futures 

Research Methodology book, and special studies, most recently Work 2050: Three 

Scenarios (PDF). They’re also developing an online Global Futures Intelligence 

System (GFIS). TMP is not yet a professional association, but it effectively 

functions as one for those who do policy or governance foresight. We 

particularly recommend this community for societal and global foresight.  

 

4. Long Now Foundation. Long Now is an SF-based nonprofit founded by the 

eminent ecological and community futurist Stewart Brand, author of the Whole 

Earth Catalog. It aims to provide a counterpoint to today’s “faster/cheaper” 

mindset by promoting “slower/better” thinking. Runs excellent monthly 

Seminars on Long-Term Thinking (audio and video available). Some of the best 

societal and global foresight talks can be found at their website. They are light 

on action and activism (personal, team, and organizational foresight), but very 

strong on big picture thinking. 

 

5. Singularity University. SU, founded by eminent futurists Peter Diamandis and 

Ray Kurzweil, aims to promote organizational, societal and global foresight, 

with a focus on using entrepreneurship, science and technology to solve 

humanity’s grand challenges. They run Executive Education programs in 

exponential thinking, and maintain a Global Network of SU Chapters. Their 

flagship annual conference, SU Global Summit, explores exponential change and 

entrepreneurship activities in many areas. They also run industry conference 

series, an annual Exponential Medicine conference, and occasional conferences in 

Exponential Manufacturing and Exponential Finance, a startup accelerator, SU 

Ventures, and Singularity Hub, a media website reporting on exponential 

advances. Their community has had some ups and downs in its growth, but their 

general outlook is very close to the authors of this Guide. 

 

6. Open ExO. Co-founded and led by futurist Salim Ismail, formerly at SU, Open 

ExO has the same excellent exponential worldview as SU, but is more focused 

on personal, team, and organizational foresight. It operates a global network of 

coaches who are certified in “transformation” of individuals, teams, and 

organizations to help them leverage exponential thinking and tools. In 

organizational change, it is particularly focused on helping startups. They run 

many ExO webinars and a biannual online ExO World Small Business Summit. 

Their foundational books are Exponential Organizations: Why New Organizations 

are 10X Faster, 2014, and Exponential Transformation: Evolve Your Organization with 

a 10 Week Sprint, 2019. As with SU, we recommend this community for those 

looking to take exponential thinking seriously in their own lives, and to act like 

http://www.millennium-project.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jerome_C._Glenn
http://www.millennium-project.org/millennium/nodes.html
http://www.millennium-project.org/millennium/publications.html
http://www.millennium-project.org/millennium/FRM-V3.html
http://www.millennium-project.org/millennium/FRM-V3.html
https://www.bertelsmann-stiftung.de/fileadmin/files/BSt/Publikationen/GrauePublikationen/ST-BS_Delphi-2019_Englisch.pdf
http://www.millennium-project.org/millennium/GFIS.html
http://www.millennium-project.org/millennium/GFIS.html
http://longnow.org/seminars/podcast/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stewart_Brand
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Whole_Earth_Catalog
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Whole_Earth_Catalog
http://longnow.org/seminars/
https://su.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_Diamandis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ray_Kurzweil
https://su.org/executive-education/
https://su.org/global/
https://su.org/summits/su-global-summit/
https://exponential.singularityu.org/medicine/
https://singularityhub.com/exponential-manufacturing/
https://singularityhub.com/exponential-finance/
https://su.org/ventures/
https://su.org/ventures/
https://singularityhub.com/
https://www.openexo.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/salimismail/
https://www.exoworld.live/
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00OO8ZGC6/
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00OO8ZGC6/
https://www.amazon.com/Exponential-Transformation-Evolve-Organization-10-Week-ebook/dp/B07S46YDG4/
https://www.amazon.com/Exponential-Transformation-Evolve-Organization-10-Week-ebook/dp/B07S46YDG4/
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an entrepreneur in their organizations. A great complement to big picture 

foresight communities. 

 

7. Good Judgment Open. Co-founded and led by political science professor and 

forecasting academic Philip Tetlock at U. Pennsylvania. A community of Good 

Judgment, a forecasting services firm. Good Judgment helps corporate and 

government clients improve forecasting. Good Judgment Open allows anyone to 

sponsor forecasting challenges, to anticipate major political, economic, and 

technological events of the coming year. The Economist and others have 

sponsored challenges there. Their foundational book is Superforecasting: The Art 

and Science of Prediction, 2015. They are one of the leading open prediction 

markets. We also recommend Metaculus, a community run by physicist Anthony 

Aguirre, which started as a science and technology prediction platform but has 

become a general prediction platform. The future of prediction markets is very 

bright, and for those of us who like to predict—in just about any area—our 

participation is both deserved and worthwhile. 

 

8. World Future Society (WFS). Since 1966. Led by futurist Julie Friedman Steele 

since 2015. In their heyday, WFS covered all six domains of foresight. They 

published The Futurist magazine from 1967-2015, and the academic foresight 

journal World Future Review. Until 2015, they ran an annual conference, World 

Future, which previously attracted 1,000 attendees. In 2013, WFS had ~15 full-

time staff in 

Washington, DC. They 

ran into financial 

difficulties circa 2015, 

and let go almost all 

their full-time staff. A new management group purchased their assets in 2015, 

and they now operate out of Chicago, and have narrowed their focus to societal 

and global foresight, fostering collaborative discussions around the grand 

challenges facing humanity. 

 

9. World Futures Studies Federation (WFSF). Since 1973. Presently directed by 

academic and policy futurist Erik Øverland, WFSF is a professional association 

for ~300 academic futurists seeking to advance the field of futures studies 

(futurology). They run an Annual International Conference and an Online Centre 

for Pedagogical Resources in Futures Studies in partnership with UNESCO. They 

take an academic approach to foresight, and cover all six domains, with a 

particular emphasis on societal and global foresight. Originally heavy with 

Marxist thinkers, as that failed perspective on political economics has globally 

declined, they have move back closer to Western liberal social democratic 

thinking. Also an overrepresentation of postmodernists, as one also finds in 

https://www.gjopen.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philip_E._Tetlock
https://goodjudgment.com/
https://goodjudgment.com/
https://www.amazon.com/Superforecasting-Science-Prediction-Philip-Tetlock/dp/0804136718/
https://www.amazon.com/Superforecasting-Science-Prediction-Philip-Tetlock/dp/0804136718/
https://www.metaculus.com/questions/
https://www.anthony-aguirre.com/
https://www.anthony-aguirre.com/
http://www.wfs.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Julie_Friedman
http://www.wfs.org/futurist/about-futurist
http://www.wfs.org/wfr
http://www.wfs.org/node/58
http://www.wfs.org/node/58
http://www.wfsf.org/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/erik-ferdinand-%C3%B8verland-690a9635/
http://www.wfsfconference.org/
http://wfsf.merlot.org/index.html
http://wfsf.merlot.org/index.html
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academia at large. We recommend that foresight students and educators join 

them. 

 

10. International Futures Forum (IFF). Since 2001. Directed by futurist Graham 

Leicester, they are a learning community that does consulting, workshops, and 

publications. IFF is a charity based in Scotland, with practice groups globally. 

They have worked with a wide variety of partners and clients addressing 

complex problems and the challenges and opportunities of the 21st century. They 

are strong in whole systems thinking, building a learning organization, and 

they often use the very useful Three Horizons Framework (Chapter 7). Their 

Five Principles explain their philosophical approach. Systems thinkers may 

particularly find value in their holistic approach to problems.  

 

To all of our foresight students and leaders: Do you know of other leading communities 

improving comprehensive foresight around the world? Let us know, we’d love to grow 

this into a Top Twenty list.  

 

There are also many professional associations offering training in the Twenty 

Specialties of Strategic Management. While foresight specialty communities by 

definition do not aspire to do comprehensive foresight, there are always individuals and 

practice groups within them that take a particularly comprehensive approach. 

 

In the US, depending upon our practice, we ought to consider joining groups like AIGA: 

The Professional Association for Design, the American Management Association, the 

American Planning Association, the American Society for Training and Development, the 

Association for Strategic Planning, the Association of Change Management Professionals, 

the Digital Analytics Association, the International Institute of Forecasters, the National 

Speakers Association, the Risk Management Society, the Society of Actuaries, the 

Strategic and Competitive Intelligence Professionals, or any of the other membership 

organizations listed in our online Guide. 

 

Again, all of these organizations deserve our support. By joining the ones that most 

interest us—and perhaps volunteering, donating, attending their conferences, posting on 

their blogs, or whatever kind of participation best fits our needs and abilities—we can 

make a lasting impact on our field. Participate, don’t spectate. Foresight is vitally 

important. It is also an emerging field, and it can greatly use our help. 

 

Foresight Training Options 

 

The vast majority of foresight professionals are trained informally, both on-the-job and 

via conferences, workshops, and in self-study. Our field attracts individuals with 

undergraduate or graduate degrees in business, engineering, statistics, economics, the 

social sciences, journalism, the humanities, and just about every other discipline on offer. 

https://www.internationalfuturesforum.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/graham-leicester-277aa96/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/graham-leicester-277aa96/
https://www.internationalfuturesforum.com/second-enlightenment
mailto:john@foresightu.com
http://www.foresightguide.com/foresight-specialty-and-industry-membership-organizations/
http://www.foresightguide.com/foresight-specialty-and-industry-membership-organizations/
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Such diversity is central to foresight. No matter the field, there are folks in it who are paid 

look to and analyze the future.  For many practitioners, there comes a time when they 

seek formal training.  

 

There are three main training options in our emerging field. They are: 

 

1. Getting a multi-day foresight certification  

2. Taking a multi-week strategic foresight course 

3. Getting an M.S. or a Ph.D. in primary or specialty foresight  

 

Each of these options requires an increasingly large commitment of time, energy, and 

resources. On average, higher levels of commitment, if accompanied by higher levels of 

personal effort, will result in deeper and more valuable professional connections. Not all 

of us need a broad network of foresight practitioner connections however. Often a narrow 

and specialized network, built within our practice specialties and industries, is more 

valuable for our careers and impact. We must ask ourselves which level of foresight 

training best suits our current needs. Starting with light initial training, but in a high 

quality program, is often the wisest choice. 

 

1. Multi-Day Foresight Certifications 

 

There are a small number (at least twelve, by our count) of formal foresight certificate 

programs, ranging from five days to ten weeks in length. These, and standalone foresight 

courses, are good entry points for those interested in foresight training. 

 

The University of Houston’s foresight graduate program offers a popular five-

day certificate in strategic foresight. The European Business School, Swinburne U. of 

Technology, University of Manchester, and University of Oxford also offer five-day 

programs. Singularity University offers a variety of programs and accelerators in 

exponential foresight for managers and entrepreneurs. Draper University is an 

entrepreneurship training program, started in 2013 by venture capitalist Tim Draper, 

with a ten-week residential and shorter executive and startup programs, which introduce 

futures research, ideation methods, and predictive analytics to entrepreneurs.  

 

Six European foresight consultancies, led by Kairos Future in Sweden, offer 

an International Certified Future Strategist certificate program where students work on 

foresight consultancy projects as part of their training. The Turku School of Economics in 

Finland offers a nine day Certified Foresight Professional course. The World Future 

Society offers master courses during two days prior to their annual conference. 

The Association of Professional Futurists offers online and traditional professional 

development seminars. These are all great training options for incoming foresight 

professionals. 

http://www.globalforesight.org/foresight-certificate-programs
http://www.globalforesight.org/foresight-certificate-programs
http://www.uh.edu/technology/programs/graduate/foresight/
http://www.uh.edu/technology/programs/professional/strategic-foresight/
https://sites.google.com/site/globalforesightwiki/foresight-certificate-programs?pli=1
https://sites.google.com/site/globalforesightwiki/foresight-certificate-programs?pli=1
http://singularityu.org/executive-program/
http://www.draperuniversity.com/
http://www.kairosfuture.com/
http://www.certifiedfuturestrategist.com/
http://www.utu.fi/fi/yksikot/exe/muut-ohjelmat/CFP/Documents/CFP-info-eng.pdf
http://www.wfs.org/
http://www.wfs.org/
http://www.wfs.org/worldfuture-2014/master-courses
http://profuturists.org/
http://profuturists.org/prodev
http://profuturists.org/prodev
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In addition to certification, those interested in strategic foresight consulting should read 

widely in their industry of practice, including books on strategic foresight practice (see 

Appendix 3). If they do organizational foresight, they should work through case studies 

in courses, books, and online libraries at top business schools, that describe organizational 

foresight challenges, strategic responses, and outcomes. If they are a consultant, they 

should consider getting experience with case interviewing, which means doing case 

studies under time pressure, like a test, and with feedback from an evaluator-teacher.  

 

In case interviews, a student is given a question, problem, or challenge and asked to 

improve or resolve the situation, usually a business case that has happened in real life.  

Good case studies assess general world and business knowledge, ethics, estimation, 

numerical and verbal reasoning skills, research, communication, 

empathy, and presentation skills. In short, they uncover our current 

capability to produce practical and influential business strategies and 

rough plans under time constraints—all key competencies of 

foresight. Top business schools at Harvard, Chicago, MIT, and 

elsewhere have online case study libraries—many of which have 

strategic foresight components. We should read and analyze case 

studies in our industry of practice. Victor Cheng’s Case Interview 

Secrets, 2012, and Caseinterview.com are great resources for case 

interview practice. 

 

2. Multi-Week Foresight Courses 

 

A few hundred foresight courses, on domain topics and on foresight methods and 

practice, are available from universities and other organizations globally. They are 

offered in both online and traditional formats. A number of small lists of foresight courses 

exist, but our field is in need of an online global list of foresight courses that represents 

our field’s diversity of skills and methods.  

 

One innovative new foresight course was Singularity 

University’s Graduate Study Program (now called the Global 

Startup Program) started in 2009. It began as a ten-week 

program, and challenged 80 students from around the world to 

develop projects that could improve the lives of as many as a 

billion people over ten years, by leveraging exponentially 

advancing technologies. They now offer a range of multi-week 

and multi-day executive programs, in person and online. 

 

Startup courses, like Plug & Play’s Startup Camp, and startup 

MOOCs (massive open online courses) like Udacity’s The Lean Launchpad and 

Cheng, 2012 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Case_interview
http://www.amazon.com/Case-Interview-Secrets-Interviewer-Consulting/dp/0984183523/
http://www.amazon.com/Case-Interview-Secrets-Interviewer-Consulting/dp/0984183523/
https://www.caseinterview.com/
http://www.globalforesight.org/foresight-courses-and-certificates
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Singularity_University#Graduate_Studies_Program
http://www.plugandplaystartupcamp.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Massive_open_online_course
https://www.udacity.com/course/ep245
http://www.amazon.com/Case-Interview-Secrets-Interviewer-Consulting/dp/0984183523/
http://www.amazon.com/Case-Interview-Secrets-Interviewer-Consulting/dp/0984183523/
http://singularityu.org/
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Coursera’s Startup Engineering also offer multi-week training, but foresight is presently 

a minor component to these programs.  

 

3. Foresight Academic Degrees 

 

For those who want a formal academic degree in our field, there are twenty-three full-

time graduate programs in primary foresight (M.S. and Ph.D. programs) presently 

available globally. 

 

Our first two graduate programs in foresight 

emerged at the University of Houston, (M.S. 

only, since 1974, M.T. since 2014) and the 

University of Hawaii—Manoa (M.A. and 

Ph.D., since 1977). In the forty years since, 

close to thirty additional M.S. and Ph.D. 

programs in foresight have emerged globally, 

and the majority of these survive today. The 

strongest growth in foresight education, especially in 

certificate programs, has been in the last ten years. 

 

Thirteen of these M.S. and Ph.D. programs teach in English, 

and ten in other languages. English-language graduate 

foresight programs now exist in Canada (Ontario College of 

Art and Design), Denmark (Aarhus U.), Malta (U. of 

Malta), Finland (Turku School of 

Economics), Germany (European Business 

School), Hungary (Corvinus U.), South Africa (U. of 

Stellenbosch), Taiwan (Tamkang U.), and the United States 

(California College of the Arts, U. of Houston, U. of Hawaii). 

 

There are also non-English-language residency programs available in Colombia (EU 

Colombia) France (CNAM), Germany (Free U of Berlin), India (U Kerala), Iran (U 

Tehran), Italy (Leonardo Da Vinci U), Mexico (Monterrey IT), Portugal (U Lisbon), 

and Taiwan (Fo Guang). See FERN’s list of 23 primary (foresight-specialized) residency 

graduate programs, roughly 100 secondary (foresight-related) foresight graduate 

programs, and a smaller number of online, part-time secondary foresight grad programs 

in 4U’s wiki of foresight resources, GlobalForesight.org. 

 

U. Houston Foresight M.T. 

U. Hawaii Foresight 

M.A. & Ph.D. 

https://www.coursera.org/course/startup
http://www.globalforesight.org/foresight-graduate-programs
http://www.globalforesight.org/foresight-graduate-programs
http://www.houstonfutures.org/
http://www.futures.hawaii.edu/
http://www.ocadu.ca/graduate-studies/programs/strategic-foresight-and-innovation
http://www.ocadu.ca/graduate-studies/programs/strategic-foresight-and-innovation
http://futureorientation.net/2012/04/09/phd-on-organizational-future-orientation/
http://www.ebs.edu/index.php?id=12681&L=1
http://www.ebs.edu/index.php?id=12681&L=1
http://future.tku.edu.tw/en/
https://www.cca.edu/
https://www.houstonforesight.org/
http://www.futures.hawaii.edu/
http://www.cnam.fr/
http://www.fu-berlin.de/en/
http://www.keralauniversity.ac.in/
http://www.ut.ac.ir/en
http://www.ut.ac.ir/en
http://www.unidav.it/
http://www.itesm.mx/wps/portal?WCM_GLOBAL_CONTEXT=
http://www.ulisboa.pt/
http://www.globalforesight.org/foresight-graduate-programs
https://sites.google.com/site/globalforesightwiki/home
http://www.houstonforesight.org/
http://www.houstonforesight.org/
http://www.futures.hawaii.edu/
http://www.futures.hawaii.edu/
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As we can see in below, Asia, Africa, the Middle East, and Latin America all need more 

formal graduate and certificate training programs. Foresight culture has to be built, 

location by location. It requires leaders who see its value. 

 

Looking to the future, our field would surely benefit from more low cost online foresight 

degree and certificate programs, greatly democratizing and demonetizing foresight 

education, and making it much more global. We might see formal degrees emerging from 

innovative institutions, similar to the $7,000 Master’s degree in Computer Science now 

available from Georgia Tech via Udacity. Startups might also produce a great strategic 

foresight MS, similar to the $10,000 MBA offered by Edtech startup Quantic. This is a 

great opportunity for a social entrepreneur. 

 

Foresight Practice Competency Levels 

 

How do we assess client impact in our foresight practice?  

 

Consider public health futurist Annette Gardner’s suggested foresight practice 

competency scale. This scale is variation of the quantitative Knowledge, Attitude, and 

Practice (KAP) survey model for assessing professional competency, via quantitated 

surveys, based on the way the professional enables behavior change in their clients. The 

KAP model originated in public health, and is now being applied to other professional 

fields. It is client centric, and seems a useful place to start. 

 

Below is 4U’s adaptation of Gardner’s foresight practice competency scale language: 

 

0 = No foresight – practitioner is fine with the status quo. 

World Map of Primary Foresight Graduate and Certificate Programs 

https://www.udacity.com/georgiatech
https://www.udacity.com/
https://quantic.edu/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/annette-l-gardner-sf/
https://www.spring-nutrition.org/publications/tool-summaries/kap-survey-model-knowledge-attitudes-and-practices
https://www.spring-nutrition.org/publications/tool-summaries/kap-survey-model-knowledge-attitudes-and-practices
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1 = Awareness of time, change, environment, the future, and complex systems, 

including accelerating change and evolutionary development (evo-devo). 

2 = Interested in learning foresight techniques, and connecting and learning 

with other future-thinking practitioners, within our own industry, at least. 

3 = Knowledgeable in some foresight techniques, and experienced in applying some 

to ourselves or others, but not yet experienced in applying all of the Four 

Ps or Eight Skills. 

4 = Individual change agent – experienced applying the Four Ps and Eight 

Skills to individual personal or professional futures. 

5 = Group change agent – experienced engaging teams and groups to produce 

anticipatory (probable), creative (possible), and aspirational (preferable) foresight 

and change. 

6 = Master/teacher – able to teach others to teach foresight techniques, and help 

grow a foresight culture of anticipatory, creative, and aspirational change. 

 

Let’s try a self-evaluation: Where would you presently self-rate on this competency 

scale? Where might your colleagues rank you? Your well-respected critics? Do you seek 

to make your own foresight work redundant (increasingly unneeded) over time? Are you 

creating the conditions for a healthy foresight culture that is stronger than any 

individual? Is that the highest goal of your interactions with your clients?  

 

Not only should foresight professionals create positive, progressive, and adaptive change 

with their clients, ideally they will produce conditions that perpetuate such change. A 

master/teacher, on the competency scale above, has made themselves particularly 

redundant, as an individual, in the system in which they practice. The client’s culture and 

processes can now take care of themselves. 

 

Foresight Education: Opportunities and Challenges  

 

How can we make foresight more relevant, not only in business and politics, but in 

every field of human endeavor? One key way to do so is to improve the teaching of 

foresight, so that our students know its skills, domains, strengths, weaknesses, and where 

it exactly fits in relation to strategy and action. That is the primary topic of this Guide. For 

anyone considering a formal education in our field, or perhaps teaching in it, this section 

may be of particular value. It addresses both the challenges and opportunities of 

improving foresight training in our current foresight-deficient culture. 

 

A book on the futures of higher education that we particularly recommend, by futurist 

Bryan Alexander, is Academia Next, 2020. It won the most significant futures work by the 

Association of Professional Futurists in that year. It looks at colleges, universities, and 

institutions as complex adaptive systems. It explores a wide range of STEEPLES scanning 

https://www.amazon.com/Academia-Next-Futures-Higher-Education/dp/1421436426/
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trends (Chapter  7)  in higher education, and plays special attention to fast moving and 

disruptive technological changes.    

 

Today, most foresight education programs are presently imbalanced with respect to 

the Four Ps. They typically neglect too many of the anticipation skills relevant to 

foresight (probable futures). Students don’t learn to predict, forecast, or think statistically 

and probabilistically in some of the foresight programs listed above. Some programs 

overemphasize the art of foresight (possible futures) or its politics (preferable and 

preventable futures). It is fine to have a focus, but all foresight students need to be able 

to use and contrast each of the Four Ps to navigate the future.  

 

Graduate foresight programs presently don’t require basic scientific literacy of their 

students, or strong verbal and analytical skills as prerequisites or remediation 

requirements for entrants. Other serious academic disciplines have such prerequisites, 

and academic foresight education needs them too.  

 

Foresight programs need higher entrance standards, they must encompass more 

diversity of life and practice experience and cognitive traits, and they should require 

students to do several internships during their training, for both internal and external 

clients. They must also ask their students to do original research to validate and improve 

our methods. 

 

With respect to the Eight Skills, most programs don’t include much on Learning 

(research, intelligence) or Anticipation (forecasting, risk assessment, investing, 

prediction). They are stronger in methods in Innovation (scenarios, alternatives, 

uncertainties, design) and Strategy (visioning, preferencing, facilitation). Many don’t do 

enough Executing (foresight production), Influencing (marketing their services), 

Relating (fitting in with other professional associations) and Reviewing (rigorous 

critique) of foresight products.  

 

But, every skill of the loop reinforces the others, and too many deficiencies creates a 

vicious circle. Because many of our educational programs aren’t continually marketing 

to and asking their key business, policy, defense, and other clients for feedback, they 

haven’t sufficiently proven their worth. Their graduates don’t know enough about 

strategic management to find their place in the value chain. This state of affairs has kept 

our graduate foresight programs small in number and slow to expand. 

 

Most foresight programs today teach only a small subset of the domains, skills, 

specialties, models, and methods described in this Guide. Few seek to validate their 

preferred methods. Foresight faculty often have an antiprediction bias, stating that it is 

“not the job of foresight” to predict the future, when in reality, anticipation is a third of 

our job, and prediction is one of the most valuable forms of anticipation. All good 

programs must include probable futures, prediction, and prediction platforms.  
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Many foresight programs are more top-down lecture than they are bottom-up elicitation 

of the student’s foresight, subjecting it to peer and expert critique. Leading MBA 

programs always more student elicitation and case work than they are lecture, and 

foresight education must follow this example. Foresight programs, in those few 

universities where they exist, are typically underfunded, poorly integrated with other 

disciplines, including psychology, sociology, business administration, political science, 

public policy, engineering, etc. and they are often poorly marketed to prospective 

students. As a result, their number of entrants is quite small.  

. 

Most of the problem with academic foresight lies with university leadership, in our view. 

Leaders in most universities don’t recognize how fundamental a topic foresight is to 

society, and how it must be primarily academia, not business, that will ground and 

advance our field, as with other social sciences (psychology, sociology, economics, etc.). 

Psychology, in fact, is an ideal department to host a good foresight program and foresight 

center, as practical empirical research can be done in how individuals and teams look to 

and analyze the future. See Oettingen, et al. (eds.), The Psychology of Thinking About the 

Future, 2019, for some research on how can we think well, or very poorly, about the future. 

None of this valuable research is being conducted in any foresight degree program or 

formal foresight center at any university at present. 

 

University leaders who know the value of foresight to personal success and societal 

progress should integrate basic foresight methods and content into all university 

courses. They should use published frameworks to evaluate the quality of curricular 

foresight and of student-produced foresight as well. There are a few benchmark models 

to follow, like Tamkang University in Taiwan, which requires its undergraduates to take 

three courses on foresight methods, and electives in the future of different industries, but 

most universities presently neglect to teach many of the topics in this Guide. 

 

Every course that a student takes in the modern university should have content and 

exercises on the probable, possible, preferable and preventable futures of that topic. Many 

textbooks have a few pages on “the future of x” at the end, and many professors will 

charitably have one class on the future at the end of a 15-week course, but treating 

foresight only as a capstone, not a practice to be engaged in throughout the course, 

typically yields limited and low-quality future thinking, discussion, and action. We 

typically begin with poor results in our future thinking on any topic, and we need 

constant practice to get better. The future is one third of our mind’s temporal dimensions. 

It deserves to be integrated into every week of our university courses, in every context. 

 

All modern universities above a certain size would do well to have a foresight education 

center, which can support graduate foresight degrees within every major academic 

department, the way computing centers and tutoring centers support an entire campus. 

Such a center could help, or at least offer budgets, for all university departments to do 

https://www.amazon.com/Psychology-Thinking-about-Future/dp/1462534414/
https://www.amazon.com/Psychology-Thinking-about-Future/dp/1462534414/
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their own foresight production and evaluation. Academic departments could be required 

to produce or secure relevant foresight content and exercises, to be integrated 

throughout their courses. That content and coursework should also be cyclically updated 

and vetted by subject matter experts and foresight professionals alike. 

 

Imagine a university course where students are continually asked to research, imagine, 

anticipate, judge, and discuss probable, possible, preferable, and preventable futures. 

Online prediction platforms, ideation platforms, polling platforms, argument maps, and 

other collective foresight tools might be used. Students are graded not only on their 

understanding of the history and current status of any topic, tool, or field, but on their 

efforts and ability to foresee important aspects of its future, over near-term, mid-term, 

and long-term horizons. That feels like a future we’ll eventually reach, as such a course, 

done right, would make students, their organizations, and society more adaptive. 

 

Such a course could be implemented poorly. As the Open Secret of Foresight reminds 

us, it is only useful to a point. Too much time spent thinking about or making strategy for 

the future in any course will have declining returns. Foresight work should have a 

relevant time horizon and complexity for the problems at hand. But, it must not be 

neglected. It must be a continual habit, and students must learn to recognize when they 

are doing too much, and are reaching declining returns. They must learn to judge 

declining returns for past and present thinking as well. 

 

As for the foresight graduate programs themselves, they must all be outcome-evaluated. 

Faculty must continually ask: How did the learning, activities, resources, and 

communities of the program contribute, or not contribute, to the future success of the 

student and her organization?  

 

Educator Donald Kirkpatrick’s Four Levels of Learning Evaluation offers a good starter 

model for such work. Kirkpatrick was past president of the American Society for Training 

and Development (ASTD). He recommends that learning programs evaluate themselves, 

and get externally evaluated, in four ways: 

 

1. Reaction. How did the student feel and think about the training? This should be 

quantified by pre-training and post-training surveys. 

2. Learning. What knowledge, skills, and attitude changes occurred? This should 

also be quantified by pre- and post-training tests. For attitudes, assessments can 

be quantified using short-response questions. 

3. Behavior. How did the student’s behavior change as a result of training? This 

evaluation should be done “on the job,” three to six months after training, to 

describe and quantify observable enduring change. 

4. ROI (Return on Investment). What were the useful outcomes, as a function of 

effort and money invested? What changes in job performance (ability), reward 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Kirkpatrick
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(pay, reputation), or adaptiveness (success) occurred? How could the program 

improve its ROI in any of its specific results? Does any other program offer a better 

ROI, specifically or generally? 

 

Levels three and four (Behavior and ROI) are best evaluated by those impacted by the 

training, as by a 360º performance evaluation, not by the trainers or even the students. If 

our foresight education programs do not provide such evaluations, we can self-

evaluate by asking ourselves, our managers, and our direct reports these questions. If we 

don’t like the answers, it’s time to make changes until we do. 

 

The value of most graduate foresight programs today goes far beyond the skills learned, 

which are often rudimentary and incomplete. What is more valuable is the 

societal reputation we’ll gain for taking the time to earn the credential or degree, and the 

lifelong connections we will make to a community of other talented folks are particularly 

motivated to think about and improve the future.  

 

As foresight is such an emergent field today, these programs work best for students who 

are self-starters, who are internally driven to better understand and guide change, and 

who enjoy working with a cognitively and skills-diverse community of visionary, critical 

and evidence-based colleagues. Individually, can only see a small piece of what must and 

may lie ahead. Collectively we can see a bigger picture. 

 

Both the practitioner community, and the personal motivation and value we get from 

engaging in the foresight work are, the main strengths of these programs today. As 

student practitioners, we should be introverted enough to enjoy producing our own 

work, and extroverted enough to share it regularly for critique. By testing our methods, 

models, and insights against our colleagues, we can greatly improve them.  

 

For our field to fulfill its great potential, we will need many more M.S. and Ph.D. 

graduates from our existing programs, degree holders from other disciplines, and 

entrepreneurs to start more training programs in coming years. The more quality 

programs we have, the more powerful our profession becomes. Foresight training, both 

in formal degree programs, and integrated into academic, corporate, and public courses, 

online and in person, will continue to grow in coming decades, and its future is bright. 

 

Our Foresight Spring  

 

Since roughly 2010, or by other accounts, since the COVID-19 pandemic of 2020, we have 

entered a second Foresight Spring, a time of rapidly rising public and professional 

interest in futures thinking and foresight practice. There is now so much good work 

happening in organizational foresight specialties like forecasting, analytics, risk 

management, innovation management, planning, entrepreneurship, design, and 

intelligence, that we can predict a Foresight Renaissance ahead. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/360-degree_feedback
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Some pretty impressive entrepreneurship is now happening due to accelerating science, 

technology and wealth (investment capital). Today’s youth all expect that kind of 

progress to continue. For just one example, when sections III and IV of the JOBS 

Act became law in 2015, Equity Crowdfunding (Crowd-founding) became a new source 

of funding for future-oriented startups. For the first time, average, non-accredited 

investors were able to invest in small companies via online platforms. As platforms for 

evaluating and recommending such small businesses to the average investor improve in 

coming years, small business entrepreneurship (and personal and local visions to create 

particular futures) will surely accelerate. 

 

Reddit’s r/Futurology, the largest online community for posting and commenting on 

societal and global foresight material, has grown to 15 million subscribers as of 2020, 

with millions of monthly active users. Futures thinking in the US, among the general 

public, may finally have become even more popular now, both as a percentage of the 

public and in absolute numbers, than it was in its last Apollo-era heyday.  

 

Just as the European Renaissance (literally, “rebirth”) laid the groundwork for our 

modern sciences, a Foresight Renaissance must exceed our previous best era of Peak 

Foresight, eventually culminating in a new Enlightenment. Among many fruits of that 

Enlightenment, this time we can hope it will produce a set of true social sciences of 

foresight, an old vision of many scholars in our field. History tells us the scientific 

method isn’t one method, but a collection of methods and models, the first of which 

emerged in the 17th century, and which eventually matured into the set of enterprises we 

now call science. 

 

Likewise, foresight isn’t one method, but a collection of useful methods and models that 

will also mature, perhaps mid-21stcentury, into a set of grounded qualitative and 

quantitative social sciences, disciplines that can be creative, anticipatory, and managerial 

as appropriate. Society can be analyzed from a wide range of disciplines, anthropology, 

biology, chemistry, cognitive science, development, economics, engineering, evolution, 

complexity, computation, cybernetics, information theory, linguistics, physical sciences, 

psychology, semantics, statistics, and systems theory, to name a few. These and other 

sciences are improving their methods and models, inevitably leading us to better 

understanding and anticipation of social systems. 

 

As we have just seen, as our models and evidence gathering proceed, foresight can split 

into competing schools, each with their own conflicting views of the future. Such 

disagreements are healthy, and they generate pressure for each school to clarify its 

assumptions, theory, and predictions, and seek experiments and evidence that would 

resolve their disagreements. In this way, step by step, our field advances. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jumpstart_Our_Business_Startups_Act
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jumpstart_Our_Business_Startups_Act
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Equity_crowdfunding
http://www.reddit.com/r/Futurology
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Renaissance
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_science
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scientific_method
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scientific_method
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Science
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Many developments are taking us in in a more scientific and quantitative direction. Most 

obvious are the accelerating changes in information technology since the mid-1990s, 

including the rise of the web, simulations, maps, sensors, mobile and wearable tech, social 

networks, enterprise software, cloud computing, and many others. These permanent new 

developments in our computational and collaboration abilities are creating an 

environment where far more of the world is quantified, visualized, evidence-based, and 

statistically predictable. We are even seeing promising developments in economics, a 

social science that may become much more predictive as it finally begins to understand 

and model accelerating technological intelligence and technical productivity. See 

Brynjolfsson and McAfee’s The Second Machine Age, 2014, for more on that key story. 

 

What Will Our Contribution Be? 

 

The 21st century is a very exciting time to be a foresight professional. If accelerating 

change continues, humanity will experience more scientific and technological change 

before the end of this century than has occurred in all human history to date. How our 

new scientific knowledge and technical capabilities will affect business and social 

domains in the next generation is difficult to guess, though we’ll make a few attempts 

throughout this Guide. 

 

So far, we’ve seen that every year more scientific, technical, business, and social processes, 

trends, and events are becoming either intuitively or statistically predictable, and there 

are more tools, techniques, and people managing uncertainty and risk, and doing 

foresight work for profit and benefit ever before. All these folks must increasingly 

communicate, share knowledge, teach each other, and professionalize. 

 

Professional foresight is today an emerging, disconnected, and often misunderstood field. 

Yet as our Web gets smarter, as the internet of things emerges, as our robots proliferate, 

as we hit Peak Oil Demand, Peak Population, and Peak Pollution, as emerging nations 

move rapidly to lifestyles of the industrialized nations, as e-democracy, digitally-aided 

activism, and climate change continue, and as science decodes the mysteries of biological 

intelligence and morality and we increasingly build these properties into our learning 

machines, we can confidently foresee a continued flux of major disruptions ahead. People 

need help navigating all this change more today than ever before. 

 

Some critics will say foresight work is no better than gambling on random events. But, 

even random individual events can often be described as probabilities from a collective 

perspective, as Earnest Rutherford’s models of nuclear decay taught us in 1907. Science 

has since shown that many individually random social, economic, and technological 

events happen within a framework of predictable constraints on their collective 

outcomes. Foresight professionals are busy discovering ever more of those constraints, 

better discovering possible alternatives within those constraints, and learning more of the 

forecasting rules in every social game. All of this will slowly but steadily improve their 
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odds of predictive success. Better forecasting and prediction are key skills of not only of 

great gamblers, statisticians, and scientists, but of great investors, planners, innovators, 

managers, and leaders. Those who fail to realize this fact will increasingly be at a 

disadvantage to those with better foresight. 

 

Academics, technologists, businesses, institutions, and the general public are slowly 

warming to the idea that with a little effort and evidence-based practice, much better 

marginal foresight is often achievable at moderate cost, foresight that can provide great 

personal, team, and organizational advantage. For the future-focused self-starter and 

active learner, foresight practice opportunities are everywhere, once we know how to 

look. The going won’t always be easy. Most institutions still don’t get foresight or its 

promise, and it may be a decade or two yet, and more powerful digital foresight tools 

and platforms, before our field becomes more widely known, and foresight jobs and 

training explode. In the meantime, success in a foresight career requires sound ethics, an 

ability to unearth and frame the hidden foresight problems of our clients, humility in the 

value and limits of our methods, and yet a strong belief that our content and methods can 

help our clients achieve better strategy, planning, and action. 

 

Foresight practitioners should 

remember they are often pioneers, 

explorers, and trailblazers in a new and 

sometimes hostile frontier. The vistas 

can be breathtaking, but we must be 

prudent and cautious. If we stray too 

far afield, we risk getting shot down by 

critics and dying alone, with our face in 

the dirt and arrows in our backs. Many 

organizational leaders are legitimately 

skeptical of our still-developing 

methods and value. We are sometimes called impractical idealists, quacks, self-appointed 

gurus, shamans, or con artists. A few rogue futurists do fit these descriptions, and we 

need to challenge them when we witness shoddy thinking or behavior from a colleague. 

But, by and large, we are a very practical, curious, courageous, humble, evidence-seeking 

and ethical community. 

 

As good pioneers, we must learn to support and rely on each other and to 

effectively circle our wagons and fight for our causes when conflict comes. By helping 

each other to continually improve our practice, and being vigilant and responsive to 

criticism and challenges, we will assuredly settle the foresight frontier. We will turn our 

field into a mature and vital set of professional and academic disciplines, and be 

successful at navigating ever more complex and interesting futures. We can each do our 

small part today to grow our field, to learn from and support each other, to help our 

Albert Bierstadt, The Oregon Trail, 1869 
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clients cope with the now and the next, and very importantly, make time to enjoy the 

journey together.  

 

Welcome to the profession! 
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Chapter 3: Personal Foresight –  

Self-Management and Values 

 

This chapter is about using future thinking to improve ourselves, our relationships, our 

families, and our lives. It is about becoming a more self-aware, pragmatic, proactive, 

moral, empathetic, and intelligently optimistic self-leader. Self (Personal) foresight is 

the first of the Six Domains of practice. It is the foundation of all the foresight work we 

do over our careers. Although we will just dip our toes into this vast topic here, we hope 

it serves as a good start. 

 

We can divide personal 

foresight into two main 

challenges: self-

understanding and 

management, and values and 

purposes in our personal and 

professional lives. Self-

understanding is the first 

step. Gnothi Seauton, or 

“Know Thyself”, was the first 

of three maxims inscribed on 

a column in the forecourt 

Temple of the Oracle of 

Delphi, the foresight center of 

ancient Greece. This temple 

was established, at the latest, 

in the 8th century BCE. Know 

Thyself is perhaps the most important of the 147 Delphic Maxims that were written in 

stone on the temple. Those maxims were recorded by the 5th century CE scholar Stobaeus. 

Finding and internalizing guidelines and norms that won’t change, regardless of our 

times or environment, is one of the ways we gain wisdom, not just experience. This set of 

2800 year old maxims remains impressively wise today, with few exceptions. A great 

majority are about the proper use of personal foresight. 

 

Gnothi Seauton (Know Thyself) 
Inscribed on the Temple of the Oracle of Delphi,  

the foresight center of Classical Greece, 1400 BCE to 395 CE. 
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One of the most important things we can say about the self is that it is a continually 

growing and changing system. The Ship of Theseus thought experiment, discussed by 

Heraclitus and Plato ca. 500-400 BCE, is the recognition that an object that continually 

replaces its parts both becomes a different object and remains partly the same object, 

simultaneously. The parts that remain constant become our emerging and often hard-

earned wisdom. In Book 2 we will briefly consider our individual selves as complex 

adaptive networks, energy-dissipating and entropy-generating systems, continually 

repairing essential parts, continually both growing and dying in parts, and continually 

becoming something different in part, and something persistent in part. At the same 

time, our selves are highly organized, persistent, and negentropic in developmental 

features. Evo-devo thinking proposes that our selves are here for a set of purposes, which 

we can consider all six domains. We exist, live, and strive to improve for many important 

reasons. We are continually learning more about those purposes as our science, 

philosophy, and beliefs advance. 

 

Self-understanding requires us to give tentative answers to questions like the following:  

 Who are we, today? What are our hopes, habits, talents, and dreams? How 

would others describe our character, values, and priorities? Our biases and 

issues? 

 Who are we are most likely to continue to be in the future, if nothing changes? 

 

Self-leadership makes us confront additional questions, like: 

 Who do we want to become, for ourselves, our family, our friends, and our 

teams?  

 How clear is our vision? How realistic is it?  

 How can we build daily toward our desired future roles? What fights must we 

engage in daily, to achieve better foresight and action?  

 How do people make significant positive lifestyle or value changes?  

 How do some people transcend early traumas and negative influences to enjoy 

lives filled with higher purpose, happiness, and success, while others remain 

stuck in negative self-images and dramas? 

 Why do we so often act against our better interests? Why can it be so challenging 

to translate well-crafted personal foresight into effective action? 

 

When we practice personal foresight well we can find and achieve inspiring visions and 

outcomes for our own lives, create value for our partners, our families, and colleagues, 

and leave a legacy of a life well lived. Without strong personal foresight, we may have 

much less success and progress in life. We may be merely reactive to life’s serendipity 

and opportunity, and may not “get anywhere special” in our professional life. We many 

fail to formulate and achieve personal goals. We may live primarily at the mercy of others, 
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of chance, of our environment. Conversely, if we engage in proven personal and team 

foresight and action methods like the Eight Skills, we will continually reach new heights 

of achievement and success. It’s amazing what we can conceive and achieve, over a 

lifetime, even when we begin in the most disadvantaged of environments. 

 

Our Unconscious Mind – The Root of Self-Understanding and Change 

 

In the nineteenth century, pioneering psychologists including William James and 

Sigmund Freud, and scores of philosophers and great novelists, all told us how 

unconsciously we all approach the world. In the 20th century, Maxwell Maltz’s Psycho-

Cybernetics, 1960, popularized this insight for the masses, and offering a set of recipes for 

observing and reshaping unconscious processes. Freud and others had offered their own 

recipes for that, as psychotherapy, but Maltz stripped away the Freudian jargon and 

assumptions and focused on self-therapy, and especially, self-therapy around our largely 

unconscious self-image. Maltz hit a nerve, and his book sold 30 million copies. 

 

Maltz described how we imprint vast numbers of programs in our psyches as we grow, 

the great majority during our earliest years of life, and that these unconscious programs 

run continually throughout our day. These early programs can either help us or hold us 

back. Both our personality and our prospects for mobility are deeply reliant on this 

imprinting. It is a major contributor to who we are.  

 

There is a popular saying, “show me the child of seven years, and I will show you the 

adult.” For the first seven to nine years of life our brain is rapidly learning new things to 

develop the skills for survival. We develop, and quickly relegate to our unconscious 

mind, great numbers of beliefs, assumptions, attitudes, and algorithms (as a group, we 

can call these “scripts”) about the nature of people, the nature of the world, and our 

possibilities and prospects in it. Our parents, environment, and socioeconomic status 

are key sources of those scripts, but our peers matter as well. Studies in which young 

children are moved from one socioeconomic and peer background to another have 

demonstrated powerful changes in life outcomes.  

 

As we describe in the 95/5 Rule in Book 2, our unconscious mind directs 95% of our self-

image, feelings, thoughts, and behaviors. Our conscious mind is responsible for the rest, 

or roughly one out of every twenty thoughts. Our unconscious is particularly 

responsible for the quality of Today’s foresight (discussed shortly, under Foresight 

Horizons), or how much, and how consciously, we like to feel, look and plan ahead 

during a typical day (a horizon of minutes to sixteen hours).  

 

Unconscious scripts can include our self-image, beliefs, affirmations, goals, and 

the placebo effect. The latter shows the power of plausible positive belief, as it accounts 

for between 30 and 50% of a medical intervention’s benefit, according to various studies. 

The placebo effect comes not from the medical value of any therapy, but solely from its 
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psychological value. A dying person, if they believe strongly enough in any placebo, “I 

can survive if I only do X,” can often temporarily reverse a deteriorating physical 

condition to stay alive for an important life event. Sometimes, our plausible positive 

thinking can delay the normal course of an 

illness for decades, or even heal us. The 

positive effects of this unconscious faith 

work via what physicians call 

psychoneuroimmunology, a still poorly-

understood set of processes in which belief 

affects the function of the brain, immune and 

endocrine systems. We’ll discuss these 

systems further shortly. The placebo effect is 

just one of many positive unconscious 

scripts we all run every day. 

 

We are all subject to many nocebo effects, as well. These are negative future beliefs or 

expectations regarding any specific actor, real or anticipated change, life event, or 

treatment. Again, the nocebo effect is not due to physical consequences of the actor, 

change, event, or treatment, but rather to the way our unconscious psychology acts to 

ensure a negative outcome, to make reality consistent with our beliefs. In other words, 

we set ourselves up for failure. Our greatest limitations and failures are those we place 

upon ourselves. 

 

One of the wisest people we know is Dr. Gabor Mate. Mate is an addiction expert and a 

pioneer of mind-body medicine. His book, In the Realm of the Hungry Ghosts: Close 

Encounters with Addiction, 2010, explores addiction from a holistic and unconscious-

recognizing perspective. We are all addicted to different things, on a continuum of 

maladaptiveness. Mate states: 

 

“We create meanings from our unconscious interpretation of early events, and then we 

forge our present experiences from the meaning we’ve created. Unwittingly, we write the 

story of our future from narratives based on the past.” 

 

Mate describes addiction as a harmful personal mythology that becomes a weapon we 

use against ourselves. The essence of self-harming behavior, in his mind, is that we 

believe we are not worthy of breaking out of that behavior. The Canadian psychologist 

Jordan Peterson points to this problem with respect to our recent New Incivility in 

American society. We have recently engaged too much in call-out culture and online 

shaming of others. One of the drivers of this excessive incivility is the externalization of 

our internal self-criticisms and feelings of inadequacy onto others. 

 

Mate in particular describes how we must accept ourselves for who we are, realize that 

we are enough for the world and for ourselves, that we have unique contributions we 
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can give to others over our lifetime. We must be willing to painfully recognize our 

harmful and largely unconscious scripts, and expect and learn from our failures as we 

slowly and deliberately develop an accepting self-image—one that recognizes we will 

constantly struggle and fail, yet can grow and make progress over time. 

 

Shame researcher Brene Brown makes a similar point. In her Netflix film The Call to 

Courage, 2019, she describes vulnerability—the willingness to admit one’s failures and 

inadequacies, both to oneself and to others—as the key to changing our scripts. We must 

work through the emotional pain of recognizing our negative self-images and forgive 

whoever we believe caused them. Ultimately, those images were acknowledged and 

chosen by us; at some point past, they were our decisions. When we take self-ownership 

over our negative self-images, we prevent the harmful acts of blaming others, or seeking 

revenge. 

 

Self-images learned in childhood are particularly important, not only for developmental 

reasons, but because of our lack of control. As children, if we perceive parental or sibling 

unfairness, mistreatment, or trauma, we are often faced with a stark choice between 

maintaining attachment and sublimating our emotions. When we sublimate our 

emotions to remain attached, as children often do, we can numb ourselves to our own 

pain. Our mind ceases to listen to our body, and we become emotionally dysregulated. 

To fix this, we have to become vulnerable to that pain again and forgive ourselves for 

failing as we work to rewrite those scripts. 

 

We are still so early in understanding how the mind and body work together to create 

our perceptions and regulate our mental and physical health, that until recently, mind-

body medicine didn’t even have a proper technical name. Since the 1970s it was called 

Psycho-Neuro-Immunology. But, as Mate observes, this name ignored another critical 

system, the endocrine system. We now call it Psycho-Neuro-Immuno-Endocrinology 

(PNIE). There are likely other body systems, like epigenetics, and our microbiome, that 

will be central to mind-body medicine in the 21st century. Consider that white cells in our 

body produce every neurotransmitter that the brain does. Our heart has a nervous system 

in its pericardium. Our gut’s nervous system produces more serotonin than the brain. 

These systems form a single network, and many more network signals go to the brain 

than from the brain.  

 

Mate observes that there are two binary roles of all four of these regulatory systems, the 

emotional mind (psyche), the cognitive brain (neuro), the immune system, and the 

endocrine system. Just as with the two purposes of foresight, these systems seek to get 

more of and to integrate with things that we believe may help us, and they seek to avoid 

or defeat things that we believe may hurt us. Note the centrality of belief in both cases. 

The more evidence-based that belief, the better our lives can become. Fortunately, all of 

these are learning systems. If they misperceive something harmful as helpful, or vice 

versa, they can be retrained, over our entire lives.  
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In sum, our most powerful scripts about our personal future are unconscious, but we 

can make them conscious again and adjust them as necessary. On our view, this rewiring 

depends on five things: Awareness, Self-control, Ownership, Foresight, and Action. The 

first three of these challenges largely deal with consciously confronting and changing 

our limiting unconscious patterns, one at a time. We will describe these as the ASOFA 

priorities in the next section. 

 

Fortunately, with simple prioritization and repetition, we can reprogram or reduce 

many of our most self-limiting beliefs, feelings, and thinking-patterns. For example, many 

of us will unconsciously avoid doing things that cause fear or discomfort, even when 

they are key enablers or blockers of our goals. Early in life, our scripts around fear and 

discomfort were conscious, yet they soon grew unconscious. To change them as adults, 

we need to prioritize fresh, more adaptive responses to them, and repeat those new 

responses often enough for them to become habit—to become new scripts in our 

unconscious. 

 

The practice of cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT), which can be administered by a 

therapist, performed in a peer-practitioner community, or conducted entirely by 

ourselves (self-therapy) or with the aid of the new personal AIs for such work (like 

Woebot) is the forefront of such unconscious reprogramming today.  

 

Anyone who can tie a shoe or ride a bike has imprinted their unconscious. Many of us 

need to do the same around some new positive and negative unconscious scripts. Just 

like we need to occasionally re-tie shoes and re-ride bikes, we need to do the same around 

with any new beliefs, self-images, and expectations we learn later in life. In this way, we 

can change our lives, all our lives, long after our imprinting years are over.  

 

Finally, we must remember that there are many organized groups, with deep resources, 

using today’s media and technology to try to program our unconscious minds to serve 

their agendas. Perhaps nowhere is this more obvious than in all the personality profiling 

and microtargeting being done on social networks, in search engines, in online games, 

and on commercial platforms on the web today.  

 

We discuss this targeting problem in Book 2 and explore powerful tools on the horizon, 

like Personal AIs, that will help us to regain control over our own digital environments. 

Much more regulation of these persuasion technologies will be required, as well. In the 

long run, we believe all 21st century citizens will gain the right and capacity, if we choose, 

to block all digital targeting and advertising that does not reflect our values and goals, 

and to replace that targeting with digital information that protects and enhances those 

values and goals. That will be a very different and more humanizing world. 
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Books like Len Mlodinow’s, Subliminal: How Your Unconscious Mind Rules Your Behavior, 

2013, Gabor Mate’s When the Body Says No: Understanding the Stress-Disease Connection, 

2011, Peter Levine’s In an Unspoken Voice: How the Body Releases Trauma and Restores 

Goodness, 2010, Bruce Lipton’s, The Biology of Belief, 2nd Ed, 2015, and Maxwell Maltz’s 

classic, The New Psycho-Cybernetics, 1960/2002 all explore the control of the unconscious 

mind over our lives, and ways that we can edit that control language. They all require 

embracing pain and discomfort during growth, and accepting our vulnerability. We can 

search “cognitive behavioral therapy” on the web and on Amazon to find many more 

good books, audio, and videos to help us with such reprogramming. 

 

Maltz’s, which has sold 30 million copies to date, is perhaps the most accessible of these. 

Though its references are dated, as it has many practical exercises to help us create new 

unconscious programs. Many of these involve heightening our conscious awareness of 

unconscious patterns. Daily meditation, even just 10 minutes a day, using an app like 

Headspace, is an excellent habit for increasing our conscious awareness of our existing 

unconscious scripts. Knowing not only how, but what to reprogram is vitally important 

to self-management and self-leadership. We turn to that foundational topic now. 

 

Self-Identity and Self-Images: Applying the REOPS Cycle to Ourselves 

 

As we have said, in 1960 Maxwell Maltz’s, Psycho-Cybernetics told us how unconsciously 

we typically approach the world. This book also claimed that our self-images, far more 

than our willpower, are the primary gatekeepers that control whether we can achieve 

any of our daily plans. It described self-images as the core enabler and blocker of 

personal change. As Maltz says: 

 

“Your self-image controls what you can and cannot accomplish, what is difficult 

or easy for you, even how others respond to you, just as certainly as a thermostat 

controls the temperature in your home. If you aren’t achieving everything you 

want in life, it is probably because your goals are being ineffectively 

communicated to or rejected by your self-image.” 

 

The book also recognized, without using this exact language, that we are actually a 

network of competing and cooperating self-images, each vying for influence over our 

conscious processes. When we are using a self-image that is adaptive for our context, we 

can be incredibly effective. But sometimes, just minutes later, we can slip into a self-image 

that makes us give up, or waste our potential. This network of self-images and their 

relative power in various contexts, is our self-identity. We can think of it as the center of 

gravity our many mindsets, a set of ways we view ourselves. We all “contain multitudes” 

as Walt Whitman said. 

 

Maltz’s pioneering book used the software language of the time, cybernetics, and what 

was then known about human psychology to detail how both positive and negative self-
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images are imprinted early in life and how they quickly become subconscious. 

Furthermore, it identified how we can bring our latent self-images back into 

consciousness in adulthood, re-evaluate them for their current value, and reprogram our 

more limiting and negative self-images—by intensity, repetition, and by treating 

ourselves as an authoritative source.  

 

Many popular books and techniques for self-image management have come out in the 

decades since. Some are both overclaiming and faddish, like neuro-linguistic 

programming, while others are much more evidence-based, like cognitive-behavioral 

therapy. Works like Tony Robbin’s Awaken the Giant Within borrowed many of these 

techniques. But, Maltz’s academically-titled book, updated by Dan Kennedy in 2002, 

remains a classic in the field of self-improvement.  

 

Why do we need a “self-image”? The answer lies in the fact that not only do we all 

conduct active inference—predicting and creating models of the world and acting and 

perceiving the results of our actions—we all also have a model for how we run our Do 

Loops themselves, a model of experience itself. For instance, as we have discussed, when 

we are very young, we spend most of our time building our world models. These are not 

only pure casual predictive models such as “objects fall,” but also casual social models 

like “If I cry, mom will come find me” or “life is hard because we always struggle to put 

food on the table.” These experiences are imprinted in our subconscious mind and form 

the basis of our beliefs.  

 

As we get older, we start to find patterns within these models themselves, and we start 

to develop a model about our models. We start to see patterns in the actions we take and 

the beliefs we consistently have; and, we start to sum up all of our experiences into a 

trajectory that explains them satisfactorily to ourselves.  

 

In other words, we run inferences on our history of active inferences, and thereby create 

the self, the integrated model of how we have run our Do Loops over time. The 

philosopher David Hume called the self a “collection of experiences.” The philosopher 

Henri Bergson, in Creative Evolution, 1907, called it “memory,” the one thing that 

distinguishes life from matter, in his view. Our self-image, in turn, is the “narrative self,” 

or the “autobiographical self.” It is the story of who we are, a simplified model, that we 

tell ourselves about our own presence and purposes in life. 

 

If consciousness is a predictive model about the immediate state of the world, then the 

self is the integral of that model over time, producing an independent, long-term 

predictive model. It is a prediction of how we typically run active inference. Our self-

image can be thought of as a type of meta-consciousness—a prediction about our history 

of predictions. It generates the top-down, developmental constraint on our bottom-up 

evolutionary Do Loops. This is why meditation and presence is so valuable: we have to 

become aware of our self-image, which usually operates in the background, to be able to 
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see and evaluate the limitations and constraints that we place upon ourselves. Some of 

those limitations are neither adaptive nor evidence-based, thus it is greatly helpful to 

become aware of them. 

 

To better see and evaluate our self-image, we can apply the REOPS foresight framework 

to our own image-of-self. This framework—which includes learning, predictive 

contrasting and sentiment contrasting, is particularly helpful for seeing various aspects 

of self. It accounts for both positive priorities and visions and negative setbacks we may 

encounter in realizing them. For each of the REOPS steps, we can not only ask ourselves 

questions, we can ask others for their views, and remember what they have said in the 

past. Others will often see aspects of ourselves that we will ignore, or hide, from self-

awareness. Let’s say a bit more about that process now. 

 

1. Research. Using REOPS, the first challenge of personal foresight work is to 

research (reflect, learn) who we are today, in our unconscious and conscious 

feelings, thoughts, values, abilities, behaviors, and desires. Reflect: When did you 

last write a personal history of significant events and phases of your life to date, 

“warts and all”? It helps to look back not only at Peak Experiences, but 

important Lows as well. When doing self-research, we should note recurring 

strengths, weaknesses, passions, fears, and patterns that we find. Learning 

(hindsight and insight) can help us see our many competing and cooperating 

self-images. We should also carefully consider what others have said about us in 

the past, good and bad, and look for patterns.  

 

2. Expectations. Via reflection, we can all come to know our more stable and 

predictable personal traits, strengths, and weaknesses, feelings, thinking and 

actions. There are a growing number of quick and affordable personal 

diagnostics—including the KAI, Clifton StrengthsFinder, and the Myers-Briggs 

Type Inventory—that are worth taking to grow our insight into not only who we 

are, but who we are likely to continue to be, unless we make an effort to change 

our trajectory. Most of these diagnostics are surprisingly predictive of who we 

will be in the future, absent of extensive retraining or unusual or traumatic life 

events. We particularly recommend the Clifton StrengthsFinder diagnostic, as it 

is convergent with the Eight Skills of Adaptive Foresight, to be discussed later. 

Again, our predictable selves are often seen more accurately by loved ones, 

friends, and colleagues.  

 
3. Opportunity. Are we allowing ourselves to see a sufficiently diverse set of 

current and future positive choices and options? As the saying goes, we want to 

accentuate the positive in our thinking, feeling, and behavior and eliminate 

(reduce) the negative. Either is an opportunity for a net positive step for us in 

improving our self-image. Consider: Have you made a list of strengths you’d like 

to use more? Bad habits you’d like to reduce? Have you listened to or watched a 
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recording of yourself or evaluated your past work looking for small changes you 

might make that could have big results over a lifetime? Would you like to 

change your attitudes? Some of your beliefs? The way you talk to yourself? Are 

you sufficiently kind to yourself in your self-talk? Do you mistreat others? Are 

you arrogant? Aloof? Anxious? Too quick to blame or shame? Do you make 

yourself into a victim due to past traumas? Is there anyone or anything you need 

to forgive? Too often we artificially limit what we think we can do or be. We fail 

to see a range of small steps and paths that could take us to a very different and 

potentially better self. Thus a mild degree of unjustified optimism in our self-

image can be adaptive. Shelly Taylor’s Positive Illusions: Creative Self-Deception 

and the Healthy Mind, 1991, offers many examples of the right degree of 

“aspirational” self-deceptions. When we imagine ourselves as just a bit stronger 

or a bit more capable than we truly are, we are using strategic optimism to more 

rapidly become what we aspire to be.  Also, the more diversity in our options, 

the better we can test them against plausibility and prioritize them for value. 

But, first we have to be able to see what is possible. Being curious of others’ life 

paths, taking occasional retreats, and envisioning various scenarios and 

possibilities allow us to see our potential future selves. But, like all possibility 

foresight, our imagination can become irrelevant and unrealistic as well. To be of 

greatest value, it must converge on a decision.  

 

4. Prioritizing. Deciding on our next steps, believing in their value relative to the 

alternatives we can see, and knowing what positive actions we can realistically 

take within a specific time frame, are all critical challenges in prioritization. 

These aren’t easy to do, so we must harness strategic optimism around those 

steps—and the vision of a noticeably better future self that will result if we 

achieve them —to get us off the couch and doing the hard next thing. Just like 

stretch goals, which are achievable but hard, our best self-images are “stretch 

images”, positive views of self that we could potentially make evidence-based. If 

we run our Do Loops and fight our ASOFA fights (our next section) well, well-

chosen stretch images, and action priorities, will change our self-identities. A 

good rule of thumb with self-images, referenced in the work of psychologist 

Dilip Jeste, is that they should be validated by outcomes two out of three times 

(70% of the time) while we struggle with achieving our priorities and plans.  

 

5. Setbacks. One powerful source of motivation is creating realistic and 

preventable self-images to scare ourselves into action. This is not criticizing or 

shaming ourselves for who we are, but forcing ourselves to reflect on the long-

term consequences of things we prioritize yet fail to do. Sometimes, to do the 

hard thing, we must harness System 1’s energy (intuition, emotion) and scare 

ourselves with realistic images of failure—by comparison to our present state or 

to others (competitors, colleagues, friends, family)—as in the case that we don’t 

live our values. A clear and plausible negative vision of what may happen, 

https://www.amazon.com/Positive-Illusions-Shelley-Taylor/dp/0465060536/
https://www.amazon.com/Positive-Illusions-Shelley-Taylor/dp/0465060536/
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relative to others and within a specific time frame, can sometimes be most 

effective at inspiring us to prove this negative vision “wrong for today” (at 

least), by today’s actions and short-term outcomes. These negative self-images 

should be realistic, or only slightly exaggerated. Taken too far, they become 

anxieties and fantasies—just like being overly positive. Julie Norem’s The Positive 

Power of Negative Thinking, 2001, is an excellent guide to the use of defensive 

pessimism and negative self-images for motivation.  

 

There’s another key insight that applies to all self-image work. Each step of our REOPS 

thinking ending in an action plan and Do loops for today and tomorrow, are best done 

while imagining ourselves in the third person. Psychologists have long known that we 

give advice to others much better than we give it to ourselves. This is called Solomon’s 

Paradox, named by psychologist Igor Grossman. It happens because the parts of our 

brain that look at ourselves also make our sense of self, so they aren’t good at also giving 

advice to ourselves. But the parts of our brain that look out at others and the world have 

no such conflicting purposes. They can foresee more objectively with frameworks like 

REOPS and the Do loop.  That dispassionate, third person perspective is the one that 

works best for self-analysis and advice. 

 

Everything can start with a change in attitude and belief. As Victor Frankel reminds us 

in his transcendent Man’s Search for Meaning, 1946, about how he and others survived the 

Nazi death camps, our attitude and beliefs, and through them many aspects of our 

behavior, is fully within our control. When we focus on what we can control, judge 

ourselves by how we think, feel, and act to others and ourselves, and don’t invest emotion 

in that which we don’t control, we can survive any trauma, and thrive afterwards. Many 

of Frankel’s fellow prisoners adopted a self-image as victims, and permanently lost trust 

in the positive potentials of society as well. Those who focused on the small good things 

(small opportunities) they could do for others, even in that incredibly dehumanizing and 

horrific environment, and did not let their unchosen circumstances affect their chosen 

attitudes and beliefs, were able to see and act on opportunity for the rest of their lives.  

 

We also must be ready to see and fight self-deception. David 

Dunning’s Self-Insight: Roadblocks and Detours on the Path to Knowing 

Thyself, 2012, is a great introduction to this challenge. Dunning is the 

co-discoverer of the Dunning-Kruger effect, a classic cognitive bias 

where we mistakenly self-assess our cognitive or foresight ability as 

greater than it is and/or imagine our expertise as being wider than it 

is. Overgeneralizing our abilities or expertise can lead to particularly 

poor foresight practice, in all domains. 

 

To recap, self-identity and self-image, though largely unconscious, 

can be made conscious, and we can change both, over time, to better 

reflect who we want to be. Tools like the REOPS cycle will help us create good action 

Dunning, 2012 

 

https://www.amazon.com/Positive-Power-Negative-Thinking-Defensive-ebook/dp/B009IU4VHQ/
https://www.amazon.com/Positive-Power-Negative-Thinking-Defensive-ebook/dp/B009IU4VHQ/
https://www.psychologicalscience.org/news/were-only-human/the-paradoxical-wisdom-of-solomon.html
https://www.psychologicalscience.org/news/were-only-human/the-paradoxical-wisdom-of-solomon.html
https://smile.amazon.com/Mans-Search-Meaning-Viktor-Frankl/dp/0807014273/
https://www.amazon.com/Self-Insight-Roadblocks-Detours-Knowing-Psychology/dp/0415654173
https://www.amazon.com/Self-Insight-Roadblocks-Detours-Knowing-Psychology/dp/0415654173
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dunning%E2%80%93Kruger_effect
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plans, and the Do loop will help us turn foresight into action, and learn from that action. 

But the last step of REOPS, setbacks, lets us know that change is never easy. There are 

failures we can expect, and fights we will have to engage in every day if wish to apply 

these tools. We have identified five that seem particularly foundational. Let’s discuss 

them now. 

 

ASOFA: The Five Fights of Self-Leadership 

 

Plato and other classical Greek philosophers described a condition they called Acrasia: 

the state of acting against one’s better judgment, one’s personal foresight. All of us 

experience acrasia every day. It happens when we fail to do what we know is best, when 

we procrastinate, when we fall into addictions or distractions. It happens when we lose 

an important fight, one that we may not have realized we were even in, a fight to do 

something of value with the precious 2.5 billion heartbeats we have been given, on 

average. Clearly there are factors besides our ability to foresee and act that prevent us from 

doing what our conscious mind thinks would be best. 

 

We will now offer a simple model, the ASOFA model, for some key factors that always 

seem central to personal change. The ASOFA acronym describes five challenges, 

Awareness, Self-control, Ownership, Foresight, and Action—presented in the priority 

order, essential to establishing a successful career and a positive impact on those around 

us. These five fights are all key challenges of self-leadership. The ASOFA fights deal 

with questions like: How do we define our personal best, day by day? How do we define 

it for our team? How do we know what to spend our time on, and what to pay attention 

to? Our time and attention are precious assets. Spend them poorly, then opportunities 

will be lost. Spend them well, and we will grow and thrive. 

Each of these five fights (daily priorities) is a 

precondition, to some degree, for the ones 

that come after it. That means we can call them 

a Ladder of Self-Leadership.As we will see, 

the first three challenges: Awareness (being 

mindful, being present, learning to monitor all 

our feelings and thoughts, and those of others 

we impact); Self-control (choosing to wrestle 

with our thoughts and actions, accepting only 

those that fit our values and ideal self-image); 

and, Ownership (choosing to take 

responsibility for the outcomes we can control 

that matter to us) are all imperative prerequisites to self-management and self-

leadership, in which we wrestle with daily distractions and actively steer toward 

preferable futures, respectively. If we are not aware—of our feelings and thoughts, of 

others’ feelings and thoughts, and of our environment—we cannot exercise self-control. 

If we don’t have awareness and self-control, we can’t own (take responsibility for) key 

ASOFA: The Ladder of Self-Leadership 
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aspects of our current condition and seek better foresight and action. If we aren’t 

engaging in all three precursor fights (ASO), we will have a low motivation to prioritize 

(generate foresight about) our next actions.  

 

Our degree of ASO, then, regularly controls our foresight and action capacity. It serves 

as a precursor to everything else we do. At times we are on one rung this ladder, at others 

on a different rung, but we all dance on this ladder every day. Sometimes we are winning 

these fights, sometimes losing—but we are always in the fight, whether we recognize it 

or not. These are truly the “right fights” to be engaged in throughout our lives. Our 

minds, friends, culture, and environment will often work against us in these fights, often 

without intention. We can be winning, gaining ground with each of them, moment by 

moment, or losing ground. Choosing to care about them—and to remain aware of them 

throughout the day—is half of the battle. 

 

Our foresight must also have healthy values in order to be adaptive over the long term—

including our life and the legacy we leave for our children, family, friends, colleagues, 

and others. Using all five of the ASOFA skills well, with good values and a view not only 

to today but to the long term, is the essence of self-leadership. Strong self-leadership, in 

turn, is the gateway to leading others well.  

 

Leadership author James Scouller adopts this perspective. His Three 

Levels of Leadership, 2nd Ed., 2016, is a good brief intro to leadership. 

There exists a developmental sequence behind leadership that must 

be understood. It begins with what Scouller calls personal (self) 

leadership, followed by private leadership (often confidential, with 

direct reports, teams and organizations), and finally, public 

leadership. 

 

Let’s briefly discuss these five challenges now, to see why they 

cooperate as a formula for being personally adaptive.  

 

1. Awareness. Awareness is the first step to everything else we do. Being aware 

allows us to ask ourselves if we are in conscious attendance to our reality, or 

instead, acting based on our unconscious impulses under the control of our 

environment. Without awareness, we are blind: we can’t even see our choices 

and the paths ahead. There are many tools and strategies that will help us 

become more aware every day. Let us just recommend two books to start. The 

first is Subliminal, 2013, by Leonard Mlodinow. This helpful book may convince 

us, as it says in its subtitle, that our unconscious mind is almost always the 

dominant force controlling our behavior. But, when we become aware—even if it 

is just for a few seconds, in any context—we have the ability to change that, to 

make a conscious, deliberate decision. That conscious feeling, thinking, and 

behavior will slowly start to change our unconscious mind as well. If step one is 

Scouller, 2016 

https://www.amazon.com/Three-Levels-Leadership-2nd-2016-08-15/dp/B01MTN70EF
https://www.amazon.com/Three-Levels-Leadership-2nd-2016-08-15/dp/B01MTN70EF
https://www.amazon.com/Subliminal-Your-Unconscious-Rules-Behavior/dp/0307472256/
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recognizing the power of our unconscious, step two of this fight is cultivating 

awareness, both in short bursts (focus, meditation) and continously throughout 

our day. As Nir Eyal describes in Indistractable, 2019, the most important kind of 

awareness is recognition of one’s internal triggers, which are primarily 

emotional, not rational. Both our abilities to focus and manage our time fall 

primarily within emotional management.  

 

2. Self-Control. The next great fight is our ability to wrestle with ourselves: to 

exercise regular self-control, to choose which feelings and thoughts we want to 

allow and which we want to dismiss. Foresight becomes useful when we have 

self-control. Psychologist Walter Mischel’s The Marshmallow Test, 2015, explores 

the implications of the Stanford marshmallow experiment, which he designed. In 

that famous experiment, young children who were able to wait just 15 minutes 

for more rewards (an extra marshmallow, in this case) had far better life 

outcomes in their subsequent decades—as measured by SAT scores (nearly 200 

points higher, on average, than the most impulsive group of children), 

educational attainment, salary level, body mass index, and several other factors. 

The most life-successful children had a self-image as someone who could resist 

short-term pleasures to achieve even greater longer-term pleasures (gains). Said 

another way, they had the emotional intelligence (self-control) to be able to 

withstand short-term discomfort (pain) for long-term gain (pleasure)—i.e., 

sacrifice fo the future. This test is controversial, as the original study did not 

adequately correct for differences in socioeconomic status, which some propose 

explain the majority of effects. However, it has also been partially replicated in 

Mexico and other non-US countries. In our view, our emotional, mental, and 

behavioral capacities for self-control—whether enabled by more predictable 

and involved parenting (itself aided by adequate parental wealth and time), or 

by other intrinsic or extrinsic causes—are still the next pivotal fight for personal 

effectiveness, beyond self-awareness itself. 

 

Bradberry and Greave’s Emotional Intelligence 2.0, 2009, gives a great overview of 

our emotional awareness and self-regulation capacities. Emotional intelligence 

matters more than analytical intelligence for developing lifetime career success. 

Fortunately, there is significant evidence that emotional self-control is a trainable 

skill. Angela Duckworth’s Grit: The Power of Passion and Perseverance, 2016, drills 

into the challenges of self-control, focusing on emotional engagement (passion, 

pleasure management) and willingness to overcome adversity (perseverance, 

pain management) as two key measures of self-control that greatly improve life 

performance. We want to hire people with grit, aka perseverance, “stick-to-it-

iveness,” or what the Finnish call sisu, as that characteristic alone will usually be 

more important than specialized talent in job performance. Charles Duhigg’s 

excellent The Power of Habit, 2012, will help us adopt habits that support our 

emotional and rational self-control. Better feeling and thinking begins as 

https://www.amazon.com/Indistractable-Control-Your-Attention-Choose/dp/194883653X/
https://www.amazon.com/Marshmallow-Test-Self-Control-Engine-Success/dp/0316230863/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stanford_marshmallow_experiment
https://www.amazon.com/Brilliance-Audio-Emotional-Intelligence-2-0/dp/B003MSCSD4/
https://www.amazon.com/Grit-Passion-Perseverance-Angela-Duckworth/dp/1501111108/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sisu
https://www.amazon.com/Power-Habit-What-Life-Business-ebook/dp/B0055PGUYU/
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routines that we must consciously plan. Over time they become unconscious, a 

true habit. Our routines and habits can either aid or reduce our self-control. 

 

3. Ownership. Our next major fight involves deciding to own, or take personal 

responsibility for seeing and measuring the outcomes we believe we can control, 

and which appear to be relevant to our goals. This ownership begins with our 

emotions, thoughts, and attitude—as immediate outcomes of our mind—but, 

extends to all the relevant behaviors and results that are important and 

influential. We can’t always own the outcomes in our lives, since many are 

beyond our control. But, we can control the effort we put in to ensuring good 

outcomes. We can take responsibility for the various inputs to our outcomes and 

focus on making those inputs the best we can. Ownership begins with choosing 

what psychologist Carol Dweck, in her classic book, Mindset: The New Psychology 

of Success, 2007 calls a growth mindset. We should not measure and judge our 

foresight and actions by where we are relative to others (a static or comparative 

mindset), but instead by our net change every day: our Delta. In other words, we 

ought to measure not only how much effort we are exerting every day toward 

our goal, but also the quality of that work and whether our delta is moving us in 

a positive direction.  

 

John’s current favorite book on self-ownership is Tony Robbin’s classic, Awaken 

the Giant Within, 1992. As Robbins says in this book, we are all either growing or 

dying, every minute of the day. Both life and death are equally critical to healthy 

networks. Life, as a network, continuously does both. There is no stasis—that is 

an illusion. There is only dynamic balance between the parts of us that are 

growing and the parts that are dying, every single day. We must acknowledge 

these important questions: Are we choosing the right deltas, and are we making 

a serious effort toward them? Moreover, are we nurturing the good in our lives 

and eliminating the bad? How much responsibility do we take for the life 

outcomes that we can control? Also helpful are Nathaniel Branden’s Taking 

Responsibility: Self Reliance and the Accountable Life, 1997, and The Six Pillars of Self-

Esteem ,1994. David Bahnsen’s Crisis of Responsibility, 2018, is a shrewd 

indictment of affluent Western culture—in which the avoidance of self-

challenge is normal, and the blaming others encouraged, rather than taking 

responsibility for ourselves and our outcomes. Willink and Babin’s Extreme 

Ownership, 2017, is also a fine account of Navy Seal philosophy, reflective of the 

organization as a whole. In general, our Special Forces offer examples of a strong 

culture of self-responsibility in the US military. There is much to emulate within 

these books. 

 

4. Foresight Skills. The essence of this fight is the Learn and Foresee steps of the 

Do Loop, and applying frameworks like the LAIS Foresight Skills or the REOPS 

steps to look ahead. We must Learn the relevant Past and Present, and Foresee 

https://smile.amazon.com/Mindset-Psychology-Carol-S-Dweck/dp/0345472322/
https://smile.amazon.com/Mindset-Psychology-Carol-S-Dweck/dp/0345472322/
https://www.amazon.com/Awaken-Giant-Within-Immediate-Emotional/dp/0671791540/
https://www.amazon.com/Awaken-Giant-Within-Immediate-Emotional/dp/0671791540/
https://www.amazon.com/Taking-Responsibility-Self-Reliance-Accountable-Life/dp/0684832488/
https://www.amazon.com/Taking-Responsibility-Self-Reliance-Accountable-Life/dp/0684832488/
https://www.amazon.com/Six-Pillars-Self-Esteem-Definitive-Leading/dp/0553374397
https://www.amazon.com/Six-Pillars-Self-Esteem-Definitive-Leading/dp/0553374397
https://www.amazon.com/Crisis-Responsibility-Cultural-Addiction-Blame/dp/1682616258/
https://www.amazon.com/Extreme-Ownership-U-S-Navy-SEALs/dp/1250183863/
https://www.amazon.com/Extreme-Ownership-U-S-Navy-SEALs/dp/1250183863/
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our future as clearly as possible. At first, using System 1, we will tend to think 

emotionally, through positive and negative sentiment—as we will describe later 

in this chapter. Second, using System 2, we will think deliberately, evaluating 

probabilities and possibilities, and reevaluting our intuition in the light of 

models and evidence. This System 2 thinking should give us not only priorities, 

but tasks (next actions) that our personal strategies tell us to do. It can be a 

mental challenge to schedule the most important time boxes for tomorrow the 

night before. It can be another to manage and prioritize a task list between our 

time boxes. If we are conscious and self-controlled, we may reprioritize and 

reschedule several times a day, taking actions as conditions change.  

 

Gaining great personal foresight alone is never enough to be adaptive. We will 

often fail to apply that foresight when it counts. Do Loops, with honest feedback, 

are a minimum viable model of self-leadership, in our view. We need effective 

learning, foreseeing, doing, and reviewing—in an iterative cycle—to generate 

lasting life change. This foresight-action cycle can prompt us into better practices 

of feeling and thinking and help us reinforce those ways until they become our 

new unconscious scripts and habits. As we will now see, starting with conscious 

awareness, realizing we have intrinsic worth as human beings, having the 

courage to see ourselves as we presently are, facing and reinterpreting pain as 

growth, always seem to be crucial steps involved in this cycle. 

 

5. Action Skills. The two steps of Action and Review in our Do loop, and in more 

detail, the Four EIRR Action Skills, are the last fight of self-leadership. The more 

often we prioritize, schedule, act, and review our actions, the better we get at 

running our foresight-action cycle. To know if we are on target, or need to 

readjust, we must Execute well and often, in incremental, achievable steps, 

Influence others who can help or hinder us, Relate to all of the stakeholders in a 

positive, sustaining way, and act to Review (measure, collect feedback on) our 

actions. These action skills often require a different mindset from our foresight 

skills, but they are just as important. Some of us may be more of thinkers than 

actors today, but that can change. All four of the action skills are trainable. We 

simply have to care enough to prioritize this final fight. 

 

Books like management guru Peter Drucker’s Managing Oneself, 2005, and Nir Eyal’s 

Indistractable, 2019, are two that we have found valuable in exploring the five fights. 

Drucker’s takes a more long-term foresight perspective, while Eyal’s focuses more on 

current foresight (looking ahead over the next several minutes and hours)—a topic we 

will describe in the next section.  

 

https://www.amazon.com/Managing-Oneself-Peter-Ferdinand-Drucker/dp/1633694836/
https://www.amazon.com/Indistractable-Control-Your-Attention-Choose/dp/194883653X/
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The slide below summarizes the ASOFA Priorities: 

 

To help us recall the ASOFA priorities, we can also summarize them in one graphic:  

The ASOFA Pyramid and Cycle 
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Like the Foresight Triad, we can think of this image as one of the “pyramids” of life, the 

factors that offer greatest control over our ability to foresee and act. This ASOFA 

Pyramid has three zones: the first zone is our Mind, or mental state. The second zone is 

our Foresight capacity. The third is our Action capacity. All three work together. This 

pyramid is another way to depict our personal Do Loop—our learn-forsee-act-review 

(LFAR) loop, or foresight-action cycle. Our Do loops are central to life, and we run them 

faster or slower, depending on context. 

 

Finally, keep in mind that for both personal and organizational foresight, learning 

requires understanding our purpose and values. We must discover what values are most 

important in each context. That is the greatest way to simplify our decisions, and know 

our priorities, so we can do the “First Things First”—as performance guru Stephen 

Covey explores in his book of that title.  

 

For personal and organizational action, successful execution critically depends on focus, 

and on following our strategic plans, which will frequently need to be revised when they 

are tested by reality. We also need to find and protect flow (i.e., undistracted work in 

which we succeed twice for every failure) and, where possible, do one thing at a time. 

Individuals and organizations also benefit greatly from measuring performance, seeking 

healthy competition and challenge, and discovering their limits. The only way to find 

those limits is to occasionally face them, fail, and continue searching. 

 

So, fight these five fights well, friend. It is an unproductive trap to worry about the things 

we can’t control, or our status relative to others. Instead, let’s adopt a growth mindset, 

focus on our daily deltas, and disregard our specific circumstances and our positions 

relative to others—as both are mental traps. If we strive to do our best with the ASOFA 

priorities every day, we will sleep well no matter our status or conditions in life. ASOFA 

tells us that self-awareness, a willingness to struggle, and commitment to outcomes and 

Do Loops (foresight-action cycles) are the key ingredients of personal success.  

 

Foresight Horizons:  Today’s, Short, Medium and Long-Term Foresight  

 

As we introduced in Chapter 1, future thinking and feeling beyond the Present can be 

divided into four foresight horizons:  

 

1. Today’s Foresight   (Now to End-of-Day) 

2. Short-term Foresight  (the “T’s”: Tomorrow to the next Three months)  

3. Mid-term Foresight  (the “4’s”: the next Quarter (Season) to next 4 years) 

4. Long-term Foresight  (>4 years, a decade, a generation (~25 yrs) and beyond) 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stephen_Covey
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The challenges of looking to the future (learning, anticipation, innovation, and strategy), 

exploring ADOR, and acting or fail to act are subtly different in each of these three 

horizons. As a general rule: 

 

 Today’s foresight demands a strong emotional and intellectual focus on both 

“the present” and the “near next,” prioritization and reprioritization, mental and 

written tasking, the ability to focus, to achieve flow, to break out of flow, and to 

actively manage our local environment; 

 Short-term foresight requires more extensive scheduling, list-making, priority 

setting, even more consistent focus and work habits, and more complex but less 

continuous self-, other- and environment management; 

 Mid-term foresight requires all of these things, even better self and organization 

management, emerging issues scanning, and attention to mid-term business 

cycles, trends, and environmental conditions. 

 Long-term foresight requires less of these skills and is more dependent on 

worldview, macro-thinking, model building, trend following, and analysis of 

actors and forces in the larger environment. 

 

It is a pivotal thesis of the Guide that engaging in today’s foresight—everything that 

happens now to end-of-day—and personal foresight—our own and our teams’ foresight 

habits—is the fastest way to improve at short-term foresight (managing tomorrow to the 

next three months). Likewise, the skills we gain in short-term foresight will prepare us 

for the bulk of mid-term foresight, most of which involves improving our’s and our 

team’s Do Loop and avoiding environmental distractions.  

 

One very effective area of short-term foresight involves end-of-day routines and habits. 

Good routines include journaling throughout the day, reviewing our day at the end of 

day, and setting priorities, plans, and schedules for the next day. It takes mental effort 

at the end of day to review our day and plan ahead. We may want to tie this habit to a 

particular time and place, such as twenty minutes just after dinner. If we suspend the 

urge to be self-critical during this review—simply looking with curiosity at the day just 

past, and noting both successes and failures—we can start to see exciting new 

opportunities for tomorrow, and visualize tomorrow clearly in the process. After we’ve 

mentally contrasted tomorrow’s opportunities with potential setbacks, we can make 

even better next-day plans and go to sleep grateful for our experiences without stress, 

knowing we’ve done our best. 

 

One particularly powerful short-term foresight tool is dreamsolving: giving our minds a 

future problem to think about before we go to sleep or after waking in the early morning, 

while only partly awake (in a lucid dreaming state) and lying in bed. The psychologist 

Dierdre Barrett has extensively studied problem-solving during dreaming, and she finds 

it works for wide variety of problems, from technical to artistic. If we are willing to do 

https://www.livescience.com/8373-dream-real-reasons-revealed.html
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this, we may find that numerous otherwise vexing problems can be at least partly solved 

during the night, in the early morning, or while we are in a morning shower. If we 

empower our unconscious or slightly conscious mind to work on a problem, it will often 

deliver a good next step in our solution. By focusing on problems that are relevant to the 

next day, we can even get the satisfaction of putting our next step into immediate action, 

in a rapid Do Loop, and get a chance to immediately fail and learn, or succeed. 

 

Consider that the first three foresight horizons are where our greatest economic and 

professional value typically lies. Our jobs may require us to be good at long-term 

foresight, but we can often find this expertise in professional and diverse communities 

engaged in constant critique and feedback. Today’s short-term and most mid-term 

foresight are most centrally our personal responsibilities, regardless of our job. 

 

Long-term foresight is a different animal from the other three. We can become good at 

most long-term foresight and at a minority of mid-term foresight without being good at 

either today’s or short-term foresight. The more we develop our worldview, knowledge 

of history, science, intelligence, and understanding macro-dynamics; the more we 

practice alternative futuring (possibility exploration) and long-term visioning, 

facilitation, and strategic analysis; and, the higher the quality and diversity of feedback 

we receive on that work, the better we will become at long-term foresight.  

 

Our long-term foresight abilities also help us to some degree with the foresight skills 

needed in mid-term foresight, but not so much with the action skills. Instead, our abilities 

with Eight Skills are built from the other end of the spectrum, using feedback, and ideally 

starting with today’s foresight. So, the fastest way to improve at three of the four 

horizons, the three that are the highest value in most contexts, is to work hardest on 

how we think about and spend our next few minutes and hours. Doing so will reap 

immediate benefits. It will change the nature and results of our day. 

 

In practicing Today’s foresight, let us ask ourselves a few questions: 

 

 Do we typically forget to start our day with the Learn step of the Do Loop, by 

reviewing our Past and Present to see what needs doing today? 

 In the Foresee step, do we forget to previsualize our day? To make a priority 

list, starting with those actions that will unblock our highest priorities? 

 Do we forget to use mental contrasting and GRASP thinking (a personal 

version of the REOPS steps, described later in this chapter)? 

 Do we commonly lose sight of what we intended to do during the day? Do we 

forget to re-center ourselves on now (being mindful) during the day? 

 Do we regularly run over our estimated time in doing things?  

 Do we regularly put off things simply because they make us uncomfortable? 
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 Do we track what we Do each day, along with our plans? 

 Do we Review what we did and did not accomplish, ask others for feedback, and 

reward ourselves for conducting a review? 

 Do we forget to reward ourselves for doing what we set out to do? 

 

Appendix 1 (Personal and Team Foresight Assessment), offers some exercises to 

strengthen today’s foresight. Books like: Nir Eyal’s Indistractable: How to Control Your 

Attention and Choose Your Life, 2019, on focus, mindfulness, choosing our highest 

priorities, and doing what we say we will do in the short term (self-prediction and self-

pacts); Stephen Covey’s First Things First, 1996, on priority management, Dan Goleman’s 

Emotional Intelligence, 1995, on emotional self-management; James Clear’s Atomic Habits, 

2018, on good habit building and bad habit breaking; Kotler and Wheal’s Stealing Fire, on 

maintaining flow states; Cal Newport’s Deep Work, 2016, and Digital Minimalism, 2019, on 

skill mastery and focus; David Allen’s Getting Things Done, 2015, on productivity 

management; Stulberg and Magness’ Peak Performance, 2017; and Meera Lee Patel’s 

lovely Start Where You Are, 2015, on mindfulness, self-discovery and life visioning, can all 

help us with these challenges. 

 

When we mindfully practice today’s foresight, our feedback cycle runs the fastest. If we 

are willing to collect feedback and reflect on our performance, both of which can 

become cognitive and emotional habits, we can rapidly improve in our predictive 

accuracy (evaluating our abilities against other conditions) and our general performance. 

With today’s foresight, we learn fastest from our mistakes. We don’t need to rely on 

others for feedback, as we do with some mid-term and all long-term foresight. We can 

instead rely on our results, or lack of them. Those results will tell us, every hour, if we’ve 

done what we intended to, or how and why we have fallen short.  

 

When we become aware of our own performance, minute by minute and hour by hour, 

we can easily see the internal and external triggers that distracted us, and work to fix 

them. We learn to fight the emotional and mental battles that prevent us from reaching 

our dreams. Internal triggers and emotional battles tend to be the most important blocks 

to today’s foresight, for most of us. Mindfulness, and practice of the habits in the books 

above, are the essential cures. 

 

We grow today’s foresight the fastest by watching the time (being mentally both in the 

Now and the Near Next), by sentiment contrasting with if-then planning, by scheduling 

our important time boxes, by creating daily task lists, and by reprioritizing as conditions 

change. We can and should start with optimism in today’s foresight. We can treat each 

day as a new day, and we should start each time box with the confidence that we will 

meet or exceed our plans for what we can accomplish in that time. If we don’t have an 

optimistic vision for what we will get done in each time box, we are far less likely to 

https://www.amazon.com/Indistractable-Control-Your-Attention-Choose/dp/194883653X/
https://www.amazon.com/Indistractable-Control-Your-Attention-Choose/dp/194883653X/
https://www.amazon.com/First-Things-Stephen-R-Covey/dp/0684802031/
https://www.amazon.com/Emotional-Intelligence-Matter-More-Than/dp/055338371X/
https://www.amazon.com/Atomic-Habits-Proven-Build-Break/dp/0735211299/
https://www.amazon.com/Stealing-Fire-Maverick-Scientists-Revolutionizing/dp/0062429663
https://www.amazon.com/Deep-Work-Focused-Success-Distracted/dp/1455586692/
https://www.amazon.com/Digital-Minimalism-Choosing-Focused-Noisy/dp/0525536515/
https://www.amazon.com/Getting-Things-Done-Stress-Free-Productivity/dp/0143126563/
https://www.amazon.com/Peak-Performance-Elevate-Burnout-Science/dp/162336793X/
https://www.amazon.com/dp/0399174826
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make positive change in that time. When we review against our plan at the end of each 

box, our predictions and confidence in our ability to predict get better and better. 

 

Which of these four horizons do we personally use the most of today? Many of us prefer 

to use one or two of these horizons, and we tend to neglect one or two of the others, to 

our detriment. A challenge for each of us is to use all four horizons regularly for 

ourselves and our teams and, furthermore, to recognize when we’ve done enough 

thinking in each—when it’s time to shift to another horizon or to engage in action. 

 

The classic “absent minded” professor, scholar, leader, or visionary, being good at 

learning, macrotrends, and model thinking, may be good at long-term foresight, based 

on feedback from colleagues, but quite poor at today’s, short- and mid-term foresight. 

That person may do a very poor job at saving or planning for the future, or advising 

organizations on mid-term strategy. The operations manager may be excellent at today’s 

and short-term foresight, but poor at mid- and long-term planning and action. They may 

be the wrong person to lead a strategy team or do a competitive analysis. The corporate 

strategist, campaign manager or fundraiser might be great at mid-term foresight, but 

poor at organizing their daily life, or at thinking past the next election cycle or board 

meeting. But regardless of our natural preferences, great leaders and self-leaders must 

learn to use all four horizons well, as the context demands. 

 

As we proposed in Chapter 1, we think a typical adaptive ratio for Today’s to Short-

Term to Mid-Term to Long-Term foresight thinking might be something like 55:25:15:5, 

in a kind of Power Law for Future Thinking. This Power Law is an attempt to formalize 

the common sense notion that in most contexts, there is a sharply declining value in 

thinking further ahead. As the 95/5 Rule describes in Book 2, while our 5% of 

developmental futures remain predictable and may even converge to greater 

predictability over time, our 95% of evolutionary futures, options, and uncertainties 

result in combinatorial explosions with the further out we look.  

 

Our claim that future thinking follows a power law in relation to the time horizon, and 

the ratio of 55:25:15:5 in thinking frequency, is not evidence-based at present. It is just an 

intuitive model we offer in this Guide, a complex systems hypothesis that deserves to be 

tested in experimental psychology. If such a theoretical or empirical model does already 

exist, please feel free to let us know so that we may reference it here. 

 

Several productivity consultants propose that self-leaders should try to spend ten hours 

a week thinking approximately a month or more into the future12,13. If we apply this 

power law, we may conclude that if we wish to think well a month or more ahead, it is 

most efficient for us to first master thinking about the rest of today (today’s foresight)—

as well as tomorrow, the rest of the week, and the next few weeks (short-term 

                                                 
12 Michael Simmons, Why Successful People Spend 10 Hours a Week on “Compound Time,” Medium, 2017. 
13 Brian Scudamore, Why Successful People Spend 10 Hours a Week Just Thinking, Inc., 2016. 

https://medium.com/accelerated-intelligence/why-successful-people-spend-10-hours-a-week-on-compound-time-79d64d8132a8
https://www.inc.com/empact/why-successful-people-spend-10-hours-a-week-just-thinking.html
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foresight)—to step our way, loop-by-loop, to that month-long (at minimum) goal. The 

continual feedback we will get with the shorter Do Loops, if we run them well, seems to 

us to be the fastest, most powerful way to improve our general foresight capacity. 

 

If the MindTime folks are right that 33% Past, Present, and Future is a population average 

for time orientation thinking—and if we assume that we spend 50% of our 16 hours of 

awake time doing foresight, and 50% acting and processing feedback, which also seems 

a good rough guess—this means we typically spend 8 hours/day 0.33 x 7 days = 19 hours 

a week thinking about the future. The Power Law for Foresight Thinking would further 

break this timeframe down: 

 

12 hours a week thinking about what we are going to do in the next few seconds, 

minutes, and hours, until the end of each day (Today’s foresight).  

3.7 hours a week thinking about tomorrow to the next three months.  

1.8 hours a week thinking about the next quarter to the next four years. 

55 minutes a week thinking about the longest range futures for ourselves, our 

teams, our societies, and our natural environment.  

 

In this analysis, the productivity consultants’ recommendation—that leaders should aim 

do to do ten hours a week of thinking a month or more ahead, which would be roughly 

twice the above proposed population average—seems like a worthy goal. On average, if 

we do roughly twice as much future-thinking as the general population, that should aid 

us at becoming better leaders—without neglecting past and present, the realm of action. 

Spend too much time in the future, and we become daydreamers, not leaders.  

 

Unfortunately, in a 2017 study, The American Future Gap, IFTF found that Americans 

are typically much more in a state of future neglect than of future daydreaming. In this 

study, only sixty percent of Americans said they thought about the short-term future “at 

least once a day.” That is far less than the 32 minutes per day (3.7 hours week/7), done in 

seconds or minutes at a time, that our Power Law model suggests is a decent average 

time-investment for doing short-term REOPS thinking—and, especially the 64 minutes 

per day that leaders might aim for if they wanted to be twice the population average. 

  

In the same study, only twenty-six percent of Americans self-identified as thinking one 

or a few years out (mid-term foresight) once a day. Thirty-six percent of Americans rarely 

think ten or more years into the future. Aging further reduces mid- and long-term future 

thinking; however, interestingly, a brush with mortality, or the contemplation of 

mortality, can greatly expand it.14  

 

                                                 
14 Jean Hagen, Survey Finds Majority of Americans Don’t Think about the [Mid- & Long-Term] Future, IFTF Blog, 2017. 

https://www.iftf.org/future-now/article-detail/survey-finds-majority-of-americans-dont-think-about-the-future/
http://www.iftf.org/future-now/article-detail/survey-finds-majority-of-americans-dont-think-about-the-future/
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Unfortunately, even when our jobs require mid-term or long-term foresight work, we 

may fail to spend the necessary time. The faster the world gets, the more excessively 

short-term focused we become. One of the common complaints about the Centennials 

(Generation “Z”) is that they are “presentists,” with little sense of history or the long-

term future. The more things are happening today, the harder we must strive to get 

outside of the now and see the relevant Past, Present, and Future. 

 

There may be a Power Law for the Six Domains of Foresight, as well—since, for the 

majority of us, it seems most adaptive to think about Self (Personal) foresight, followed 

by Team foresight, then Organizational foresight, etc. Personal long-term foresight 

involves many topics fundamental to lifespan success, including careers, saving, 

investments, health, mentoring, community, and other major life choices.  

 

Two hours per week exploring distant, long-term futures—most of that time spent on 

Personal and Organizational futures, with perhaps forty minutes of it spent on Societal, 

Global, and Universal futures—seems appropriate for the average responsible, self-

leading parent and citizen today. We of course spend more time than this in our youth 

while we are building our worldviews. But, once we have them, these numbers seem 

about right, as they give us ample time for action and potential progress. 

 

As adults with well-developed worldviews, do we typically spend more than two hours 

per week contemplating political or philosophical long-range futures thinking, media 

consuming, or discussions, or less? If, personally, we spend more than this, how do we 

determine when we are wasting time we could be dedicating to more effective shorter-

term foresight, and to family, career, or action instead? Such questions are always worth 

asking ourselves. 

 

We can be very impactful thinking an hour or two every week about the long-term future 

of our families, our firms, our societies, our planet, and of the universe. But, most of that 

should be focused on our span of greatest control. We make progress step by step, with 

a lot of focus on relevant past and present, and with most of our future focus being 

today’s future. If we want to reduce unnecessary consumption and limit environmental 

damage over the longer term, most of our focus should be on what we and others can do 

today, and our next best priorities, plans, and steps. 

 

Remember that it serves our DROA, media, and security biases to peddle fear and 

uncertainty about big picture topics. But, as we’ll describe in BPF, our societies seem to 

be very well adapted, as massively parallel complex systems, to promote and preserve 

accelerating complexity, security, and diversity—for the network as a whole. 

 

It is our view that we should instead spend most of our effort future-thinking: accepting 

responsibility for our own lives, finding better ways of helping each other, improving 

the empathy and ethics in organizations, and fixing the problems of progress that are 
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within our circle of influence. It is much easier, and more straightforward, to influence 

ourselves and our organizations, than to command our societies or global civilization. 

 

We want to “think globally, but act locally” to improve conditions on our societies. What 

this means in practice is that most of our future thinking actually needs to focus on our 

and our organizations activities. We should fight social injustice, but also focus most of 

our energy on our own deltas—not on how much or how fast societies change to meet 

our vision. This is the growth mindset. 

 

Take this chance to evaluate your own tendencies of foresight: Do you dedicate at least 

two hours a week to long-term, Big Picture thinking? Is at least an hour of that time 

focused on Personal and Organizational futures? If not, your longer-term vision, strategy, 

goals, priorities, and actions may suffer.  

 

To get more of all three types of foresight, helpful habits include: bullet journaling, list 

making and reviewing, reading, one-on-one or small group conversations (especially, 

sharing challenges), and regular walks, hikes, trips, retreats, or vacations. These can help 

mature our thinking to include bigger picture, longer-term perspectives.  

 

More strategies for managing these four time horizons, and some self-assessment 

questions on them, can be found in Appendix 1. We encourage working through the 

questions there and hope that they are helpful for building a long-lasting career. 

 

Mastering Today’s Foresight: The Gateway to Better Future Thinking 

 

Many of us don’t recognize Today’s foresight as the most effective gateway to better 

future thinking. We think that people who are good at planning their next few hours are 

somehow different from people who are good at long-term forecasting. That is a 

falsehood. Do loops are a fundamental process we can apply on any time horizon.  

 

Consider that it is always easiest to improve our next few minutes and hours. We can 

change our attitude, we can look at our schedules and task lists, we can take deep breaths 

and re-center ourselves, we can ask ourselves what is the most important next action, we 

can engage in if-then thinking, we can imagine ourselves overcoming an obstacle just 

minutes ahead of where we are right now.  

 

The Power Law of Future Thinking tells us that the next few minutes and hours are 

where the great majority of our future thinking naturally occurs. Our top challenge is 

making Today’s foresight more conscious, when and where it matters. As we gain 

mastery in Today’s foresight, we are motivated to improve our foresight in longer 

horizons. Over time, we learn to organize and improve the quality of our future thinking 

in all four horizons, so we can do less of it, and get back more time and energy to for our 

Present actions. More on that shortly. 
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It is hard to assess our ratios of Past, Present, or Future thinking or feeling. We constantly 

jump between these time orientations, sometimes with each successive thought. At the 

same time, we each have “temporal preferences”. It can be helpful to rank our Past, 

Present, and Future thinking, in various contexts. MindTime’s free 18-question survey 

can help us figure out our rough order of these three orientations over a typical day. 

 

Consider that we may sometimes overuse our primary time preferences, and underuse 

our tertiary time preferences. Remember also that our time preferences correlate 

strongly with our preferences in the Four Ps. Past thinkers often prefer Probability 

thinking, Future thinkers Possibility thinking, and Present thinkers Preference and 

Prevention thinking. This correlation helps us understand the most fundamental roles of 

past, present, and future in foresight production. 

 

Being aware of our time and Four Ps preferences of thinking will start us on the ASOFA 

ladder toward using them more effectively. MindTime has found that three of the Big 

Five personality traits correlate with temporal preferences. They claim that people who 

are more Open are more Future-oriented, those more Conscientious are more Present-

oriented, and those more Introspective are more Past-oriented (this last correlation is 

weakest, we bet). Age and experience also tend to make us more Past-oriented (probably 

because we have more past to think about). Likewise, our peers, culture, and career can 

all exert strong temporal biases. 

 

Ideally, our temporal preferences fit our profession. If they don’t, we may need to change 

our job description or recruit team members with the temporal thinking preferences we 

need. Everyone knows someone who spends too much time for their own good either 

ruminating on the past, focusing only on what is in front of their nose, or daydreaming 

about the future. These three orientations must be continually rebalanced with feedback 

to be adaptive.  

 

Moreover, we all should realize the declining returns of each thinking orientation, when 

we’ve spent too long in it, so we can shift consciously to another orientation at the right 

time, and for the right length of time. When we think our teams are being too Past, 

Present, or Future focused, we must also notice this, and ask a question, offer an option, 

or otherwise attempt to challenge or shift the team’s orientation as needed. 

 

In the mindfulness hypothesis, we are asked to “Be Here Now” as much as possible. In 

this view, when we think of either the Past or the Future we should strive to better 

organize and prioritize that thinking, so we can rapidly return to the Present, the realm 

of self- and other-awareness, action, outcomes, and results.  

 

We may not be able to spend the majority of our time in the Present, depending on our 

context. But, we can always frequently return to the Present throughout our day. Our 

https://www.mindtime.com/
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challenge is to do enough Past and Future thinking to improve our Present, but to not do 

so much of either that it saps our time and energy for action, here and now. 

 

If our jobs require us to anticipate, plan for, or imagine the future, we might want a Future-

first ratio during our work time. Alternatively, if our jobs require us to apply, discover, 

or look back at the past, we might want a Past-first ratio in our work time. But, even in 

such cases, the largest our three thinking categories (at least by a small margin), most 

days of our life, should probably be the Present.  

 

There are some arguments and tentative evidence for this claim. Let us simply cite two 

for consideration: 

 

 Being Present is well-correlated with both mental health and productivity. Just 

twenty minutes of mindfulness or meditation exercises a day have been 

clinically shown to improve ADHD, anxiety, depression, manias, PTSD, and 

other mental afflictions. Mindfulness practices, especially when done throughout 

the workday, have also improved performance in a number of studies.15 Mark 

Williams et al’s Mindfulness, 2012, includes cognitive self-therapy that can help 

us be more Present for longer periods during each day.  

 

 Being Present centers us on awareness of our environment. It prioritizes the 

values of empathy and ethics, and our emotional, social and collective 

intelligence. We’ll talk about connectedness (via ethics and empathy) as the top 

goal of adaptive collectives in BPF. Being Present includes both self-awareness 

(introspection) and other-awareness (extrospection), one key to emotional 

intelligence. Second, consciousness studies show that we are typically only fully 

Present for minutes out of a typical day. The rest of the time we spend in the 

Present state is often a low-level (unconscious) awareness. We could call that 

being present with a lower case “p,” not being Present.  

 

One challenge to being Present-first, in addition to the challenge of being conscious, is 

that we will need to jump into Today’s foresight often during the day. We do that when 

we previsualize and use GRASP thinking. A practical book on previsualizing 

impending tasks, while returning rapidly to the Present, is Bill Bodri’s Visualization 

Power, 2017. Bodri discusses both the benefits and the traps of visualization.  

 

We want to keep our visualizations quick, not overly detailed, so we don’t get caught 

daydreaming—yet we may need to update our visualizations during the day. GRASP 

visualizations will include what success looks and feels like, and obstacles we may have 

to overcome, without obsessing on either. When we end with an if-then plan. Ideally, 

                                                 
15 Mark Williams, Mindfulness, 2012. 

https://www.amazon.com/Mindfulness-Eight-Week-Finding-Peace-Frantic/dp/1427217165
https://smile.amazon.com/Visualization-Power-Scientists-Inventors-Businessmen/dp/0998076430/
https://smile.amazon.com/Visualization-Power-Scientists-Inventors-Businessmen/dp/0998076430/
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1609618955
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our plan will include an anticipated (predicted) outcome, and we can measure our 

foresight and action against that outcome in the review step of our Do Loop. 

 

Another caveat is that we should strive to achieve flow states during our day, when we 

are focused on accomplishing a task, in work or personal life. Flow is a kind of “process 

meditation,” in which our work is just difficult enough for us to make visible progress, 

and not so simple that we get bored, or so complex that we get discouraged. In flow we 

are both immersed in our work (which may be Past, Present, or Future oriented) and 

consciously aware of our present state. There’s much more to life than work, but a well-

organized and prioritized life has lots of tasks, all requiring Present attention to our 

current rates of progress, or lack of it, and an ability to shift strategies as needed.  

 

When we are in flow, we are attentive to the current task, and failing or struggling 

roughly one time out of every three or four thoughts or actions relative to the task. Flow 

is one of the most productive and satisfying mental states we can presently achieve. Some 

think it involves a loss of time awareness, but in reality, in productive flow states we 

maintain an awareness of time, and of the upcoming end of time available for any task. 

A good book on flow is Kotler and Wheal’s, Stealing Fire, 2017. 

 

Again, take a moment to reflect: Does a strong focus on the Present fit with your current 

experience? Do you find yourself regularly thinking ahead? If so, how far out do you 

like to think? The next few seconds? The next few minutes? The next hour or two? Today’s 

foresight is fertile ground for improving our general foresight capacity.  

 

To sum up, we believe that on average, we should still strive to be Present, watching 

ourselves and others, a large fraction of a typical day. We may not get there all the time, 

but maintaining mindfulness is an ideal of personal foresight and action. The Past and 

Future are very important for developing strategy, but the Present is where we adapt, or 

fail to adapt, with effective action.  

 

Optimism, Pessimism and Realism: Balancing Three Types of Future Feeling 

 

We’ve said that future feeling is as 

fundamental as future thinking. Yet, as Dan 

Kahneman describes in Thinking, Fast and Slow, 

2013, our System 1, our intuitive-emotional 

systems, are both faster-acting and stronger, at 

least at first. Feelings may have been the first 

form of consciousness to arise in living 

systems. Feelings are a form of self- and other-

awareness that works globally in our brain, affecting many thinking subsystems at the 

same time, and socially across many brains, spreading rapidly by many subtle forms of 

nonverbal and verbal communication.  

https://www.amazon.com/Stealing-Fire-Maverick-Scientists-Revolutionizing/dp/0062429655
https://smile.amazon.com/Thinking-Fast-Slow-Daniel-Kahneman/dp/0374533555/
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With this complexity in mind, let us now explore some of the psychology of future 

feelings, and see how it influences our thoughts and actions. 

 

As we introduced in Chapter 1, we all express future sentiment in two fundamental 

ways, as: 

 

1. Strategic Optimists (exploiting Opportunities and Advantages), and as 

2. Defensive Pessimists (protecting against Risks and Disruptions). 

  

We also blend this dyad in a third state, as:  

 

3. Realists (balancing both sentiments, seeing “both halves of the glass” no matter 

how full, and testing each sentiment with evidence and feedback). We all do 

this conscious balancing throughout the day some degree as well. 

 

Each sentiment state has its value. 

 

 Optimists can excel at foreseeing and exploiting opportunity.  

 Pessimists can excel at foreseeing and preventing disaster.  

 Realists can get more of the right things done.  

 

Effective leaders and self-leaders value and provide psychological safety for each of 

these sentiment states on their teams, and in themselves. They guard against 

overoptimism, with its delusions and groupthink, which can grow rapidly with prior 

success. They also guard against overpessimism, with its negativity and inaction 

(learned helplessness). They also avoid insufficient use of praise and criticism 

(sentiment states). We often avoid both in order not to ruffle feathers. Sadly, that 

typically results in us living with less feeling, and getting less done. 

 

Optimism, or our expectations of progress and pleasure, and pessimism or our 

expectations of regress and pain, are two key ways we express feelings about the future. 

Each of us balances optimism and pessimism differently in different contexts. In Chapter 

1, we said that DROA is a more natural order of human cognition than ADOR.  

 

First and strongest (System 1) we feel and think pessimistically, about possible 

disruption and risk, and second and weaker (System 2) we feel and think optimistically, 

about possible opportunity and advantage. An adaptive balance of optimism and 

pessimism, in our definition, is called realism. Realism is not cynicism, but a knack for 

seeing the world as it is, with all its ADOR. We need to simultaneously see both plenty 

of disruption and tons of opportunity, both big and small, to accurately perceive reality. 
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As we have said, learning to alternate between System 2 and System 1 thinking, and to 

consciously start with strategic optimism, then turn to defensive pessimism, reversing 

our unconscious bias to start with System 1 first, is key to doing sentiment contrasting, 

rather than reverse contrasting (considering negative threats first, then positive visions). 

As we will see next, psychologist Gabrielle Oettingen has shown in controlled studies 

that reverse contrasting degrades our foresight capacity by 50%. That’s a steep price to 

pay for doing things out of order. 

 

What’s more, we are learning that every complex emotion, whether it be pride, jealousy, 

gratitude, hope, joy, determination, ambition, schadenfreude, fear, despair, anxiety, 

depression, or any other, is a set of simultaneous thinking–and-feeling algorithms that 

give us different degrees and sequences of pleasure and pain, based on internal and 

external emotional and thinking triggers. Each feeling we experience has its benefits and 

drawbacks. Each can help us or hurt us, depending on how we respond. Better seeing 

and managing our emotions, both in ourselves and in groups, is one of the keys to life 

success. Dan Goleman’s Emotional Intelligence, 2005, and Social Intelligence, 2007, are both 

great guides to the basics of emotional self-management.  

 

Managing our optimism and pessimism, our future expectations of pleasure and pain, 

and learning how to better balance these two kinds of future feelings, is thus a key skill 

we must learn. Let us turn to that topic now. 

 

Dilip Jeste, professor of psychology and neuroscience at UCSD, describes four key 

types of optimism and pessimism that all foresight practitioners should recognize, in 

ourselves and others: 

 

1. Dispositional optimism and pessimism. 

How our personality (nature & nurture) guides our future expectations (positive 

or negative). 

2. Strategic optimism. 

Anticipating good outcomes when faced with potential risks and stresses. 

3. Defensive pessimism. 

Anticipating bad outcomes when faced with potential risks and stresses. 

4. Explanatory optimism and pessimism. 

The ways we explain good and bad outcomes, and our ability to influence them. 

 

An Explanatory pessimist might agree with a statement like: “if something can go wrong, 

for me, our organization, or in the world, it will.” That is not a kind of pessimism that is 

adaptive, and we want to avoid it. The older and more experienced we get, the more 

easily we remember all the things that didn’t work. If we aren’t careful, we can 

overgeneralize and not see all the accelerating adaptiveness around us. 

 

https://smile.amazon.com/Emotional-Intelligence-Matter-More-Than/dp/055338371X/
https://smile.amazon.com/Social-Intelligence-Science-Human-Relationships/dp/055338449X/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dilip_V._Jeste
https://www.advisory.com/daily-briefing/2014/08/08/optimism-v-pessimism-which-is-healthier
https://www.advisory.com/daily-briefing/2014/08/08/optimism-v-pessimism-which-is-healthier
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Defensive pessimism, aka “worrying,” in which we actively look for probable and 

plausible threats, and ways things might fail, and think about preventing them. This 

many adaptive benefits, and can be learned16. Defensive pessimism may even offer a mild 

survival advantage. A recent study found that Defensive pessimists live 10% longer than 

optimists.17 It seems that defensive pessimists take better care of themselves in general, 

including better insurance and saving, and less foolish risks in health and behavior. We 

can of course worry too much, and about improbable threats, so this inclination must be 

kept in balance with positive visions that we can see ourselves achieving, in all time 

horizons. Explanatory pessimism, the pessimism bias, occurs with those who explain 

the world, and their own condition, in a persistently negative way. Explanatory 

pessimists die earlier than average. Studies show they have greater rates of heart disease, 

inflammation, and stress.  

 

Defensive pessimists make great defensive leaders and forecasters. They are 

particularly good at foreseeing and preventing disaster. They can surface a looming 

problem and motivate a rapid response to prevent a bad situation from getting worse, 

much better than optimists or even realists. Natural pessimist leaders must also learn to 

guard against overpessimism, with its negativity, innovation stifling, and bias to 

inaction.  

 

Strategic optimism, aka “visioning,” also has many benefits, and can be learned.18 

Strategic optimism involves searching out and feeling good about specific opportunities 

and advantages we can see, and building plausible strategies to try to achieve them. But, 

we can also make too many strategies and plans for our resources and time. Our 

visioning inclination must also be kept in balance with our defensive thinking, and 

search for threats. Explanatory optimism, the optimism bias, is as toxic as explanatory 

pessimism. It is easy to let a false sense of optimism and an inflated self-confidence keep 

us from doing the difficult things we need to do to change, or to protect ourselves.  

 

Strategic optimists make great offensive leaders and innovators. They are particularly 

good at foreseeing and exploiting opportunity. They can do more, reach farther and 

experiment more, but they require “top cover” and protective teams to do so in many 

organizations. Natural optimist leaders must also learn to guard against overoptimism, 

with its egotistical delusions and groupthink, which can grow rapidly with prior 

success. 

 

Realists are good at prioritizing the right things to do, and getting more of the right 

things done. They make great general managers and doers, but must learn to guard 

against overbalancing their sentiments, by keeping them too close to a 50:50 ratio in all 

contexts. We see this tendency in some of the more mindlessly “fair and balanced” 

                                                 
16 Julie Norem, The Positive Power of Negative Thinking: Defensive Pessimism for Peak Performance, 2001. 
17 Lang et al., Forecasting Life Satisfaction Across Adulthood, Psychology and Aging 28(1)249-261, 2013. 
18 Martin Seligman, Learned Optimism, 2006.  

https://www.amazon.com/Positive-Power-Negative-Thinking/dp/0465051383/
https://www.apa.org/pubs/journals/releases/pag-28-1-249.pdf
https://www.amazon.com/Learned-Optimism-Change-Your-Mind/dp/1400078393/
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reporting, with journalists giving an equal treatment to the upsides and downsides of 

every issue, when an unbalanced and more judgmental treatment would often be more 

adaptive.  

 

In practice, our disposition determines whether we are naturally optimists, pessimists, 

or realists, on average. But, we can adaptively adjust that disposition over time, based 

on the degree to which we bring more strategic optimists and defensive pessimists into 

our lives and onto our teams, the degree to which we listen to them, and how effective 

we are at rooting out bad explanations (too optimistic or pessimistic) for the events 

around us. Whether we choose to focus our foresight on opportunities and advantage 

(strategic optimism) or potential risk and disruption (defensive pessimism) can 

determine both the models we adopt and the kinds of explanations (feelings, thinking, 

and words) we use to describe our situation, and our ability to change it.  

 

As we will see in our last section on emotional foresight, sometimes we need to be more 

pessimistic, and other times, more optimistic, choosing different sentiment ratios for 

different context. Being aware of and managing our sentiment ratios is a great first step 

to emotional awareness and adaptiveness. 

 

Let us now look now at sentiment contrasting, a particular realist planning process, to 

see how valuable a 50:50 sentiment balancing can be in creating strategy. Some folks have 

found this next topic the single most valuable section in our Guide. We hope everyone can 

find it useful and would love feedback from any of our readers. 

 

GRASP Thinking: Sentiment Contrasting for Foresight, Persistence & Results 

 

Sentiment contrasting is a specific type of realism in which we contrast our sentiment 

states back and forth between strategic optimism and defensive pessimism, to maximize 

their benefit to our forecasts, plans and actions. In studies over the last thirty years it has 

been compared to a wide variety of non-sentiment planning techniques, and to the use 

of both optimism and pessimism alone prior to making strategic plans and actions.  

 

Most of these studies have been done by one of our leading foresight 

psychologists. Gabriele Oettingen. Her trade book, Rethinking 

Positive Thinking, 2014, and in her contribution to the edited technical 

volume The Psychology of the Thinking About the Future, 2018, both 

outline her work. Oettingen began this critical work testing students 

at the U. Hamburg and NYU, and has increasingly studied the 

general populace over the last decade. 

 

Oettingen discovered that engaging positive thinking alone prior to planning saps 

motivation for doing the actions. Because they like and are good at positive future 

imagery, optimists can sometimes feel like they’ve achieved the goal, even though they 

Gabriele Oettingen 

https://www.amazon.com/Rethinking-Positive-Thinking-Science-Motivation/dp/1617230235/
https://www.amazon.com/Rethinking-Positive-Thinking-Science-Motivation/dp/1617230235/
https://www.amazon.com/Psychology-Thinking-about-Future/dp/1462534414
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haven’t even started. Negative thinking alone prior to planning has different problems, 

including the creation of less ambitious and impactful plans, and again, a reduction in 

motivation to begin any actions. The order of sentiment states prior to planning also 

matters.  

 

In a key result in controlled clinical trials, Oettingen found that reverse contrasting, or 

beginning with negative sentiment, then engaging in positive sentiment, was only half 

as effective as ADOR-style sentiment contrasting, beginning with positive visions, then 

negative ones, and then planning. In other words, giving in to DROA bias is only half as 

effective as forcing ourselves to have a positive vision of where we want to be, then 

contrasting that with all the ways we might fail, and only then making plans.  

 

As the pioneering futurist Fred Polak said in his classic The Image of the Future, (PDF), 

1973, our greatest task is to create a clear, plausible, and compelling positive image of 

our future—an image that will pull us toward it with its clarity and benefit. As we’ll see, 

we need such images in every relevant time horizon: today, tomorrow, next quarter, next 

year, and the next decade, as well as for our careers, children, and legacies. Such positive 

visions are particularly important for our self-image. With all our longer-term visions, 

we also have to ensure good values are attached to them. 

 

Sentiment contrasting is the most powerful thinking recipe we know for creating useful, 

actionable plans. In many studies, by comparison to all of the above and other planning 

methods used in control groups, sentiment contrasting has been shown to significantly 

improve three things: 19 

 

1. Foresight accuracy. Our ability to predict what we’ll get done, by when. 

2. Productivity (Results). How much work we will actually get done. 

3. Persistence (Motivation). Our ability to push past obstacles when they arise. 

 

Oettingen also claims that sentiment contrasting reduces anxiety and regret, regardless 

of outcome, creating a more resilient planner and actor. This effect seems to be more 

modest however, and is less extensively supported. So for now, think about it as a way 

to improve our forecasting, persistence, and productivity in daily plans and actions. 

Oettingen uses a four-step sentiment contrasting process, which she calls WOOP. It 

stands for Wish (aka Goal), Outcome (Positive Benefit), Obstacles (Potential Setbacks), 

and Plan. Using WOOP, the planner is urged to select an important, yet difficult Wish 

(Goal), then to think positively about the outcome, imagining its future benefits, then to 

think defensively about all the plausible ways the goal might not be achieved, and finally 

to create an If-Then plan (“intention”).  

 

                                                 
19 Gabriele Oettingen, Rethinking Positive Thinking: Inside the New Science of Motivation, 2014. 

http://storyfieldteam.pbworks.com/f/the-image-of-the-future.pdf
https://www.amazon.com/Rethinking-Positive-Thinking-Science-Motivation/dp/1617230235/
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In the literature, WOOP is called Mental Contrasting with Implementation Intentions 

(MCII).  As we’ve said, we recommend using the term mental contrasting to describe 

both predictive contrasting (probable then possible futures thinking) and sentiment 

contrasting (Oettingen’s work).  

 

Her studies have shown that a one-hour episode of WOOP planning, done with students 

prior to taking standardized tests caused them to complete 40-60% more practice 

questions during self-study. They were significantly more motivated and productive. 

WOOP interventions of greater length have also increased academic grades vs. control 

interventions over several years. 

 

Another one-hour episode of sentiment contrasting with WOOP, combined with factual 

information on the health benefits of eating more fruits and vegetables caused 

participants to eat more fruits and vegetables for up to two years after the intervention, 

by comparison to presenting factual information alone. 

 

In a small study in 1991, which started Oettingen’s work on sentiment contrasting, she 

found that obese women who had both positive and negative images (future 

expectations) of their weight loss outcomes lost an average of 26 pounds more weight, 

one year later, than women who had only a positive image of their future outcome. She 

realized that sentiment contrasting prior to action created both a more realistic forecast, 

and significantly more beneficial results. 

 

GRASP is Foresight U’s fusion of WOOP and the GROW planning model (Goal, Reality, 

Obstacles/Options, Way Forward) from the 1970s-1990s. GROW was first published in 

John Whitmore’s Coaching for Performance, 1992, a classic on leadership and business 

coaching. A version of GROW was also used by athletic coach Tim Gallwey in his classic, 

The Inner Game of Tennis, 1974, which described the mental game one needs to master 

internally first, in order to excel at the physical game.  

 

GRASP sentiment contrasting, or “GRASP thinking,” has five steps, as follows: 

 

 Goal. First, we use strategic optimism to select a goal. We select this goal to be 

important and difficult, but achievable. We should to feel optimistic and 

confident about our selection. 

 Reality. Then, we think defensively about our current reality. We assess our 

present distance from the goal, in all the ways that matter. We should feel 

insecure about all the relevant ways we presently don’t measure up.  

 Advantages. Then, we think optimistically about the advantages we will get 

when we achieve the goal. We imagine how our lives and future options will be 

different. We should feel optimistic about the future benefits we will get. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GROW_model
https://www.amazon.com/Coaching-Performance-Potential-Principles-Leadership-ebook/dp/B0047T7MQ0
https://www.amazon.com/Inner-Game-Tennis-ultimate-performance-ebook/dp/B00OTU5K4I
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 Setbacks. Then, we think defensively about the likely setbacks (obstacles) we 

will face on the way to the goal, given our history, habits, and current 

environment. We should feel distressed by all the plausible ways we might fail. 

 Plan. Finally, we create our strategic plan, with both steps for acquiring key 

resources that may help us execute the plan, and if-then statements, dealing 

with our reaction to possible setbacks to success. When completed, we should 

allow ourselves to feel proud about the quality of our plan, and then use that 

positive energy to act and get feedback.  

 

While some may like the simplicity of WOOP, others may prefer using GRASP instead—

feel free to use whichever framework feels more comfortable. We all need both predictive 

and sentiment contrasting to make our Do Loops as effective as possible. While we 

don’t have the data either way for predictive contrasting, in controlled studies, 

sentiment contrasting greatly improves foresight accuracy, motivation and 

productivity—versus optimism or pessimism alone20.  

 

As the psychologist Peter Gollwitzer at NYU showed, beginning in the 1980s, If/then 

anticipation of obstacles, one of two key requirements in the Plan step in GRASP 

thinking, is a powerful way to increase motivation and productivity. If/then anticipation 

is especially helpful with people who usually have difficulty with focusing attention, 

being patient, or exercising impulse control. Since it is a method of predicting likely 

distractions, and how to prevent them, If/then anticipation is extremely helpful for 

achieving difficult long-term goals. For more details on If/then anticipation, read 

Gollwitzer and Oettingen, Implementation Intentions (PDF), 2013. 

 

Under Planning, we must anticipate not only obstacles (negative) but also key resources 

(positive) that might help us, and create strategies for getting them and if/then 

conditions for managing them. When we find relationships, environments, habits, and 

processes that make us more effective, we need to try to get more of them. For example, 

if we know that getting up two hours before the rest of our family is a sure-fire way to 

get uninterrupted creative time every day, we must consciously recognize that key 

resource, and make plans to get it (for example, strategies to get an afternoon nap, and/or 

get to bed earlier the night before). In other words, we must use If/then anticipation of 

both positive aids and negative obstacles in our planning step. 

 

Here’s a useful mnemonic: How does one climb a mountain? “One GRASP at a time.” 

 

                                                 
20 Gabriele Oettingen, Rethinking Positive Thinking: Inside the New Science of Motivation, 2014. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_Gollwitzer
https://www.psych.nyu.edu/oettingen/Gollwitzer,%20P.%20M.,%20&%20Oettingen,%20G.%20(2013).%20In%20%20M.%20Gellman%20&%20J.%20R.%20Turner%20(Eds.).pdf
https://www.amazon.com/Rethinking-Positive-Thinking-Science-Motivation/dp/1617230235/
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GRASP is simply WOOP with the 

treatment of Goal selection as a 

choice in strategic optimism, and 

of Reality assessment, as an act of 

defensive pessimism. In other 

words, GRASP provides one 

additional set of mental contrasts 

between Goal and Plan, which is 

why we prefer it to WOOP.  

 

Again, in GRASP thinking, the 

Plan must include both If-Then 

statements about obstacles (which Oettingen recommends) and If-Then statements about 

key resources to be secured and managed to help execute the plan (which Oettingen does 

not discuss). Having to identify key resources orients the planner to factors like their 

mental and physical resources, their network and their environment, all of which can 

be critical blocks to or enablers of any plan. In our view, as summarized in our ASOFA 

model, the most important mental resources we have are our awareness, self-control, 

and ownership of our personal foresight and action, and that ASO is expressed in the 

nature and quality of our self-feeling and self-talk. We alone can be our biggest 

supporter, and our best critic.  

 

To say this another way, no one can ever be as great a champion, or as big a block to our 

progress, as ourselves. No one else can ever get as good as ourselves at running our ASO, 

if we so choose. We can become the best, by far, at pushing our own buttons, at giving 

ourselves positive and negative sentiment (pleasure and pain) as we get feedback on our 

actions and outcomes. We need only make that choice.  

 

Many of us do not actively look for external coaches to help us grow, and an even larger 

fraction of us, even if we find external coaches, choose to rely on them for life. We remain 

too passive and reactive, preferring to be more influenced by others and our environment. 

But, others can never be as good at getting the best out of us as ourselves. As our mastery 

grows, in any field, our inner coach can increasingly become the best guide to further 

progress. It is supplemented by external coaches, but they play a secondary role. 

 

Consider that the more frequently we do GRASP thinking throughout our day, 

beginning with today’s foresight work, the faster we will get useful feedback between 

our plans and actions. We can use that feedback to improve our feelings, thoughts, 

forecasts, plans, and actions. This is essence of the Do Loop. 

 

We challenge everyone to dedicate one to two minutes to each of the GRASP or WOOP 

steps in some of today’s foresight challenges (now till end-of-day) that occur to us over 

the next week. We recommend that each of us spends roughly a minute per step creating 

Alex Honnold, in Chin & Vasarhelyi’s Free Solo, 2018 
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our mental plans for achieving our goals—before we engage in action. This is how 

foresight begins, with each of us—it grows from the daily details of our lives. 

 

We should practice our GRASP thinking prior to working on any one of our more 

difficult and worthwhile goals for the day—perhaps, one that we’ve been dreading or 

one on which we have already procrastinated. After we’ve accomplished our goal, we 

may pause to ask ourselves whether we achieved it within our expected timeframe and 

by how much we may have beat our previous forecasts. We can reflect on whether it was 

easier to persevere through roadblocks, and ask ourselves whether we accomplished 

more of the right things on our GRASP thinking days.   

 

As we get comfortable with GRASP thinking, we can start to do it with our short-, 

medium- and long-term goals, as well. We should spend more time going through each 

of the GRASP steps with our more important goals, and consider writing out or 

summarizing key thoughts for each of the five steps, to create concise but powerful plans. 

We may regularly come back to GRASP thinking prior to achieving the goal. It is 

particularly useful after both making recognizable progress—when it is our default to 

relax—and facing a new roadblock—when we get the urge to delay or ignore the goal.  

 

GRASP thinking may seem a bit structured and formal at first, but we urge everyone to 

try it and see how it changes the quality of plans and actions. The more comfortable we 

become with bouncing back and forth between optimism and pessimism, consciously, 

the more accurate our forecasts will become, the more motivation we will have to 

complete our goals, and more productive and adaptive we may become.  

 

Ideal Feeling, Thinking and Speaking: Ethical, Empathic and Collective Self-Talk 

 

We’ve said that how we feel has a great influence on how we think. We should now 

recognize that how we talk—first to ourselves, in our own minds, then to others—is one 

of the greatest ways we influence our futures.  

 

Oral and written language, and the feelings, logic, images, and models they invoke, are 

most powerful form of collective thinking that humans have yet invented. The English 

language today has more than 1 million total words, with 170,000 in current dictionaries 

(current use). Each of us commonly uses around 25,000 of those words. The more we learn 

valuable words from other cultures, the better we recognize the great diversity of 

thought, and the more useful shades of meaning we have in our own words, the better 

we can feel and think. The Sapir-Whorf hypothesis proposes that the language we are 

taught and the words we use to describe ourselves and others, with both enable and 

limit what we think.  

 

We have learned that GRASP thinking helps us answer to one key question in personal 

foresight: How should we feel when we talk to ourselves and others? As feeling comes 
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before thinking, this is a foundational insight. GRASP thinking tells us in most contexts, 

negative sentiment should be kept in rough proportion to positive sentiment, and is 

best felt after we’ve optimistically imagined a challenging but worthy future.  

In other words, in most contexts, we should strive to feel both positive and negative 

sentiment equally well, and typically in that order. Of course, we should also be 

comfortable with neutral sentiment. There will be plenty of times when we don’t attach 

feelings to any particular topic. But, when we do, we should remember to do sentiment 

contrasting, so we can greatly improve our plans and actions.  

 

Shad Helmstetter’s self-help classic, What to Say When You Talk to 

Yourself, 1986, is one of many useful books exploring self-feeling and 

self-talk. It doesn’t address sentiment contrasting, which emerged 

after it was written, but it has useful tips for positive self-talk. When 

complemented with negative self-talk about possible setbacks and 

obstacles, books like this can be a great help.  

 

Buddhist philosophy has a concept, right speech, aka mindful 

communication, that recognizes the great value of ethical, empathic, 

and adaptive ways of talking to ourselves and to others. All religions 

offer us wise guidelines on how to think and talk, but Buddhism treats this responsibility 

with particular care, so it is worth understanding their teachings on this matter. The core 

idea in right speech is to try to speak truthfully, clearly, and with “lovingkindness” 

(love, kindness, empathy). Some folks have simplified Buddhist and other religious 

teachings to a few simple guidelines. Here are Six Rules of Right Speech, filtered 

through our evo-devo foresight model, that we think are especially worth remembering 

for talking internally to ourselves, and talking externally to others.  

 

Buddhism’s Six Rules of Right Speech: 

 

1. Be truthful. Be clear and accurate, but there is no need to say everything. 

2. Don’t exaggerate. Don’t brag; don’t use self-serving language. 

3. Be loving and kind. To ourselves and others. Don’t gossip (say things about 

others that we wouldn’t also say to them in some fashion) 

4. Use helpful language. Look for and promote the personal and collective good. 

5. Acknowledge differences. We are all unique. Agreement isn’t always possible. 

6. Apologize for mistakes. But, don’t shoulder others’ Responsibilities. 

 

In evo-devo language, these six rules are balanced across the Foresight Triad. Rules 1 and 

2 above are about finding developmental optima, or striving to be truthful, clear, and 

accurate in our speech. Rules 3 and 4 are about empathy and ethics, the core values of 

being adaptive. They help us manage conflicts between evolutionary and developmental 

Helmstetter, 1986 

https://www.amazon.com/What-When-Talk-Your-Self/dp/1501171992/
https://www.amazon.com/What-When-Talk-Your-Self/dp/1501171992/
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ways of thinking (striving for truth vs championing differences), and they are the most 

important of the six rules. Rules 5 and 6 are about valuing evolutionary diversity and 

experimentation in communication, and acknowledging error.  

 

All of these rules can help us grow stronger, both as individuals and 

as a collective network. One helpful primer on mindful 

communication from this perspective is Barbara Kipfer’s What 

Would Buddha Say?, 2015. When we are mindful of these rules, not 

only can we prevent false or hurtful things we might say, we can 

become masters of using our feelings, our tone of voice, our facial 

expressions, our posture, our breathing, and our words to empower 

ourselves and others throughout the day. 

 

Finally, focusing our thinking, our internal dialog, and our speech 

on the things that we have a high capacity to influence or control, and not investing our 

emotions in externally coerced outcomes, are both keys to creating effective and realistic 

plans, and maintaining a healthy mind. As we have mentioned earlier, perhaps no one 

says this better than Victor Frankel, in his classic, Mans Search for Meaning, 1946. He 

reminds us that we all have a fundamental, perpetual freedom (evolutionary capacity) 

in how we choose to feel, think, and talk even in the worst environments imaginable. 

This exceptional book describes Frankel’s and other prisoners’ experiences in Nazi death 

camps in WWII.  

 

Frankel learned that finding a higher, positive purpose to live for, and focusing his 

emotions, thoughts, and talk on the positives and negatives of the things he could 

control allowed him to help others in the camp with his words and small actions, and 

not lose hope, even that insane, evil and dehumanizing environment. To generate such 

self-talk, he remembered his higher goals and values in life, what kind of life he wanted 

to be known for living, regardless of whether he survived the camp. 

 

In his view, the right kind of self-talk, and the positive actions it generated, within the 

very limited but also very real and variable span of control that each prisoner had, 

helped some to escape the moral deformity, bitterness and disillusionment that many 

prisoners experienced after liberation from the hell of the camps. All the prisoners were 

suddenly free again, but tragically, many could not escape the prisons they had made for 

themselves in their own minds, due to the way they responded to evil that had been 

forced upon them. All prisoners were traumatized in that severely dehumanizing 

environment. All had some form of PTSD afterward.  

 

One of Frankel’s findings was that some were traumatized much less than others by these 

horrific events. Some regained a sense of personal freedom, optimism, and realism much 

faster than others. Some did not see themselves as victims, and were incredibly grateful 

to be alive. Some even forgave their captors for their inhumanity, without forgetting the 

Kipfer, 2015 

https://www.amazon.com/What-Would-Buddha-Say-Communicating/dp/1626251541/
https://www.amazon.com/What-Would-Buddha-Say-Communicating/dp/1626251541/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Man%27s_Search_for_Meaning
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lessons of that inhumanity, and while working diligently to prevent it ever happening 

again. Frankel turned his life lessons into a practice he called logotherapy. For him, the 

right use of words, internally and externally, is a foundation of personal adaptiveness. 

While we may never face such an extreme challenge to our survival, we can learn the 

lesson that after learning, foresight, action, and review themselves, the right kind of self-

talk is one of the greatest assets we may gain in life. 

 

Prioritization: The Eisenhower Matrix and the Covey Question 

 

How do we select the best goals we can, on a daily, weekly, quarterly, and longer basis? 

What methods should we use to prioritize those few goals we can and should accomplish 

next, and the far greater number of goals we can imagine, but would do well to modify, 

delay or abandon? 

 

The best method for quick prioritization we know is called the Eisenhower Matrix. It is 

usually offered as a tool for daily task planning, but it can be used for prioritizing all our 

goals, whether today’s, short, medium, or long-term. It is called the Eisenhower Matrix 

because it is derived from a quote attributed to President Eisenhower, “I have two kinds 

of problems, the urgent and the important. The urgent are often not important, and the 

important are never urgent.” 

 

The matrix was popularized by productivity guru Stephen Covey as the third habit, 

putting first things first, in his self-improvement classic, Seven Habits of Highly Effective 

People, 1989, and is explored in depth in his masterwork, First Things First, 1996. Covey’s 

model highlights two key and often independent dimensions of future tasks: the 

Important (what we want) and the Urgent (what must be done).  

 

Combining these two give us four task 

types, and four quadrants in the 

Eisenhower Matrix, pictured at right. The 

four tasks types in this matrix are those we 

should Do First, Do Soon, Delegate, or 

Drop/Decrease/Delay to improve our 

effectiveness. To prioritize well, effective 

leaders seek to “Maximize Importance” 

(move up to Quadrants 1 & 2), and to 

“Minimize Urgency” (move right, mainly 

to Quadrant 2, but also to carefully selected 

experiences in Quadrant 4).  

 

Another way of describing these four task 

types is as follows: 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Logotherapy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Time_management#The_Eisenhower_Method
https://www.amazon.com/Habits-Highly-Effective-People-Powerful/dp/1451639619/
https://www.amazon.com/Habits-Highly-Effective-People-Powerful/dp/1451639619/
https://www.amazon.com/First-Things-Stephen-R-Covey/dp/0684802031/
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In Quadrant 1 we are Reacting (putting out “Fires”) 

In Quadrant 2 we are Leading (executing “Priorities”) 

In Quadrant 3 we are Delegating or Following (completing “Orders”) 

In Quadrant 4: Recovering or Learning (getting “Experiences”) 

 

Each of us has different challenges with respect to how we approach the four quadrants. 

Some of us spend too much time reacting, and we become “addicted to urgency.” We 

can’t get things done except just before a deadline. Some of us too much time leading—

not listening to the needs of the group—or preferring to think about the future—rather 

than deal with the fires all around us. Most of us delegate far too little, but a select few 

do it too much or without helpful direction. Most of us also waste far too much time 

engaging in unimportant, non-urgent experiences (Netflix binges anyone?) including 

non-useful learning experiences. We need to be able to shift between all four of these 

quadrants as the need demands. 

 

One key aspect of becoming an effective leader is mastering Quadrant 3, delegating, in 

which we must permit and enroll others to complete the tasks on our minds—the ones 

we should not necessarily do ourselves. This lets us focus on those goals we are most 

uniquely suited to accomplish ourselves. President Eisenhower was a master delegator, 

perhaps due to the large staff he had at his disposal during his military career. We may 

not have the same resources he had, but in a world where highly skilled people are just a 

quick web search away, where basic project management techniques like scrum can help 

us reduce any complex project into specific daily and weekly tasks and where tasks are 

easily outsourced or contracted, we can also become masters at delegation.21 For more on 

scrum, see Jeff Sutherland’s Scrum: The Art of Doing Twice the Work in Half the Time, 2014. 

 

GRASP thinking is quite useful for all four quadrants, but it is critical for Quadrant 2, 

which deals with particularly important, non-urgent, and largely self-directed short-, 

medium, and longer-term goals. In general, the more time we can spend in Quadrant 2, 

after we’ve satisfied the needs of the other quadrants, the more personally foresighted 

and effective we can be.  

 

This brings us to another of Covey’s insights, so important in prioritization decisions 

that we can call it the Covey Question. It may be the single most powerful question he 

asks, in all of his many works on human performance. Here is the Covey Question:  

 

What is the One Thing (activity, process, focus, goal) that, if we did it better and more 

consistently, would yield the greatest positive results in our personal life?  

 

Once we’ve answered this question, we can ask ourselves follow up questions, such as: 

                                                 
21 Stephen Covey, First Things First, 1994. 

https://www.amazon.com/Scrum-Doing-Twice-Work-Half/dp/038534645X/
https://www.amazon.com/First-Things-Stephen-R-Covey/dp/0684802031/
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 What potential short-, medium-, or long-term goals might we adopt, if the One 

Thing became a top priority in our life?  

 What is the most empowering short-term goal we can commit to ourselves to 

complete next, toward the One Thing, to build self-trust in our personal 

foresight-action (Do Loop) cycle? 

 

We can ask these same questions for our professional life, for our family, for our teams, 

and for our organizations. We recommend taking a few minutes right now to assess this 

question personally, and writing down some thoughts, goals, and plans around it. 

 

For most of us, the One Thing will change over our lives, as we learn and grow. We all 

would do well to come back to this question regularly, and reconsider it with fresh eyes. 

If we are lucky enough gain more wisdom about ourselves and others, it may begin 

change less often, and less dramatically. Whether it changes a little or a lot, the Covey 

Question is the most powerful way we know to prioritize prioritization, and keep us 

working on difficult but worthy goals throughout our lives. Hopefully, this will help us 

all throughout our own goalsetting journeys.  

 

ASOFA in Action: Running Our Personal Do Loops Every Day 

 

When Maltz wrote his book in 1960, it wasn’t clear that self-image could be changed, or 

that our ability to do what we say, and focus, could be actively managed, moment by 

moment. After sixty years of psychological research, we now know that it is very easy to 

change our self-image, execution ability, and focus, in the moment, by practicing good self-

talk and good routines.  

 

As Maltz would say, if we believe in the value of good self-talk and routines (they come 

from an authoritative source), if we continue them (repetition) and if we do them with 

strength and focus (intensity) they will increasingly change our self-image to one that 

will accept, rather than reject, the things we say we want to do. Self-image gates our 

personal Do Loop, and we win or lose our battles with self-control when we operate in 

Today’s foresight.  

 

Studies show that just telling children that they are good at any randomly-selected skill 

(math, reading, socializing), and having them visualize a positive outcome from their 

superior abilities will greatly improve their baseline performance, as long as this 

information is perceived as coming from an authoritative source, is done with sufficient 

emotional intensity, and is repeated on occasion. The reverse, telling children they aren’t 

good at something, will greatly limit their performance.  

 

In one classic study of visualization in basketball (Clarke 1960), previsualizing shooting 

twenty-five free-throws for fourteen days improved students shooting performance by 
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23%. Actual practice with shooting twenty-five free throws a day over the same period 

improved performance by 24%. A meta-analysis of twenty-one controlled studies of 

mental practice by Karin Hinshaw in 1991 showed that these effects are real, that they 

begin with less than a minute of visualization, sufficiently repeated, and that visualizing 

doing the task in first person (doing the task ourselves, from the immersive perspective) 

is much more effective than in third person (eg., watching ourselves from above). Virtual 

reality visualizations to help with things like PTSD have also caused this finding. 

Neuroscience shows that visualization works because such techniques pre-recruit key 

mental and muscular pathways in the mind, making them much more efficient and 

automatic during competition. Adding positive and negative emotion to these 

visualizations, in sentiment contrasting order, seems to be particularly important.  

 

What amazes us is how few of these controlled visualization studies have been done. It’s 

as if we don’t really want to figure out the key routines. Tim Gallwey’s The Inner Game of 

Tennis, 1974, and The Inner Game of Golf, 1981, were among the first books to popularize 

visualization in sports psychology. Golf is one of the sports that is largely a mental game, 

where we are mainly competing against ourselves. The latter book documents Gallway’s 

journey to drop his golf score from an average of 100, played only a few times a year, to 

an average of 80, while playing only once a week, and doing brief daily visualization 

sessions the rest of the time. Sharp visualization necessarily includes noting our failures 

(review), discovering our blocks (learning) imagining how we will respond (seeing), 

and then doing, in our minds both in advance and in actual practice. The Do Loop is at 

the center of visualization. 

 

Behavior psychologist BJ Fogg, in Tiny Habits, 2019, describes many clever ways to 

generate behavior change. He recommends taking any goal we wish to achieve, or 

behavior we wish to stop, and breaking it down into granular components (tiny habits) 

that we can successfully do on a regular basis. He also recommends attaching some of 

the new tiny habits to our existing habits, and creating environmental prompts to remind 

ourselves of the new habits.  

 

If we wish to do more strength training, for example, Fogg recommends by starting with 

tiny changes that we might enjoy—like trying to do two pushups every day, an 

immediate, simple, and easy way to make progress on that goal—and committing to 

repeatedly acting on them directly after doing another frequent habit, like visiting the 

bathroom. For example, if we want to meditate more each day, we can begin by resolving 

to take five deep breaths, focusing our thoughts only on those breaths and noticing their 

relaxation effect afterward, the very first time and every time we return to our desk, for 

a week. If we like that tiny routine at the end of the week, we can keep it and it will 

become a tiny habit. If we wish to read more, we may decide to at least open a book 

before or after we regularly do something at home or work. This insight is an adaptation 

of the Method of loci (memory palace) in memory training. We can remember much 

more, including new habits we wish to establish, when we anchor our learning to familiar 

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.2190/X9BA-KJ68-07AN-QMJ8
https://www.amazon.com/Inner-Game-Tennis-Timothy-Gallwey/dp/0394491548/
https://www.amazon.com/Inner-Game-Tennis-Timothy-Gallwey/dp/0394491548/
https://www.amazon.com/Inner-Game-Golf-Timothy-Gallwey/dp/0394505344/
https://smile.amazon.com/Tiny-Habits-Changes-Change-Everything/dp/0358003326/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Method_of_loci
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physical spaces and routines. Mentally walking through those familiar spaces, or doing 

our daily routines, reminds us of the new things we want to remember or do as well.  

 

It is also key to bring emotion into play. When we complete the habit, we should do a 

little victory dance, let out a whoop, or smile, so we increase the desire to do it again 

tomorrow. If we forget to do the pushups, take deep breaths, or open a book for a day or 

two, and suddenly recognize our lapse, we mustn’t shame ourselves with a flood of 

negative emotion; instead, let us reflect with curiosity on our past patterns of success and 

failure in that behavior, ask ourselves if we’ve got the right habit or have made the habit 

simple enough. Visualize again why we value the new habit, with positive emotion, and 

then let the mistake go. Over time, as we show ourselves that we can do these small and 

useful things on a consistent basis, we’ll start to change our self-image. We’ll 

demonstrate to ourselves that we are the kind of person who can change.  

 

To recap, the ASOFA priorities, Awareness, Self-Control, Ownership, Foresight Skills, 

and Action Skills are all keys to better managing our self-image, self-talk, and behavior. 

Let’s say a little more about each now.  

 

Regarding Awareness, Elise Labbe’s Psychology Moment By Moment, 2011, describes some 

of the leading practical techniques in improving mindfulness. There are now several 

branches of psychology, including cognitive behavioral therapy, acceptance and 

commitment therapy, and dialectical behavior therapy that offer tools to help us manage 

our awareness, self-control, and self-image. 

 

Regarding Self-Control, we need to use our Do Loops to tell ourselves what we will do, 

hour by hour, and sometimes moment by moment, then try to do it, and see where we 

fail. We simply have to choose to make the fight conscious, and to track whether or not 

we do what we say to ourselves, and stay aware of our tasks throughout the day. Our 

next section discusses some specific routines that can help with that fight.  

 

Regarding Ownership, we need to decide to claim responsibility for our lives, and we 

must understand what things are ours to control, like our attitude, and how we respond 

to our environment, and what things we can let go, because they are not our 

responsibility. In our relationships, we must recognize what things are our responsibility 

to do better, and where the healthy boundaries are between our own responsibilities and 

those of others. 

 

Nathaniel Branden’s classic The Six Pillars of Self Esteem, 1994, is one of the better books 

that explores relationship management and ownership of one’s self-image. Branden’s 

six practices to build a positive, reality-based self-image are: 

 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1572248955/
https://www.amazon.com/The-Six-Pillars-of-Self-Esteem/dp/B0000544VI/
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1. The Practice of Living Consciously 

2. The Practice of Self-Acceptance 

3. The Practice of Self-Responsibility 

4. The Practice of Self-Assertiveness 

5. The Practice of Living Purposefully 

6. The Practice of Personal Integrity 

 

Like the five ASOFA priorities, he describes these six as fights we 

must continually engage in. We will gain or lose ground every day 

with each of these. The important thing is to improve our awareness, self-control, 

ownership, foresight, and action with each of these fights. We recommend starting with 

the audiobook, in order to listen in a relaxed and contemplative state of mind, then 

proceeding to the physical book. At present, physical books remain more effective than 

ebooks in terms of learning and retaining the crucial information—some studies have 

found 20% greater retention when annotating what we read with natural hand 

movements, which ebooks unfortunately still prevent. 

 

Nir Eyal’s Indistractable, 2019, is an excellent primer that can help us run our Do Loops 

day by day, so we can master Today’s foresight. If we use the techniques in this book, 

we will measurably improve at achieving what we have planned and completing what 

we say throughout the day. We also recommend Eyal’s 80-page workbook, which is 

available at Indistractable.com. 

 

One of the many ASOFA insights in this book is Eyal’s distinction 

between routines and habits. Studies show that willpower is greatly 

overrated for inducing lasting behavioral change. It is very short 

term and easy to exhaust. By contrast, routines can be far more 

effective. Routines are the algorithms we consciously practice to 

manage our day. Habits are a small subset of those, the ones that 

eventually become unconscious. 

 

In fighting the ASOFA fights, we should not be thinking directly 

about creating new habits. That is a lazy way of thinking about our 

tasks. Instead, we should be thinking the opposite, about consciously 

practicing our routines, and noticing the way we fight against those routines. Over 

time, some of our conscious routines will become unconscious habits on their own, but 

never all. Eyal notes that the opposite of distraction is not focus, but traction, which 

defines as both foresight and action. He describes two ways we get distracted from 

achieving our desired daily tasks: internal triggers and external triggers.  

 

Eyal, 2019 

 

Branden, 1994 

https://www.amazon.com/Indistractable-Control-Your-Attention-Choose/dp/194883653X/
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As we might expect, our internal triggers are a much greater block to our achievement 

than our external triggers, which we won’t even discuss in this section. Our largely 

subconscious self-image confines our internal triggers, which accepts or rejects what we 

plan to do depending on whether the task fits with how we perceive ourselves. To master 

those triggers, we must slowly and carefully create a self-image that helps us execute our 

daily plans.  

 

In our self-image, emotional triggers are much greater blocks or enablers of focus than 

our rational triggers. As Eyal says, “time management is pain management.” Gaining 

focus requires self-awareness and emotional management, and specifically, pain and 

pleasure management. We are motivated by both sticks and carrots and the sticks and 

carrots we give to ourselves are the most important. A powerful self-control tool is to use 

sentiment contrasting, and conjure up both positive and negative self-images, in that 

order, and in rough balance, in relation to the distraction.  

 

We can make our positive self-image of having accomplished what we said we’d do into 

a greater anticipated pleasure than the pleasures of distraction. We must also remember 

not to give ourselves too much mental pleasure around a task until we’ve actually 

completed it. The mental pleasures of anticipating completion must be balanced 

(contrasted) with the pain of anticipated ways we might fail. 

 

We can also make our negative self-image of having failed at what we said we’d do a 

greater pain than the pain of working on the hard important thing. In some contexts, our 

negative self-image will be more motivating than our positive one. We must use both.  

 

Finally, we must remember to balance positive and negative self-images in a roughly 

1:1 ratio, as Oettingen says. Either used alone, or too much, can distort our egos and harm 

our self-esteem, and degrade the quality of our foresight and action. We must learn to 

use both consciously and wisely. 

 

When we get distracted, Eyal says we can be “blamers, shamers, or claimers.” Blamers 

blame external circumstances (technology, bosses, resources, etc.) for their distraction and 

procrastination. Shamers blame themselves (there must be “something wrong with me” 

causing my procrastination). Claimers recognize that they can claim (take ownership of) 

their distractions. Claimers fight the ASOFA fights, which require awareness, self-

control, and taking ownership of our ability to change. 

 

Again, getting a deeper understanding of our current positive and negative self-images 

is perhaps the key ASOFA tool. As mentioned, our self-images are largely unconscious. 

But, as we fight with distractions, we simultaneously rediscover our hidden and 

occasionally harmful positive scripts “I’m good at AA, I enjoy doing BB,” “I am truly the 

best at CC” etc.) and our hidden and occasionally harmful negative scripts (“I can’t 

handle money” “I really dislike conflict” “I’m not good at XX,” “I don’t deserve YY”). 
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Once we see our scripts, we can use them better to motivate ourselves, and change the 

ones that harm us. We change them by living our values, moment by moment, day by 

day. We will slip back, but if we fight the ASOFA fights, every day we will gain ground. 

 

When distractions emerge, Eyal offers several self-control tips. First, he suggests jotting 

them down in a distraction journal, and practicing the 10-minute rule, which comes from 

acceptance and commitment therapy. For ten minutes, try to hold off on doing the 

distraction, and examine it with curiosity, not contempt. He notes that emotions are like 

waves, they crest and fall. We can “surf the urge,” watching it rise and fall. When the ten 

minutes are up, we will typically have far less desire for the distraction. If we give into it 

earlier, simply note what happened, and try to do better next time. 

 

Addiction management tells us that strict abstinence from something we want to quit is 

less effective than focusing on its negative effects for a long time after we’ve slipped into 

the behavior yet again. A routine of giving ourselves the pain we need will reinforce our 

desire to quit. Note the language we’ve used. We don’t give ourselves shame, which says 

“I’m not good enough” but rather pain, which says “I’ve missed the mark, how can I do 

better next time?” 

 

Eventually, the next time we are tempted, we will choose the lesser pain of avoiding the 

distraction. The opposite strategy, denying the behavior entirely, will often lead to 

binges where the brain paradoxically experiences pleasure from finally being able to do 

the “forbidden thing.” 

 

Eyal proposes minimizing to-do lists, as the unfinished items can be weights around our 

neck. The best practice is to keep our to-do lists in digital form (like a Google doc) and 

whenever things start to feel cluttered (or once a month, once a quarter, twice a year), to 

move almost all the things we didn’t get done into a “Someday/Maybe” Archive, 

accessible but filed away. Such periodic housecleaning will reboot our interest in daily 

and weekly prioritizing. 

 

Over time, our Someday/Maybe archive becomes a record of both great and minor 

unfinished interests and future options. It is also a record of paths we have outgrown or 

rejected. When we are feeling reflective we can dip back into it. When we do we will 

almost always find a few gems we can rescue from obscurity and turn into future 

adventures. This ever-growing record is a good way to understand the iceberg of 

ourselves. Most of what we are is always long-forgotten and rarely used information, 

sitting well below our mental waterline. It is the tip above the water that is who we 

presently are, and we should keep that tip focused and sharp, so that it cuts well. Keep 

the rest out of sight, and don’t let it clutter the present state of mind. 

 

Eyal recommends living off of a daily schedule, where we “time box” our key work, 

social and break activities for the coming day. This is excellent advice. If our digital to-
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do list is also our journal of tasks completed, we can take the most important of those 

items and put them on a digital calendar, and make that calendar our primary focus for 

the day. We can start with at least four time boxes each day (three for work and one for 

a break, of a half-hour to three hours each) and see if we can remain aware and self-

controlled enough during the day to stick to our schedule. We can review our 

performance at the end of the day, and resolve to do better the next day. 

 

The beauty of having a partly open, partly scheduled day is that it gives us structured 

freedom. It makes us run a Do Loop for each particular time box, after which we can 

assess how well we focused on the task during the time compartment. Just like we can 

start each day, after a good night’s sleep, optimistic about what we can accomplish, we 

can start each new time box, after a brief break from the last one, with realistic optimism 

about what we can get accomplished in the scheduled time. 

 

Those of us who can afford others to keep and manage our schedule can get particularly 

good at accomplishing a vast number of things each day. Those of us who don’t have that 

luxury can instead manage our own schedules. That is probably a better discipline, at 

least to start. One good tip for the reviewing step of our Do Loop, at the end of each time 

box, is not to criticize ourselves at first if we didn’t get everything done that we intended. 

Learning the time tasks actually take is not easy if we don’t schedule on a frequent basis. 

 

At first, we can primarily assess ourselves on whether we put in quality time, or were 

distracted. If we did stay focused, we can schedule our next block on that task, reward 

ourselves briefly for doing what we promised ourselves, and think about how we can 

do better in the next block. Over time, our scheduling will get more accurate, and we 

will learn the true time cost of every task we are considering scheduling. That time cost 

is much more useful than a line in a to-do list. To-do lists and time trackers are quite 

valuable for most of us, but we should also schedule all our most important to-dos, so 

we can work through them using many short Do Loops, until the task is done. 

 

There is more in Eyal’s book, but the last thing we’d like to mention is that we 

can also use social pacts as an external accountability routine. If a few of our trusted 

colleagues know what said we’d do, and if some of those folks hold us accountable to 

our goals (accountability group) it threatens our self-image if we fail. We can also reach 

out to our group for help when we are feeling vulnerable, or better yet, they can 

automatically check in on us, the way sponsors do in addiction treatment programs.  

 

But, by far the greatest motivator, if we are willing to use it, is not accountability to others, 

but to our own self-image, what Eyal calls identity pacts. As Maxwell Maltz said sixty 

years ago, our self-image and self-talk are the greatest enablers and limiters of our life’s 

course, by far. When we claim ownership over that self-image and we are able to push 

our own strings, and live with integrity. 
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Finally, here are a few phrases we can consider asking ourselves when we recognize we 

are distracting ourselves and procrastinating: 

 

 What does failure in this task look like? How will I feel? 

 Am I allowing myself to reflect and feel pain for my failures? What did I learn? 

 What does success in this task look like? How will I feel? 

 First things first. What next things are blocking me most? 

 A mountain is climbed one step at a time. What is a good next step? 

 Am I celebrating my victories during the day?. What did I learn? 

 

Asking questions like these, throughout the day, will allow us to surprise ourselves with 

the progress we make. In this way we will increasingly prove our more harmful and 

limiting self-images wrong, and slowly replace them with better ones, and increasingly 

live our values, for ourselves and others. That is how lasting behavior change occurs. 

 

The IDABDAC Stages: Our Emotional-Cognitive Adaptation Cycle 

 

In her classic On Death and Dying, 1969, Elizabeth Kübler-Ross published a famous curve. 

It came to be called the Change Curve, and the “Dip of Change.” It describes how people 

adapt to the reality of an impending death, or any other forced and significant loss or 

change. As we’ll see in Chapter 8 (Models), this curve is one of many examples of 

Adaptation Curves.  

 

Kübler-Ross proposed an emotional-cognitive model for adapting to forced change. Her 

model had five states, or stages of grief: Denial, Anger, Bargaining, Depression, and 

Acceptance, the DABDA stages. First we Deny the reality of the change, then we get 

Angry about it, then we Bargain in an attempt to rewrite the inevitable, then we get 

Depressed at our lack of control, and finally we Accept what must come. Here’s one of 

many depictions of these stages: 

 

http://www.amazon.com/Death-Dying-Doctors-Nurses-Families/dp/1476775540
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This adaptation curve applies to any forced, undesirable change, whether it be a death in 

the family, a loss in the market, a forced change by management to company strategy, the 

election of an undesirable leader, the recognition of some fact of nature (evolution, 

climate change) that we don’t like, or any other forced and undesired change. 

 

These stages may be traversed by the affected person, by others who have empathy for 

that person, or both. In the curve, various psychological variables like abilities, energy, 

self-esteem, or sense of security might be graphed on the Y-axis, and time, experience, 

or efforts to respond to the change can be placed on the X-axis.  

 

Kübler-Ross did not propose that these emotional-cognitive stages must be traversed in 

DABDA order, or in totality. For example, some people bargain before experiencing 

depression, or after it, in different ways. Also, only a few stages may be relevant for any 

particular person. But, this curve, which is actually a cycle, does seem to be particularly 

universal. In evo-devo language, we can say that while we each make our own 

evolutionary choices for how to traverse these stages, we all experience at least some, 

and some kind of drop in adaptiveness, followed by a rebound, as a predictable 

development.  

 

It turns out that there are 

actually two more stages 

to this cycle that we must 

recognize. Her curve 

describes seven 

IDABDAC stages, not 

five DABDA stages, and 

we should recognize 

them all if we want to 

better understand and 

manage adaptation, to 

anything. We can see 

them all in Kübler-Ross’ 

writings, and in her 

original 1969 curve, in the picture at right. 

 

In the curve above, notice that small “first dip,” in self-esteem, security, or energy, at the 

very beginning. This first dip comes when first consciously confronted by any forced 

and undesired change. If we can ignore the change at the conscious level, dismissing it 

before we even think about it, we can avoid that first dip. That is why Ignoring something 

we don’t want to think about is so pervasive. It prevents psychic pain, in the short-term. 

But, unfortunately, as Kübler-Ross describes, such pain is typically necessary for growth. 

 

Kübler-Ross Death Adaptation Curve (1969) 
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In the curve above, notice also the stage Kübler-Ross calls Commitment. After we’ve 

internally accepted a new state of affairs, we can commit to it and start our Do Loops with 

others who have accepted that new reality. We prefer calling this last stage Collaboration, 

as it implies commitment and focuses on the new collective intelligence we can all 

produce after we’ve accepted and committed to a new state of affairs. We should talk 

about the IDABDAC stages rather than DABDA if we are to gain a deeper understanding 

of how we emotionally adapt to forced change. We’ll refer to the IDABDAC stages a 

number of times in this Guide. 

 

In our experience, the Ignoring phase can last for years, with disturbing personal issues 

like death and retirement, with tough organizational issues like slow loss of customer 

satisfaction, with societal issues like excessive inequality and discrimination, with 

transnational global issues like climate change, and with universal issues like new 

paradigms of scientific thought, including accelerating change and the partly 

predictable, evo-devo nature of our universe. 

 

Ignoring undesired changes at first, simply not recognizing and responding to aspects 

of the future we don’t like, is often an effective strategy. Some of the things we ignore 

will go away on their own, with time. By ignoring them, we don’t even have to think 

about change, avoiding stress and wasted energy.  

 

The problem with this strategy comes when we are facing an inevitable change, like the 

increasingly digital nature of our societies. In that case, ignoring just prevents discussion 

and social learning, and blocks adaptation. Shock, anger, and depression can be even 

greater later when we discover we were on the “wrong side of history” the whole time. 

 

A key challenge, with adaptation, is to discover when we are dealing with either an 

evolutionary change: something that will work in some places, some of the time, and 

which we can safely ignore if it isn’t our thing, or fight to modify or reverse if it is worth 

the effort; or, when we are dealing with a developmental change: something that is going 

to be part of the future in all places most or all of the time, and to which we must adapt.  

 

For examples of the latter, think of Mahatma Ghandi’s description of the inevitable 

future of India’s Independence Movement. “First they ignore you, then they laugh at 

you, then they fight you, then you win.” Think of Fundamentalist Islam’s indefensible 

stances on women’s rights, which will invariably increase in all cultures as human 

development proceeds. Some have estimated that only 20% of global Muslims advocate 

denying women equivalent rights and freedoms to men. In our view, that minority must 

continue to shrink as change continues. The growth of and protection of human rights is 

a developmental process in global culture. Think also of US President Trump’s current 

response to climate change, a combination of ignoring, denying, anger, and bargaining 

that shifts responsibility to others—and allows the problem to grow. We’ll discuss many 

other apparently inevitable developmental processes in a collection of Global TINA 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mahatma_Gandhi
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(There Is No Alternative) Trends in BPF. If they are developmental, TINA trends can’t 

be prevented, only delayed. We want to be on the right side of history with such trends, 

and to help them develop. Remember the IDABDAC stages, and manage them well.  

 

Life Priorities: The HRVWE Success Codes 

 

Personal foresight asks us to formulate and manage life priorities. What should be the 

top priorities of our lives, regardless of our particular life purpose?  

 

Below are a provisional set of life priorities that will help us to become a better self-

leaders. These priorities are categories of things should be particularly important in our 

lives. The categories can be memorized as acronyms or codes, hence we can call 

them “success codes.” We should remember all the codes we like, as they often come in 

handy to direct our thoughts when we are reflecting on our possible actions.  

 

Like all models, these success codes are provisional and 

incomplete. But, having formal models about what is 

important to a good life is itself a foundational success 

strategy. It’s only by forming specific models, and subjecting 

them to critique, that we improve our strategic foresight. 

Since we have five fingers, and five is an easy number of 

items to memorize, a set of five factors will serve well for a 

priorities model which we can easily implement and obey.  

 

The factors in each of these codes are listed in a rough order 

of priority, ranked by the typical time and energy that 

we might expect to spend managing each. As we review the codes and classification 

systems in this Guide, consider our responses and whether we’ve omitted any; priority 

orders may vary depending upon who we ask. It is a good exercise to find out for 

ourselves what our most important five or less priorities and how we would order them 

in terms of the work needed on each at present. 

 

The first success code we’d like to offer is HRVWE, a model for the five most important 

system priorities we all seem to have in life. Like all success codes, HRVWE can be 

mapped to each of our five fingers. Here are those five priorities, as we see them: 

 

Health. Our thumb. The first priority of our lives is to get and stay healthy. 

Without a minimum of health, nothing else happens. 

Relationships. Our index finger. We seek meaningful and productive 

relationships (and self-relationships) make a happy and successful life. 

Vision. Our middle finger. Vision is our code word for foresight, in all domains. 

We can build it, share it, and improve it every day. 

Five Life Priorities – HRVWE 
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Work. Our ring finger. After gaining good health, good relationships, and good 

foresight, we are here to do good work in the world. 

Environment. Our little finger. We strive to manage and improve 

our environment, both mental and physical, in service to our other priorities. 

 

We can mentally review these priorities on any regular frequency (daily, weekly, 

biweekly) simply by counting our thumb and fingers. As we count off each, consider 

whether or not we’ve been addressing that priority adequately since the last time we 

reviewed. If not, resolve to do something to fix that oversight. Using these codes to better 

lead our own lives starts with this simple habit.  

 

Normative Foresight: Finding Values and Visions of Success 

 

So far in this chapter we’ve discussed self-knowledge, cognition, sentiment and time 

orientations, foresight horizons, and a few good frameworks, like ASOFA and GRASP 

strategy, for effectively combining foresight and action.  

 

Now it’s time to discuss the second personal foresight challenge, building the values and 

visions that will help us lead a successful life. This topic is called normative foresight. 

With the right values and visions in place, we can use all the foresight tools in this book 

to thrive. Without good values and visions, we may still use the tools well in the short 

term, but we will have built our house on a poor foundation. Hence, we won’t achieve 

lasting success. 

 

Any chapter on personal foresight should therefore discuss character, values, meaning, 

and purpose, with a search for universality, even as that search will always be tentative 

and incomplete. As we explore what follows, we can each ask ourselves where we agree 

and disagree. We should all take time to reflect on what success and progress mean to us, 

personally. Our thoughts and beliefs on adaptive visions, values, meaning, and the 

purpose our lives will always be incomplete, but they can become clearer with time and 

give us a perspective we can articulate to others, acquire feedback on, and improve over 

time. That Do loop in adaptive and normative foresight work is great recipe for personal 

progress, in our view. 

 

Plato’s Triad – Three Meanings of Life 

 

In our search for a solid foundation concerning adaptiveness and values, let’s revisit 

Plato’s Triad. Recall that it derives the Four Ps. Grouping positive and negative sentiment 

together, in the Foresight Triad, we get the three most fundamental kinds of foresight, 

the basic ways that life in our universe looks ahead. Let’s look again at how these three 

perspectives give us three simple and universal ways to understand goals, meaning, 

and purpose in life.  
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Plato’s Republic, 380 BCE, is one of the most influential works of philosophy and political 

theory in history. Plato was especially concerned with, truth, and the ideal world, yet he 

also believed that pursuit of Goodness was the central goal for humanity. Speaking 

through the character of Socrates, in the “Form of the Good,” Plato argued that all our 

other ideals derive from this pursuit. Over his long (eighty year) life, Plato also made a 

few statements concerning three ideals: beauty, goodness, and truth. Around the same 

time in the East, the Bhagavad Gita occasionally mentioned these three perspectives as a 

group, talking about the value of words and actions that are “beautiful, good, and true.”  

 

Plato’s student, Aristotle, cared more about the commonsense world. Plato was more 

theoretical, Aristotle more practical. Aristotle proposed that there are five 

Transcendentals, or essential properties of humanity: Being, Something, Unity, 

Goodness, and Truth. The first three of these, Being, Something, and Unity, can be 

grouped together as Beingness, survival, existence, or the Universe itself. Beingness is an 

inherently Beautiful thing, but it is not necessarily Good or True. A minimum model of 

essential properties, then, are Beingness (Beauty), Goodness, and Truth.  

 

Those who take this perspective, like the philosopher Ken Wilber, speak of a 

Transcendental Triad of dimensions of experience, and of three basic human goals, our 

perennial search for Beauty, Goodness, and Truth. In a bit more detail, Plato’s Triad of 

values can be understood as: 

 

 Creativity, arts, innovation (Beauty) – Possibilities   (1st Person View) 

 Ethics, politics, business, religion (Goodness) – Preferences  (2nd Person View) 

 Logic, science, sustainability (Truth) – Probabilities   (3rd Person View) 

 

The purposes of life don’t get any simpler than this, in our view. Like the Four Ps, if we 

drop any one of these out of our plans, values, and desires, we are dangerously 

incomplete. When we include all three, Plato’s Triad is a great start at personal life goals. 

We should all seek to appreciate and advance Beauty, Goodness, and Truth.  

 

Plato and Aristotle, at the Academy in Athens (Raphael, 1511) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Republic_(Plato)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Form_of_the_Good
https://integrallife.com/good-true-beautiful/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transcendentals
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As we will see, we should also recognize that these three goals are sometimes in 

opposition to each other, in our own minds and in society. Beauty and Truth, in 

particular, are often in conflict with each other. The mind of the Artist and the mind of 

the Scientist are continually in tension. Both Beauty and Truth, are different kinds of 

Goodness, each particularly valuable in different environments.  We can also take any of 

these three goals to maladaptive extremes, if we ignore the others. So must continually 

make tradeoffs between them. Weighing those tradeoffs, based on our expected results, 

is a particularly universal kind of normative foresight and strategy.  

 

Plato’s Triad is a clear summary of the goals of evolutionary development. The 

production and pursuit of beauty (think of the astonishingly exuberant diversity of life) 

is an evolutionary process (exploring the possible). The pursuit of truth is a 

developmental process (finding the probable). The search for goodness is an evo-devo 

pursuit (expressing the preferable). We propose that the pursuit of success, progress, and 

happiness must involve all three dimensions of the Triad. 

 

In this view, the deepest meanings of life can be stated as three challenges: 

 

1. Enjoying our experimental, creative, and beautiful journey (evolution),  

2. Seeking and discovering truth (predictability) and incrementally more optimal 

destinations we can derive from that truth (development), and  

3. Striving to be good—to minimize unnecessary error, suffering, and coercion and 

to maximize those necessary kinds of error, suffering, and coercion that are in 

service to adapting, for ourselves, our families, and life as a whole (evo-devo). 

 

In the third challenge, the devil is in the details. Adaptiveness always requires error, 

suffering, and coercion, and sometimes we sacrifice ourselves for greater good. As we 

will explore in BPF, considering ourselves as a member of a complex network, and 

asking how we can improve the adaptiveness of the network as a whole, is generally the 

best course. This philosophy might be called Network Adaptiveness. It is not simply 

Utilitarianism (seeking the greatest good for the greatest number), but something more 

complex, with both evolutionary and developmental aims. 

 

If we wish to help ourselves and others to find meaning in our personal lives, we can 

focus on goals like beauty, creativity, and intelligence (evolutionary goals), on goals like 

goodness, connectedness, ethics, and empathy (evo-devo goals) or on goals like truth, 

security, and sustainability (developmental goals), or on any combination of these. This 

is a minimum viable set of adaptive goals, and as Plato said, the pursuit of Goodness is 

uniquely able to bridge all three, and should be at the center of our lives. 

 

Any of these pursuits will create authentic meaning in our lives, but we will propose that 

the network state of Interdependence (Connectedness) is the central goal of adaptive 
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collectives of living systems. Connectedness is built on the twin goals of empathy and 

ethics, and these two goals generate the most frequent and important kinds of meaning 

we can have in our lives. Expressing and receiving Love and practicing and pursuing the 

Good are the most meaningful activities we can engage in. When we shortchange those, 

we greatly shortchange our own happiness and ability to thrive. 

 

All self-leaders and team-leaders should keep some version of Plato’s Triad in mind. 

We’ll offer two other versions of this triad, the Five Es (Chapter 8) and the Six IES Goals 

(later in this Chapter and in Chapter 8). Prioritizing and balancing some version of these 

goals is how we can best measure and guide personal success and social progress, and 

lead ourselves and others to better futures. 

 

Kirton’s Triad – Three Cognitive Styles 

 

One good application of Plato’s Triad and the Four Ps in decision-making is found in the 

work of British psychologist Michael Kirton. Beginning in the 1970s, Kirton recognized 

that people tend to approach problem solving and decision making in one of two 

fundamental styles, either as what he called Innovators, seeking to imagine new ways of 

doing things, or as Adaptors, seeking to protect the status quo, and predict and defend 

against harm. These two groups often fight with each other in any organization and 

society.  

 

Kirton also realized that a mix of these styles is found in people he called Bridgers, as 

they “bridge” the two more fundamental styles. In 1978, Kirton developed an instrument, 

the Kirton Adaption-Innovation assessment, or KAI, and his team has administered it 

to thousands in the years since. Kirton’s assessment found a normal distribution of these 

three styles of problem solving and decision-making in the general population. He 

learned that the largest group of people, roughly two-thirds of humanity, are Bridgers, 

with a third of us at each of the other two extremes, as Innovators or Adaptors. This 

Bridger-dominant distribution may have a biological basis in population genetics. It 

seems a key aspect of the sociobiology of adaptive networks. 

 

Social media may present the illusion that our societies are growing increasingly 

polarized with respect to decision styles, with fewer Bridgers among us today, but in 

reality, we are only recently more polarized with respect to the stories we choose to 

explain the world, not our decision styles. These are two very different things, and the 

latter is actually much easier to change.  

 

We like Kirton’s Innovator and Bridger terms, but are less thrilled with his Adaptor term. 

Kirton’s “Adaptors” are motivated to protect the status quo and predict and avoid 

preventable harm. Survival is the essence of adaptation in standard evolutionary theory, 

but evo-devo biology tells us adaptation is a mix of evolutionary innovation and 

developmental protection. As a result we prefer to refer to Kirton’s Adaptors as 
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“Protectors,” and we use the term Adaptors for Bridgers, who connect us and ensure we 

have network adaptiveness. The network is the one complex system in our universe that 

both survives and improves over time. 

 

The KAI is a model of decision-making preferences. Kirton found that three basic 

cognitive styles that are normally distributed in the general population: Innovators, 

Bridgers and Protectors. These three cognitive styles are deeply congruent with both the 

Foresight Triad, and with the three time orientations. As a result, it seem to be a 

particularly universally adaptive model. 

 

As Kirton describes in Adaption-Innovation, 2003, Innovators are particularly focused on 

Possible futures, and Future-first thinking, Protectors on Probable futures, and Past-

first thinking, and Bridgers are heavily focused on Preferable futures, and Present-first 

thinking. Bridgers, by far the largest group of the three, generally seek to balance and 

synthesize the possible and probable (innovation and protection) usually in some style 

that acknowledges the value of both, and that usually, but not always, produces the most 

generally (democratically) preferred futures for the group. 

 

We’ve summarized Kirton’s model in the graphic below: 

 

Kirton’s work, and the Foresight Triad, argue that these are fundamental cognitive styles 

that we all use on a regular basis. Each of us also has a general preference, in different 

contexts, for one or two of these styles over the others. Nevertheless, all three are 

necessary to adapt. As Kirton describes, different organizations attract different 

https://www.amazon.com/Adaption-Innovation-Context-Diversity-M-J-Kirton/dp/0415298512
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distributions of these three fundamental types, and if they get too many of one type, they 

can run into trouble. Strong teams require a healthy mix of each, and all teams should 

diagnose themselves on these three variables, to understand their current mix. 

 

An innovation-centric organization, like a startup, an R&D lab, or a creative agency, 

naturally attracts Innovators. It may need to value and support more Protectors. A high 

reliability organization, like a defense agency, a health care firm, or the government, 

naturally attracts Protectors. It may need to value and support more Innovators. A 

political group, consultancy, managerial, or facilitator community naturally attracts 

Bridgers. It may need to value and support more of each of the two more fundamental 

types. Different jobs within the organization also attract higher percentages of each of the 

three types.  

 

Which of these three thinking types do we think we tend to be, most of the time? Recall 

the Six Classic Types of Foresight Leader discussed in the previous chapter. They are 

rearranged here to fit Kirton’s curve. 

 

 Our Labels    Social Role  Kirton’s Labels 

Experimenting (and Beauty)  Creative  Strong Innovator 

Innovating (and Disrupting) Entrepreneur Innovator 

Adapting (and Changing)   Consultant  Bridger-Innovator 

Managing (and Bridging)   Manager  Bridger-Adaptor 

Discovering (and Explaining) Academic  Adaptor 

Protecting (and Sustaining) Defense  Strong Adaptor 

 

Kirton’s test may help us better identify which roles are best suited for us. We may 

already know the answer. But, if not, we can take the Kirton Cognitive Styles assessment 

at KAIcentre.com to find out. The KAI has 32 questions, takes 15 minutes to complete, 

and costs $15/person. Sadly, Kirton still requires a KAI certified trainer to administer and 

debrief the results, so it’s not yet easy to do alone. For anyone who’d like to take it, email 

one of KAI Centre’s registered practitioners at the Kirton website. Lastly, if this sounds 

appealing, we’d like to recommend any one of the friendly practitioners at Virginia Tech.  

 

The IES Goals – Six Goals of Life as a Network (an Evo-Devo Model) 

 

In Chapter 1 we saw that Plato’s Triad is congruent with both the Foresight Triad, and 

the Temporal Triad. In our view, these are each different perspectives on one universal 

model for complex systems, seen via the variables of foresight, values, and time. We can 

expand Plato’s Triad into Six Goals that must be managed by all successful complex 

adaptive systems. As we will defend in Book 2, we propose that both life as a complex 

network, and the most adaptive organisms, organizations, and societies must seek to 

advance and balance at least the following six goals: 

 

http://www.kaicentre.com/
https://www.alce.vt.edu/signature-programs/problem-solving/kai-practitioners0.html
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1. More Innovation (freedom, creativity, experimentation, beauty, awe, inspiration, 

re-creation, play, fun) 

2. More Intelligence (information, knowledge, insight, simulated options, 

individuality, diversity) 

3. More Empathy (self-esteem, love, emotion, synchronization, consciousness, 

connectedness) 

4. More Ethics (conscience, judgment, equity, merit, rulesets, interdependence) 

5. More Strength (ability, power, wealth, security, resilience, antifragility) 

6. More Sustainability (truth, order, belief, responsibility, science, rationality, 

optimality) 

 

We call these the IES Goals, as the first two start with I, the middle two start with E, and 

the last two start with S. In BPF, will see that the two “I” goals, Innovation and 

Intelligence, are primarily goals of evolutionary processes (beauty, creativity), the two 

“S” goals, Strength and Sustainability, are primarily goals of developmental processes 

(ability, truth, conservation) in complex systems, and the “E” goals, Empathy and Ethics, 

keep the complex system integrated, operating as a cooperative and competitive network. 

 

The core purposes of evolution, we propose, are to experiment and to survive (e.g., 

evolve a self- and world-model that allows survival). The core purposes of development, 

we propose, are to protect the organism, and to sustain its life cycle, offspring, and 

environment. These two goal sets are in continual tension with each other, often pulling 

the complex system (organism, group, organization) in different directions, toward 

different ends. 

 

The top function of the middle goals, Empathy and Ethics, is to keep the collective 

interdependent, to keep the network more adaptive than a collection of individuals. The 

middle goals use the tension between the often opposing evolutionary and 

developmental goals to “compute the Good” for the network. 

 

The figure below shows the IES Goals as a Gaussian distribution, a hierarchy of goals, 

with Connectedness (Empathy and Ethics) as the most frequently pursued goal at the 

center of life. We will see in Chapter 8 (Models and Values) that at least two values can 

be associated with each of these six goals. That gives us a minimum of twelve values that 

all networks of people must manage in pursuit of adaptiveness and progress. This model 

of normative foresight includes simple values hierarchies, which allows us to think of 

tradeoffs we must make between conflicting values. 
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We can depict the six IES Goals in the cartoon below: 

 

We can now make some observations about this simple model: 

 

 Consider the usefulness of each of these goals to all complex adaptive systems. 

We can’t ignore any of them if we are seeking long-term success and progress, for 

any adaptive network of mindsets, individuals, groups, or societies. 

 

 Notice the way the evolutionary goals often conflict with and oppose the 

developmental goals. Innovation goals are often at odds with sustainability goals, 

for example. Each set is pulling toward different ends. They create conflicts that 

must be managed by “leaders” within our own mind, in groups, and in society. 

 

 Consider that empathy and ethics (aka connectedness and interdependence) are 

how we how complex collectives manage the conflicts between these goals, and 

come to an adaptive preference, typically in a democratic, bottom-up, and 

coopetitive manner. For example, an adaptive preference emerges in our own 

minds, when we argue with ourselves over any topic. A similar kind of empathic, 

and ethical coopetition happens in adaptive groups and societies, when leaders 

sustain a culture and processes that are democratic where it makes sense, and yet 

can still generate good strategy, make hard decisions, and take action. 

 

 Consider that the vast majority of conversations and conflicts people have, in 

their families, organizations and society, are around collective feelings (empathy) 

and ethics (fairness), and managing the perennial conflict between innovation 

(newness) and sustainability (the status quo). For example, the great majority of 

communications that children express, during development, are either emotional-

cognitive ones, around empathy (or its absence), or cognitive-emotional ones, 

around fairness and ethics. In this evo-devo model, the state of connectedness 
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(empathy and ethics), the feelings and rules we negotiate to successfully “bridge” 

differences with others, is our central goal, both as individuals and as a species. 

 

Again, the Gaussian curve that Kirton found helps us recognize both the unique evo-

devo (blended, contrasted) nature of our goal to remain positively connected to each 

other, and the unique centrality and importance of empathy and ethics in our lives, 

firms, and societies. As we described in Chapter 1, foresight, coopetition (ethical and 

empathic cooperation and competition) and technology use and improvement have 

always been the three greatest gifts our species has been given. They all deserve to be 

central priorities in our personal lives. 

 

Vision, Mastery, Passion and Success 

 

Let’s pause a moment to consider our own vision—and what opportunities we might 

want to pursue. When we are young, it makes sense to experiment quite a bit. Such 

evolutionary strategies can give us broad feedback and insight into ourselves and our 

abilities. But, as we gain experience, developmental strategies—knowing our optimal 

skills and goals and applying them most effectively—should quickly come to balance our 

evolutionary experiments. In fact, the sooner we become “optimal” at any particular 

skill, the easier it will be to experience developmental growth, to reach a new 

performance and reputation threshold with that skill. That in turn will open up new 

evolutionary options at a higher level of network complexity, as our lives unfold. 

 

A great book that explores this tension between evolutionary and 

developmental approaches to life is Cal Newport’s So Good They 

Can’t Ignore You: Why Skills Trump Passion in the Quest for Work You 

Love, 2012. Newport shows that instead of pursuing our 

(evolutionary) passions first, as a way to (developmental) mastery, 

it is usually a much better strategy to do the reverse: to discover a 

few things that we can excel at and profit well from relative to 

others, and to apply those masteries early in life in order to increase 

our options. 

 

Newport argues that we should first figure out some of our existing 

strengths and skills, decide whether we are passionate about them at the moment or not, 

and learn the discipline of building our first masteries around those strengths. Once 

we’ve had some social and career success with those, we can use our growing career 

capital to explore things that may become passions.  

 

One of the insights of this book is that our passions won’t be clear at first, even to 

ourselves. The pages below give examples of people who used their high paying early 

adult jobs, built on mastery, to do small experiments with passions in later adulthood, 

and then to bridge into their best passions slowly enough to turn them into masteries, 

Newport, 2012 

http://www.amazon.com/Good-They-Cant-Ignore-You/dp/1455509124/
http://www.amazon.com/Good-They-Cant-Ignore-You/dp/1455509124/
http://www.amazon.com/Good-They-Cant-Ignore-You/dp/1455509124/
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and to have that learning process paid for by their first masteries. The book also gives lots 

of examples of people who impulsively jumped out of a high-paying mastery into 

something they thought was a passion, but turned out not to be, and they lost much time 

and opportunity as a result. We want to master something first, then build the bridge into 

our passions. 

 

Our passions will develop slowly over our lives, and there will be many false starts, 

things that seem like passions until we actually experience them. If we don’t have 

enough self-understanding and self-control, even when we find our deeper passions, 

we’ll never be able to turn them into social or economic success. 

 

For all but a few of us, the things we find emotionally interesting in life are very likely to 

change as we become experts at things. Some of our interests will deepen into passions 

and others will fade away. Those passions that survive our high school and college years 

and remain into mature adulthood—even if we cannot yet spend as much time on them 

as we like—are the ones that truly deserve our attention later.  

 

To see an example of how poorly we typically understand and regulate our own passions, 

and base our priorities on a sudden increase in options, look at those who get large 

unexpected windfalls—including lottery winners and inheritors. Many use that money 

to chase things that they thought were passions, only to find that they are unfulfilling. 

The National Endowment for Financial Education says 70% of Americans who get 

sudden windfalls lose all their financial gain within a few years afterward. Only the 

most grounded of people—those with a firm grasp of their developmental priorities—

continue doing the same routine after such windfalls. Prior to the windfall, these people 

have already found their best current passions, only to reinforce them with the sudden 

income. Mainly, they do a few more evolutionary experiments within those priorities 

with their new resources.  

 

Questions to ponder: Would that person be you, if you inherited a large sum today? If, 

not, how can you become the type of person who wouldn’t drastically alter your 

priorities, just the magnitude of some of your efforts, because you’re already living the 

life you want? 

 

Consider that it is very wise advice, in child raising, to help our children choose and 

cultivate their own success, whether it be in music, dance, art, sports, math, writing, 

coding, etc. The focus and self-discipline required for developing any skill to the point 

of mastery, no matter what the skill is, will then be available to the child for whatever 

they choose to do as adults. After the worldview, values, and vision, the mastery of 

something should come next, followed by passion. Newport’s Deep Work: Rules for 

Focused Success in a Distracted World, 2016, offers great tips for the kinds of practices that 

rapidly build skill, no matter what we are trying to master. 

 

http://www.nefe.org/
https://www.amazon.com/Deep-Work-Focused-Success-Distracted/dp/1455586692
https://www.amazon.com/Deep-Work-Focused-Success-Distracted/dp/1455586692
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Besides focus and self-discipline, strong decision-making and 

planning will help each of us build mastery in life. Making smart 

choices, and periodically revisiting them, is one hallmark of a great 

career. We should be able to defend our choices based on logic, 

feelings, and evidence. Subjecting them to critique and feedback will 

greatly improve them, as well. Smart Choices, by Hammond, Keeney, 

and Raiffa, 2002, offers PrOACT, a good framework for making 

better professional and life decisions. Try it when facing complex life 

decisions, and share it with clients as needed. Life is about constant 

choices, some conscious and deliberate, and others unconscious and 

automatic because we’ve made them so. We want to be able to do 

both well.  

 

On top of a good decision-making framework, books like George Morrissey’s Creating 

Your Future, 1992, Verne Wheelwright’s It’s Your Future, 2012, Allison Rimm’s The Joy of 

Strategy: A Business Plan for Life, 2015, and Rich Horwath’s Strategy for You, 2012, will help 

us not only with personal visioning, but to create a personal strategic plan. A personal 

plan should be short enough to be remembered, yet rich enough to motivate and focus 

us, and capture the essence of our vision, purpose, and brand. Periodically revisiting that 

plan is a great way to live a more intentional life. 

 

We recommend doing an ADOR analysis, making brief lists of environmental 

Advantages, and Disruptions, and personal Opportunities, and Risks that presently seem 

relevant. We might consider both plausible near-term risks and ways we’ve failed to 

achieve our plans in the past. We can ask trusted friends what they imagine our 

preferences to be and what we, as individuals, are particularly good at doing. They may 

uncover options not consciously known to us at present.  

 

Again, let’s reflect on ourselves: Which opportunities fit best with our current life 

experience? Which appeal to us as long-term aspirations? What steps might take we most 

dependably from where we are now to where we want to be? Choose carefully, and try 

to make the real benefits of each choice outweigh its equally real costs. 

 

The paths we choose in our career, including our values, empathy, and ethics, will start 

building our foresight brand—what we become known for by our colleagues and clients. 

Choosing and promoting a specialized and strategically useful personal brand, rather 

than leaving our abilities vague and unclear to others, is one key to quickly advancing 

our career. But, while we all benefit from making a brand decision, we also benefit from 

generating options and agile planning in our chosen specialties, as new opportunities 

will always be emerging.  

 

Finally, we ought to be careful what we mentally measure, because that is what we will 

receive. As the great Clay Christiansen says in How Will You Measure Your Life? Harvard 

Hammond et al, 2002 

http://www.amazon.com/Smart-Choices-Practical-Making-Decisions/dp/0767908864
http://www.project-management-skills.com/decision-making-model.html
https://smile.amazon.com/Creating-Your-Future-Strategic-Professionals/dp/1881052060/
https://smile.amazon.com/Creating-Your-Future-Strategic-Professionals/dp/1881052060/
https://smile.amazon.com/Its-YOUR-Future-Make-Good/dp/0978830857/
https://smile.amazon.com/Joy-Strategy-Business-Plan-Life/dp/1629561428
https://smile.amazon.com/Joy-Strategy-Business-Plan-Life/dp/1629561428
https://smile.amazon.com/Strategy-You-Building-Bridge-Life/dp/1608322513
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Personal_branding
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/careers/gradclub/helpwithcareerlanning/generatingoption
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Extreme_project_management
https://hbr.org/2010/07/how-will-you-measure-your-life
http://www.amazon.com/Smart-Choices-Practical-Making-Decisions/dp/0767908864
http://www.amazon.com/Smart-Choices-Practical-Making-Decisions/dp/0767908864
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Business Review, 2010, bosses and MBA programs won’t talk about the high risk of getting 

divorced, being estranged from our adult kids, or feeling that our life hasn’t made a 

difference, if we don’t measure and achieve the right things along the way. They usually 

won’t tell us about the traps of false success, the emptiness of measuring our life simply 

in economic or power terms. Let us always put empathy and ethics first and our 

conscience measure ourselves daily in our feelings, thoughts and actions toward those 

values. Our personal vision must include not only mastery and passion, but ways that 

we measurably perform good deeds for others, and ways we strive to value their 

happiness as deeply as our own, even though we are not responsible for it. That is a 

powerful formula for life success. 

 

Foresight and the Heroic Journey 

 

When we desire a little extra motivation to strive for better personal foresight, consider 

that there is something just a bit heroic about trying to understand and guide ourselves 

first, and others second, toward better futures. All of us like to think of our lives, at least 

a bit, in heroic terms. We can be heroes of our own struggles. One of the founders of 

psychology, William James said “[humanity’s] common instinct for reality … has always 

held the world to be essentially a theater for heroism.” 

 

In his classic book, The Denial of Death, 1973, and his equally profound follow up, Escape 

from Evil, 1975, anthropologist and psychotherapist Ernest Becker illustrates that a 

progressively better management of death in our lives is a key driver of social progress. 

We never eliminate death itself, as it is central to life and growth. For example, bad ideas 

are constantly dying off in our own minds, when it is an adaptive neural network. 

Instead, we learn to eliminate the more destructive aspects over time, sublimating it to 

our higher goals. That struggle, to live our lives with progressively higher quality, by 

making death itself ever higher quality, has long been one of the fundamental drives of 

civilization. In the introduction to Denial, “Human Nature and the Heroic,” Becker 

proposes our desire to be a little bit heroic, to ourselves especially and to others 

secondarily, is one of our basic drives. Along with our belief in all manner of higher 

purposes, which he beautifully describes in Escape, our search for personal heroism is 

one of the key ways we counter the pain and loss of biological death.  

 

In Becker’s view, we all have an “inner hero” striving to get more attention and desiring 

to lead us to a better future self. It is one of the reasons we are so attracted to heroic stories. 

We can think of our conscience, in particular, as that inner hero. It often faces titanic 

battles to get us to do what we know, in moments of quiet and conscious reflection, is 

best for us to do. The more we identify with our conscience, and engage in the battles it 

asks us to take on, the more we will live our inner lives in heroic terms, regardless of any 

signs of external success. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_James
https://www.amazon.com/Denial-Death-Ernest-Becker/dp/0684832402
https://www.amazon.com/Escape-Evil-Ernest-Becker/dp/0029024501/
https://www.amazon.com/Escape-Evil-Ernest-Becker/dp/0029024501/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ernest_Becker
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As mythologist and author Joseph Campbell tells us in his classic, The Hero with a 

Thousand Faces, 1949/2008, we tend think about heroism in individualistic terms, through 

a monomyth found in the literature and stories of many cultures, a myth he calls the 

Hero’s Journey. In this myth, the individual faces her demons, struggles, fails, then is 

ultimately successful in overcoming them. This myth has been greatly overused in 

Western culture, especially in our movies.  

 

Some misinterpret the popularity of the Hero’s Journey to imply that individualism is 

more important than collectivism. Yet, we find this myth attractive in both Western and 

Eastern cultures, and the IES Goals argue that both are equally important. A better 

interpretation of the Hero’s Journey myth is the proposition that strong collectives 

depend on strong individuals. The 95/5 Rule in Book 2 tells us that 95% of the story of 

collective change is bottom up. It depends on individual action.  

 

Consider the role foresight plays in this myth. We need good foresight to envision a 

worthy call to adventure, to identify 

helpers and mentors, to resist 

temptations and distractions, and to 

gain the central revelation that a 

worthy path lies in front of us. We 

sometimes gain such foresight only 

in the pit of despair. We then use this 

vision to face our challenge, defeat 

some inner and outer demons, 

become more powerful, and 

eventually, to gain wisdom. In the 

last stage, we recognize a 

responsibility to share the fruits of 

our successes, and the lessons of our 

defeats, with the world. Wikipedia’s 

depiction of this journey, at right, 

represents the course of action nicely. 

 

Envisioning ourselves in a more heroic light is one of the secrets that peak 

performance experts like Tony Robbins have discovered, and offer to us in books 

like Awaken the Giant, 1992/2013. When we deny the journey in ourselves, Becker would 

say that we deny an aspect of our humanity. Robbins would put it more simply and 

powerfully: We always both growing and dying. We want to do each in the right way. 

 

So, let us ask you: What are your heroic struggles? Now might be a good time to envision 

them, and how you will overcome their obstacles in the fights to come. 

 

Choose a Worthy Destination, and Enjoy the Journey! 

https://www.amazon.com/Thousand-Faces-Collected-Joseph-Campbell/dp/1577315936/
https://www.amazon.com/Thousand-Faces-Collected-Joseph-Campbell/dp/1577315936/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hero%27s_journey
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tony_Robbins
https://www.amazon.com/Awaken-Giant-Within-Immediate-Emotional/dp/0671791540
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Chapter 4: Strategic Foresight –  

Essential Tasks and Skills 

This chapter will close our tour of the fundamentals of foresight with a focus on the 

essential tasks and skills of strategic foresight, for professionals in any industry It will 

set us up for discussing organizational foresight in the chapters ahead.  

 

The Five Tasks of a Foresight Professional  

  

When we combine the LAIS Skills and the Do Loop, our two most fundamental models 

of integrated foresight and action, we can offer a simplification of the Eight Skills that 

we call the Five Tasks of Foresight. Like the REOPS framework, this five factor model 

may be easier for many professionals to use, and it is easier to teach our clients.  

 

According to the Five Tasks, a good foresight professional must become good at: 

 

1. Learning. The first job of any good foresight professional is to help their client 

acquire new learning about their past and present environment that may be 

relevant to their future. It includes research, horizon scanning and intelligence, 

and helping their client improve learning motivation and capacity, with habits like 

sprint reading, and building a learning culture. 

2. Anticipation. The professional’s second job is to help their client uncover aspects 

of the probable future that may be relevant to their strategy and action. It includes 

recognizing trends and constraints, critiquing and discounting unlikely futures 

(“reducing uncertainty”), making forecasts, advising on bets, and when 

probabilities seem high, making predictions. 

3. Innovation. The professional’s third main job is to help their client imagine and 

create aspects of the possible future. It includes creative and design thinking, 

prototyping, brainstorming, scenarios, wildcards, and other kinds of alternative 

futures generation. 

4. Strategy. The professional’s fourth main job is to help their client to better see, 

prioritize, and plan their preferable future. This includes visioning, goalsetting, 

decision analysis, stakeholder input, strategy retreats, and helping the client 

produce well-critiqued and actionable plans. The professional must employ both 

strategic optimism and defensive pessimism. They must envision, evaluate, and 

critique both preferable and preventable futures. 
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5. Facilitating Action and Review. The professional’s fifth and final job is to help 

their client to “close the loop”, to act on those plans, to convince the appropriate 

people of their worth, to help the team remain committed to the objective, and to 

review the results of their foresight and action efforts. Some futurists think these 

two steps, and the four Action Skills, are not part of our job. But, they are. Even if 

those producing foresight have little influence on action, we still have some, and 

can do an after-action review. It is often said that ideas are cheap, and action is 

dear. In truth, both are priceless, and they must work together, in a continual cycle. 

Helping our clients run their Do Loops is the best way to build lasting influence, 

and to make our client firms more adaptive. 

 

This fifth task is best done primarily by our clients themselves, with as little assistance 

from us as possible. But it must be done. The best foresight work doesn’t end with inputs 

to strategy, or with strategy creation. It always ends with action and review. These five 

tasks, and the use of analytical frameworks like ADOR (Advantage, Disruption, 

Opportunity, and Risk), are how we “reduce uncertainty,” a phrase frequently used by 

some in the strategic foresight community to describe our value to clients.   

 

Very often, we must help our clients to integrate their LAIS Foresight Skills with their 

EIRR Action Skills. We personally use those skills in executing, selling, and reviewing 

our own foresight work. Our clients use those skills to turn their own foresight into 

adaptive action. In Chapter 6, we’ll go deeper into the Eight Skills of Adaptive Foresight. 

They are key practices that every manager and leader must have on their team, and the 

main organizational foresight practice model in this Guide.  

 

Let us reflect for a moment on these five tasks: Which are we best at? Do we presently 

work with others who are stronger in our weaker tasks? Which of the Twenty Specialty 

Practices of Strategic Management can we do competently today? Can we diagnose 

when we need help in a specialty that we do not have? Saying all of this another way, do 

we know where we fit in the Management Value Chain? Let us turn to that important 

topic next. 

 

Knowing Our Place in the Value Chain: Strategic Specialization 

 

Futurist Luke van der Laan says that one of the reasons the field of strategic foresight 

remains so poorly integrated into the rest of management consulting is that many 

“strategic foresight” practitioners promise strategy production for their client, but then 

they don’t deliver actual strategy, or even work with their client’s strategy teams. Their 

engagements will often fall short of client expectations as a result. 

 

As foresight professionals we must recognize that “strategic foresight” requires the use 

and integration of all four LAIS Foresight skills. For example, if we only prefer to do 

trends and forecasting (or more generally, probable futures), we can call that foresight 
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work, but should not call strategic foresight. If instead, we only like to do scenarios and 

alternatives, again we can call that foresight work, but not strategic foresight.  

 

It is fine for each of us to specialize in what we think we do best, but when we do, we 

have an obligation to our clients to help them see that they also need the rest of the LAIS 

foresight skills as well. Our clients need to understand and use Do Loops, and the Eight 

Skills. We in turn must pay attention to our Five Tasks. 

 

It is misleading, and a disservice to our field, for foresight professionals to offer a service 

that has “strategic” in its name if we don’t actually do strategy, or at least ensure that it 

gets done. Remember our definition of strategic foresight from Chapter 1. If our work 

doesn’t confirm or alter strategy and its dependents, it is not strategic foresight. 

Someone in the management value chain needs to ensure our work confirms or alters 

strategy, action, and after-action review.  

 

Again, while every foresight professional should feel free to specialize as they see fit, 

ideally, every consultant must be comfortable doing work on and facilitating 

conversations on preferable and preventable futures. Such positive and negative 

visioning is a key step in strategy work, and it is typically done most in the diagnosis 

phase of strategy production. Any professional who does at least this is doing the Four 

Ps of Future Thinking, the basic ways we look ahead. If they practice learning as well, 

we can say they are doing the basics of strategic foresight. 

 

But, if a foresight professional doesn’t engage in the rest of strategy, including options 

analysis, guiding policy setting and coordinated action plans, they should do their best 

to interface with colleagues or clients who are doing this work. If the foresight 

professional does not have the experience or training to produce good strategy, and is not 

well familiar with modern strategic management, they must strive to work with 

professionals who can do this work, so that they can ensure their foresight gets 

translated into real strategy, actions, and results.  

 

Knowing where we fit, both within the Eight Skills and the Management Value Chain, 

and working with the best specialists we can within that value 

chain, is key to having a real impact, and being treated with respect 

by other professionals in management and leadership. 

 

As Richard Rumelt says in his classic, Good Strategy / Bad Strategy, 

2011, all good strategy contains three elements: a diagnosis of the 

obstacles facing a system, a guiding policy giving the direction 

forward, and informing daily decisions, and a coordinated set of 

actions (achievements, resource commitments, plans, incentives, 

measurements, consequences) to manage the guiding policy. 

Rumelt, 2011 

https://www.amazon.com/Good-Strategy-Bad-Difference-Matters/dp/B07R6XQ8YP/
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Achieving all three elements requires a strong understanding of the competitive 

environment and the skillful use of the tools of strategic management.  

 

Some foresight professionals can produce good strategy, but many cannot. What our field 

most often produces are documents, workshops, or facilitated events where Four Ps 

thinking is explored, and typically, a few new initiatives, policies, and actions are 

recommended as a result. That is not a strategy, or even a coherent change in strategy. If 

every decision maker in the organization can’t describe the essence of their guiding 

policy, there really isn’t yet a true strategy for the organization. 

 

Many foresight professionals are quite specialized, both within the Eight Skills and 

within our core Four LAIS Skills. Specialization makes us particularly competent. But, 

we must also see the bigger picture, and understand how foresight translates to action. 

We must be able to assess if our Do Loops are being run well, if any of the Eight Skills 

are being neglected, and which practice specialties are helpful, yet currently missing in 

any engagement. We will also have to talk about values. After we’ve read this Guide, 

mastering these skills will surely be in our reach.  

 

Each skill itself may be best served by methods or practices that we ourselves are not 

good at. It is our job to identify what is needed, and help our clients get those solutions.  

Let’s consider a few examples: 

 

 For Learning, a foresight professional may specialize in a few practices, such as 

horizon scanning or emerging issues analysis, but not very useful others, such 

as historical research, benchmarking or competitive intelligence.  

 

 For Anticipation, a foresight professional may do Delphi, trend discovery, 

convergence mapping, or trait assessment, but may not do predictive analytics, 

forecasting, modeling, risk analysis, or prediction markets.  

 

 For Innovation, a foresight professional may like to do creative visualization, 

scenarios, cross-impact analysis, and ideation, but may not prefer to do design 

thinking, opportunity assessment, morphological analysis, prototyping, 

ideation management platforms, or open innovation. 

 

 For Strategy, a foresight professional may be good at facilitating preferable and 

preventable visions, prioritization, planning, and strategy gaming, but not at 

Rumelt’s three key elements of strategy (diagnosis, guiding policy, coordinated 

actions). Many firms do not have a true strategy, but rather a loose set of goals, 

plans, and slogans. They may need a strategy consultant who can diagnose and 

fix this shortcoming, even more than they need other aspects of LAIS foresight.  
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There is also the matter of client preference to negotiate. In practice, any or all of the first 

three of the Four LAIS skills, while each are critical precursors to good strategy, may 

not even interest to our clients. Clients usually care most about strategy and planning, 

or what to do next, and how. Some clients may not even care about the process of strategy 

production itself. They may instead favor strategy discussions (open ended or directed) 

or constructing visions of positive and negative futures (which also don’t get us to 

strategy itself).  

 

We have to make sure our work doesn’t end with thought-provoking foresight products, 

workshops, and events, but take the necessary steps to help our clients get to strategy, 

plans, effective action, and review. When we know where we fit within the Management 

Value Chain, and can diagnose where a team is weak and get them the specialists and 

processes they need, that is a recipe for professional success. 

  

Foresight Proof Points: Mastering the Four Foresight Skills 

 

We’re now ready to consider a few success examples, aka ”proof points” for strategic 

foresight done well, to help us better see what it looks like. These examples will focus on 

the Four Foresight Skills, but they will of course also include examples of the Action 

Skills, as in order to be adaptive all foresight must be integrated into effective action.  

 

We have said there are four major ways that foresight offers value to people. First, using 

hindsight and insight, we can learn more of the past and present, to better prepare 

ourselves to see the future. Second, we can anticipate, forecast, and predict the probable 

future, reducing uncertainty. Third, we can imagine and innovate possible futures, 

desirable and undesirable, likely and wildcard. Finally, we can envision and prioritize 

the preferable and preventable future, and develop good strategy to achieve it. These are 

the LAIS Foresight Skills. 

 

Our success examples in this chapter will span the Self, Team, Organizational, and 

Societal (STOS) domains. Each of the examples in this section required effective action 

(Execution, Influence, Relating, and Reviewing) to achieve success, and we’ll briefly 

discuss those skills as well. But, keep in mind that action skills are better covered in a 

management textbook, not necessarily a foresight textbook.  

 

Each example below is typically offered with respect to just one, or a few, of the Twenty 

Specialties. Yet, just as every foresight success requires all Eight Skills, in larger 

organizations, every example given here also requires an effective use of several of the 

twenty specialties. All are important to understand and use—when appropriate. 

 

With these caveats, let’s look at a few success examples, to see what can be accomplished 

with good foresight culture and process. 
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1. Learning Skill – Intelligence & Knowledge Management Specialty Focus  

 

Examples: CompStat, Palantir, Intellipedia, Evidence-Based Management 

 

Learning is aided by three foresight specialty practice pairs in our model, accounting & 

intangibles, intelligence & knowledge management (KM), and learning & 

development (training). Let’s look now at a few generally recognized foresight successes 

in the organizational domain, focused mostly on the learning specialty of intelligence & 

KM. We’ll explore the other learning specialties further throughout the Guide. 

 

One notable 20th century learning proof point in intelligence & KM which also, 

secondarily, an anticipatory (data science, forecasting, security) proof point (Skill 2) can 

be found in CompStat, a platform originating in 1994 in New York City’s Transit Police 

Unit for sharing crime statistics, resource management, tactical options, and feedback 

among law enforcement professionals across the unit. CompStat was originally 

called Charts of the Future, as it continuously tracked historical crime data and also 

extrapolated future trends, initially via pins stuck on maps. 

 

Under Chief William Bratton, CompStat was soon professionalized, and adopted in 77 

precincts and 12 transit districts across New York City. It introduced statistical and 

predictive policing, crime mapping, weekly crime reports, and accountability of unit 

commanders for crime outcomes. It is also notable for incorporating broken windows 

theory, an evidence- and psychology-based criminology theory that focuses security 

professionals first on the most visible and easily fixable examples of crime, disorder, and 

anti-social behavior. Broken windows has been criticized as distracting our law 

enforcement from paying attention to less obvious community needs. This is incorrect. It 

is simply recognizing how environment shapes behavior, and that prioritizing visible 

fixes to our environment, and policing some of the more visible criminal behavior first, is 

a good way to start convincing the community that law enforcement is making progress 

in protecting and serving, and creates trust that less obvious needs can also be addressed. 

 

It is well known in social science that living in a more littered, vandalized, and broken 

down environments makes citizens more likely to engage in anti-social and misdemeanor 

criminal activities themselves. By continually addressing some the easy and visible fixes 

first, security professionals can create a positive security trajectory, and get the 

community to consider, provide input to, and vote for more ambitious crime reduction, 

social services, security improvement projects. An excellent (though also self-

congratulatory) account of CompStat’s value in foresight, and some of the politics of its 

establishment, can be found in Bratton’s Turnaround, 1998. 

 

Another powerful 21C intelligence & KM platform, also primarily a learning and 

secondarily an anticipatory platform, is Palantir, founded in 2003. Palantir has developed 

a very powerful learning and foresight platform that they offer to military, intelligence, 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CompStat
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CompStat#Origins
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Bratton
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Broken_windows_theory
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Broken_windows_theory
https://www.amazon.com/Turnaround-Americas-Reversed-Crime-Epidemic/dp/0679452516/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Palantir_Technologies
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law enforcement, and civilian clients. It is a descendent of CompStat, though Palantir 

apparently does not yet have the crime-reduction philosophy and management 

accountability features of its predecessor. Palantir built its first system predicting and 

managing insurgencies in Iraq, and is widely considered a strong success in that 

application. The company next applied their platform to law enforcement. It has not yet 

had the same level of success there, primarily due to ethical lapses. In that new arena 

Palantir’s leaders have exhibited insufficient transparency, including not fully publicly 

disclosing and getting public consent for its operation in New Orleans (2012-2018). The 

greater risk of civil liberties infringement for civil law enforcement applications of such 

learning-predictive systems, make it clear they need increased transparency and 

democratic oversight to be successful. 

 

Another 21C proof point for intelligence and KM foresight, which is presently much less 

anticipatory than the others just mentioned, is Intellipedia, the collaborative learning 

platform (wiki) established in late 2005 by Chris Rasmussen and other young analysts in 

the US intelligence community. Intellipedia was the first online effort to get 16 different 

and compartmentalized intelligence agencies within the US to share their relevant 

classified knowledge with each other, on an ever-growing number of topics. It was 

established at three different classification levels, Sensitive, Secret, and Top Secret (the 

lowest and largest rung of Top Secret). When first established, most senior officers 

expected it to die, and several actively resisted it. Senior offers often prevented junior 

analysts from using it as a source, the way some teachers discourage the use of Wikipedia 

as a source, even today. But, within three years, Intellipedia had become a vital tool in 

intelligence knowledge management. Today every analyst, whether junior or senior, 

typically has a shortcut to it in their classified browser. It has vastly improved analyst 

knowledge of relevant history and current status of many of the most challenging topics 

in US intelligence. It has also become a “water cooler” for the many silos within the US 

intelligence community, as it offers a new way for professionals to share useful 

information and chat across the community, regardless of rank. 

 

The ROI on launching a project like Intellipedia is clearly off the charts, were we to assess 

it based on community use, satisfaction, and learning and development (another learning 

specialty). We might hope that its success would spur investment in the kind 

of collaborative brief production and prediction platform that was also originally 

envisioned as a feature of Intellipedia by Rasmussen, but never funded. In reality, the 

politics and bureaucracy of the defense establishment have caused it to move into 

anticipation functions slower than it should. Nevertheless, one can predict such a 

platform will eventually emerge and be of great value in enhancing US security. 

 

These learning proof points are focused on government, and specifically the intelligence 

and security industries, as these are vital, but frequently overlooked topics in civilian 

foresight work. But, there are many great examples of learning-driven corporate 

processes and cultures as well. Evidence-based management is one of the terms scholars 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/jul/30/palantir-peter-thiel-cia-data-crime-police
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/jul/30/palantir-peter-thiel-cia-data-crime-police
https://venturebeat.com/2018/03/19/5-lessons-learned-from-the-predictive-policing-failure-in-new-orleans/
https://venturebeat.com/2018/03/19/5-lessons-learned-from-the-predictive-policing-failure-in-new-orleans/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intellipedia
https://www.wired.com/2017/03/intellipedia-wikipedia-spies-much/
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use to describe learning-driven organizations. Marr and Davenport’s The Intelligent 

Company, 2010, offers a great overview of management tools (performance dashboards, 

balanced scorecards, KPIs, KPQs, intangibles surveys) that help leaders use learning and 

facts to guide their decisions. It gives examples of over a dozen companies, large and 

small, that use these tools well.  

 

Google offers a particularly strong example of a learning-oriented, evidence-based 

corporate culture. They are constantly collecting data, and seeking to use the most 

evidence-based practices throughout the organization, in HR, R&D, engineering, sales, 

and just about every other department. Lazlo Bock’s Work Rules!, 2015, is a good 

overview of the evidence-driven people management practices Google uses to hire, 

manage, and retain talent.  

 

IBM was once a strongly evidence-driven and R&D-based company, but it has 

increasingly lost its way in recent decades, as Robert Cringely documents in The Decline 

and Fall of IBM, 2014. IBM’s decline is not yet recognized by the media or stock market at 

its proper level, but it is following a path that HP, GE and other industrial giants followed 

as they lost their R&D-, evidence-, and learning-first cultures. It may yet turn around, but 

its window for doing so is closing fast. Microsoft, by contrast, is more successfully 

reorganizing itself as a learning organization, and recognizing that it must put customer 

and employee satisfaction at the center of its processes. Read Microsoft CEO Satya 

Nadella’s Hit Refresh, 2017, for an excellent (and predictably congratulatory) account of 

their learning-driven turnaround in recent years. 

 

2. Anticipation Skill – Forecasting & Prediction Specialty Focus 

 

Examples: Paris, Profiles, Clarke’s Law, ADOR Analysis 

 

Anticipation, or probability, forecasting and predictive thinking, is the classic skill by 

which futurists and foresighters are measured, after the fact. In our tentative list of the 

top futurists of the twentieth century, all have been great anticipators, as well as 

alternative explorers and strategy prescribers. None of them have had perfect prediction 

rates, but all have shown us parts of the high-probability (convergent, developmental) 

future ahead of time. When anticipate well, we can better explore possibilities and craft 

strategy to take advantage of what is likely to occur, often due to processes much larger 

and more powerful than ourselves. 

 

Anticipation is aided by five specialty practices in our model, data science & machine 

learning, forecasting & prediction, investing & finance, law & security, and risk 

management & insurance. Let’s now consider a few anticipation successes, focusing 

mainly on the practice specialty of forecasting & prediction, beginning in a class of easily 

found examples–individual authors of foresight literature. Corporate forecasting and 

prediction success is not as easy to find, as their work is not as public, and successes are 

https://www.amazon.com/Intelligent-Company-Success-Evidence-Based-Management/dp/0470685956/
https://www.amazon.com/Intelligent-Company-Success-Evidence-Based-Management/dp/0470685956/
https://www.amazon.com/Work-Rules-Insights-Inside-Transform/dp/1455554790/
https://www.amazon.com/Decline-Fall-IBM-American-Icon/dp/0990444422/
https://www.amazon.com/Decline-Fall-IBM-American-Icon/dp/0990444422/
https://www.amazon.com/Hit-Refresh-Rediscover-Microsofts-Everyone/dp/0062652508/
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not celebrated. We’ll discuss anticipation-oriented organizations in each of the above 

specialties at the end of this section.  

 

One 19th century example of commendable and defensively pessimistic 

anticipation, written by the young futurist Jules Verne, Paris in the Twentieth Century, 

1863. It was not published at the time as it was deemed too far-fetched by the publisher. 

It was rediscovered in a family safe by Verne’s great-grandson. Paris accurately portrayed 

large metropolitan cities, automobile culture, elevators, fax machines, a primitive 

internet, weapons that would make world war unthinkable, suburbs, plutocracy, 

electronic music, homelessness, feminism, and mass entertainment culture, among other 

insights.  

 

The first great 20th century publication on anticipation has the same title as the skill itself. 

Anticipations: Of the Reaction of Mechanical and Scientific Progress Upon Human Life and 

Thought, 1901, by another young futurist, H.G. Wells, was read widely at the time. 

Like Paris, Anticipations offers a broad set of accurate predictions and a smaller set of 

culturally biased and flawed predictions in technology and society.  

 

Another great and lesser known work of scientific anticipation, by chemical engineer 

Clifford Furnas, is The Next Hundred Years: The Unfinished Business of Science, 1936. While 

this work also predictably falls down on social foresight, due to its unrecognized cultural 

bias, it offers a brilliant look ahead in basic science foresight. Science is not harder to 

predict than the other domains, as many have claimed. Like every field of human inquiry 

and action, it goes through phases of greater and lesser predictability, depending on 

whether evolutionary or developmental factors are more prevalent at the time.  

 

Another commendable set of anticipations is found in science and science fiction author 

Arthur C. Clarke’s Profiles of the Future, 1958/84. We’ve described his three laws of 

prediction earlier. Clarke had great aptitude and passion for learning about, popularizing 

and extrapolating science and technology, and a particular interest in space futures. He 

also had a fearless imagination, and a humble, self-critical, open, and curious attitude. 

His aptitudes and passions, his personal qualities, and his twin professions as a science 

popularizer and science fiction writer all likely contributed to his many successes as an 

anticipator of science and technology.  

 

As a young man, he predicted the geosynchronous satellite in a detailed technical 

article in Wireless World magazine in 1945. In Profiles, he brilliantly foresees an electronic 

“global library” (the web) arriving circa 2000 (he was just a few years off on that one), 

self-driving cars that we interact with via voice commands, and a proliferation of 

passenger drones (“VTOL passenger traffic”), among many other successful predictions. 

Perhaps his greatest anticipation in this book is his discussion of the imminent arrival of 

AI, a topic he explores further in his 1968 novel and screenplay, 2001: A Space Odyssey, 

one of the most influential sci-fi films of all time. 

https://www.amazon.com/Paris-Twentieth-Century-Jules-Verne/dp/034542039X/
https://www.amazon.com/Anticipations-Reaction-Mechanical-Scientific-Progress/dp/1521707529/
https://www.amazon.com/Anticipations-Reaction-Mechanical-Scientific-Progress/dp/1521707529/
https://www.amazon.com/Hundred-Years-Unfinished-Business-Science/dp/B001FVHW7C/
https://www.amazon.com/Profiles-future-inquiry-limits-possible/dp/B0007DWSF0/
http://lakdiva.org/clarke/1945ww/
http://lakdiva.org/clarke/1945ww/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2001:_A_Space_Odyssey_(novel)
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This is an example of sentinel foresight, the common pattern that some early thinkers—

usually well-read and polymathic types—will see aspects of the future well ahead of the 

rest of humanity. This is sometimes called “Genius foresight,” but that seems a less useful 

term. History shows that anyone is capable of sentinel foresight. Having an outstanding 

IQ seems to matter much less than being in the right place, at the right time, and being 

receptive to insight. 

 

We find sentinel foresight in the writings of the cybernetics pioneer Norbert Wiener in 

the 1940s and 1950s, and economist and early computer scientist Herbert Simon in the 

1950s and 1960s. Both of these individuals wrote about things like AI, technological 

unemployment, and human-machine partnerships, far earlier and in many ways, better 

and clearer than most current authors. When we take the time to revisit sentinel insights, 

we can often see further and make better strategy today. 

 

Fearless foresight is future thinking that deals with controversial but important topics, 

and is willing to make unpopular but apparent predictions about the future. The futurist 

Joe Coates, who gave our field the simplest definition of a foresight professional, and 

who frequently critiqued his clients and society, exemplified this kind of thinking. He 

could have been nicer to folks in his delivery, but his critiques were very often just the 

response needed to expose the hidden flaws or faulty assumptions in arguments, 

strategy, or vision. Sentinel thinkers will necessarily engage in fearless foresight at times, 

as simply being too far ahead of the curve is often unpopular.  

 

Perhaps Clarke’s most fearless prediction in Profiles occurs in Chapter 18, The 

Obsolescence of Man. In this chapter, Clarke observes that technology, and particularly 

information technology, has already shown vast advantages in speed, capability, and 

durability over biology, and he states his personal views that intelligent, self-repairing 

and self-reproducing machines are inevitable in our future. He seeks to help others 

understand that intelligent machines, not biology, are most likely to be the next natural 

development of complexity on Earth. He notes the great economic incentive to continue 

to improve information technology, and the inevitability of AI. It was clear even in 1960, 

though he did not dwell on this fact, that the laws of our particular universe, including 

quantum mechanics, make it both curiously easy to create continuously disruptive 

information technology advances, over all other technologies. We’ll explore some of the 

more obvious implications of this insight in Book 2.  

 

Clarke does not typically prioritize the various futures he imagines. He says he almost 

always more interested in exploring possibilities (the Innovation skill, which we will 

discuss next). But, if he had prioritized them, we think it would have been obvious to any 

scientifically-informed reader that his Obsolescence chapter would have been the first one 

in Profiles, a generally excellent book. Developmental thinking (predictability, 

optimization, hierarchies, priorities) can frequently clear up evolutionary uncertainties. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Norbert_Wiener
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Herbert_A._Simon
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If he had prioritized the many fascinating futures described in Profiles, he would have 

had to admit to himself that information technologies, not the space technologies he so 

loved, would very likely dominate our future, unless other fundamental new sciences 

were discovered. Even then it was obvious that it will only be AI and robots that will do 

truly ambitious engineering projects in space. We biological humans are restricted to 

making better satellites, telescopes, and other tools that aid our science and engineering 

here on Earth. We can’t prevent that future, even though it is both fun and romantic to 

imagine we could. Often our passions, in this case Clarke’s passion for space exploration, 

can bias us to see a less constrained, less developmental future ahead than actually exists.  

 

Clarke was also influenced by his cultural history. He grew up just after what we might 

call the ‘Miraculous Years’ of Science 1895-1930, a thirty-five year period during which 

humanity discovered a number of truly astonishing and previously unexpected things in 

the realm of the small, including subatomic processes and their practical applications (X-

rays, Roentgen 1985), nuclear reactions, and quantum physics, and a few astonishing 

things in the realm of the very large, including relativity. Clarke can be forgiven for 

imagining that world-changing scientific discoveries might continue in coming decades, 

and he imagines some of those in chapters on topics like antigravity, time travel, 

teleportation, and invisibility.  

 

Yet, from our current vantage point, nearly a century after the end of the Miraculous 

Years, with no comparatively fundamental advances since, we can entertain an 

alternative hypothesis: biological humanity is nearing the limits of the fundamental 

science that it can easily discover. It has seemed likely, at least since the 1990s, that we are 

going to need AI to take us to the next truly “magical” set of discoveries.  

 

Science writer John Horgan was one of the early explorers of this unpopular, but 

evidence-based idea in a very brave book on science anticipation, The End of Science, 

1996/2015. This book makes clear that if we care about advancing science, we need to 

advance global IT and AI. There is no other high-yield path available anymore. That 

future has been obvious for many years now, though it is still not frequently admitted. 

The work we do in biotech, for example, is almost entirely ignorant of how biology itself 

actually works. Only breakthroughs in biological simulation will change that fact.  

 

Finally, we must mention that Clarke had a rather simplistic view of politics, and society, 

imagining that they will recede in importance as science advances. He may be correct in 

this view with respect to self-aware AI, but certainly not for human beings, as recent 

decades have demonstrated. As a result, he did not foresee the rise of plutocracy to 

accompany technology-created wealth, or the full prominence of environmental impact 

and public health and safety concerns.  

 

https://www.amazon.com/End-Science-Knowledge-Twilight-Scientific/dp/0465065929/
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Nevertheless, the latter are both developmental processes that could be clearly seen in the 

Industrial Revolution, which created both great plutocracy and great filth that were 

eventually cleaned up, until the Information Revolution came along and restarted them 

both. Seeing those developmental trends might have reined in some of his speculations 

on topics like supersonic transport (too fuel-expensive and wasteful to be sustainable) or 

hovercraft we’d use to move on land as easily as the ocean (clearly environmentally 

unsound, even then). Yet, it is only because of Clarke’s many successes as an anticipator 

that we can draw these lessons for or own anticipation work. He was one of the 20th 

century’s greatest futurists, and for his prioritization of futures thinking over other 

pursuits, we owe him a tremendous debt. 

 

Another famous 20th century anticipation proof point is found in the work of futurist 

Herman Kahn (1922-1983), and his team at the Hudson Institute. Kahn and Anthony 

Weiner’s The Year 2000: A Framework for Speculation on the Next Thirty-Three Years, 

1967, is perhaps their most famous long-term foresight work. Kahn was a foresight 

practitioner who recognized the value of starting with the probable future, then 

developing possible and preferable futures within the confines of the probable. A 

retrospective review of this book by Richard Albright, What Can Past Technology Forecasts 

Tell Us about the Future?, Tech Forecasting & Social Change, Jan 2002, found that 50% of the 

one hundred very likely technical innovations listed in the back of The Year 2000 had been 

“good and timely” forecasts by 2000, and that forecasts in the subfield of computers and 

communications had the highest success, at 80% correct. 

 

The Year 2000 is insightful in both science and technology forecasting and in many 

economic and social forecasting areas as well. It misses some aspects of the probable S&T 

future. It assumed the continued centralization of computing rather than its phases of 

distribution (PCs, mobile era), followed by current recentralization (cloud, platforms) . It 

did not recognize that information technology, like all other complex systems, is in a 

continual tension between bottom-up and top-down control. But even in 1967, Kahn and 

Weiner offered us the exponential perspective, citing the “bewildering speed of 

technological doubling” (Moore’s law was then just three years old) in the language on 

the book’s jacket. In many ways, The Year 2000 anticipated Alvin Toffler’s discussion of 

socio-technical acceleration in Future Shock, 1970. Both are very good proof points for how 

to do foresight work well, and mostly right.  

 

Another of Kahn’s works of foresight, The Next 200 Years: A Scenario for America and the 

World (1976), is also quite prescient. He gets many technological and societal trends spot 

on, for example, accurately predicting a roughly 500-fold drop in the production price of 

solar photovoltaic panels by the 2020s. His big picture view of the “multi-fold trend” of 

accelerating societal development was even better than Toffler’s in many ways. He makes 

mistakes of course. He oversimplifies environmental issues and the political challenges 

of economic development, and he falsely assumes that global economic growth will 

eventually taper, to track with tapering global human population (which his team 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Herman_Kahn
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hudson_Institute
https://www.amazon.com/Year-Two-Thousand-Kahn-Herman/dp/0025604406
http://www.albrightstrategy.com/papers/Albright_Past_Forecasts.pdf
http://www.albrightstrategy.com/papers/Albright_Past_Forecasts.pdf
https://www.amazon.com/Future-Shock-Alvin-Toffler/dp/0553277375/
https://www.amazon.com/next-200-years-scenario-America/dp/0688030297
https://www.amazon.com/next-200-years-scenario-America/dp/0688030297
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rightly forecast). He makes this mistake because he does not consider densification and 

dematerialization (D&D). These megatrends tell us that economic growth becomes 

increasingly based on bits, not atoms, that markets will be increasingly driven by growing 

populations of intelligent machines, not humans, and that our civilization will continue 

to dive into “inner space”, small scales of space, time, energy, and matter, not “outer 

space” to create value. Such considerations tell us, whether we like this fact or not, that 

economic growth, just like information growth, computational capacity, and intelligence 

growth, will remain superexponential for the foreseeable future. We’ll explore D&D and 

other global megatrends in Book 2.  

 

For good 21C examples of anticipation at the individual level, we recommend Ray 

Kurzweil’s The Singularity is Near, 2005, Diamandis and Kotler’s Abundance, 2014, 

McAfee and Brynjolfsson’s Machine, Platform, Crowd, 2017, Steven Pinker’s The Better 

Angels of Our Nature, 2012, Hans Rosling’s Factfulness, 2018, or any of the other books in 

our list of Top Foresight Books in Appendix 3 (Resources).  

 

None of these authors has perfect foresight. We are all human, and individually flawed, 

each in our own ways. With Kurzweil’s near-term predictions, for example, we would 

advise ignoring many of his overambitious nanotechnological, biological, medical, and 

social change predictions. In such areas he is writing outside his domain of expertise. 

Several subject matter experts have argued convincingly against his presingularity 

scenarios in these domains. They seem more like wishful fantasies, very unlikely to 

happen prior to the emergence of general AI.  Biomedical advances in general will remain 

painfully underperforming for at least the next couple of decades, as we will describe in 

Book 2. At the same time, Kurzweil is also to be greatly commended for making it clear, 

beginning with his prescient 1990 edited book, The Age of Intelligent Machines, just how 

powerful and disruptive AI will continue to be in coming decades, and why. We’ll 

explore this acceleration-aware, exponential worldview in BPF. 

 

Companies, institutions, and governments also successfully anticipate the probable 

future, the one that will likely arrive whether we want it or not. Probable foresight in the 

organization is done in at least five specialty practices, as we have described. Let’s look 

at those now. Some companies develop strong teams and process in data science & 

machine learning. In many cases they are seeing the near-term probable future, as with 

predictive analytics, but some are seeing the long term well. For example, Google and 

Nvidia are both AI leaders at present, and their long-term visions, market positions, and 

investments make them look like AI leaders for the foreseeable future, in our view.  

 

Others are great at forecasting & prediction, both using machines and using humans. A 

2017 Quartz article by Alexandra Ossola, delivered as their Weekly Obsession email 

(which we recommend subscribing to) focused on Prediction. It describes just how far 

data science has moved into prediction, as our machine learning algorithms, hardware, 

sensors, and datasets have advanced.  

https://www.amazon.com/Singularity-Near-Humans-Transcend-Biology-ebook/dp/B000QCSA7C/
https://www.amazon.com/Abundance-Future-Better-Than-Think/dp/145161683X/
https://www.amazon.com/Machine-Platform-Crowd-Harnessing-Digital/dp/0393254291/
https://www.amazon.com/Better-Angels-Our-Nature-Violence/dp/0143122010/
https://www.amazon.com/Better-Angels-Our-Nature-Violence/dp/0143122010/
https://www.amazon.com/Factfulness-Reasons-World-Things-Better/dp/1250107814/
http://www.foresightguide.com/top-foresight-books/
https://www.amazon.com/Age-Intelligent-Machines-Ray-Kurzweil/dp/0262111217/
https://qz.com/emails/quartz-obsession/1764288/
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The graphic at right is a survey of Kaggle 

users, showing their most popular 

machine prediction methods. Note that 

standard logistic regression remains the 

most popular method, but notice all the 

other algorithms now in play. This 

diversity didn’t exist in 2000. In BPF, 

we’ll say why we think brain- and bio-

inspired prediction methods, like neural 

networks, and more generally bottom-

up, evo-devo computer science, will 

increasingly outcompete the more top-

down and engineered approaches to machine prediction that are still dominant today. 

 

For human prediction, read Michael Gilliland’s The Business Forecasting Deal, 2010, for 

some great examples of Intel, AstraZeneca, and Cisco using forecasting well. Every 

forecasting textbook offers a few success examples. Paul Saffo offers excellent advice for 

forecasting teams in Six Rules for Effective Forecasting, HBR, 2007. Read Philip Tetlock’s 

Superforecasting, 2015, for examples of group process that will greatly improve a team’s 

ability to predict. Forecasting and prediction will often be wrong, but the more we do 

them, the better we get at uncovering risk, opportunity, disruption, and advantage ahead. 

 

Let us briefly consider two examples of successful human prediction in organizations. 

Apple’s product development teams predicted (did not just guess) the consumer need for 

the iPod, smartphone, and iPad. They used those insights to revolutionize those product 

categories, with simple and powerful user interfaces and choice curation. These were all 

obvious products that had to eventually exist. They are electronic versions of the 

handheld 3″ x 5″ index cards (iPod, smartphone) and clipboards (iPad) we’ve been using 

since the invention of paper and pens.  

 

Each of these were long anticipated in science fiction. The iPad (tablet), for example, 

appears in Stanley Kubrick and Arthur C. Clarke’s transcendent film, 2001: A Space 

Odyssey, 1968. But, to turn that idea into reality, someone in product, strategy, and 

marketing in some company had to recognize they could deliver those inevitably 

successful products. That kind of anticipation isn’t easy. Apple could have made a 

successful consumer tablet in 1993 if they had tried harder, as is argued in the lost 

progress opportunity, 1993: Tablets and Ebooks at the Birth of the Web. Nevertheless, 

when the iPad finally came out in 2010, their anticipation and design strategies were still 

several years ahead of the competition. There comes a cost to forcing a new idea early if 

not done precisely, and the 1990s and 2000s were full of failed tablet launches.  

 

https://www.amazon.com/Business-Forecasting-Deal-Eliminating-Practices/dp/0470574437/
https://hbr.org/2007/07/six-rules-for-effective-forecasting
https://www.amazon.com/Superforecasting-Science-Prediction-Philip-Tetlock/dp/0804136718
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2001:_A_Space_Odyssey_(film)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2001:_A_Space_Odyssey_(film)
http://www.foresightguide.com/1993-tablets-and-ebooks-at-the-birth-of-the-web/
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Google’s Artificial Intelligence group offers another good prediction example. They 

released their core AI tools and libraries for public use, under an open source license, in 

late 2015. Google realized that the 15 million coders on GitHub offered a far larger 

development community than their 30,000 software engineers. Getting the global 

community to use their tools first gave Google access to a key new hiring pool and 

market. They realized that whoever took an open strategy first, with the easiest to use 

tools, would likely be able to marshal the most AI talent. Google realized this more than 

a year before Amazon, Facebook, Microsoft, and others did the same with their AI tools 

and libraries, with much less impressive results. As we’ve said, this kind of prediction 

isn’t celebrated as much as that of individual authors, but it happens all the time. 

 

Let’s finish our brief tour of the other anticipation specialties now. Some companies build 

strong anticipation in investing & finance. This may include internal investing teams 

that appropriately manage a firm’s investable assets, creative financing strategy, and 

algorithmic trading. For a disturbing account of the still-poorly-regulated world of 

machine trading, read Scott Patterson’s The Quants, 2011, and Dark Pools, 2013.  

 

Some companies develop superior anticipation in law & security. The positive side of 

this is seen in corporate social responsibility initiatives and triple bottom line accounting, 

and the negative in new forms of tax sheltering and income and governance hiding, and 

all those exotic new derivatives that helped create our 2008 global financial crisis.  

 

For corporate leaders in risk management & insurance, think of all the large reinsurers 

like SwissRe, who have the most detailed risk models available in the world today, or 

think of InsurTech startups like Root, whose leaders realized that an app on our phone 

that tracks our driving, and allows the insurer to give us custom rates based on both how 

often and how poorly we drive, would be even cheaper than requiring a $100 tracking 

dongle for the car. The latter is made by companies like Octo, and used by InsurTech 

startups like Metromile. Companies like Root and Metromile are gaining from predicting 

an obvious future feature of car insurance (usage-based and driving-based rate 

determination), and both will gain success against the incumbents. But, Root’s strategy is 

the simplest and cheapest, so it has the potential to grow the fastest among the two, all 

else equal. Getting better data is one of the foundations of risk assessment, a first step to 

better risk management.  

 

A classic tool for risk assessment is the risk matrix, seen in the picture below. Such tools 

invite us to discover and categorize varieties of potential risk events. They are often used 

to preventable futures, prior to taking critical actions, particularly with defense and 

https://www.amazon.com/Quants-Whizzes-Conquered-Street-Destroyed/dp/0307453383/
https://www.amazon.com/Dark-Pools-Machine-Traders-Rigging/dp/0307887189/
https://www.joinroot.com/
https://www.octousa.com/telematics-solutions/
https://www.metromile.com/
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security teams.

 
 

Such insights are not experiments (innovations) or preferred futures (strategies). They 

are anticipations, probable futures that we realize are likely going to work, as soon as 

someone brings them into the world. Our modern freedom-oriented culture currently 

biases us against thinking too much about probable futures. We may not like believing 

that we are both constrained and enabled by the future, but the more we use LAIS skills, 

in a diverse and critical group, the more constraint and probability we can see. 

 

3. Innovation Skill – Alternatives and Scenarios Specialty Focus  

 

Examples: Shell, Mont Fleur Scenarios, Scenario Learning, and Wargaming. 

 

Innovation, or possibility thinking, is aided by five specialty practices in our 

model, alternatives & scenarios, entrepreneurship & intrapreneurship, facilitation & 

gaming, ideation & design, and innovation & R&D. Let’s now introduce a few 20C and 

21C foresight successes, primarily focusing on the practice specialty of alternatives & 

scenarios, with a few examples in the both the organizational foresight and global-

societal foresight (and specifically, governmental foresight) domains. We’ll also mention 

a few innovation-oriented firms in each of these specialties at the end of this section.  

 

One of the best-known 20th century proof points for organizational foresight, in the 

practice specialty of alternatives & scenarios, is Royal Dutch/Shell’s scenario planning 

process. It was described by Peter Schwartz in The Art of the Long View, 1991, the first 

widely-read publication on scenario planning. Schwartz was head of Shell’s London 

scenario planning department from 1982-86. Scenario planning was initiated at Shell in 

the early 1970s, under Pierre Wack. As Art Kleiner says in The Man Who Saw the Future, 

in Strategy+Business (Spring 2003), Wack’s team, and his scenario planning successors at 

https://www.amazon.com/Art-Long-View-Planning-Uncertain/dp/0385267320/
https://www.strategy-business.com/article/8220?gko=0d07f
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Shell, have been credited with helping the company anticipate, among other major 

change, “the 1973 energy crisis, the oil price shock of 1979, the collapse of the oil market 

in 1986, the, 1990, fall of the Soviet Union, the (2000’s) rise of Muslim radicalism, and the 

increasing pressure on companies to address environmental and social problems.” If even 

just a few of these claims are true, it’s a stunning example of the value of ”what-ifing” the 

future on a regular basis. 

 

Unfortunately, getting the details on the nature of these predictions is much harder, at 

present. Some of these may be myth, others are at least inflated. Angela Wilkinson, 

former member of the Shell scenario team, and former faculty in the Oxford Scenarios 

Programme takes a critical tone. She says, in a 2013 HBR article co-written with Roland 

Kupers, that “We have no solid examples of Shell’s having anticipated future 

developments better than other companies.” But, to take Shell’s defense, we must 

remember that unlike the scenario work of futurists like Herman Kahn, which was often 

highly effective in its focus on probable futures, or of normative futurists like Gaston 

Berger and Bertrand de Jouvenel, which focused on preferable futures, Shell focused 

their scenarios on possible (and at the same time, plausible) futures. Thus it makes sense, 

given the primarily exploratory aim of Shell’s scenarios, that the Wilkinson and Kupers 

find little predictive value in them. 

 

In their article, Wilkinson and Kupers also assume that scenarios are used to describe 

possible futures, which may be preferable or dystopian. They are not intended to explore 

probable futures in any way. This assumption about scenario work has grown so 

widespread in foresight practice today, versus the early years of our field, when scenarios 

were often intended to be plausible and predictive in part, that we will restrict the use 

of the word scenario to this modern definition as well. In this Guide, a scenario is a story 

of a plausibly possible future.  

 

Stories of probable futures we’ll call things like forecasts, probabilities, and 

predictions. Stories of preferable futures we’ll call things like goals, visions, aspirations, 

strategies, and progress stories (widely-held preferable future visions), among other 

names. Nevertheless, we believe, as with many early scenario users, that all scenarios 

should be evaluated for both plausibility and probability by an experience diverse 

crowd, prior to using them to create strategy. 

 

Wilkinson and Kuper argue that scenarios make leaders comfortable with an ambiguous, 

open future, can counter hubris, expose assumptions, create shared and systemic 

sensemaking, and foster quicker adaptation in times of crisis. This last benefit, a 

potentially quicker and smarter response to previously anticipated change, may be the 

most obvious benefit of possibility-focused scenario work. Again, anticipation isn’t the 

goal of scenarios; but, if we do enough of them, we will anticipate a future that will 

actually come, and we can respond to it ahead of our competitors. The authors quote 

historian Keetie Sluyterman, who characterizes Shell as “perhaps faster than other 

https://www.sbs.ox.ac.uk/programmes/oxford-scenarios-programme
https://www.sbs.ox.ac.uk/programmes/oxford-scenarios-programme
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companies in catching on to changes in market or culture, by virtue of its sensitivity to 

emerging topics such as climate change, the rise of China, and the controversial boom in 

the development of extensive unconventional gas resources in the United States.”  

 

Clearly, regular scenario work should make any strategy team more aware of possible 

futures, more able to identify early indicators and trends that might suggest alternative 

futures they’ve already considered, and more able to put potential experiments, 

strategies, and plans on the shelf, ready for use as needed. All of this may allow a 

company to profit faster and better than competitors if such change emerges. 

 

In 1970, when they began their scenario work, Shell was already number two in the world 

in oil and gas company revenues, at $10.8B, but it still a good way behind Exxon, which 

had 60% greater revenues (16.6B) at the time. By 2004, Shell had overtaken Exxon, which 

it has been well established did not have a similar commitment to foresight. If they had, 

they might have avoided the tragic and negligent Exxon Valdez oil spill in 1989. This 60% 

growth in relative revenues (to the previous market leader) over 34 years may be partly 

a testament to Shell’s better use of foresight process and culture, which was started and 

maintained by senior leadership. Shell was arguably then the leading oil and gas 

company in the world. BP was barely ahead of Shell in revenues ($285B vs $265B) in 2004, 

but it achieved that not by organic growth but by a supermerger between British 

Petroleum and Amoco in 1998. Yet rising to the top at the end of the 20th century was no 

guarantee of success in the 21st. By 2017, Shell had fallen to sixth place, behind newly 

global Saudi and Chinese oil companies (and now again barely behind Exxon), with BP 

falling to eighth place after its Deepwater Horizon disaster (another lack of foresight and 

oversight) in 2010. 

 

One can only imagine how much better Shell’s foresight work might have been, all these 

years, if they had also attempted to find probable futures as much as they did 

possibility-oriented scenario work. Wack’s team did start down the anticipation road. 

They began building a list of apparently inevitable global trends that they called TINA 

Trends (TINA stands for There Is No Alternative), including liberalization and 

globalization, which they argued would continue to advance, on average, across the 

world. Unfortunately, they didn’t apparently try to quantify, crowdsource, and formally 

forecast those trends. That type of anticipation thinking does not seem to have extended 

past Wack’s tenure.  

 

For more on Shell, see the Shell Global Scenarios to 2025, 2005, a compendium of their global 

scenario work. See also Kupers and Wilkinson’s The Essence of Scenarios: Learning from the 

Shell Experience, 2014, for an in-depth analysis of the value of scenario work to Shell and 

other organizations for corporate innovation, strategy, and planning. Shell’s scenarios are 

written as possibilities, but each has many nuggets of anticipation within them as well.  

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exxon_Valdez_oil_spill
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deepwater_Horizon
https://www.amazon.com/Scenarios-Institute-International-Economics-Monograph/dp/0881323837/
https://www.amazon.com/Essence-Scenarios-Learning-Shell-Experience/dp/9089645942/
https://www.amazon.com/Essence-Scenarios-Learning-Shell-Experience/dp/9089645942/
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For example, Shell’s 2005 book includes an early example of a dematerialization curve, a 

curve showing energy intensity saturation, or the predictably declining use of energy 

per citizen, the richer any country becomes. Until very recently, such energy use 

saturation curves were rarely seen in any environmentalist’s reports about our global 

future. Many future thinkers, especially those on the sustainability side of the IES goals 

spectrum, don’t want to admit that humans are self-correcting. Environmentalists like to 

tell self-preventing prophecies of potential disaster ahead. This is useful for spurring 

social change, but it does not paint an accurate picture of the world. We must learn to see 

all the ways we can and are reducing our impact on the natural world, using powerful 

exponential processes, so that we can aid those processes more consciously. Exponentials 

provide us the greatest strategic leverage available to us, for just about every human 

problem. We must learn to use them well. Futurist Andrew McAfee’s More From Less, 

2019, is one of a handful of books telling the exponential dematerialization story.  

 

Let’s turn now to a commendable government example of alternatives & scenario use. 

In 1991, the Mont Fleur scenarios for South Africa, were developed by stakeholders (also 

an example of facilitation & gaming), by Adam Kahane’s group at Generon Consulting. 

These scenarios were used to stimulate expert and public debate about what South Africa 

might be like in 2012, twenty years after its transition from an all-white government. See 

this PDF summary of the four scenarios the developers foresaw, which the public came 

to widely understand. 

 

As Kahane describes these, Ostrich (a non-representative government) pointed out the 

risk and futility of the white government trying to prevent or avoid a negotiated 

settlement with the black majority. Lame Duck (incapacitated government and economy) 

imagined a long transition of power, with a constitutionally weak government, and low 

international investment due to prolonged uncertainty. Icarus (fly now, crash later) 

imagined a black government could come to power on a wave of public support, and 

rapidly crash the economy by embarking on large, unsustainable public spending 

programs. Flight (inclusive democracy and economic growth) imagined a rapid political 

settlement, with adoption of sound social and economic policies, inclusive democratic 

policies, and slower economic growth than Icarus at first, but more prosperity in the long 

term, as there would be no crash. 

 

The scenario team for Mont Fleur included twenty-two diverse stakeholders who met 

three times, for a three day workshop each time, to generate scenarios in small and large 

group activities, and the Generon facilitators consolidated them into these particularly 

instructive four. The scenarios were intended to provoke public debate and generate 

positive change. They were widely discussed, and they appear to have helped the 

country’s politicians and the public avoid the obvious pitfalls of the transition. F. W. de 

Klerk, the last white prime minister of South Africa, was recorded saying “I am not an 

ostrich” at a press conference before the transition. 

 

https://www.amazon.com/More-Less-Surprising-Learned-Resources_and/dp/1982103574
https://reospartners.com/wp-content/uploads/old/Mont%20Fleur.pdf
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As of 2001, Generon had run what they call civic scenarios for seven other countries, and 

could point to the existence of at least six other projects globally, inspired by their work, 

run by other foresight teams. For methods, see Kahane’s Civic Scenarios as a Tool for Making 

History, 2001. Kahane argues that civic scenarios offer four important outcomes. 

1. Reframed mental models, 2. Shared commitment to change, developed through dialog, 

3. Regenerated energy and optimism, and 4. Renewed action and momentum. These are 

surely reasonable claims, and it would be excellent to see more of the developed world’s 

leaders employ civic scenarios to engage their citizens in public debate. In our next major 

swing back from plutocracy toward democracy, we can be hopeful that this will occur.  

 

For a rich introduction to scenario planning, see Tom Chermack’s Scenario Planning in 

Organizations, 2011. One of our favorite advanced scenario planning books is Fahey and 

Randall’s Learning from the Future: Competitive Foresight Scenarios, 1997. Now over twenty 

years old, it is as valuable as when it was written. In this edited volume, twenty-five 

highly experienced scenario developers share their insights regarding using scenarios, in 

a range of corporate, nonprofit, and government environments, to explore the possible, 

generate visions, create tensions between completing views of the future, and to resolve 

them with better strategy. It offers the term scenario learning, as a better way to 

understand how scenarios fit into the organization. They note that foresight leaders don’t 

primarily use scenarios for better planning: they use them as a learning tool, with the 

ultimate aim of improving organizational decision-making. Scenario learning is thus a 

more general and useful term than scenario planning. It also reminds us that the best 

scenario production process must integrate well with LAIS, the Four Foresight 

Skills. We recommend reviewing Fahey and Randall’s classic book when discussing 

scenarios within teams. 

 

Companies, institutions, and governments continually imagine or create (mentally or 

physically innovate) many possible futures. Only a subset of these are obviously at first, 

or later turn out to be, preferable futures. It is the imaginative, creative, experimental 

act that primarily drives the innovator. Possibility foresight in the organization is done in 

at least five specialty practices, as we have described. We’ve covered a few success 

stories alternatives & scenarios so far. Let’s look briefly now at the other four specialties. 

 

Some companies are well-known leaders in entrepreneurship & intrapreneurship. 

While entrepreneurship on its face might seem like it is the creation of a preferable future, 

in reality, it is only the strategy, analysis, and planning that goes before the venture that 

deserves to be called preference foresight. The creators of startups often have strong 

preferences and visions, to be sure, but the venture itself is always an essentially creative, 

experimental act. The vast majority of ventures fail.  

 

Entrepreneurship is, in its essence, an experimental, exploratory activity, truly different 

from strategy. Leaders who understand this will develop incubators that keep their new 

ventures outside the firm, so they aren’t held back by the larger and older organization’s 

http://www.democraticdialoguenetwork.org/app/files/documents/296/attachment/Civic_scenarios_as_a_tool_for_making_history_-_English0dfd.pdf
http://www.democraticdialoguenetwork.org/app/files/documents/296/attachment/Civic_scenarios_as_a_tool_for_making_history_-_English0dfd.pdf
https://www.amazon.com/Scenario-Planning-Organizations-Create-Scenarios/dp/1605094137/
https://www.amazon.com/Scenario-Planning-Organizations-Create-Scenarios/dp/1605094137/
https://www.amazon.com/Learning-Future-Competitive-Foresight-Scenarios/dp/0471303526/
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politics and culture. They develop the tolerance for failure of a good venture capitalist, 

expecting their entrepreneurs to fail fast, fail lightly, and fail often, and to learn from 

failure. Owen and Fernandez’s The Lean Enterprise: How Corporations Can Innovate Like 

Startups, 2014, and Mui and Carroll’s The New Killer Apps: How Large Companies Can Out-

Innovate Start-Ups, 2013, both offer advice and examples of large firms conducting 

internal and external venturing. Chris William’s Venturing in International Firms, 2018, 

explores eight corporate examples in a multinational context. 

 

A great intrapreneurship success story from these three books comes from The New Killer 

Apps and is a bit counterintuitive. It involves Xerox and their famous R&D lab, Xerox 

PARC. Most students of business history know that Xerox famously failed to capitalize 

on the desktop graphical computer, which they developed as both hardware and 

software in the 1970s at PARC. They lost this market, in two obvious ways. First, they 

never got to mass market with these innovations, and second, they never even licensed 

this incredible innovation to others, like Apple, Microsoft, or IBM, who could scale it.  

 

But, as Mui and Carroll point out, Xerox spent just $43 million in today’s dollars on PARC 

up to the 1980s. Their intrapreneurs were able to use that R&D to successfully launch 

the laser printer, which has generated $100B of revenues for Xerox to date. That alone is 

a fantastic rate of return. This is a great lesson in intrapreneurship and R&D. When a suite 

of amazing new tools and opportunities emerge at once, as they did at PARC in the 1970s, 

it is easy for foresight and strategy to be overwhelmed. Xerox clearly overfocused, leaving 

vast sums of “money on the table”, yet it did not threaten their survival. It only takes one 

big commercial win to justify an R&D commitment. We don’t necessarily need to get all 

the fruits of an R&D commitment—only enough to get a superior rate of return.  

 

Xerox got big wins in both printing and copying as a result of their long-term R&D focus 

with PARC. As a result, the company enjoyed an exponential growth phase that ran over 

two decades, to the mid-2000’s. Sadly, over that same period, they increasingly scaled 

back their basic research, innovation, and entrepreneurship, just as did HP, GE and other 

giants. The challenges of becoming global were too much for them. But, they are still a 

great historical success story in innovation practice. 

 

Other foresight success stories are found in facilitation & gaming. Wargaming has long 

been used in military environments to expose weaknesses in strategy and tactics. Mark 

Herman et al.’s Wargaming for Leaders, 2009, describes Booz Allen Hamilton’s (BAH’s) 

work in industry simulation games for corporate clients. These games are typically done 

over three days, simulating the next three years, and require the submission of three 

strategic moves and plans by a company’s product and marketing teams and competitor 

teams, and responses by regulator teams, customer teams, and a public team, all 

coordinated by a control team played by BAH facilitators.  

 

https://www.amazon.com/Lean-Enterprise-Corporations-Innovate-Startups-ebook/dp/B00J0VZS16/
https://www.amazon.com/Lean-Enterprise-Corporations-Innovate-Startups-ebook/dp/B00J0VZS16/
https://www.amazon.com/New-Killer-Apps-Companies-Out-Innovate/dp/0989242013/
https://www.amazon.com/New-Killer-Apps-Companies-Out-Innovate/dp/0989242013/
https://www.amazon.com/Venturing-International-Firms-Contexts-High-Tech-ebook/dp/B079JX3MQY/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Xerox
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PARC_(company)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PARC_(company)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laser_printing
https://www.amazon.com/Wargaming-Leaders-Strategic-Battlefield-Boardroom-ebook/dp/B001L10ZYI/
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A good simulation game, which may only lightly use computers (for financials and 

numeric dashboards), will explore how an organization’s competitive position and 

operating environment may change over the next few years, based on moves the 

company’s strategy teams employ. Herman et al. explore how Florida Power & Light 

used these games to reject a risky expansion idea, and change their approach to safety 

and public outreach. Caterpillar used the results of their game to evaluate merger 

scenarios, and change their R&D plans. The industry modeling required to develop a 

good game, and the creation of internal teams that are forced to think like competitors (or 

other threats), can be just as valuable to the organization, long term, as the experiences 

managers gain by simulating the possibilities in their competitive environment. 

 

There are many well-known innovation success stories in ideation & design. Think again 

of Apple’s products over the last forty years. Design thinking is a growing set of 

practices, championed by design firms like IDEO, for imagining and prototyping great 

new products and services, and reimagining and improving existing products and 

services, by starting from the customer’s perspective and looking for unexpected 

solutions. Tim Brown’s Change By Design, 2009, is the best-known primer on the topic. 

Brown is the CEO of IDEO. See The Accidental Design Thinker’s “40 Design Thinking 

Success Stories,“ 2017, for some great proof points for this practice.  

 

A famous design success story comes from AirBnB. Very early in their startup phase they 

were not getting website traction, and since one of their founders, Joe Gebbia, had design 

thinking experience, they decided to reimagine their website from a creative, customer-

centric perspective. In a brainstorming session, they intuited that their bookings were 

poor because the photos of the residences were too amateurish. Their creative solution 

was to rent a camera, go to their client’s homes, and take better photos themselves.  

 

Taking photos was not a scalable strategy, and would not have been recommended by 

the strategy team, but when Gebbia conducted this experiment, it soon showed double 

the bookings at the homes with better pictures. This made it clear from the outset that 

great photos would be central to their service, and the experiment may have even saved 

their company at its most vulnerable stage. Design thinking is critical to startups, which 

are constantly pivoting to find their business models, but everyone can use it.  

 

Some companies and organizations, from small startups to giants like AT&T’s Bell Labs, 

Boeing and DARPA, excel in innovation & R&D. DARPAs is presently doing good work 

on explainable, secure, and trustable AI. We’ll say more about the latter in Book 2.  

  

A great example of an innovation opportunity comes from Kodak, who invented digital 

photography in 1975, but whose leadership refused to see how disruptive it would 

become to their core business, despite their commissioning many good predictive 

foresight studies, from both internal strategy teams and external consultants.  

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IDEO
https://www.amazon.com/Change-Design-Timothy-James-Brown/dp/0062337386/
https://theaccidentaldesignthinker.com/2017/09/16/40-design-thinking-success-stories/
https://theaccidentaldesignthinker.com/2017/09/16/40-design-thinking-success-stories/
https://www.bbva.com/en/airbnb-design-thinking-success-story/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Explainable_Artificial_Intelligence
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Digital photos were grainy and expensive in those early years, but Kodak could have 

spun out a team to use keep refining it from the beginning, and it could have found eager 

early clients with the intelligence, law enforcement, and defense communities. Those 

customers, and perhaps others, would have been happy with lower quality at first, for 

the many benefits that such transmissible digital photographs offered. Law enforcement, 

for example, could have used digital cameras integrated with Kodak fax machines, for 

mug shots and search requests via the National Crime Information Center (NCIC) which 

was created in 1967, almost twenty years before the web. Commercial applications could 

have inevitably come in the 1980s.  

 

This Kodak lesson, and the PARC example of the personal computer, are two great 

lessons in the challenges of innovation, which is defined as a new product or service that 

becomes a commercial success. In digital photography, Kodak had a 

great invention (design, prototype) but wasn’t able to turn it into an innovation. While 

they had the foresight to see that it would get continually better, they didn’t have 

the culture or entrepreneurial processes to allow cannibalization of their core business.  

 

Clay Christiansen famously describes this problem in The Innovator’s Dilemma: When New 

Technologies Cause Great Firms to Fail, 1997/2013. We’ll revisit the innovator’s dilemma at 

several points in the Guide. We need all Eight Skills of adaptive foresight and action to get 

a firm past good strategic foresight (which Kodak had) into adaptive foresight, or 

successful action in the environment. 

 

For a few practical tips for innovation success, see Kelly and Littman’s The Ten Faces of 

Innovation, 2006, also by IDEO authors. This book explores the human and process 

resources that help leaders overcome internal resistance to creative solutions. They profile 

particular types of people, including the Anthropologist (always presenting data on 

consumer behavior and interests), the Cross-Pollinator (combining ideas and processes 

across silos), and the Hurdler (looking for creative ways around current blocks and 

constraints) who are vital to successful internal innovation teams. They also explore 

successful innovation examples from Kraft, Procter and Gamble, Safeway, and the Mayo 

Clinic. Neal Thornberry’s Innovation Judo, 2014, also addresses the challenges of internal 

innovation. It explores the many ways internal actors may try to shoot down experiments 

that could threaten their own power or process, and the various “judo skills” internal 

innovators need to succeed. The team at Chrysler that created the Jeep Wrangler 

Rubicon in 2003 is a great case study of innovation success tactics in this book.  

 

4. Strategy Skill – Strategy & Planning Specialty Focus.  

 

Examples: Amazon, Apple, Google, and Rick Rescorla. 

 

Strategy, or preference and prevention thinking, is aided primarily by two specialty 

practices in our model, analysis & decision support and strategy & planning. In other 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Crime_Information_Center
https://www.amazon.com/Innovators-Dilemma-Technologies-Management-Innovation/dp/1633691780/
https://www.amazon.com/Innovators-Dilemma-Technologies-Management-Innovation/dp/1633691780/
https://www.amazon.com/Ten-Faces-Innovation-Strategies-Organization-ebook/dp/B000FCKPKS/
https://www.amazon.com/Ten-Faces-Innovation-Strategies-Organization-ebook/dp/B000FCKPKS/
https://www.amazon.com/Innovation-Judo-Roadblocks-Blockheads-Creativity/dp/0989322297/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chrysler
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeep_Wrangler_(TJ)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeep_Wrangler_(TJ)
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words, strategy development requires analysis, prioritizing, decision-making, visioning, 

and planning. Strategic foresight occurs when a team, or a leader, motivates us to achieve 

a preferred future. To qualify as strategy, this future has to be something that 

would otherwise not happen in the world, without the leader or strategy team’s intent. 

Otherwise, it’s a result of a probable process (which we can try to anticipate) or of 

a possible process (a random outcome, a creative, unexpected result).  

 

Great strategic foresight always builds on Learning (understanding relevant past and 

present), Anticipation (uncovering probable futures), and Innovation (imagining 

possible futures), to craft a preferred future, and to give us some guidelines (plans, 

tactics) for how to get there. 

 

Improving any strategy also requires repeated application of all of the other Eight Skills, 

in a continual Do Loop. It is only when a strategy is Executed, and leaders attempt to use 

it to Influence their teams and stakeholders, Relate to them in the process, 

and Review its impact (the Four Action Skills), that we get to test any strategy against 

the world. Nineteenth-century Prussian commander Helmuth von Moltke famously said 

(in paraphrase): “No plan survives first contact with the enemy.” We can generalize this 

observation as: ”No strategic plan survives first contact with reality.” Continual 

iteration of strategy and action, via the Do Loop, is the only way we adapt. With these 

caveats, let’s survey a few obviously excellent strategies (in hindsight) by some of the 

well-known business leaders in recent decades. 

 

Consider Amazon’s foray into Web Services in 2006. With revenues of $17B a year, it 

created a platform to rival Google for cloud computing, and a perfect platform for its AI 

products and services. This move made perfect strategic sense for Amazon, yet wasn’t 

inevitable in any way. Consider Apple’s revitalization under Steve Jobs, with the iMacs, 

the GMacs, the iPod, and most recently, their foray into the iPhone in 2010. Note that the 

last two were executed as a fast follower (aka, second-mover), not a first mover in those 

product categories. Second mover successes often show the value of superior strategy 

and design. Wikipedia notes that Amazon was a second mover in online 

bookstores. Book Stacks Unlimited was started three years earlier, in 1992, and grew to 

500K titles and 35 employees. But, under their focused CEO Jeff Bezos, Amazon had a 

superior execution and marketing (influence) strategies, and rapidly overtook Book 

Stacks—which was sold to Barnes & Noble (too little, too late) in the late 1990s. 

 

Think also of Google’s decision to open up and give away the mobile operating 

system Android, a perfect counterstrategy against Apple’s iOS. As Gerald Nanninga 

notes, this also saved Google’s primary search engine business as global web traffic 

moved from desktops to phones. As Vivek Singh notes on Quora, think of 

Dell’s Assembled to Order strategy, which allowed them to beat the majors in personal 

computing at the time (IBM, Compact, HP) without carrying finished inventory.  

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helmuth_von_Moltke_the_Elder
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amazon_Web_Services
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/First-mover_advantage#Second-mover_advantage
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/First-mover_advantage
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/First-mover_advantage#Second-mover_advantage
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Book_Stacks_Unlimited
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Android_(operating_system)
https://www.executestrategy.net/blog/the-5-best-business-strategies-ive-ever-seen/
https://www.executestrategy.net/blog/the-5-best-business-strategies-ive-ever-seen/
https://www.quora.com/What-are-some-examples-of-the-best-business-strategies-in-history/answer/Vivek-Singh-4727
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Assemble-to-order_system
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Think also of Toyota’s strategy and culture of continuous improvement or kaizen, which 

allowed them to beat the US car majors in the 1970s, and then, after local tariffs were 

introduced, to bring that strategy and culture to Toyota manufacturing plants in the US 

beginning in 1986. Toyota’s Kentucky plant is their largest manufacturing facility in the 

world. See Jeff Liker’s The Toyota Way, 2004, for a great overview of kaizen.  

 

See Scott Galloway’s excellent book, The Four: The Hidden DNA of Amazon, Apple, 

Facebook, and Google, 2017, for examples of smart strategic management by four different 

21C titans. They are now so successful they need to be much more strongly regulated, 

and several need antitrust action. See McAfee and Brynjolfsson’s excellent Machine, 

Platform, Crowd, 2017, to understand why all three of the topics in this title (data-driven 

software, applications as platforms, and crowd creation and feedback) should be central 

to our own business strategy. They are major new developmental trends (anticipations) 

that we can use well or poorly, depending on our strategy. 

 

For our last strategy proof point in this section, consider the story 

of Rick Rescorla. It offers a heroic example of a leader successfully 

integrating all Four Foresight Skills, and devising a powerful 

strategy that was successfully implemented at the organizational 

level, in the process saving thousands of lives. Rescorla’s story also 

illustrates how little foresight is valued in modern American 

culture that his actions remain so unknown by the general populace 

in relation to the event, the 9/11 terrorist attacks, in which they 

occurred. Nevertheless, like any good case history, it offers us plenty 

of lessons in how we can each see and prepare for both the 

probability and possibility of catastrophes, sometimes large and 

sometimes small, for ourselves, our teams, our organizations and our societies. 

 

Rescorla was a decorated officer in the UK, Rhodesian, and US military, the latter as a 

distinguished Colonel in Vietnam. After returning to the US from the Vietnam war, he 

wrote and published a textbook on criminal justice, then left teaching for the higher pay 

and responsibility of corporate security. He started as a member of the security team at 

Dean Witter Reynolds at their World Trade Center offices in New York City in 1985. After 

the 1988 terrorist bombing of Pan Am Flight 103 over Lockerbie, he worried about the 

possibility of a terrorist attack on the World Trade Center. He asked a colleague from 

Rhodesia, Daniel Hill, who was trained in counterterrorism, to assess the WTC’s security 

for weak points. Hill noted the easy accessibility of load bearing columns in the WTC 

basement and said “I’d drive a truck full of explosives in here, walk out, and light it off.” 

Around this time, Rescorla and Hill wrote a letter to the Port Authority of NY and New 

Jersey, insisting on the need for more security in the WTC, specifically including the 

basement. Unfortunately, Rescorla and Hill’s recommendations were ignored, and no 

security changes occurred. 

 

Rick Rescorla  

(1939-2001) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kaizen
https://www.executestrategy.net/
https://www.amazon.com/Four-Hidden-Amazon-Facebook-Google/dp/0735213658/
https://www.amazon.com/Four-Hidden-Amazon-Facebook-Google/dp/0735213658/
https://www.amazon.com/Machine-Platform-Crowd-Harnessing-Digital/dp/0393254291/
https://www.amazon.com/Machine-Platform-Crowd-Harnessing-Digital/dp/0393254291/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rick_Rescorla
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Following the 1993 WTC truck bombing, which targeted the basement of the building as 

his team had anticipated, Rescorla gained new authority as head of security at Dean 

Witter. He then hired Hill and another expert, Fred McBee, as security consultants, and 

built a more diverse team of security professionals and stakeholders, informally dubbed 

“Team Rescorla” to advise the firm on security matters. Hill predicted that the first WTC 

attack was likely planned by a radical imam at a mosque in NY or New Jersey. Later that 

year, followers of imam Omar Rahman of Brooklyn were arrested for the bombing.  

 

Then, as James Stewart notes in a 2002 New Yorker article, based on a flight simulator 

exercise done by McBee, his team created a chilling scenario for Dean Witter management 

of what the next WTC attack might look like: an air-cargo plane loaded with explosives, 

chemical, radiological or biological weapons might be used by terrorists to crash into the 

towers. They said “the ground is secure, but the next attack may come from the air.” 

 

When Dean Witter merged with Morgan Stanley in 1997, Rescola recommended to his 

superiors that Morgan Stanley leave the towers for New Jersey, to lower their security 

risk. But, their lease ran to 2006, and a move was financially out of the question, so Rescola 

secured authority to devise an emergency evacuation plan for all the firm’s employees 

who occupied twenty-two floors in the South Tower, and four floors in a neighboring 

building. Crucially, he got new smoke extractors and lights installed in the stairwells. 

Finally, he instituted a series of fire drills to train all the firm’s employees in rapid 

evacuation procedures. As employees recall, these drills were implemented frequently 

enough, every three to six months, to be a significant annoyance to top management. 

 

On the morning of September 11, 2001, Rescola heard the explosion in the North Tower 

of the WTC, and began immediately ordering all Morgan Stanley employees to head 

down the stairwells in pairs per the security plan. He also chose to ignore the Port 

Authority’s announcement in the South Tower, over the P.A. system, urging people to 

stay at their desks, so as to not disturb the North Tower evacuation. He is credited with 

successfully evacuating most of the firm’s 2,687 employees from the towers and 

neighboring buildings prior to the collapse.  

 

Rescorla was last seen on the 10th floor of the South Tower, heading upward with his 

bullhorn, walkie-talkie, and cellphone. He was committed to stay in the tower until the 

last person under his care was safely out of the building, as he told his wife on his 

cellphone shortly before its collapse. Watch the History Channel’s excellent The Man Who 

Predicted 9/11, 2005, for a brief documentary on this amazing story, and the skills, habits, 

and attitudes a good leader needs to generate adaptive foresight. 

 

Rescola’s story offers us a powerful example of use of each of the Eight Skills of adaptive 

foresight. He was effective in learning (bringing in diverse experts to deepen 

understanding of the threats), in anticipation (successful prediction of major risks, more 

than once), innovation (taking personal responsibility to devise a creative solution, 

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2002/02/11/the-real-heroes-are-dead
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0482544/?ref_=tt_urv
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0482544/?ref_=tt_urv
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rather than relying on others) and strategy (devising, drilling, and executing effective 

security responses, within the strategic limits set by his superiors). He also used 

Execution, Influencing, Relating and Reviewing to get his safety protocols in place, get 

leadership top cover, get Morgan Stanley employees familiar with them, and periodically 

improve them, based on feedback. Finally, Rescorla also demonstrates the exemplary 

ethics and empathy of a great leader as well. His team demonstrated the power of 

integrated foresight and action, and he is a hero we will remember for life. 

 

There is also a government-level security counterfactual (lost progress opportunity) we 

could add to this story as well. Imagine if one of Rescorla associates, or someone in US 

domestic counterterrorism, had been privy to Team Rescorla’s plane scenario, and had 

recognized that a large plane full of jet fuel would be an even simpler and thus more 

likely weapon than one laden with explosives. Imagine also that someone had recognized 

that this threat could be substantially reduced by greater security on large commercial 

planes, and greater oversight of US commercial flight schools. El Al, the Israeli airline, 

has long been recognized by security professionals as a physical and process security 

leader, having had only one actual hijacking since its inception in 1948, despite countless 

attempts. At that time, US airline security did not incorporate many of El Al’s 

innovations, including unbreachable cockpit doors. Finally, imagine that someone had 

sufficiently raised the public heat regarding this security threat, by publishing this 

scenario, with recommended solutions, in open journals, magazines, or newspapers, or 

even including the plot in a dramatic film. 

 

There’s a great saying about change, attributed to 40th US President Ronald Reagan: 

“When you can’t make them see the light, make them feel the heat.” This can be 

paraphrased as: “Sometimes optimism sells best, other times pessimism.” On a related 

note, sometimes we are convinced by what Dan Kahneman in Thinking, Fast and Slow, 

2013, calls System 2 thinking (logic, rational argument, evidence), while at other times 

we need System 1 appeals (intuition and emotion, including fear) to motivate change. 

Sometimes it takes a public recognition of a threat in a mass medium, such as a widely 

seen article or film, to create the heat that will cause a large institution, like the US 

government, to execute the strategy solutions we think will lead us to better futures. 

 

As an example this last claim, consider the public pressure to make progress in nuclear 

disarmament talks that accompanied the ABC television debut of the nuclear holocaust 

film, The Day After, 1983. This film garnered 100 million viewers on its first showing, and 

was credited by policymakers, and then-President Reagan, with generating pressure on 

the US administration to execute the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces Treaty of 1987, 

a big step forward in nuclear disarmament during the Cold War. The film was also shown 

on Soviet television in 1987, where it was intended to have a similar public effect.  

 

As Taylor Downing’s 1983, 2018, describes, Reagan’s anticommunist policies led us to a 

second peak of Cold War tensions, nearly as dangerous a time as the Cuban Missile Crisis 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/El_Al
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of 1962, though the events of the second peak are far less widely known. Perhaps the 

stressful secret events of that year, and the public reaction to this film were both 

influences on Reagan’s subsequent commitment to nuclear disarmament. Read Reagan’s 

Secret War, 2009, for a declassified account of his dual desire to eliminate nuclear weapons 

as both a threat and an investment, while also ending the global influence of the Soviet 

Union by attempting to bankrupt it, and the tradeoffs his team made in managing the 

conflict between those two strategic goals. 

 

This last example demonstrates that there are many levels at which we can each execute 

strategic foresight and leadership. We control our own foresight activities the most, but 

we also have some responsibility for the foresight of our teams, our organizations, and 

our society. No one can do or foresee everything, but we can each do something to 

advance our collective foresight abilities. 

 

Executing Strategic Thinking and Storytelling Well (Using the Four Ps) 

 

Stories are very seductive and powerful, and as future thinkers, we tell many types. A 

good story, in film, print, or spoken, can quickly transport us a different world, both 

emotionally and rationally, faster and deeper than perhaps than any other device. Given 

how easy it is for us to lose ourselves in our stories, we should take extra care that they 

make sense, and are adaptive. Jonathan Gottschall’s The Storytelling Animal: How Stories 

Make Us Human, 2013, explores our universal craving for stories, and offers a theory of 

why they are so compelling. A memorable story simulates reality with a greatly reduced 

set of causal factors, giving us a simple narrative that still creates mental models that help 

us prepare for and adapt to a much more complex and less comprehensible world. 

 

Unfortunately, it is much easier to hook people into a story than it is to make that story 

reflect reality. Books like Lisa Cron’s Wired for Story, 2012, or Carmine Gallo’s Talk Like 

TED, 2015, give us plenty of tips for exploiting human cognitive desires for simple, 

dramatic, comprehensible stories. That is all good advice, as long as our manipulation 

remains ethical and truthful. If we don’t tell stories that are evidence-based—while this 

storytelling advice may help make us successful with others—our stories themselves 

won’t have meaningful foresight in them. If we want to really help people prepare for 

and adapt better to the future, we have to go beyond being entertaining to truly adding 

value for our clients. Let’s discuss that challenge now. 

 

Recall that the Four Ps offers us four basic types of future stories: Probable, Possible, 

Preferable, and Preventable stories. Ideally, all of these are evidence-based. Each of our 

Four Ps stories will contain speculative elements, but they are all intended as plausible 

nonfiction. They are a special category of speculative nonfiction we can call (realistic) 

future fiction, stories of things that a well-educated and cognitively diverse set of critics 

agree could actually happen in the future.  

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cuban_Missile_Crisis
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Future fiction is a subgenre of science-fiction, which seeks to entertain and doesn’t strive 

for realism. It is also a subgenre of hard science fiction, which is scientifically plausible 

and well referenced. Future fiction, as we define it, is a future story that is not only 

scientifically plausible, it is well-referenced, and a story that a majority of critics would 

rate as plausible, in its primary plot structure. It also must address ADOR its structure. 

It can’t be heavily utopian or dystopian, but must see significant positives and negatives 

ahead, in different contexts. It also typically occurs within the next few decades, since 

beyond that, it is hard to get critical majority to agree on much.  

 

Peter Singer and August Cole’s Burn-In: A Novel of the Real Robotic 

Revolution, 2020, about humans and artificially intelligent robots 

teaming to solve crimes in a mid-21st century Washington DC is a 

great example of future fiction. They take the useful step of 

referencing current sources of writing and data for many of their 

future events throughout the story. Singer and Cole call this kind of 

writing “useful fiction”, but that is a misnomer. All fiction is useful, 

to someone. Burn-In is future fiction, of high caliber. Future fiction is 

particularly valuable for foresight work, and it is often entertaining 

to read as well. We hope it becomes its own recognized genre in 

coming years.  

There is also huge category of future stories, which we call Faulty stories, that must be 

identified, so we can recognize the future fiction stories that matter most. Faulty stories 

are implausible as written, in one or more critical parts. Faulty stories can be highly 

Cole & Singer, 2020 
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informative and entertaining, they may be propaganda or sales jobs, promoting an 

obvious or hidden agenda. If we don’t discover their flaws, we and others will be 

manipulated by them, and our views of the future will suffer. 

 

Gotschall and many others would argue that most of us live much of our lives within 

pleasurable fictions that we construct in our heads, to rationalize our lives and the state 

of the world. We all like to learn real things about the world, but apparently only as a 

second level priority. Entertainment is our first priority, for better or worse. 

 

Just over half the titles in a typical large bookstore (in John’s past estimations) are in 

the nonfiction genre, with hundreds of subgenres. The other half of a large bookstore is 

typically fiction, again in hundreds of subgenres. There are almost twice as many 

nonfiction titles in the top 100 sellers on Amazon than fiction. Yet fiction blockbusters will 

outsell nonfiction blockbusters by a great margin. All of this offers evidence that we 

humans like to be entertained as much as we like to learn how the world actually works. 

 

Look also at all the money we spend on fiction movies, versus documentaries and other 

nonfiction. Reality television has fortunately evened out the fiction/nonfiction ratio bit in 

recent years, but even there, a lot of reality television is scripted fiction, not reality. We’re 

as much an entertainment culture as we are a reality culture, in every developed nation. 

We have to recognize that dual influence, and be on guard against all the faulty stories 

we generate both in crafting fiction and in seeking reality. 

 

All humans, including our audiences and clients, are experience seekers as well as model 

makers. We love a good story with both likeable and odious characters, with mystery and 

unpredictability, with a compelling set of narratives, dramatic tension, and complex 

emotion. Whether the story and its implicit models are true on a rational level is often of 

secondary importance. It need only be true to our emotions and values for us to love it 

and be strongly influenced by it.  

 

This is why we love future-oriented films like Star Trek or Star Wars so much. On a 

rational level, we know these stories could not happen as written, but as long as the 

human values and emotions seem authentic, and the plot holes aren’t big enough to 

engage our disbelief, we can be greatly entertained, and influenced. We recognize their 

morality tales are an effort at nonfiction, in the important parts. We like imagining how 

we would react, in a similar (fictional and unrealistic) scenario. That is their great value.  

 

Yet makers of propaganda, a special kind of faulty story used to influence others, have 

long known that the truer we make a story emotionally, the easier it is to slip in rational 

falsehoods. It’s also true that the wealthier our societies get, the more the average citizen 

seems to prefer entertainment first, and reality second. This entertainment drive is a basic 

trait of human nature that all professionals must understand, and work within, if we want 

to improve foresight culture in any organization. 
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Surfacing Our Implicit Assumptions and Models 

 

As the professional futurist Joe Coates said, one of the greatest 

values of foresight work is to expose our hidden assumptions 

about the world, in the learning step, and then check them for 

plausibility. Consider the following educational foresight example.  

 

School’s Out, 1992, by the policy analyst Lewis J. Perelman, is a 

mostly-prescient work of 20th century sentinel foresight. See 

Perelman’s 1993 Wired article, also called “School’s Out,” for a 

synopsis of the book. In both of these, Perelman offers us a 

powerful, articulate vision for lifelong digital and AI-enhanced 

education, continual certifications, and competency-based hiring. 

Though written at the dawn of the web, it broadly anticipated the continued advance of 

technological unemployment, the rise of the gig economy, and the promise of educational 

software, including, MOOCs, micro-certifications, adaptive learning, and other features 

of our current EdTech startup landscape. In both normative and structural terms, it is an 

aspirational vision for the future of the education industry over the next fifty years. But, 

even with all its merits, Perelman makes assumptions, many of them implicit, that make 

him expect that his vision will materialize much faster, and with far greater scope, than 

he anticipates. 

 

As a minor mistaken assumption, Perelman implicitly assumes that companies would 

want to move to competency-based testing and hiring a lot more rapidly than they have. 

We would argue that will require more advanced data mining, models, and AI to help us 

determine what competencies actually matter, and continuing adaptive testing to assess 

them. Companies like Indeed have started into competency assessment, but only in very 

modest ways to date. Perelman also assumed EdTech companies would be a lot more 

focused on building measurable, predictive, prioritized, and learning optimized 

platforms than they have been to date. His end vision in each case seems correct, but his 

timing for each was far too premature.  

 

In actuality, improving educational software and solutions is technically a lot harder and 

more expensive than he imagined, and there has also been far less motivation than he 

assumed would exist to build efficient learning systems, and get them past the political 

gatekeepers at schools. As a result, his vision of digital education has been a lot slower 

to emerge than anyone who cares about individual performance, personal responsibility, 

and competitiveness would have liked. 

 

Yet Perelman’s most significant mistaken assumptions, in our view, are political. 

Perelman is a libertarian, which isn’t obvious in his writings at first, and his political 

views led him to predict that entrepreneurs would increasingly both disrupt and replace 

Perelman,1992 
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our public educational system as digital technologies mature. Nothing of the kind will 

happen in the foreseeable future, in our view. 

 

To his credit, Perelman highlights just how expensive, change-averse, ineffective, and 

nonadaptive our current public educational systems are in America. But, showing how 

bad a system is doesn’t tell us what comes next. Democracy is just as flawed, in many 

ways, as our public education systems, but as Winston Churchill famously quipped, 

“Democracy is the worst form of government, except for all the others.” Amen.  

 

America’s liberal democracy long ago made a commitment to public education. We’ll 

slowly reform public education, at an often maddening pace, but we will never replace it 

with the free market, as far ahead as we can see today, even with the disruptive advances 

we can see coming in EdTech and Personal AIs. To its great detriment, Libertarian 

thinking simply ignores our responsibility to create a strong and efficient democratic 

state, and to use that state to enforce the free market and support a strong civil society.  

 

As Harvard business professor Rebecca Henderson describes in her excellent 

Reimagining Capitalism, 2020, the free market, the state, and civil society are the three 

great pillars of modern democratic civilizations. The neoconservatives have withered 

and weakened the state and civil society since the 1970s. It is one of our highest personal 

and collective responsibilities to restore the strength and effectiveness of both. As we 

describe in BPF, we will use emerging powers like Personal AIs to do so. 

 

Let us now offer a different model than Perelman’s for the future of public education. It 

relies on what might be characterized as a set of techno-liberal, rather than libertarian, 

political assumptions. We’ve listed some of those assumptions below, as an exercise in 

assumption mapping, so they can be more easily critiqued as well. We will offer trends 

and arguments to support those assumptions in Book 2. Some assumptions we make 

relevant to the future of public education are the following: 

 

1. Science and technology will continue to accelerate, assuming no extinction-level 

events. This in turn will cause accelerating wealth production in our industrial 

democracies. 

2. Libertarian values (greater individual freedom, competition, shrinking the state) 

will never be a political majority in any industrial democracy with accelerating 

wealth, especially as it grows rich-poor divides at first. 

3. We get more plutocratic and neoconservative values in corporations and 

government on average as wealth and tech grows. Plutocratic values naturally 

seek to consolidate power and privilege, and limit competition and freedom 

that might disrupt such power and privilege. 

4. We also get more liberal and egalitarian values in our citizens and communities 

as wealth and tech grows. Issues of social justice, fairness, and inequality grow 
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ever more important among the electorate. Eventually they get voting power to 

get their voices heard, reforming the plutocracy, in a democratic reset. 

5. Issues of personal productivity and competition grow less important for the 

average voter, not more, as economic wealth and technological capabilities 

accelerate. What we care about instead is fairer rules and wealth distribution, 

both to the middle class and to the less advantaged. We call this megatrend the 

Law of Accelerating Sustainability in Book 2. 

6. Public education will continue to get most of our education budget in this 

environment, and there will be more charter schools (educational freedom) and 

private schools, but as minority trends. The total size and power of the state, 

and secondarily, public education budgets, will continue to grow, even as 

plutocrats seek to limit governmental size and effectiveness. 

 

Note that other than Assumption 1, on which we are sure Perelman would also agree, 

the rest of our assumptions are likely to differ from his by a little or a lot. They also rely 

on a different set of hypotheses (causal models) about social and political change in 

modern democracies.  

 

Assumption 5, what we call the Law of Accelerating Sustainability, seems particularly 

important. It argues that what voters want most in liberal democracies today is more 

social justice, egalitarianism, and environmental sustainability, not more personal 

productivity as measured in the marketplace. It argues that not only do we all want to 

become more accomplished in things we value than our parents, we also want to do less 

work than they did, and more meaningful work, in more flexible ways. We will use our 

increasingly productive technology and democracy to create a reality that seems to offer 

all of these things to us, as that’s what looks most sustainable to us, as individuals.  

 

In the long meantime before we get powerful personal AIs and can 

use them to continually educate ourselves in real-time (see Book 2), 

we’ll see many commendable initiatives in public school reform. 

Diane Tavenner’s Prepared: What Kids Need for a Fulfilled Life, 2019, 

is an inspiring example of how to blend rigorous academics with 

personal growth in today’s public schools. Some countries have 

redesigned their entire high school public education networks, as 

Finland has done. They eliminated half of their curriculum and 

replaced it with freedom, Montessori-style, and they supported that 

change with extensive human, financial, and infrastructure 

resources. See Sean Faust’s The Finland Phenomenon, 2016, for that 

story. But such a major institutional change takes time, and rare leadership, from 

politicians, unions, and citizens. Something similar could happen in America over the next 

two decades, but it seems likely to continue to arrive piecemeal, in a few states, and in a 

few innovative or wealthy enclaves. The most positive long-term EdTech trend, in our 

Tavenner, 2019 
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view, will be emergence of personal AI and “teacherless education” platforms in the 

2040s. A great overview of the state of EdTech today can be found in the free EdSurge 

newsletter. Future EdTech platforms will increasingly correct for the deficits of public 

school networks. The latter will change slowly in America, and will never go away, in 

our view, as long as we have people and states.  

 

In sum, our predictions are always based on our assumptions and models. We need to 

expose, critique, and test those as best we can. Besides keeping up on the literature and 

news in our field, listing our assumptions as we see them and asking others to critique 

them are small but important steps toward being more scientific—so are quantitative 

estimates, wherever we can find or make them.  

 

Let’s conclude this section with a few questions for yourself and your teams: 

How explicit are you in your assumptions and models? In your communication? Do you 

try to find quantitative data and trends to support or contradict them? How often do you 

and your team use a roughly scientific approach (OHPER) in your foresight work? How 

often do you generate hypotheses (models), predictions, and confidence intervals? Do 

you ask what experiments or results might change your predictions? 

 

Identifying the Faulty Parts of Future Stories 

 

Learning to identify faulty stories, then never telling them as truth, is one of the basic 

ways we establish credibility in our profession. Recognizing that certain parts of a future 

story sound more like fiction than future reality allows us to be entertained by that story, 

while keeping it from influencing our or our client’s strategy. Unfortunately, many 

elements of faulty stories are not recognized as such—by the teller, the audience, or 

perhaps both. We aren’t sufficiently critical in evaluating the story’s plot elements; we 

often get wrapped up in the drama. 

 

It’s not easy to do controlled experiments in the foresight field. We can assess our 

foresight later for accuracy, but often the best we can do before the fact is to ensure that 

our forecasts, predictions, opinions, and speculations are well-critiqued, and prune away 

the most implausible ones. Criticism is also central to peer review—a prerequisite of good 

science. As automated semantic understanding and analysis tools improve, the level of 

critical and peer review for any future story will become more visible for all stories we 

find on the web. In the meantime, we must do our own investigation and criticism 

solicitation, using our ever more useful professional networks and the web. 

 

There is a type of peer review called open peer commentary, where reviewers from a 

variety of specialties are solicited to publicly comment on a target article, and the author 

is allowed a brief public response to each published commentary. This is a particularly 

good way to show the level of criticism that exists for controversial, abstract, or 

speculative claims. Unfortunately, it is only very rarely done in science today. We hope 

https://www.edsurge.com/
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more foresight journals engage in open peer commentary in coming years. They need it, 

as the papers and models in our field are often particularly speculative. 

 

Recall our Order of Operations (LAIS) in Strategic Foresight. Following this order is 

particularly important when we wish to generate stories that are not faulty. 

Unfortunately, many future stories we find in print, including many scenarios (stories of 

possible futures) published by foresight professionals, are highly implausible as written. 

In fact, many scenarios offered as future possibilities seem so implausible, even only 

part-way into them, they are clearly a waste of time for practical-minded folks to finish 

reading. In just a few sentences, a poorly written scenario can demonstrate the author’s 

ignorance of key trends and aspects of the probable future, and signal that we are reading 

future fantasy, not plausible reality. 

 

Scenarios should be developed only after a foresight professional has explored the 

varieties of probable foresight that may be relevant to the story. They also should 

intelligently explore plausible but different possible futures, and deeply address the 

competing and cooperating preference landscape in relation to the future being 

contemplated. If they don’t do these three things, they hurt the reputation of our field. It 

is a disservice to proffer these stories as plausible, when an evidence-based audience 

could quickly refute by identifying the faults in our stories. 

 

Generalist futurists who like to learn and write in many areas, and creative 

futurists who like to imagine alternative worlds, are two types of practitioners who are 
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particularly in need of strong criticism of their stories. Their generalist tendencies and 

creative minds can lead them rapidly to opinions, predictions, and stories that sound 

great at first blush, from at least from a few perspectives, but which are implausible, 

impossible, illogical, impractical, or even ridiculous on closer examination.  

 

All foresight professionals must speculate at times, and creative thinking will often lead 

us to new insights, but our speculation needs to be kept subject to our professional and 

organizational objectives. Speculation also should be compartmentalized, or confined to 

the proper times and places, or it becomes confused with reality. We all know a few 

people who can’t do this compartmentalization, and they live largely in fantasies of their 

own creation. Paul and Elder’s Critical Thinking, 2nd Edition, 2013, is an excellent text that 

tells us our creativity must be continually grounded both in reality and utility, if it is to 

be adaptive. 

 

Collecting Weebles (Important, Well-Criticized and Still Plausible Future Stories) 

 

To recognize and collect good Four P’s stories, we have to subject them to careful, 

cognitively-diverse criticism. All serious professionals, no matter what they do in their 

private lives and minds, must strive to publicly tell and write stories that have survived 

a great deal of expert and lay criticism, giving them both the greatest plausibility and 

the greatest probability of coming true. We call those weeble stories. Because of all the 

criticism they have both received and survived, they become particularly valuable stories 

to understand and employ. 

 

The Weeble is a small egg-shaped toy, first sold by Hasbro in 

1971, and still sold today. Almost all of a weeble’s weight is in 

the bottom, so when anyone knocks it over, it gets right back 

up. The same is true for any good future story. As the 

commercials used to say, “Weebles wobble, but they don’t fall 

down.” John keeps a Weeble on his desk, to remind him of the 

key qualities that all probable and possible stories need, in order 

for us to have reasonable confidence that they truly are probable. 

 

A Weeble Story is a relevant trend, prediction, risk, scenario, opportunity, strategy, 

progress vision, or other judgment about the past, present, or future that has seen a lot 

of past criticism (attempts to knock it down), yet so far it has kept getting back up. 

Implicit trends or conditions seem to support it, so the story remains plausible. By 

surviving educated criticism, it has earned the right to be taken seriously. 

 

Some weeble stories attract criticism, as when they make some specific or strong future 

claims, when they go against current conventions or assumptions, are counterintuitive, 

and when someone will lose money, power or status or will have to modify their behavior 

if the story turns out to be true. Others don’t attract a lot criticism, either because are 

Weeble, 1971 

(Author’s) 
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missing any of these factors, are technical, complex, or abstract, or for some other reason. 

In that case the author or user of the story will need to make an extra effort to get some 

important future stories sufficiently critiqued for them to qualify as weebles.  

 

A good weeble story will be both meaningful (the future will change in important ways 

if it is true), and will have a history of withstanding criticism. It progressively gains 

evidence and argument for it, because the current explicit and implicit trends or 

conditions appear to support it. 

 

As a foresight practitioner, we want to find as many weeble stories relevant to our clients 

as we can and attempt to write new ones ourselves. These are the stories we want to tell 

clients when they are ready to hear them—when we think they will do the most good. 

Try to tell your more speculative “pre-weeble” stories initially in private conversations 

with critical, but supportive colleagues, and make sure they survive their criticism before 

sharing them more widely. If we must discuss speculations in public, we should make 

sure they are clearly acknowledged as speculations and always ask for critique. If 

criticism is the best antidote to error, private criticism and public qualifiers are the best 

protectors of our reputation. 

 

Some possible weebles are wildcards, stories about the future that we consider to be low 

probability events, yet if they occurred, they would have a high probability of 

disruptive impact, either positive or negative in effect. Besides the general class of 

relevant, high probability future events, we want to find relevant wildcards whenever we 

can. We also want to build scanning systems and early warning signals analysis for the 

occurrence of relevant negative events, and work out strategies for keeping negative 

events low probability, and reacting rapidly and efficiently to them if they do 

unfortunately occur.  

 

These are all examples of good risk management, a key foresight specialty practice. John 

Petersen’s classic, Out of the Blue: Wildcards and Other Big Future Surprises, 1997, and 

Nicholas Taleb’s The Black Swan: The Impact of the Highly Improbable, 2010, are two good 

introductions to wildcard identification and management. Taleb’s book also considers 

how wildcards impact a system’s robustness and its antifragility, or ability to learn and 

get stronger after any error or catastrophe. We’ll talk more about antifragility, a form of 

immunity, in Book 2. 

 

So just as life advances by trial and lots of error, human foresight advances only by telling 

lots of imaginable stories, subjecting them to careful critique, and separating out the 

many faulty stories from the remaining weebles. Let us now ask: What kind of factors 

contribute to the intentional and unintentional creation of faulty stories? What resources 

and faculties do we and our teams need to better recognize such stories, as readers? 
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https://www.amazon.com/Black-Swan-Improbable-Robustness-Fragility/dp/081297381X/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antifragility
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To take one illustrative example, consider the image below, one of 87 far-future 

visions produced for a futuristic series titled In the Year 2000, published over the first ten 

years of the 20th century, 1899-1910. Like most pop futurism, In the Year 2000 mixes 

entertainment value (storytelling) with a few serious attempts at foresight. Anyone with 

engineering experience in the 1900s would have recognized the wings in the image as an 

improbable future. We’d all love to fly like this, but a good engineer could have estimated 

the energy sources and technologies needed, and until we saw a reference point or trend 

predicting when those technologies might emerge, this vision would have remained 

aspirational. Ideally, it would have been called a fantasy scenario, an attractive (humans 

as heroes) but also unlikely story that could become a reality only under a special set of 

technological advances, none of which seem likely, even today 

Today, we recognize that a firefighting robot, boom mounted or flying, teleoperated 

from the ground or fully autonomous, would be far safer, and more efficient and more 

probable than using humans in this heroic way. With the benefit of a century, we can 

smile at this image and see that this is an entertaining but faulty story. The kicker is that 

the artist who drew this circa 1899 could easily have recognized that in machines would 

outcompete humans for such dangerous work. There were large collections of 

mechanical automatons in the 19th century, and it was well known to engineers that with 

better power sources and guidance, machines ability to leverage power and operate in 

dangerous circumstances would eventually far outcompete humans.  

 

Of course, until we had drones as a futuring reference point, those with emotional 

attachment to the vision of the human firefighting hero could still imagine some kind of 

winged backpack being built that would allow a future firefighter to fly up the outside of 

a building and rescue someone, and even carry a hose and spray it into a building, when 

helpful. But, today we know that drones and robots, not people, will increasingly do this 

Firefighting in the Year 2000, Jean-Marc Côté, 1900 World Exhibition, Paris. 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2015/10/04/what-people-in-1900-thought-the-year-2000-would-look-like/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2015/10/04/what-people-in-1900-thought-the-year-2000-would-look-like/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/En_L%27An_2000
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/En_L%27An_2000
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kind of work in coming years. They haven’t been widely used in our fire departments yet 

because of political and labor concerns. Swarms of drones are the obvious next gen 

solution for defending homes and other buildings near wilderness. Such drones can 

rapidly extinguish any embers that land on houses, or that make it across any firebreak, 

a future prediction for fire security that we describe as Ember Drones in the online Guide. 

It’s a separate challenge of course to get entrepreneurs to build those devices and 

demonstrate their efficacy, and yet another to get fire departments to buy them.  

 

We know enough now, in the 21st century, to see that increasingly robotic, AI-driven fire 

management and suppression are inevitable developments in the 21st century. 

Firefighters may one day wear devices that allow them to fly, and we’ve even seen silly 

firefighting jetpacks developed in a few future-focused countries like Dubai. Many 

dreams die hard. But such solutions will be broadly outcompeted by their robotic cousins 

in most firefighting work. That’s because the densification and dematerialization (D&D) 

technologies behind robotics and AI are improving far faster than all human-led 

firefighting activities. Whether we want that future or not, the universe is delivering it. 

 

In a similar vein, anyone with a broad sense of the evolutionary development of science, 

technology, and society can see that most of our future stories, while entertaining, have 

internal flaws that will keep important parts of them from ever occurring. Many of these 

flaws are eventually exposed as our societal wisdom grows. We can simply read any 

sufficiently old book of foresight, in the light of modern knowledge, and we’ll see 

recurring patterns in such stories—like the pattern where we assume we have a lot more 

control over all aspects of the future than we actually do. Finding faulty stories that others 

still believe, and learning how to bet against them, can also offer great strategic and 

investment opportunities. 

 

Scientific and technological stories that are mostly hype over the next generation include 

any genetic engineering for human “enhancement,” nootropics, space elevators, 

molecular assemblers, desktop additive manufacturing, and many other often discussed 

things. Even standard tropes like artificial intelligence, the internet of things, robotics, 

and virtual and augmented reality are usually vastly oversold in the short term by the 

opportunistic press and the amateur futurist community. The more knowledge we have 

of the STEEPLES constraints and drivers behind any story being told, the better we can 

determine if it is a probable, possible, progress, preventable, or faulty story. 

 

One way to identify faulty stories is to examine the motives of the storyteller. If they are 

financially invested in or emotionally enamored by a particular future, they are often 

tempted to tell these stories without regard to all the evidence against them. But, the most 

broadly effective way to identify faulty stories is to subject them to careful, open, and 

cognitively diverse critique. Broadly faulty stories will very quickly be flagged as such by 

a number of experts in any good crowd. Only true believers, those benefiting financially 

https://www.theverge.com/2015/11/13/9728026/dubai-jetpacks-first-responders
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or reputationally, and those seeking entertainment or conflict (trolls) will continue to tell 

them at that point. 

 

But, merely because a story is faulty doesn’t mean it won’t have deep or lasting influence 

on the future—or that we could easily end its telling by exposing its faults. We all get 

value from telling a few stories that are obviously faulty in part, and they may serve deep 

moral or emotional needs. This is true with many of our important religious, political, 

and motivational stories. We tell and believe in many partly faulty stories, for their many 

societal, community, and personal benefits. Nevertheless, we must strive to reform every 

story we choose to believe, so that its ratio of truth to falseness improves with every 

retelling. Acknowledging and lauding a story’s true parts, while exposing its apparent 

faults is a great way to reform it for the better.  

 

Consider human longevity stories. Genetically-engineered biological immortality, of the 

kind proposed by groups like the SENS Foundation, and by longevity futurists like 

Aubrey de Grey, is a popular but deeply faulty story, promulgated by a naive branch of 

biological transhumanism. Any molecular biologist has a good understanding of the 

imperfect error correction and inevitable error and trash accumulation that occurs in all 

complex biological systems, at the molecular scale on up, as they age. We can rejuvenate 

cells with things like the Yamonaka factors, but we understand very little of how these 

work at present and they cause unregulated growth (cancer) along with rejuvenation. 

Only a small number of species can do more extensive rejuvenation (eg, neotenization), 

we cannot imagine how this would occur for the brain without simultaneously 

destroying its intelligence, and we know only the basics today of how these processes 

occur. Certainly some future intelligence, with deep ability to simulate quantum and 

chemical events, will able to reverse this unfortunate reality. But, we humans do not 

appear to have any reasonable chance of doing so in the foreseeable future. We wish we 

did, but wishing doesn’t make it plausible. 

 

There are several progress stories within the SENS narratives that are not faulty. But, they 

require us to recalibrate our expectations. SENS is well worth investing in. Many 

gerontologists expect that we could easily get twenty or thirty more years of vital, 

healthy longevity if we had a much better understanding of aging (senescence), 

autophagy, and rejuvenation at the molecular, cellular, organ, and physiological levels. 

We’ve also been able to do this, to some degree, in many animals and humans, with such 

regimens as intermittent fasting and caloric-restriction. So, getting us to appropriately 

prioritize longevity research, by telling better longevity stories, is a worthy goal. Telling 

a story of human bio-immortality could also motivate researchers and stimulate 

contributions to foundations like SENS. But, when the story overclaims what is possible 

in the near term, and becomes faulty, good strategists will recognize this—and they will 

avoid overinvesting in enterprises based on the false hype. 
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Consider next the common stories of biological humans going to space (beyond near earth 

orbit) or the stars in any significant numbers, or colonizing Mars, a hostile, airless, and 

far-too-small planet, at 38% of Earth’s gravity, for more than a handful of explorers to live 

there for any length of time without doing permanent damage to themselves. Having 

more than an outpost of biological humans living on Mars is another seriously faulty 

story. Like human bio-immortality, it inspires much innovation and investment in space 

science and technology to tell the story. But, in reality, prediction markets should show 

that we will likely send just a handful of intrepid explorers to Mars prior to the 

singularity, most of them for short durations, and we will do this primarily for the thrill 

and adventure of it, and only very secondarily to do a little new science, and get a few 

new benefits back here at home. Mostly, Mars is a waste of time and energy to think 

about. In time, the physiological damage to those explorers from the low gravity will be 

greatly apparent, as will the great desolation and sterility of the environment. 

 

As futurists and foresight professionals, we must strive to understand all the faulty stories 

that the public, and our clients, cling to, and gently help them to realize their 

implausibility, so that they can refocus their limited time and energy and craft better 

foresight, strategy, and action. In our next generation of open online foresight platforms 

and processes, we can hope that the global community of future thinkers will raise the 

level of serious dialog on our future stories, expose more of the faulty aspects of our 

favorite stories, and make better future thinking accessible to everyone. 

 

Creating Shared Visions (Motivating and Adaptive Progress Stories) 

 

Finding weebles (well-critiqued probable and possible stories) covers the base of the 

pyramid of Four Ps of foresight work. These stories are less interesting to most people, 

but they prepare the ground for us to work at the “top of the pyramid,” on what our 

clients find the most highly-valued outcomes: creating motivating and 

successful preferable and preventable futures.  

 

We and our clients must find ethical and adaptive positive visions that inspire us, and 

plausible negative visions that scare us into making necessary changes. We also must 

learn how to create such stories for ourselves and our teams, and tell them in a way that 

will recruit and motivate others to help us make our positive visions real. 

 

It is easier to craft useful preventable futures than preferred future stories. Preferred 

futures that are particularly widely agreed upon and motivating for the stakeholders can 

be called progress stories. The DROA bias reminds us that humanity has a strong, 

species-level bias against telling too many stories about progress. It has been far more 

adaptive for us, up until very recently, to point out the risks, dangers, and problems of 

the future.  
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As a result, we tend to tell progress stories only to ourselves, quietly, and, since they 

receive less exposure, these stories are often simplistic and vague. But, when we tell them 

aloud and solicit critique from others, we can adapt them to be much more practical and 

motivating. Collecting and sharing more of these stories, for ourselves, is an outcome that 

we hope to inspire among all who are reading this Guide. 

 

Peter Diamandis encourages finding your MTP, or Massive Transformative Purpose, a 

modern variation of the BHAG (Big, Hairy, Audacious Goal) proposed by Jim Collins 

and Jerry Porras in Built to Last, 1994. Since 2009, companies like MITRE and Google’s 

have talked internally about Moonshot and 10X Thinking in search of ways that our 

teams, companies, industry, or society can use exponential trends in order to create a 

greatly better future—and solve one or more of our current biggest problems or 

constraints. Now, that kind of thinking is being further developed and promoted by 

communities like Singularity University. 

 

We can call these exponential progress stories, because all our best visions contain both 

an awareness of exponential scientific and technological change, but also explicit ideas 

of personal, team, organizational, global, or universal progress that we might make, 

given this constant change. They require intellectual effort, personal courage, and a 

commitment to collective foresight development. The ”p-word” still isn’t popular with 

some, however. Intellectuals, journalists, pessimists, conspiracy theorists, and others who 

presently accept the fiction that our world is not improving at an accelerating rate in 

numerous ways—but, that it is instead “stagnant,” “getting steadily worse,” now at 

“critical point” or even “falling apart”—naively reject the idea of progress. 

 

As we’ve covered in our discussion of DROA bias, such views are simply incorrect. 

While individual organizations and nations are always facing critical points, civilization 

as a whole—as a complex network—has never been more resilient, capable, intelligent, 

or even exponentially advancing. Thus, when we encounter cynical and pessimistic 

people, we ought to challenge them to look at websites like HumanProgress.org, which 

documents some of our many advances, and to take Gapminder’s most recent (and 

annually changing) brief “State of the World” test.  Of the 12,000 people who took this 

dozen-question test in 2017 in 14 countries, 80% score worse than random. Americans, 

misled by our currently toxic and plutocratic mass media, do particularly poorly on these 

tests relative to other advanced democracies.  

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_Diamandis
https://www.amazon.com/Built-Last-Successful-Visionary-Essentials/dp/0060516402
https://www.humanprogress.org/
https://www.gapminder.org/test/
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Old information, biases and the media can skew us to see civilization’s problems as much 

worse than they actually are. Only 10% do better than random on Rosling’s test, and none 

of the 12,000 people he surveyed got all twelve questions right. This Guide’s primary 

author (John) got only 9 of the 12 questions right, and he prides himself on researching 

and seeing the positive trends in the world. We should all take the test and see how well 

we do!  

 

Read Factfulness, 2018, for more on our many positive global trends, 

and read Bailey and Tupy’s just as compelling Ten Global Trends 

Every Smart Person Should Know, 2020, for more on accelerating 

human progress, and how Americans, among all the economically 

prosperous countries, are presently particularly poor at seeing it. 

Simpler versions of books like these should be required reading in 

every elementary school in America, a time when many of us start 

formulating our first sophisticated worldviews. 

 

In a continually accelerating and complexifying world there are 

always a host of negative trends, like our growing plutocracy. But, as we’ll describe in 

BPF, all of the problems we face today are problems of progress. They are problems 

we’ve created for ourselves, some as poor ethical and empathic choices, and others as 

side effects of our stunning scientific, technical, and economic successes. We can also 

envision solutions to every one of these problems. 

 

As we’ll see, we don’t yet have a science of progress, but rather a useful collection of 

beliefs and philosophies in that regard. Nevertheless, good philosophers are always 

looking to a future where science can validate and improve our imperfect models. So, 

even though the “p-word” (progress) has many different meanings for each of us, we 

each already have some concept of what progress word means, and what directions will 

lead us to a better place than where we are today. 

 

The eminent futurist Fred Polak in his classic, The Image of the Future, 1955, may have been 

the first to claim that our images of how the world works—and the futures that we 

believe we can have as a result of those images—are the most important determinants of 

our behavior as individuals and in our cultures. Elise Boulding published an excellent 

abridged English version of Polak’s The Image of the Future in 1973. The PDF can be found 

here. Economist and sociologist Kenneth Boulding’s brief book The Image, 1956, offers 

his own version of the benefits of a positive vision-driven view of the future. 

 

In Polak and the Boulding’s views, finding and sharing the most useful and motivating 

visions we can find is one of our top responsibilities, as foresight professionals and as 

individuals. Aside from universal forces we don’t control, the futures we humans build 

for ourselves flow directly from our imaginations. So, let’s conduct best visioning that we 

Bailey & Tupy, 2020 

https://www.amazon.com/Factfulness-Reasons-World-Things-Better/dp/1250123828/
https://www.amazon.com/Global-Trends-Every-Smart-Person/dp/1948647737/r
https://www.amazon.com/Global-Trends-Every-Smart-Person/dp/1948647737/r
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fred_Polak
http://www.amazon.com/image-future-Jossey-Bass-Elsevier-international/dp/0875891527/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elise_M._Boulding
http://www.amazon.com/Image-Future-Fred-L-Polak/dp/0444410538
http://storyfieldteam.pbworks.com/f/the-image-of-the-future.pdf
http://storyfieldteam.pbworks.com/f/the-image-of-the-future.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kenneth_E._Boulding
http://www.amazon.com/The-Image-Knowledge-Society-Paperbacks/dp/0472060473/
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can on a regular basis and choose to believe that we and humanity deserve great futures—

because we do. 

 

These folks would also say that all our science, technology, economics, politics, and social 

memes are, at root, mental constructions. Only a small fraction of these mental 

constructions will end up being universal truths, and beyond a small subset, we can’t 

figure which fraction of those images will survive the test of time. 

 

Therefore, to have the greatest positive impact on our futures, we must recognize that the 

quality of our positive personal, team, organizational, and social visions is often our 

greatest lever for personal and social change. Other scholars in cognitive science, 

psychology, sociology, and philosophy have since said these things, but the clarity and 

scope of Polak and Boulding on this point have not yet been surpassed, to our knowledge. 

 

As committed future thinkers, we must ask: Are we able to imagine that our present 

reality could be significantly better? If so, what is the quality of our personal, team, 

organizational, and societal visions? Have we carefully imagined what must come next? 

Have we diligently worked to foresee what may come? What each of us truly wants? Can 

we help others to find better images, even when we begin with doubt, uncertainty, and 

poor articulation of what we desire and can realistically attain? Once we each have our 

motivating yet practical images, can we share them, and get them constructively 

critiqued? Can we find great consensus visions? 

 

Our visions may start out poorly developed, but the more and smarter our foresight 

practice, the better we will get. We mustn’t skimp on daily visioning, for ourselves and 

for our clients, and should have regular social contact with others who will help us 

improve the quality of our visions. Moreover, we should continue to develop the kinds 

of talent, experiences, and intelligences that will best support and grow our ability to 

imagine the future. A nice intro to personal visioning and daily journaling is Lucia 

Cappachioni’s Visioning, 2000. 

 

Every futurist and foresighter who thinks they see a little bit more of the future than 

others, can use that gift to help others to craft better progress stories. The late leadership 

author Stephen Covey calls this the opportunity to “Find your Voice, and Inspire Others 

to Find Theirs.” He explores it in The Eighth Habit, 2005, a sequel to his bestseller The 7 

Habits of Highly Effective People, 1989/2013. As Covey says, finding our voice and vision, 

and helping others to find theirs (these are technically two habits, to be accurate) can 

move us from effectiveness to greatness in influencing others. 

 

Sentiment Management: Success Visions, Failure Scenarios, Reality Checks 

 

Every organization has its own culture, influenced by its particular context. Many high 

reliability organizations are defensively pessimistic by mission, and many organizations 

http://www.amazon.com/dp/1585420875
http://www.amazon.com/8th-Habit-Effectiveness-Greatness/dp/0743287932/
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1476740054/sr=8-1/qid=1440474901
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1476740054/sr=8-1/qid=1440474901
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that have often or recently been in crisis, are defensively pessimistic by history. 

Organizations that are constantly prospecting may be strategically optimistic. But, just 

because an organization has a particular culture, we shouldn’t use that culture as an 

excuse to avoid sentiment management. 

 

It is true, as Peter Drucker says, that “culture eats strategy for breakfast.” Feeling trumps 

thinking in most contexts, most of the time. But, it is also true, as Katzenbach and 

Harshak say in “Stop Blaming Your Culture,” Strategy+Business, 2011, that a manager can 

do a lot to shape sentiment ratios for their teams, regardless of the current state of their 

organizational culture, and team culture can be critical to team adaptiveness. Good 

leaders begin that process by taking personal responsibility for their own sentiment 

(self-leadership), by not letting others determine their own attitudes for them, and by 

helping their direct reports to learn to do the same.  

 

Let’s look briefly now at three helpful strategies for managing team sentiment, and 

tipping it into greater optimism, pessimism, or realism, as the leader or their teammates 

believe is most appropriate for each context. 

  

1. Success Visioning. To empower the strategic optimists on their teams, and 

defeat parochialism and fear, leaders can do Success Visioning (aka Stretch 

Goalsetting), asking or telling the group: “Imagine we’ve achieved this 

(desirable future). How did we get here?” This strategy is well known to every 

good leader. The trick is knowing when to do it and how far out to look. We 

want to set up a success cycle, rewarding incremental progress. In some cases, 

when momentum doesn’t yet exist, we may be visioning just a day ahead. 

Whatever it is, make the vision challenging, yet achievable, and celebrate success. 

 

2. Failure Scenarios. To empower the defensive pessimists on our teams, and 

defeat groupthink and ego, leaders can solicit Failure Scenarios (aka, 

Premortems), asking or telling the group: “Imagine this (high-profile project) has 

failed. How did it happen?” This lesser-known strategy is critical if our defensive 

pessimists are fearful of speaking their minds, or if the team has experienced past 

success and is beginning to feel invincible. If we don’t want to “out” the 

defensive pessimists on a key project, we can ask everyone to confidentially 

submit one reason—on a 3 x 5 card, perhaps—why the project might fail or be 

delayed. Then, we can ask and discuss about our favorites in group without 

revealing the sources. See Gary Klein, “Performing a Project Premortem,” HBR 

2007 for tips on using this strategy to improve decision-making. 

 

3. Reality Checks. In order to empower the realists on our teams, return to mental 

contrasting, and accomplish more of the right things, leaders can conduct 

Reality/Progress Checks and GRASP thinking, asking the group: “What is our 

status on priorities? Do we still have the right priorities? Do we need to update 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_Drucker
https://www.strategy-business.com/article/11108?gko=06f71
https://hbr.org/2007/09/performing-a-project-premortem
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strategy? Revise plan?” Typically, this process involves both reviewing strategy 

as well as the metrics and feedback that the group is using for the sake of 

determining status according to plan. Evidence may need to be collected to 

answer the status question, and a brief foresight retreat may be needed to update 

strategy and/or plan. Besides collecting feedback (Reviewing), all four of the 

LAIS foresight skills (Learning, Anticipation, Innovation, and Strategy) may be 

needed to check current strategy against reality on the ground.  

 

Sentiment Management II: Some Useful Optimism to Pessimism Ratios 

 

Emotional foresight requires being aware of and able to ethically influence our and 

others’ emotions toward more accurate and productive states of mind. Books like 

Bradberry and Greaves’ Emotional Intelligence 2.0, 2009, offer good diagnostics and tips 

for improving our emotional intelligence—or EQ. Managing our personal emotions, and 

helping others manage theirs, is a central habit of strong teams. To build our EQ, we learn 

to balance introspection (watching ourselves) with extrospection (watching and having 

empathy with others). We must be “in our heads” and “in the world” in the right ratio. 

 

Once one has good emotional awareness and self-control, perhaps the next most 

important challenge in this domain is to properly balance one’s and others strategic 

optimism and defensive pessimism. These are the two main sentiment states that we 

have, and they match to the two main kinds of stories, preferable and preventable, that 

we tell ourselves about our and others’ futures.  

 

Just as the mindfulness hypothesis tells us that most of the time we want to stay in the 

Present, not the Past or Future, we can offer an emotional effectiveness hypothesis, 

proposing that most of the time we want to be in realism, which we define as balancing 

optimism and pessimism in the right ratio for each context. Even as we acknowledge 

our own natural set points as optimists or pessimists, we must see the value of actively 

balancing optimism and pessimism in our future thinking and feeling. Let us look closer 

now at this hypothesis. 

 

Our Optimism:Pessimism thinking ratios can either support or work against our tasks. 

In the following pages, we’ll look closer at some O:P ratios and some of their proposed 

productive and counterproductive contexts. 

 

The table below summarizes the main ratios we will discuss: 

  

 O:P Ratio Common Contexts 

 1:1  Sentiment Contrasting, GRASP Thinking; “Realism”  

 2:1   Advantage & Opportunity Assessment; Strategic Optimism 

 1:2  Disruption & Risk Assessment; Defensive Pessimism  

https://www.amazon.com/Emotional-Intelligence-2-0-Travis-Bradberry/dp/0974320625/
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 4:1  Relationship Management and Novel Environments 

 1:4  Criticism Production and Crisis Environments 

 8:1  Visioning & Selling (productive) and Manias (counterproductive) 

 1:8  Conflict States (productive) and Panics (counterproductive) 

 

As we think about these ratios, we must recognize that there are times when we want to 

be primarily optimists, times we want to be mainly pessimists, and times when we want 

to feel both sentiments with similar strength. Each emotional state will be adaptive in 

different contexts.  

 

It should also be obvious that a 50:50 balance between both sentiments is only rarely 

going to be the most adaptive. We have proposed that it makes sense for GRASP 

thinking, as a starting point in planning, but even there we may find it valuable in certain 

contexts to spend more time on the optimistic or pessimistic aspects of GRASP. So where 

should our balance point be, in different contexts, and how can we become more aware 

of our current balance when thinking and planning?  

 

To begin to address this question, let’s look briefly at sentiment ratios, and make some 

initial observations. Many biological properties are exponentials, measured in doublings. 

For example, every ten decibels is a perceived (sensed) doubling in loudness. At a certain 

point, that doubling changes the context. A threshold is crossed, and what worked in one 

context is wrong for the next. 

 

For example, many would say that ninety decibels is a level of loudness that is disruptive 

in cities. Ninety decibels is twice as loud as eighty decibels. At ninety decibels, streetside 

conversations are interrupted, ears begin to ring, and babies cry. It is a threshold at which 

“more is different,” to quote the complexity scholar Philip Anderson. As a result, some 

municipalities have laws allowing them to fine motor vehicles that emit noise over ninety 

decibels. Enforcement of those laws is a different question of course, but the existence of 

the law, along with accelerating machine capabilities, tell us the obvious future. 

 

To return to sentiment ratios, let’s first review the value of a 1:1 optimism: pessimism 

ratio for strategic planning (sentiment contrasting). Then we’ll talk about the apparent 

value of three successive doublings of these ratios, both in optimism ratios (2:1, 4:1 and 

8:1) and in pessimism ratios (1:2, 1:4 and 1:8) in our foresight thinking. Like every ten 

decibels, each of these doublings creates a noticeably different emotional environment 

than the previous. Each new threshold can be adaptive or not, depending on 

appropriateness for the task at hand. 

 

1. 1:1 Optimism:Pessimism - Sentiment Contrasting for Optimal Performance 
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One of the most exciting findings of recent years is a process of sentiment-balancing that 

we call sentiment contrasting. It involves a targeted use, and a roughly 1:1 balancing of 

optimism and pessimism, in that order, to gain the optimum levels of performance in our 

lives and on our teams. The psychologist Gabrielle Oettingen has done scores of 

randomized controlled trials (RCTs) and written dozens of papers on the effects of future 

thought on cognition, emotion, and behavior. She has done extensive experimental work 

exploring variations and combinations of optimistic and pessimistic thinking.  

 

Oettingen has discovered that if her experimental subjects are asked to first be optimistic, 

imagining themselves having achieved a worthy, complex task, envisioning how good 

they will feel, and then to be pessimistic, spending a roughly equal amount of time 

imagining predictable ways they might fail, and obstacles they will have to overcome, 

those subjects consistently do three things better than every other experimental group: 

 

1. They are more foresighted. They can predict, much more accurately, how much 

of the task they will complete, in the next few hours, days, or months. There is a 

good argument (but not much evidence yet) that they are also more prioritized. 

2. They are more productive. They get more done in the same amount of time. 

3. They have much more motivation, relative to other subjects, to continue a task 

when setbacks occur. Because they believe more strongly in their predictions, 

they act with greater determination to make them real. 

 

It is hard to overstate how valuable this finding is for our lives. Subjects who are asked 

to be pessimistic before a task, to be optimistic, to be neither, or to be both but starting 

with pessimism, are all much worse at predicting their own behavior, and at getting the 

right things done. If we pay close attention to our feelings, before contemplating any 

task, and first spend a small amount of time in a state of strategic optimism, using our 

strategic thinking to find the most worthwhile goals, and then our optimism to feel the 

success of having achieved them, and then spend roughly the same amount of time in 

defensive pessimism, imagining all the ways we might fail, we will invariably make 

much better plans and take far more effective actions. We will be much more motivated 

to make what we feel and think into what we actually do, regardless of obstacles. 

 

Oettingen explores these results in Rethinking Positive Thinking, 2015. She addresses the 

traps of being too optimistic, of being too pessimistic, of being neither (apathy), and the 

ideal order of our feeling and thinking in approaching any task. In Oettingen’s view, an 

ideal average O:P ratio to seek out prior to planning is roughly 1:1. 

 

2. 2:1 and 1:2 Optimism:Pessimism – Opportunity vs. Risk Orientation 

 

By contrast, the psychologist Dilip Jeste tells us that a 2:1 Optimism:Pessimism ratio may 

be so adaptive, for so many contexts, that it might be an ideal Internal Set Point in most 

https://www.amazon.com/Rethinking-Positive-Thinking-Science-Motivation/dp/1617230235/
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life situations. We interpret Jeste as saying a 2:1 O:P set point is what we’d find in a 

typical Strategic Optimist, in most contexts.  

 

With respect to ADOR, a 2:1 set point orients us to the Advantages and Opportunities 

around us. We would agree that something like a 2:1 O:P ratio is where we typically want 

to be when we aren’t yet doing planning (sentiment contrasting, 1:1), assessing an 

uncertainty (potential risk), starting something new, responding to a crisis, or any of a 

number of other special contexts we will discuss in the next few pages.  

 

As Jeste says, there are so many things we can control in our lives, and so many 

opportunities for improving our state of existence, no matter how challenged we are, that 

if we don’t have two strategically optimistic thoughts for every one defensively 

pessimistic thought, with respect to our own span of control we will continually miss 

key ways to better our lives. There are just so many ways we can use small-scale, near-

term foresight to make progress on the things we care about.  

 

This 2:1 Internal Set Point ratio can create what psychologist Shelly Taylor, in her book 

Positive Illusions, 1991, calls “healthy self-deceptions.” We imagine ourselves as smarter 

and better off than we actually are, and to some small degree, this kind of mild self-

deception is empowering. We just have to be careful not to overuse or overdo it, or we 

become naïve and self-deluding.  

 

By contrast, an adaptive 1:2 Optimism:Pessimism ratio, in ADOR terms, can be defined 

as the set point of a typical Defensive Pessimist. Such a ratio orients us twice as much, 

in mental time and priorities, to the Risks and Disruptions around us. Having defensive 

pessimists on our teams, just like strategic optimists, is also deeply effective for 

previsualizing and avoiding problems. 

 

On a regular basis, we will encounter places where we aren’t sure what the risks are, or 

where disruptions need to be evaluated. Perhaps we temporarily stopped sensing our 

environment, or moved to a new environment and haven’t yet done a scan, or we’ve just 

sensed a new potential risk or disruption. In that state, it makes great sense to be 

temporarily twice as defensively pessimistic as we are optimistic, until we have made 

some assessment of the potential risks, and disruptions, and have responded by 

improving thinking, our preparation state, or our environment.  

 

It is maladaptive to stay for too long in a 1:2 O:P ratio, when we’ve assessed and adjusted 

to the risks and disruptions around us. When we are too pessimistic for too long, we get 

stuck in a negative mental prison of our own making. We no longer see all the positive 

paths that continually exist all around us. 

 

3. 4:1 and 1:4 Optimism:Pessimism – Relations & Novelty vs. Criticism & Crises 

 

https://www.amazon.com/Positive-Illusions-Shelley-Taylor/dp/0465060536
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The next doubling in sentiment ratios is more extreme. Nevertheless, it seems very useful 

for Relationships (communicating with or managing others) and Novelty points (when 

faced with novel tools, rules, or environmental conditions) on the optimistic side, and for 

Crises (actual damage and disruption) and Criticism (a kind of verbal ego damage) on 

the pessimistic side.  

 

This relationship O:P ratio hypothesis is supported by the work of psychologist John 

Gottman. He found an ideal ratio of positive and negative communications to create a 

predictably stable marriage. His empirical work proposes 5:1 to be the ideal ratio. In 

Gottman’s view, our partner should be a source of optimism roughly five times more 

than they are of pessimism.  

 

We would predict a model of an adaptive marriage, versus a stable marriage (what 

Gottman may have been measuring), would give us something closer to a 4:1 O:P ratio. 

Many marriages are kept stable for the purpose of stability, not for the benefit of the 

partners. In our view, we should all seek out as much criticism, delivered with as much 

empathy and ethics as possible, as we can tolerate, to be adaptive. In contrast to Gottman, 

Tierney and Bauermeister’s The Power of Bad: How the Negativity Effect Rules Us and How 

We Can Rule It, 2019, offers the 4:1 O:P ratio as a general Rule of Thumb, “It takes four 

good things to overcome one bad thing.”  

 

Even if we are naturally strategic optimists, a good relationship, with our spouses, our 

children, our teammates, and our neighbors, requires us to self-censor our own internal 

negative thoughts at least twice as often as we communicate them. In other words, we 

should strive to be at least twice as optimistic with others as we are with ourselves, and 

at least twice as good at spinning healthy illusions, or we will get into trouble. If we are 

naturally realists, we want to be four times as optimistic with others as ourselves. If we 

are defensive pessimists, eight times as optimistic. This seems to be a key insight for self-

efficacy. Tierney and Bauermeister offer tips for improving our O:P communication ratio 

without becoming unrealistic. Cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT) and even today’s 

simple CBT Personal AIs, like Woebot, can also be helpful in that regard. 

 

Besides Tierney and Bauermeister, others have extended Gottman’s research. Some  have 

found that a lower level of optimism than 5:1 is typically better for performance. Again, 

we think a 4:1 Optimism:Pessimism Relationship Communication ratio as a rough 

average, is may be useful both in relationships and in managing others. To keep our fears 

at bay and our hopes strong, we all need to be encouraged and complimented 

significantly more often than criticized. But, if we get too much of that positive feedback, 

relative to criticism, we won’t always perform the difficult work of change.  

 

We’d also predict that this 4:1 ratio also applies to the kind of communications our firms 

should strive to make with their employees, and that our governments and politicians 

should make with their citizens. If our firms and leaders aren’t talking about opportunity 

https://www.amazon.com/Power-Bad-Negativity-Effect-Rules/dp/1594205523/
https://www.amazon.com/Power-Bad-Negativity-Effect-Rules/dp/1594205523/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cognitive_behavioral_therapy
https://woebot.io/
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and benefit four times more than they are about danger, compliance, and penalties for 

misbehaving, something’s wrong. They are leading with sticks, not carrots. When we 

communicate in perpetual crisis mode, hope and innovation are degraded, and the 

relationship suffers. If we call to mind how far many firms and politicians are from this 

kind of 4:1 relationship-building communication today, we can see how much social 

trust we are eroding—how much opportunity we are losing—every day. 

 

At the same time, every so often we are going to have to do, or contemplate doing, 

something largely new—laden with both opportunity and risk. That is a Novelty Point. 

In this case, we may have to learn new things about our environment, try out new tasks 

and new behaviors, start a new venture, or otherwise rearrange into “startup” mode. In 

that state, a 4:1 Startup/Novelty Optimism:Pessimism ratio may again be ideal, because 

positive change is hard—and because novelty (a new tool, a new emergence, a new rule) 

often brings a great number of new possibilities to strategically explore. We will need that 

strategic optimism to get us through the valleys and challenges ahead and to really 

recognize the opportunities that may otherwise be hidden from us. Ask any 

entrepreneur—especially one who is continually forced to learn and try new things every 

day in order to keep their business afloat—and they will explain that they constantly use 

extreme strategic optimism to keep them going. Novelty isn’t a state we will stay in 

forever (and staying there too long is not adaptive, we need sustaining structure); but, 

when we are in it, we need lots of strategic optimism to guide us through. 

 

An adaptive 1:4 O:P ratio can occur at any Crisis Point. In a crisis, we face not only risks 

and disruptions that must be assessed, but an actual danger or catastrophe to which we 

must respond. We may have suffered some loss or damage, either anticipated or out of 

the blue. We may have received a bad performance evaluation, been diagnosed with a 

serious illness, had our property stolen, hurt someone else (intentionally or not), or 

otherwise became involved in a crisis. A 1:4 O:P ratio may also be adaptive when we are 

receiving Criticism, which is a kind of verbal disruption to our equilibrium and ego state. 

It’s time for us to pay attention to that criticism, ask ourselves if it is warranted, and think 

about what we can do to prevent that negative feedback in the future. 

 

In such states, it makes most sense to be a strong defensive pessimistic—as that will focus 

us on the problem, on setbacks we’ve had in the past, and on potential negative 

consequences that we must adjust to. We will need that defensive pessimism to produce 

the new strategies and plans that will help us to adapt to the damage or disruption.  

 

Crisis and criticism aren’t states we will stay in forever, and staying in either for too long 

is stressful. But, both give us critical negative feedback to our actions. Leaders, 

organizations, and governments may find it valuable to use this 1:4 ratio whenever they 

are in a true crisis, or are responding to some implicit critique (as when a firm gets 

negative press, or is boycotted by some of its customers). Admitting the negative, and 

steps being taken to alleviate it, is a powerful way to rebuild trust.  
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But, no organization or government should overuse either the 4:1 or 1:4 sentiment states. 

It’s too easy for a firm or government to overuse positive communication, ignoring 

problems, and it’s also easy for a government or an institution to produce constantly 

negative security- or compliance-focused communications to their citizens, and to 

overfocus on crises. Truth and growth suffer with too much positive communication, and 

freedom and innovation are easily strangled with too much negative communication. 

Both have costs of overuse. 

 

4. 8:1 and 1:8 O:P Ratios – Selling & Manias vs. Conflicts & Panics  

 

This last sentiment ratio set we will discuss, 8:1 and 1:8 is so extreme that it seems 

adaptive for in special contexts, for short periods. Unfortunately, the 1:8 ratio is a constant 

of our modern environment, as we will see.  

 

Adaptive 8:1 Optimism:Pessimism ratios are found frequently in sales. When one is 

Selling something, it makes sense to deeply accentuate the positive until the sale “closes.” 

The seller is manufacturing a positive illusion that is deeply oversimplified, but powerful. 

All great sellers and influencers know the value of this ratio. Good sales people will 

mention a few innocuous negatives, to defuse the buyer’s suspicions that they are being 

manipulated. But, they are also being deceptive, and thus don’t build trust. A great 

salesperson may mention a real negative, educating the buyer, and building long-term 

trust, and then counter it with so many positives that the sale remains compelling.  

 

A nonadaptive 8:1 O:P ratio occurs when we are engaged in a Mania of some type. This 

happens when greed outcompetes common sense—as in the dot com mania, various real 

estate manias, and recent bitcoin and ICO investment manias. It also happens in 

utopianism, where we become obsessed with imagining unrealistically perfect, 

harmonious, or ideal future realities. We call a utopian thinker a Pollyanna, someone so 

focused on the positive potential of things that they never anticipate or prepare for 

disaster. In manias, we are obsessed with fantasies. We never see the impending disaster, 

or take the critical next steps to achieve our visions. 

 

An adaptive 1:8 Optimism:Pessimism ratio occurs when we are engaged in Conflict. In 

a fight for a just cause, it helps, on occasion, to focus our attention on all the negative or 

objectionable aspects of our opponent, to motivate us to the painful, risky activities that 

conflict, and its resolution, demand. An expose, a detailed and deserving critique of some 

deeply flawed system, is another kind of conflict where this extreme ratio is helpful. We 

use it in investigative journalism, when we report on a crisis, crime or corruption, and 

its deeper causes. Extensive negative criticism and communication seems warranted in 

such contexts, for short periods. Sometimes an expose is needed to jar an audience out of 

complacency into recognizing the seriousness of a problem. 
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This is also what we do in watching dystopia stories as entertainment. We probably 

choose to watch protopias and dystopias in a 1:8 ratio. We may do this because we seek 

the drama of conflict, and its resolution. Note however, that almost all of these dramas 

end up with some positive ending, so they while they may be in 1:8 in O:P ratio in plot 

elements, in character arc they are much less pessimistic. Even in dystopic settings, we 

look for a positive character arc or and satisfying resolutions of conflict. A search for 

conflict, and its resolution, are how we generate drama. 

 

Consider also how fleeting is human happiness. We quickly grow dissatisfied with our 

current state of existence, no matter how privileged it is, and we focus on its flaws, 

however minor. We are regularly critical (1:4), and we regularly imagine a few problems 

as conflicts (1:8), describing their flaws out of proportion to reality. But, just like a positive 

illusion, these temporary negative illusions can get us to fix those flaws, and progress.  

 

A maladaptive 1:8 O:P ratio occurs in Panics, where we are fall into unjustified fear, 

often in herds, as in a Stock Market panic. It also happens when a propagandist 

manufactures false panic and fake threats. A short seller may try to create and profit 

from such panic. Autocratic leaders find this useful when seeking to scare their citizens 

into obedience. It involves highjacking our amygdala (fear centers), creating a fight-or-

flight response (now also called the acute stress response). It activates our sympathetic 

nervous system, preparing us to flight or flee. This activation can be helpful for the short-

term, when we need to prepare for conflict or conflict resolution or avoidance, but 

constant activation of the stress response is destructive for any group or society.  

 

A 1:8 O:P ratio is thus a terrible prescription for non-fiction media. Nevertheless, much 

of our network news and much social media has gravitated to this extreme negative 

sentiment ratio, as it grabs our attention, creating false panic. As Barry Glassner’s The 

Culture of Fear: Why Americans Are Afraid of the Wrong Things, 1999/2018, reminds us, this 

wasn’t true sixty years ago. The negativity grew as our channels multiplied, and the most 

popular became 24 hour, always seeking new disruption or drama, and our news media 

became more corporate-owned and unregulated for fair or balanced content. Al Gore’s 

The Assault on Reason, 2008/2017 nicely summarizes our current mass media dystopia.  

 

Today’s mass media presents the world around us as a series of manufactured crises and 

dramas. They do this because this 1:8 (or worse) sentiment ratio captures our attention to 

the news source, immobilizing us for the short term. It turns the world into a fake car 

crash, and us into perpetual rubberneckers. We need to recognize when we are being 

manipulated like this, spending far too much time in a “takedown” of the world around 

us, and break away from this toxic sentiment ratio. All the major networks, on the right 

and the left, do this perpetually. Watch either Fox News or CNN, and you’ll see 

continually manufactured drama and crisis. In our view a better name for Fox News is 

“Foxhole News,” as they report the world as a state of constant dramatized conflict, 

encouraging us to retreat to our foxholes and gated communities rather than engage 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fight-or-flight_response
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fight-or-flight_response
https://smile.amazon.com/Culture-Fear-Americans-Afraid-Things/dp/1541673484/
https://smile.amazon.com/Culture-Fear-Americans-Afraid-Things/dp/1541673484/
https://www.amazon.com/Assault-Reason-Information-Ecosystem-Print/dp/0143113623
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others and finding positive shared visions for the future. Perhaps CNN’s real name, as 

Peter Diamandis reminds us, should be “Constantly Negative News.”  

 

Daniel Goleman calls this kind of communication “amygdala hijacking,” as it uses 

System 1, our emotional brain, to keep us focused on catastrophes and crises, both real 

and imagined. Enduring such news or entertainment is an increasingly exhausting, 

paralyzing process. It drains our willpower, and makes us less confident and innovative. 

To protect our personal agency, we should minimize our exposure to crisis media. We 

want to keep our 1:1 (sentiment contrasting) and 2:1 (set point) ratios most of the time, 

with brief excursions to uncertainty (1:2), relationship tending (4:1), novelty (4:1), and 

crisis (1:4), while avoiding manias and catastrophism.  

 

One way to avoid this drama is to get most of our news from weeklies—like, The 

Economist, and Businessweek—and biweeklies and monthlies—like, Science News—and 

select online sources—including RealClear World, Medium, Quora, and Reddit. Reading 

most of our news a week behind lets us put it in proper context, and it helps us avoid the 

drama. Creating value daily, not seeking drama, should be our top adaptive priority. 

 

Fortunately, we can now clearly see a world ahead where our Personal AIs will help 

ensure we don’t get our agency and attention hijacked. We will increasingly be able to 

get the media we need, in the ideal sentiment ratios for each context.  

 

A good leader and self-leader recognizes these and other O:P Ratios, and knows how to 

ethically influence themselves and others toward a better ratio for each context. Before 

concluding, let us reflect: Do we have trouble using any of these sentiment ratios? Do we, 

personally, overuse any? Recognize the value of each, and adjust as needed. 

 

The Four Ps in Depth – An Introduction to Evo-Devo Networks 

 

One of the most useful models we have proposed, besides the Do Loop, is the Four Ps, 

and the Foresight Triad from which they derive. Let us revisit at that model again now, 

as we ask ourselves what are the most essential tasks of strategic foresight work.  The 

Foresight Triad and sentiment contrasting tell us that these four thinking types may be 

truly universal. As we’ll describe in BPF, all intelligent beings may have to have 

sentiment (emotion) guiding them when rationality fails them, as it often must. That 

sentiment can always be categorized in two basic types, pleasure and pain, and for higher 

organisms, strategic optimism and defensive pessimism.  
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Good practitioners should strive to see these four thinking types operating everywhere. 

We must rise above any personal inclinations we may have to oversimplify our foresight, 

using just one, two, or three of these thinking types. We must continually do our best to 

use all four. Here they are again: 

 

 

Many future thinkers argue over whether there is ”one future” or ”many futures” ahead. 

The Foresight Triad tells us both perspectives are always true, for various processes, in 

any complex system. We have to stop devaluing either perspective. At any time, special 

and often hard-to-see laws and processes will be predictably converging any set of 

complex systems toward one common future.  

 

A much more useful question, then, is to ask how we can better determine what 

is predictable and what is unpredictable for any process, event, or system relevant to our 

strategy. We must also learn to see the constraints of the probable and the freedoms of 

the possible, and both the preferable and preventable futures that seem particularly 

adaptive. We believe that well-balanced and grounded strategic foresight frameworks 

like the Four Ps and ADOR, when combined with particularly universal normative 

foresight models like the IES Goals (Chapter 8) can help us greatly in that regard. 

 

Recall how the Foresight Triad conveys these insights. The Triad reminds us that our 

preferences emerge from the laws of possibility and probability. What we think should 

The Four Thinking Types (Arranged as the Foresight Triad) 

The Foresight Triad 
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and should not happen is always a mix of two more fundamental processes: what could 

happen and what will happen, based on the physical and informational laws of complex 

systems. Recall also the Four Ps, our extension of the triad to include sentiment 

contrasting: 

 

In our view, the most precise and powerful way to understand this triad, and apply it in 

ourselves, our organizations and our societies, occurs in living systems. The science of 

evo-devo biology tells us that all living systems, have two competing sets of genes, 

epigenes, and environmental factors, managing two fundamental opposing processes.  

 

The first set of fundamental processes, which we can call the evolutionary factors, help 

life explore possibility. They create diversity, experiments, and innovation, in contingent 

and unpredictable ways. Both the arrangements and the composition of these factors vary 

greatly over generations. The second set of fundamental processes, the developmental 

factors, manage probability. They are highly conserved and additive over generations, 

and they reliably converge life’s complexity on future-predictable forms, functions, and 

hierarchies. These processes work together to produce a third thing, a self-maintaining, 

“evo-devo” system, engaged in a continual life cycle. It is only evo-devo systems that 

are capable of generating preferences, positive and negative. That makes the Foresight 

Triad a basic model of life as well. 
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Table 1 summarizes what we’ve said so far about the universality of the Foresight Triad 

and the Four Ps. We think these are particularly fundamental models for managing 

complexity, and maintaining adaptiveness in a world of constant change. 

 

Physics Possibility Probability Prefer & Prevent 

Genetics Evolution Development Evo-Devo 

Thinking Induction Deduction Abduction 

Science Empiricism Theory Utility 

Dynamic Divergent Convergent Integrated 

Goal Exploration Discovery Improvement 

Values Experience, 

Freedom, 

Uncertainty 

Logic,  

Constraint, 

Certainty 

Connectedness, 

Ethics, 

Empathy 

Social Roles Entrepreneur 

Creative 

Academic 

Defense 

Manager 

Consultant 

Platonic Ideals Beauty Truth Goodness 

 

 

As we’ll propose in BPF, evo-devo models can be given a single name, networkism. 

Networkism is a term we can use when we recognize that all the most interesting complex 

systems on Earth are self-reproducing and self-maintaining networks with special 

predictive features, building predictiveness and intelligence via both evolutionary and 

developmental processes. In network science, scholars have discovered that complex 

networks are at the center of all our most adaptive systems. Ecologies are networks, the 

human body is a complex network of cell types and organ systems, our brain is an 

exquisite network of neural modules and ensembles, and our societies and economies are 

sophisticated networks of communication, ideas, behaviors and technologies. 

 

For example, Cesar Hidalgo at MIT, has developed measures of economic complexity 

that accurately predict the way dense, specialized, and diverse networks of people, both 

physical (cities) and virtual (online) are growing out of originally sparse networks as they 

innovate and produce economic value. His lay book, Why Information Grows: The Evolution 

of Order from Atoms to Economies, 2017, and his technical book, The Atlas of Economic 

Complexity: Mapping Paths to Prosperity, 2014, both describe his findings. Hidalgo’s team 

can predict the economic value produced by cities using two primary measures. An 

evolutionary and “individual” measure, that quantifies the diversity of knowledge 

contained in a physical space or a virtual network, and a developmental and “collective” 

nature, that measures the depth of complexity (specialization and hierarchical nature 

of knowledge) contained in the network. Each measure is related to the other. One cannot 

get hyperspecialized individuals, organizations, or societies, producing the highest per 

capita economic value, without great density and diversity of individuals and 

knowledge types (relative to that specialization) within the network.  Densification, in 

Table 1: The Foresight Triad and Four Ps as Goals and Processes in Life 

https://smile.amazon.com/Why-Information-Grows-Evolution-Economies/dp/0465096840/
https://smile.amazon.com/Why-Information-Grows-Evolution-Economies/dp/0465096840/
https://smile.amazon.com/Ricardo-Hausmann/dp/0262525429/
https://smile.amazon.com/Ricardo-Hausmann/dp/0262525429/
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other words, is deeply connected to dematerialization. We call the two together “D&D”. 

In BPF, we will see how D&D processes drive accelerating change. 

 

Work in network science, led by places like the Santa Fe Institute and MIT, makes clear 

that the better our virtual telecommunications get, the more dense, diverse, and 

dematerialized interactions will win out over sparse and physical interactions. One clear 

megatrend is the further exponential concentration of economic power  in our largest and 

densest urban areas over our rural areas. Less obvious is that middle-sized cities with 

particular industry specializations, connected well to all other such cities with those 

specializations, will greatly outcompete large cities that are running up against rising 

costs and limits to growth, and cannot support increasing density and diversity in 

particular specializations, even with their size. Even specialized smaller towns will be 

able to do well in the far more digitally connected environment of the 21st century. Fully 

virtual networks will be economic leaders, when they densely link diverse and complex 

practitioners around any product, service, or problem. That of course is what our modern 

multinational corporations do today. It is the diversity, density, and complexity of our 

political economic networks, and the rulesets that maintain that complexity, that are at 

the heart of adaptiveness.  

 

To recap, evo-devo theory tells us that: 

1. Growing diversity, innovation, and individual intelligence (people, 

organizations, societies) are key goals of Evolutionary processes in nature. 

These divergent processes explore Possible futures. 

2. Growing collective security and collective truth (predictability) are key goals of 

all Developmental process. These convergent processes find Probable futures. 

3. These two processes, when used in collective networks of intelligences, will 

compute a set of shared preferred visions, ethics, empathy, and values, and 

shared preventable futures we seek to avoid. The latter are goals of Evo-devo 

processes, a fusion of the two more fundamental forms of change. 

 

All life, organizations, societies and the smart technologies now emerging from life, can 

be analyzed as evolutionary developmental, or evo-devo systems, networks that are 

partly unpredictable (evolutionary), partly predictable (developmental), and partly 

collectively intelligent (evo-devo). We think our central foresight challenge is to see the 

operation of all four processes in life, ourselves, our firms, our societies, and our planet. 

Such evo-devo foresight greatly improves our strategies and actions. We’ll return to evo-

devo models again at the end of Chapter 8, in our discussion of universal goals and 

values, and in Book 2. We hope you find them helpful in your foresight journey. Knowing 

what factors to pay attention to, what factors and issues to balance, and what to prioritize 

are all key steps in becoming more long-term adaptive.  

 

Foresight Matters!
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Part II – Organizational Foresight 
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Chapter 5: Organizational Foresight I – 

Basic Foresight in the Firm 

 

To begin our discussion of organizational foresight, let us review some classic 

departments of the firm and examine how foresight has been traditionally approached 

within each of them, at the most basic of levels. Historically, organizational foresight has 

been overly concentrated in a few departments, and applied mainly top-down rather 

than bottom-up throughout the firm. On the whole, it has not been very consciously or 

rigorously applied.  

 

Unfortunately, most of it is done without recognizing it as foresight proper, and thus 

there has been little formal evaluation of its effectiveness via the Do loop, and little 

recognition of its potential to be measured and improved, via building competencies in 

the LAIS skills, and using the REOPS cycle and other frameworks, resulting in much 

more effective action. Hopefully, this review will help us appreciate the both promise of 

organizational foresight and some of the challenges we face in its development. 

 

Divisions, Departments and Foresight Specialties 

 

To appreciate the breadth of organizational foresight contexts, it helps to review the 

classic divisions, departments, and foresight specialties of the general firm. We will 

keep our main focus on departments, and consider a few examples of exemplary 

foresight work that has been 

conducted in various departments 

to date.  

 

For Divisions, we will use the 

classic Team, Product, and Market 

Divisions, popularized by venture 

capitalist Don Valentine at 

Sequoia Capital in the 1970s. When 

assessing investment potential, 

especially in startups, many 

analysts look at the “fit” of three 

key components: the Team/ Team, Product, and Market Fit 
(Dave Kashen, Gigaom.com, 2012) 

http://blog.thansys.com/2011/06/10/market-product-team/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Don_Valentine
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sequoia_Capital
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Leadership’s abilities and experience, the cost and quality of its Product or Service, and 

how well that product or service meets Market/Customer need. These three divisions, 

Team, Product, and Market (depicted on the right) thus offer a simple model of the firm. 

Recall that these three divisions also describe a classic set of competitions for influence 

and resources within the firm. Think of the political struggles between Management, 

Product or service engineering, and Sales and marketing in a typical firm. 

 

There is no definitive list of 

organizational departments, 

as organizational structure 

will differ by industry, 

business model, and the goals 

and philosophy of leaders. 

Nevertheless, there are 

representative sets, such as 

the fifteen functions 

(departments) pictured to the 

right. In this example, six of 

the functions have been 

outsourced. Whether the 

function is internal or 

external, good foresight work 

will still be required in each 

department. This chapter will explore twelve departments, each serving a particularly 

common and important business function for the organization.  

 

We have also grouped one or more of the Twenty Specialty Pairs discussed in Chapter 2 

under each department. While there are other strategic management specialties that help 

us generate foresight, these twenty specialties are particularly useful to keeping the firm 

adaptive over the long term. We’ve tried to place each specialty into their most typical 

departmental homes, but below is just one possible arrangement. Organizations vary 

greatly in their use and management of foresight, and in practice, every department or 

team will use a different number and mix of these specialties in their work. 

 

The use of each of the Twenty Specialties usually happens in different ways in all three 

divisions of the firm. For one example, consider Planning, one of the two subspecialties 

in Strategy & Planning. Most organizations benefit from, at minimum, three plans: a 

leadership-guided organizational strategic plan (Team), a product or service 

management plan (Product), and a marketing plan (Market). In practice, one or more of 

these plans is often neglected by top management. Also, team, product, or market plans 

can become too elaborate and infrequent to matter to decision-making and action. 

 

Common Business Functions (U. Kent) 

http://www.kent.ac.uk/careers/workin/business-functions.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Business_plan
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Product_management
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Product_management
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marketing_plan
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How to balance foresight activities and resources among these three divisions is rarely 

obvious, and is more art than science. Seeing the different ways foresight works across 

the firm is the first step to better foresight management. Let’s look now at our 

departmental model for how these divisions, departments, and foresight specialties 

commonly associate in the modern firm. 

 

A Simple Departmental Model of the Firm 

  

I. Management Division 

 

1. Top Management Department 

Specialties: Management & Leadership, Alternatives & Scenarios, Auditing & Change 

Management, Entrepreneurship, Facilitation & Gaming, Strategy & Planning 

 

2. Metrics & Planning Department 

Specialties: Accounting & Intangibles, Analysis & Decision Support, Benchmarking & 

Quality, Data Science & ML, Forecasting & Prediction, Investing & Finance 

 

3. Security & Risk Management Department 

Specialties: Intelligence & Knowledge Mgmt, Law & Security, Risk Mgmt & Insurance 

 

4. Research & Development Department 

Specialties: Ideation & Design, Innovation & R&D 

 

II. Operations Division 

 

5. Operations Department 

Specialties: Product, Service, and Project Management 

 

6. Human Resources Department 

Specialties: HR & Performance Management, Learning & Development 

 

7. Sourcing Department 

Specialties: Purchasing Management 

 

8. Information Technology Department 

Specialties: IT Management 

 

II. Market Division 

 

9. Sales/Business Development Department 

Specialties: Marketing & Sales 
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10. Marketing/Market Research Department 

Specialties: Marketing & Sales 

 

11. Customer Service Department 

Specialties: Customer Service Management 

 

12. Community Relations Department 

Specialties: Community Relations Management 

 

These divisions and departments are useful rough model of a for-profit organization, 

even as many firms will depart from this in specifics. It can help us make some points 

about the variety of foresight processes and cultures across the firm.  

 

Note that a few of the organizational practice specialties above are listed in italics. They 

don’t rate as Top Twenty Foresight specialties in our current model. They are important 

topics but can be considered subspecialties of other specialties, primarily Management 

& Leadership and Marketing and Sales. If we were to include more than twenty 

foresight specialties in our model, these would be candidates, and perhaps we will add 

them in future editions of the Guide.  

 

In our model, the Management Division in a typical firm includes seventeen of the 

Twenty Specialties. This is a lot to be aware of in running an organization. As any good 

strategic management text describes, many Top Management teams are weak in things 

like auditing, entrepreneurship, scenario generation, and strategy facilitation and 

simulation. Likewise, too many firms are weak in Metrics and Planning duties like 

continual benchmarking, forecasting, prediction, and data science. Risk management 

and Security departments may neglect risk assessment, compliance, competitive 

intelligence, and knowledge management. IT managers are also key players in many of 

these specialties, as many depend on the use of IT platforms. 

 

The top-heaviness of these functions is to be expected. As we’ve said before, foresight 

may arise and be initially championed by anyone in the firm, but it is top management 

that determines how much and where foresight is used in most organizations, especially 

over the long term. Without strong foresight capacity and commitment at the top, its 

survival at the departmental level will always be uncertain.  

 

Foresight consultants who understand this, and who do careful assessment of top 

management’s foresight culture, can strike at the root of foresight problems in many 

companies, rather than doing work at a departmental level that ends up being ignored, 

unimplemented, or a waste of effort. Conversely, when top management cannot be 

engaged, it makes more sense for the foresight leader or consultant to restrict their 

foresight work to their scope of control.  

 

http://forlearn.jrc.ec.europa.eu/guide/1_why-foresight/foresight-culture.htm
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For example, today’s foresight and short-term foresight processes can always be 

improved for individual leaders and employees and departmental teams, regardless of 

management buy-in to longer-term foresight work. In other words, personal and team 

foresight can be improved, in any organizational culture, even if larger strategy is off-

limits. The personal and team foresight assessment in Appendix 1 gives a good overview 

of foresight work that is so generally useful and nonpolitical it can be used in any firm.  

 

As mentioned earlier, there is also a declining marginal value and growing marginal cost 

to using any foresight skill or method. Knowing when we’ve done enough is as important 

as knowing when and where to start. Top management must continually frame the 

foresight work to be done, decide whether marginal foresight is worth pursuing, and 

carefully assess its value after the fact. 

  

Let’s explore each of these twelve departments a bit more now, and briefly discuss the 

Twenty Specialties and related foresight activities in their departmental contexts.  

 

1. Top Management 

 

Top management, which includes C-suite leaders, partners, directors, and their advisors, 

have the greatest ability to either promote or block foresight activities in the firm. Here 

are a few foresight career questions to consider asking before joining this department: 

Does management contain any visionary, invested leaders who strive to see around 

corners, to discover or create the next big thing, and to drive the firm toward an 

organizational vision? How many of their leaders are instead reactionary and short-term? 

Is strategy a big deal, where many options and possibilities are generated and explored 

prior to decision making, or is it usually a seat-of-the-pants rush job?  

 

Has leadership heard of and employed strategic foresight? Are they learning- and 

evidence-centric, or are they political and turf-centric? Are they aware of the trends 

affecting their industry, and do they have a sense of which are most important, most 

inevitable, and most uncertain? Do they work with expert external advisors and other 

stakeholders to improve their strategy and decision making, or are they insular? Can they 

execute decisions rapidly when necessary, and deliberately when not, or do they have 

only one execution speed? Do they embrace a diversity of views and recognize ambiguity 

and uncertainty, or do they drive the firm reflexively into conformity and false certainty? 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Senior_management
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strategic_foresight
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Verne Harnish’s excellent Scaling Up, 2014, is a practical workbook 

that helps founders scale a company as demand grows, rather than 

stall out in size due to mounting complexity, which is the much more 

common result. It is also a starter guide to maintaining strategic 

agility, the ability of an organization’s leadership to move quickly, 

with a minimum of politics, when the evidence presents itself, and 

hold off on commitments when they aren’t needed, or when the 

evidence is unclear. Without operational agility in top leadership, 

foresight may be of little value, as the firm often can’t benefit from it. 

Doz and Kosonen’s Fast Strategy, 2008, and John Kotter’s Accelerate, 

2014, are also good primers on keeping strategic agility as the enterprise grows. Bob 

Johansen’s Leaders Make the Future, 2012, offers tips on assessing foresight competency in 

senior management. Without future-oriented leaders, foresight in the other 

organizational functions can only happen at the margins, in stealth, or under a local 

champion in the firm. Fortunately, the more complex, rapidly-changing, or competitive 

an industry becomes, the greater the chance to propose foresight work to senior 

management, from inside or outside the firm. 

 

There are also many powerful new tools that improve management’s leadership and 

strategic foresight abilities. For example, enterprise relationship management software, 

an outgrowth of CRM, is new way to bring visualization and options foresight (strategic 

alternatives) to understanding the firm’s relationships and alliances. 

 

In the typical firm, Top Management is responsible for fully six foresight specialties, 

though they may not recognize this. In alpha order (after Management & Leadership 

itself), those specialties are: 

 

 Management & Leadership 

 Alternatives & Scenarios 

 Auditing & Change Management 

 Entrepreneurship & Intrapreneurship 

 Facilitation & Gaming 

 Strategy & Planning 

 

Most obviously, top management has responsibility for Management & Leadership, as 

well as the Strategy half of the specialty of Strategy & Planning, where the organization’s 

priorities and plans are determined; Visioning, or development of motivating strategic 

visions around achieving goals and Framing, or defining the scope of foresight tasks, are 

also important tasks of Strategy. 

 

Less obviously, top management is also responsible for Auditing & Change 

Management, the discovery of problems and the generation of changes and at times, 

turnarounds in organizational goals, processes and performance. For a primer on Change 

Harnish, 2014 
 

http://www.amazon.com/Scaling-Up-Companies-Rockefeller-Habits/dp/0986019526/
http://www.strategicagility.com/
http://www.strategicagility.com/
http://www.amazon.com/Fast-Strategy-strategic-agility-ahead/dp/0273712446
http://www.amazon.com/Accelerate-Building-Strategic-Agility-Faster-Moving-ebook/dp/B00HSNMGC2/
http://www.amazon.com/Leaders-Make-Future-Leadership-Uncertain/dp/1609944879
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enterprise_relationship_management
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Customer_relationship_management
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Turnaround_management
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Management, read Kotter’s Leading Change, 2012. For some instructional examples, read 

Lou Gerstner’s Who Says Elephants Can’t Dance, 2003, on IBM, and William Bratton’s The 

Turnaround, 1998, on the NYPD. These are instructive examples of successful 

management turnarounds in very large organizations, where the odds of successful 

change are particularly low, so good leadership and good methods are key. 

 

The C-suite is also directly responsible for Entrepreneurship & Intrapreneurship, the 

growing and rewarding of new business ventures, many of which may compete against 

their own current businesses. Intrapreneurship recognizes the continual need for any 

organization to disrupt itself with new products, services, and business models, to 

incentivize internal entrepreneurs, and quell the inevitable infighting that occurs when 

new startups compete against established businesses. Clay Christensen’s The Innovators 

Dilemma, 1997/2016, is the classic on the difficulty of this process. 

 

Entrepreneurship & Intrapreneurship are perhaps the most difficult of all these 

functions for top management in large organizations—particularly when the new 

ventures compete with and undercuts a firm’s existing incentives, products and services, 

and thus also require change management.  

 

Owens and Fernandez’s The Lean Enterprise, 2014, outlines ways 

large firms can stay entrepreneurial even as their primary products 

and services enter maturity. Leaders in such situations must commit 

outsized incentives, capital, freedom, and usually separate facilities 

to their internal entrepreneurs—and usually provide limited time 

and resources, place multiple competing bets, and reward winners 

only when a clear leader emerges, which may take years to occur. 

 

Without such commitments, most intrapreneurship and startup 

incubation initiatives will devolve into safe, incremental, low-yield 

internal innovation, underperforming acquisitions and acqui-hires, 

and resource-wasting sideshows. No wonder it’s so difficult to be entrepreneurial in large 

firms. Top managers can come from all three of Kirton’s cognitive styles, an 

organizational psychology topic discussed in Chapter 3. 

 

Finally, top management has the primary responsibility for the exploration and stress-

testing of their strategy via regular generation of Alternatives & Scenarios, and the 

continual use of Facilitation & Gaming. Other departments will use these specialties as 

well, but if the firm’s top strategy department doesn’t use these strategic foresight 

specialties, their outcomes will be much poorer as a result. 

 

2. Metrics and Planning 

 

Owens & Fernandez, 

2014 

http://www.amazon.com/Leading-Change-New-Preface-Author/dp/1422186431/
http://www.amazon.com/Who-Says-Elephants-Cant-Dance/dp/0060523808/
http://www.amazon.com/Turnaround-Americas-Reversed-Crime-Epidemic/dp/0679452516
http://www.amazon.com/Turnaround-Americas-Reversed-Crime-Epidemic/dp/0679452516
https://www.amazon.com/Innovators-Dilemma-Technologies-Management-Innovation/dp/1633691780/
https://www.amazon.com/Innovators-Dilemma-Technologies-Management-Innovation/dp/1633691780/
http://www.amazon.com/The-Lean-Enterprise-Corporations-Innovate/dp/1118852176/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intrapreneurship
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Acquihire
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Metrics and Planning (M&P) is top 

management’s main department, and 

toolset, for analyzing and elaborating 

strategy. M&P can be considered as a 

unit, just as R&D (Research & 

Development) can be considered as a 

combined function in the product and 

services division of the firm. Metrics includes accounting, analysis, forecasting, finance, 

budgeting, and any other quantitative reporting that can clarify the past and present, and 

provide better data and support for decision making and planning the firm’s future. 

 

This department is typically responsible for the Planning half of the specialty of 

Vision/Goals/Strategy & Planning, while Top Management is most responsible for 

Vision, Goals, and Strategy. In practice, both departments do both strategy and 

planning, with top management doing less detail. If a company is using Objectives and 

Key Results (OKRs), a largely bottom-up goalsetting method, this department may be 

facilitating the process of employee goalsetting (objectives) and/or employee key results 

determination (outcomes by which objectives are going to be measured). 

 

In addition to Planning, M&P is responsible for six foresight specialties in the typical 

firm, just as many as Top Management. In alpha order, those specialties are: 

 

 Accounting & Intangibles 

 Analysis & Decision Support  

 Benchmarking & Quality   

 Data Science & ML 

 Forecasting & Prediction 

 Investing & Finance 

 

Accounting & Intangibles have been discussed elsewhere, so we’ll say no more about 

them for now. Analysis & Decision Support, and their cousins Data Science & Machine 

Learning, have become increasingly valuable with the rise of decision support platforms, 

big data, and the ability to do much of this work in the cloud, or as a service, eliminating 

the need for many firms to maintain hardware and software. 

 

Decision support, a blend of human and computer processes and tools, is an emerging 

practice that uses outcomes-testing to do more evidence-based foresight work. Decision 

modeling approaches like real options analysis, used by large firms for long-term capital 

investment decisions, is another state-of-the-art M&P foresight method. See John Mun’s 

Real Options Analysis, 2005, and associated software, for more on this quantitative 

foresight technique. As connectivity, sensors, analytics, and cloud services grow, many 

more powerful M&P foresight tools and platforms will emerge in coming years. 

 

https://rework.withgoogle.com/guides/set-goals-with-okrs/steps/introduction/
https://rework.withgoogle.com/guides/set-goals-with-okrs/steps/introduction/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Decision_support_system
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Evidence-based_practice
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Real_options_analysis
http://www.amazon.com/Real-Options-Analysis-Techniques-Investment/dp/0471747483
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Benchmarking, which includes learning about industry and firm best practices, and 

designing scorecard systems for use throughout the firm, is the responsibility of this 

department, while Quality is often given to Operations, so we will talk about it under 

that department. 

 

Forecasting now has a number of professional associations (IIF, IBF&P, and scores of 

economic forecasting groups) and these need to be better integrated with our primary 

professional foresight communities. Prediction remains a relatively minor specialty in 

most firms at present. Still, hundreds of firms now run both internal prediction markets 

and ideation management platforms. Any kind of crowd evaluation system is implicitly 

a prediction system, so these are very important areas where foresight practice will 

improve in coming years. 

 

Investing & Finance are also key responsibilities of this department. Investing includes 

asset management, real estate, and other major capital commitments, and is one area 

where better metrics, forecasting, planning, and strategic agility are rewarded. When a 

firm is in startup mode, with volatile sales and limited capital, cost accounting and cash 

flow forecasting are often the most important foresight metrics. Many firms have died 

while scaling up because they did not control costs, or ran into an avoidable or temporary 

cash flow problem. 

 

In enterprise resource management there are also many opportunities for foresight 

professionals to add metrics and key performance indicators (KPI’s) that surface 

emerging issues, reduce risk, improve transparency, governance, and improve 

measurement and reporting. Triple-bottom line (economic, social, environmental) 

benefits and cost measurement has become the dominant approach to full cost accounting 

in the public sector. For more, see ACCA’s annual Accounting for the Future conference. 

See also Benchmarking for Best Practices, Bogan and English, 2012, for more on 

benchmarking, another critical metrics method. Doug Hubbard’s How to Measure 

Anything, 2010, is a primer on measuring business intangibles (brand perception, 

employee satisfaction, etc.), a big step to improving their management. 

 

As we’ve said, the practice of strategic planning—as it includes both Vision, Goals,  

Strategy, and Planning specialties—bridges both Top Management and the Metrics & 

Planning departments in many organizations. Strategic planning can be done rigidly and 

poorly, or flexibly and effectively, and it has been both misused and overused in many 

businesses. Some of strategic planning’s abuses and limitations are outlined in Lou 

Gerstner’s “Can strategic planning pay off?” in McKinsey Quarterly, 1973, reprinted in 

2014; and, they are more extensively documented by Henry Mintzberg in The Rise and 

Fall of Strategic Planning, 1994, and more recently in Walter Kiechel’s excellent Lords of 

Strategy, 2010. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Institute_of_Forecasters
http://ibf.org/
http://rfe.org/showCat.php?cat_id=12
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asset_management
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cost_accounting
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cash_flow_forecasting
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cash_flow_forecasting
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enterprise_resource_planning
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Key_performance_indicator
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Triple_bottom_line
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Triple_bottom_line
http://www.accaglobal.com/accountingforthefuture
http://www.amazon.com/Benchmarking-Best-Practices-Innovative-Adaptation-ebook/dp/B0079QQIWM
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Benchmarking
http://www.amazon.com/How-Measure-Anything-Intangibles-Business/dp/0470539399/
http://www.amazon.com/How-Measure-Anything-Intangibles-Business/dp/0470539399/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strategic_planning
http://www.mckinsey.com/insights/strategy/can_strategic_planning_pay_off?cid=other-eml-cls-mip-mck-oth-1405
http://www.amazon.com/Rise-Strategic-Planning-Henry-Mintzberg/dp/0029216052
http://www.amazon.com/Rise-Strategic-Planning-Henry-Mintzberg/dp/0029216052
http://www.amazon.com/Lords-Strategy-Intellectual-History-Corporate/dp/1591397820
http://www.amazon.com/Lords-Strategy-Intellectual-History-Corporate/dp/1591397820
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Scenario planning is outlined in Peter Schwartz’s The Art of the Long View, 1996, 

describing his experiences at Shell and Global Business Network in the 1980s and 1990s. 

An excellent practitioner book on “scenario learning,” the use of scenarios to test strategy 

and make plans, is Fahey and Randall’s Learning from the Future: Competitive Foresight 

Scenarios, 1997. Thomas Chermack’s Scenario Planning in Organizations, 2011, is also a 

great practitioner’s book, covering more evidence-based methods of building, applying, 

and assessing the impact of scenarios in organizational planning. 

 

Foresighted firms must plan, forecast, and budget quickly, inexpensively, and often, since 

reality often changes plans. These firms will do strategic planning in the C-suite and 

project management (project planning) in product or service departments. Good planners 

seek broad stakeholder participation in their plans, and use a variety of foresight 

methods, including scanning, expert groups, trend research, forecasting, and scenario 

planning, as front ends to strategy, to generate new options, uncover hidden threats, and 

generally improve outcomes. 

 

3. Security and Risk Management 

 

Security and Risk Management is a third 

core leadership department that seeks to 

protect the operational integrity and assets 

of the firm. This includes such functions as 

intelligence, physical security, health and 

safety, legal, intellectual property, risk 

management and insurance. 

 

This department is typically responsible for three of the top twenty foresight specialties, 

in alpha order as follows: 

 

 Intelligence & Knowledge Management 

 Law & Security 

 Risk Management & Insurance  

 

Intelligence & Knowledge Management. One of the less-recognized strategic foresight 

activities that belongs to a Security and Risk Management department is intelligence 

work, which includes competitive intelligence, to anticipate competitor’s offerings and 

plans, and technical intelligence, to discover which new scientific research, technologies, 

and product and service development proposals are likely to pay off, and which are 

premature, hype, or poor bets. Technical intelligence is also ideally done in the Research 

& Development department, and competitive intelligence is also done in both the Sales 

and Marketing departments. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scenario_planning
http://www.amazon.com/dp/0385267320/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Global_Business_Network
http://www.amazon.com/dp/0471303526
http://www.amazon.com/dp/0471303526
http://www.amazon.com/Scenario-Planning-Organizations-Organizational-Performance/dp/1605094137/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_management
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Forecasting
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scenario_planning
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scenario_planning
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Military_intelligence
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Competitive_intelligence
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technical_intelligence
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Scanning is a well-known strategic foresight practice that is one of the early tasks of 

Intelligence. In world-class scanning systems, as in the Singapore defense community’s 

Risk Assessment and Horizon Scanning (RAHS) program, the organization’s entire 

stakeholder network monitors and learns from environmental information, and can flag 

and forward items of potential significance to analysts best able to assess them, and 

leaders best able to use the assessments. RAHS is much more than just a scanning system 

however. It has become a foresight and futures survey platform for the entire country, as 

this excellent Foreign Affairs article, “The Social Laboratory,” 2014, acknowledges. Top-

down scanning systems, exclusive just to Top Management, Metrics & Planning, or 

Security & Risk Management departments are always less effective than those that 

maximize inputs from the entire firm, and thus also cognitive diversity and experience 

diversity. Getting trained as an intelligence analyst can be great preparation for many 

other forms of foresight work. 

 

Knowledge Management is also one of the lesser-known specialties of the modern firm. 

It is a close cousin to intelligence. If we don’t have good knowledge management 

processes and platforms that capture and improve both our external competitive and 

technical intelligence work and our internal collective intelligence production, our 

organization will operate without a memory—destined to repeat past mistakes. We are 

also much more vulnerable to the loss of key individuals in our firm. A solid KM platform 

will be integrated with other foresight specialties including strategy creation, learning 

and development (onboarding and training), and auditing—such as, exit interviews 

when any employee leaves the firm. 

 

Law & Security is perhaps the most obvious responsibility of this department. In a world 

where legal advice and paralegal help is now globally sourced and available online from 

companies like Upcounsel, all firms, no matter their size, should be getting legal advice 

from the outset. The in-house lawyer, who uses IP, precedent and case law to create legal 

security is a great asset to larger firms. Security is of course just as fundamental, and 

regular training of employees in physical and information security practices is an 

effective way to prevent catastrophes. Security leaders want to regularly stress test their 

systems, and employ other proven natural security methods discussed in Book 2. 

 

Risk Management & Insurance is the last major responsibility of this department. Risk 

management involves the mitigation of risk and uncertainty via intelligence, insurance, 

safety, security, and other activities. Organizational psychologist Karl Weick’s Managing 

the Unexpected, 2007, explores how “high reliability organizations” like emergency rooms, 

air traffic control, and military and firefighting units manage and organize for reliable 

performance under conditions of risk and uncertainty, offering lessons for any 

organization. The insurance actuary is another key risk management professional who 

builds forecasts in a variety of areas, using conservative, quantitative strategies for 

dealing with risk and uncertainty. 

 

http://app.rahs.gov.sg/public/www/home.aspx
http://www.foreignpolicy.com/articles/2014/07/29/the_social_laboratory_singapore_surveillance_state
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intelligence_analysts
https://www.upcounsel.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Risk_management
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Risk_management
http://www.amazon.com/Managing-Unexpected-Resilient-Performance-Uncertainty/dp/0787996491/
http://www.amazon.com/Managing-Unexpected-Resilient-Performance-Uncertainty/dp/0787996491/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Actuary
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Like legal advice, both risk management and insurance subspecialties are being 

exponentially changed at the moment by InsurTech startups—which are greatly lowering 

the cost and access to this very old business function. We must be sure to have those 

responsible for this specialty, either in our or our client’s firm, regularly read websites 

like Insurance Technology News, and encourage them to attend a leading InsurTech 

conference, like InsureTech Connect. 

 

While Kirton’s Creatives (Chapter 3) are not typically hired in the security department, 

they make great advisors and consultants for that department. Creatives can be highly 

effective here, especially when leaders recognize their value. The best firms always 

employ or work with a few innovators and rule-breakers in their security departments, 

engaging them in continual efforts to try to break the organization’s security capabilities 

and expose their flaws. For IT departments, white hat hackers are a particularly well 

known example, but there are many others. 

 

Nick Taleb’s Antifragile, 2012, gives more on the value of this approach to security 

foresight. Another powerful and underused security foresight method, from the 

Facilitation & Gaming foresight specialty, is wargaming, a way to test operational 

security against creative adversaries, in a game-based simulation, run by our strategy or 

security employees, or external consultants. Herman and Frost’s Wargaming for Leaders, 

2008, describes Booz Allen’s work building competitive strategy games (“wargames”) for 

corporate and military clients. 

 

4. Research & Development 

 

Our last Management department is Research & Development 

(R&D), which is responsible for new product and service 

ideation and prototyping (early development). In an 

innovative firm, R&D leaders are treated as key players in top 

management. Their best work gets turned into new 

experiments and lines of business.  

 

This department is typically responsible for two of the top 

twenty foresight specialties, in alpha order as follows: 

 

 Ideation & Design 

 Innovation & R&D 

 

Ideation Management is another human capital related function that is benefiting from 

exciting new tools for generating collective foresight from large groups of an 

organization’s employees, customers, and stakeholders.  

 

Emblem of the USAF 
Air R&D Command, 1950 

https://insurtechnews.com/
http://insuretechconnect.com/
http://www.foresightguide.com/the-creative-experimenter-innovator
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/White_hat_(computer_security)
http://www.amazon.com/Antifragile-Things-That-Gain-Disorder/dp/1400067820
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wargaming
http://www.amazon.com/Wargaming-Leaders-Strategic-Battlefield-Boardroom/dp/0071596887
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Booz_Allen_Hamilton
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Employee idea collection and refinement platforms (Planview Spigit, BrightIdea, 

Datastation, CogniStreamer, Hype, IdeaScale, Imaginatik), technical problem solving 

communities (InnoCentive), and employee engagement and feedback platforms 

(TeamPulse, Suggestion Ox) are all pioneers in software-as-a-service and platform-as-a-

service innovation management. These are niche industries, selling their ideation 

products to innovation leaders in all kinds of businesses.  

 

Many of these systems work on top of the firm’s internal social networks and CRM 

systems, and the better ones incentivize firm-wide problem identification, idea 

generation and evaluation of employee and customer provided solutions, crudely 

assessing submitted ideas for their potential ROI for the firm, and offering project 

management tools for ideas that are turned into projects by employees or leadership. 

Prediction markets, which elicit forecasts and feedback on the potential outcomes of 

company ventures and relevant events, are another new area for collective foresight. But, 

ideation and innovation management platforms are much more commercially successful 

and internally useful than prediction markets at present. 

 

Design can be thought of as the hands-on, tangible exploration of ideas. It tends to focus 

on beauty, novelty, and style in the firm’s current and potential products and services. 

Ideally, the design professionals in this department work closely with sales and 

marketing, to discover what people want that isn’t yet being delivered, and with 

customer service, to discover problems and annoyances that can be eliminated. They also 

commonly work with top management in the Facilitation & Gaming specialty, helping 

to design environments and experiences that improve the firm’s foresight and 

collaboration. Like ideation itself, design can be used anywhere in the firm, and it 

deserves a champion in top management that sees its promise. Design consulting firms 

like IDEO offer design thinking engagements that will help leaders recognize the great 

power of structured creativity in thinking about, and interacting with, our mental and 

physical environment. 

 

The new domain of Innovation Management, and the CINO (chief innovation officer) 

have become exciting new frontiers for innovation-related foresight work. As our IT 

systems get progressively smarter, we can use them, and smart rulesets, to continually 

improve the level of collaboration among the firm’s stakeholders and prospective 

customers. 

 

Henry Chesbrough’s concept of open innovation, where the best firms use both internal 

and external innovation sources (i.e. ideas and IP from customers, rival companies, 

universities, and the global public), is a model that seems increasingly attractive for top 

firms in coming years. Kickstarter and Indiegogo are just two of many crowdfunding 

companies capitalizing (often up to the ten million dollar range, and still climbing) and 

demand-testing all kinds of new events, projects, and products.  

 

https://www.planview.com/products-solutions/products/spigit/
http://www.brightidea.com/
http://www.datastation.com/
http://www.innovationportal.eu/en/index.html
http://hypeinnovation.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IdeaScale
http://imaginatik.com/
http://www.innocentive.com/
http://www.quantumworkplace.com/employee-feedback-program/
http://www.suggestionox.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prediction_market
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IDEO
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Innovation_management
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chief_innovation_officer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_innovation
https://www.kickstarter.com/
http://landing.indiegogo.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crowdfunding
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Quirky, which went bankrupt in 2015 due to abysmal fiscal 

management, was one the first crowdfounding platforms, in which 

inventors and anyone else online who adds value to business ideas 

can work together to innovate and launch a new product or service, 

and in some cases, a company around it, receive equity or shares 

based on their inputs. In Quirky’s model, 10% of the equity went to 

the lead idea provider, another 5% to others who offer marketing, 

technical, or other value, and the rest to Quirky for manufacturing 

and marketing it. With personal AIs and the blockchain in coming years, we can expect 

that such open innovation business models will eventually scale. 

 

We can expect more of these kinds of companies in the next decade, now that small 

investors are allowed to directly invest in and receive equity (President Obama’s JOBS 

Act, one of several highlights of his administration). Prior to this, only accredited 

investors (folks with $1M or greater personal assets beyond their primary residence) 

could join angel investing syndicates, a law that put small business innovation at a 

systematic disadvantage. Democratizing small business equity investing via the JOBS Act 

is a big advantage for startups, and it seems likely to also grow jobs. Small businesses 

have been greatly advantaged in the last few years by crowdfunding sites as well. 

Crowdfunding grew 81% in 2012, its first year of major success, and hit $2.7B worldwide. 

 

Clayton Christensen et al. in The Innovator’s DNA, 2011, describe five behavioral skills 

that are key to innovation and R&D: Association (of information, to create ideas), 

Questioning (to highlight problems, define unknowns, challenge assumptions), 

Observing (seeing clearly what presently works and what doesn’t), Networking 

(connecting to others with diverse inputs), and Experimentation (a culture tolerant of 

quick, fast, and frequent failure during learning). This is not a definitive list, as other 

innovation-aiding skills have been proposed (e.g. design thinking). But, it seems a solid 

start. For foresighted R&D managers today, providing greater employee freedom and 

incentive to innovate, doing better recruitment and global sourcing of technical 

innovators, enabling firm-wide or open innovation via software platforms, and aligning 

culture with innovation goals, and those goals with learning and development efforts, are 

some of the many promising foresight frontiers in this department. 

 

R&D is the traditional name for this department, and it has its own set of communities 

and practice standards in every major industry. Unlike innovation management, R&D 

practitioners tend to focus more on basic research and technical intelligence, and less on 

the generation of successful products and services. The larger any firm gets, and the larger 

the industry it serves, the more a case can be made to support in-house scientific staff that 

focuses on exploring basic scientific and technical capabilities and phenomena that are 

within the scope of the firm’s mission. 

 

https://www.quirky.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jumpstart_Our_Business_Startups_Act
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jumpstart_Our_Business_Startups_Act
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Accredited_investor
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Accredited_investor
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Angel_investing
http://www.amazon.com/The-Innovators-DNA-Mastering-Disruptive/dp/1422134814/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Design_Thinking
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5. Operations 

 

Operations is responsible for the delivery of products and services. It has no primary 

foresight responsibility in a typical firm, but it does have a need to anticipate the future, 

like every department. It typically views on a more short-term, week-to-week and 

quarter-to-quarter time horizon. 

 

Operations leaders have responsibility for at least two foresight subspecialties: 

 

 Product, Service and Project Management (Management & Leadership) 

 Quality of Operations (Benchmarking & Quality) 

 

Product, Service, and Project Management are all 

core practices that help improve foresight in this 

department. Terry Schmidt’s Strategic Project 

Management Made Simple, 2009, and Clark 

Campbell’s The One Page Project Manager, 2012, 

are two good primers for this practice. The ideal 

operations manager is a great team player. They 

may be a middle manager working under top 

leadership and above line staff, and collaborating 

with the largest number of other departments, as 

so many departments have an impact on product 

and service delivery. 

 

As an application of Pareto’s law, the 80/20Rule (discussed in BPF) some business 

analysts propose that organizational changes are usually 80% evolutionary (incremental 

changes, falling often under the realm of Operations) and 20% revolutionary (major 

innovations, the realm of R&D, top leadership initiatives). Whether this is true or not, the 

operations manager, like many managers, spends the large majority of their time and 

effort on making small efficiency or capacity improvements in internal business 

processes. They are often either learning how to affordably scale up their production to 

meet growing demand, or learning how to do more with less, or at times, both. 

 

Quality, or quality control, is a key responsibility and foresight specialty shared between 

operations and the metrics and planning department. Fortunately there is a 130-year-old 

literature on continuous improvement and quality beginning with the manufacturing 

efficiency and labor productivity advances of Frederick Taylor’s scientific management 

(Taylorism) in the 1880s. The Toyota Way, 2003, is a good intro to Toyota’s methods for 

continuous quality improvement, including the Kanban system for lean, just-in-time 

production. These methods allowed Toyota to use superior speed of execution, small 

batch learning and production, and quality as key strategies to grow steadily against 

much larger auto companies in the 1970s, to their dominant global position today. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Product_management
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Service_management
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_management
http://www.amazon.com/Strategic-Project-Management-Made-Simple/dp/0470411589
http://www.amazon.com/Strategic-Project-Management-Made-Simple/dp/0470411589
http://www.amazon.com/The-New-One-Page-Project-Manager/dp/1118378377
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pareto_principle
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Taylorism
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Taylorism
http://www.amazon.com/The-Toyota-Way-Management-Manufacturer/dp/0071392319
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kanban
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Just_In_Time_(business)
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One of the more exciting advances in operations in the last decade has been the 

generalization of the Toyota Production System as lean and agile methodology. Scrum is 

a very simple and useful set of lean and agile workflow methods, based on the Do Loop, 

which allow extremely fast learning and doing cycles and fantastic performance gains for 

small teams.  

 

Read Jeff Sutherland’s Scrum, 2014, for a really valuable primer on 

how to run small team meetings and workflow. Want to be amazed 

operationally? Take a look at Wikispeed, a small scrum-based 

manufacturer that creates hand-built, 100+MPG cars for $25,000, one 

at time, using an accelerated operations process they call Extreme 

Manufacturing. Once we understand how fast, powerful, capable, 

efficient, and affordable scrum-based small teams can be, we will 

inquire about how to incorporate those kinds of decentralized, yet 

accountable operations into everything we do. Could we imagine a 

scrum-driven health care system? A scrum-based urgent care and 

hospital network? One day, something like this might come to pass. 

 

Lean Six Sigma, which combines Six Sigma quality with lean manufacturing speed 

initiatives, and agile methodology for IT work are two leading operations methods today. 

The Lean Six Sigma Toolbook, 2004, introduces several useful management tools for 

speed and quality improvement. Superior operations (quality, speed, product mix) are 

often worked for as a sustainable competitive advantage.  

 

Consider Zara, a Spanish retailer of clothing 

and accessories, used rapid prototyping, 

vertical integration, and supply chain 

automation to raise its operations tempo to 

two weeks, from new product development 

to store deployment, versus six months for the typical fashion retailer. This sustained 

advantage, along with continual market research on the latest global fashion trends, has 

allowed it to become a global leader in “fast fashion.” 

 

Without any advertising budget, and violating the predictions of the standard business 

strategy playbook, Zara’s parent company Inditex Group has used this market research, 

operations, and quality-driven strategy become the world’s largest apparel retailer since 

opening its first store in 1975. Their rise to global success is one of many inspiring 

examples of operational excellence and foresight. 

 

6. Human Resources 

 

Sutherland, 2014 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scrum_(software_development)
http://www.amazon.com/Scrum-Doing-Twice-Work-Half/dp/038534645X/
http://wikispeed.org/
http://wikispeed.org/extreme-manufacturing/
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Our second operations department is Human Resources, 

and the stewardship of the human capital of the firm. 

Historically, HR’s ability to contribute foresight and 

value to the firm has been underutilized in by top 

executives, to the detriment of those companies. But, 

good firms realize that acquiring and managing top talent 

is as critical an operation of the firm as producing quality 

products and services.  

 

This department is typically responsible for two of the top 

twenty foresight specialties, in alpha order as follows: 

 

 Human Resources & Performance Management 

 Learning & Development 

 

In Human Resources, too many leaders still follow outdated paradigms that don’t fully 

appreciate the unique competitive advantage that comes from finding and using better 

methods of recruiting, hiring, compensation, benefits, performance management, 

learning and development, idea generation and creating a company culture with better 

values, including a foresight orientation. 

 

HR leaders can drive company culture to a foresighted vision and mission. Ann Rhoades, 

Built on Values, 2011, and Katzenbach and Harshak’s, “Stop Blaming Your Culture” 

(PDF), Strategy+Business, 2011, both describe how large organizations like the US Marine 

Corps, Aetna, JetBlue, Southwest Airlines, and P.F. Chang’s China Bistro have done 

culture turnarounds—returning to core values and restoring foresight after it was long 

absent. 

 

A new generation of HR leaders are using insights from behavioral economics, nudging 

theory, industrial psychology and people analytics to do data-guided experiments, find 

and reward top managers and employees, and allow employee freedoms and self-

leadership in their work much more than in previous eras. Read Ben Waber’s People 

Analytics, 2013, Sandy Pentland’s Social Physics, 2014, and Thaler and Sunstein’s Nudge, 

2009, for more on modern HR. The first People Analytics Conference convened in 2014 at 

the Wharton School of Business at U. Penn. There is much to learn from these newer 

methods, and they are the cutting edge of HR foresight work. 

 

In Performance Management, an open book approach to bottom-up, employee-driven 

development of financial and operations plans, responsibilities, and benefits is outlined 

in Jack Stack’s The Great Game of Business, 2013, as mentioned earlier. Schemes for 

conversion of a company to a greater percentage of employee ownership as the original 

founders retire is another bottom-up HR trend revitalizing a few mature-stage companies 

(see NCEO). Other foresight- and innovation-promoting HR methods include 

http://www.amazon.com/Built-Values-Creating-Outperforms-Competition/dp/0470901926
http://www.strategy-business.com/media/file/sb62_11108.pdf
http://www.strategy-business.com/media/file/sb62_11108.pdf
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Behavioral_economics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nudge_theory
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nudge_theory
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Industrial_psychology
http://www.tlnt.com/2013/02/26/how-google-is-using-people-analytics-to-completely-reinvent-hr/
http://www.amazon.com/Social-Physics-Spread-Lessons-Science/dp/1594205655/
http://www.amazon.com/Social-Physics-Spread-Lessons-Science/dp/1594205655/
http://www.amazon.com/Social-Physics-Spread-Lessons-Science/dp/1594205655/
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crowdsourced recruitment (JobHuk), 360 degree and crowdsourced reviews, 

performance benchmarking, and Ten and Twenty Percent Time, where employees 

meeting expectations given the freedom to work on projects outside their job description 

for a half to a full day out of five. Pioneers in the latter include 3M, Hewlett-Packard, and 

Google. Google’s Gmail is a famously useful product that came out of that level of 

employee freedom because a small group of engineers thought it was a more important 

product to be developing than the current product mix on offer. Providing this free time 

to any employee who is meeting expectations, and then rewarding successfully 

innovative employees can be a powerful motivator of job performance. 

 

Learning & Development (L&D) may be the HR function where foresight process and 

values can be most aggressively championed. Peter Senge’s The Fifth Discipline, 2006, its 

Fieldbook, 1994, and his work since offers a motivating vision of the learning organization. 

A few firms, most famously Procter & Gamble, have executed this model well. In a world 

of accelerating technological and business change, empowering employees to do 

continual just-in-time learning—and to apply that learning in new innovation and 

strategic foresight, improving strategies, plan, or actions—can provide our firms with 

critical advantages. 

 

With respect to hiring, every generation has some of its own unique traits, and the 

Millennials (Gen Y)—born between 1983 and the early 2000s—are no exception. Among 

the traits that have been proposed for this demographic, at least in the US, include: a 

stronger desire to act, rather than be told something; a desire for social and environmental 

justice; a sense of entitlement and need for praise; low interest in political and religious 

leaders and global affairs; higher trust in nonprofit leaders and select purpose-driven 

business leaders and, an expectation of rapid job change. But, it’s also easy to 

overinterpret these demographic stories, as writers like Simon Sinek do when he calls 

them “a generation of weakness,“ 2017. Certainly some of more privileged millennials 

feel overly entitled and have been given too much protection from failure. But, we may 

find it is quite easy to tell self-serving stories about how different we are from our 

children. 

 

We need caution whenever we make generational stereotypes, as people are generally 

more similar than they are different, generation to generation, within any culture. Two 

cultures, by contrast, can easily be more different than two generations, as we’ll see in 

our discussion of sociocultural foresight, but even here, as globalization continues, 

cultural differences will surely continue to moderate with time. Whether we like it or not, 

the smarter our electronic education systems get, and the more connected we all are, the 

more we become one global super-culture. 

 

Perhaps the biggest problem for most millennials today is getting through their education 

without taking on massive debt, then finding good jobs, and staying relevant in the job 

market, and coping with new, far more plutocratic economic, political, and technological 

http://www.jobhuk.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/360-degree_feedback
http://www.amazon.com/Crowdsourced-Performance-Review-Recognition-Transform/dp/0071817980
http://googleblog.blogspot.com/2006/05/googles-20-percent-time-in-action.html
http://lifehacker.com/5932586/make-work-feel-less-like-work-with-the-8020-rule
http://lifehacker.com/5932586/make-work-feel-less-like-work-with-the-8020-rule
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http://www.amazon.com/Fifth-Discipline-Fieldbook-Strategies-Organization/dp/0385472560/
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conditions that their parents did not had to face. With regard to the latter, a McKinsey 

Global Institute study, Disruptive Technologies, 2013, proposes knowledge work 

automation will continue to be a major job turnover force between now and 2025. In the 

context of our Global Financial Crisis of 2008 and Great Recession (2008-2012), our current 

generation of young workers is suffering today from a deficit of technical skills relative 

to demand, and the rapid turnover and lack of good jobs to match their skills in 

marketplace. 

 

But, given that global technical productivity, and thus corporate profits and economic 

growth all look strong for the longer term, as various authors including Alvin Toffler in 

Revolutionary Wealth, 2007, Peter Diamandis in Abundance, 2012, and Brynjolfsson and 

McAfee in The Second Machine Age, 2014, persuasively argue, the top challenges for 

modern HR leaders include better global recruitment strategies and more valuable just-

in-time education for employees. Today’s best employees must be increasingly lifelong 

learners, comfortable with change, and able to work well with colleagues around the 

world, in both emerging and developed nations. 

 

7. Sourcing 

 

Sourcing is responsible for the procurement of external parts and services and the 

management of suppliers. It has no primary foresight responsibility in a typical firm, but 

it does have a need to look ahead, like every department. It has responsibility for the 

following foresight subspecialty: 

 

 Purchasing Management (Management & Leadership). 

 

Since the 1980s, globalization of supply and 

demand has reshaped our markets in 

successive waves. Today, global sourcing, 

procurement, acquisitions, and supply chain 

management have become keys for many 

organizations for competitive delivery of 

their products and services. Sourcing is now 

sufficiently specialized and complex to 

deserve its own function in large 

organizations, and has its own graduate 

degrees.  

 

Pralahad and Krishnan’s The New Age of 

Innovation, 2008/2018, was early to recognize the great value of a global approach to 

resource and talent acquisition, and even innovation contracting. Sourcing and 

production in Asia is an obvious strategy, but there are many others. Even small 

businesses can use platforms like Upwork to source talent globally, on a project-by-

http://www.mckinsey.com/insights/mgi
http://www.mckinsey.com/insights/mgi
http://www.mckinsey.com/insights/business_technology/disruptive_technologies
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2008%E2%80%932012_global_recession
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project basis. There are an estimated 53 million freelancers in the US alone in 2019. 

Surveys tell us that 20-30% of the young workforce in the US and EU prefer to work for 

themselves, gig by gig. If universal basic income (UBI) and better health care coverage 

emerge in the US in the 2030s, this percentage will surely grow. Early in his career Steve 

Jobs at Apple developed a strong talent in global sourcing (of technology more than 

talent) and cost management to complement his product innovation and marketing skills. 

Read Walter Isaacson’s Steve Jobs, 2011, for an excellent account of perhaps the greatest 

product futurist of recent times. 

 

Wal-Mart famously developed a sourcing edge in the 1990s—via a more automated 

supply chain management (SCM) system—better predicting the needs of each store based 

on local buying habits, and effectively driving global suppliers to lower costs at scale. Full 

featured ERP and SCM systems, previously the domain of chains, are now becoming 

available to small independent ones, in cloud implementations. Sherman’s Supply Chain 

Transformation, 2012, gives a great intro to best practices in sourcing management. 

Sourcing was historically a subset of operations, and so the foresight subspecialties of that 

department (Product, Service & Project Management and Quality) seem most relevant 

to this new department, though others can also be helpful in many contexts. 

 

8. Information Technology  

 

The Information Technology department manages the 

firm’s internal and external hardware and software, 

and its supplier relationships. It has no primary 

foresight responsibility in a typical firm, but it does 

have a need to look ahead, as does every department. It 

has responsibility for the following foresight 

subspecialty: 

 

 IT Management (Management & Leadership). 

 

All IT leaders must be aware of and manage predictable exponential improvements in 

price-performance in computing, as well as take advantage of network effects from 

growing connectivity, IT hardware, software and services that are impacting 

management in every function of the firm. Ideally, this department works closely with 

Metrics & Planning to do technical intelligence on the best acquisition strategies; and, it 

also can greatly improve knowledge management by creating powerful and user-friendly 

digital environments. 

 

Changes are constantly occurring in metrics, decision support, ERP, product 

management, design, procurement, sales, marketing, CRM, HR, knowledge 

management, learning and development, and ideation, to name a few business tasks 

impacted by IT. The CTO, CIO, and CSO (chief security officer) are strategic leaders in 
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most companies today, which means they are more in top management than in the IT 

department itself. 

 

In most firms, IT is a major component of product and service delivery, and for many 

digital, large, or global firms it can be the key component of product and service 

management. Since the rise of the Web and embedded and mobile computing, IT is 

increasingly a key tool of Top Management (think Databases, Business Intelligence, ERP, 

SCM, etc.) and of Marketing (CRM, etc.) in many firms. 

 

Given what we’ve seen with information technology’s performance curves (Moore’s law, 

etc.) over the last sixty years, the IT department’s impact will continue to become 

exponentially more powerful every year, unlike just about any other department in this 

list. IT experiences constant waves of change, each of which introduces new efficiencies 

and/or capabilities. IT innovations are usually overhyped and oversold at first, but some 

are eventually widely adopted and required by the firm in order to compete effectively. 

Today, cloud computing is rapidly displacing company hosted and downloadable 

software, which in turn displaced packaged software, and a wealth of new cloud apps 

offer substantial gains in ease of use, scale, or efficiency for the firm. 

 

Smartphones are also seeing rapid (25%) annual global growth. Just one-quarter of the 

world’s population (1.76 billion) used smartphones by the end of 2014, and wearable 

smartphones are just now emerging, so we can expect continued rapid growth in mobile 

products and services, and service to the bottom three billion as companies like Xiaomi 

drive costs to new lows. 

 

In the US, difficulties getting sufficient H-1B visas for immigrant IT talent is leading IT-

immigration friendly neighboring countries (Canada, Mexico) to court US companies to 

do “nearshoring“ of their IT work, an interesting new opportunity for CTOs and CIOs 

contemplating establishing offshore divisions, but wishing to avoid time zone and culture 

conflicts and save on travel costs for local managers. 

 

IT is also enabling increasingly powerful knowledge management, collaboration and 

prediction platforms, including corporate wikis, CMS’s and social networks. Predictive 

analytics, data mining to find hidden predictive relationships, is now being applied in 

many marketing, strategy, security, human resources, education, health care, and other 

business domains. Eric Siegel’s Predictive Analytics, 2013, offers a great survey of this 

latest example of IT-driven foresight in the firm. 

 

Modern IT can thus strongly aid all twenty foresight specialties in the firm. As we look 

ahead twenty years, to a future of increasingly powerful machine learning and AI-human 

hybrid systems, IT is a great place for any foresight professional looking to have an 

increasingly central set of responsibilities across all the foresight functions discussed in 

this Guide. 
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9. Sales 

 

Sales is the classic market division practice specialty of 

the firm. The Sales department is typically grouped 

with the Marketing department in smaller firms, and 

these two usually split as firms grow.  

 

 Sales & Marketing 

 

We have grouped Sales & Marketing as one of the twenty specialties in the Guide, but it 

is important to recognize that these are different departments with different processes in 

larger firms. They also tend to attract people with unique skills and personalities. 

 

Top Sales specialists have some overlap with Entrepreneurship, as both must be strong 

communicators and persuaders, and thrive under high-risk, high-reward incentive 

structures, where they have substantial personal freedom and pressure to perform. 

Talented hires in the Sales department are often strong candidates in the Influence and 

Execution skill sets as well. 

 

In the data deluge of the modern world, customer relationship management (CRM) 

software has become a virtual requirement for many firms. Salesforce is a current CRM 

leader. [Salesforce Foundation offers a free full-featured ten-seat user license to virtually 

all nonprofits who apply for one, a $15,000/year gift worth sharing with our nonprofit-

leader friends.] The eminent futurist Peter Schwartz now works at Salesforce, specifically 

in government relations and strategic planning. 

 

There are also free and low-cost open source CRM platforms today, such as SugarCRM. 

Sales requires cognitive and emotional strengths that many futurists lack (“Woo“ is one 

of the classic sales strengths, in the StrengthsFinder workplace strengths model, 

discussed in Chapter 8, Models). There are also many emerging software tools in the sales 

space, such as LevelEleven’s Compete, a sales gamification platform that works with 

Salesforce.com CRM software. 

 

Good primers for better understanding and managing this department include Dan 

Pink’s To Sell is Human, 2012, and Robert Miller’s The New Strategic Selling and The New 

Conceptual Selling, 2005. The latter is particularly helpful for personalization and face-to-

face meetings, where the sale to large accounts seeks to engage each customer’s unique 

needs, wants, and visions for the future. For nonprofits, Selling Social Change, 2002, 

outlines successful fundraising and earned income strategies. 

 

As social media and CRM systems grow in sophistication, increasingly segmented and 

even individualized advertising and sales process engineering strategies, using mass 
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customization and personalized marketing are becoming one of the new frontiers of sales. 

Another is acquisition of new customers in emerging nations, with efficient, low cost 

products and services. For the promise of the latter, though its thesis was a bit 

overoptimistic, see C.K. Prahalad’s The Fortune at the Bottom of the Pyramid, 2006. 

 

10. Marketing 

 

Marketing is a newer department and practice 

specialty than Sales, the former emerging in the 

18th-century era of mass communications. 

Again, the Sales department is typically 

grouped with the Marketing department in 

smaller firms, but these two usually split as 

firms grow.  

 

 Sales & Marketing 

 

Top Marketing specialists have overlap with specialties like Analysis, Data Science, 

Forecasting, Investing, and Intelligence, as they are driven more by data than by 

intuition. Good hires in the Marketing department are often strong in the Anticipation 

and Influence skills. For reasons like this, departments like Customer Service and 

Communications will often be combined with Sales & Marketing in smaller firms. 

 

Marketing emerged in its modern behavioral, research, data, and customer-orientation in 

the 1970s. Classics in the field include Positioning, Ries and Trout, 1969/2010, which 

argued that consumers construct psychological categories for desired products and 

services and that they have room in each mental category for one leader, a runner-up, 

and, occasionally, a distant third. So, if we can’t be a leader or runner up in our category, 

we should strive to reposition our value propositions sufficiently in order to be perceived 

in a new manner and, thus, within a different psychological category by our market. 

 

Before the 1970s, sales and advertising were designed to manufacture demand. But, as 

sales data and personal computing grew, research to understand evolving customer 

tastes and identify market segments—and marketing plans to align the firms production 

and promotion techniques to customers and rapidly adjust based on customer behavior—

became possible. Specialty strategies like database marketing, industrial marketing, and 

relationship marketing then emerged. In recent years, psychology, sales, and ICT have 

converged to produce customer value modeling, behavior-based profiling, behavioral 

targeting, and social media marketing as new specialties in this fertile department. 

 

Books like Thaler and Sunstein’s Nudge, 2009, explore the means of influencing behavior 

via choice which are easily accessible to us. Ryan Holiday’s Growth Hacker Marketing, 
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2013, explains the startup strategy of building marketing into the digital product and 

encouraging swift failure and continual iteration based on customer feedback. 

 

Some call all of these new developments predictive marketing, which simply means 

taking a more model-based, experiment-oriented, and data-intensive approach to 

marketing management. The future of marketing is both bright and filled with ethical 

dilemmas—for, as technology and psychology advance, many new marketing 

opportunities will emerge. In the near term, it seems likely that personal privacy will 

continue to erode, creative means of exploitation and abuse will surface, and new 

regulations and customs will eventually ensue. Adhering to best professional practices as 

a leader in this department seems a particularly wise choice. 

 

11. Customer Service 

 

Customer Service is another department that is a 

child of 20th-century mass communications. The 

subspecialty in Sales & Marketing of Customer 

Service is a very rewarding practice area for those 

drawn to understanding and anticipating ever-

evolving customer needs and expectations and 

creating positive experiences for consumers. 

 

 Customer Service (Sales & Marketing) 

 

The rapid growth of web, mobile, and customer service and logistics automation 

technologies are enabling much improved customer relationship management (CRM). 

This is often segmented into better customer experiences (product/service fit, 

communications, feedback, responses), customer support (installation, training, 

troubleshooting, repair), and customer satisfaction (surveys, observations, inference). 

 

As business innovation and responsiveness grow, the customer enters a “new normal” of 

ever-rising expectations in their interactions with both online and offline companies. In 

the mid-2000s, freemium pricing strategies became the standard expectation for many 

web-driven services. For more, see Chris Anderson’s Free, 2010. Often, the first level 

beyond “free” is a low annual payment that provides additional perceptively free 

benefits. Amazon Prime’s free shipping for Prime members ($79/year annual fee) is an 

example, creating the expectation that top merchandisers should now offer their 

premium customers “free” shipping and other benefits (in this case, Amazon Instant 

Video and Kindle Lending Library). As both Google and Amazon now experiment with 

same day delivery, we can expect increased pressure on slower competitors. 

 

Offshore call and support centers are also creating many new competitive pressures in 

customer service. First, India in the 1990s and 2000s, then the Philippines in 2010, became 
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the largest offshore call center countries for US companies. Customer feedback 

management platforms (Engage, Mindshare) along with AI agent emulation and call 

center automation platforms (NextIT, Interactive Intelligence) are allowing better service 

at lower cost than human operators. Once the AI agents get sufficiently quick and precise 

at simple tasks, they are often preferred over human chat agents—just as ATMs are 

preferred over human tellers for simple transactions. 

 

Even long-distance video customer service works (almost) well today. See Open English 

for one company that relies on intercontinental video chat to teach English. All this 

pressure to improve and personalize customer service at scale will continue to create 

winners and losers in the marketplace. Tony Hsieh, CEO of the online shoe company 

Zappos, offers a great summary of superior customer service as a core brand 

differentiation strategy in Delivering Happiness, 2013. 

 

12. Community Relations 

 

Community Relations is one of the most recent 

departments of the modern firm—a 

consequence of mass communications and the 

greatly increasing wealth and power of the 

corporation in society since the mid-20th 

century. The subspecialty in Sales & Marketing 

of Community Relations is a very rewarding 

practice area for anyone drawn to 

communications and strategy and will benefit a firm’s stakeholders and community, 

improve the public face of an organization, and create opportunities to build lasting 

relationships and loyalty. In addition to correlating publicly, this field often works to 

strengthen employee engagement with the community and to broadly instill principles 

of corporate social responsibility within the firm. 

 

 Community Relations (Sales & Marketing) 

 

For the bulk of the 20th century, public engagement by large firms was limited mainly to 

corporate communications, public relations, and philanthropy—typically, via one-way 

firm-to-public interactions. But, the web’s growing social and mobile technologies now 

allow for far more two-way interactions between firms and their communities. 
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In addition to feedback systems in marketing and customer service, 

most large firms now need such community strategies as social 

media teams, corporate social responsibility and sustainability 

programs, and employee engagement efforts for these and other 

community programs. Dave Kerpen’s Likeable Social Media, 2011, is a 

popular guide to helpful, friendly and respectable community 

engagement, communication and brand management on social 

platforms. David Scott’s The New Rules of Marketing and Public 

Relations, 2013, is another useful guide to blending digital marketing 

and community engagement functions. 

 

Hopefully this brief survey of foresight functions, challenges, and 

frontiers at the departmental level has highlighted the great variety and value of modern 

organizational foresight work. As a practitioner in any of the six classic social roles we 

have described (Creative, Entrepreneur, Academic, Defense, Manager, Consultant) we 

can bring foresight to every department of our organizations and use that foresight to 

create competitive advantage.  

 

We Can Grow Foresight in Every Department of the Firm! 

Kerpen, 2011 
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Chapter 6: Organizational Foresight II –  

Eight Skills of Adaptive Foresight 

 

Grasping how foresight is used in various departments represents the basics of 

organizational foresight. Understanding how we apply our Do Loops on teams and in 

organizations, in comparison, is an intermediate level of challenge. It is the level of 

complexity at which most managers and leaders practice. 

 

We’re now ready to look deeper at the Eight Skills of Adaptive Foresight, the main 

organizational foresight practice model we use at Foresight U (4U). The model began in 

discussions between Joshua Davis and John Smart in 2014. John has continued to 

develop it since then, with periodic feedback from foresight and industry experts.  

 

LAISEIRR: The Eight Skills of Adaptive Foresight 

 

In our review of the management literature, 

when we think about effective teams and 

organizations, we can identify eight key skills of 

foresight and action. These are workplace skills, 

and they make teams and organizations 

particularly effective in short-term and mid-term 

foresight activities, where one can often think 

less about goals and values, and instead measure 

success by results. The Eight Skills are: 

 

Foresight Skills: 

1. Learning (investigative thinking) 

2. Anticipation (probability foresight) 

3. Innovation (possibility foresight)  

4. Strategy (preference foresight) 

 

Action Skills: 

5. Execution (production thinking) 

6. Influence (market thinking) 

7. Relating (team thinking) 
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8. Reviewing (adjustment thinking) 

 

We can remember the Eight Skills as ”LAISEIRR”—a rough misspelling of ”laser”—

and with the phrase: ”A LAISEIRR (laser) focus yields success in life.” 

 

The Eight Skills are proposed as a minimum viable model for workplace foresight and 

leadership. In our view, including fewer skill categories than these eight would ignore 

some key features of the organizational foresight process, while having more categories 

would be unnecessarily complex. Note again that the first four are Foresight Skills (key 

skills of strategic foresight), and the second four are Action Skills.  

 

Here again is our summary graphic: 

 

 

We’ve said that the Eight Skills are a synthesis of the following models: 

 

 The Learn-Foresee-Act-Review (LFAR) loop of cognitive science, 

 A wide variety of Do-loop models of strategic management, 

 Toffler-Amara’s Three Core Foresight Skills (“Foresight” step of the Do Loop), 

 Gallup’s Three Core Action Skills (the “Action” step of the Do Loop). 

 

The Eight Skills of Adaptive Foresight 
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Each of us, as individuals and as teams, will ignore, underuse, overuse, or misuse some 

or all of these steps and skills at times. But, we are all continually looping through various 

versions of this cycle. The more conscious we are of both the Four Steps and the Eight 

Skills, the better we can improve and adapt. 

 

Boyd’s OODA Model of Competitive Dominance 

 

Let’s look briefly at Boyd’s OODA model now, to see one particular application of the 

loop. John Boyd (1927-1997) was a brilliant, iconoclastic US Air Force colonel and military 

strategist. Among other contributions, he applied the LFAR loop to military strategy, 

aircraft design, and combat operations in rapidly changing environments, beginning with 

work during the Vietnam War. Boyd’s term for the LFAR loop was the OODA loop. 

 

Boyd’s OODA loop involved four stages, as follows: 

 

1. Observe (Perceive the results, and current state)  Reviewing & Learning 

2. Orient (See probabilities and possibilities ahead)  Learning & Foresight I 

3. Decide (Pick a strategy)  Foresight II 

4. Act (Get something done)  Action 

 

Boyd recognized that our speed of cycling through this 

OODA loop determines both our speed of learning and 

our speed of adapting in competitive environments. The 

faster we can run our loop, the faster we can correct our 

mistakes, and respond to the actions of others—both 

helpful and aggressive. In many kinds of conflicts, being 

able to “penetrate the loops” of our opponents can give us 

decisive advantages in conflicts. Saying inside the OODA 

loop of those we are cooperating with helps us to lead in 

recognizing and initiating cooperative goals and behaviors. 

Technology, communications, and decentralized decision-

making are just a few of the tools and strategies that can 

help teams run their loops quicker than larger adversaries 

and collaborators, and learn, foresee, act, and review more 

efficiently—becoming more adaptive as a result. 

 

Boyd showed the value of the OODA loop in military contexts, and others have 

generalized it to business strategy, law enforcement, litigation, and many other spheres. 

For more on Boyd, read Robert Coram’s great biography, Boyd: The Fighter Pilot Who 

Changed the Art of War, 2004. For a great overview of how Boyd has influenced US security 

thinking, read Grant Hammond’s The Mind of War: John Boyd and American Security, 2004. 

For a great application of Boyd’s OODA loop to business, read Chet Richards’ Certain to 

Win: The Strategy of John Boyd, Applied to Business, 2004. 

Colonel John Boyd 
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Again, we base our first model of adaptive foresight on the four step Learn-Foresee-Act-

Review (LFAR) loop. We call it a Do Loop because successful Doing (Action) is the 

essence of adaptation, and because “Do” is even shorter and easier to say than “LFAR.” 

We think Boyd would approve of these shortenings; simpler and equally accurate names 

are preferred, whenever we can find them. 

 

Do loops are at the heart of foresight, management, and leadership. To a rough 

approximation, our intelligence, biases, and the learning and that we do determines what 

we can see around us and in our relevant past. Our values, goals, anticipation, 

innovation (mental and physical creations) determine how and what we are able to 

foresee; and, our analysis and strategy determine which decisions we make using our 

hindsight, insight, and foresight. To implement those decisions, we rely on our 

execution, influence, and relating, and we rely on our reviewing both to stay on track 

and to help us determine (along with foresight) what our track should be. 

 

The Eight Skills of Adaptive Foresight: A Deeper Look 

 

The Eight Skills remind us that adaptive foresight is a never-ending, cyclical process, 

involving continual reviewing post-action, and learning prior to generating new 

foresight. To help our clients adapt, we need to talk about all Eight Skills—and the 

indivisible and cyclic relationship between foresight and action. These skills are a key 

way we adapt to accelerating change. 

 

Let’s look briefly at some of the science and evidence that grounds the Eight Skills. We 

have mentioned that a basic model of cognitive science is the perception-action cycle in 

cognitive psychology and in ecological psychology. One technical name for this cycle is 

the perception-decision-action-feedback (PDAF) cycle. For a deep dive in PDAF cycles, 

see Pecher and Zwaan’s classic Grounding Cognition, 2010, and for more on neural circuits 

themselves, see Gyorgy Buzsaki’s cutting-edge work, The Brain from Inside Out, 2020. 

 

In this Guide, we call this cycle by a more useful name, the LFAR loop. It is our simplest 

model for how we successfully integrate foresight and action. First, we assess current 

state of our local environment (learning), then we engage in foresight, then we act, and 

finally, we interpret the results of our actions (reviewing). We must ask: Are our teams 

strong in all four of these steps? Do any need more attention or improvement? 

 

We’ve said that the Do Loop has been employed by a wide range of management and 

decision theorists, typically without recognizing its basis in cognitive psychology. The Do 

Loop is central to David Kolb’s model of Experiential Learning, Erik Eriksson’s model 

of Peak Performance, James Clear’s model of Habit Formation, Walter Shewhart’s 

model of Strategic Planning, Edwards Deming’s model of Quality Management, 

Herbert Simon’s model of Design Thinking, Kent Beck’s model of Agile Development, 
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Eric Ries’s model of the Lean Startup, and John Boyd’s model of Military and 

Competitive Dominance, among many others. These authors all use different terms and 

significations for the steps of their cycle—and sometimes more than four steps—but they 

all talk about this cycle and its steps, in adaptation.  

 

As seen in Chapter 2, below is a graphical representation of the primary thinking mode 

of each skill. Notice that the Four Foresight Skills involve alternating divergent, 

convergent, divergent, and convergent thinking. Just like the Four Ps, with its alternating 

predictive and sentiment contrasting, this is an evo-devo model. The Four Action Skills, 

by contrast, require a mix of translational, radiative, integrative, and cyclical thinking. 

All these are also key processes in evolution and development. 

 

One critique of the Eight Skills model is that the order of innovation and strategy seem 

wrong. Some critics think that, first, we generate strategy, then we innovate. But this is to 

misdefine innovation, focusing it only on physical products. As the Foresight Triad 

reminds us, innovation is the exploration of possibility space. It includes imagination, 

to find new ideas that some find valuable, design thinking, prototyping, and 

experimentation. We must generate “exploratory strategies” to guide innovation, but 

that is not classic strategy. Action learning theory tells us we ideally will explore first—

gaining mental and physical innovation experiences—and then use that experience to 

create classic strategy, to which we commit major resources. For more, see David Kolb’s, 

Experiential Learning, 2nd. Ed., 2014, a classic text on the subject. 

 

Again, we propose that all eight skills are central to good teams. We can’t neglect any of 

them. If we are weak in one or more, we should prioritize their improvement, build 
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routines around them, and develop our teams to be strong in all eight categories. We must 

also guard against overusing and misusing our strongest skills. See Appendix 1 questions 

for help thinking through personal strengths and weaknesses concerning these skills. 

 

Diagnosing our team’s weaknesses in any skill, and addressing those weaknesses is thus 

key to good foresight process. In organizations, there is a lot of great strategic foresight 

produced every year, but most of it sits on shelves after it is produced—unread and 

unused. It rarely gets evaluated (reviewed) later for its accuracy or ROI (return on 

investment). In this case, the Strategy skill is deficient at translating foresight into plans, 

and the Review skill is deficient at making sure the foresight is accountable to action. 

 

As Boyd would argue, foresight practitioners should make sure they have appropriate 

frequency, strength, and quality in their Do Loops for each clients’ problem, and for 

their own self-monitoring. We also recommend practitioners focus on growing their 

understanding and use of each of the Eight Skills, discovering their skill deficiencies, and 

deciding which strategies and methods can best help them improve each skill. 

 

Let’s revisit the Eight Skills and consider again how they associate with the Twenty 

Specialties, as summarized in the list below: 

 

I. Learning  

 

1. Learning – “Knowing Your History and Status” (Investigative thinking) 

Specialties: Accounting & Intangibles, Intelligence & Knowledge Management, 

Learning & Development 

 

II. Foresight  

 

1. Learning – “Knowing Your History and Status” (Investigative thinking) 

Specialties: Accounting & Intangibles, Intelligence & Knowledge Management, 

Learning & Development 

 

2. Anticipation – “Probability Foresight” (Convergent thinking) 

Specialties: Data Science & Machine Learning, Forecasting & Prediction, Investing & 

Finance, Law & Security, Risk Mgmt & Insurance 

 

3. Innovation – “Possibility Foresight” (Divergent thinking) 

Specialties: Alternatives & Scenarios, Entrepreneurship & Intrapreneurship, 

Facilitation & Gaming, Ideation & Design, Innovation & R&D 

 

4. Strategy – “Preference & Prevention Foresight” (Decisive thinking)  

Specialties: Analysis & Decision Support, Strategy & Planning 
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III. Action 

 

5. Execution – “Getting Somewhere” (Production thinking)  

Specialty: Management & Leadership 

 

6. Influence – “Recruiting Others” (Market thinking) 

Specialty: Marketing & Sales 

 

7. Relating – “Sustaining Your Team” (Team thinking)  

Specialty: Human Resources & Performance Management 

 

IV. Reviewing (“Aftsight”) 

 

8. Reviewing – “Staying On Target” (Adjustment thinking)  

Specialties: Auditing & Change Management, Benchmarking & Quality 

 

In our mapping above, notice that five specialties associate with Anticipation, and five 

with Innovation, giving ten of the twenty specialties serving just these two skills out of 

eight. This makes sense from an evo-devo thinking perspective. These two skills, and 

predictive contrasting, form the base of the Foresight Triad. The Four Ps, in other words, 

are heavily weighted to the first two steps. From the perspective of the triad, Anticipation 

and Innovation are the two most foundational types of foresight work—asking what is 

likely to continue and what may occur. Strategy, which has two specialties, is entirely 

dependent on these two types of thinking (predictive contrasting), and on sentiment 

contrasting after predictability has been assessed.  

 

Strategy is also dependent on Learning (foresight preparation) and Review (feedback). 

Notice that the largest set of adaptive foresight specialties after Anticipation and 

Innovation is found under Learning (three specialties) and Review (two specialties).   

Learning and the Four Ps, the LAIS strategic foresight skills, comprise fifteen of the 

Twenty Foresight Specialties of strategic management.  

 

This list tells us that all organizations practice a good deal of foresight, but they typically 

fail to recognize it. One of our jobs as foresight professionals is to help our clients see the 

foresight they are already doing and conduct more of it in the right balance. Models like 

these can help us assess our priorities. They also raise questions: 

 

Is our organization reasonably proficient in all eight skills? Which specialties might be 

most helpful to our current strategy? Which of those are presently weak on our team? 
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Here again are the three levels of detail in the Do loop in a single graphic: 

 

 

 

A Second Model of Adaptive Foresight: Incorporating Values 

 

In our view, Adaptive Foresight has two components: 

 

1. Over the short- and mid-term, Adaptive Foresight is relatively Non-Normative 

(not values-based): it requires systematic and iterative (repeated, cyclical) 

practice of the Four Ps foresight skills in a management environment. The Eight 

Skills in total reveal to us that this involves Four Foresight Skills (Learning, 

Anticipation, Innovation, and Strategy) and Four Action Skills (Executing, 

Influencing, Relating, and Reviewing)—continually applied to our environment.  

 

2. Over the long-term, Adaptive Foresight must be Normative. It needs universal 

goals and values that will help leaders and employees remain adaptive and 

teams to remain interdependent yet individually strong. Leaders and teams must 

use those goals and values to find shared visions of success and progress. 
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While the Eight Skills are very effective for near-term survival, they say little about the 

higher goals (aka “purposes” or “metavalues”) that we measure ourselves against and 

the values we use to make decisions. To discuss such important topics, we will need a 

Normative Foresight model. Such models help us make tradeoffs and resolve moral 

challenges, as in deciding when to subordinate or sacrifice our own goals and values for 

the greater good of the team, organization, or society. 

 

We’ll introduce two alternative expansions of Plato’s Triad—the Five E’s and the IES 

Goals—at the end of Chapter 8. All three of these are our preferred normative model of 

adaptive foresight. We will propose that the goals and values in this model are central to 

successful leadership—crucial to recognizing and partaking in actions that are long-term 

adaptive, for ourselves, our families, and our societies.  

 

We may find this normative model integrates surprisingly well with our own personal, 

traditional or faith-based models. At Foresight U, our model privileges the values of 

empathy and ethics (“love and fairness”) as the highest priorities. As we will see, these 

are each forms of intelligence that are critical to group adaptiveness.  

 

Whatever our own models may be, we recommend regularly evaluating whether we are 

personally measuring up to our values in our current foresight and actions and, 

moreover, we encourage running Do Loops on individual values, value hierarchies, and 

value tradeoffs, as well as, critiquing and revaluating them in light of their outcomes. 

 

Running our Do Loops: The Eight Skills of Adaptive Foresight  

 

Let’s look closer now at each of the Eight Skills, ways they are used to generate foresight 

in organizations, and how foresight practitioners can use each skill with their clients. At 

the end of this chapter, we’ll briefly compare the Eight Skills to two other skill-based 

management models (Mintzberg, Belbin), and consider what all such models are 

lacking—any consideration of values. In Chapter 8, we’ll discuss Adaptive Leadership, 

using the Korn Ferry Leadership Architect model, and offer our favorite normative 

foresight model, the IES Goals and Values. 

 

Skill 1. Learning (Investigative thinking) 

 

Learning—including collective intelligence and empirical research (investigative 

thinking)—is the foundational skill for serious foresight. Some practitioners consider 

learning to be as fundamental as the Four P’s strategic foresight skills (anticipation, 

innovation, and strategy, both aspirational and preventive). Learning is best understood 

as the critical preparation we need in initiating good foresight process. Running the entire 

Do Loop is of course also key to successful foresight. 
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Many firms don’t have a name or formal department (like, Research, Intelligence, L&D, 

Metrics) for most of their learning/investigation skills. But, all successful firms employ 

people who are talented at the learning skill. Ideally, adaptive firms have individuals 

explicitly tasked with learning-related functions. Those that don’t start decision-making 

with this skill will quickly end up being surprised and outpaced by the future, rather than 

continually learning how to take best advantage of change. 

 

In alpha order, the first specialty we will talk about in the learning skill is Accounting & 

Intangibles. The better we, our teams, and our firms can measure the significant 

processes in our internal and external environment, the better we can grasp our current 

conditions—which is at the foundation of foresight. The firm’s indicators stem from its 

strategic objectives; but, determining what to measure and how to best measure what we 

and our companies want is a constant learning process. Ben Waber’s People Analytics, 

2013 is a nice introduction to evidence-based HR practices. Jack Stack’s The Great Game 

of Business, 2013, is a great intro to open-book management, which is built on metrics-

based goals and team performance rewards. Bob Eccle’s One Report, 2010, introduces 

simplified sustainability metrics and reporting. 

 

Douglas Hubbard’s How to Measure Anything, 2014, is a great guide to measuring 

intangibles that our teams and models indicate are important to our work. Many of the 

processes, opportunities, and problems around us aren’t currently acknowledged, thus, 

are not measured. However, doing continual surveys, polls, focus groups, and other 

means of feedback (reviewing) is the fundamental way to end our Do Loop by giving us 

useful information, which we can then investigate for hidden causes, histories, and 

relationships. 

 

Strong future-thinkers habitually measure phenomena and interpret trends, data, and 

facts, to determine whether they are on track or its high time for a change. For a few 

examples of the latter, see Jessica William’s 50 Facts that Should Change the World, 2007, 

and Stephen Fender’s 50 Facts that Should Change the USA, 2008. Consider, also, the 

following “fact that should change the world” from a 2013 Lancet series on Maternal and 

Child Nutrition: roughly 3 million children (5 years and younger) die every year, 8,000 

a day, as a result of lack of adequate food for the mother or child. Half of these deaths 

occur in one geographical location of greatest need: Sub-Saharan Africa. Globally, 

malnutrition accounts for 45% of child deaths. 165 million children are today stunted and 

immunocompromised because of lack of sufficient nutrition during their childhood. 

Learning such alarming facts compels a search for solutions and action. 

 

Intelligence & Knowledge Management, which includes scanning and research, is the 

oldest term of art for how organizations learn about the environment. Strictly speaking, 

intelligence is about better understanding the relevant past (hindsight) and present 

(insight)—both preconditions to superior anticipation, innovation, and strategy. This 

function is what a typical foresight practitioner starts with when researching a client’s 

http://www.amazon.com/People-Analytics-Technology-Transform-Business/dp/0133158314/
http://www.amazon.com/Great-Game-Business-Expanded-Updated/dp/0385348339/
http://www.amazon.com/Great-Game-Business-Expanded-Updated/dp/0385348339/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open-book_management
http://www.amazon.com/One-Report-Integrated-Reporting-Sustainable/dp/0470587512/
http://www.amazon.com/How-Measure-Anything-Intangibles-Business/dp/1118539273/
http://www.amazon.com/Facts-That-Should-Change-World/dp/1932857907/
http://www.amazon.com/Facts-That-Should-Change-The/dp/1932857869/
http://www.thelancet.com/series/maternal-and-child-nutrition
http://www.thelancet.com/series/maternal-and-child-nutrition
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sub-Saharan_Africa
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Immunodeficiency
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problem, or doing general scanning (“continuing education”) for useful novelty. 

Focusing more narrowly on sociopolitical and defense futures, the new foresight field of 

intelligence studies has developed a number of useful methods and a graduate training 

community that serves many client types (politics, defense, law enforcement, business, 

NGOs). The field of business intelligence uses business and organizational data to study 

and benchmark organizational performance and processes, generating methods, tools, 

and platforms to improve organizational awareness and performance. 

 

Another powerful learning and anticipation tool is group polling, or the gauging of 

group opinion, as practiced for society by leading firms like Pew, Gallup, and Zogby, by 

marketing firms and by consultants. Whenever the organization is faced with abstract, 

intangible complex, or unconventional variables and problems, polling can often help a 

team find where they are in an adaptive landscape, relative to potential collaborators, 

competitors, and threats.  

 

Surveys, focus groups, and other interactive studies are a classic form of collective 

intelligence and consensus production. James Surowiecki, in The Wisdom of Crowds, 

2005, introduces this idea more thoroughly with the “Jelly Bean Estimation Challenge” 

(how many jelly beans are in this jar?) to remind us of value of group intelligence. A 

procedure that has been replicated continually over the last two centuries, polling a 

knowledge-diverse crowd and averaging their guesses greatly improves estimation 

accuracy for forthcoming guesses (see picture below for one recent example). 

 

As Don McDonald notes, markets work the same way, in theory: integrating group 

knowledge into stock prices with presumably more accurate means than individual 

guesses by investors. That’s why it’s hard for individual investors and fund managers to 

”Wisdom of the Crowds” Estimation Game (Vestory.com) 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intelligence_analysis#Analytic_tradecraft
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Business_intelligence
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Collective_intelligence
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Collective_intelligence
http://www.amazon.com/The-Wisdom-Crowds-James-Surowiecki/dp/0385721706/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Group_intelligence
http://www.linkedin.com/in/donmcdonald
http://www.vestory.com/vestories/2014/5/14/we-know-best
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consistently beat the market. They need both superior intelligence (as long as it’s legally 

obtained) and faster decision-making ability (OODA loop) to outshine group learning 

and discern a more accurate future price. This is the theory behind prediction markets, 

which are anticipation tools (Skill 3), since they are about the future not the present.  

 

According to Henry Jenkins, group intelligence where participants make mostly 

independent decisions, as in prediction markets, can best be called Wisdom of Crowds. 

Group intelligence tasks, like knowledge management—in which frequent interaction 

occurs between the organizational or social group—and forecasting methods, like 

Delphi, can best be called collective intelligence. See MIT’s Center for Collective 

Intelligence for more resources on that emerging topic. 

 

Most leaders know about competitive intelligence (see SCIP.org for a professional 

association), but they often underuse it. They also often underestimate the power and 

usefulness of collective intelligence as well as why collections of people, under the right 

rules and connectivity, consistently transcend experts in such skills as learning, 

sensemaking, and prediction. 

 

Leaders may also know about environmental scanning—an intelligence function in 

which investigators monitor events that might signal ongoing or upcoming change, 

catalog and evaluate this info, and distribute it to others. But, many are unaware of other 

intelligence specialties, such as technical intelligence, which can be used to determine if 

a proposed technology investment will be smart or a big waste of money—or any of the 

other intelligence gathering disciplines, all of which can be applied to firms. George and 

Bruce’s Analyzing Intelligence, 2008, is a nice intro to the breath of modern intelligence 

work. Seena Sharp’s Competitive Intelligence Advantage, 2009, is, likewise, a nice intro to 

competitive intelligence. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Predictive_markets
http://henryjenkins.org/2006/11/collective_intelligence_vs_the.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knowledge_management
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Delphi_method
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Collective_intelligence
http://cci.mit.edu/
http://cci.mit.edu/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Competitive_intelligence
https://www.scip.org/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Environmental_scanning
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technical_intelligence
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_intelligence_gathering_disciplines
http://www.amazon.com/Analyzing-Intelligence-Origins-Obstacles-Innovations/dp/1589012011
http://www.amazon.com/Competitive-Intelligence-Advantage-Minimize-Surprises/dp/0470293179
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Knowledge management is another basic intelligence function. In addition to SCIP, there 

are a variety of professional associations (KMA, KMPro, IKMS, KMBA, KIPA) focused on 

advancing the collection 

and sharing of firm 

knowledge. KM pioneer 

Ikujiro Nonaka at UC 

Berkeley has a valuable 

four-category model for 

different types of firm 

knowledge that a strong 

KM system should try to 

cultivate, improve, and 

preserve. 

 

A third key learning 

specialty is Learning and 

Development, a term 

that can include both 

employee learning as 

well as organizational 

learning and 

development (including 

research). As Eric Hoffer 

says, in a world of 

constant change, the learners inherit the future. Being a lifelong learner, taking regular 

training courses, and gaining new credentials every 5-10 years is best means to being 

adaptive. As learning platforms like MOOCs, wikis, computer adaptive testing, 

neuroscience-based training and others improve, we can get stronger skills and more 

“just-in-time learning“ each year. 

 

Online educational platforms like Udacity, Coursera, and 2U, video learning companies 

like Lynda, and global online tutoring like TutorVista (which offers 24/7 tutoring from 

India, in any subject, at a disruptive price of $12-20/hour), are beginning to really lower 

the cost of individual and employee education. Peter Brown et al. have written a great 

new book on the cognitive science of successful learning, Make it Stick, 2014. To know 

more about the future of educational tech and how it will increasingly decrease—as well 

as how to track and improve learning ROI—check out EdSurge’s great free newsletter. 

 

Peter Senge’s The Fifth Discipline: The Art and Practice of the Learning Organization, 

1999/2005, proposed that becoming a learning organization is the best way to stay 

competitive in a complex, accelerating economy. He also proposed that systems thinking 

is the foundational area, the “fifth discipline,” that integrates four other key 

Four Categories of Knowledge Assets (Nonaka et al, 2000) 

 

http://www.kmassociation.org/
http://www.kmpro.org/
http://www.ikms.org/
http://kmba.org/
http://www.kipanet.org/
http://newsroom.haas.berkeley.edu/news-release/knowledge-management-pioneer-ikujiro-nonaka-receive-berkeley-haas-lifetime-achievement-award/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eric_Hoffer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lifelong_learning
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MOOC
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Augmented_learning#Just-in-time_understanding_and_learning
https://www.udacity.com/
https://www.coursera.org/
http://2u.com/
http://www.lynda.com/
http://www.tutorvista.com/
http://www.amazon.com/Make-It-Stick-Successful-Learning/dp/0674729013/
https://www.edsurge.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Fifth_Discipline
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Learning_organization
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Systems_thinking
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organizational learning disciplines: mental models, personal mastery, teamwork, and 

shared vision. 

 

Mark K. Smith offers a graphic organizing 

Senge’s five disciplines into a developmental 

hierarchy (picture right). At the base of 

organizational learning is systems thinking. 

Systems thinking occurs when the team seeks to 

identify relevant actors, relationships, and 

constraints on the organization. Then we use 

our systems experience to find or build mental 

models, practice frameworks, and methods for 

our personal and organizational environments. 

 

Then, we use these models, frameworks and 

methods to seek individual mastery in various 

specialties. At the same time, the organization’s employees and stakeholders, interact 

with their individual mental models and masteries to do teamwork. Finally, with strong 

leadership and facilitation, team learning and foresight leads us to shared vision. 

 

Consultants and leaders benefit greatly when they learn to become systems thinkers, as 

there can be great strategic value in having a good map of relevant actors, relationships, 

and constraints. Reliable starter books for systems thinking are Ackoff and Addison’s 

masterful Systems Thinking for Curious Managers, 2010, Eliyahu Goldratt’s The Goal, 2012 

and Theory of Constraints, 1999, and Donella Meadow’s Thinking in Systems, 2008. 

 

We don’t share Senge’s premise that learning is the central skill of successful firms, but 

propose instead that it is the first of eight imperitive skills. A mix of Skill 4 and Skill 5—

Executing adaptive strategy—is our proposal for the central two skills of the Do Loop. If 

we spend too much time or money learning, training, or generating models, our firm will 

quickly be overtaken in a competitive environment. Educational 

activities are always in a delicate tradeoff with the other seven skills. 

 

Senge’s model is appealing to learning-oriented managers, but it and 

other organizational learning models are not yet sufficiently 

evidence-based, as Senge’s critics have pointed out. One of the top 

learning priorities for any firm should be evidence-based 

management, which seeks to find the best evidence available to guide 

current policies and processes. See Pfeffer and Sutton’s Hard Facts, 

Dangerous Half-Truths, and Total Nonsense, 2006, for examples of how 

this works in practice.  

 

Five Disciplines of a Learning Organization 
Smith, 2001, interpreting Senge, 1999 

Pfeffer & Sutton,  

2006 

http://www.leadingtoday.org/weleadinlearning/msapr03.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Actor_analysis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Actor%E2%80%93network_theory
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theory_of_constraints
http://www.amazon.com/Systems-Thinking-Curious-Managers-Management/dp/0956263151/
http://www.amazon.com/Goal-Process-Ongoing-Improvement/dp/0884271951/
http://www.amazon.com/Theory-Constraints-Eliyahu-M-Goldratt/dp/0884271668/
http://www.amazon.com/Thinking-Systems-Donella-H-Meadows/dp/1603580557/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Learning_organization#Barriers
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Evidence-based_management
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Evidence-based_management
http://www.amazon.com/Facts-Dangerous-Half-Truths-Total-Nonsense/dp/1591398622
http://www.amazon.com/Facts-Dangerous-Half-Truths-Total-Nonsense/dp/1591398622
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Good learning questions we can ask ourselves include: Can our teams provide hard 

evidence for the policies we are using, or are they the just opinions of the HIPPOs 

(HIghest-Paid Persons in our Organization)? Do we research the evidence for our critical 

policies? Or base our policies on our leader’s force of personality, opinion, tradition, or 

other weakly-grounded alternatives? If so, our firm’s foundation may be sand—and a 

storm could come any day now. 

 

We should also recognize that in an environment of accelerating change, the faster 

competitive events occur, the less value there may be in long-term planning, and the more 

in just-in-time learning and just-in-time production and execution (learning, strategy, and 

execution). In fast-changing environments, we may need only just enough learning, 

anticipation, and contingency planning to capitalize on opportunities and avoid dangers 

quicker and more efficiently than our competition. It is a certainty that anyone who tries 

to see, plan and execute too far in advance, both in their personal life and in their 

organizations, will soon find out how much time and energy has been wasted and just 

how quickly their plans become unfit relative to reality. 

 

It is often better to learn in small batches of work, continually improving with customer 

feedback, than it is to invest in large chunks—which require long-term strategy, and 

which commit us to big risks in search of economies of scale. Sometimes the first movers 

gain great competitive advantage; but, more often than not, being a fast follower—letting 

others do the costly experiments and jumping in quickly to replicate those who are 

successful—can be a much better strategy. See George et al.’s Fast Innovation, 2005, and 

Doz and Kosonen’s Fast Strategy, 2008, and John Kotter’s Accelerate, 2014 for more on the 

subtleties of these topics. 

 

In a lifetime of diligent learning, we will encounter many of our own enlightening or 

perhaps disturbing facts. Some of these will greatly help us make strides for change in 

ourselves, our companies, our industries, and our world. What we do with these facts—

whether we cycle them into our personal or organizational Do Loops, even if only to 

share them with others—is up to us. 

 

Skill 2. Anticipation (Convergent thinking) 

 

In the Evo-Devo model of complex systems, the only foresight thinking and action skill 

that is as fundamental as possibility exploration and generation is probability 

exploration and generation—which should typically come first, as it improves efficiency 

and effectiveness. Even though we may only be able to usefully predict 5% or so of our 

future at any given time in various environments (as the 95/5 Rule proposes) finding that 

special set of predictable elements—including which things are presently accelerating, 

converging, and emerging—and placing uncertainty boundaries around the less-

predictable elements, gives us a framework of constraints on the future and a critical 

advantage in strategy and action. For one good example of public anticipation, read 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Augmented_learning#Just-in-time_understanding_and_learning
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Just_in_time_(business)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/First-mover_advantage
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/First-mover_advantage#Second-mover_advantage
http://www.amazon.com/Fast-Innovation-Achieving-Differentiation-Profitability/dp/0071457895/
http://www.amazon.com/Fast-Strategy-strategic-agility-ahead/dp/0273712446/
http://www.amazon.com/Accelerate-Building-Strategic-Agility-Faster-Moving-ebook/dp/B00HSNMGC2/
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Thomas Hainlin’s From Headlines to Trendlines: Long-Term Investing for Wealth Expansion 

(PDF), 2013. The more high quality info is accessible via the web and the more evidence-

based our models, the more key aspects of our near-term future become both predictable 

and profitable to understand. 

 

As former US President Bill Clinton of the Clinton Global Initiative says, anticipators 

must learn to look beyond the headlines, which are often inflammatory and emotion-

oriented, to find the trendlines, which are often going the opposite direction to what the 

media is portraying, for their own practical, self-serving reasons. The reporter’s cynical 

expression is “If it bleeds, it leads.” Meanwhile, the modern world grows safer, stabler, 

richer, and cleaner every year forward. But, those real trendlines don’t sell papers, so the 

headlines continue to drive most political and economic activity, and we obsess over ever 

smaller risks and dangers. Nevertheless, the growing immediacy and ubiquity of our 

global media, and our constant attendance to headlines—even as it distorts our 

perception—does tend to encourage a safer and better world. 

 

Data Science & Machine Learning are the first specialty (in alpha order) we’d like to 

direct attention to in Anticipation. Since the rise of the internet in the 1990s, big data in 

the 2000’s, and cloud computing and machine learning in the 2010s, this has become the 

most in-demand and fastest-improving of all the Anticipation specialties. The growth of 

open data, and the ability of our increasingly bio-inspired machine intelligences to use 

unstructured data, are massive new developments. See BPF for some of the big picture 

future of these massive new developments. 

 

Deep machine learning leaders, like Google’s DeepMind, machine learning as a service 

firm, like Wise.io, text analytics and intelligence companies, like Factual and Quid, 

predictive marketing companies, like Netbase and Leadspace, and human-machine 

intelligence and threat assessment platforms, like Palantir and Recorded Future, are just 

a few of the pioneers in this domain—which is seeing exponential investment and 

expansion. 

 

A great community to get involved with is the Open Data Science Community (OSDC). 

Consider attending their Open Data Science conference. Data science also includes 

predictive analytics (PA). Predictive Analytics World is the leading cross-industry event 

for predictive analytics professionals, run by Eric Siegel. We strongly recommend his 

non-specialist introduction to the field, Predictive Analytics, 2016. 

 

http://www.ascent.usbank.com/acp/pdfs/wealth_impact_planning/Ascent-Private-Capital-Management-Headlines-Trendlines.pdf
http://www.ascent.usbank.com/acp/pdfs/wealth_impact_planning/Ascent-Private-Capital-Management-Headlines-Trendlines.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Machine_learning
https://odsc.com/
https://odsc.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Predictive_analytics
http://www.predictiveanalyticsworld.com/
https://www.amazon.com/Predictive-Analytics-Power-Predict-Click/dp/1119145678/
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Forecasting & Prediction are the best-known 

anticipation functions—though the former gets 

much better traction in organizations as so many 

people are still unaware how well crowd prediction 

works—as we discussed under collective 

intelligence. The International Institute of 

Forecasters (IIF) and Scott Armstrong’s 

ForecastingPrinciples.com are two great practice 

communities. A great book on power of collective 

prediction is Tetlock and Gardner’s Superforecasting: 

The Art and Science of Prediction, 2016. 

 

As futurist Paul Saffo says, to master forecasting and prediction we must do it often, 

adhere to subjects we can model well (mentally or formally), understand and attempt to 

counter our biases, and follow up with post-forecast review and analysis. See Saffo’s “Six 

Rules for Effective Forecasting,” Harvard Business Review, 2007, (PDF) which offers a great 

introduction to anticipation practice. Saffo’s Six Rules are: 1) Define a Cone of 

Uncertainty, 2) Look for the S-Curve, 3) Embrace the Things that Don’t Fit, 4) Hold Strong 

Opinions Weakly, 5) Look Back Twice as Far as We Look Forward (better yet, look back 

as far as our time and resources allow), and 6) Know When Not to Make a Forecast (Know 

When We Are Most Ignorant). This is all excellent anticipation advice. 

 

Saffo genuflects to the popular (and incorrect) perspective that “forecasting is not about 

prediction,” but as we will see in BPF in our discussion of the 95/5 Rule, this view is only 

95% correct. While forecasting isn’t about prediction for evolutionary processes and 

events, which are 95% of what we see in the world, forecasting is definitely about 

prediction when we are seeking to find that critical 5% of developmental processes and 

events that are emerging ahead of us. The kicker is that those 5% of developmental 

processes are as important in guiding change as the 95% of evolutionary processes.  

 

In other words, a review of the history of living systems argues that both evolutionary 

and developmental change appear to have roughly equal impact on the future. That’s 

just how evo-devo dynamics works, in all complex adaptive systems, whether they are 

living systems, organizations, technologies, or societies. The developmental genes in our 

body—especially the ones highly conserved through millennia, though they are only 

about 5% of our genome—are as critical in defining and maintaining who we are as all 

the rest (the 95% evolutionary component) of our genome. 

 

Developmental processes and events (think of globalization, information growth, 

Moore’s law, mobile, cloud services), though they may be few in number, are often so 

powerful as causal agents and environmental factors, drivers, and constraints that they 

rival the much more common evolutionary events in their influence on our future options 

A Good Forecasting Community 

 

http://forecasters.org/
http://forecasters.org/
http://forecastingprinciples.com/
https://www.amazon.com/Superforecasting-Science-Prediction-Philip-Tetlock/dp/0804136718/
https://www.amazon.com/Superforecasting-Science-Prediction-Philip-Tetlock/dp/0804136718/
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and strategy. Remember, finding relevant developmental (probable, predictable) 

processes and events is the central goal of the anticipation skill. 

 

Qualitative forecasting is also called judgmental forecasting, or visioning, if it is 

aspirational. Qualitative forecasting can be an excellent start, but turning those into 

quantitative forecasts and predictions may be the most important for strategy. Once they 

become specific, their after-the-fact error can be easily reviewed (Skill 8) and adjustments 

can bemade for future efforts. A great forecast or prediction necessarily has probability 

attached to it and is shared in a critical internal or external community, which analyzes 

results to better calibrate future forecasts. 

 

Particularly specific forecasts are called predictions. Their specificity makes them both 

particularly valuable as well as risky. As a result, most of the professional foresight 

community performs them rarely. But, that is their loss, as there are a host of both obvious 

and latent details which we could pinpoint about any system’s future state; and, as a 

matter of fact, it is the unapparent predictions, which stem from latent details, missed by 

others, that can often be most helpful in our client’s strategy, plans, and actions.  

 

Some foresight professionals, most egregiously, even try to convince their colleagues that 

“prediction is not something we do.” That is simply incorrect. Any futurist who offers a 

wildcard is saying that particular future is a low-probability, high-impact event. That’s 

making a prediction. If we are to improve at forecasting and prediction, we need to be 

honest about how much we already excecute, and try to always assign probabilities to 

our anticipation work. If all we can presently see ahead are low-probability predictions, 

it’s much better to communicate those than to conduct no prediction at all. 

 

Reference class forecasting, developed by psychologists and 

economists Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky, is a clever 

strategy of measuring, predicting, and eliminating certain systemic 

biases in long-range forecasts. It starts by researching actual past 

outcomes in a reference class of similar actions to the one being 

forecast. Program management expert Bent Flyvbjerg developed 

methods for its use in large projects and contracts, common in 

construction, development, and defense. The basics of his method 

can be found in Megaprojects and Risk, 2003, but go to his papers for 

the latest. Flyvbjerg’s research shows, for example, that large public 

construction projects are usually underbid by a certain typical 

percentage, and defense contracts underbid by another percentage, with various bidders, 

industries and countries. If we can find a good reference class for past forecasts in a 

particular country, industrial sector, and with a particular supplier, we can adjust our 

forecasts to eliminate systemic bias and improve procurement and project forecasting and 

decision-making. 

 

Flyvbjerg, 2003 
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Information and communications technologies (ICT) will greatly change the nature of 

anticipation in coming years. For one survey of what is coming, see Keller and von der 

Gracht’s “ICT Tools in Foresight,” Technological Forecasting & Social Change, June 2014. 

The authors propose that in 2020, typical ICT-aided foresight exercises will shift from 

their current use in scanning and data retrieval (Skill 1), to ICT for anticipation (Skill 2), 

strategy and decision-making (Skill 4), and execution (Skill 5). Yet, over this time period 

we can also foresee how ICT will improve the other four of the eight skills as well. Having 

strong ICT skills should help this decade’s foresight consultants like never before. Let’s 

look briefly at a few examples. 

 

Predictive analytics is an exciting new field that analyzes current 

and historical data to make quantitative predictions. One of its key 

features is simple mathematical modeling (correlational and causal 

models). It is a subset of data analytics, a term that has become 

popular with the rise of the modern web and big data. Eric Siegel’s 

Predictive Analytics, 2013, is an excellent beginner’s introduction to 

this rapidly emerging new field. 

 

To consider how predictive analysis can help with strategy (Skill 4), 

let’s look at a specific example. Researchers at Google were recently 

involved in a research study to find ways to improve the number of 

US women majoring in computer science. Initial research surfaced over twenty 

potentially important intervention variables, and there was conflicting research on each 

variable’s relative importance. Her team decided a logistic regression model and conjoint 

analysis, with good pre- and post-survey data, collected from a large group of women 

who had completed such majors, would allow them to cut through the noise and 

determine which variables were likely to be the most important. Such a model also ranks 

the variables in importance, without indicating causal relationships. They learned that 

parental encouragement (regardless of the parent’s profession or social status) and 

positive exposure to coding in high school (regardless of whether an AP computer science 

class or a much easier summer coding extracurricular activity) were the two most 

important factors. They can now design specific interventions emphasizing these two 

factors, and measure their efficiency of impact (ROI) versus other spending to incentivize 

US women doing computer science work in college. By publishing their research, they 

also invite others to use it, and to independently verify or falsify their findings. 

 

The number of organizations doing policy and social interventions informed by this kind 

of predictive analytics work today is fewer than we might expect. Such work is often not 

expensive; it just requires an anticipative and analytical approach. But, unless we have 

evidence-based champions in the leader suite, we often find it easier to resort to our 

traditional seat-of-the-pants heuristics, or maintain the do-nothing position that the 

system must be too complex to predict. We should not be surprised if such an approach 

gives mediocre results. Fortunately, as the increasingly intelligent web makes empirical 

Siegel, 2013 
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anticipation even easier in coming years—and as more of us understand the greater 

performance gains available—prediction will increasingly be adopted in business 

strategy. 

 

Two promising and presently underdeveloped group anticipation methods are real-time 

Delphi (online group estimation and forecasting), and prediction markets (group 

forecasting offering financial reward or other incentives to find the best predictors by 

subject area). Prediction market can be thought of as either collective intelligence, a 

learning specialty, or as prediction, an anticipation specialty, depending on our 

perspective. Both views are helpful to foresighted managers and leaders. 

 

Huunu and Zocalo are two early efforts in the prediction market 

space. See Cass Sunstein’s Infotopia, 2008, and Don Thompson’s 

Oracles: How Prediction Markets turn Employees into Visionaries, 2012, 

for two good sources on real world experience with prediction 

markets today. As with group estimation (recall the Jelly Bean 

Estimation Challenge), studies have shown these platforms can 

provide more accurate forecasts and richer sets of alternative futures 

than those offered by individual experts. Even though it makes 

management more challenging, the data also show that leaders need 

measurable cognitive diversity on their anticipation teams if they 

want the best results on complex, poorly structured anticipation 

problems. See Scott Page, The Difference, 2005, for evidence for this claim. There’s also 

strong evidence that we need to mix predictive analytic methods (data and algorithms) 

with methods that rely on collective human judgment (Delphi and prediction markets) 

when assessing more abstract variables. Nate Silver’s impressive analytics techniques for 

predicting US presidential primaries in 2008 and 2012 were much less impressive when 

applied to World Cup predictions in 2014. 

 

A few foresight consultants offer real-time Delphi platforms today, but their software and 

interfaces are primitive at present. Many firms have started and then abandoned internal 

prediction markets, as implementation requires careful participant training and 

facilitation. Unfortunately, there are not many successful commercial offerings today in 

this space. One non-commercial research platform of note is Philip Tetlock’s Good 

Judgment Project at the University of Pennsylvania and U.C. Berkeley. It is presently 

pioneering leading methods for social and political prediction and publishing its 

findings, which are impressive. But, today, public and private funding for collective 

forecasting research remains quite small. We expect we’ll need an improved semantic 

web, and better-validated methods, before we see real-time Delphi and prediction 

platforms flourish in corporate environments. 

 

Investing & Finance (asset management) is an organizational specialty where predictive 

quantitative models have made major advances. We discuss investing as foresight 

Thompson, 2012 
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practice in the online Guide. Done well, it is a financially rewarding and professionally 

useful anticipation skill. Finance—and its entrepreneurial subspecialties, including 

venture capital, seed funding, and accelerators—is another classic economic anticipation 

function. These topics are treated extensively in the business literature—turn there for 

more. 

 

Law & Security are two related anticipation specialties that both seek to protect the firm’s 

assets and guard against loss. Note that protection-oriented anticipation (law and 

security) are as important to the firm as prediction-oriented anticipation (predicting 

opportunities, as in investing, and predicting issues, threats, and risks as in risk 

management). Different personalities tend to be attracted each of these core functions of 

anticipation. Both of these functions help the firm survive, but perhaps the greatest goal 

of group anticipation, in a time of accelerating change, is to be able to occasionally see 

highly worthy opportunities opening up ahead. 

 

Risk Management & Insurance is a relatively newer specialist practice with its own 

literature and methods, but insurance is, of course, one of the oldest forms of 

organizational anticipation. As we’ve said, some of the most validated predictive models 

in the world are built by the reinsurers, like Munich Re, Swiss Re, and many others. This 

is to be expected, since they have so much money riding on their bets, and since they 

realize, from quality research, that anticipation works. 

 

There are many smart risk-assessment, mitigation, and insurance 

strategies available today, even to small firms. A good primer is Tom 

Kendrick’s Identifying and Managing Project Risk, 2009. Doug 

Hubbard’s, The Failure of Risk Management: Why It’s Broken and How 

to Fix It, 2009, is another great work in the field. Risk Management is 

now big and well-funded enough that it’s been misapplied by many 

firms, just as strategic planning was poorly applied in the 1960s-

1980s. When a field has grown up enough to be critiqued—and when 

those critiques are acted upon by business leaders, as some are doing 

with this book—that is certainly progress of a sort. 

 

Anticipation is concerned with foreseeing where things seem to be headed regardless of 

our individual creative acts, uncovering probable future opportunities and dangers, and 

protecting and preserving what we value. The skills of anticipation come largely from the 

rational and logical side of cognition (forecasting), and with managing negative emotions 

(fears, vulnerabilities) related to risks and uncertainties (security). We can oversimplify 

slightly and say anticipation is managed primarily “from the head.” It is a conservative 

process, and it requires good data and models, and intellectual honesty. 

 

One desirable anticipation practice is identifying environmental developments that are 

both increasingly inevitable and highly positive sum for everyone concerned, then getting 

Hubbard, 2009 
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on the right side of history with those expected developments in our missions, goals, and 

strategies, rather than an obstacle hindering those emerging realities. 

 

Anticipation Example: Global Population  

 

Let’s look briefly at a topic that many foresight professionals care deeply about: world 

population. It’s easy to get scared about the future impacts of human population growth, 

as until recently, it was a classic example of exponential growth. It took 200,000 years for 

us to reach our first 1 billion, but just another 200 to go from there to 7 billion, more than 

a thousand fold increase in the baseline rate of growth. 

 

Good anticipators have known for over fifty years that our marginal rate of human 

population growth, the second derivative of the growth curve, has been decreasing since 

the mid-1960’s. As our societies continue to develop, the population growth curve first 

flattens (“saturates”), then peaks, then reverses. Developed world parents almost always 

choose to have less children than their parents, and typically later in life, as they gain 

more options for personal development and achievement, and as they know that having 

fewer children will give each of their children more life options and advantages as well. 

This is a universal trend, found in all cultures, and access to information, exposure to 

other ways of living via our digital culture, greatly accelerates it. 

 

Academics call this process of population peaking as a consequence of development the 

demographic transition. But, even though the transition has been known for years, and 

demographers like Ron Inglehart wrote about it in the 1970s, in courageous books like 

The Silent Revolution, 1977, it did not become part of accepted social science until the mid-

2000’s. We’ve been collectively ignoring this obvious deceleration, and its many 

implications, until only very recently. It has been more comfortable, for most planners 

and authors, to assume the negative. They assumed that population growth was still out 

of control, as that assumption made them look future-responsible and future-prepared. 

But, evidence has long argued against this interpretation. Assuming the negative allows 

us to look like the adults in the room, but it often makes us blind to all the ways things 

are actually improving, and how we can best help them improve. We have to see and 

admit all the positive developmental processes if we want to help guide them, rather than 

be dragged into the future by them. 

 

As statistician Hans Rosling of Gapminder says in Don’t Panic: The Truth About 

Population, 2013, humanity hit Peak Child in 2000, stabilizing our global birthrate at 

roughly 130 million a year, due to a complex set of factors including growing economic 

opportunities, women’s education, access to birth control, the rising cost of raising a child 

in modern societies (children become liabilities, not assets once a certain level of 

technology and public health exists) and mass electronic media showing people other 

ways to live. When we factor out immigration, populations are now stable or declining 

in the great majority of countries. The United States population continues to grow only 
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because of immigration from the South, and Mexico, Central American and South 

American nations are now rapidly saturating toward their peak populations. 

 

There are still people who like to think that we might keep exploding in numbers (the 

“UN high” red curve in the figure below) but that’s not going to happen. A few developed 

societies, worried about who will support the growing elderly, have paid women to have 

children, in the form of direct payments (Australia) or greatly ramped up benefits 

(Germany, Japan), but such interventions have not stabilized their shrinking population 

numbers. 

 

Looking soberly at the reality that ever growing numbers of us will choose to have less 

kids, it is obvious who will support our aging, shrinking population of people. It’s will 

be increasingly self-improving technology, which will also continue to reduce its 

resource needs as it dives ever further into inner space. The ratio of machine to biological 

minds will continue to grow, exponentially in the favor of machines. The fraction of 

purely biological minds on Earth just a century from now may be quite small, and it will 

be negligible in a few centuries. The era of biological humans controlling the planet is 

ending, we can see it clearly ahead. We just don’t want to admit it yet. So we keep 

generating and believing wildly inaccurate estimates of future population growth.  

 

The red curve in the UN 

projection at right is future 

fantasy. Even the orange curve 

has no good basis in fact. One 

could argue these curveds are 

well-meaning, self-preventing 

prophecies intended to scare us 

into getting more aggressive 

about resource conservation, 

global warming, and population 

control. But, because they ignores 

the real forces that have been 

bending the population curve 

down since the 1970’s, and don’t 

give primacy to the accelerating 

demographic transition, they 

keep us from prioritizing and 

using those accelerating forces 

more effectively today. Key forces 

reducing population include 

expanding rights and education of 

women, urbanization, access to jobs, and technological connectedness, and there are 

many others as well. 

World Population Forecasts, 2010-2100 
Three UN Projections (Wikipedia, 2010) 
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As we will describe in the Law of Accelerating Sustainability in BPF, even when we look 

ahead to a universal basic income, it seems clear that our societies will never again reach 

the 2.1 kids per couple that would be necessary for population to keep growing. 

Permanent values shifts have occurred. Self-actualization, and providing the best 

opportunities we can for our children are our new top values. That is why societies are 

dropping far below replacement rate in biological reproduction. 

 

How far ahead will our global population peak be? And what can we do to reduce it 

today? Rosling tells us the “pin code” for global population today is 1114. He means there 

are 1 billion humans in the Americas, 1 billion in Europe, 1 billion in Africa, and 4 billion 

in Asia. By 2100, median UN projections now expect our global population pin code to 

be 1145. The Americas and Europe have both stopped growing, other than through 

immigration, and just one billion more people will be added in Asia, which has almost 

achieved population stabilization. In Bangladesh, for example, there are now 2.2 births 

per two adults, down from 6 in the 1970s. In a worst case scenario, if present trends 

continue, three billion more humans may join the planet in Africa, taking us to a peak of 

11 billion people by 2100. In a best case scenario, if we choose to get serious now about 

curbing population growth in Africa, and very secondarily in Asia, we might end up with 

something around 1124, with a peak of 8.3 billion people by 2050. 

 

Rosling’s analysis tells us it is the birth rate in underdeveloped countries in Africa, and 

in a few of the remaining underdeveloped countries in Asia, that we should be focusing 

on today. In other words, all of us who care about sustainable human development, and 

providing the maximum resources to all the world’s children as they increasingly seek 

developed world lifestyles should be looking at helping most of Africa and parts of Asia 

today with significantly greater women’s rights and education, paid jobs, access to 

birth control, and a range of targeted technological development activities. That’s 

where our last big population problem exists today, and nowhere else. 

 

We can’t help these countries in a patronizing way. They won’t accept edicts from us, and 

why should they, we developed countries haven’t done much for them, and we didn’t 

curb our own populations early on. Instead they need targeted 

development policies and opportunities which create the results we 

seek, in a way that is acceptable to leaders and citizens of countries 

offered those opportunities. 

 

Read Irene Sun’s excellent book, The Next Factory of the World: How 

Chinese Investment is Reshaping Africa, 2017, for a great example of 

development that is working to change societal options and create 

local wealth much faster than most of us realize. Americans and the 

West have a bias about Africa. We often assume it can’t rapidly 

develop for various reasons, including political corruption, Sun, 2017 
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traditions and culture. But, as Sun documents, that bias is wrong. Chinese entrepreneurs 

are developing parts of Africa at a vastly faster pace than historical US and Western aid 

programs, most of which have underperformed for generations. Read Bill Easterly’s The 

White Man’s Burden, 2007, and The Tyranny of Experts, 2015, for that sobering story. In 2020, 

China has recently cut back on its government aid to other countries, through its One Belt 

One Road initiative, but the global economic development of the world as a consequence 

of Chinese entrepreneurship continues to accelerate, and it remains a neglected story of 

how this problem is being addressed. Much more Western help of African and Asian 

entrepreneurship could occur. 

 

As China’s labor population shrinks (by 5M/year in 2018) and gets ever more expensive, 

enterprising Chinese manufacturers have moved their factories to other Asian countries, 

and now, to Africa. As of this book, 2017, there are now more than 1500 Chinese firms 

engaged in manufacturing in China. Chinese entrepreneurs look at Africa and see 

opportunity, as they saw it in their own rural hinterlands a generation ago. 

 

Teaching people how to build things, and sell them globally, as well as how to do service 

and knowledge work, is fundamental to economic and social development. Strong 

societies need engineers and makers as much as they need knowledge workers. As AI 

starts to empower entrepreneurs, and give them ever more opportunities in 

manufacturing, software, platforms, and crowds, as covered in McAfee and 

Brynjolfsson’s Machine, Platform, Crowd, 2017, this business-led development strategy 

will even more obviously be recognized as the most important facet of global 

development. Today, it’s what we in the foresight consultancy business call a “leading 

indicator” or “weak signal.” Western development efforts still largely miss this 

entrepreneurship-first perspective, which is why they typically do so little. 

 

For anticipation in general, whenever we’ve been lucky enough to discover something 

important and developmental coming our way, we have two major choices: we can get 

in front of the parade early and help others see its arrival, or get we can ignore it and 

get shamed or forced into it later. How we respond to emerging inevitabilities is our 

choice, but we are more effective as leaders when we can identify (learn and anticipate) 

and then align our strategy, execution, and influence behind the worthiest 

developmental destinations we can foresee. We’ll say a lot more about developmental 

processes and forces in Book 2. 

 

Skill 3. Innovation (Divergent thinking) 

 

As individuals with sharply finite intelligence operating in a very complex world, 

typically our best survival strategy is to take a very creative, contingent, and 

experimental, trial and error approach to our current thinking, and our next actions. Only 

rarely, perhaps about five percent of the time, per the 95/5 Rule, can foresight 

professionals or their clients see one “right future” ahead. 
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It is usually easy for us to 

imagine many divergent 

options and outcomes, and 

many roads are attractive. In 

such circumstances, we do 

well to follow the advice of 

President Abraham Lincoln 

when he said “The best way to 

predict your future is to create 

it.” Or technologist Alan Kay, 

who said “The best way to 

predict the future is to invent 

it.” This is the position of 

Schlesinger et al.’s Just Start, 

2012, on organizational and 

personal creativity as a 

survival strategy to be used 

whenever we are faced with 

VUCA (volatility, uncertainty, 

complexity, and ambiguity). 

We discuss VUCA and 

VUCA2 in Book 2. 

 

As the 95/5 Rule proposes in BPF, perhaps 95% of the time, innovation, a process of 

unpredictable experimentation is going to be the most useful of the two most basic 

foresight strategies, innovation (evolution) and anticipation (development). 

Nevertheless, both approaches seem equally important to living systems and to 

organizations. If evo-devo theory is correct, and we can only predict correctly one out of 

twenty times (5% of the time), having that predictive capacity can still make all the 

difference in many competitive environments.  

 

Innovators are driven to generate difference, create something new, and make a bet on 

their chosen future. This trail-and-error approach to foresight is often the best solution, 

especially when the right strategy isn’t obvious. As always, the interaction of the 

innovator’s creativity and the social and physical environment will decide if, where, and 

for how long each innovation will be adaptive. 

 

Alternatives & Scenarios are the first specialty we will discuss under the innovation skill. 

One of the key roles of foresight professionals is to collect and imagine a wide range of 

possible futures, and then to subject those to evaluation and critique. Our profession calls 

these “alternative futures“, and we use methods like brainstorming, cross impact 

analysis, scenario analysis, and wild card imagination to better anticipate uncertainty, 

Twelve Pillars of Innovation, Solis, 2014 
(See also Solis, What’s the Future of Business, 2013) 
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explore the possibility space, and test possible visions, goals and strategies against many 

potential outcomes (Skill 4, Strategy). There is also a genre of foresight literature called 

counterfactual history that seeks to imagine possible alternatives to past historical events. 

But, while alternatives ideation may be the easiest and for many, the most enjoyable type 

of foresight work, its quality and impact varies widely. As we know, the value of any 

good idea can only be monetized by successful execution (Skill 5). 

 

When the organization is in a resource-plentiful environment, when it is early in a 

decision process, or where a dominant strategy isn’t clear, it is often best to run many 

small learning efforts, anticipation activities and innovation experiments in parallel, and 

to carefully compare them before any narrowing down strategic options. Running 

experiments in parallel is what an executive does when she assigns the same task to 

number of individuals for diversity of input and comparative evaluation. Often criticized 

as wasteful, it can be a key strategy to solve tough problems. Giving parallel, short-

deadline assignments of the same task to independent teams, to maximize insights and 

options both at the beginning of projects and again at critical decision points, is commonly 

used in leading management consultancies, like Boston Consulting Group and Bain & 

Company. This parallelization and selection strategy was also famously used by 

President John Kennedy with his advisors, and has been employed by several of our 

more innovative Presidents since. It is also at the heart of our new crowd innovation 

platforms, like 99 Designs for graphic design, and Open Ideo for crowdsourced designs 

for global development and social good. 

 

Scenarios are possible futures that we should consider as inputs to strategy. A great book 

on them is Fahey & Randall, Eds., Learning from the Future: Competitive Foresight Scenarios, 

1998. Scenario learning is the term Fahey and Randall use to describe the best way to use 

scenarios in organizations. It is an even better term in our view than scenario planning, 

the currently most popular term for this specialty practice. Scenario learning puts the 

focus on the way scenarios help us in our Do Loop, beginning with Skills 1 (learning), 2 

(anticipation) and 3 (innovation), as inputs to strategy (Skill 4), rather than putting the 

focus on planning, which is the last output of Skill 4 prior to execution (action). Ideally, 

we generate scenarios as the third step of the LAIS skills (innovation), but then we use 

them on our teams to stimulate new investigation and discussion (learning). Ideally, that 

process ends with better strategies and planning. 

 

As we’ve said elsewhere, Royal Dutch Shell (hereafter, “Shell”) is perhaps the most 

famous corporate user of scenarios, since the 1970s, and they’ve made them central inputs 

to their strategy. The great 20th century business futurist Peter Schwartz, in The Art of the 

Long View: Planning for Future in an Uncertain World, 1996, tells us that Shell anticipated, 

via scenario innovation, the OPEC Oil Crises of the 1970s. In Inevitable Surprises, 2004, he 

says that Shell also anticipated the fall of the Soviet Union in the late 1990s. 
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Shell was able to capitalize on both of these events, and become significantly larger and 

more profitable relative to their competitors, not because they predicted them, but 

because they had creatively pre-imagined them, and then created good strategy (Skill 4) 

and put it on the shelf in case those possible and significant events actually happened. 

That foresight allowed Shell to beat other large oil companies to execution (Skill 5) and 

reaping the benefits of that execution. With regard to the fall of the Soviet Union, Shell 

foresighters realized that event, if it happened, would allow them to gain very favorable 

long term (20-year) gas contracts with Russia if they moved early in the new Russian 

administration, and they positioned themselves politically to be the first into Russia after 

the US changed the laws, allowing Western companies to make those contractual 

relationships in a post-Cold War world. 

 

As Learning from the Future makes clear, it is important to have sufficient diversity in our 

scenarios to capture the possible futures that are significant. Constructing three scenarios, 

with one middle of the road, and two being opposites, along some important variable, is 

a poor approach, as it causes strategists to discount the extremes and focus on the middle, 

which may not be the most likely future, or the most important to previsualize.  

 

Peter Schwartz’s late but 

pioneering foresight consulting 

group, Global Business 

Network developed the most 

classic scenario construction 

technique circa 1987, in which 

two important, but orthogonal 

variables or trends are 

imagined, and then the 

extremes of both trends or 

variable are imagined and 

given descriptive labels, as 

future environmental states, in 

a two by two matrix. The slide 

above right, by foresighter 

Adam Gordon, author of the 

commendable Future Savvy, 2008, indicates how the GBN Scenario Construction method 

works, in an exercise exploring the futures of arctic marine navigation. 

 

GBN scenarios are more useful than a three scenario approach, but we must remember 

there are often many more than two variables or trends that matter, so a whole variety of 

combinations should be considered. Fahey and Randall recommend looking deeply at 

least five scenarios. Having an odd number increases the chances of not missing anything 

important. When we do scenario construction, we should also look at models and values 

GBN Scenario Construction Method, Gordon, 2008. 
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(Chapter 8) to ask if we’re capturing all the most important potential informational and 

physical variables, trends, and constraints in our scenario ensemble.  

 

Dator’s Four Futures are classic change stories in complex systems. They offer four 

generic futures, Continuation, Transformation, Limits and Discipline, and Decline and 

Collapse, found in various groups at various times in all collectives. These four futures 

are so universal they often deserve to be evaluated as four separate scenarios, in addition 

to any other scenario-generation method we might use. Alternatively, we can ensure that 

every scenario we tell 

includes elements from 

all four of these change 

states. At any point in 

time, certain people, 

groups, organizations, 

and cultures are going to 

be in each of the above 

growth or change states. 

We will say more about 

Dator’s model in Chapter 

8. 

 

Entrepreneurship & 

Intrapreneurship are 

another key set of 

business specialties that 

approach the future from the lens of innovation. They are focused on new processes, 

products, and projects that can become profitable enterprises. In a world where creative 

destruction and technological unemployment are constantly eliminating jobs, 

entrepreneurship seems a particularly rewarding function for foresight. Foresight 

professionals that make their client firms more innovative, entrepreneurial or 

intrapreneurial (able to generate new business ventures from within established firms) 

provide them with a lasting ability to survive in conditions of ongoing uncertainty—a 

foundational foresight skill. 

 

As long as a firm can stay either as or more creative than its competitors, it can have 

several strategies in play that are gaining traction in the marketplace at any time. Its 

creative drive can continually keep it alive, even if it stumbles or moves backward for a 

time. Owens and Fernandez’s The Lean Enterprise, 2014, shows how even large, mature 

organizations can aggressively innovate if they are willing to pay the political cost. Eric 

Ries’s The Lean Startup, 2011, explains why startups are so much better at innovation than 

anyone else. All those that lead the future cultivate a perennial startup culture and 

mindset. 
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Darren Hardy’s The Entrepreneur Roller Coaster, 2015, offers a 

motivating tour of the emotional factors blocking or aiding 

entrepreneurship, risk, and innovation, and how to manage them. 

Recall our discussion of emotional intelligence and the ECA cycle in 

Chapter 3. Risktakers and innovators need to think “automatic 

responses” and “emotions first,” (Dan Kahneman’s System 1) in 

ourselves and others, as they are the top determinant of daily 

success. To retrain our subconscious emotional-cognitive systems 

for the sake of being more comfortable with risk and innovation, 

Hardy proposes it is better to read one good book on such topics 

several times until its lessons are no longer surprising, but 

internalized, than to read several good books once each. For guiding teams through 

intimidating circumstances, he notes that its far better to “pull” them, challenging them 

to emulate our prime example, than to “push” them (command them)—which expresses 

much less empathy and demonstrates a “do as I say, not as I do” approach. Great 

innovators take personal responsibility for leading by example. 

 

Successful innovation is still such a scarce skill that a past track record of entrepreneurial 

innovation has significant momentum attached to it. John Kao’s Innovation Nation, 2007, 

argues this is one of the reasons our international investment community retains such 

faith in US innovation capacities, even when our national economy experiences recession. 

Apple Computer’s survival in its nadir from the mid-1980s to mid-1990s might also be 

explained, in part, by how deep consumer loyalties to innovative companies can run. 

 

Recalling military strategist John Boyd, the fastest and most resource efficient form of 

innovation is Idea Generation. Idea generation is predominantly divergent, “What-if”-

style thinking. Any foresight professional who tries to imagine one or a range of possible 

futures, in a way that will achieve any degree of market success, for example, getting 

accepted by clients as plausible, is using this function. But, the value of creative ideation 

can be poor if it is not based on good learning (Skill 1), subject to careful convergent 

selection (Skill 3), and critical feedback and review (Skill 8). 

 

Facilitation & Gaming are another key foresight specialty. Facilitators can be thought of 

as the catalyst that helps people collaborate, and engage in collective intelligence 

(learning), anticipation, innovation, and the arrival at consensus strategy. All the best 

foresight leaders have a lot of experience with facilitation, which includes everything 

from designing good meetings to conflict management and mediation. The International 

Association of Facilitators (IAF) is a great practitioner community, and they offer lots of 

certification and training programs—and a great conference. 

 

Gaming has been used in modern foresight since it first emerged in the mid-40s, as 

wargames and strategy games. The Cold War theory of mutually assured destruction 

(MAD) emerged directly from simulation games at RAND, which were themselves based, 

Hardy, 2015 
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in part, on the mathematics of game theory. The leading 20th century foresighter Herman 

Kahn—working first at RAND and then at his Hudson Institute—is perhaps best known 

for this kind of math and engineering-driven gaming work. 

 

In reality, our physical and informational theory, and its math and engineering, are still 

of only very limited use relative to the complexity of the world we model. That means 

the empirical use of games—to experiment with them and see what they show us—and 

the crafting of varied and potentially relevant game rules and gaming environments, is 

most often a much more useful way to foresee important futures; and, practitioners can 

use those game experiences as inputs to strategy. Herman and Frost’s Wargaming for 

Leaders, 2008, offers excellent advice, from two BoozAllen consultants with extensive 

experience in gaming, on how to conduct useful simulation games, over an evening or a 

weekend, in corporate strategy meetings or in military foresight exercises. In most 

organizational applications, fancy computers are not needed. Gray and Brown’s 

Gamestorming, 2010, includes over eight y games that teams can use to generate ideas, 

break down barriers, communicate better, and co-create better strategy. For those who 

want to use computers in their gaming foresight, the North American Simulation and 

Gaming Association (NASAGA) is a good practitioner community for both computer-

based and non-digital simulation and learning. As computing power, big data, 

connectivity, VR/AR, GIS and the internet of things all continue to accelerate, digital 

simulation games have a very bright future ahead. We’ll see them get increasingly 

important in all aspects of corporate, government, and defense work. 

 

Ideation & Design is another critical specialty driving modern innovation. There is no 

professional association yet for Ideation Management, a critical precursor process to 

innovation, involving articulating, sizing, and prioritizing customer and firm problems, 

incentivizing solutions (with prizes, bounties, tournaments, reputation, culture), and 

refining and prioritizing the best ideas. Fortunately there are now several good Idea 

Management/Evaluation Platforms, offered by companies like BrightIdea, Datastation, 

CogniStreamer, Hype, IdeaScale, Imaginatik, PlanviewSpigit, and others. 

 

There are also large technical problem solver communities such as InnoCentive, which 

now has over 300,000 “solvers” in its community. Recently, IM platforms have crossed 

the chasm of early adopter use and become real businesses. The IM category now has tens 

of millions in annual sales. With leadership buy-in, adequate user training, and real 

rewards for innovators, IM platforms can unleash new creative capacity from our 

employees and customers, and draw forth a steady stream of next-step innovation 

proposals for management to evaluate. 

 

As futurist Carrie Zapka reminds us, there are at least two schools of thought for 

facilitating and using employee ideas. The newer enterprise innovation school is more 

open and thus necessarily more platform-oriented—where attracting more diverse 

participants, including customers, stakeholders, and the public, is considered the best 
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way to find the best ideas, including important ideas that may not fit with current culture. 

Books like Henry Chesbrough’s Open Innovation, 2005, Stefan Lindegaard’s Making Open 

Innovation Work, 2011, and Paul Sloane’s A Guide to Open Innovation and Crowdsourcing, 

2011, advocate this open approach. Terweisch and Ulrich’s Innovation Tournaments, 2009, 

also discusses innovation tournaments (prizes, bounties), which harness collective 

intelligence and collaboration power to generate potentially successful ideas. 

 

The older and most traditional innovation school is focused almost exclusively on 

employee talent, and thus is better described as closed, not open. We find this in most 

forms of Kaizen (continuous improvement) and related practices, including Lean 

enterprise and Six Sigma. These subspecialties seek to find and implement many small 

ideas, overwhelmingly generated from internal sources. We’ll consider them this school 

further under Benchmarking & Quality (the Reviewing skill) later in the chapter. 

 

Culture and policies that holds managers accountable to innovation, and empower 

employees to share small ideas and notice problems, are one key to the future of ideation 

management. Robinson and Schroder’s Ideas Are Free, 2006, and their followup, The Idea-

Driven Organization: Unlocking the Power in Bottom-Up Ideas, 2014, are quite helpful here. 

They tell us that teams don’t need big budgets, fancy software, or crowds for world-class 

innovation, just good process and culture on their team, even if the larger organization is 

hostile to innovation. 

 

Design thinking, with its user-centered mental and hands-on problem solving activities, 

offers another set of powerful conceptual and empirical tools to envision and create 

interesting products and services, and which entrepreneurs can then test out in the 

environment. AIGA: The Professional Association for Design (AIGA) is a great resource 

for this foresight specialty, and they conduct regular Design Competitions. 

 

The last innovation specialty we must discuss is perhaps the most obvious, Innovation 

Management & R&D. Innovation is of course separate from ideation, as it is not just the 

generation of an idea that others recognize as potentially valuable, but the successful 

adoption of that idea as a product, service, or project in the marketplace. 

 

Innovation management seeks to lead and maximize the value of R&D, design, and 

general innovation processes. The field of innovation studies and management is young 

and still poorly validated, but it offers helpful methods for maximizing the creative 

capacity and future-orientation of an organization. International Society of Professional 

Innovation Mgmt (ISPIM) is a leading practitioner community, serving R&D leaders, 

industrialists, institutions, and consultants in innovation mgmt. Research and 

Development Management Association (RADMA) is another smaller community, 

serving R&D leaders. 
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The late Clay Christensen’s The Innovator’s DNA, 2011, offers a well-considered recipe 

for business processes to maximize innovation, in firms of any size. Jan Verloop’s Insight 

in Innovation, 2004, explores innovation as a business process, using historical Shell 

examples. Tony Wagner’s Creating Innovators, 2012, has good insights on K-12 innovation 

education. 

 

In the Evo-Devo Foresight model, a good practice guideline for the skill of Innovation, 

also called evolution in this Guide, is to love the journey (of exploration and creation). 

In biological life, the process of evolution displays a fundamental love, a pleasure-

seeking drive, to explore an incredible variety of ways of living, and to create a 

breathtaking variety of forms. Recall that innovation in the organization is concerned 

with imagining the possible and with creating what does not exist, in the hope of making 

something that will be adopted by others (social replication and “success”).  

 

Innovation uses rationality and logic to create this variety, but as any creative knows, the 

creative process is driven largely by positive emotions (courage, optimism, excitement, 

and love of creation). It thrives best in a physically safe environment (though there may 

be deadlines, competition, or other urgencies or constraints), and benefits from self-

confidence and personal willingness to risk. We can oversimplify a bit and say that due 

to the central role of emotion and positive visions in creativity, innovation is managed 

primarily “from the heart.” The classic short film, Why Man Creates, 1968, offers a great 

overview of this critical foresight skill. 

 

Great idea generators, innovators, and entrepreneurs are explorers who love the creative, 

risk-taking act. They may love it primarily in themselves, and simply demand it from 

others, even humiliating them when their colleagues fall short of expectations, as Steve 

Jobs often did. See Walter Isaacson’s Steve Jobs, 2011, for many such accounts. 

 

Alternatively, leaders may love and encourage ideation and innovation in all of their 

employees and stakeholders, as we’ve seen with futurists Larry Page and Sergey Brin’s 

tenure as CEOs at Google, where a culture of team innovation and a safe culture for 

innovation failure scaled well to a 50,000 person company, a rarity at that size. There is a 

good argument that Google’s innovation focus has substantially slowed in its latest 

doubling, to 100,000+ employees, and under its switch to a new CEO, Sundar Pichai. 

Innovation always gets harder as company profits and size grow. 

 

The most sustainable innovation leaders maintain a climate of positive, empathetic 

emotion on their team. As a leader, we must be one of the more reserved displayers of 

positive emotion. But, accepting our teams for who they are, encouraging their efforts at 

useful creativity, tolerating and learning from failure, and supplying them regular honest 

feedback are all keys to peak creativity. 
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Those working in strategy and innovation in big companies, and consultants, would do 

well to remember that most useful innovation comes first from the small to mid-sized 

players in a market, with the biggest players usually being counterinnovative (seeking 

to slow and patent and sit on innovation as long as possible). We can call this classic 

economic dynamic the Innovation 80/20 Rule. Fortunately, once a really useful new 

innovation emerges from one of the smaller players in the long tail, and that firm starts 

gaining market share because of it, the big players in the fat head have to respond by 

rolling out the innovation their own engineers and innovators have long wanted to do 

but have been prevented from doing by executive priorities. 

 

We should remember that this executive behavior isn’t intended to hurt society, top execs 

in big companies are just doing what is smart for their firm. Their natural incentives, once 

they are big, is to more frequently act in counterinnovative ways themselves, and be on 

the lookout for small firms they can acquire once they prove they can grow market share. 

As long as economic concentration exists (a fat head or oligopoly at the top), big company 

incentives will typically be aligned to try to control and slow down innovation, 

maximizing current shareholder return. Apple, Google, and others show us there are big 

company exceptions to this rule (company culture can easily be more powerful than this 

market pattern), and society needs big companies to do big R&D and create scale, but 

those who care about innovation should always fund and patronize a good fraction of 

small firms and their early stage R&D and innovation, as a few of them will one day 

become large as a result, and that small-firm support, when they do good things, keeps 

the large firms accountable to the customer. A great book that explains how this works in 

the defense industry, where small contractors have a long track record of being more 

innovative, is James Hasik’s prescient Arms and Innovation, 2008. 

 

Innovators also love divergence and freedom. The best way to incentivize innovation in 

any group of students, or of employees, is to give individuals greater freedom the better 

they perform. See Bob Compton’s Finland Phenomenon, 2011, for the power of 

incentivizing students with freedom when they are meeting standards in educational 

performance. Rewarding employees who are “meeting expectations” or above with Free 

Fridays or Google’s 20% Time, or whatever other freedoms we can give, signals that we 

are serious about supporting innovation and personal growth. 

 

Several things can block our love of the creative journey. The most 

common blocks to innovation, and often the least discussed, are 

distrust and fear. After the lack of freedom, these are the greatest 

creativity-killers. Managing these negative emotions requires greater 

understanding (learning), seeing the value of greater freedom 

(innovation), and getting good at empathy and learning to trust 

(relating). Good books that will help you and your clients overcome 

distrust and fear are Stephen Covey’s The Speed of Trust, 2008, Ryan 

and Oestreich’s Driving Fear Out of the Workplace, 1998, and Tom Covey, 2008 
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Rieger’s Breaking the Fear Barrier, 2011. Amy Edmondson’s The Fearless Organization, 2018, 

is the leading work on why psychological safety, provide by leadership and 

organizational norms, rules, and culture, is the key factor driving learning, innovation, 

and growth. 

 

Having faith in our teams and valuing their creative journeys will motivate them to 

surprise us with beautiful new creations. As with the learning skill, managers must set 

limits on creative time and effort. Innovation must be balanced with the other skills. But, 

if we don’t provide ourselves space and freedom to create, and if we don’t have faith and 

trust in our creative capacity, and master our negative emotions, we will be out-innovated 

by those who really do love the journey. 

 

Skill 4. Strategy (Decisive and “Reconvergent” thinking) 

 

As we will see at the end of this chapter, executing adaptive strategy (Skills 4 and 5) is 

the heart of the Do Loop. Doing these two skills well is most centrally what we want 

foresight to help us do. But, in a complex and evo-devo world, it takes a lot to stay 

adaptive. We’ve discussed thirteen specialty practices so far, activities that get us to the 

point of making good strategy, and now we’ll look at two more, for creating strategy. 

 

The first specialty we will address in the strategy skill is Analysis & Decision Support. 

This set of specialties helps us generates and compares a variety of future action options 

for the organization, using some explicit criteria. One of the more technical versions of 

this, used commonly by big companies like Boeing and GE, is real options analysis, 

which they use prior to making big financial commitments. 

 

Strategic analysis is used to make assumptions about how a system works, break the 

system into conceptual parts, and do thinking about or model how those parts interact, 

and their relevance to organizational objectives. There are a vast range of methods and 

communities applicable to strategy, including those from business, economics, 

engineering, computing, politics, intelligence, and others. 

 

The Institute for Operations Research and the Mgmt Sciences (INFORMS) is a leading 

practitioner community for operations research, a technical and quantitative approach to 

process optimization. This specialty is called operations research in engineering, and is 

known in business as management science, and thus OR/MS is its general label. For 

problems that can be well defined, which are only a subset of problems, OR/MS and other 

optimization methods can get us to the “right” strategy, at least for the chosen objectives 

of the firm. But, whether those objectives are the best ones for a particular firm in a 

particular context is always an intuitive bet on the part of the leaders, and will ultimately 

be determined by the selective environment.  
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A word of caution is in order here: the concept of “management science”, which emerged 

in the 1970s, during our last Foresight Spring (1960-1980) is often a misnomer. Except in 

special ideal, low-complexity circumstances, “management analysis” is a more accurate 

title for the models, methods, and frameworks used in OR/MS. While this field can give 

us precise and technical answers, the effectiveness of those answers is another question 

entirely. We must be careful not to extrapolate away the full complexity of a situation in 

order to use our favorite analytical methods, and not to use qualitative approaches to the 

exclusion of qualitative ones, in any strategic decision. 

 

Decision support is another general term for methods and technologies that help the firm 

make choices among known options. It is very similar to strategic analysis, but more 

focused on how strategy and other processes help us do better decision-making. It seems 

smaller and less developed than analysis. The European Working Group on Decision 

Support Systems (EWG-DSS), and their conference, Decision Support System 

Technology, are a useful place to get help with decision modeling and the use of 

technology for better decision-making. 

 

Again, the ultimate goal for any firm is to have a continually adaptive strategy and 

execution, even as environmental conditions constantly change. Most business problems, 

being complex or poorly structured and defined, have no obvious “right” answer. It is 

with those problems where experience, cognitive diversity, and good use of the Eight 

Skills can really help the firm adapt. 

 

The Visioning, Goals, Strategy & Planning specialty begins with activities like Values 

determination and Visioning, preference-driven, aspirational thinking that results in 

envisioned future states, with leadership buy-in to those visions). Some foresight 

consultancies have become well known for aspirational (vision- and values-driven) work.  

 

The best goalsetting work we know is called Objectives and Key Results (OKRs). It is a 

largely bottom-up, transparent, employee-engaged goalsetting and results measuring 

method, pioneered by Intel in the 1970s, and refined by Google and in the 1990s and 

2000s. For details on how to use OKRs in small and large companies, see Google’s 

tutorials on OKRs, and John Doerr’s excellent Measure What Matters, 2018. They are a 

combination of top-down and bottom-up visioning, goalsetting, and strategy 

development, with the “what” (objectives, goals) often being management led, and the 

“how” (key results to be measured) often being employee led. OKRs should be revised 

regularly, and when the culture takes them seriously, as Intel and Google do, we can often 

get very large companies to change rapidly, as strategies are tied to measurable results, 

with quarterly, monthly, weekly, or daily feedback, depending on the result. 

 

When comparing visions to scenarios, the futurist Clement Bezold likes to say “Visions 

are futures for the heart; scenarios are futures for the head.” Finding the noble, motivating 

vision can be incredibly energizing for the team, as we’ve seen in many a startup and 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Decision_support
https://ewgdss.wordpress.com/
https://ewgdss.wordpress.com/
https://icdsst2018.wordpress.com/
https://icdsst2018.wordpress.com/
https://rework.withgoogle.com/guides/set-goals-with-okrs/steps/introduction/
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https://rework.withgoogle.com/guides/set-goals-with-okrs/steps/watch-googles-OKR-presentation/
https://www.amazon.com/Measure-What-Matters-Google-Foundation/dp/0525536221/
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independent business unit. Think of the Bandley III, the Macintosh unit, under Steve Jobs 

at Apple in 1983. Scenarios, by contrast, immerse the client in options. One or scenarios 

more may be preferred, and it can be motivating to experience such a scenario. But, 

visions are more specific than preferred scenarios, and they are intended to lead directly 

to action enablers like SMART goals and OKRs. 

 

Strategy also includes Framing (determining the scope, depth, and 

methods of strategy and foresight work), an activity further 

discussed in Hines and Bishop’s Thinking About the Future, 2013. 

Next, strategy work involves Prioritization and Goalsetting (for 

example, using SMART goal criteria). Determining the firm’s OKRs 

(measurable goals) with broad stakeholder engagement is one of the 

most difficult yet empowering activities in strategic management. 

Google uses OKRs extensively to manage their strategic innovation 

initiatives. Annika Steiber’s The Google Model, 2014, provides useful 

details on their management processes. 

 

For a great article describing how executives learn strategic thinking over their career, in 

a process of psychological development, or fail to learn it, see Ellen Goldman’s “Strategic 

Thinking at the Top” (free), MIT Sloan Management Review, Summer 2007. For an excellent 

history of strategy consulting, and how strategy is used in modern corporations, see 

Walter Kiechel’s Lords of Strategy, 2010. 

 

The Planning specialty in Strategy & Planning is often thought of as the last step before 

action, and the culmination of strategy and analysis. Whether simple or detailed, formal 

or informal, good plans help us to coordinate our resources and energies toward desired 

outcomes. Strategic planning has been used since the 1960s by larger firms, but as Lou 

Gerstner says in his classic “Can strategic planning pay off?“, McKinsey Quarterly, 1973, 

and Henry Mintzberg explains in The Rise and Fall of Strategic Planning, 2000, it is very 

easy for a firm to over-plan, to use plans as a poor excuse for action, and to create plans 

that are not widely internalized or executed as written, even in the early steps. Bradford 

and Duncan’s Simplified Strategic Planning, 2000, gives advice on how to avoid these traps 

with brief, fast, and continuous high-utility planning. 

 

A firm’s plans may or may not involve broad foresight. Sometimes anticipation isn’t 

possible, and one instead needs strategic agility, moving as quickly as possible from 

strategy to action. At other times, when facing big bets and costly decision points, and 

when a little reflection time can be found prior to the decision, the level of ideation 

(alternative futures generation), anticipation and strategy in the plan can be critical. Did 

the team explore the most relevant probable and possible futures related to objectives as 

part of strategic planning? If not, the plan will be blind to the environment, and may have 

little long-term value. 

 

Steiber, 2014 
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In an evolutionary approach, 

Strategic Management may attempt 

to mentally or graphically map the 

rough fitness landscapes of the 

relevant stakeholders. Actors are 

always on an adaptive landscape of 

constantly shifting peaks and 

valleys in relevant cooperative and 

competitive variables (e.g. 

efficiency, performance, preference, 

product features, growth, margins, 

profit, assets, resources, 

partnerships, reputation, brand, etc.), as in the picture at right. Figuring out which 

variables matter the most to one’s strategy is of course an art. As Fleming and Sorenson 

note in “Navigating the Technology Landscape of Innovation,” MIT Sloan Management 

Review, 2003, leaders can often see only a little way out on their fitness landscapes from 

their current location. Nevertheless, such analytical work can be very clarifying, prior to 

generating strategy. It typically is much more helpful, in our view, than scenario 

generation, which is just one of many foresight tools. 

 

Even when quantitative analyses aren’t available to us, the landscape metaphor still 

helps us mentally visualize our strategy. At any point in time, some individuals, 

organizations, and markets will be adapting better than others (climbing adaptive peaks, 

on various landscapes), and some will be losing out (falling into valleys). The lay of the 

relevant landscapes at any time can always be used to guide our strategies.  

 

Leaders need to know what customers think of their products and policies relative to 

competitors (customer preference landscape), where they are in cash flow and sales 

momentum (financial landscape), which of their competitors are doing well and doing 

poorly (competitiveness landscape), and who their best potential allies are (strategic 

alliance landscape). For more on that, see Doz and Hamel’s Alliance Advantage, 1998. 

 

If learning is foresight’s first and most fundamental skill, and strategy is the heart of 

foresight, then learning the relevant landscapes is the heart of strategy. Every manager’s 

central goal is to adapt enough to survive, to keep successfully riding the tiger of change. 

Key to that survival is knowing where the peaks and valleys are on all the relevant 

landscapes, then developing strong cooperative and competitive analysis, strategy, and 

plans to navigate the present, and capitalize on what our teams can see around us. 

 

Skill 5. Execution (Production thinking) 

 

The next great type of foresight thinking is concerned exclusively with production and 

action. Bossidy and Charan’s Execution: The Discipline of Getting Things Done, 2011, is a 

Fitness Landscape (A fitness variable (e.g. preference,  

growth, profit) and a search space (strategic options) 

http://sloanreview.mit.edu/article/navigating-the-technology-landscape-of-innovation/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adaptive_landscape
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brand_preference
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Accounting_management
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good resource for improving this core professional skill. As we’ve 

said, this skill shares the title with strategy as the central adaptive 

foresight skill. As the saying goes, “Without execution, strategy is 

lame, and without strategy, execution is blind.” 

 

We have assigned the Management & Leadership specialties to the 

execution skill, as we think all foresight students need to understand 

good practice in both of these, and use them in their work. But, as 

we’ve said these two are also meta-specialties, like foresight itself, 

and we’ll address them as such throughout the guide. 

 

For organizations, a key execution specialties are Product, Service, 

and Project Management, a broad set of activities that can include 

operations, engineering, sourcing, logistics, IT platforms, knowledge management, and 

anything else necessary to production. A great management professional association is 

the American Management Association (AMA), which addresses all of these subjects, and 

offers training and support in execution skills. 

 

But, there are also specialty practitioner communities for product, service and project 

management that a good foresight practitioner should be aware of and consider joining 

as appropriate. For Product Management, the Product Development and Management 

Association has 3,500 members and offers a very simple New Product Development 

Professional certification. For Service Management there are a few similar emerging 

professional associations. IBM has proposed a curriculum in IT-aided service science, 

management, and engineering (SSME), but the field barely exists today. 

 

Project Management is by far the best developed of 

these three execution-oriented functions. A leading 

text is Harold Kerzner’s Project Management: A 

Systems Approach, 2013, now in its 11th edition. It is 

aligned with the Project Management Professional 

(PMP) Certification Exam, offered by the Project 

Management Institute. The institute also produces the 

Product Management Body of Knowledge, a dryer read 

than Kerzner’s text. The PMP exam costs $400 (paper 

version). Roughly 600,000 people have gained a PMP 

certification to date. Certification won’t necessarily 

improve our execution thinking and behaviors, but if its lessons are internalized it has a 

potential to do so. If it also raises our credibility, it may be a good personal development 

strategy. 

 

For foresight consultants, execution may revolve around production of specific foresight 

products or service (research, modeling, workshops, training, publications, etc.) for the 

Bossidy & Charan,  

2011 

PMI’s PMP Certificate 
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client, or it may involve diagnosing and fixing execution problems with the client’s team. 

We’ve listed a number of good books on producing foresight work in Appendix 3 

(Resources) as well as in context throughout this Guide. 

 

One final management specialty, workflow management is critical to both good foresight 

production on small teams, and for our clients, to empowering and motivating the team 

to get things done. As we’ve said before, Jeff Sutherland’s Scrum, 2014, is an excellent set 

of cyclic workflow management techniques for maximizing adaptive execution for small 

teams, each of which should be small enough (typically five to nine individuals) to engage 

in one or more daily fifteen minute “scrum” meetings. Scrum has a cyclic structure just 

like the Do Loop, and we recommend that foresighters, managers, and leaders all use 

both systems as core practice skills with their teams and clients.  

 

For execution in general, we’ve mentioned Stephen Covey’s First Things First, 1996, as a 

good guide to both strategic prioritization but also to getting started, which for many is 

the hardest step with execution. It reminds us that starting more of the right things is just 

as important as doing the best we can. As Covey would say, our compass is just as 

important as our clock. For prioritization and execution, recall also the journaling and 

task management habits mentioned in Chapter 3 (Personal Foresight).  

 

Endurance and focus are also key attributes of great executors. For endurance, we 

recommended Tony Schwartz’s Be Excellent at Anything, 2011. Cycling rapidly between 

execution and rest-recovery phases (high-intensity interval training) may be the very best 

way to build endurance for execution, both in physical exercise and mental work. For 

focus, we also recommend Dan Goleman’s Focus, 2013. 

 

Another key to successful execution, covered in Bossidy and Charan’s work, is being able 

to reach out to experts when we run into trouble. There’s almost always someone with 

specialty talent who can help us when we get stuck. Finding such talent and resources 

has never been easier with the modern web. We can start improving our execution today; 

by adopting proven routines, which over time, will become solid habits. 

  

Skill 6. Influence (Market thinking) 

 

Another key type of foresight thinking is influencing. Influence is a key way the foresight 

professional communicates the value of their work, and motivates the client to execute 

foresighted strategy and plans. Personal influence starts with understanding the mindset 

(worldview, assumptions, emotional state) of the client and their culture, which is often 

less future-oriented, and more change and risk averse than the foresight professional’s 

own mindset. Learning self-restraint, and knowing when saying less will yield more 

results, is a major part of the learning curve of many foresight practitioners. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Workflow
https://www.amazon.com/Scrum-Doing-Twice-Work-Half/dp/038534645X
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Influence is also a key skill our clients need to succeed in the market. Human beings are 

always selling ideas and behaviors to each other. Our species great imitative and 

influencing strengths are also at times weaknesses, as manias, fads, and urges to mass 

conflict can also take hold of us at times. 

 

Today, media and markets are our greatest way to quickly influence others into mass 

behavior. Thus for modern organizations, the key influencing specialties are Marketing 

& Sales Management. Advertising, Business Development, Lead Generation, Market 

Research, Customer Service, and Customer Relationship Management (CRM) are all 

applications of this skill. The American Marketing Association (AMA) is a key marketing 

practitioner community, and the National Association of Sales Professionals (NASP) a 

leading sales practitioner community.  

 

Dale Carnegie’s How to Win Friends and Influence People, 1937/1998, is 

the classic primer on personal influence, which we considered in 

Chapter 3. Warren Buffett called this “the most successful self-help 

book of all time.” Like other classics, it is worth reading a few times, 

until its advice is emotionally and cognitively automatic. But, as 

reviewer Andrew Parodi reminds us on Amazon, according to Kemp 

and Claflin’s biography, Dale Carnegie: The Man Who Influenced 

Millions, 1989, Carnegie intended to include a final chapter, about the 

need to establish borders around, and regulate contact with, those 

who are consistently degrading productive collaboration. 

 

Carnegie left this chapter out of the manuscript when offered a trip to Europe. That gave 

us a great book on influence, but one with few lessons on identifying and treating 

differently that subset of people whom we can’t influence after many good efforts on our 

parts—due to their extreme, overly dogmatic, dominant, egotistical, unethical, 

borderline, or sociopathic personalities.  

 

This is actually Relating advice (Skill 7, Relationship Management), but it is worth 

discussing here, in the context of mutual failure of influence. In such circumstances, it 

will be our occasional responsibility to seek to remove such individuals from our teams, 

or at least from important management positions. If such an individual is our relationship 

or business partner or our client—and if either of us has been unable to influence the 

other, despite our best mutual efforts—a relationship holiday or divorce may be the best 

course for both of us. If limiting or eliminating contact isn’t enough, a lawsuit or direct 

competitive challenge may be necessary as well. If sued, we ought not to shrink from 

defending ourselves, but be steady and collected with our anger and legal action. 

Personal and commercial success, on our own terms, is always the best “revenge,” if we 

feel an injustice has been committed against us. 

 

Carnegie, 1937 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Market_(economics)
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Sales specialty classics that every CMO or CSO should own and use in their organizations 

are Miller and Heiman’s The New Strategic Selling, 1985/2005, for general sales 

development, and the New Conceptual Selling, 1987/2005, the latter for face-to-face 

interactions. Mack Hanan’s Consultative Selling, 8th Ed., 1970/2011 is also a classic that 

focuses the sales effort on delivering measurable value to the client, improving their 

margin, revenue or profit in a clear way. See also Neil Rackham’s inspirational classic 

SPIN Selling, 1988. Among more recent books, Daniel Pink’s To Sell is Human, 2013, and 

Robert Cialdini’s Influence, 2006, are both good primers on the way we use reciprocity, 

social proof, consistency, commitment, liking, authority, scarcity and other factors to 

shape our influence over others.  

 

As with all of the Eight Skills, our psychological traits (e.g., extroversion vs. introversion, 

woo vs command) will greatly influence our baseline influence abilities. As personal traits 

are slow to change, the best strategy to rapidly grow organizational influence is to recruit 

team members who are naturally excellent at this professional skill and to give them 

leadership positions, freedom, incentives, and resources to address key marketing and 

influence challenges. 

 

In recent years, behavioral and social psychologists and economists 

are discovering just how strongly and predictably we are influenced 

by our environment and social networks. Books like Thaler and 

Sunstein’s Nudge, 2009, Dan Ariely’s Predictably Irrational, 2010, and 

Sandy Pentland’s Social Physics, 2014, all make clear that 

environmental design and our choice of peers have major impacts on 

our thoughts and behaviors. We take most of our cues from our 

associates and environment. For example, organ donation rates, 

savings contribution rates, and many other personal decisions have 

shown 15-90% increases in participation based simply on switching 

environmental conditions from default opt-out to default opt-in 

(presumed consent). The UK government now its own “nudge unit” 

(Behavioral Insights Team), and the first US Obama administration (2008-2012) employed 

Cass Sunstein, a pioneer in this area. See Sunstein’s Why Nudge?, 2014, for more on how 

public issues like obesity, smoking, distracted driving, crime, corrections, education, 

safety, and many others can all be greatly affected by nudging influences. This is a form 

of “libertarian paternalism“ that we can easily predict will grow in our increasingly data 

rich and digitally-enhanced societies in coming years. 

 

The human resources consulting firm Humu, founded in 2017 by Laszlo Bock, former VP 

of people operations at Google, has built a “nudge engine,” an AI that uses people 

analytics to offer 1500 (as of 2020) customized email templates to improve manager 

effectiveness, and help them better manage the “tails” of workplace performance. Bock 

argues that HR should prioritize getting help and feedback to those who are performing 

considerably worse than others, and on managing superstars who are performing well 

Thaler & Sunstein, 

2009 
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above average, and need to be appropriately challenged and recognized. They conduct 

experiments to measure the effectiveness of their nudges, and this kind of evidence-based 

and AI-infused nudging is surely part of the future of HR. 

 

Foresight consultants use influence in all stages of their work, including the initial client 

proposal, workshop facilitation, product development, service delivery, and review of 

their work. To have influence with clients, foresight work needs both relevance and 

credibility. The message also must be tailored to the client’s abilities and needs, without 

sacrificing its ability to improve adaptation. 

 

Skill 7. Relating (Team thinking) 

 

This type of foresight thinking involves understanding and fulfilling the needs of the 

team. This may be our production team, our organization, or the client team. Good 

relating begins with emotional intelligence among leaders and managers, a topic 

discussed in Chapter 3.  

 

Managing distrust and fear—the two creativity-killers mentioned under innovation—are 

key to good relating. Stress management is also important. Every team needs good 

management of both sprints and recoveries, as Tony Schwartz explains in Be Excellent at 

Anything, 2011. In its highest form, the relating skill can become what Robert Greenleaf 

calls Servant Leadership, 2012, an empowering and ethical approach to management that 

gives our people the freedom to innovate and to fail, yet also requires that they learn from 

their mistakes via good reviewing (Skill 8). 

 

For organizations, the main relating specialties are Human Resources & Performance 

Management, and related HR topics including Compensation, Incentives, Ethics, 

Culture, and Employee Engagement. The relating skill also includes the firm’s non-

marketing relationships with its external stakeholders, what we might call issue or image 

performance management, including Communications, Public Relations, and Corporate 

Social Responsibility. The Issue Management Council is a professional association for 

issue management, where issues are defined as the gap between organizational actions 

and stakeholder expectations. Some might argue that Performance Management fits 

better under the Execution skill, but such a treatment seems insufficiently respectful of 

the role of nurturing and sustaining relationships in organizations. It is at heart a 

Relating skill. 

 

The reality of organizational life is that with our teams, relationships will always be top 

priority, whether leaders recognize this fact or not. The quality of relationships will 

largely determine how the team and company are perceived. Relationship-building and 

maintaining is thus the fundamental human performance skill. 
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The Society for Human Resource Management 

(SHRM) is the leading US practitioner 

community in this specialty. It offers certifications 

including Professional in Human Resources, 

which might help any foresight professional 

working to maximize their impact with this skill. 

Reed and Bogardus’ PHR/SPHR, 2012, is a 

popular study guide for those certifications. 

SHRM also offers their own prep. 

 

In all relationships, it can also be valuable to think in simple terms, about game theory, 

a topic that is also relevant to strategy. The best relationships strive to create positive sum 

(win-win) and minimize zero-sum (win-lose, adversarial) interactions among all those in 

the group. Robert Wright’s Nonzero, 2000 offers the classic big picture introduction to 

positive sum games across human hisotry. Wright points out that social “games” like 

personal and group ethics, capitalism, and democracy, all seek to structure competition 

and cooperation in ways that create measurable positive outcomes for the group. 

 

Fair competition with incentives can be greatly energizing to any group. But, nothing will 

kill a team’s performance faster than rules, policies or mandates that are widely perceived 

as arbitrary or unfair. Leaders must continually adjust their policies and incentives for 

perceived fairness, and keep the manager-employee relationship central, even more than 

the rules. Jack Stack’s The Great Game of Business, 2013, also stresses this perspective, and 

is an excellent primer on tools for constant reviewing (Skill 8). 

 

Performance management is a specialty of HR and organizational development that 

focuses on firm, team, and employee performance. The KPI Institute (KPII) is a leading 

practitioner community. They offer certifications in many management practices, 

including Benchmarking (best practices), Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), a subset of 

benchmarking focused on firm performance, and Objectives and Key Results (OKRs), 

which empower employees to set their own performance objectives, in a bottom-up 

manner, and help each other achieve them. We’ve said that a good book describing 

Google’s people operations practices, which includes Benchmarking, KPIs and internally 

transparent OKRs for each employee, is Laszlo Bock’s Work Rules!: Insights from Inside 

Google to Transform How You Live and Lead, 2015. 

 

As we’ve said, Stephen Covey’s books are also some of the most timeless and accessible 

that we know in general professional development. They are particularly strong in 

relationship building. Fully half (four) of the eight key workplace habits Covey describes 

in his personal performance classic The Seven Habits of Highly Effective People, 1989/2013, 

and The Eighth Habit, 2005, are concerned with relating better to the needs of the team. 

These are: Thinking Win-Win (Positive Sumness), Seeking First to Understand 
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http://www.amazon.com/PHR-SPHR-Professional-Resources-Certification/dp/111828917X/
http://www.shrm.org/education/educationalproducts/learning/pages/default.aspx
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Game_theory
http://www.amazon.com/Nonzero-Logic-Destiny-Robert-Wright/dp/0679758941
http://www.amazon.com/Great-Game-Business-Expanded-Updated/dp/0385348339/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Performance_management
https://kpiinstitute.org/
https://kpiinstitute.org/certification/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Performance_indicator
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OKR
https://www.amazon.com/Work-Rules-Insights-Inside-Transform/dp/1455554790
https://www.amazon.com/Work-Rules-Insights-Inside-Transform/dp/1455554790
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stephen_Covey
http://www.amazon.com/Habits-Highly-Effective-People-Powerful/dp/1451639619/
http://www.amazon.com/The-8th-Habit-Effectiveness-Greatness/dp/0743287932/
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(Empathize), Sharpening the Saw (Promoting Work-Life Balance and Renewal), and 

Helping Others Find their Voice (Professional Development). 

 

In the language of the Eight Skills, Covey’s other four habits involve learning 

(Synergize), anticipation (Be Proactive), strategic vision (Begin With the End in Mind), 

and strategic prioritization (Put First Things First). Using the Eight Skills model, we can 

also propose that innovating, influencing, and reviewing are adaptive foresight and 

success habits that we must follow. Covey addresses influence in The Speed of Trust, 2008, 

a book recommended earlier.  

 

The Franklin Covey Leadership 

Center, a great place for leadership 

training, now also offers Sales 

Performance and Loyalty consulting. 

That leaves only innovating and 

reviewing as core foresight skills 

that are underrepresented in Covey’s own publications on core habits. No doubt the 

Franklin Covey Center has addressed these other critical skills in separate publications as 

well. 

 

Like influence, foresight consultants rely on the relating skill in all stages of their work. 

Consultants must relate well to their colleagues, on whom they depend for referrals and 

social intelligence. They need to understand the needs of their team, offer trust, personal 

freedoms, a development path, a good mission, adequate benefits, create demanding 

execution sprints, and provide healthy recovery time. They also need good mental 

models for how their production and client teams emotionally and intellectually perceive 

the world and their work. These relating skills build team strength and trust, and bring it 

to a place where it will accept, rather than resist, our regularly-needed changes in 

direction, small and large. We will now discuss that challenge under reviewing (Skill 8) 

the last skill in the Do Loop. 

 

Skill 8. Reviewing (Adjustment thinking) 

 

The last critical type of foresight thinking requires looking at the recent past in order to 

improve our future. Nothing is perfect; and, everything can be improved. How do we 

know when e are missing the mark? And when we fall short, how do we generate the 

momentum to change? That is the reviewing skill, i.e., adjustment thinking. Like the other 

seven skills, reviewing is very helpful to a point, but it can also be overdone and must be 

balanced with the other seven skills. 

 

The first reviewing specialty we will discuss is Auditing & Change Management. 

Auditing is a subspecialty of both accounting and intelligence work that seeks to find out 

the real state of things, which may be very different from the state we think, or the state 

http://www.amazon.com/SPEED-Trust-Thing-Changes-Everything/dp/1416549005/
http://www.franklincovey.com/tc/
http://www.franklincovey.com/tc/
http://www.franklincovey.com/tc/solutions/sales-performance-solutions
http://www.franklincovey.com/tc/solutions/sales-performance-solutions
http://www.franklincovey.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_intelligence
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represented in the books. The Institute of Internal Auditors (IIA) offers certifications and 

conferences in this critical, and often-neglected specialty. Being constantly on the lookout 

for numbers that don’t seem right, and learning how to interrogate them, is a critical 

reviewing skill. If we are the bearer of bad news, we may not find a receptive audience, 

either. Sometimes we will need to get particularly creative in communicating bad news 

and getting the political leverage we need to be accepted as a whistleblower. 

 

Harry Markopolous’s fascinating book, No One Would Listen: A True Financial Thriller, 

2010, details how his models and forensic accounting evidence predicted, with ever 

increasing evidence that Bernie Madoff was running a massive Ponzi scheme. 

Markopoulos alerted the SEC to this suspected fraud at least three times, in 2000, 2001, 

and 2005, each time with supporting documents, and two more times without documents, 

but each time they ignored him, and failed to follow up. 

 

The Madoff fraud collapsed in 2008, losing $64 billion for investors, making it the largest 

known financial fraud in US history. It is a classic failure of financial foresight to convert 

to successful strategy and action, and Markopoulos’s book is one of many we 

recommend. We should study it well and ask ourselves what we would have done in his 

situation, to convert our excellent auditing skill to a successful outcome. Going to the 

press was one option Markopoulos could have utilized much better, though of course 

that would have involved legal risk, to both himself and to whatever online outlets would 

have published his warnings. Whistleblower protection laws are still weak, and 

whistleblowers must be willing to engage in a certain amount of self- and family-sacrifice 

if they wish to bring powerful actors to account. 

 

As auditors of intangibles like our current values and expectations, good foresighters also 

want to be constantly on the lookout for any expressed or implicit group values, 

assumptions, forecasts, and expectations that don’t seem reasonable in a particular 

context. In Seeing What Others Don’t, 2013, cognitive psychologist and decision-making 

expert Gary Klein discusses the project premortem as a very powerful method to 

immediately audit for and eliminate groupthink with any high profile, critical, or 

complex project. The premortem feedback can be used by any group facilitator to help 

make inflated expectations more realistic. We can think of the premortem as a way to 

quickly audit the opinion of pessimists in the group who want to speak out, but are being 

cowed by group bias to believe in some obviously unlikely futures. A reverse form of the 

premortem can be used if we think the group is being unreasonably pessimistic and we 

want to bring the optimists’ views out of the closet—to eliminate fatalistic thinking and 

get the group back on track to positive action. We discuss the premortem in Chapter 3 

(Personal Foresight) and Appendix 1 (Foresight Skills Assessment), as a way rebalance 

over-optimism in ourselves. It is a key group management technique as well. 

 

Change management is leadership and management intended to diagnose and fix an 

organizational problem. It includes to the specific set of practices we use to diagnose and 

https://na.theiia.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Whistleblower
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harry_Markopolos
https://www.amazon.com/No-One-Would-Listen-Financial-ebook/dp/B0035IID08/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bernard_Madoff
https://www.amazon.com/Seeing-What-Others-Dont-Remarkable-ebook/dp/B00BKRVU0G
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turn around business processes and organizational strategy, often against political 

inertia. When firms get into trouble, they will often bring in a turnaround team, one with 

good experience in change management, and in instituting the drastic reforms that may 

be necessary when the organization’s structure or process has gotten out of alignment 

with the competitive environment. The Association of Change Management 

Professionals (ACMP) is a newer practitioner community seeking to standardize and 

promote this leadership and management subspecialty. 

 

Like foresight and leadership, change management requires all the Eight Skills, but we 

classify it as primarily a reviewing skill because it first requires adequately diagnosing 

organizational problem, recognizing what is and isn’t working in organizational 

structure and process, then devising good strategy to fix key problems, using influence 

to get people on board with the change plan, executing reforms, and of course continually 

reviewing whether strategy and action are successful, and adjusting as necessary. 

 

To prevent the need for a turnaround team in future years, some corporate boards of 

directors will even formalize some change management positions and processes in their 

organization during good times. As Murray Lincoln, one of the 20th century leaders of 

the cooperative movement liked to say, every company should have a “vice president in 

charge of revolution,” someone who’s primary task is to critique, challenge, and engender 

ferment among the more conventional colleagues. Regularly questioning our foundations 

is how they stay strong. 

 

Like all the specialties we’ve described, change management occurs 

in a Do Loop. The faster, more efficiently, and more strongly 

members of our organizations can run that loop, the more adaptive 

we become. This is described well in John Kotter’s eight-step cyclical 

model in Leading Change, 2012. Another good resource on group 

behavior change, using both influence and change management 

skills, is Grenny et al.’s Infuencer: The Science of Leading Change, 2013. 

 

These and other change management models stress strategies that 

include focusing on small behaviors that clearly signal the new 

direction to the group, publicly empowering the early adopters who 

model the changes we seek, and structuring the peer, physical, and digital environments 

to encourage change. Stephen Guise’s Mini Habits, 2013, is a nice summary of the power 

of the “small good habit” strategy, both personally and for groups. Defining, asking for, 

and publicly rewarding small and very achievable “vital behaviors” that signal the new 

direction will help the organization change more rapidly and confidently. 

 

Unlearning is a key life and organizational challenge that begins with the Reviewing 

skill. We must use feedback to figure out what we need to unlearn, so we can do better 

in the next cycle of the Do Loop. As Will Rogers and Mark Twain both said (in different 

Grenny et al, 2013 

http://www.acmpglobal.org/
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variations): “It isn't what we don't know that gives us trouble, it's what we know that 

is no longer so.” The more we learn, the more some of what we’ve learned will have to 

be unlearned, in order for us to continue to develop.  

 

Unlearning is one of the most important requirements in life, yet it is often overlooked 

by individuals and firms, for strong psychological reasons. As we said in Chapter 3, we 

all benefit from positive illusions. We like to believe we are better than we actually are. 

That illusion is adaptive, but only to a point. In addition to having a positive self-image 

and a growth mindset, we all must honestly ask ourselves and others where we are 

failing, and what old habits and beliefs may be contributing to that failure. Then we 

must figure out how to set new habits and reinforce new beliefs. That is a Learning 

challenge, restarting our Do Loop.  

 

Unlearning can be particularly difficult if we need to change things 

that were learned early in life, making them largely unconscious. In 

that case, we have to work particularly carefully in today’s foresight, 

using tools like mindfulness, accountability, and repetition, to be 

aware of and change the habit. Barry O’Reilly’s Unlearn, 2018, is a 

helpful guide to this key challenge. 

 

Unlearning can also be hard when we believe that our old habits and 

beliefs caused our past success. Caroll and Mui’s Billion Dollar Lessons, 

2008, covers major business failures brought on by executive teams 

that became mentally limited by their past successes. Both individuals 

and teams must recognize when conditions have changed, and why 

what worked in the past will no longer work today. We must also ask ourselves if we 

were operating from false beliefs, and be willing to assess how much of our past success 

was actually due to other factors, including luck. 

 

We also have to be willing to forgive ourselves for our past mistakes, but not let ourselves 

avoid the pain of change. If an organization needs to unlearn, resistance will surely be 

mounted, and must be dealt with caringly but firmly. Those who cannot accomplish the 

new behaviors must be given extra attention and resources until they can, or are managed 

out of the firm. 

 

For those leaders seeking motivating examples of how much 

organizational change can be accomplished when an organization 

faces real crisis, read Bill Bratton’s Turnaround, 1998, on the NYPD, 

or Lou Gerstner, Who Says Elephants Can’t Dance?, 2003, on IBM’s 

turnaround (before it’s more recent fall), or Carlos Ghosn, Shift, 2006, 

on Nissan’s turnaround (before his personal fall). These three 

turnarounds are all captured well in these books, even as their CEO’s 

take credit for more than they should.  
Bratton, 1998 

O’Reilly, 2018 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/1260143015/
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Turnarounds always require some forgiveness of old grievances and willingness to 

abandon old ways (forgiveness and unlearning, Skill 8), and some time for the (usually 

new) leader to learn the lay of the land (learning, Skill 1) and to try new things 

(innovation, Skill 2) before employee judgment is rendered. In other words, employees 

need freedom and trust to mentally fire up their Do Loops again. 

 

Benchmarking & Quality is our last set of specialties to be discussed. Benchmarking 

determines best practices (“quality,” at the firm level) by looking widely and carefully at 

the competitive environment, to understand how others do things that we do, whether 

anyone is doing them better, and how we can institute measurements around those best 

practices—which we can continually review to guide us to where we want to go. 

 

The Benchmarking Network (BN) is a resource (not a community) that lists a variety of 

industry benchmarking associations. One good benchmarking community is the 

Balanced Scorecard Institute (BSI). Balanced scorecards are a well-respected business 

performance management tool, developed by Robert Kaplan and David Norton in 1992, 

that focus the team on a small, mentally memorable set of financial and non-financial 

performance items, giving them target values, and generating corrective interventions 

when performance falls short of targets. The most popular scorecard system uses four 

organizational measures: Customer-Stakeholder, Financial, Internal Processes, and 

Organizational Capacity (People and Technology) performance. Paul Niven’s Balanced 

Scorecard Step-by-Step, 2006, and Kaplan and Norton’s, The Strategy-Focused Organization, 

2001, and Alignment, 2006, are a few good balanced scorecard primers.  

 

Scorecards can be linked to a strategy map, to leading indicators (early signs of change), 

to various outcome measures (“lagging indicators”), and to strategic initiatives to achieve 

desired targets. Scorecards must be aligned to current management strategies, and thus 

redesigned when that strategy has outlived its usefulness. Proactive leaders can use them 

to signal when a crisis is emerging, and to initiate politically painful change. 

 

The Balanced Scorecard 

Institute offers a BS Professional 

and BS Master Professional 

certificate. Results-based 

management is another 

scorecard style management 

approach that gets all the actors 

to plan, measure, and review the results of their interventions. It is gaining popularity in 

nonprofit sectors, and for dealing with any abstract projects where predefining ideal 

outcomes and impact are important to keep the organization accountable. The 

International Red Cross provides a nice overview of their use of results-based scorecards. 

 

BSI’s BSP and BSMP Certificates 
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The last classic reviewing subspecialty we will discuss is 

Quality. We’ve previously discussed the Shewhart-Deming 

OPDCA quality cycle, which is a low-speed, high accuracy 

variation of the Learn-See-Do-Review cycle (Do Loop). From 

Deming’s perspective, reviewing comprises the last two steps in 

the OPDCA cycle (both “Checking” and then “Adjusting” after 

inspection). When we view it as two fifths of the Shewhart-

Deming cycle, we can clearly recognize that reviewing is a 

critical practice skill for all adaptive organizations. 

 

In business contexts, quality is defined as the “non-inferiority or superiority” of a product 

or service, or its “fitness for purpose.” As we pursue quality, we should always ask when 

satisficing, and using the 80/20 Rule, is good enough for what we need. We should recall 

Voltaire’s adage to perfectionists that “the best is the enemy of good.” We need only 

achieve quality that is sufficient for the purpose and the strategy. Many business 

competitions have been won by more rapid development and better promotion of 

technically inferior but still useful products or standards. All the standards wars we have 

seen in technical products (AC vs. DC, VHS vs Betamax, CDMA vs. GSM, etc.) have 

taught us that quality is just one element of adaptiveness. 

 

Learning from customers the quality which they need, by quickly running several Do 

Loops, and then hitting that target consistently, is more important than being the best. 

Nancy Tague’s Quality Toolbox, 2005, is a good primer for useful quality management 

methods. The American Society for Quality (ASQ) is the leading US quality practitioner 

community. There we can learn about such subspecialties and methods as TQM, Lean Six 

Sigma, and many others. They also offer eight magazines and journals, as well as many 

certifications and conferences.  

  

Expert foresight consultants continually review, adjust, and critique their own work in 

order to keep improving professionally. Those that build critical feedback into their 

production activities, including anonymous feedback when politics or friendships might 

otherwise weaken its quality, and who subject each step in their process to after-action 

evaluation will rapidly improve. But, critiquing isn’t enough. After we find fault we must 

seek a practical way to fix what we don’t like. And, if we can’t fix it, we must learn to live 

with and continue to value what exists. After all, to be human is to continually make 

mistakes, and to continually hope to better ourselves, by trial and error. 

 

We hope this overview of the Adaptive Foresight and Management model is helpful in 

practice. To deepen its value, the Eight Skills would benefit from online diagnostics for 

self-assessing and 360-feedback assessing each skill in individual, team, and 

organizational contexts. It will also need training curricula to help those weak in any skill 

to build it up, and create skills-complementary teams. All of this should be done in a 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quality_(business)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voltaire
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Perfectionism_(psychology)
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quantitative manner, to help validate the model. Our model is Creative Commons BY-SA 

licensed, so any reader is free to adapt it themselves with attribution if they like.  

 

Eight Skills vs. Other Role-Based Management Models 

 

Let’s look now at two other skill-based (also called role-based) management models with 

similar numbers of categories, to see how our Eight Skills model compares. Every 

evidence- or theory-based management model has useful insights to offer, and we 

recommend study of these and other management models. We think our model is both 

an improvement and simplification of these two older models. 

 

Mintzberg’s Ten Roles of 

Management.  

 

The figure at right outlines Henry 

Mintzberg’s role-based management 

model. It is a classic in the field, and 

is worth knowing. Below is our 

assignment of his management roles 

to the Eight Skills, based on his 

descriptions in Mintzberg on 

Management, 1989. 

 

In our analysis, Mintzberg’s model 

offers useful additional distinctions 

versus the Eight Skills with respect to 

the relating skill, but it also greatly 

minimizes the anticipation skill. 

Anticipation is a central strength of 

forecasters, predictors, risk 

managers, investors, law and security personnel. His model also downplays the 

execution skill, a central strength of operations and project management staff. Consistent 

execution is core to adaptive foresight. A variety of kinds of execution strengths are 

covered in Gallup’s StrengthFinder, as we have discussed. 

Eight Skills Mintzberg’s Ten Management Roles 

  

Learning 

Anticipation 

Innovation 

Strategy 

Execution 

Influence 

Monitor; Disseminator 

(?) 

Entrepreneur 

Resource allocator 

(?) 

Leader; Negotiator 

Mintzberg’s Ten Roles of Management, 1989.  

(London Management Centre) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Creative_Commons_license
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Meredith Belbin’s Nine Team Roles.  

 

Another popular model worth knowing is Belbin’s Team Roles. The figure on the next 

page offers a good overview of Belbin’s roles as strengths and allowable weaknesses on 

teams. Belbin’s descriptions can be found in his book Management Teams, 2nd Ed., 2004. 

Some readers may find value in taking the (~$50, 20 min) Belbin Team Roles assessment. 

 

Below is our assessment of Belbin’s Nine Team Roles with respect to the Eight Skills. 

 

Eight Skills Belbin’s Nine Team Roles 

Learning 

Anticipation 

Innovation 

Strategy 

Execution 

Influence 

Relating 

Reviewing 

Resource investigator; Specialist 

(?) 

Plant 

Coordinator 

Shaper; Implementer 

(?) 

Team worker 

Monitor evaluator; Completer 

 

As with Mintzberg, Belbin’s model offers extra attention to the Learning, Execution, and 

Reviewing skills. But the model overlooks the anticipation skill, as does Mintzberg’s. 

This is not surprising, as Western culture still has a bias against formal anticipation 

processes, even though we predict unconsciously all day long. But it does not make sense 

Relating 

Reviewing 

Spokesperson; Liaison; Figurehead 

Disturbance handler 

Belbin’s Nine Team Roles, Strengths and Weaknesses, 2004. (NewAccra.com) 

https://www.amazon.com/Management-Teams-Second-Meredith-Belbin/dp/0750659106/
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to ignore the anticipation role of those who serve as forecasters, predictors, engineers, 

scientists, risk managers, investors, legal, security, and intelligence analysts in 

management. Belbin’s model also overlooks the influence skill. This is more surprising, 

as selling, wooing, convincing, marketing, and credibility building are all constantly 

being done on teams. Belbin added Specialist to his model, after receiving feedback. We 

hope Belbin will add new roles in anticipation and influence as well in coming years. 

 

Methods Matter! 
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Chapter 7: Organizational Foresight III –  

Methods and Frameworks 

 

We covered some basic and intermediate challenges of organizational foresight in the 

last two chapters. Now, we’re ready to discuss some advanced topics. First, we’ll examine 

a small selection of the many foresight methods in each of the four LAIS Strategic 

Foresight Skills. Then, we’ll outline 150+ Practice Methods commonly used in all Eight 

Adaptive Foresight Skills. Lastly, we’ll introduce a few of the many Practice 

Frameworks used by teams and firms to produce valuable foresight. Many of these are 

variations on the Do loop, the universal foresight-action cycle. 

 

The frameworks and models we use, the values we hold (Chapter 8), and the causal 

dynamics—curves, cycles, trends—that we see in our environment (Chapter 9) all guide 

us to favor particular methods over others. We should be aware of that guidance, and 

satisfy ourselves whether it is evidence-based and adaptive.  

 

Knowing when and how long to apply any particular method or framework—and how 

to customize it to our needs—is more of an art than a science. We must seek experience 

with a variety of both, compete them against each other, and continually test and refine 

all our favorites. Experience diversity as well as cognitive diversity, in our practice of 

methods and frameworks, can help protect us from overreliance on any of them.  

 

I. Foresight Methods: 150 Ways to Practice the Eight Skills 

 

Offered within this section are roughly 150 useful strategic foresight methods, classified 

via the Eight Skills and the Twenty Specialties of Strategic Management. A brief 

description of each method given. You can find more detail on many of these methods 

in the professional books we have cited.  

 

Our first job in this Guide is to introduce the great value of foresight and the immense 

variety of useful models, methods, and frameworks. Another goal is to promote 

experimentation with these practices—to help you find your favorite models, methods 

and frameworks for different contexts. Yet another goal, as you gain confidence in the 

field, is to help you develop and share your own. 
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Several of the methods listed below could be categorized under a different primary skill. 

Each method will ideally involve the use of all Eight Skills, moment by moment. 

Nevertheless, each method tends to rely on one (or a few) of the Eight Skills over others. 

We hope to invoke an appreciation for the value of foresight methods considered in terms 

of the Eight Skills. We believe thinking of methods in terms of the Eight Skills, with their 

focus on the Foresight-Action cycle, offers a more balanced and effective approach to 

foresight work than we’ve seen in other guidebooks. To avoid being superfluous with 

other guides to our field, we explain a few especially useful and unique methods, like 

Sprint Reading, but leave most methods to be explored by the reader. If we develop a 

Workbook, we will offer tutorials on methods within it. Meanwhile, see Appendix 3 for an 

extensive reading list in professional foresight books, focusing on particular methods.  

 

We also recommend three Foresight Practice Compendiums: 

 

1. Richard Slaughter and Andy Hines’s edited Knowledge Base 

of Futures Studies, 2020, is perhaps the best current 

compendium representing the state of our field, and a good 

complement to this Guide. Originally published in 1993 and 

again in 2005 by the great Australian critical futurist Richard 

Slaughter, this work has been thoroughly updated and 

published with a grant from Association of Professional 

Futurists—our field’s leading professional organization. In 

four volumes, with 31 chapters and 37 authors, KBFS 

effectively argues for the great value and diversity of 

foresight as a profession. At the same time, it has notable 

differences from this Guide.  

 

Most importantly, as an edited volume with a diversity of authors and 

worldviews, KBFS does not take an evo-devo perspective on societal change. 

Many contributions rightly focus on the many downsides of growth-obsessed 

consumer capitalism and plutocracy, but none explore the self-correcting nature 

of complex networks in human history. As a result, accelerating change—with its 

ever more intelligent and resource-efficient inner-space direction—is not 

understood in this work. Neither is AI properly seen as a network learning 

system, one that must incorporate its own collective goals, like our proposed IES 

goals, as our growing community of bio-inspired AIs necessarily evolve and 

develop in coming decades. Since societal, global, and universal development 

are not considered as real processes, many contributors to this book have an anti-

prediction bias with respect to societal, global, and universal change. In other 

words, the Four Ps—which ask us to see probable, possible, preferable and 

preventable futures in complex systems at all scales—are not viewed as equally 

important duties of foresight professionals. We should appreciate this fine work 

for what it is, but keep its assumptions in mind. We make some different ones. 

Slaughter & Hines,  

2020 

https://www.apf.org/store/ViewProduct.aspx?id=16603386
https://www.apf.org/store/ViewProduct.aspx?id=16603386
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Richard_Slaughter
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Richard_Slaughter
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2. Jerry Glenn and Ted Gordon’s Futures Research Methodology, V3.0, 2009, available 

in electronic form ($50) is a great resource on thirty-seven foresight methods or 

categories of methods—with history, strengths, and weaknesses for each. At 1,300 

pages, Futures Research Methodology is a great methods compendium for 

practitioners. It is informed by a global network of foresight practitioners who 

participate in Glenn’s Millennium Project. Glenn and Florescu’s State of the Future 

report is also highly recommended. Most recent is this 2017 edition. 

 

3. Wendell Bell’s Foundations of Futures Studies, Volumes 1 and 2, 1997/2004, offers a 

general overview of methods in strategic foresight (Volume 1) and normative 

foresight (Volume 2), as well as an excellent treatment of the history and purposes 

of our field. This work is still considered by many the definitive professional text 

in our field. The organization and two-volume structure of our Guide has 

similarities to Foundations. It is one of several ways this text has inspired us. 

 

Those willing to explore older literature, including texts written during our field’s first 

Foresight Spring (1960-1980), will find more good compendiums of foresight methods. 

Books like Dewey and Dakin’s Cycles: The Science of Prediction, 1947, Kahn and Weiner’s 

The Year 2000, 1967, Burnham Beckwith’s The Next 500 Years, 1967, Jib Fowles’s Handbook 

of Futures Research, 1978, Olaf Helmer’s Looking Forward: A Guide to Futures Research, 1983, 

and Coates and Jarrett’s What Futurists Believe, 1989 are just a few examples of highly 

impressive older works. See the Appendices in both books of the Guide for more. 

 

There are a great diversity of methods, as we will see. Some have fallen out of favor 

simply because they have no current champions willing to test them for value or adapt 

them to modern practice. For anyone who finds a valuable method, we encourage sharing 

it in a publication in one of our field’s professional journals (Appendix 3: Strategic 

Foresight Journals). Reporting and quantitating our findings whenever possible will help 

our colleagues improve their intuition about the advantages and drawbacks of each 

method given different contexts.  

 

Rafael Popper et al. of the U. Manchester Business School have done a survey of foresight 

method popularity in Global Foresight Outlook, 2007. Popper’ website outlines thirty-three 

foresight methods, divided into Qualitative, Semi-Quantitative, and Quantitative 

categories. Popper developed the Foresight Diamond (pictured below right) to display 

foresight methods along two axes: Creativity vs. Evidence (or in our language, Evo vs 

Devo), and Expertise vs. Interaction-based (or Individual vs. Collective practice). This is 

one insightful approach. 

 

http://www.millennium-project.org/publications-2/futures-research-methodology-version-3-0/
http://www.millennium-project.org/
https://www.amazon.com/State-Future-19-1-Jerome-Glenn/dp/0988263955
https://www.amazon.com/State-Future-19-1-Jerome-Glenn/dp/0988263955
http://www.amazon.com/Foundations-Futures-Studies-Purposes-Knowledge/dp/0765805391
http://www.amazon.com/Cycles-Prediction-Edward-R-Dewey/dp/1493759108/
https://www.amazon.com/Year-2000-Framework-Speculation-Thirty-Three/dp/0025604406
https://www.amazon.com/Next-Years-Burnham-Putnam-Beckwith/dp/B00O5C0XEC
https://smile.amazon.com/Handbook-Futures-Research-Jib-Fowles/dp/0837198852/
https://smile.amazon.com/Handbook-Futures-Research-Jib-Fowles/dp/0837198852/
http://www.amazon.com/Looking-Forward-Guide-Futures-Research/dp/0803920172
http://www.amazon.com/New-Thinking-Millennium-Knowledge-Education/dp/0415129435/
http://community.iknowfutures.eu/pg/file/popper/view/8875
http://rafaelpopper.wordpress.com/foresight-methods/
http://rafaelpopper.wordpress.com/foresight-methods/
http://rafaelpopper.wordpress.com/foresight-methods/
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All method categorization schemes 

must be somewhat arbitrary. But, 

the better schemes—like Popper’s, 

Glenn and Gordon’s, and ours—

will have some theory and evidence 

behind them. They will all attempt 

to be comprehensive and 

reasonably balanced. 

 

Books, articles, and cases that dive 

deeper into several of the 150 

methods are listed below. A brief 

web search, using the name of the 

method, will uncover those sources. 

A harder question is to know when 

to apply any particular method or 

set of methods. For this, we will need to acquire knowledge of the benefits and limits of 

each in past application and identify a theory of adaptation applicable to our context. But, 

to gain this knowledge of the strengths and limits of each method, we will need practice. 

Books written by senior practitioners—while they can shorten our learning curve—will 

not substitute for real experience. 

 

To become more proficient in any of these methods, consider some of the texts on 

methods listed above or in our Recommended Readings, conduct an online consult with 

a method expert, or join one of the Specialty Foresight Associations we’ve listed, where 

some (not all) of these methods are taught in training courses. Whether we learn a method 

on our own or in a group, we’ll be sure to get regular feedback on our proficiency and 

effectiveness, rated by our client, as well as our results. 

 

The LAIS Skills are the primary responsibility of the foresight practitioner, and thus, 

they comprise our longest lists at 20+ methods each. However, we must remember that 

all practitioners need to use some methods listed under EIRR Skills as well, if we expect 

our foresight to actually be implemented and to generate action. Methods listed under 

the Reviewing skill in particular can help us assess our impact, keeping us accountable 

and relevant to our client’s needs. Regardless of the methods we use, however, we should 

all seek an evidence-based vision of adaptation if we expect our foresight methods to be 

adaptive over the long term.  

 

The foresight methods listed below are presented in alphabetical order under each one of 

the Eight Skills, including links to Wikipedia and other relevant online content. We hope 

this list spurs a general consideration about how to be more effective foresight leaders 

in our organizations. Want to see edits, additions? As always, let us know. 

 

Popper et al. (2007) 

 

http://www.foresightguide.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/image190.jpeg
http://www.foresightguide.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/image190.jpeg
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Networking and Job Hunting Tip:  Each method listed above can be used, along with 

other foresight terms, in a LinkedIn, Google Scholar, or general web search to find 

communities, companies, and people who practice and value them. Every method we 

learn, exercise, reference, and gain experience with will help us with potential clients and 

career opportunities. We wish you success in your methods journey. 

 

Skill 1: Learning Methods (Investigative thinking)  

 

Argument/Belief Maps and Mind Maps 

Graphical mapping of schools of thought and evidence, or differences of opinion, 

around a complex topic. 

Benchmarking 

Comparing one’s processes and performance metrics to industry and company bests 

(related to competitive intelligence). Done globally to best effect. 

Causal Layered Analysis 

Multi-level critical analysis (litany, causes, worldview, metaphor) of events or processes 

to aid learning. 

Collective Intelligence 

Public, open, and group methods of scanning, sensemaking, evaluating advantages, 

disruptions, opportunities, and risks (ADOR analysis). 

Competitive Intelligence 

Getting, analyzing, and using intelligence about competitors’ activities, intellectual 

property, products, and customers. 

Cost Accounting 

Methods to learn the true costs of various current and potential business actions, to aid 

decisions. 

Domain Mapping 

Methods (concept maps, relevance trees, social network maps) to map an environment 

or problem domain. 

Ethnography 

Study of the cultural litany of foresight. 

Emerging Issue Identification (Weak Signals) 

Identifying events (for further analysis) that may grow into potential problems or 

opportunities. 

Environmental Scanning 

Processes for finding and monitoring external news and events of potential relevance to 

the client organization. 

Interval Learning (Sprint Learning)  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Argument_map
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mind_map
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mind_map
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/School_of_thought
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Benchmarking
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Benchmarking
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Causal_layered_analysis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Causal_layered_analysis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Collective_intelligence
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Collective_intelligence
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Competitive_intelligence
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Competitive_intelligence
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intellectual_property
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intellectual_property
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cost_accounting
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Concept_map
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Concept_map
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Concept_map
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Futures_techniques#Relevance_tree
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_network_analysis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ethnography
http://www.amazon.com/Peripheral-Vision-Detecting-Signals-Company/dp/1422101541
http://www.amazon.com/Peripheral-Vision-Detecting-Signals-Company/dp/1422101541
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Environmental_scanning
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Environmental_scanning
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spaced_repetition
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Timed learning sprints, with notetaking, review and sharing of learning, rest/recovery, 

and more sprints. Spaced Repetition is one kind of interval learning. Builds learning 

speed and capacity, just like interval exercise.  

Interviews 

A mostly qualitative research tool for conversational information collection from human 

subjects. 

Journaling and Diaries 

Methods and software to report and self-assess our daily actions. Allows us to learn 

about ourselves. 

Knowledge Management Platforms 

Methods and software to capture, map, monitor, filter, and route relevant 

organizational knowledge. 

Leadership Development 

Training and methods to develop managers into leaders in the firm’s core business 

functions. 

Literature Review 

A summary of theoretical, methodological, or practical knowledge on a subject. 

Measurement & Signals Intelligence 

Knowledge gained by sensing & measuring environmental activity, and monitoring 

communications. 

Retrofuturism (Historical Foresight Analysis) 

Study of the history of future litanies, models, predictions, and depictions. 

Soft Systems Methodology 

A method for systems modeling that uses consensus-seeking and non-quantitative 

approaches. 

Surveys & Opinion Polling 

Polling for qualitative and quantitative group data. Statistical surveys assess 

characteristics of a population. 

Systems Thinking 

Domain mapping and qualitative causal modeling of critical stocks, flows, variables in 

systems of interest. 

Technical Intelligence 

Gathering, analyzing, using intelligence about academic, business, and other actors’ 

R&D capabilities. 

Triple Bottom Line (Sustainability, Social Responsibility) Evaluation 

Organizational evaluations that assesses Social, Environmental, and Economic benefits. 

Some versions add Governance (representativeness, transparency, and effectiveness of 

decision-making) as a “Quadruple Bottom Line” evaluation. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interview#Characteristics_of_qualitative_research_interviews
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interview#Characteristics_of_qualitative_research_interviews
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diary
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knowledge_management
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knowledge_management
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leadership_development
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leadership_development
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Literature_review
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Literature_review
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Measurement_and_Signature_Intelligence
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Signals_intelligence
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Signals_intelligence
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Retrofuturism
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Retrofuturism
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soft_systems_methodology
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soft_systems_methodology
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Survey_data_collection
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Opinion_polling
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Opinion_polling
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Systems_thinking
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Systems_thinking
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technical_intelligence
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technical_intelligence
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sustainability_accounting
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sustainability_accounting
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Skill 2: Anticipation Methods (Convergent thinking)  

 

Actuarial Science 

Risk data collection, reference class formation, and other methods of quantitative risk 

assessment. 

Analytical Hierarchy Process 

Use of hierarchical mapping and pairwise comparison for quant. decision-making, 

modeling, forecasting. 

Bias Identification and Bias Mitigation 

Finding cultural biases and cognitive biases in foresight environment, and exercises 

to mitigate bias. 

Causal Modeling, Systems Analysis, and Simulation 

Representing system actors and behaviors in causal models (eg, agent models) 

Delphi 

Classic method to seek convergence from groups via successive opinion and feedback 

cycles. 

Developmental Foresight 

Anticipating optimal, convergent, irreversible trends and emergences, at multiple 

system-levels. 

Discontinuity and Wildcard Anticipation 

Finding key trend reversals/discontinuities and low probability, high impact (positive 

or negative) events. 

Evolutionary Foresight 

Identifying processes of creative, divergent, unpredictable change, at multiple system-

levels. 

Forecast Value Added (FVA) Analysis 

Predictive evaluation relative to the null hypothesis, to see if team’s forecast truly beats 

a naive model. 

Foresight Workshops 

Facilitative and normative methods used in groups to generate desirable future states 

for the firm. 

Genius Forecasting (Genius Visioning) 

Gifted and respected experts are asked for predictions or aspirational visions, often 

outside their fields. 

Intellectual Property Strategy 

Defensive or offensive techniques to create or protect a firm’s intellectual property. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Actuarial_science
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Actuarial_science
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Analytic_Hierarchy_Process
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Analytic_Hierarchy_Process
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hierarchy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pairwise_comparison
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biases_in_judgement_and_decision_making
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cognitive_bias_mitigation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cognitive_bias_mitigation
http://libguides.valpo.edu/content.php?pid=47700&sid=2666029
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biases_in_judgement_and_decision_making
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cognitive_bias_mitigation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Causal_model
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Systems_analysis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Simulation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Simulation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Agent-based_model
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Delphi_method
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Delphi_method
http://evodevouniverse.com/wiki/Project#Evolutionary_Development_.28Evo_Devo.29
http://evodevouniverse.com/wiki/Project#Evolutionary_Development_.28Evo_Devo.29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wild_card_(foresight)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wild_card_(foresight)
http://evodevouniverse.com/wiki/Project#Evolutionary_Development_.28Evo_Devo.29
http://evodevouniverse.com/wiki/Project#Evolutionary_Development_.28Evo_Devo.29
http://www.forecasters.org/proceedings12/GillilandMichaelISF2012.pdf
http://www.forecasters.org/proceedings12/GillilandMichaelISF2012.pdf
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Futures_workshops
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Futures_workshops
https://books.google.com/books?id=3lexFgHtilEC&pg=PA47&lpg=PA47&dq=%22genius+forecasting%22&source=bl&ots=e2JaB-NfNE&sig=LqbzRNgTVyagwiNpRdH5k0exR4I&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwi8nMjN8-rJAhWHGz4KHediAdAQ6AEIRTAI#v=onepage&q=%22genius%20forecasting%22&f=false
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intellectual_property
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Learning Curves 

Modeling exponential, power-law, S-curve, U-curve, and experience curves, while 

seeking discontinuities. 

Prediction Analysis 

Examining past predictions and assessing their methods, bias, accuracy, and utility 

(benefit to cost). 

Predictive Analytics 

Techniques from statistics, modeling, data mining, and machine learning to make 

quantitative predictions. 

Prediction Markets and Prediction Platforms 

Markets and platforms for making predictions and finding the best predictors by subject 

area. 

Psychological Trait Assessment (Personality Typing) 

Diagnostic models for future-predictable psychological traits (OCEAN, StrengthsFinder, 

MBTI, DISC, etc.). 

Reference Class Forecasting 

Quantitative method of predicting the future by comparing to similar past outcomes 

(a reference class). 

Retrodiction 

Predicting a past event with our forecasting model, then seeking evidence for it. Good 

validation tool. 

Resiliency Analysis and Resilient Control Systems 

Infrastructure, policies and strategies to make a system resilient to damage. (Or better 

yet, to benefit from damage – see Nick Taleb, Antifragile, 2014) 

Risk Avoidance, Risk Reduction and Risk Insurance Analysis 

Risk prioritization, risk avoidance, reduction, and acceptance/insurance options and 

plans. 

Risk Models and Risk Prediction 

Building statistical models of risk occurrence, making them causally predictive. 

Statistical Models 

Probabilistic relationships between variables in math models, e.g. Demographic 

and Econometric models. 

Trend Extrapolation and Regression Analysis 

Acquisition and projection of historical time-series data as a forecast, subject 

to error and uncertainty. 

Vulnerability Assessment 

Qualitative risk assessment regarding potential accidents, crime, lawsuits, and other 

adverse events. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Learning_curves
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Learning_curves
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exponential_curve
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Power_law
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Logistic_function
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kuznets_curve
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Experience_curve
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prediction#Statistics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Predictive_analytics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Predictive_analytics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_mining
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Machine_learning
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prediction_market
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prediction_market
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trait_theory
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Personality_type
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OCEAN
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Now,_Discover_Your_Strengths
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MBTI
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DiSC
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reference_class_forecasting
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reference_class_forecasting
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reference_class_problem
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Retrodiction
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Retrodiction
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Resilient_control_systems
http://www.amazon.com/Antifragile-Things-That-Gain-Disorder/dp/0812979680/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Risk_management#Risk_avoidance
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Risk_management#Risk_reduction
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Self_insurance
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Self_insurance
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Risk_modeling
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Probabilistic_Risk_Assessment
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Probabilistic_Risk_Assessment
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statistical_model
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statistical_model
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Demographic_transition
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Econometric_model
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Extrapolation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Regression_analysis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Regression_analysis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Time-series_analysis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Error_analysis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uncertainty_analysis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vulnerability_assessment
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vulnerability_assessment
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Wargaming 

Strategy games that deal with threat and security operations of various types, real or 

fictional. 

 

Skill 3: Innovation Methods (Divergent thinking)  

 

Appreciative Inquiry 

Collective inquiry into past or current best events, practices in a group, to better 

imagine what could be. 

Brainstorming 

Uncritical group idea generation (“quantity over quality”), usually followed later by 

critical methods. 

Creative Visualization 

Imagining achievable positive outcomes in detail, and strategies and actions that will 

help them occur. 

Cross Impact Analysis 

Creation of a matrix of future-relevant variables, exploration of how the variables may 

affect each other. 

Crowdsourced and Open Foresight 

Free, online, open access, incentivized process to crowdsource foresight opinions from 

an online group. 

Debate and Point/Counterpoint 

Time-limited researched arguments w/opposing views. Teams may have to argue views 

they don’t hold. 

Design Thinking 

Innovation methods designers use to improve user empathy, design creativity, and 

problem-solution fit. 

Entrepreneurship and Intrapreneurship 

Identifying and starting a new business venture, and participating in its risks and 

rewards. 

Expert Panels 

Typically 15 or fewer subject matter experts tasked to generate ideas, analyze options, 

or give feedback. 

Future Artifacts 

Everyday objects or specific details about a future scenario that bring it to life, and 

provoke conversation and imagination about that possible future. 

Futures Wheels 

Graphical mapping of direct and indirect consequences of a particular process, change 

or event. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wargaming
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wargaming
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Appreciative_inquiry
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Appreciative_inquiry
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brainstorming
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brainstorming
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Creative_visualization
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cross_Impact_Analysis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cross_Impact_Analysis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crowdsourcing
http://www.jfs.tku.edu.tw/17-1/E01.pdf
http://www.jfs.tku.edu.tw/17-1/E01.pdf
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Debate
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/sciencenow/3210/01-point.html
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/sciencenow/3210/01-point.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Design_thinking
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Design_thinking
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Entrepreneur
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intrapreneurship
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intrapreneurship
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Expert
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Expert
http://www.iftf.org/what-we-do/artifacts-from-the-future/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Futures_wheel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Futures_wheel
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Gamestorming and Role-Playing 

The use of facilitated games, interactive activities, dramatic environments for ideation 

and innovation. 

Ideation Management Platforms 

Software platforms designed to elicit, compare, and refine actionable ideas in a variety 

of categories. 

Morphological Analysis 

Analytical methods to map and explore the solution space for a problem domain 

(Example: TRIZ). 

Rapid Prototyping 

Rapid design and fabrication of prototype products, often via CAD-CAM, CNC or 

additive manufacturing. 

Scenario and Narrative Development 

Visions of future states and plausible changes leading to them. Many methods (Ex: GBN 

Method). 

Six Hats 

Six thinking modes helpful to facilitate team and personal idea generation and critique 

(Edward De Bono). 

Speculative Literature 

Alternate history, alternative futures, counterfactual history, future history, sci-fi, and 

future fiction. 

User Experience Design 

Innovations and experiments to improve usability, ease, and enjoyment of the product 

by customers. 

Verge 

Ethnographic foresight practice framework that shifts focus from the drivers to the 

impacts of change (Richard Lum). 

 

Skill 4: Strategy Methods (Preference and Prevention thinking)  

 

Action Research 

A problem-oriented process of simultaneous planning, action, and fact-finding research. 

Backcasting 

Envisioning a desired state and working backwards to propose the critical steps 

necessary to achieve it. 

Benchmarking 

Quantitative comparisons of a firm, industry, or region’s activities or performance with 

others. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gamestorming
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Role_playing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Role_playing
http://searchcio.techtarget.com/definition/Ideation-management
http://searchcio.techtarget.com/definition/Ideation-management
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Morphological_analysis_(problem-solving)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Morphological_analysis_(problem-solving)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TRIZ
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rapid_prototyping
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rapid_prototyping
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer-aided_manufacturing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CNC
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/3D_printing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scenario
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scenario
http://science.nature.nps.gov/im/monitor/meetings/FtCollins_12/presentations/GBN_Intro_NPS_Scenarios_Methods_2012_06_19.pdf
http://science.nature.nps.gov/im/monitor/meetings/FtCollins_12/presentations/GBN_Intro_NPS_Scenarios_Methods_2012_06_19.pdf
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Six_hats
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Six_hats
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Speculative_literature
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Speculative_literature
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alternate_history
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alternative_future
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Counterfactual_history
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Future_history
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Science_fiction
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User_experience_design
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User_experience_design
http://www.andspaceconsulting.com/blog-1/2014/3/21/verge-futures-framework.html
http://www.andspaceconsulting.com/blog-1/2014/3/21/verge-futures-framework.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Action_research
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Action_research
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Backcasting
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Backcasting
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Benchmarking
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Benchmarking
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Benefit/Cost Analysis 

Calculating and comparing benefits and costs of a project, decision, policy or plan of 

action. 

Business Cycle Planning 

Using boom/bust business cycles to optimize decisions. See Peter Navarro, The Well-

Timed Strategy, 2006. 

Contingency Planning/Options Planning 

Generating plans for outcomes and options other than the usual (expected, surprise-

free) plan. 

Decision Modeling and Operations Research/Management Science 

Bayesian and other statistical tools to optimize decision forecasts. Real Options 

Analysis is a top example. 

Decision Support System 

IT system that aids managerial decision-making, including less-well-structured, 

underspecified problems. 

Emergent Strategy 

Planning that is 95% bottom-up (local), and a critical 5% top-down. See Kevin 

Kelly, Out of Control, 1994. 

Emerging Issues Analysis 

Analysis of weak signals (emerging issues) currently growing in strength. Used 

in law and elsewhere. 

Four-Factor Strategy 

Four-factor model with six strategist types (operators, execs, admins, entrepreneurs, 

pioneers, visionaries). 

Five Forces Analysis 

Michael Porter’s framework for industry analysis and business strategy development. 

Historical Analysis and Cliometrics 

Historical research of past events and data to better understand or predict the current 

environment. 

Industry, Technology and Product Road-mapping 

Expert collaboration to plan science, tech., and policy actions for industry and product 

development. 

Long-Range Planning 

Using long-range forecasts and alternative futuring to construct multiyear plans. 

Objectives and Key Results (OKRs) 

A largely bottom-up employee goalsetting method, pioneered by Intel in the 1970s. 

Refined by Google and others. Increasingly popular today. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cost%E2%80%93benefit_analysis
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Scenario Planning and Learning 

Competing scenarios developed around important future uncertainties, used for 

learning and planning. 

S.M.A.R.T. Goalsetting 

Specific, Measurable, Assignable, Realistic, Time-constrained goalsetting criteria. 

Strategic Management 

Planning, executing, and assessing company activities to achieve, and maintain 

competitive advantage. 

Strategic Thinking 

Systematic thinking to generate options, plans and competitive advantage. 

Strategic Planning 

Determining and coordinating actions and resource allocations in service of goals. 

SWOT Analysis 

Assessment of the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats in a given situation or 

environment. 

Technology Readiness Analysis 

Identifying and evaluating critical science and tech. regulating the development of a 

product or market. 

Visioning (Normative Forecasting) 

Leader or group creates preferable future visions (aspirational forecasts). Can be made 

quantitative. 

 

Skill 5: Execution Methods (Product thinking)  

 

Agile Software Development and Lean Product Development 

Iterative and incremental product development methods, time-boxed sprints, and rapid 

user feedback. 

Computer-Aided Design, Engineering, Manufacturing (CAD, CAE, CAM) 

Computer-based software and systems for product design, engineering, and 

manufacturing. 

Enterprise Resource Planning 

Integrated suite of management apps for product development, supply chain, and 

workflow. 

Lean Manufacturing 

Waste-reducing manufacturing, with the firm’s resources aligned to customer value 

production. 

Objectives and Expectations Setting (Chartering) 

Clarifying the proposed objectives of foresight work, managing team expectations for 

the process. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scenario_planning
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Project Management Software 

Software that helps with project estimation, planning, cost control, collaboration, and 

administration. 

Project Selection 

Research and deliberation to define the project (collaborative plan) for proposed 

foresight work. 

Quick Response Manufacturing 

Management strategies and tools to shorten lead times and focus efforts on bottlenecks 

(critical paths). 

Resilient Control Systems and Reliability-Centered Maintenance 

Methods to achieve target levels of resiliency and reliability in business processes and 

assets. 

Task Management Systems 

Methods and software to organize, prioritize, and execute our daily actions 

(e.g. GTD, OmniFocus). 

Work Environment Selection 

Creating an online and physical work or retreat environment conducive to good 

foresight process. 

 

Skill 6: Influence Methods (Market thinking)  

 

Advertising and Digital Advertising 

Marketing comm. used to encourage, persuade or influence an audience. Info 

source: Advertising Age. 

Brand Management and Positioning 

Establishing and maintaining a particular firm and product reputation and 

differentiating market position. 

Conjoint Analysis and Substitution Analysis 

Survey research on preferences and potential substitute goods for existing products and 

services. 

Customer Analytics 

Customer behavior analytics and behavior prediction. A branch of predictive analytics. 

Customer Relationship Management 

IT business system managing firm’s interaction with customers. Sales, marketing, 

customer service, tech support. 

Customer Segmentation and Target Marketing 

Dividing a market into sets of customers with shared needs and priorities, and 

marketing by segment. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_management_software
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Direct Marketing 

Direct-to-customer advertising, database marketing, and sales activities. 

Market Research 

Collecting qualitative and quantitative data on markets and customers. Example: Hype 

Cycle. 

Mass Customization and Personalized Marketing 

Automated client customization of product/service. In personalized mktg., each product 

can be unique. 

Sales Force Management Systems 

Computerized sales platform that includes contact management and sales lead tracking 

and forecasting. 

Social Marketing 

Marketing to influence behaviors that benefit individuals and communities for social 

good. 

Social Media Marketing 

Marketing that uses social media (Facebook, Twitter, etc.) or customer data from 

their social graphs. 

Viral Marketing 

Marketing to gain widespread social attention via web traffic, word of mouth, or other 

sharing behaviors. 

 

Skill 7: Relating Methods (Market thinking)  

 

Advisor Management and Stakeholder Analysis 

Bringing diverse, representative, critical, and foresighted advisor and stakeholder 

feedback to mgmt. 

Business Ethics 

Normative (values, aspiration-driven) strategies and descriptive research to improve 

business conduct. 

Cognitive Diversity 

Bringing diverse cognitive styles and personality types to teams. See Scott Page, The 

Difference, 2008. 

Communications and Public Relations 

Goal-oriented methods of managing information flow between an organization and the 

public. 

Compensation and Benefits 

Wages, stock options, and non-financial benefits (group insurance, etc.) to retain and 

motivate employees. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Direct_marketing
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Culture, Morale, Fear Diagnosis, and Emotional Intelligence Development 

Improving firms’ intellectual/emotional environments. See Tom Reiger, Breaking the 

Fear Barrier, 2011. 

Employee Engagement 

Monitoring and improving employees’ physical/cognitive/emotional satisfaction, and 

motivation. 

Enterprise Relationship Management 

Mgmt. of industry alliances, suppliers, investors, acquisitions, customers, and other 

business actors. 

Organizational Development 

A planned, organization-wide effort to measurably increase an organization’s 

effectiveness or efficiency. 

Strategic Communication 

Managed information and communications activities to advance objectives and plans of 

the organization. 

Succession Planning 

Development of primary and alternate leadership succession chains in critical business 

functions. 

Talent Acquisition and Team Selection 

Defining and recruiting appropriate talent, including specialist knowledge & cognitive 

diversity. 

 

Skill 8: Reviewing Methods (Adjustment thinking)  

 

Balanced Scorecards 

Performance mgmt. report with a mix of financial and non-financial key performance 

indicators (KPIs). 

Change Management 

Methods for individuals, teams and firms to guide big strategic change. See Kotter, 

Leading Change, 2012. 

Critical Foresight/Futures Studies 

Using critical inquiry from social sciences to deconstruct systems. See Richard 

Slaughter, “Critical Futures Studies,” 1996. 

Criticism Solicitation 

Gaining honest critical feedback from clients and fellow foresight practitioners. 

Dashboards (Management Information Systems) 

An easy-to-read, single report or interface with real-time feedback on critical 

performance numbers. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Culture
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Enterprise Feedback Management 

Software and processes to centrally manage feedback survey authoring, deployment 

and analysis. 

Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) 

Management measurements of business performance, varying by department. 

Objectives and Key Results (OKRs) 

Simple, transparent objectives (goals) and key results (how, when, what you’ll do to 

accomplish them). 

Premortem 

Leader proposes why a current team project has failed, asks for reasons for failure. 

Prevents groupthink bias. 

Quality Assurance 

Methods to make a product fit for its purpose, and right the first time, as determined by 

client feedback. 

Six Sigma and Lean Six Sigma 

Techniques and tools for process improvement using quality management and 

statistical methods. 

Total Quality Management and Total Productive Maintenance 

Methods and systems to ensure continuous quality improvement (TQM) and asset 

productivity (TPM). 

Theory of Constraints 

Management methods that seek out and mitigate the rate-limiting constraints on org. 

performance. 

Turnaround Management 

Methods (perf. reviews, auditing, root failure analysis, etc.) to save troubled firms. 

Unlearning 

Finding bad assumptions, methods, and habits—and changing them by mindfulness, 

accountability, CBT and behavior modification. 

 

II. Methods Focus – LAIS Strategic Foresight Skills 

 

We’ve defined strategic foresight as the practice of the LAIS Foresight Skills. Adaptive 

foresight begins with integrating these with the four Action Skills, and it ends with 

incorporating explicit values, and a theory of progress and the good society. Practicing 

the LAIS Skills then is the first step to adaptive foresight. Within each of the LAIS Skills, 

certain methods are particularly popular at any point in time. So let us look closer now at 

a few methods used in each skill, to get a better sense of that skill in practice.  

 

1. Methods Focus – Learning 
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With Learning, let us look now at just two topics, environmental scanning and reading, 

to offer starter tips in this critically important foresight skill. 

 

A. STEEPLES and STEEPLECOP: Comprehensive Environmental Scanning  

 

Environmental scanning is a form of learning that involves monitoring one’s 

environment for relevant change. Moreover, it involves collecting examples of 

anticipations (trends, predictions, data), innovations (ideas, experiments) and strategies 

that exist in reality or have been discussed in our environment. The choice and number 

of scanning categories—the “bins” we use to classify environmental information—will 

bias the kind, depth, and balance of information we collect. Thus, we want to use sets of 

scanning categories that are as relevant as possible to their context of use. 

 

Environmental scanning is also called horizon scanning because we look out toward a 

horizon—physically, mentally and temporally—as we monitor change. Every actor has a 

“foresight horizon,” which represents how far out (in time and complexity) they 

typically look mentally and temporally prior to creating their strategies and plans.  

 

Our foresight horizons should always extend past our strategy horizons (how far out we 

can see a particular strategy paying off for us), and our planning horizons should even 

be shorter still. If we plan too far ahead, or in too much detail, we’ll be interrupted and 

delayed by constantly revising our plans. For some actors, strategy horizons might be the 

next quarter—for others, the next fifty years. It is important to know where our horizons 

presently are and if they are adaptive for our context and client. 

 

Another rule of thumb when dealing with foresight horizons is to work “from the outside 

in.” We look first at ADOR to determine the largest, universal systems relevant to our 

problem, then proceed inward, system by system. The larger, more ubiquitous systems, 

in general, also happen to be the ones we have the least ability to control. Accordingly, 

our strategic options always increase the further inward we survey in our horizons.  

 

We can apply this “outside in” perspective with the Six Domains of Adaptive Foresight.  

If we wish to end with Team and Self foresight, we can work through these domains in 

“UGSOTS order.” It is often best to begin our foresight thinking by taking a Universal 

perspective, with relevant planetary trends, next drilling down to Global systems, then 

Societal (national, regional, local), then Organizational, then Team, and finally, ending 

on Self-management. This “outside-in” order maximizes the chance that we won’t forget 

something external to us that might help us improve our strategy and plans.  

 

Alternatively, if we are generating Organizational and Societal foresight, we can work 

through the six domains in Foresight Triad or “UGSTOS order.” We can first take 

Universal and Global perspectives, emphasizing Probable futures. Then we can take Self 

and Team perspectives, emphasizing Possible futures, and all the ways, that individuals 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Environmental_scanning
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and teams can inject uncertainty into our problem context. Finally, we can consider 

Organization and Society perspectives, looking at Preferable futures, and imagining 

cooperative and competitive strategies on the preference landscape. This approach seems 

particularly adaptive for organizational foresight. 

 

In either case, the outside in approach helps us apply the Anna Karenina Principle, in 

which we strive to benchmark, searching first for the “few” examples of great adaptation 

and not getting distracted by the “many” ways societies, organizations, and individuals 

commonly fail to adapt.  

 

STEEPLES is the minimum 

complexity scanning system 

we recommend at Foresight U 

for organizational and societal 

foresight, in most contexts. To 

remember the acronym 

STEEPLES, think of the 

steeples in steeplechase. These 

eight categories are hurdles 

that good foresight learning 

processes must encounter and 

master, to produce competitive 

strategy and action. The 

STEEPLES Categories are: 

 

Science – Universal Laws and Systems.  

Technology – Human-Made Artifacts. 

Environment – Natural Resources and Ecosystems. 

Economics – Capital, Markets, Entrepreneurship. 

Politics – Policies, Signals, Actions of Institutions and Leaders. 

Legal – Laws, Justice, and Enforcement 

Ethical – Group and Individual Norms and Values. 

Social – Group and Individual Conversations, Behaviors, Culture.  

 

In practice, scanning often gives us examples of organizational, team, and personal 

adaptiveness that we think are worth analyzing and reacting to. If we add Organizational 

and Personal categories to STEEPLES, we get STEEPLECOP Categories. These ten match 

particularly well to the Six Foresight Domains as follows: 

 

Science – a Universal set of laws and systems.  

Technology – a Global (and Societal, etc.) set of forces and systems. 

Environment – a Global (and Societal, etc.) set of forces and systems. 

Economics – a Global (and Societal, etc.) set of forces and systems. 

STEEPLES – A Minimum Complexity Scanning System 

for Organizational and Societal Foresight 
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Politics – a Societal (and Global, etc.) set of rules and systems. 

Legal – a Societal (and Global, etc.) set of rules and systems. 

Ethical - a Societal (and Global, etc.) set of norms and systems. 

Cultural – a Societal (and Global, etc.) set of behaviors and systems. 

Organizations – Organizational and Team behaviors and systems. 

Personal – Self (individual) behaviors and systems. 

 

Any good scanning system also benefits from a Top/Topical bin: specifically, for items 

that our scanning teams think deserve particular attention at the moment; and a 

“Multiple/Miscellaneous Categories” bin (which is also an “Unknown/Unclear” bin): 

particularly, for any items that don’t fit primarily into one of the categories. Thus, Top-

STEEPLECOP-M gives us a particularly complete set of twelve bins, a “practical dozen”.  

 

For anyone who performs foresight work in a specific industry or profession, we also 

encourage developing some industry- or field-specific scanning category sets, as well. 

In Defense, a popular scanning set for the Elements of National Power is DIMEFIL 

(Diplomatic, Information, Military, Economic, Financial, Intelligence, and Law 

Enforcement). This set helps strategists think of the national or DoD-level responses to 

ADOR. A popular scanning set for military commanders, as a starting point to assess an 

operational environment is PMESII-PT (Political, Military, Economic, Social, 

Infrastructure, Information, Physical Environment, and Time), and so on. 

 

B. Why STEEP Scanning Has Been Outgrown and Should Be Retired 

 

Let’s look now at STEEP (Social-Technological-Environmental-Economic-Political), a 

classic scanning framework taught in many foresight programs today (Society, Tech, 

Environment, Economics, Politics). It ignores three critically important categories: 

Science, Law, and Ethics, which makes it both incomplete and imbalanced with respect 

to the Six Domains. Consider that if we try to use the STEEP framework to collect relevant 

information, we rapidly encounter stories on relevant new scientific breakthroughs that 

deserve their own bin. Science is not technology, it is a separate domain: a Universal 

learning system. Science often runs ahead of and selectively enables or blocks 

technological evolution and development. So, missing this category just causes our 

scanning to be science-deficient, a very dangerous outcome. If we are interested in the 

future of any potentially world-changing technology, we must first look carefully at 

the science behind it to gauge its most realistic future impact. 

 

As we will see in Book 2, it is accelerating Science and Technology, gated by 

Environmental conditions, Economic systems, Political actions, Legal rules, Ethical 

norms, and Cultural behaviors and attitudes, that drive major societal change. If we 

don’t begin our scanning with those two categories, we can miss seeing predictable S&T 

constraints, and the special subset of S&T processes that are driving accelerating change.  

 

http://issthinktank.wikispaces.com/STEEP+Analysis
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When John first joined the foresight profession circa 2000, he learned that many 

professional futurists believed that we would soon have genetically engineered people, 

have pills that would give us greatly better memories, soon be venturing to Mars and 

mining asteroids, soon see decentralized home energy dominate our grids, and even have 

desktop manufacturing machines (aka “3D printers”) in our homes. Many of these 

futurists also believed stories that humanity would soon have self-driving cars, wearable 

computers, and computers that could understand human speech.  

 

At time, the consensus opinion of both scientists and engineers with the relevant expertise 

was that the first set of these futures were all very low probability for the first several 

decades of the twentieth century, while the latter set were all much higher probability 

outcomes. Those who did not discriminate between these two sets of stories were 

missing a key “negative screen” on their visions, the screen that good scientific and 

evidence-based thinking provides. Furthermore, just because an innovation is 

scientifically or technically probable, doesn’t mean it will be preferable for many. We 

often need a STEEPLES-diverse group of experts to forecast societal adoption. 

 

To take a topic much in the news today, self-driving cars, many futurists presently 

foresee a largely driverless future in America by mid-century. As we write this in 2020, 

GM’s Cruise is seeking to launch a taxi without a steering wheel in San Francisco, and 

Google’s Waymo’s has just launched public self-driving taxis, with human safety drivers 

behind the wheel, in Phoenix. But any long-term mobility forecast must also account for 

the growth of AI-assisted Human Driven (AHD) vehicles, the real near-term 

competition to driverless cars over this time horizon. It must account for Political and 

Economic factors, including the value of driving as a source of employment, social factors, 

including the fact that many presently still enjoy the freedom of driving, and Legal and 

Ethical factors, including the reality that we will tend hold driverless cars to a much 

higher fatality standard than we do human driven vehicles. If AHD vehicles with 

growing levels of autonomy (SAE levels 3, 4, and 5) can prevent the great majority of 

accidents over this time horizon, a fully driverless future will never emerge, and a 

majority driverless future will emerge more slowly than many boosters expect. Such 

subtleties can easily be missed by futurists aren’t sufficiently STEEPLECOP-diverse in 

their scanning and analysis.  

 

To conduct good foresight work then, we need a basic understanding of expert opinion 

on the science behind relevant technologies, their rates of improvement, and their present 

roadblocks and limits in order to assess where they are likely to lead in the near term. 

Growing interaction between the scientific community, in all its specialties, and our 

foresight practitioner community is one of the most worthy challenges for our field. 

 

Another shortcoming of the classic STEEP framework in strategic foresight is that as we 

learn and consume history and news, we encounter reports of Organizations and People 

(leaders, individuals, teams, and their relationships), who are either succeeding or failing 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Genetic_engineering
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Memories
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_mission_to_Mars
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asteroid_mining
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Home_energy_storage
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Desktop_manufacturing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Self-driving_car
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wearable_computer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wearable_computer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Watson_(computer)
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to adapt to any issue, opportunity, or problem. Analyzing their particular circumstances 

and strategies, and benchmarking ourselves against them, can be very instructive for 

our own foresight and actions. Those two groups thus often deserve their own scanning 

categories as we prepare for strategy. 

 

When we use either the STEEPLES or STEEPLECOP scanning categories, we begin by 

learning about the fastest-changing, most fundamental and universal systems—which 

are often well above our control. We then drill down to a set of slower-changing systems 

(Environment, Economics, Politics, Law, Ethics, Culture). With STEEPLECOP, we end 

with two systems (Organizations, People) over which we have the greatest degree of 

control. We end, in other words, with particularly actionable examples of how to adapt 

well or poorly to change. People have the greatest locus of control over their own 

attitudes, thoughts, and actions, no matter their organization, culture, or political system, 

This gets us primed to create strategy and plans that are translated into individual 

opportunities, risks, and actions. It gets us ready for GRASP thinking and REOPS 

foresight process, mental contrasting at the organizational and personal levels. 

 

STEEP presently has a much greater user 

base than both STEEPLES and STEEPLECOP, 

but keep in mind what it omits. Science is 

critical. Politics deserves to be split between 

political actions (Politics) and the current 

rules of the political game (Legal). Societal 

topics deserve to be divided between current 

norms (Ethical) and the actions, issues, and 

attitudes of its groups (Cultural). 

Organizational and and People scanning 

will inform us of other leaders and teams we 

need to analyze, emulate, or react to. All of 

these are critical learning items prior to 

foresight production. 

 

  

STEEP Analysis, ISS Think Tank, 2014 

http://www.foresightguide.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/image152.png
http://www.foresightguide.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/image152.png
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C. Sprint Reading (Interval Reading, Skim-Reading): Accelerated Learning 

 

We’ve mentioned and referenced an abundance of great books in this Guide. A strong 

book may develop, with depth and breadth, a useful topic like almost nothing else on 

Earth. Hence, it can be even more useful than a direct interview with its author, as long 

as we are able to navigate the content well. 

 

Below is an effective learning method, for books and other print media, that John has 

used for two decades now and strongly recommends. We call it Sprint Reading (aka 

Interval or Skim-Reading). It is a kind of interval learning that uses scheduled sprints, 

summaries, reports, and recoveries. Interval learning builds learning speed, endurance, 

and capacity, just like interval exercise does. 

 

Does anyone remember Interval Runs in school? If we were competing, our coaches 

typically made us do interval exercise (short, timed sprints with short recoveries) at least 

once a week because such workouts, much more than regular workouts, increase our 

speed, strength, and stamina. We don’t normally like them, but they are the surest way 

to improve as athletes. High-Intensity Interval Training (HIIT) is, accordingly, the 

modern version of interval workouts—useful in all kinds of sports. 

 

Interval Reading is a method of reading 

that we have developed at 4U, based on 

HIIT, to improve our personal and team 

learning. A few of us have been teaching 

it to aspiring foresight groups for the last 

decade. There are many ways to increase 

learning rates, but sprint reading is the 

single most powerful method we know. 

And, learning is the first step to 

foresight. Thus, this learning method 

belongs in our personal foresight toolset. 

 

Before we discuss this method, consider why regular, measured reading is such a high 

priority for personal learning. Psychologists tell us reading in general (fiction or 

nonfiction) improves our fluid and emotional intelligence. Reading requires particularly 

critical and complex thinking and scanning, and we must actively construct our 

interpretation, a mentally intensive and very creative act.  

Even though many of us recognize reading’s benefits, the average US adult reads merely 

four books a year. Yet, some strong CEOs, in certain studies, read approximately forty 

books a year. How do we personally compare? 

 

We can start by reading just for fun. But, as our reading habits grow, we ought to make 

progressively higher quality reading choices. To get a better idea of which books to read, 

Timed Sprints Build Capacity (in Exercise and in Learning) 
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we should first scan a variety of options, read lists and reviews, look for evidence-based 

thinking, ask questions, and solicit advice before choosing our next reading adventure.  

 

Programmers know a phrase: GIGO: Garbage In  Garbage Out.  

Readers know another GIGO: Great Inputs  Great Outputs. 

 

This phrase reminds us that great reading will empower great thinking, especially for 

the next 24-48 hours, the time in which a large amount of the information we have just 

read remains in our short-term memory, able to interact with both our current challenges 

and our past experiences. Frequent, attentive reading, four or more days a week, will 

spur great thinking. It will significantly expand our capacities of foresight and action. 

We can all make GIGO work for us!  

 

Sprints are Intense, Incomplete, Prioritized, and Active  

 

Sprint reading is the practice of learning to how to best select and “sprint” through some 

of the most currently useful Books, Reports, Journals, Magazines, and Articles via short, 

timed intervals with brief recovery breaks in between each sprint and focused reviews 

of what we have learned. 

 

Just like interval exercise, interval reading is something we only need to do once or twice 

a week to make our minds faster and stronger. We can read more slowly, in our 

“natural” rhythm, throughout the rest. But, we’ll soon discover that the more sprint 

reading we do, the faster, longer, and more valuable our “natural” reading becomes. 

 

This habit will allow us to “sprint read” between 50 and 150 complex reading items 

(books, etc.) per year. Ideally, we should stick to primarily nonfiction books, reports, 

studies, or other long and well-researched items. We should not choose the majority of 

these reading items casually, but rather seek out the most relevant reading for our 

current needs. Sprint reading will make us both faster and better at prioritization, 

pattern recognition, task generation, self-management, and complexity management. 

Using it will create a competitive advantage in our careers.  

 

The following is a sketch of how Sprint Reading works, in general. It is best to modify 

this sketch to our personal tastes and make this habit of success truly our own. 

 

1. Intense and “Incomplete” Reading. Focus first on sprinting intensely with good 

coverage, under a time constraint, and not necessarily on “finishing” any book. 

If our reading is intense and pressed by time, we are satisfying Job #1. We are 

being Mental Athletes. Resist the perfectionist urge to “complete” any book. Try 

to spend just one sprint-reading session on any single book, with two or three 

sessions for any particularly interesting books at most. If we optimize for 

valuable new information, rather than “completeness,” we can sprint read at least 
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one new book a week. We can try to sprint read on a particular day, and/or at a 

particular time of day/evening, so we are mentally prepared. We may return to 

any book a month or more later, outside of our weekly skim session—but only if 

that particular book “calls to us,” continuing to occupy our thoughts. Most books 

and reading materials, we may find, will not. 

 

2. Make Each Sprint “Like a Movie.” If we are willing to watch one movie a week, 

roughly 1 to 3 hours in length, we can just as easily commit the same amount of 

time to sprint reading one book a week. When we read, we are actively 

constructing a “mental movie.” Make it relevant and entertaining. Just as with a 

movie, find a distraction-free reading place, and feel free to bring a good quality 

snack and/or a stimulating drink. Consider using a firm chair, or even a standing 

desk. We may take brief recovery breaks when you get stiff. On our breaks, we can 

make a bit more food or drink to bring to our next “movie.” 

 

3. Sprints, Recoveries, and Streaks. Take as many brief reading sprints and brief 

recovery breaks as needed during this 1-3 hour skim session. We should time our 

sprints and recoveries (for example, three sprints of 50 mins each, with two 10 min 

recovery breaks, for a three hour reading session) and experiment until we find a 

ratio of sprint time to recovery time that works best for us. On our breaks, we can 

stretch, take a brief walk, nap, eat, start a conversation, make food, take a shower, 

or do anything else that refreshes us. We may find 2-4 timed sprints per skim 

session is a good number. Commit to at least one skim session per week, for a 

specific “streak length” (say, 10 weeks), and feel free to put together a stack of 10 

or more books to evaluate. When you finish a streak, feel free to take a week off, 

then start a new streak. 

 

3. Priority Reading. Sprint reading is not speed reading. It is SCSR reading: Scan, 

Choose, Skim, Read (SCSR). It goes alternatingly fast and slow. First, we scan the 

book, choose what chapters and material seems most relevant, skim that material, 

then slow down to actually read sections. That is how to actively create our mental 

movie. Seek general understanding and useful particulars. Read the most 

personally beneficial sections. Continually ask and decide what to read next. As 

we read, let’s be mindful (conscious) of our continual choices and our path. If 

we’ve arranged several books to evaluate for reading, we should skim their jackets 

or back covers every so often in order to decide which ones deserve to be at the 

top of our reading queue. We many reprioritize our queue as often as we like but 

we should do it promptly. Avoid being a perfectionist. 

 

4. Active Reading. Within the skim session itself, we want to be critical, curious, and 

emotionally involved. We want to feel as well as think—to empathize and form 

judgments, both positive and negative. We want to notice when the author’s 

arguments, assumptions, or worldview seem weak. We should chastise where we 
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disagree, and congratulate where we agree. The more actively we feel and think, 

the more we retain. 

 

5. Active Writing. Annotate. Mark up the material. Underline. Highlight. Cross out 

junk. Star great insights and data. Writing is an action (the first of many we can 

do) that helps us remember the material. Because annotation and muscle memory 

are so important to active reading and remembering, choose mainly books over 

ebooks. Electronic books are not yet easy to annotate. We can read (and search) a 

great book later as an ebook. But, start with the physical book. 

 

6. Build a Record. We can make personal “Index Notes” inside the book jacket, a 

record of what we find most valuable. Add a (page number) in parentheses after 

each entry, to easily return to that part of the book in the future, if valuable. Use 

annotation codes for each entry, if they help (see below). We can even stick white 

half-page labels (5.5” x 8.5,” Avery 5126) on the inside front cover of magazines 

so we have blank white space to build our Index Notes. If it feels good, we can 

summarize our thoughts about the material in one short sentence fragment at the 

top of our Index Notes, or at the end of any book. That summarization is our final 

“The End” moment, to end our mental movie. 

 

7. Scanning Order. For books, start with the Cover, Back, and Jackets. Then, move to 

the Table of Contents. Circle 1-3 Top Chapters that seem most worth skimming. 

Skim the Preface/Intro. Is it fluff, or a good Book Summary? If it is a true book 

summary, take the next 20+ mins to read it. Skim the Index. Circle at least ten items 

we may never have seen before or that seem particularly interesting/important. 

Read around each of those items in the book. Using our Top Chapters, read the 

first and last pages of those 1-3 chapters that we’ve picked. Do they still seem the 

most relevant and interesting chapters? Want to compare them with a few others? 

Read their first and last pages. Reevaluate. Start reading—stop and jump around 

as soon as it seems more beneficial to read another part of the book. 

 

8. “To File” Pile. After the Interval, put each book in the “To File” Pile—a stack of 

recent archives. We ought to feel accomplished and congratulate ourselves on 

creating a useful mental movie and relevant Index Notes. Now it’s time to choose 

another book from the queue! It may be a book we have previously realized we 

should read next. Or it may be one we read on the spur of the moment, being 

spontaneous. I either case, we should go back to our “To File” Pile two to three 

weeks later. That is enough time and distance to reread our Index Notes. Now we 

can move any items we are still excited about into our Day Planner’s Tasks. Leave 

the rest of the notes in the book. Although they were exciting enough to write 

down at the time, they’ve since “aged out” of our personal priority stack. File 

away that book in our library now, alphabetical by title for easy finding. We may 

read the book more thoroughly later only if it “calls to us”—but, most will not. A 
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few will come back to mind often. Some may come back even in our dreams. Those 

are particularly special to us. 

 

9. Review, Reflect, Share, and Teach. Later in the day (if we read early), or as we fall 

asleep (if we read late), ask: “What have I learned from this?” We should review our 

Index Notes before the end of the day. Recall what we’ve read and mark the most 

interesting index notes. The next week, conduct a 5-minute Lightning Talk with 

a teammate or spouse, sharing: “What I got out of this book.” If we manage others, 

we can assign our direct reports to do weekly lightning talks with 10 minutes of 

discussion after each talk. Every week three team members can introduce and 

facilitate discussion of three new books over a brown bag lunch. This greatly 

accelerates team learning. 

 

We recommend eight Annotation Codes for 

Index Notes (use on the inside jacket): 

 

D: Do this promptly (Next Action, 

prioritize this activity). 

R: Review these info sources (books, 

videos, tools). Look at them online later. 

O: Organizations to study. Peek at their 

websites when possible. 

P: People to look up online. Add our 

Ask/Share/Do ideas after their name. 

E: Evidence, statistics, or data that seem 

helpful, surprising, or disturbing. 

C: Claims, assertions, models, ideas that we find helpful, surprising, or important. 

T: Tips, habits, behaviors, tactics, ideas, things we’d like to try or share.  

Q: Questions. Stuff we’d like to know. “Someday/maybe” ideas and action items. 

 

A key Rule of Thumb we should follow with any reading process, whether an interval 

sprint or ordinary reading, is to spend 20% of our total learning time on Review. That 

20% includes: creating our index notes, reviewing them, and teaching them to others. 

This is the 20/80 Power Law Rule, discussed in Book 2. If we spend 20% of our total 

learning time on Review, we’ll pull the “fat head” of the most useful material out of the 

“long tail” of content in the book. We’ll also engage with it enough to commit some of 

that useful material to lifelong memory, so we can use it in its most appropriate context 

in the future. So, if we give 100 minutes to a book, make sure 20 of those are for building 

index notes, reviewing them at the end of a sprint, and teaching them to others or 

ourselves the next day. Good luck, and happy reading! 

 

2. Methods Focus – Anticipation 

 

Annotation Codes Mnemonic: 
“DROP Everything and  
Create Total Quality” 
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With Anticipation, we move onto the first of the Four Ps: the main kinds of future 

thinking. Recall that two of these—Probable and Possible futures, what is likely to happen 

and what could happen—are particularly fundamental in our universe. They predate the 

emergence of life itself, which alone holds Preferences. Let’s look now at some popular 

tools and methods that foresighters use to explore Probable futures.  

 

We’ll turn now to the developmental side of the foresight generation process and to those 

folks who like to anticipate, protect, estimate, quantitate, forecast, and predict. If we 

“start with certainty” in our foresight processes, by beginning with these folks and their 

favorite factors, we’ll quickly get a set of ideas for where the future may go. But, we better 

not stop there. 

 

People who think in terms of developmental factors can easily ignore evolutionary 

approaches. They prefer constraint and convergence over possibility and divergence, so 

their ideas may be simplistic and biased—missing much of the possibility space. This 

happened in the 1950s era of Technocratic Foresight in the US, when many of our leaders 

and engineers underestimated the evolutionary complexities of social systems, and the 

unintended consequences of their top-down policies. It happens in any organization 

whenever we leave strategy and policy to the developmentalists alone. 

 

Let’s not forget that developmentalists are not only incomplete, they can easily be wrong. 

Today we have little hard data for developmental processes in most systems, and we 

don’t know which models work best in which contexts. If we suspect a developmental 

process exists, and is relevant to our client’s future, we should begin by seeking out 

relevant developmental factors, arranging them in intuitive ways, and testing them 

against our experience. If development exists, our efforts will steadily become more 

predictive over time. Let’s look at some of these factors now. 

 

A. Associations, Trends, Dependencies and Constraints  

 

Associations are simply correlations between two things. As we all know, correlation is 

not causation, but it starts us on the trail for causal relationships. Longstanding 

associations, or high probability associations in variables that seem critical to the system 

or future in question may even lead us to find causes, forces, or relationships that appear 

broadly or even universally optimal or developmental (see Systems Laws in the next 

section). Foresighters that cultivate a data-driven, investigative approach (Skill 1: 

Learning) will find many potentially relevant associations. 

 

Trends and Forecasts are quantitative associations between variables, followed over 

time. Time series analysis and forecasting is imperative to all strong foresight work. When 

we conduct societal and technical forecasting, it is always challenging to predict how 

long the association may continue to hold. Both investors and futurists are familiar with 

the phrase: “The trend is your friend, until it ends, or bends.” Any trend, particularly a 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Correlation_and_dependence
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Time_series
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short-term trend—like we see in entertainment, consumer culture, or fashion—may bend 

or reverse itself at any time. 

 

The 95/5 Rule reminds us that the vast majority of social processes are evolutionary, and 

we mustn’t forget that evolution has no long-term predictable direction, despite its 

greater diversity over time (e.g., our predictably growing species’ diversity over billions 

of years, starting from a single cell type). Evo-devo processes also have no easily 

predictable direction, other than greater adaptability over time. Whenever our trend is 

describing a process in which evolution or adaptation are the primary drivers, it may 

change as soon as the selective environment changes. Alternatively, when we suspect a 

trend is more developmental—like, globalization, liberalization, dematerialization, 

densification, transparency, the number of internet nodes on the planet, Moore’s law, 

etc.—we have reason to predict that it will last much longer, operate over a wider range, 

and continue even when the environment changes. We suppose this, because, like a 

developing organism, it contains its own internal drivers, stabilizing and manifesting it. 

 

Foresighters have collected many rules of thumb for doing trend work. Here are three to 

start us off: 

 

The longer any trend has functioned and the more places we can find it, the higher the 

likelihood that it will persevere. 

When looking for hidden trends and their drivers, we should start by looking back at 

least twice as far as we want to look forward. 

When doing trend extrapolation, it is usually not wise to expect any current trend to hold 

for longer than half the time it has held to date. 

 

Another valuable distinction is between Hard and Soft Trends. 

Futurist Daniel Burrus in his excellent Flash Foresight, 2011, 

divides probable futures into two categories: hard trends and soft 

trends. Let’s delve into that useful distinction now. 

 

Hard trends are processes that seem very highly probable (90%+, a 

hard trend). He also discusses future events that are essentially 

certain (over 99 percent probable), and he calls those future facts. 

Our expected future facts are related to our past and present facts by 

science. Thus, it is a future fact that the sun will rise tomorrow—as is 

the certainty that we’ll each have less remaining lifetime tomorrow. 

So, let’s make hay while the sun shines, as they say. We have a growing collection of 

distant future facts, as well. Our universe will have no more stars, or life as we know it, 

in roughly 10 trillion years. Our sun will become a red giant in roughly five billion years. 

Earth will be uninhabitable for biological life in under a billion years. Again, let’s make 

sure we do something about that problem. 

 

Burrus, 2011  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Extrapolation
http://www.amazon.com/Flash-Foresight-How-Invisible-Impossible/dp/0061922293/
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Examples of relevant hard trends include the expectation that automation and machine 

intelligence will continue to accelerate, in the absence of global catastrophe. We’ll keep 

moving data and software to the cloud. Our smartphones will be able to listen in on, 

semantically understand, and create searchable logs of our real-time conversations (and 

those of any other friends give us permission to create such logs) in real-time, within the 

next five years. Whether any smartphone entrepreneurs will offer this feature once it 

becomes affordable, given its invasiveness and the general concerns of privacy which it 

elicits, is, of course, another matter entirely. If offered, though, many of our youth will 

enthusiastically adopt it, for the sake of exploring the potentials of this new personal and 

group freedom and ability. The rest of us may be less outgoing—more inclined to observe 

with crossed arms and raised brows—at least, at first. 

 

Since science and human knowledge are always profoundly incomplete, there will 

inevitably be many more candidate hard trends than future facts. For our hard trends in 

particular, our probability estimates could at any time be proven inaccurate by hidden 

assumptions, unexamined alternatives, unseen processes, incorrect models, and known 

or unknown oversights. So, we need to be continually open to new data or events that 

might change our probabilities. But, that should not stop us from collecting as many of 

these as possible. Every hard trend or predictable future we find allows us to better filter 

all the complex information in our world and to stop wasting our limited time and energy 

exploring unlikely or impossible futures. 

 

Whenever we find a hard trend, we may also have uncovered something that we cannot 

stop, even if we wanted to. In our evo-devo language, it may be a developmental, rather 

than an evolutionary, process. Not all hard trends are inevitable, but most unquestionably 

are. When we appreciate this certainty, we can stop attempting to evade or prevent the 

process, and instead start learning how to guide it in ways that best reflect our values, 

slowing down or closing off the bad paths and speeding up or subsidizing the better paths 

toward that inevitable future. 

 

Soft trends also have a probability that we can attach to them, but this probability is 

lower and spans a much wider range than for hard trends. It might be anywhere 

from 10% (large enough to be significant) to 89% (highly likely, and nearly a hard trend). 

Soft trends are processes or events that we conclude “might” rather than ”will” happen. 

Some of these soft trends are subject to social influence and intervention, but many, like 

astronomical or weather events, are out of our reach. At what probability threshold our 

expectations devolve from “will” to “might” for any trend or prediction will differ 

between most people. 

 

Timescales are important too. Some soft trends will become hard trends over time, while 

a complex system edges or “funnels” toward some inevitable developmental transition. 

For example, the probability of India’s independence from Britain most likely see-sawed 

up and down erratically over the ninety years of the Indian independence movement. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_independence_movement
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Yet, at some point over that long time period—as the average probability grew in people’s 

minds—it became a recognizable soft trend. Eventually, it transformed into a hard trend 

sometime in the 1940’s. It reached certainty—becoming a recognized fact—in 1947. Less 

frequently, however, hard trends can become soft as well, especially as we find flaws in 

our models over time or as reality outwardly negates our models.  

 

Let’s consider a “hard or soft” trend example from computing technology, one 

particularly important to the topics we will discuss in the Guide. Many computer experts 

expect that rapid exponential improvement computer performance per dollar “will” 

continue as a hard trend over at least the next five years. We’ve seen computers 

become twice as powerful per dollar roughly every two years since the mid-1960s, and 

we know the physical reasons—based on transistor miniaturization—why it occurs. We 

call this hard trend Moore’s law, and it’s one of the cornerstones of our expectations for 

the computer industry. 

 

But, our transistor-based Moore’s law has also been slowing since 2005, as we are 

now nearing the limits of transistor miniaturization in our current chip manufacturing 

paradigm. So, if we ask experts for their probability that computer power will become 

half as expensive every two years for the next twenty years, rather than five, many would 

say not that it “will” but it ”might” do so. They see this trend becoming softer. 

 

In this case, we would argue that their judgment is an analytical mistake, due to the 

application of an incorrect model. Some scientists and technologists have noted that once 

transistor miniaturization stops, the industry has a new opportunity to move our chip 

designs into massively parallel (brain-like) neural network oriented chips—an 

opportunity that wasn’t economically practical before. In other words, as our transistor-

based Moore’s law increasingly slows, a neural network-based Moore’s law now has the 

opportunity to continue the trend, in a new manufacturing paradigm focused on 

miniaturizing and optimizing neural network ensembles and circuits, not transistors.  

 

That shift, to a novel kind of machine intelligence is already happening today, and it is 

accelerating us into a new era of increasingly biologically-inspired computing and 

computer software that is grown and trained increasingly bottom-up, rather than coded 

and engineered top-down, as was previously conventional. We think this, in turn, is a 

current example of a poorly recognized hard trend: one that springs from the necessarily 

bio-inspired, evo-devo nature of intelligence. On all planets with digital computing, we’d 

argue that primarily top-down, engineered forms of intelligence must give way to 

primarily bottom-up, evo-devo forms of intelligence. Thus whether a trend is hard or soft 

is often a matter of the models we use and our scale of analysis. 

 

Dependencies, also called path dependencies, are system conditions that begin as free 

evolutionary choices, but which quickly become sunk costs—i.e., predictable constraints 

on future possibilities—due to the high cost of switching post-decision. In biological 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moore%27s_law
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Path_dependence
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sunk_cost
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evolution, initially many conditionally discovered functionalities become reusable 

components of more complex systems. They become harder to change with time, and 

eventually convert into modules on which hierarchical complexity is built. Modularity is 

thus a key example of path dependency. 

 

In select cases, some of these modules themselves are developmentally optimal from the 

start. See the 95/5 Rule and our discussion of developmental portals in Book 2. Organic 

chemistry and RNA, for example, may represent ideal developmental modularity. But, in 

the large majority of cases, modules which started as evolutionary choices become 

developmental, sometimes for long periods of time, even though they are not ideally 

optimal. “Lock-in,” or path dependency, can occur in both evolutionary and 

developmental systems, once they become integral parts of larger systems. 

 

For human biological development, think of the phenomenon of male nipples and their 

vestigial milk ducts (which leak milk in roughly 2% of all babies when they are born, even 

in a few males). Males no longer use this set of genes, though we clearly still retain them, 

along with other vestigial characteristics. Some kind of lock-in may have occurred 

(perhaps these genes are used in other ways in the human body), and thus the vestiges of 

this module remain apparent in modern human development. 

 

For sociotechnological development, which side of the road we first decided to drive on 

is a simple example of an evolutionary choice that became a developmental path 

dependency. Either side was effective for our needs, and both are now used in different 

cultures; but in each culture, once a certain amount of drivers, vehicles, and roads have 

adapted to either one of the two, path dependency occurs. Often these different standards 

will eventually integrate—as happened when independent railroad lines all eventually 

linked up and had to standardize track and locomotive sizes, or when VHS and Betamax 

finally collapsed to one standard, as the cost of producing tapes for both became 

increasingly prohibitive as the number of video titles grew. 

 

Regarding development of technology, think of the typewriter keyboard layout that we 

first chose to mass produce—and many other social, economic, political, and legal choices 

that soon became imposed or de facto standards. Path dependencies explain why we do 

not depart from the less-than-optimal QWERTY keyboard, or encourage everyone in the 

world driving on the same side of the road, or easily back out of Windows and Apple 

operating systems or the various internet and web protocols anytime soon. 

 

But, as artificial intelligence continues to grow in our machines, the behavioral and 

engineering cost of experimenting with standards, and of integrating to the most efficient 

and useful ones, will keep decreasing, allowing some of our longstanding local 

dependencies to disappear. In some of the remaining dependencies, we’ll see more 

evolutionary free choices again, while in others, we’ll see a predictable convergence to a 

(at least near-term) global optima instead (see next section). 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Modularity
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/De_facto_standard
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For example, it is easy to predict that English will be the dominant language-learning 

winner, in the early days of naturally intelligent agents on our wearable computers. 

Children will be able to learn any foreign language from their smart agents, from birth, 

at the same time that they are learning their local language. English being the global 

language of business—and having far more words and being much easier to learn than 

the closest economic contender, Chinese—ensures English will get the lion’s share of new 

learners, even as all the major languages get new learners in coming years. But, once 

agents get really smart, it isn’t at all clear that English will continue to dominate. But, very 

smart agents may eventually invent and teach us a new Global Language from birth, 

something as logical as Latin, with words expressing far more diverse and precise 

concepts, and phonemes from all the various languages, optimized for our anatomy. At 

that point, then, English may finally be retired: a developmental dependency replaced 

with an even more optimal one.  

 

An AI-built Global Language, perhaps one that uses most of the 120 phonemes we can 

easily produce with our vocal cords and mouth, not just the 44 used in the English 

language, may eventually allow us all richer, faster, and more precise communication, 

both with each other and with our machines. Those of us who do performance work with 

our computers, “programming” them by our conversations, may all use such languages, 

which will be the programming languages of an AI-world. The vision of the Polish 

ophthalmologist and peace futurist Ludwik Zamenhof, when he invented Esperanto in 

1887, will have finally arrived—perhaps a century after he started work on it—by an AI-

driven path he may never have anticipated. 

 

Will the US become science- and collaboration-oriented enough to go metric by 2050? 

Or 2070? Or will we stay stuck with our outdated English units over these timeframes? 

Our answers may depend on when we expect intelligent machines to emerge, since this 

will greatly lower the challenges of better public education as well as the difficulty of 

withdrawing from this and many other suboptimal (evolutionary) path dependencies. By 

2050, how many people will have overcome the suboptimal path dependency of using 

their little-spoken national language as their primary language, having switched to 

English or another major language as their most-spoken, and with their traditional 

language increasingly used only occasionally? Will anyone be using AI-developed 

languages by 2050? These are fascinating questions. 

 

Constraints are functional or structural limitations on the behavior of a system that 

appear to exist, limiting the dynamics or outcomes of that system. They may eventually 

be understood in a quantitative, predictive, or causal manner—as probabilities or 

mathematical relationships, or scientific laws—but, in the interim, they are simply 

limitations that we propose exist. This topic is not unfamiliar to us, yet deserves further 

recognition; many examples of constraints have been proffered so far in this book.  

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/L._L._Zamenhof
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Esperanto
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Our personal biases and preferences form constraints on our perception—on how we 

view things. There are also many moral and social constraints on our behavior. It’s hard 

to quantitate and predict them; but we all know they exist, and we also can anticipate 

conditions when they are likely to fail. In BPF, we will argue that, on average, tomorrow’s 

bio-inspired AIs will actually be constrained to be even more ethical than biological 

humans in direct proportion to their complexity and that they will strive to maximize 

evo-devo purposes, like the IES Goals and Values, even more than us. We shall see. 

 

Constraints are particularly important and dangerous. Properly recognizing them is a key 

to great foresight. By perceiving false constraints or not seeing enough of the true 

constraints, we construct a fantasy world in which we are blinded to what is actually in 

store for us. 

 

Recall the false constraints on human population and prosperity that several 

doomsaying environmental futurists of the 1960s and 1970s saw—in books like Paul and 

Anne Ehrlich’s The Population Bomb, 1968, and in the Club of Rome’s Limits to Growth, 

1972. By completely factoring out scientific and technological innovation and 

entrepreneurship, they failed to anticipate the Green Revolution, even though it started 

in the 1930s in the US and had yet to spread to the developing world when they wrote 

their jeremiads. They couldn’t see the obvious acceleration of prosperity and performance 

due to their acceptance of false constraints. The Club of Rome’s systems model didn’t 

even factor in for technological innovation. Fortunately, there were other futurists at the 

time, like the economist Julian Simon, who did not put such constraints on human 

ingenuity. See his prescient book, The Ultimate Resource, 1981/1996, full text. 

 

Recall all the space futurists of the 1960s and 1970s, so utterly convinced that we would 

soon be going to the stars. They withheld from acknowledging a large set of natural 

constraints: like how incredibly expensive, dangerous, and futile traveling to space or 

other planets is for biological humans. They persisted with their visions, even after 

intimately learning these truths during the Apollo missions. Some futurists anticipated 

how much better adapted robots would be for space, yet very few of them were willing 

to realize that it would be machines that inherit space, not us, given all our biological 

constraints. Even today these spacefaring fantasies continue, championed by a new 

generation of visionaries like Elon Musk. 

 

But, when we think carefully about constraints like STEM compression, the vastly 

greater suitability of space for post-biological life, and the vast differential in learning 

ability between humans and AI systems, it seems clear that spacefaring goals are far more 

aspirational than real. Musk will discover all his earthbound ventures are vastly more 

profitable and useful than going to Mars. A handful of humans will surely go, have great 

adventures; and, it will be inspirational for humanity and even be of some limited 

scientific value. But, Mars will never get us a Second Earth.  

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Population_Bomb
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Limits_to_Growth
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Green_Revolution
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Ultimate_Resource
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By the time AIs can terraform Venus and Mars into Second Earths, we’ll have very 

different priorities as a species. Such terraforming might eventually happen, but it would 

be done as a science experiment by AIs, or as a favor for that small fraction of humans 

who choose to remain biological. It would have nothing to do with creating a backup of 

biological life. That function will be entirely taken over by the AIs. It seems clear that in 

just a few generations the vast majority of minds in our solar system, and soon after that 

the vast majority of humans, will be post-biological, no longer planet bound—existing in 

new realms of inner space, not outer space. We need to be very careful in our thinking 

about constraints. 

 

B. Curves, Cycles, Systems, Models and Laws 

 

Curves are a complex family of causal relationships that involve growth and change. 

Technically speaking, every trend may be some kind of curve. Once we have some data 

relating two or more variables over time, we can ask if that relationship fits any of the 

classic (or obscure) families of change curves found in complex systems. We will discuss 

some of the most common change curves in Chapter 9 (Curves, Cycles and Trends), 

designated as the LENPAC curves. If an association looks like it may fit a certain type of 

curve, we can ask why that might be and how long the curve might continue to apply. 

Are we seeing an S-curve? A power law (performance) curve? An Adaptation curve? A 

J-curve? A Life Cycle curve? Something else, perhaps? The categorization of a curve can 

supply us some indication of its causal factors and help us with another developmental 

factor—Models. 

 

Cycles, also known as pendulums, refer to a particularly simple and ubiquitous 

relationship between two variables. For instance, think of the seasonal cycle, the business 

cycle, the hype cycle, the drama cycle, the Kuznets cycle, the plutocratic-democratic cycle, 

and the materialism-idealism-conflict (MIC) social cycle. Many of these are discussed in 

Chapter 8 (Models and Values). Whenever we can find them, cycles are important 

predictable constraints on the future. Some cycles are chaotic, or irregularly irregular. 

That means we really can’t tell when the cycle will reverse itself. Others are only partly 

chaotic, meaning that the longer a system is at one extreme of the cycle (for example, 

plutocracy), the higher the probability that conditions will soon conspire to move it back 

toward the other extreme (hello democracy!). Groups like the Cycles Research Institute, 

the Foundation for the Study of Cycles, and many others are dedicated to a better 

understanding of this classic developmental factor. 

 

Systems and Models are another classic way to conceptually constrain and predict the 

future of any actor or environment. We will introduce a starter set of key models, 

including values models, in Chapter 8. BPF will introduce a few universal models, 

including exponential foresight and evo-devo foresight. All models are incomplete and 

partially imprecise, but the better ones uncover causal variables and relationships that 

help us better understand and simulate the system in question. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Family_of_curves
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Business_cycle
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Business_cycle
http://cyclesresearchinstitute.org/
http://foundationforthestudyofcycles.org/
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Futurist’s Pierre Wack’s predictable “dominant tendencies” (“tendances lourdes,“ in 

French), are models that strive to be candidates for deeper drivers, like forces, constraints, 

or laws which affect classes of complex systems. Just as there are laws of physics, 

chemistry, and biology, we know there are laws, or at least, statistically dominant 

tendencies, of societies, economies, technologies. But, until these tendencies are accepted 

by the scientific community as laws, they exist merely as models. 

 

Well-characterized and widely-accepted systems laws—persistent relationships, rules, or 

laws that apply to classes of complex system—are particularly rare. Systems theory is a 

branch of philosophy that studies complex systems in general and looks for common 

patterns and principles that apply to all systems of a particular class or type. Many laws 

can be guessed at for any system, with varying levels of evidence and accuracy. It’s 

always worth investigating the systems literature for these and asking how they relate to 

systems laws that have been recognized for the universe as a system. 

 

Many of our scientific laws of physics, and a few of chemistry and biology, are derived 

from the known forces, yet most of our laws are empirically (experimentally) observed. 

As we climb further up the systems hierarchy to human society and economy, and later 

to self-improving technology, we generally ignore forces, and talk instead of systems laws 

that act in broad ways across the system as a whole. The further we go up the hierarchy, 

the less these laws are theoretically derived, and the more they are experimentally 

observed. Our scientific and practical knowledge becomes less deductive and 

mathematically precise and more inductive and descriptive. Yet, the more developmental 

relationships we can uncover, the more prescriptive our science can become. 

 

Besides physics and chemistry, all other academic disciplines, like ecology (“Cope’s rule,“ 

“Bergmann’s rule,” “Foster’s rule“), sociology (“law of least effort“ and “law of time-

minimization“), economics (“law of supply and demand“), statistics (“law of large 

numbers,“ and “regression to the mean“), and many others have collected their own 

starter lists of statistically predictable laws. A strong systems thinker will try to 

understand as many of these as possible and study examples of how they interact, to 

understand the “dominant tendencies” one might expect to constrain the nature and 

future of any system, in any environment. This kind of foresight can be incredibly 

powerful, as it has such generality of application, but it is today more art than science. 

 

In BPF we will argue that the growth of collective intelligence in our universe—using 

both evolutionary and developmental processes—is at least a “dominant tendency” or 

fundamental rule of our local environment (and is very likely an undiscovered universal 

law). We look forward to seeing this hypothesis better critiqued and tested in coming 

years. The evo-devo universe model may or may not eventually produce a series of 

widely accepted laws. We are confident that it will. But, even if it does not in the near 

future, it doesn’t mean that there are not universal (or if you like, cosmological) systems 

http://www.linguee.fr/francais-anglais/traduction/tendances+lourdes.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Systems_theory
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Systems_science
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Physical_law
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cope%27s_rule
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bergmann%27s_rule
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Foster%27s_rule
http://www.edstephan.org/Book/chap17/17.html
http://www.edstephan.org/Book/chap17/17.html
http://www.edstephan.org/Book/chap17/17.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Law_of_supply_and_demand
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Law_of_large_numbers
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Law_of_large_numbers
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Regression_towards_the_mean
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laws out there, awaiting our discovery. Systems theorists believe that the better we 

understand the function of laws in any complex system, the better we can appreciate them 

in the universe as a system. 

 

C. Convergences, Optima (TINA Trends) and Predictions (AI) 

 

Seeing convergence requires the recognition of often hidden processes and conditions 

which interact in a way that reduces local variety and difference, moving complex 

systems toward a particular future state. In evo-devo language, convergence is a 

developmental funnel. Understanding when and why a system, or set of systems, is 

diverging (evolution) or converging (development) is a critical foresight skill. Diverging 

systems are in many ways increasingly unpredictable, while converging systems are 

typically the opposite. 

 

Convergences happen when previously separated products, services, or processes gain 

much closer interaction, interdependence, or integration than which presently existed 

between them. Technological convergence, in which a variety of previously distinct 

systems become represented by one standard, platform, simulation, product, or service, 

is a well-known example. Think of the communication modalities of voice, data, and 

video all migrating to a common internet backbone, or many different kinds of operating 

systems running on one virtual machine in software. Think even of single devices gaining 

multiple functions, such as numerous systems on a chip, or numerous apps using the 

same hardware and software in a smartphone, tablet, or smartTV.  

 

For a more abstract example, think of the convergence of the world’s socioeconomic 

systems on a common set of values, including evidence-based thinking and social 

democratic capitalism. For an optimistic view on how rapidly both East-West and North-

South convergences are proceeding, read Kishore Mahbubani’s The Great Convergence, 

2014. It is a nice follow-on to Frank Fukuyama’s The End of History, 2006, which originally 

popularized this view. Global political convergence can be harder to see in the short term, 

where temporary reversals are common, and competing parties can fight the trends for a 

while. But, when we look back (and forward) over decades, the signature becomes 

clearer. 

 

Optima are convergent processes that appear to be maximizing in terms of a particular 

goal or value. This maximization is occurring within a set of stable laws and constraints, 

some for the system in question, and some related to its environment. We have previously 

argued that STEM compression is a process of optimizing complex systems for greater 

resource efficiency or density. We said that balancing evo and devo approaches to 

building AI, via biologically-inspired approaches, may be necessary to optimizing the 

growth of adaptive machine intelligence in coming years. These are just two of many 

optimization proposals we can quantify and test by simulation increasingly well. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technological_convergence
http://www.amazon.com/Great-Convergence-Asia-Logic-World/dp/1610393694/
http://www.amazon.com/End-History-Last-Man/dp/0743284550/
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Scholars sometimes talk about optimizing for evolutionary processes, and foresighters 

might think of optimizing for client preferences, but we suggest reserving the term 

optimization for developmental processes alone. It makes most sense to say that we 

experiment with evolutionary processes and that our environment “satisfices” or 

“selects” for an adaptive degree of diversity, and for preferred outcomes. But, this is not 

optimization. Only developmental systems have enough temporal and structural 

sameness to them, across life cycles, that we can talk of “optimization.” 

 

Developing systems have a framework of laws and constraints (associations, 

dependencies) that describe them, and any optimizations that happen to them must 

occur within that framework. That means, noticing as many of the likely laws and 

constraints on a system as possible is equally as important as predicting what goal or 

value appears to be being optimized by the system. 

 

We will discuss TINA Trends in BPF and argue that the best understanding of such 

trends requires taking a developmental, optimization-centric perspective on certain 

processes of change. If we think of our planet as a complex system of finite size, becoming 

more technologically integrated and interdependent every year—and if we propose it is 

doing so in ways very much like a developing embryo—we can then ask which of our 

TINA trends (tech, economic, and cultural globalization, transparency, human rights, 

etc.) appear developmental, in a way that is analogous to biological development. 

 

For example, if we don’t understand that there is something (in our current model, Hox 

genes, and their regulatory networks) acting to constrain developing embryos into 

expressing a particular framework of segmented body plan and tissue architectures at 

certain future places and times, then we can’t anticipate in an exhaustive manner how 

those networks—along with cellular signaling, cellular migration, and chemical diffusion 

in a developing brain—will in turn optimize for the emergence of specific patterns of 

neural connection. We have found many predictable patterns in all higher brains, so we 

know some kind of optimization is occurring—despite that the vast majority of the 

microarchitectural patterns in each brain will differ, even when we compare genetically 

identical twins. But, at each stage of development, the more of the laws and constraints 

on the developmental system and its environment we understand, the better our ability 

to describe optimization. 

 

Developing a quantitative model of optimization is today a very tall order, for any 

system, and such models escape us in many domains. Even biological development still 

has few such models, though the amazing Eric Davidson (1937-2015) was able to develop 

a fully predictive, optimization-rich model of the first few weeks of sea urchin 

development over the course of his long career. Davidson won the International Prize for 

Biology for this work in 2011. One of our authors, John, wishes that Davidson had 

received a Nobel Prize prior to his death, as quantitative models of development are so 

difficult and important to the advance of evo-devo biology and evo-devo thinking. In 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hox_gene
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the meantime, given the scarcity of such strongly predictive models, we make the best 

guesses about optimization processes in life and society as we can, waiting for our science 

and senses to grow sharper. 

 

Predictions, forecasts of emergences of specific events, structures, or outcomes in future 

space and time, are the last developmental factor we shall consider. Unlike optimizations, 

predictions don’t have to be developmental: we can predict an evolutionary possibility 

(an experiment that will be tried), an evo-devo preference (and its associated strategies 

and plans), or a high-probability or “inevitable” development. We can attach probabilities 

to all of these predictions, but the those probabilities will have a very wide range. In other 

words, they’ll be very low probability for evolutionary events, but much higher, with 

narrower confidence intervals, for developmental events. 

 

Prediction is an art much more than it is a science, but that doesn’t mean it isn’t a valuable 

art. It is our hope that this Guide will bestow confidence in everyone to engage in 

significantly more prediction across all the probabilities, despite how imprecise our 

abilities may be today. Doing predictions will give us Weeble stories (stories that have 

survived diverse criticism, and popped back up, just like a Weeble) that we can test 

against our colleagues then offer to our clients. It will improve our scanning and 

sensemaking abilities and help us see opportunity and risk before others. 

 

Now is a great time to meditate on these predictions: Would we predict that a universal 

basic income (UBI) must emerge in all developing societies, on average, as some function 

of factors like growing technological productivity and total societal wealth? Would we 

predict that China and the Soviet Union must eventually get more representatively 

democratic, as some function of factors like technical productivity and middle class 

wealth? Will English increasingly become globally taught and an even more dominant 

language, until the AIs wake up and teach us something better? 

 

There are also negative predictions. Could Chinese ever surpass English as the dominant 

global language? We consider such a future statistically impossible, for a variety of 

reasons. English is too redundantly established, with too large a vocabulary, whereas 

Chinese is too hard to learn by comparison. After the AIs arrive, we’ll all likely be taught 

a common new global language from birth, which might initially be English—but it may 

eventually be something even more useful.  

 

In the meantime, how many new English speakers could we expect between now and 

2050? What handful of other languages will enlarge in population of speakers during this 

time? All the rest will continue to lose speakers, if we were to bet on this future today. In 

a much more complex question, we can ask if it can be a net good, under the right 

circumstances, if the great majority of the roughly 1500 unique languages spoken in 

Africa today have very few speakers in 2050. Can the value of those languages be 

preserved? Does our attitude toward global language convergence depend on how well 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Weeble
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we capture the disappearing diversity of those cultures? On the views of those involved 

in the transition? On what else?  

 

Many future events or structures can be perceived and predicted in advance, if one has 

good enough systems knowledge and sufficient clarity of thought and vision. Share with 

us any interesting predictions and evaluations. And, of course, thanks for predicting! The 

more we do it, the better predictors we become, both individually and as a community. 

 

3. Methods Focus – Innovation 

 

Ideally, the best foresight “starts with (a search for) certainty,” with finding those high 

probability things that we all agree upon, to constrain the possibility space before we 

begin exploring it. However, in practice, many individuals and teams prefer the reverse, 

to start with imaginative and “Innovation-centered” evolutionary thinking.  

 

Per the 95/5 Rule, innovation-centered thinking is humankind’s favorite heuristic, or 

mental shortcut, for modeling how the world works. So, it makes sense that many of us 

prefer to “start with possibilities” before we move to probabilities. 

 

Skill 1, Learning, begins with divergent thinking, which is especially helpful when we 

don’t yet know enough about a topic or system to think broadly or systematically about 

it. We should begin by exploring and mapping possibilities with respect to what to can 

or must investigate. Eventually, strong learning leads naturally to Skill 2, Anticipation, 

where we converge on relevant probable trends and futures. 

 

Once we have a rough framework for the “probable future” in mind, that is a great time 

to diverge again. In Skill 3, Innovation, we mentally (with imagination) and physically 

(with design and prototyping) explore a variety of “possible futures” within our learning 

and anticipation frameworks.  

 

After we’ve diverged to a sufficient degree, with a sufficiently cognitive and experience 

diverse group of innovators and designers, only then are we well prepared to converge 

again. Skill 4, Strategy, supplies us with goals, priorities, guiding policy, and coordinated 

action plans and tasks. This alternating evo and devo approach is essential to the Four 

Skills of Foresight. Every great leader and facilitator becomes adept at it, sensing when 

it may be a good time to shift direction, or at least, to solicit feedback from stakeholders. 

 

If we start our journey through the Three P’s with evolutionary thinking, we will have 

much more territory to wade through on our way to a solution. On the positive side, we 

may uncover more factors that will need to be assessed for their probability, and that may 

be worthwhile. But, on the negative side, we can more easily get sidetracked in 

unimportant and low-probability considerations. 
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Above all, remember that in practicing the Four Ps, and evo-devo foresight, we need to 

use both evolutionary and developmental approaches, working in tension or sometimes 

at odds with each other. We must adhere to these practices to figure out the most 

preferred futures, including the best strategies for delivering the most adaptive 

solutions we can to our stakeholders—whether they are aware of these solutions in 

advance, or only we are. At times, as Steve Jobs or Henry Ford might say, we must 

provide them with what they don’t yet realize they need.  

 

This said, let’s look at some evolutionary foresight factors now. 

 

A. Imaginations, Combinatorials, Emergences and Divergences 

 

Our imaginations are the bedrock of our evolutionary foresight. Innovation as a skill 

begins with imagining something (an idea, a product, a service) that will be valuable 

enough to be adopted, by someone, somewhere. 

 

Brainstorming is the technique most commonly associated with imagining. It is a process 

that begins with uncritical and “high quantity” idea production that can open us up to 

seeing outcomes that we didn’t realize were possible. Using design thinking, reading 

science fiction and creative literature, using CLA and other methods can greatly expand 

our ability to imagine outcomes.  

 

Methods like futures wheels, which explore possible consequences and outcomes via 

causal chains, branching out from the central trend, event, or issue being explored, are 

another very powerful way to harness our imaginations to map a possibility space. 

 

Another well-used evolutionary foresight approach is the exploration of combinatorials 

of possibilities. This can be done at a fine level of granularity, with methods like cross-

impact analysis, a way of exploring outcomes by putting causal factors, issues, or other 

entities in an n-by-n matrix, or a low dimensional set of matrices, and exploring all the 

ideas or outcomes suggested by combining each of those entities. Many locations on the 

matrix can be silly, causing us to consider combination of words and ideas that don’t 

make sense. But, they can also be insightful, showing us a few combinations and possible 

implications that we have not yet considered. 

 

We can also explore outcome possibilities at a coarse level of granularity with methods 

like scenario production, which ask us to determine particularly important and/or 

uncertain outcomes, causes or driving forces, on just a few dimensions, and build stories 

about the futures that would exist if those particular combinations occurred. 

 

Emergences, or the looking for emergent new complex adaptive systems that are more 

than the sum of their combined parts, occurring via the collective interaction of simpler 

rules and systems, is another powerful way to explore the possibility space. A few 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brainstorming
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emergences will be developmental, but of course the vast majority will be evolutionary, 

useful in particular times and places, but not broadly optimal, versus other kinds of 

emergences. Both John Holland’s Emergence, 1999, and Steven Johnson’s Emergence, 

2002, offer good popular introductions to this universal process. Miller and Page’s 

Complex Adaptive Systems, 2007, is a popular technical work. Thinking carefully about the 

conditions necessary for emergence of new complex adaptive systems in physics, 

chemistry, and biology, can help us greatly to look for those conditions in society and 

technology. 

 

Another set of powerful, engineering based tools of possibility foresight involve the 

structured exploration of divergences from our current condition. Futures wheels can do 

this at a very basic level, but there are many more powerful formal methods like TRIZ, 

morphological analysis, and degrees of freedom analysis that can be used to explore the 

dimensionality of complex systems. One particularly promising approach in the 

exploration of divergences is to look especially hard for those newly emerging systems, 

platforms, or tools that will greatly improve the thinking or behavioral options 

available to people. Emergences like electricity, cars, computers, phones, and software 

often create powerful divergences, greatly expanding the possibility space. 

 

Consider drones, which emerged on top of the consumer smartphone industry, and took 

advantage of existing trends in fixed wing radio-control (RC) toy planes, which were 

moving from gas to electric power. Drones emerged in a few clever explorations of the 

possibility space by small groups of lead users in university and hobbyist communities. 

As editor Tom Standage explains in The Economist, perhaps the key insight occurred in 

2005, with the conversion of RC electric helicopter control from its complex and hard-

to-fly setup, the same used in traditional helicopters, to a much simpler and stabler 

system with three or more vertical-axis rotors, each of which can be spun faster or slower 

to steer the drone. Other enabling innovations in open source autopilot software, GPS, 

accelerometers, cameras, and Wi-Fi chips all followed this critical innovation, again 

enabled by smartphones and open hardware.  

 

In 2017, just twelve years after these platform-enabling innovations, the first drone 

delivery networks for commercial goods was launched by JD.com in China, with 

teleoperated drones, and in 2018, the first experimental air taxis for delivering people 

began Dubai. Drones are being used in agriculture, security, search and rescue, 

entertainment, and a vast number of other applications. One wonders how much earlier 

we could have discovered drones, if a few engineers, using design foresight methods like 

TRIZ, had been tasked with the problem of simplifying existing RC electric helicopters, 

to give the world a simpler and better method of precise VTOL flight for small aircraft, 

an obviously very empowering advance. We’ve had good lithium ion batteries (though 

they were far less dense) and small electric engines since 1991. We’d bet that drones could 

have arrived five years earlier, though probably not ten. Batteries were just too low yield 

http://www.amazon.com/Emergence-Chaos-Order-Helix-Books/dp/0738201421/
http://www.amazon.com/Emergence-Connected-Brains-Cities-Software/dp/0684868768/
http://www.amazon.com/Complex-Adaptive-Systems-Introduction-Computational/dp/0691127026/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TRIZ
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Morphological_analysis_(problem-solving)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Degrees_of_freedom
https://www.economist.com/technology-quarterly/2017-06-08/civilian-drones
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for useful drone flight before 2000. Thus drone technology doesn’t qualify as a major lost 

progress opportunity (ten year or more delay of a highly useful innovation) in our book. 

 

With our individually limited thinking ability, we are often quite poor at thinking 

through what will happen next at divergence points. Any new tool has thousands of 

potential applications, and once it arrives, we often see only a few of them. Working in 

large collectives we can overcome many of our individual thinking limitations. It is 

particularly helpful, when some new freedom like Twitter emerges, to look for the “killer 

app” for that tool, the most developmentally dominant users and contexts. We have to 

mentally consider many possible use cases before it becomes obvious that, among other 

things, Twitter will be excellent for celebrities, and for quick updates among masses of 

protestors using smartphones, as in the Arab Spring (2010-present). 

 

B. Uncertainties, Unknowns, Opportunities, Risks and Wildcards 

 

Mapping potentially relevant uncertainties (variables known, but with poorly bounded 

values) and unknowns (variables unknown or unbounded), by surveying or doing a 

Delphi with a cognitively diverse group of stakeholders, will offer the foresighter many 

additional possibilities. We can ask our stakeholders questions about what outcomes or 

issues they are worried about or fear, and what things they have little knowledge of 

which they nevertheless imagine may turn out to be relevant. 

 

Uncertainties and unknowns can often be narrowed by doing some research, or learning. 

We can brief others about our findings and step through a quick survey or Delphi to see 

if there is any consensus on them, or take them mentally through a Do Loop (learn, 

foresee, act, review) to see what kind of action items and feedback they generate. As our 

foresight grows, we can subdivide and better characterize many of them into other 

foresight categories (opportunities, risks, wildcards, etc.). 

 

Opportunities are possibilities that we value. Discussing these, we’ve moved into 

preference foresight. The way we generate opportunity lists and maps today is typically 

very evolutionary, bottom-up, contingent, and subjective. That kind of approach 

probably makes the most sense in most circumstances. Developmental approaches to 

opportunities include methods like real options analysis, which seek to quantify the 

relative probability of outcomes, and the relative value of competing business 

investments. These are much harder to do, in our current computationally and 

quantitatively weak state. Once we have reasonably smart personal AIs, we can presume 

that more quantitative and predictive approaches to opportunities will rapidly grow. 

 

Risks are possibilities we want to avoid. For most of us, risk mapping and insurance are 

quite evolutionary, bottom-up, and subjective. Yet the more imaginative and cognitively 

diverse our group, the better we can see the risk landscape. But, risk management also 

has a large number of formal methods, many of which involve estimating probabilities. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arab_Spring
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Real_options_valuation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Risk_management
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While it may be predominantly evolutionary in practice at present, it may switch to 

predominantly developmental once the AIs arrive. See Doug Hubbard’s The Failure of 

Risk Management, 2009/2020, for more. 

 

Wildcards are low probability, high-positive or high-negative impact events. Technically, 

they are a special subset of probable futures. So why do we list them as an important 

factor in evolutionary foresight? Two reasons. 

 

First, low probability events are actually better thought of as possibilities than probable 

futures. Second, people who are very good at looking at the world from creative, 

evolutionary perspectives are often the best at finding and mapping wildcards. As they 

are low probability, it often takes a creative thinker willing to sift through many 

possibilities, in order to uncover them. At that point we need a developmental frame of 

mind to categorize them as low probability (a wildcard) or as higher probability (an 

opportunity or risk). But, looking for wildcards typically starts in an evolutionary 

manner. Searching for wildcards, and choosing to take them seriously (rather than 

ignoring or dismissing them) can be the hardest part of evaluating them. Evolutionary 

thinkers tend to do both of these things well. Two good books on wildcards are futurist 

John L. Peterson’s Out of the Blue, 1997, and Nicholas Taleb’s The Black Swan, 2010. 

 

C. Stories, Causes, Assumptions, and Beliefs 

 

We humans make sense of our complex and mostly unpredictable world in at least three 

key ways. Most simply, we tell stories, what futurist Sohail Inayatullah calls our 

“litany,” about the topic or system we seek foresight on.  

 

We also think in terms of causes, imagining a range of causal factors that have led to 

where we are, and that control where we are going, and we may not tell all of those causes 

as stories, especially if there would be social repercussions. But, we will share them in 

small groups, when there is trust, and even more when confidentiality is assured.  

 

Finally, we build a growing network of assumptions and beliefs into our thinking, some 

of which are mentally available to us and some of which are hidden in the models, 

institutions, myths and metaphors that we live by. These evolutionary factors, along with 

any developmental factors we also recognize, work together to create our worldview, 

and thus our “future view.” 

 

https://smile.amazon.com/Failure-Risk-Management-Why-Broken/dp/111952203X/
https://smile.amazon.com/Failure-Risk-Management-Why-Broken/dp/111952203X/
http://www.amazon.com/Out-blue-surprises-anticipate-profound/dp/0965902722/
http://www.amazon.com/Black-Swan-Improbable-Robustness-Fragility/dp/081297381X/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sohail_Inayatullah
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The foresight method of Causal Layered Analysis (CLA), developed 

by Inayatullah, is a great way to surface and critique these factors. 

The CLA Reader, Sohail Inayatullah (Ed.), 2004, offers many case 

examples of the method. CLA creatively explores many facets of the 

current view of why we are where we are, as everyone sees it, and 

some of the ways our current set of stories, causes and assumptions 

limit our views of the past, present and future. That means 95% of 

what it uncovers will be evolutionary. CLA will also uncover some 

developmental factors, as some of our stories, causes, assumptions, 

and beliefs relate to the probable future. But, as it doesn’t treat the 

probable future as a key constraint on the possible, CLA is primarily 

an evolutionary foresight tool. 

 

In John’s experience with CLA, the first two levels of CLA, Litany (what we all say is 

important, or is causing current conditions) and Causes (what we think may be causing 

current conditions) are particularly helpful for quickly seeing the current possible future 

view. CLA’s next two layers, Structure and Metaphor, both involve assumptions we 

make about the actual causes, and the responsibility for causes that we attribute to actors 

and structures relevant to the system and problems in question. 

 

Once litany, causes, and assumptions are listed or “mapped,” we can question each of 

these maps, and ask if there are others that we can imagine, or that may be preferred in 

other cultures, or in previous eras, that may also be relevant. This general practice can 

open us up to possibilities that we need to see, in order to better evaluate them. 

 

4. Methods Focus – Strategy 

 

A. Systems, Models and Frameworks 

 

Strategy is a vast topic. The foundation of strategy is a firm understanding of systems 

that appear to operate in the world and the ability to use models and frameworks to 

effectively describe or manage outcomes that we care about.  

 

We’ve said that systems thinking and systems theory are foundations of foresight, but 

model-making is the core of systems analysis. Many useful models (simple simulations 

of complex systems) and frameworks (guidelines for doing professional work) have been 

developed in the last sixty years of foresight practice. We constantly use such tools 

(referred to together as “models” in this Guide) to make sense of and manage the world. 

This topic is central to our next chapter, so we will just briefly introduce it here.  

 

Whether they are unconscious or conscious, implicit or explicit, informal or formal, our 

systems models are the foundations on which we build our practice. They are our mental 

“maps of what matters.” Thus, models can also be dangerous, as they can bias us to prefer 

Inayatullah, 2004 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Causal_layered_analysis
https://www.amazon.com/Layered-Analysis-Integrative-Transformative-Methodology/dp/9579078858
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Systems_thinking
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Systems_theory
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conceptual_model
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conceptual_framework
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certain foresight methods and certain specialty practices to produce foresight. Models 

can limit what we pay attention to, and if we aren’t careful or humble enough, even what 

or how we perceive. 

 

Knowing which complex systems are most relevant to our problem, and which models 

or frameworks are the best fit for our needs, usually isn’t obvious and comes with 

experience. Reviewing the literature advocating each model to find case studies, and 

judging whether those are similar to ours can be very helpful. But, the first step is to be 

aware of the great breadth of models that have proven beneficial in foresight work. 

 

Certain practice models—like ADOR analysis, our DROA cognitive bias, the LAISEIRR 

Foresight and Action Skills, and the division of strategic visions into Preferable and 

Preventable futures—seem particularly foundational to adaptive foresight. Likewise, 

several world models, like Exponential Foresight and Evo-Devo Foresight, seem 

particularly foundational to comprehensive foresight work. We will have to decide how 

plausible, evidence-based, and relevant these models are to our own strategies.  

 

B. Visions (Preferable and Preventable) and Values 

 

We’ve said in Chapter 4 (Creating Shared Visions) that shared visions are the kind of 

foresight that people care the most about. Probable and possible foresight is much less 

motivating to people, even though we need to perform them both to fully see our strategic 

options.  

 

MIT Sloan management scholar Peter Senge describes the importance of shared vision in 

his classic The Fifth Discipline: The Art and Practice of the Learning Organization, 1990. He 

notes that developing shared vision begins with the learning step, with formal and 

informal process of elicitation of the visions of all the stakeholders. This is fantastic 

advice. It fits with the 95/5 Rule, that most change must be driven bottom-up, and with 

Steven Covey’s life habit “Seek first to understand, then to be understood.” Once we 

know the variety of visions that exist, we’ve got an ability to craft both positive and 

negative visions that will be consistent with most of our stakeholder’s values. 

 

Most importantly, as the futurist Art Shostak would say, good visions should be both 

preferable and preventable. They tell us what we want to achieve and what we want to 

avoid. They also should have an appropriate time horizon. Remember the Power Law of 

Foresight Thinking. Most foresight thinking, by frequency (not importance) is extremely 

short-term.  

 

Shared visions for the next quarter can be very concrete and measurable, and they often 

treat values only implicitly. Great examples are discussed in Jack Stack’s The Great Game 

of Business, 2013. We can encourage everyone in our organizations to use single-page P&L 

and balance sheets, work together to set bonus plans (shared visions), and determine 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Methodology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Case_study
https://www.amazon.com/Fifth-Discipline-Practice-Learning-Organization/dp/0385517254
https://www.amazon.com/Great-Game-Business-Expanded-Updated/dp/0385348339/
https://www.amazon.com/Great-Game-Business-Expanded-Updated/dp/0385348339/
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their own performance goals using OKRs. Shared visions for the longer term, as in classic 

visioning workshops for an organization’s mission and vision statement, require values 

discussions and consensus. This long-term preferencing work is less frequent but also 

important, as it helps us improve the implicit values on our short-term visions. But, as 

with most strategic plans—which should be very simple, mostly near term, and 

frequently revisited—the majority of our visioning should be similarly simple, mostly 

near term, and frequently revisited. Working backwards from our term visions, to 

generate good mid-term and short-term ones, is much more valuable. Visualizing 

achieving our short-term visions is also far more useful than visualizing our long-term 

visions. Athletes don’t previsualize getting a medal, they previsualize every upcoming 

performance. That’s where the fastest Do Loops and the greatest learning always lie. 

 

Visions are actually one aspect of a larger strategic challenge: diagnosis. We must 

diagnose where we presently stand (current status) and what our opportunities and traps 

are (positive and negative shared visions). In a three-step model of strategy that we 

happen to favor here, diagnosis is actually the first step of strategy. Let us turn to that 

model now. 

 

C. Diagnoses, Policies, and Action Plans 

 

Strategy is the most recognized “end product” of foresight work. But, we’ve seen that 

this is a great oversimplification: foresight professionals not only depend on the LAIS 

Skills, they must engage in and facilitate action and review the impact their work, using 

the EIRR Skills, to make it better in the next iteration.  

 

They also must ensure that their work dovetails with actual strategy production. As 

Richard Rumelt says in his excellent Good Strategy / Bad Strategy, 2011, all good strategy 

contains at least three elements:  

 

1. A diagnosis of the problems and obstacles facing a system. 

2. A guiding policy giving the direction forward, and aiding daily decisions.  

3. A coherent set of actions (feasible achievements, resource commitments, plans, 

incentives, measurements, consequences) to manage the guiding policy. 

 

Notice that Rumelt’s Strategy Element 1 begins with the fourth P, and is dependent on a 

successful prior Reviewing step. Both Learning and the first three Ps, ending with a 

shared strategic vision, must occur prior to this activity. Achieving all three strategy 

elements requires a strong understanding of the competitive environment and the 

skillful use of the tools of strategic management.  

 

Many firms and teams do not have a true strategy, but rather a loose set of goals, plans, 

and slogans. If the foresight professional does not have the experience or training to 

produce effective strategy, or is not familiar with modern strategic management, they 

https://www.amazon.com/Good-Strategy-Bad-Difference-Matters/dp/B07R6XQ8YP/
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must work with professionals who can. As we said in Chapter 4, knowing where we fit 

in the Management Value Chain, and working with the best specialists we can within 

that value chain, is imperative to both adequate and outstanding work. 

 

D. Unintended Consequences 

 

Finally, in crafting strategy, it is critical for us to recognize all the ways our strategy has 

floundered in the past and is likely to do so with our current plans as well. All systems 

thinkers know that complex systems will often create many effects that are hard or 

impossible to predict. Those unintended consequences must be managed, and we must 

seek to be antifragile, growing stronger from their stresses on us. 

 

William Sherden’s excellent Best Laid Plans: The Tyranny of 

Unintended Consequences and How to Avoid Them, 2011, is a humbling 

overview of the many ways our personal, business, and political 

plans go off the rails. Sometimes we encounter vicious cycles in 

which repetition makes the outcome worse, as in armoring Humvees 

in the Iraq War, making them sitting ducks for ever more powerful 

IEDs. Sometimes we get domino effects, where false stories get 

rapidly amplified in social media, causing mass outrage or extremist 

behavior. Sometimes we simply don’t see all the causal relationships 

in a complex system. The mandated use of ethanol in US gasoline 

caused soaring corn prices and increased world hunger in all the 

developing countries that subsist on corn. NASA found that the Clean Air Act’s success 

in reducing US airborne sulfate emissions contributed to the rapid warming of the Arctic.  

 

Sherden describes eight mechanisms that complicate our outcomes in unpredictable ways 

and explains how better monitoring these mechanisms can allow us to anticipate some 

otherwise surprising negative consequences. We ought also to build our personal, team, 

organizational, and societal intelligence (sensing), agility and resilience, so we are ready 

to respond when these outcomes occur. Understanding and managing the Law of 

Unintended Consequences is critical to sound strategy. 

 

III. Practice Frameworks 

 

Frameworks—also termed SOPs (standard operating procedures) in industry, rubrics in 

academia, and recipes in the culinary field—are practice guidelines for professional 

work. Any model can be turned into framework when it is used as a set of guidelines to 

produce outcomes (research, education, publications, forecasts, models, advice) and 

when the outcomes of that work are measured and evaluated—with part of the 

evaluation being the consistency and correctness of application of the framework. 

 

Sherden, 2011  

https://smile.amazon.com/Best-Laid-Plans-Unintended-Consequences/dp/0313385319
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As with models, there are no perfect frameworks; but, knowing several good ones will 

make our work more consistent, our goals more conscious, and our processes more 

subject to formal evaluation and feedback. Below is a small sample of useful foresight 

frameworks to inspire us to reference the literature and to find, adapt, or build some of 

our own. 

 

1. Mahaffie’s Foresight Initiation Framework  

 

To start building foresight habits and culture for ourselves, our teams and in our 

organizations, John Mahaffie of Leading Futurists, offers us an excellent seven step 

framework on his Foresight Culture blog. Here it is, with minor embellishments: 

 

1. Start Future Conversations. 

Make time for open, thoughtful, creative conversations about the future of critical 

topics. Make it a regular and informal ritual—like “Future Friday” lunches, where 

a conscious goal is to make the future part of the conversation. Keep these 

conversations relaxed, exploratory, and fun. 

 

2. Find Kindred Spirits 

Our conversations will attract colleagues who either enjoy or recognize the value 

of thinking about the future too. Collect a diverse group of thinkers and feelers, 

pessimists and optimists, artists and engineers. Value all input, seek everyone’s 

counsel, and build a foresight community. 

 

3. Ask Questions and Get Visual With Answers 

Ask future-important questions. “What are the top trends shaping our future?” 

“What are we not talking about that we should?” Compelling questions focus 

people on their relevant personal, team, or organizational futures—and their 

answers beg to be written down. Use paper, whiteboards, or digital tablets for 

outlines and diagrams of these conversations. Make one sentence summaries, lists, 

and simple models. Get folks to critique what they see. 

 

4. Do Environmental Scanning  

Make time to learn about the environmental and competitive forces, trends, issues, 

challenges, and opportunities we face, individually and collectively. Find great 

data, discussion lists, websites, articles, books, and communities of relevance to 

our organization. Start building a set of scanning sources and habits for continual 

learning. Part of this scanning involves familiarizing ourselves with the human 

capital of our org. Learn others’ strengths, passions, and concerns. 

 

5. Share What We Learn (Pay It Forward)  

We may appoint ourselves as a future scout for our orgs, conducting 

reconnaissance in the environment. When we discover info that might be of value 

http://foresightculture.com/2014/04/14/7-first-steps-for-building-an-organizations-foresight
http://foresightculture.com/2014/04/14/7-first-steps-for-building-an-organizations-foresight
http://foresightculture.com/2014/04/14/7-first-steps-for-building-an-organizations-foresight
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_capital
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_capital
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to particular folks in our organization, we’ll share it—present it lightly (e.g., “I 

thought this might be useful”), not didactically (“I know the future”). In other 

words, help them see the value of foresight, sharing, and learning. Don’t expect 

anything in return. 

 

6. Push the Strategy Horizon 

Whenever key strategy is open to discussion, make a habit of asking questions that 

extend the strategy horizon—like, “can we take a moment and look at how this 

plays out, longer term?” Or, “what do we think will happen if such-and-such 

occurs?” And, “what new opportunities open up for us then? What threats?” Be 

known as a person who stretches out the team’s horizon, but only when it is 

appropriate. Know there is a time in all strategy talk for learning (past and 

present), a time for anticipating relevant trends and models, a time for divergent 

and innovative discussion, and a time to converge on strategic priorities, policies 

and coordinated action plans. Become a master of all four LAIS Skills. 

 

7. Join a Community of Practice  

Join one or more of the Primary and Specialty Foresight Communities listed in 

Chapters 1 and 8. Seek excellence in all Eight Skills and a few of the Twenty 

Specialties. Foresight is a richly rewarding, never-ending journey. Make the 

journey with others who appreciate it as much as we do.  

 

Do these things, and before long, we will be seen as productive foresight professionals  in 

our organization. 

 

2. Dator’s Four Futures (Growth Modes) Framework 

 

In 1979, eminent futurist Jim Dator—then the director of the U. Hawaii foresight 

program—developed a clarifying model for social change stories in Perspectives on Cross-

Cultural Psychology. It was reprised in his Advancing Futures, 2002. Dator noted that many 

narratives (stories, scenarios) on social change issues revolve around four categories 

regarding effects of that change, as follows: 

 

1. Continuation (business as usual, more of the status quo growth) 

2. Limits and Discipline (behaviors to adapt to internal or environmental limits) 

3. Decline and Collapse (system degradation or failure modes as crisis emerges) 

4. Transformation (new tech, business, or social factors that change the game) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jim_Dator
http://www.amazon.com/Advancing-Futures-Studies-Higher-Education/dp/0275976327/
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These four futures can be represented by phases on three classic growth curves, Logistic 

(S-curve) and Life cycle curves, Exponential and Superexponential curves (J-curves). In 

our section on LENPAC curves in Chapter 9, we will understand:  

 

Continuation as the initial exponential phase of S-curve growth; 

Limits and Discipline as the saturation phase of S-curve growth; 

Decline and Collapse as the recycling phase of life cycle growth; 

Transformation as the substitution phase of new, steeper S-curve growth. 

 

As Dator says, often, all four stories of change are being told at the same time by different 

parties. Each can be a valid perspective for particular interest groups involved in the 

change. Finding out who is representing each of the four points of view (and any others 

that may exist) is thus a great goal in foresight research.  

 

This model becomes a framework when we use it to construct scenarios, either beginning 

with these four modes as separate scenarios, or with all four modes happening to 

different groups within each of any scenarios produced by other means, such as the GBN 

four box scenario method. Alternatively, we may stress test our strategy against all four 

future growth modes and seek to estimate the likelihood that our organization or 

stakeholders may enter any of these modes.  

 

3. The Three Horizons Framework  

 

Bill Sharpe’s Three Horizons: The Patterning of Hope, 2013, offers a very useful and intuitive 

framework for thinking about the future. It involves considering the interaction of three 

complex systems: 

 

1. Business as Usual (which will eventually decline) – Horizon 1 

https://smile.amazon.com/Three-Horizons-Patterning-Bill-Sharpe/dp/1909470244/
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2. Disruptive Forces (unsettling the existing order, allowing change) – Horizon 2 

3. The New System (which increasingly becomes viable) – Horizon 3 

 

These three systems can be represented by three curves. The simple version below is 

drawn by Kate Raworth, author Donut Economics: A Primer on 21st Century Economics, 

2018. See her great 6 min YouTube video explaining the horizons. The Y-axis for these 

curves is typically drawn as Dominance, Prevalence, or Strategic Fit (another term for 

Adaptiveness) while the X-axis 

represents Time, or better yet, 

Cumulative experience. In this 

framework, we see the “seeds of the 

future” (H3) embedded in the present, 

and we want to grow them. As Raworth 

describes, we can have either negative 

disruption that is quickly captured by 

the dominant business or political 

paradigm or positive disruption which 

generates real change to the future 

order.  

 

As an example of a Divisive and Inequality-Generating Economy, she gives the example 

of the exploitative contracts and centralized ownership structure of Uber. As an example 

of a Regenerative and Distributive Economy, she cites Ride Austin, an on-demand 

transportation network owned by its operators, and used keep profits in Austin. Of 

course, if companies like Uber are required to go public once they reach a certain size, 

and if citizens are broadly invested in the stock market, both by choice and due to 

government nudging, as in Australia’s model, Uber would be much less divisive. 

Centralized models like Uber are typically going to dominate any industry with strong 

economies of scale, so we must take steps to redistribute wealth, empower 

entrepreneurship, and where practical, decentralize or at least democratize ownership. 

How technologies affect the network is all about the rules we choose. 

 

Below is another version of the three horizons curve, courtesy of Andy Hines, director of 

the U. Houston M.S. in Strategic Foresight. It is adapted from an excellent article on the 

framework by futurists Andrew Curry and Tony Hodgson, “Seeing in Multiple Horizons 

(PDF),” Journal of Futures Studies, 13(1), pp. 1-20.  

The Three Horizons Framework  

(Sharpe, 2013. Adapted by Raworth, 2018) 

https://smile.amazon.com/Doughnut-Economics-Seven-21st-Century-Economist/dp/1603587969/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_5KfRQJqpPU
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/253444667_Seeing_in_Multiple_Horizons_Connecting_Futures_to_Strategy
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/253444667_Seeing_in_Multiple_Horizons_Connecting_Futures_to_Strategy
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The generality of this framework is attractive. As Sharpe says, it is a tool to generate many 

fruitful discussions about the existing order, what disrupts it, and where we may go 

next, as either probable, possible, or preferable futures. It is commonly used in 

discussions about transitioning from our current Plutocratic Political-Economic system 

to a more Democratic and Distributive system. The model can oversimplify complex 

dynamics, just like any framework, but it does seem to represent some very universal 

processes, similar to Dator’s Four Futures Framework. Foresight communities like the 

International Futures Forum use the three horizons regularly, and we recommend every 

strategy team gain experience with it. 

 

We can analyze the components of this curve in a number of ways. The interpretation 

that seems most commonly useful, generalizing from curves we’ve seen in Chapter 7, is 

as follows. Horizon 1 can be seen as the tail end of a Life Cycle Curve, common to any 

system of fixed complexity in a changing environment, or any senescing system unable 

to keep up with the pace of external change. Horizon 2 can be either a Hype Cycle 

(positive or negative), which can cause disruption through hype or fear, or an actual 

Disruptive Innovation. Both will cause disruption, the latter more widely. A firm that 

has greatly overinvested in the wrong technology due to hype is clearly going to suffer 

through all three of these curves. A disruptive innovation will have industry or societal 

effects. Horizon 3 is the New S-curve, Dator’s Transformational curve in the Four 

Futures Framework just discussed. The three curves can be mapped to three types of 
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innovation in products, service, laws, norms, or anything else relevant to the system: 

Incremental innovation typifies the Horizon 1 curve, Disruptive innovation is tracked 

on Horizon 2, and Transformational innovation occurs as Horizon 3.  

 

Readers may notice that the Three Horizons are congruent with Kurt Lewin’s classic 

Three Step Model of Change Management from 1947, which asks leaders to: “Unfreeze, 

Change, then Refreeze” organizational processes. We explore this model in Chapter 9 

(LENPAC curves). Unfreezing, where stakeholders become willing to painfully leave the 

old order, usually happens only as it is experiencing noticeable decline (H1) and as 

disruption (an innovation-based H2) comes along, heightening the need for change. 

Alternatively, a leader can use strategic communication to manufacture or heighten an 

actual crisis (hype-based H2). Refreezing the new way of doing things (H3) only happens 

via clever restructuring by leadership, as the new order beings to gain power. Without 

refreezing around new incentives and systems, organizations will often slip back into 

old ways. Lewin’s model was skillfully expanded by John Kotter in his Eight Steps of 

Change Management, covered in Chapter 8. 

 

4. Eight Skills Foresight Skills (Competencies) Framework 

 

The Eight Skills are not just a model, they are also a foresight competency framework. 

They offer guidelines for the typical order in which to conduct foresight work and a 

simple recipe for improving it. The Twenty Specialties are guidelines for key functions 

in organizational foresight. Chapter 5 (Foresight in the Firm) outlined where these 

specialties commonly reside in organizational departments. The Twenty Specialties are 

also a simple foresight education framework. We’d love to see foresight programs 

introduce all of them to student practitioners. Each of the specialties are also represented 

by professional associations with their own learning and training networks, as we saw in 

Chapter 1.  

 

As we’ve seen, the Do Loop and Eight Skills are based on perception-decision-action-

feedback cycles (in cognitive science, allowing us to ground foresight in the way humans 

naturally think, emote, and intuit in the world. Foresight is something we all seek to 

engage in at personal, team, organizational, industry, societal and universal (scientific 

method) levels—to mention six particularly important natural systems.  

 

As a competency framework for our field (a defined set of abilities and behaviors 

necessary for effectiveness), the Eight Skills have the great advantage of being terms 

already in common use by the global management community. That allows us to present 

foresight not as something privileged or specialized, but as skills that all of us have at 

least in modest amounts as self-managers and relationship managers—skills that great 

managers, teams, and organizations can further develop as they gain experience. In this 

model, the Eight Skills are necessary for all adaptive teams. The unique capabilities of the 

http://www.cipd.co.uk/hr-resources/factsheets/competence-competency-frameworks.aspx
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foresight profession emerge as sub-competencies and include the twenty specialty 

practices, as well as key models, methods, practices, and norms.  

 

All of the twenty specialties are included below in more specialized forms, with some 

new sub-competencies added, making this perhaps the most detailed framework in this 

guide for what foresighters do. Compared to typical managers and consultants, foresight 

professionals lead teams in the development and practice of many special abilities and 

behaviors to discover, create, and manage futures. These include: scoping, retrospecting, 

scanning, sensemaking, predicting, forecasting, baseline futuring, de-biasing, alternative 

futuring, visioning, facilitating, designing, goalsetting, and assessing foresight progress, 

capacity and performance. Our field is rich and rapidly changing, and we will develop 

many more sub-competencies as new predictive analytics, machine learning, and crowd 

foresight tools and platforms emerge.  

 

We suggest that your team build your own set of most useful specialty practices and 

competencies for each of the Eight Skills, as an exercise in running your Do loops well.  

Specialty practices are recognized as important functions of strategic management, and 

have professional associations developing them. Competencies are practices that are less 

recognized as management functions, and may not be sponsored by any professional 

association. Of course these two overlap. We’ve already described Eight Skills specialty 

practices. A preliminary set of Eight Skills competencies is offered below: 

 

1. Learning is scoping the client’s needs, gaining the skills, and doing the research to 

gain foresight. Competencies include: 

Scoping: defining and bounding the foresight topic, extent, and timeframe, 

determining stakeholders, diagnosing client and stakeholder knowledge, needs, and 

receptivity 

Mapping: building a map of the topic and categories for research.  

Metrics and Data: Determining and analyzing key data and indicators to know 

current status 

Hindsight: understanding historical context and the most recent discontinuities 

Learning and Development: engaging a team in training and skill building to 

improve foresight 

Scanning: finding emerging issues, indicators, and signals of change, aka “scanning 

hits” 

Intelligence/Sensemaking: analyzing and evaluating to gain insight into system 

patterns 

 

2. Anticipating is identifying a set of convergent, baseline, expected futures. 

Competencies include: 

Predicting: making specific predictions of an expected future, using some model, 

with a probability attached 
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Forecasting: using trend analysis to estimate a variable of interest over a range of 

future dates 

Baseline futuring: forecasting a baseline future from current trends, models, and 

plans, along with its assumptions and associated risk 

Risk management: determining the risk environment and major uncertainties 

Investing: determining the most viable current opportunities for creating future 

value 

 

3. Innovating is generating a range of divergent, possible alternative futures and 

prototypes. Competencies include: 

De-biasing: helping clients see their biases, relax pre-conceived notions, see with 

fresh eyes 

Designing: activities or artifacts to explore baseline and alternative futures and 

visions  

Alternative futuring: generating possible and plausible alternative futures or 

scenarios based on wildcards, ideas, and images built around key uncertainties  

 

4. Strategy is enabling re-convergence on visions and real options toward preferred 

futures. Competencies include: 

Interpreting: considering the implications suggested by the baseline and alternative 

futures 

Strategizing: reflection and analysis of real options, weighing their pros and cons 

Visioning: identifying and committing to a preferred future, or set of futures 

 

5. Executing is translating strategy into action (of the client or the foresighter). 

Competencies include: 

Facilitating: guiding interpersonal interactions to achieve desired foresight results 

Goalsetting: soliciting client commitment to specific goals to achieve the shared 

vision  

Planning: bridging goals and the present state with options, tactics, and planned 

actions 

Producing: creating and managing ours and others’ foresight products and services 

 

6. Influencing is selling foresight work to client leaders and stakeholders. Competencies 

include: 

Communicating: relating visions, baseline and alternative futures and strategic 

options to capture stakeholder attention and influence their actions 

Selling: promoting our services, convincing others of their value, growing our 

practice 

 

7. Relating is understanding leaders and stakeholders and acting with their best 

interests in mind. Competencies include: 
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Empathizing: understanding client fears, hopes, and needs, and their current culture 

Teambuilding: creating strong and cognitively diverse practitioner teams 

Ethical practice: studying appropriate behavior for context and culture 

 

8. Reviewing is measuring and collecting feedback on the quality and results of 

foresight work. Competencies include: 

Assessing progress: tracking indicators or precursors that indicate progress (or not) 

to a goal, how uncertainty is resolving among baseline and alternative futures, 

change management 

Assessing performance: measuring foresight work quality and client satisfaction  

Assessing capacity: determining whether the client has more internal foresight 

capacity (without our future help) than they had before our engagement 

 

What would you modify, add, or remove to this framework? How can your organization 

best apply the Eight Skills, and staff the Twenty Specialties? How can you assess 

personal, team, and organizational performance in skills, specialties, and competencies?  

We leave those questions as challenges for your future work. 

 

5. Houston’s Foresight Research Framework 

 

Many firms buy industry foresight research from consultancies like Gartner, McKinsey, 

and IDG. Clients include C-level executives, technical innovators, strategists, planners, 

risk managers, leaders, journalists, and others. Market research is a lucrative business. A 

typical Gartner research subscription service covering the current conditions and future 

trends in a specialized industry with a reasonable market capitalization (for example, call 

center technology) might cost small to mid-sized firms $25K-50K annually.  

 

Buying, finding, or creating such documents is part of the intelligence function (Skill 1) 

of a firm. A complete foresight brief covers the present and gives advice on probable, 

possible, and preferable futures on any subject, with insights tailored to client need. 

Nevertheless, there are numerous ways to organize foresight research for publication. A 

dependable foresight graduate program will introduce and elucidate several.  

 

During his thirty-year tenure as professor of strategic foresight at the University of 

Houston, Peter Bishop developed an excellent research framework for producing 

briefing papers on foresight topics. Students of the Houston strategic foresight master’s 

program applied the framework and were assessed on their application of it. (See 

“Framework foresight,” Peter Bishop, Futures, 2013).  

 

Here are Houston Foresight Research framework’s five main sections and subsections 

(titles have been slightly adapted): 

 

1. Introduction (Problem Definition, Executive Summary) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Call_center
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Call_center
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0016328713000773
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2. Current Assessment (Current Conditions, Stakeholders, History, Constants) 

3. Forecast (Cycles, Trends, Plans, Investments, Basic Forecast) 

4. Alternate Futures (Potential Events, Issues, Ideas, Proposals, Uncertainties, 

Scenarios, Indicators)  

5. Information Sources (Experts, Texts, Periodicals, Articles, Organizations, 

Websites) 

 

Note the way this framework begins with Learning (Current assessment), then proceeds 

to Anticipation (probable foresight), and only then to Innovation (possible alternative 

futures). This is the correct order of operations, in our view. This framework is intended 

as an input to Strategy, the classic definition of foresight work.  

 

A LAIS version of this framework would follow Step 4 with Strategy recommendations 

(vision, guiding policies, coordinated action plans). The Current Assessment would also 

include discovering other current strategic bets and investments. Evaluating those 

alternative strategies for opportunity and advantage would be part of the Strategy 

recommendation step. 

 

In 2005, John applied the Houston framework to a long-term 

foresight problem—namely, the question of whether and 

when underground automated highway systems might come 

to cities in coming decades (PDF here). He used the 

framework to argue that beginning in the 2030s, our 

wealthiest cities may find it affordable and valuable to use 

automated excavation and construction systems to start 

building freeway networks and large parking garages 

underground.  

 

He proposed that they could do this by using advanced tunnel boring machines (TBMs) 

and urban robo-trucks to remove the excavation tailings, particularly at night when 

freeways are underused. Such underground networks would allow cities to better fight 

gridlock, and reclaim some of their expensive surface real estate for higher-value uses, 

including living and green space, and increase living density, commuting speeds, and the 

tax base. As background trends, he noted the rise of zero emission vehicles, and that the 

global operating number of TBMs was on a three year doubling curve at the time.  

 

This prediction was received as highly implausible by many of John’s foresight 

colleagues, at the time, but not by several of the experts he consulted. As this book goes 

to press in 2021, Elon Musk’s Boring Company is engaging in just what was predicted 

in the framework as the Basic Forecast. Employing a formal process like the Houston 

Foresight Research framework is a great way to check our assumptions, to gauge our 

Tunnel Boring Machine  

http://accelerating.org/articles/uahsframework.pdf
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tunnel_boring_machine
http://www.wallstreetdaily.com/2014/05/21/mining-robo-trucks/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tailings
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own levels of confidence in our future views, and to have them critiqued by appropriately 

diverse communities of colleagues and subject matter experts.  

 

6. Horizon Scanning Frameworks  

 

Horizon scanning is environmental scanning which focuses on generating actionable 

intelligence and foresight over the time horizon of the organization and its strategy. That 

horizon could be limited to the next quarter for some firms or extend to the next fifty 

years for others. Besides time horizon, the choice and number of scanning categories will 

bias the kinds, depth, and balance of information collected, so practitioners should use 

categories (input bins) that are most relevant to their context of use. 

 

PEST (Political, Economic, Social, and Technological factors) is a simple and popular 

horizon scanning framework used by some business analysts. These four categories are 

easy to remember. We consider this framework of historical interest only, and too simple 

for modern foresight work. Other categories commonly added to PEST to improve its 

breadth or relevance, depending upon the particular forces most pertinent to each firm, 

are: Environmental factors (STEEP), Regulatory instead of Politics (STEER), Legal and 

Ethics (PESTLE), and Demographics (PESTLED) factors.  

 

STEEP (Social-Technological-Environmental-Economic-Political factors) is taught in most 

foresight programs and is a popular framework for simple scanning and external 

environment analysis—both for shorter- and longer-range, local and global, issues. We’ve 

already said we think STEEP should be retired, and replaced by STEEPLES, at a 

minimum. Science, Legal rules, and Ethical and justice concerns are now too powerful 

and important to neglect as learning categories. We’ll explore this claim a bit further in 

this section on scanning frameworks. 

 

Putting key future-influencing scanning trends and systems on cards, and using them in 

group settings is a great way to engage a team or community in foresight thinking, and 

get them interested in scanning. Cards are also very useful for group storytelling and 

ideation, as in the card set named The Thing From the Future, 2014, developed by 

futurists Stuart Candy and James Watson.  

 

A $50 STEEP card set, with 125 cards (25 

“driving forces” in each of the five categories) 

is sold by ITVO (Institute for Future 

Development) in the Netherlands (picture 

below). Chris Luebkeman at foresight 

consulting firm Arup developed an even more 

extensive set of 175 Drivers of Change cards 

also divided into STEEP categories, and linked 

to seven key discussion topics for the future of STEEP cards (ITVO, 2012)  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Environmental_scanning
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intelligence_assessment
http://issthinktank.wikispaces.com/STEEP+Analysis
http://situationlab.org/projects/the-thing-from-the-future/
http://foresightcards.com/2012/06/20/whats-in-the-box/
http://foresightcards.com/about/
http://foresightcards.com/about/
http://www.driversofchange.com/about/the-team/chris-luebkeman/
http://www.amazon.com/Drivers-Change-Chris-Luebkeman/dp/379134224X
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the built environment: Energy, Waste, Climate Change, Water, Demographics, 

Urbanization, and Poverty (published by Prestel in 2009, but now out of print).  

 

Such games are excellent starts at engaging us in important problems and topics, but the 

STEEPS categories are insufficient. Consider how much Science, Law, and Ethics 

determine the future of those discussion topics. The state of the relevant science always 

determines what we know and what we are likely to accomplish with any technology. 

Many laws are unjust and perpetuate societal problems. Many leaders make poor ethical 

decisions, and we often have to think hard about a problem to see what the most 

important ethical issues are that should guide our strategy and action. 

 

In addition to a STEEPLES cards game, we can envision a popular entry-level foresight 

education curriculum built around acquiring general knowledge in STEEPLES categories, 

globally and by industry, with learning done through an online STEEPLES scanning and 

foresight game. Once players developed sufficient general world and systems 

knowledge in the categories, they can learn various foresight methods online, working 

with and competing against other players with similar experience levels. Outputs can be 

peer evaluated, and monetary and reputation awards can be incentives. Online scanning 

games are new category of serious games that we hope to see soon, and can predict must 

emerge in the longer term. Anyone interested in creating and marketing such a game? 

We’d be glad to do our little bit to help out. It might be called, for example, The Foresight 

Game. That domain is available, if anyone wants to start this project!   

 

Again, we think that STEEPLES scanning—which leads with Science and ends with 

Society—offers a real improvement over the classic STEEP, for several reasons.  

 

First, consider how it ranks its categories in a rough order of their speed of change and 

magnitude of ADOR. Society is not the most disruptive force on Earth today. Society is 

constantly being forced to adapt to STEEPLE changes. Consider recent ethical lapses of 

our political leadership, especially in response to COVID-19, under the Trump 

administration, for example. Political skills and character are very different spheres. 

 

Consider also that starting our scanning with science will tend to make all our scanning 

work more theory informed and evidence-based. Scientific knowledge is both the most 

discerning and the most rapidly improving learning system on Earth today. See Valentin 

Turchin’s The Phenomenon of Science (PDF), 1977, for more on that claim. The next fastest 

and most impactful learning and doing system is Technology, empowered by science 

and by creative experiment. The remaining STEEPLES factors take a more arbitrary order 

of speed and ADOR impact. Placing society last in this list reminds us that to properly 

evaluate Societal futures, we must first consider seven other STEEPLE categories. 

  

We’ve previously given examples of the value of science-first scanning and learning in 

evaluating self-driving cars and wearable computers. Consider yet another example in 

http://pespmc1.vub.ac.be/POS/TurPOS.pdf
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3D printing. While many futurists have been breathlessly predicting for over a decade 

that we’ll soon have advanced 3D printers in our homes, a good scientific and technical 

analysis, found in many scientific sources, makes clear that home affordable versions 

printers are fine for solid object prototyping (for example metal parts and plastic toys), 

but they are far from able to do desktop manufacturing of electronic or other internally 

complex items. Gaining that ability for mass use would require major advances in 

robotics, automation, AI, and miniaturization.  

 

Such advances do not yet exist in our science and R&D laboratories, and they are only 

wish-list items on our industry technology roadmaps. By contrast, self-driving cars, 

smartphones, and natural language interfaces, have long been considered high-

probability events to occur within the next decade or two by many scientific experts doing 

work in these fields. The critical difference between such predicted technological events 

is in the state of the science underlying the technologies, both the theoretical science 

(models for the theoretical potential of the technology) and the empirical science (the 

kinds and quality of R&D experiments currently happening in the field).  

 

By extension, if a serious foresighter wishes to understand the question of whether 

desalination, photovoltaics, synthetic biology, brain-machine interfaces, or any other 

highly hyped and potentially disruptive technology is actually poised to significantly 

improve in the next decade or, contrarily, whether it is being largely overhyped and will 

likely deliver minimally in this timeframe, an understanding of expert opinion on both 

the sciences and technology involved is a critical determinant of foresight quality.  

 

Frequently, compliance with evidence-poor societal values and preferences takes 

precedence over a recognition of the true state of the science. We can call this a Societal 

aspiration bias, and we must adjust for this bias in order to successfully carry out 

foresight work. Placing Society at the end of the STEEPLES framework helps us 

acknowledge societal aspiration biases, so we can better correct for them after evaluating 

the other factors. 

 

For another technological future that exhibits a strong aspiration bias are brain-machine 

interfaces. These have been greatly overhyped for the last decade. They tell an appealing 

story (to some) of human empowerment and potential future enhancement. It is not 

surprising that freedom-loving Western societies love to hear this story told as often, and 

in as breathless terms, as possible. But science tells us that this reality will take far longer 

to develop than most people realize today. We haven’t yet solved fundamental problems 

in biocompatibility for these devices to function for the long term. What’s more, 

implanting them in young, plastic brains where they would be most effective, thankfully 

has strong ethical injunctions, in every society. We won’t use them widely until we know 

what we are doing, and we likely won’t know what we are doing until general AI arrives. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/3d_printing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laboratory
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technology_roadmap
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theoretical_science
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Experimental_science
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Desalination
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_photovoltaics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_biology
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brain-machine_interface
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Meanwhile, the process of desalination—i.e., removing salt or other minerals from saline 

water—is becoming more efficient, environmentally responsible, and globally adopted 

much faster than popular foresight may recognize. Yet, because desalination technology 

discomforts some environmental futurists, and because there are many issues with it that 

must be better managed—like reducing energy needs, recycling the brine produced, and 

handling the toxins removed from the oceans—many professionals tend to avoid 

discussing it. Nevertheless, nature itself performs desalination in all its living systems 

quite efficiently, and our leading desalination systems correspondingly learn more from 

nature every year. Microbial desalination, for example, is just one of several methods 

being investigated for next-gen desalination plants, and many other techniques are 

improving in efficiency every year. 

 

Theoretical and applied scientists and technologists must be one of the largest subsets of 

the professional foresight profession—at least, by numbers. All of these individuals, in 

general, attempt to predict which breakthroughs are feasible and valuable for their fields. 

But, scientists are also underrepresented as self-describing foresight practitioners. 

Growing interaction between our scientific community, in all of its many specialties, and 

our self-described foresight practitioner community is one of the worthy challenges for 

our field. 

 

7. Foltigo’s Future Value Generation Framework 

 

Foltigo is a small strategic foresight consultancy in Sao 

Paulo, Brazil. As they’ve grown to serve larger clients, 

they’ve been inspired to develop their own practice 

framework, which they call Future Value Generation. See 

Daniel Egger’s book on the framework and its application, Future Value Generation, 2016.  

 

Egger’s framework has both a diagnostic cycle—a recipe for framing or scoping the 

foresight problem and determining which foresight is needed—and a decision cycle, for 

generating strategy. Here is a summary of the framework as developed so far: 

 

1. Determine Value Proposition. What value does our organization truly create 

today? 

2. Portfolio of Change. Trends and change drivers that can impact business 

processes or market. 

3. Future Contexts. Scenarios about possible social structures, behaviors, and 

technologies 

4. Visions. What are our aspirational visions about our firm’s contributions to 

society? 

5. Future Value Proposition. What value will customers see in our future products 

and services under the various scenarios? 

http://www.foltigo.com/
http://www.slideshare.net/activistiam/future-value-generation-v064
https://www.linkedin.com/profile/view?id=4496664
https://smile.amazon.com/Future-Value-Generation-create-Business/dp/1532942265/
http://www.foltigo.com/
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6. Value Policies. What policies, processes and measurements will guide strategic 

execution from present to future value? 

7. Option Portfolio. What initiatives, projects, and ideas will increase strategic agility 

in our drive toward our future value propositions?  

 

Applying various framework models lightly and quickly to our foresight problem will 

generate many new insights and help us clarify our foresight options. For a few more 

foresight curriculum and practice frameworks, see FERN’s Foresight Definitions and 

Frameworks page. We wish luck and good fortune to all our foresight colleagues in 

finding, improving, and creating foresight practice frameworks that fit their own ends. 

 

Using the Eight Skills: Joining Professional Development Communities  

 

To conclude this chapter, a few professional development communities that will help 

us improve our foresight expertise are listed below. Similar to this chapter, the list is 

focused on Organizational Foresight. These practice communities are ideal places to 

study the usefulness and limits of the methods recently addressed—likewise, to improve 

them and develop new ones.  

 

We’ve listed two or three communities for each of the LAIS Foresight Skills, and one or 

two communities for each of the EIRR Action Skills, as a starter list. For anyone with 

further recommendations of communities, please let us know so we can expand this list 

in future editions of the Guide. 

 

1. Learning Communities 

Accounting and Intangibles 

Institute of Management Accountants (IMA).  

Intelligence and Knowledge Management 

Collective Intelligence Academic Community (CIAC). 

Learning and Development  

Association for Talent Development (ATD).  

 

2. Anticipation Communities 

Data Science and Machine Learning 

Open Data Science Community (OSDC). 

Forecasting and Prediction 

International Institute of Forecasters (IIF) 

Investing and Finance 

CFA Institute (CFAI). 

 

3. Innovation Communities 

Alternatives and Scenarios 

http://www.globalforesight.org/foresight-definitions-and-frameworks
http://www.globalforesight.org/foresight-definitions-and-frameworks
http://www.imanet.org/ima_home.aspx
http://collectiveintelligenceconference.org/
http://www.astd.org/
https://odsc.com/
http://forecasters.org/
https://www.cfainstitute.org/
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Association of Professional Futurists (APF).  

Entrepreneurship and Intrapreneurship 

Founder Institute (FI) 

Facilitation and Gaming 

International Association of Facilitators (IAF) 

 

4. Strategy Communities 

Analysis and Decision Support 

Institute for Operations Research and the Mgmt Sciences (INFORMS). 

Vision/Goalsetting/Strategy and Planning 

Association for Strategic Planning (ASP). 

 

5. Execution Community 

Management and Leadership 

American Management Association (AMA).  

 

6. Influence Community 

Marketing and Sales 

American Marketing Association (AMA).  

 

7. Relating Community 

Human Resources and Performance Management 

Society for Human Resource Mgmt (SHRM).  

 

8. Reviewing Communities 

Auditing and Change Management 

Institute of Internal Auditors (IIA).  

Benchmarking and Quality 

Balanced Scorecard Institute (BSI). 

 

Here is some parting advice in applying the Eight Skills. Always remember the simple 

Do loop on which it is based. Keeping our Do Loops as fast, conscious, experienced, and 

efficient as possible is the foundation of personal foresight. Organizational foresight, in 

turn, requires effective use of all eight of these skills. We ought to commit them to 

memory and deliberately practice them every day. We must both expect and learn from 

failure. This is our recommended strategy for personal and professional success.  

 

Good Luck—and thanks for sharing what you learn! 

https://apf.org/
http://fi.co/
https://www.iaf-world.org/site/
https://www.informs.org/
http://www.strategyplus.org/
http://www.amanet.org/
https://www.ama.org/Pages/default.aspx
https://www.shrm.org/Pages/default.aspx
https://na.theiia.org/
https://balancedscorecard.org/
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Chapter 8: Organizations in Society I  – 

 Models and Values 

 

This chapter is the first of two that will consider organizations in society. It explores two 

topics: 1) useful organizational and societal system models and 2) useful values models 

for leadership of ourselves and others. These two topics will give us a good start in 

thinking about society as a system. We delve deeper into societal foresight in Book 2. 

 

Models are a key way to explore complex systems. Through categories and relationships, 

they begin to tell us how and why a system seems to work. Dynamical models, in form 

of curves, cycles, and trends, help us begin to see the future of that system as well. We’ll 

explore several valuable decision cycle models in this chapter. Chapter 9 will introduce a 

group of classic curves and cycles, and introduce two basic categories of trends, hard and 

soft. We’ll explore several societal, global, and universal trends in Book 2.  

 

Values and their relationships are the heart of normative foresight. We will briefly 

introduce our take on adaptive leadership at the end of this chapter. It addresses key 

goals and values that individuals, teams, and organizations must prioritize and balance, 

to lead themselves and others with long-term success. Values concern the all-important 

“why” of why we do things and the “character” and “integrity” topics in leadership. 

 

Proposing ideal adaptive goals and values in this chapter will set us up to discuss a few 

of the many ways we can fail in foresight practice, in Part IV, on Practice Challenges and 

Visions. We will say more about normative foresight in Book 2. That book will further 

defend Tolstoy’s evo-devo claim that “Happy Organizations are All Alike”—that there 

are a few developmental ways for firms to succeed, and many evolutionary ways to fail.  

 

As you read the next two chapters, ask yourself: Which models, curves, cycles, and trends 

have we missed? What personal, team, and organizational values are we missing, or 

improperly weighting or discussing? Please let us know for the next version of the Guide. 

 

The Value of Models  

 

Many useful models (simple simulations of complex systems), and frameworks 

(guidelines for conducting professional work) have been developed in the last sixty years 

of foresight practice. We constantly use such tools (classified together as “models” in this 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conceptual_model
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conceptual_framework
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guide) to make sense of the world. Whether they are unconscious or conscious, implicit 

or explicit, informal or formal, our models are the foundations on which we build our 

practice. They are our “maps of what matters.” But, models are also dangerous—as they 

are always generalized and incomplete—and can bias us to prefer certain foresight 

methods and frameworks and limit what we pay attention to, or even see. 

 

For a fantastic free course on models, which are fundamental to reliable foresight, let us 

recommend Scott Page’s Model Thinking course (4-8 hours/week x 12 weeks) on 

Coursera, and his book The Model Thinker: What You Need to Know to Make Data Work for 

You, 2018. Page is a professor of complex systems, political science, and economics at U. 

Michigan and the author of other great books, like The Difference, 2008, which explains 

why having cognitive and skills diversity on our core team, or at least in our advisory 

network, is key to solving complex and poorly-structured problems. Strategic foresight 

almost always falls into this class of problem.  

 

Making our models explicit permits them to be subject to critique and improvement. 

Prioritizing the models we find most useful also helps us clarify our assumptions and 

values. This chapter will introduce a small selection of foresight models and frameworks 

that seem particularly valuable.  

 

There are a dizzying variety of models that can help us comprehend of our client’s 

problems, choose better foresight methods, and balance and prioritize our work. Below 

is merely a good sample. Knowing which models are the best fit for our needs is not 

always obvious and comes with experience. As we have said earlier, reviewing the 

literature on each model, finding case studies, and judging their value to our context can 

be very helpful. But, the first step is to become aware of the great breadth of models that 

have proven advantageous in foresight work, so let’s begin there.  

 

The category models of Evolution and Development and the Four Ps of Adaptive 

Foresight at the beginning of this chapter, as well as the decision cycle models of the Do 

Loop and the Eight Skills of Adaptive Foresight in the middle of this chapter, are the 

models we propose to have the greatest value to most foresight practitioners in most 

client contexts. We didn’t break these out relative to the others as we have no evidence 

for their special status, only a hypothesis in need of testing. It is for each of us to decide 

if we find them particularly helpful relative to all the other models. 

 

Good models can offer us many specific benefits. They can be: 

 

 Consensus-promoting: We learn a common language and outlook on complex 

systems.  

 Prioritizing: We focus and balance our attention on what seems to matter most. 

 Clarifying: We see relationships, processes, and agendas we may previously have 

overlooked. 

https://www.coursera.org/learn/model-thinking
https://www.coursera.org/
https://smile.amazon.com/Model-Thinker-What-Need-Know/dp/0465094627/
https://smile.amazon.com/Model-Thinker-What-Need-Know/dp/0465094627/
http://www.amazon.com/Difference-Diversity-Creates-Schools-Societies/dp/0691138540/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Case_study
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 Efficient: A good model helps us to quickly make sense of a complex, ambiguous 

system. 

 Quantitative: With good definitions, our models can be numerate, and more 

precise. 

 Validated: Reliable models can be replicated and pass statistical tests of 

significance and predictability. 

 

Models hold many potential drawbacks, as well. They can be: 

 

 Biased: The bias or agendas of the designers may skew the model/framework far 

from reality. 

 Incomplete: The model can lack key datasets in its development and be 

insufficiently diverse. 

 Over/Under Complex: The model can miss key system elements or have more 

than needed. 

 Incorrect: The model may have incorrect categories or causal relationships 

 Vague: The model can lack sufficient rigor to be subject to quantitative tests. 

  

Imperfect as they are, 

models are helpful as 

sense-making tools and as 

easy shortcuts (sometimes 

too easy!) for strategic 

thinking. Finding, 

choosing, and 

occasionally building the 

right model for our 

various foresight clients, 

contexts, and problems is 

both an art and a science. 

Systems thinking and 

model building are great first steps in seeking to understand an organizational system or 

problem, and this activity can help us devise better processes for managing or changing 

the system.  

 

Sometimes, quick qualitative modeling is all we are able to achieve with the time and 

money available to us. Peter Checkland’s Soft Systems Methodology, developed in the 

1960s, uses consensus-seeking and systems thinking to build and validate qualitative 

models for organizational problems. See Brian Wilson’s Soft Systems Methodology, 2001, 

for a primer.  

 

On the more quantitative side, the Entity-Relationship community is a group of 

information professionals who make tools for abstracting complex systems into sets of 

The Futures Cone, a Conceptual Foresight Model 

(Joseph Voros, 2001) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Systems_thinking
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soft_systems_methodology
http://www.amazon.com/Soft-Systems-Methodology-Conceptual-Contribution/dp/0471894893/
http://www.conceptualmodeling.org/ER_Steering_Committee.html
http://thinkingfutures.net/what-we-do/resources/futures-foresight/a-foresight-primer/foresight-primer/
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Entities, Relationships, and Constraints. In the 1990s they developed a Unified 

Modeling Language for software engineering, and have held annual conferences on 

conceptual modeling since 1979. As our software slowly improves at machine-learning 

collections of entities, relationships, and constraints from the data around us—and using 

collective human judgment to tune them—the future of conceptual modeling continues 

to look brighter and brighter. 

 

Statistical Surveys and Consulting 

 

Whenever possible, quantifying qualitative information—often collected by surveys—will 

allow us to see if we can replicate our model in independent efforts, a key step to 

validation. In heavily data-driven organizations, quantitative approaches may be the best 

or only way to build a credible model. Bilal Ayyub’s Elicitation of Expert Opinions for 

Uncertainty and Risks, 2001, is a primer on how to quantitatively aggregate expert opinions 

about the future in ways that minimize bias. Quantitative approaches help us discover 

where our expert and lay networks are still ignorant (no better than random at predicting 

a system) and where they are consistently effective at finding patterns. The former result 

can signal the need for more expert and lay diversity, or even expose shortcomings in our 

model categories or survey techniques. 

 

Few foresight professionals today know how to use productive statistical analysis 

platforms like SPSS or SAS, and few clients ask for statistical studies or data-driven 

models as part of their foresight work—though, ideally, many would. Given the 

increasing ease of online surveying, the most commonplace statistical approaches to 

foresight used today are in market research surveys.  

 

Good market research platforms like Marketsight and Sawtooth perform conjoint 

analysis: a way of determining which combinations of features in a product or service 

people value most, over other combinations. Fortunately, these platforms become more 

affordable, powerful, and intuitive every year. Marketsight, for example, starts at 

$95/year for academics.  

 

Cabrera and McDougall’s Statistical Consulting, 2002, is a practice 

primer with many case studies on employing statistics in consulting 

work. Fred Ruland’s Guide for the New Statistical Consultant, 2014, 

also offers great practice tips. Andy Field’s Discovering Statistics 

Using SPSS, 2013, is a rich guide to both basic statistics and using 

SPSS—a powerful (but expensive) statistics platform. An 

introductory course, not just on basic statistics (which is already 

required by all graduate programs) but on using statistics in 

foresight consulting, should be a requirement in modern foresight 

graduate degrees. Two particularly insightful introductory books on 

statistical thinking are: Charles Wheelan’s Naked Statistics, 2014, and 
Cabrera & McDougall, 

2002 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unified_Modeling_Language
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unified_Modeling_Language
http://www.conceptualmodeling.org/
http://www.conceptualmodeling.org/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Survey_methodology
http://www.amazon.com/Elicitation-Expert-Opinions-Uncertainty-Risks/dp/0849310873/
http://www.amazon.com/Elicitation-Expert-Opinions-Uncertainty-Risks/dp/0849310873/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SPSS
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAS_(software)
https://www.marketsight.com/
http://www.sawtoothsoftware.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conjoint_analysis_(marketing)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conjoint_analysis_(marketing)
http://www.amazon.com/Statistical-Consulting-Javier-Cabrera/dp/0387988637/
http://www.amazon.com/Guide-New-Statistical-Consultant-Suggestions-ebook/dp/B00JZ1D5NE/
http://www.amazon.com/Discovering-Statistics-using-IBM-SPSS/dp/1446249182/
http://www.amazon.com/Discovering-Statistics-using-IBM-SPSS/dp/1446249182/
http://www.amazon.com/Naked-Statistics-Stripping-Dread-Data/dp/039334777X
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Darrell Huff’s How to Lie with Statistics, 1993, and OpenIntro Statistics, 2012. The latter text 

is free at OpenIntro.org, a global group dedicated to demonetizing the greatly over-priced 

college textbook market. Wheelan and Huff are a great pair, with free online courses on 

Data Analysis, Statistics, and R, the powerful open source data analysis program, 

available at Coursera. For now, in the absence of such courses in our programs, we can 

study the books above and work with tutors online. We should challenge ourselves to be 

more quantitative in our next projects. Let’s start small and have fun! 

 

Models We’ll Consider  

 

Let’s now look at some good foresight models, in two main classes: (I) Category Models, 

which propose key categories for foresight thinking and action, and (II) Decision Cycle 

Models, technically called decision and action (management) cycles, which look at cyclic 

flows between categories, resulting in decisions, actions, and feedback. As we’ll see in 

BPF, evo-devo foresight is itself a cyclic model.  

 

At the end of Section II, we will see that many of these decision cycle models can be 

summarized as the Do Loop, the generic Learn-See-Do-Review decision cycle. Given 

the Do Loop’s broad convergence with other decision models, we consider it one 

particularly universal approach to foresight practice.  

 

The more theory-grounded and evidence-based foresight models we know and can use, 

the more versatile we will be in deciding which to adopt or adapt for particular projects 

or clients. Knowing a variety of good models will also help us to learn and prioritize the 

even greater variety of methods on offer.  

 

While all models must be both partially incorrect and perennially incomplete, we hope 

some value can be found in the ones we have selected. 

 

I. Category Models  

 

Let’s look now at some foresight models, each between two and five categories. Three of 

these also provide some theoretical grounding for our Eight Skills of Adaptive Foresight 

model, discussed in earlier chapters. 

 

http://www.amazon.com/How-Lie-Statistics-Darrell-Huff/dp/0393310728/
http://www.amazon.com/OpenIntro-Statistics-Edition-David-Diez/dp/1478217200
http://www.openintro.org/
https://www.coursera.org/
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1. Evolution and Development  

 

This model is based on 

theoretical biology, so for 

anyone who missed college-

level biology, it may seem a 

little strange at first. But, 

please stay tuned, as it is both 

simple and powerful once 

understood. A group of 

scholars in the new field of 

Evolutionary 

Developmental Biology 

(“Evo-Devo” biology for 

short) propose that evolution 

and development are each 

equally basic, opposing, and 

functionally different processes of change that regulate the future of living systems.  

 

A group of systems theorists in the Evo-Devo Universe (EDU) research community 

proposes that evo-devo models in living systems may be applied to all complex systems 

that predictably replicate—including stars, pre-organic molecules, life, ideas, behaviors, 

technologies, and, as the simulation-testable theory of cosmological natural selection 

proposes, even our universe itself. Evolutionary development (evo-devo) is thus 

proposed as a simple conceptual model for understanding change in many systems and 

at many scales. From the evo-devo perspective, the two life processes of evolution and 

development combine to produce a third process in complex systems: adaptation or 

utility, a mix of evo and devo processes of change. 

 

In the term “evo-devo”, note that evolutionary processes are listed first, and 

developmental processes second. This is a practical standard in our view, as the 95/Rule 

tells us that evolutionary processes comprise the vast majority (“95%”, to a rough 

approximation) of the typical change we can see and analyze. 

 

Evolutionary processes involve divergence, unpredictability, variety, exploration, and 

experimentation. They emanate from individual experimentation. Evolutionary change 

appears treelike in its growth. Think of Charles Darwin’s Tree of Life, creating the vast 

variety of species on Earth—an image of which can be seen on the left in the picture above. 

Evolutionary search is how living systems explore their possibility space. One can 

identify treelike growth not only in biological evolution, but also in social, economic, and 

political evolution (in terms of ideas, behaviors, laws, institutions), technological 

evolution, and in the universe as a system. Whenever we see treelike, divergent, 

Trees and Funnels: Evolutionary and Developmental Patterns 

Found in All Replicating Complex Systems (Smart, 2008) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Evolutionary_developmental_biology
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Evolutionary_developmental_biology
http://evodevouniverse.com/wiki/Main_Page
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Complex_system
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Self-replication
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cosmological_natural_selection#Fecund_universes
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tree_of_life
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exploratory growth in any system, we can use the “E word” and propose that evolution 

is the primary process, as long as such growth persists in that system. 

 

Developmental processes, by contrast, involve convergence, predictability, 

conservation, and protection of the system. They arise from a collective computation of 

some kind of optimality, for that particular time and environment. This change process 

looks funnel-like, as it reduces variety and moves the system toward some statistically 

“common” outcome. The funnel in the picture above is a protein folding funnel, an 

energy landscape that guides the billions of ways a protein can fold into a 3D structure 

inside human cells, to end up with one common, optimal form, seen in all cells.  

 

As they move toward their optimal state, developmental processes also protect complex 

systems from environmental disruption, and provide directionality, and (rough) 

irreversibility. As it proceeds from one developmental stage to the next, development is 

also cyclical. All developmental processes move from a “seed” (initiating system), to a 

mature system, to another seed, starting the replication cycle again. Engaging in 

development, including the stable development of immune systems, instinct, and 

morality (system-protective thoughts and behaviors), is how living systems protect their 

complexity in probability space. Both their developmental genes and the physical laws 

and constancies of the environment allow them to cycle predictably through a sequence 

of activities that, in typical environments, will keep them replicating, so they can continue 

to evolve (create, vary, innovate). Whenever we see funnel-like, directional, cyclical 

growth in social, economic, or technological systems, or the universe as a system, we can 

use the “D word” and propose that development is occurring.  

 

We foresight professionals often classify events and processes into sets of important 

learning categories—such as our recommended STEEPLES (Scientific, Technological, 

Environmental, Economic, Political, Legal, Ethical, and Social) horizon scanning 

framework. Because of the 95/5 Rule, it is far easier to see examples of evolutionary 

processes during our scanning than it is to find developmental processes.  

 

Yet even though they are numerically roughly 20X fewer to find, developmental 

processes are perhaps equally important in evo-devo systems. The more we learn to see 

STEEPLES events and processes that are future predictable, the better we become at 

constraining our possibilities and preferencing work. We engage in less unproductive 

speculation on implausible scenarios, strategies, and possibilities and can help our clients 

to take advantage of trends that appear very likely, or inevitable. We open our minds to 

learning again when we stop proclaiming that the future can’t be known and start 

identifying the aspects of the future that truly are probabilistic predictable today.  

 

Searching for social predictability has a long history. Statistician Adolphe Quetelet 

coined the term “social physics“ (later named sociology) in A Treatise on Man, 1835, 

written in French. He proposed that many societal trends and events are predictable in 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Protein_folding
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adolphe_Quetelet
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adolphe_Quetelet#Social_physics
https://archive.org/details/treatiseonmandev00quet
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statistical and probabilistic ways. Philosopher August Comte soon took this perspective 

to an unsupportable extreme in A General View of Positivism, 1844. Comte’s positivism 

proposed that all knowledge, including social knowledge, must ultimately derive from 

logical and mathematical precepts and laws. However, while logic and rationality are 

tremendously useful for certain purposes, they alone provide a seriously incomplete 

understanding of the world. Probability and statistics are, in fact, far better lenses for 

understanding nearly all kinds of change than merely logic, laws, and causal equations. 

So far in human experience, intuition, emotion, and possibility have proven to be even 

more important to understanding the world than rationality and causal necessity.  

  

A number of early 20th century futurists championed social predictability—perhaps most 

notably Ossip Flechtheim in Germany, who first coined the term “futurology“ in the 

mid-1940s—and proposed it as a new science and discipline of social probability and 

statistics. But, modeling and probabilistic prediction of societal events turned out to be 

much more complex and difficult than 20th century society had patience or money for. 

Probabilistic prediction of social behavior has remained a marginal effort until recently, 

and sociology, economics, political science, history, and other disciplines have been 

under-quantified and under-predictive as a result. Yet, the recent emergence of big data, 

predictive analytics, biologically-inspired machine learning, and collective intelligence 

and foresight platforms gives us great hope that probable futures will finally be viewed 

just as important as possible and preferable futures in all our academic fields within 

coming decades.  

 

One late 20th century foresight professional who advocated societal predictability was 

Pierre Wack, the first director of Shell’s Scenarios Group. As the eminent futurist Peter 

Schwartz describes in his excellent The Art of the Long View, 1996, Wack’s group at Shell 

was one of the first to take scenario analysis seriously in the corporate world. Scenarios 

are stories focused on exploring the “most important, most uncertain” futures relevant to 

the firm and its strategies. Wack was a systems thinker, which, in addition to good 

historical knowledge and a keen, inquisitive mind, seems essential to superior foresight 

regarding societal relationships, opportunities, and constraints. 

 

Wack proposed the existence of various “predetermined elements” shaping our societal 

future. He collected data on a large number of these, including economic globalization, 

the spread of rights and freedoms, and various demographic and technological trends. 

We call all such predictable elements developmental in the evo-devo foresight model. 

Wack proposed that their discovery would function as a key constraint on scenario 

generation. Once discovered, they would allow futurists to progress to higher-value, or 

what he called “second generation,” scenario work. By discovering as many predictable 

societal elements as possible, we prevent implausible scenarios from obstructing our view 

and gain a much clearer sight of what lies ahead. Futurists Napier Collyns and Hardin 

Tibbs wrote a great article for GBN describing Wack’s thinking in this regard. To 

summarize, our framework for exploring possible and preferable futures is contingent 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Auguste_Comte
http://books.google.com/books?id=SgaHpaeZAewC&dq=%22A+General+View+of+Positivism%22&pg=PP1&ots=iubuk2ztrh&source=bn&sig=gYv9EMnFcGza5T8BlOivnQ0aREM&hl=en&sa=X&oi=book_result&resnum=4&ct=result#v=onepage&q=%22A%20General%20View%20of%20Positivism%22&f=false
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Positivism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Positivism
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Probability_and_statistics
http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ossip_K._Flechtheim
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Futurology
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pierre_Wack
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Royal_Dutch_Shell
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_Schwartz_(futurist)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_Schwartz_(futurist)
http://www.amazon.com/The-Art-Long-View-Uncertain/dp/0385267320
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scenario_analysis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Systems_thinking
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Napier_Collyns
http://www.hardintibbs.com/
http://www.hardintibbs.com/
http://www.hardintibbs.com/wp-content/uploads/2009/05/gbn_tribute_wack.pdf
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on how much of the probable future we can first discover via intelligence, research, trend 

identification, and other anticipatory methods.  

 

Let’s look now at two examples to explore the interaction of evolution and development 

as opposing and simultaneous processes in social systems: 

 

1. Women’s Rights, Now to 2050. Is the present growth in women’s rights around 

the world primarily an evolutionary process, a developmental process, or a 

balanced or alternating mix of the two? In truth, it must be both, and seeing both 

aspects of this mix will improve our foresight. As social forecasters, we can 

anticipate different varieties of women’s rights in more countries, states, and 

regions over time (in terms of treelike, diversifying growth). At the same time, as 

the dominant trend, we can forecast increasing similarities among women’s 

rights and increasing convergence on some global standard, some variation of 

the UN’s 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights. In countries like Saudia 

Arabia, Mali, others where Westerners would today judge women’s rights as 

below-average, what varieties of woman’s rights might be preserved as value 

diversity, and what varieties will come to be seen as outmoded in coming years? 

Both evolutionary and developmental changes can be expected. 

 

Would it surprise any of us to learn that some 

futurists remain so anti-prediction in their 

personal world models that they’ve even argued 

(though not typically in print, for obvious 

reasons) that we “cannot predict” with any 

confidence whether we can expect further global 

convergence on any subset of women’s rights? 

Such is the power of anti-predictive bias. 

Fighting such bias by publicly arguing for the 

existence of not just evolutionary but also specific 

developmental processes in human society—

like the statistical growth of women’s rights in all 

developing nations, including ever greater parity with men’s rights—is one of the 

ways we can improve our collective anticipation. For our money, this is an easy 

forecast. Women’s rights and norms are today experiencing a strong 

developmental convergence, with very secondary evolutionary divergences 

occurring within countries, states, and and cities as they develop. Minky 

Worden’s The Unfinished Revolution, 2012, is a definitive statement of this particular 

predictive position. We believe helping the leaders and skeptics in an organization 

understand various processes of development occurring within a firm, an 

industry, or a society, as well as helping our clients steer an ethical path toward 

those outcomes, are two of our primary jobs as foresight professionals. 

 

UDHR, 1948 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Universal_Declaration_of_Human_Rights
http://www.amazon.com/Unfinished-Revolution-Voices-Global-Womens-ebook/dp/B005K98PQ2/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Universal_Declaration_of_Human_Rights
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Universal_Declaration_of_Human_Rights
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2. Urban Cultures and Subcultures in Megacities, Now to 2050. What will be the 

future of culture and subculture in our megacities (metro areas with more than 5 

million people) over the next thirty years? This seems to be a harder forecasting 

challenge than the last. In 19th century New York (not yet a megacity), we saw 

expanding varieties of urban cultures as immigrants from other countries came to 

the city, which created diverse ethnic minority groups. New York at that time 

experienced a dominantly evolutionary process of urban cultural diversification 

for several generations. Conversely, from America’s mass production and 

broadcast mass media era to the early internet (1930s to 2000s), we witnessed 

increasing homogenization, corporatization, and convergence in our big cities on 

certain types of urban subcultures. Urbanization and civil rights, the rise of chain-

store and big box retailers over local mom-and-pop businesses, the gentrification 

of our urban cores, the rise of mass media, and even the global reduction in urban 

crime since the 1990s in our wealthier cities—the list may go on—have all been 

cited as examples of (developmental) convergence in megacity cultures, making 

them appear increasingly similar. There have also been brief evolutionary swing-

backs of subculture diversification within this period—as with the urban 

counterculture experiments in the 1960s, and our urban crime and drug epidemics 

in the 1970s and 1980s—which affected large cities in unique ways. But, the 

dominant trend, as with women’s rights, has been developmental convergence on 

particular types of urban culture.  

 

So, what can we expect from 

urban cultures over the next few 

decades? Several futurists have 

noted powerful new 

evolutionary diversity in many 

of our physical and digital 

communities. Others have 

documented a new focus, as the 

web has grown, on local 

community participation. The 

key question is which aspects 

urban cultural change are 

evolutionary (enabling new diversity of community types) and which are 

developmental (narrowing the types of community qualities vs. previous eras)? 

Will all our new online diversity lead to more people with different political, social, 

and avocational interests gravitating to live in different physical spaces and 

housing complexes—as we saw in 1800s ethnic areas in New York, and in 1960s 

communes? Or, will most new local communities and exurbs in our megacities 

look progressively similar—with their characteristic farmers’ markets, walkable 

cores, micro-parks, franchise stores, co-ops, and sustainability ethics?  

 

Megacities are converging in many physical attributes,  

while diversifying in some virtual attributes 

(Singapore, 2014) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Megacity
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Commuter_town
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As with women’s rights, we would bet that the primary trend for our global urban 

cultures will be simultaneous expansion of universal, cultural, ethical, and 

normative standards development in physical space—with every major city and 

its suburbs increasingly like the next in their main variables, and increasingly 

different in all those variables that don’t create negative sum outcomes (eg, are 

either positive sum or zero sum) for society as a whole. We can predict extensive 

new evolutionary specializations in the interests and activities of physical 

communities and online subcultures. Both greater freedoms of specific options and 

actions, and at the same time, greater general ethical and moral constraints on our 

institutions, laws, and norms are going to occur. We will have ever greater 

numbers and types of individual freedoms in our megacities, over this century, 

but not ever greater degrees of freedom. Our freedoms will be increasingly 

constrained by global developmental processes, processes that naturally seek 

positive sum or at least zero sum outcomes for the collective (the network). Note 

the tension between these two stories of the future. Each say different important 

things, and both must be told as well as we can. 

 

Not everyone will agree with everything we have said about these two examples. Many 

more qualitative and quantitative predictions and definitions could be offered in our 

effort to improve these stories. But hopefully, these examples illustrate at least two key 

points about the use of evo-devo models:  

 

1. Good foresight must continually strive to identify both evolutionary and 

developmental futures. Both processes are constantly occurring in reality, and 

each are often in tension and conflict with the other. We see the future much less 

clearly, and produce poorer strategy, when we discuss or envision only one.  

2. When we are using a common language of evolution and development, and 

define those terms in relation to living systems, we can better clarify how we 

disagree when we apply these terms to other complex systems, and what data we 

would need to help us converge in our positions—and either validate, refine, or 

falsify our statements regarding the future. 

 

2. Shostak’s Four Foresight Types (Thinking Styles)  

 

Let us now revisit the Four Ps model of foresight types, or thinking styles. Recall that the 

Four Ps are the basis of our LAIS foresight model—which includes the prior step of 

Learning (considering the relevant past and present, in preparation for foresight), and 

which splits Strategy into dealing with both desirable and undesirable futures.  

 

We’ve seen that in LAIS foresight, after Learning more about our problem domain, it is 

typically best practice to initially Anticipate (attempt to see relevant developmental 

processes first), and only then to Innovate (imagine or test evolutionary possibilities). 
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Otherwise, we may waste significant time and energy entertaining possibilities that are 

improbable. We will also produce poorer Strategy (preferences, prevention) as a result. 

 

Recall that Shostak’s four fundamental foresight types are: 

 

1. Probable Futures (predictable, constrained, secure, and conservative), 

2. Possible Futures (unpredictable, creative, free, and novel),  

3. Preferable Futures (individually or group-preferred agendas), and 

4. Preventable Futures (plausible risks, threats, traps to be avoided). 

 

We have just explored the first two of Shostak’s Four Ps in the Evolutionary 

Development model. Notice that evolutionary (tree-like, divergent, unpredictable 

thinking and action) and developmental (funnel-like, convergent, predictable thinking 

and action) processes are our best theoretical model for Possible and Probable styles of 

thinking, action, and futures.  

 

Evo-devo theory proposes that better preferences arise out of predictive contrasting, by 

first looking at relevant probabilities (predictable processes), then at possibilities 

(unpredictable processes) in our environment. While there are no formal studies yet to 

justify this claim about predictive contrasting, we are hopeful that our team at Foresight 

U, and others, will empirically validate this claim in coming years.  

 

Recall next that Oettingen’s work proposes that better strategy arises out of what we call 

sentiment contrasting, and that sentiment contrasting is just a phrase for describing the 

second pair of Shostak’s Four Ps: Preferable and Preventable futures. Fortunately, there 

is extensive clinical evidence that sentiment contrasting (optimism first, pessimism 

second) greatly improves not only our predictive accuracy and performance, but our 

motivation to overcome obstacles also. Moreover, it creates better strategy, plans, and 

actions. This happens because sentiment contrasting links human sentiment to our 

rational preferences, improving our emotional-cognitive cycles.  

 

We have discussed the REOPS cycle (Research, Expectations, Opportunities, Priorities, 

Setbacks) as our preferred acronym for the five step cycle that incorporates both LAIS 

and mental contrasting (both predictive and sentiment-based). The REOPS acronym is 

perhaps the easiest way to remember and apply Learning and the Four Ps, in a cycle. 

Preferable futures are the heart of organizational foresight practice and our adaptive 

foresight model. Our best preferences are long-term adaptive—meaning they allow us 

to survive and thrive in the greatest variety of contexts. It is this adaptive thinking, 

planning, and action that organizations value most.  

 

In our view, the most adaptive mental contrasting requires both predictive contrasting 

and sentiment contrasting, each typically done in that order. In other words, we would 
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claim that only by first carefully considering organizational probabilities and, second, 

possibilities can our most important preferable and preventable futures be identified.  

Again, we don’t have strong evidence yet for this claim. Readers are invited to apply this 

model in some of their foresight work, and judge for themselves. 

 

We have also stated that many of our clients, as well as the general public, tend to rush 

through the first three steps—Learning, Anticipation, and Innovation—of the LAIS 

model. They are concerned predominantly with Strategy: particularly with both positive 

visions (Preferables) and plausible yet disagreeable ones (Preventables). In the language 

of the REOPS Cycle, they are concerned most with establishing Priorities and foreseeing 

and avoiding likely Setbacks. As professionals, we have to encourage our clients to care 

about each of these steps, not merely those that comprise Strategy. It is also in our best 

interest to recognize and engage the different people on our teams who are attracted to 

each of these four different future thinking types. 

 

The graphic above summarizes the AIS Skills (the Foresight Triad), while graphical 

representations of each of the three thinking types. Anticipation thinking helps us see 

“funnels” (convergences, constraints, probabilities). It tends to be past-oriented (history 

and intelligence-informed) and tuned to the environment. Innovation thinking helps us 

see “trees” (divergences, possibilities, freedoms). They are future-oriented and tuned to 

the environment. Strategic thinking helps us see “landscapes” (competing and 

cooperating preference peaks and valleys in an adaptive landscape). These peaks and 

valleys are measured in relation to tangible and intangible (e.g., survey based) fitness 

variables (for example, efficiency, cost, consumer popularity, rate of growth or 
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innovation). We can assess these landscapes both in terms of preferences and foreseeable 

things to prevent. 

  

Sometimes we can see one dominant peak or valley on a preference landscape. More often 

we can recognize multiple peaks, representing many competing and cooperating agendas 

and actors. Mapping those peaks—seeing the agendas of all relevant parties and the 

organizational resources available to each for executing their agendas—is the foundation 

of adaptive strategy and planning.  

 

Social network analysis and predictive analytics software that includes semantic 

analysis, services of companies like Recorded Future, are exciting new ways of building 

quantitative maps of all the preference peaks and organizational capacities operating in 

an industry or market. As our natural language understanding systems improve, so too 

will our online preference and capacity maps, and we can then expect a new type of 

statistical social foresight, working off adaptive landscape maps, to emerge. 

 

In addition to the Four Ps, there are other important foresight categories that 

professionals discuss in various contexts. These are plausible futures, expected futures, 

and wildcards (low probability, high impact events). Let’s look at each in turn and see 

how they can bring useful enhancements to our models: 

 

Plausible futures are those that the client believes are either possible or preferable. These 

may only be roughly consistent with the Four Ps. An important strategy with plausible 

futures is to discover the edges of our client’s mental plausibility map. Does it include all 

the generally acknowledged possible and preferable futures relevant to the firm’s goals? 

If not, a good foresight professional will help their client to expand their mental models, 

so that they aren’t blindsided by futures they don’t realize exist. Another reliable strategy 

is to determine whether our clients’ plausibility maps extend into either fantasy or faulty 

stories. If they include impossible, highly unlikely, or widely unpreferable futures—and 

if they are making strategy based those beliefs—we need to help them narrow their 

expectations back down to reality, otherwise their mental models may lead to disaster.  

 

Expected futures are those that the client, or the foresight practitioner, believes are either 

probable or highly preferable (and probable), whether or not they actually are. Again, the 

client’s or practitioner’s expectation map may be only roughly consistent with the Four 

Ps, and alerting them to this discrepancy can do them a great service. Does the client or 

practitioner expect something will happen that is in actually quite unlikely? Or vice 

versa? Poor expectation maps are common in big firms who believe their past 

performance is a guarantee of future success, or that they are too big to fail. Some form 

of bias, groupthink, or lack of feedback (Skill 8) may likely be involved. 

 

Also imperative to examine are wildcards (low probability, high positive or negative 

impact events, a special subset of probable futures) especially when a firm is making large 
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strategic bets and committing to path dependent (not easily reversible) decisions. Having 

a cognitively diverse executive team, bringing in iconoclasts (people with practical 

experience who reject orthodoxies and think in unconventional ways), or designating 

devil’s advocates within internal strategy discussions are among the most effective ways 

uncover wildcards and improve an organizational strategy’s resilience to them. We may 

also need to help our clients build intelligence systems that can warn them if wildcards 

look like they might actually occur. A few exemplary books on wildcards are futurist 

John Peterson’s Out of the Blue, 1997, and Nicholas Taleb’s The Black Swan, 2010. 

 

3. Spreckley’s Triple Bottom Line (Organizational Benefits Accounting) 

 

Sustainability thinking emerged in the 1970s as a way to understand firms and industries 

beyond the classical economic growth-profit paradigm. In 1981, Freer Spreckley 

proposed that social, environmental, and economic benefits were the critical three 

categories to measure in a social audit—a way to assess the value of the corporation to 

society. Since the 2000’s, we have seen ESG (environmental, social, and governance) 

investing and accounting emerge, splitting social factors into benefit to the community 

(social) and stakeholder representation and empowerment (governance). This gives four 

key organizational factors to account for: People, Planet, Profit, and Politics (governance). 

For simplicity, we’ll discuss TBL models below, to stand in for both. 

 

Social audits are one way of providing democratic oversight over corporate charters, 

granted by the public to economic entities in good social standing. A revocable public 

charter, given only to corporations that provide net public benefit, and which are audited 

periodically, was the original idea behind licensing corporations to operate in democratic 

states. The legal meaning of a corporate charter has been greatly diluted since its 

inception, but the public charter is such an old and sound idea that we are hopeful we 

will see it revived in a more digitally democratic late-21st century future. We shall see. 

 

In the 1990s, John Elkington popularized the phrases “Triple Bottom Line” (TBL) and 

“people, planet, profit” to refer to three basic categories of measurable benefit that firms 

can bring to their societies. In 2007, a set of TBL accounting standards were ratified by the 

UN and ICLEI (a collection of local governments) as the preferred approach to public 

sector full cost accounting. Below is a nice infographic of the three-category TBL 

accounting model. 

 

Social benefits include: labor practices, worker equity, transparency, governance, 

training, community benefits, fair trade practices, ethics, and other human empowerment 

benefits and social policies of the firm. Environmental benefits include all the ways the 

firm benefits the ecosystem: such as increasing resource efficiency, reducing its ecological 

footprint relative to industry averages, engaging in life cycle product management, and 

performing remediation or restoration of natural systems. Economic benefits can 

include: not only retained earnings but regular dividends, maximizing worker profit 
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sharing or ownership, maintaining uncorrupting CEO-to-Average Worker pay ratios, 

and other financial outcomes.  

 

Regarding the complex question of reporting and maintaining ideal CEO-to-Average 

Worker pay ratios, Acemoglu and Robinson argue in Why Nations Fail, 2013, that we, in 

fact, want to prevent ratios from decreasing too much—otherwise, we will end up with 

quasi-socialism and worker demotivation. But, at the same time, neither do we want to 

allow them to rise to extremes, resulting in plutocracy, cronyism, cartels, and political 

and economic corruption—killing entrepreneurship and middle class development. 

Several large European firms report CEO-to Average Worker pay ratios around 20-50x. 

In the US, these ratios have risen 1,000% since 1950 and now average over 200x in typical 

Fortune 500s and over 300x in many large private firms. In the 2020s, this Guide’s authors 

would love to have a digital twin (personal intelligent agent with a good model of our 

values) that automatically advises us, as we are buying a product, which ones have 

excessive CEO-to-

Average Worker pay 

ratios, poor employee 

stock ownership plans, 

and other destabilizing 

economic policies. The 

better we understand the 

economic circumstances 

that maximize fair 

competition and 

innovation in healthy 

democracies in coming 

years, the better that all 

of us, using our 

increasingly intelligent 

digital agents, will steer 

our firms to toward 

sustainable best 

practices. 

 

In TBL-orientation today, we can recognize three categories of firms: 

 

The first category, a large but slowly shrinking minority, includes some of our larger 

public and private firms. This group seeks almost entirely to maximize profits for internal 

or external shareholders. Any environmental and public benefit activities are almost 

exclusively public relations strategies. As backlash to such firms, the term 

“greenwashing“ came into vogue in the 1990s to describe the deceptive PR portrayal of 

environmental friendliness by some of the worst environmental polluters. For example, 

a 24/7 Wall St. article ranked General Electric, ExxonMobil, and DuPont at the top of the 

Triple-Bottom Line Sustainability Accounting (Ken Lyngaas, 2013) 
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list of the worst “greenwashers” of 2009. With a few departmental exceptions, these firms 

are typically quite far from meaningful TBL-orientation today. 

 

The second type of firm, perhaps the largest of three groups, exists primarily to maximize 

profits, but also treats corporate social responsibility, philanthropy, and sustainably as 

serious secondary goals, at the level of top strategy. They do informal TBL 

accomplishment reporting in their annual reports, but they don’t do real internal TBL 

accounting, or align manager incentives with TBL benefit/cost performance. They are 

TBL-interested, but only partly compliant. 

 

The third type, a small but growing minority, uses some kind of triple bottom line 

accounting, and can be defined as a social enterprise, where human and environmental 

well-being are as important as profit. Today these tend to be smaller cooperatives, 

employee-owned companies, public-benefit companies, and some large companies—

particularly in the more enlightened and wealthy social democracies.  

 

TBL investing, better known as socially responsible investing and more commonly now 

environmental, social, and corporate governance (ESG) investing, also emerged in the 

1990s. By some reports, two-thirds of the larger social responsibility investing fund clients 

are women, whom history warrants are both the less conflict-oriented and the more 

environment- and community-oriented of our two primary genders. Fortunately, many 

more women will procure education, income, and power parity around the world in 

upcoming decades. The web will also get far better at tracking and quantifying our social 

opinions of firms and individuals. On our view, these trends argue for a high probability 

for relative growth in both the second and third types of firms, and a relative decline (in 

percentage terms) in the first type. 

 

4. Wilber’s Integral Quadrants 

 

Ken Wilber’s Integral Philosophy is a set of systems models and hypotheses around 

universal knowledge, human development, and 

social change. Excellent overviews of these 

concepts can be found in A Theory of Everything, 

2001, and Integral Life Practice, 2008. The journal 

Futures published a special issue on integral 

futures methods in 2008.  

 

One of Wilber’s central models is the Integral 

Quadrants. By pairing two particularly 

fundamental categorical dyads: (1) Individual vs. 

Collective and (2) Interior (mental, subjective) vs. 

Exterior (physical, objective), his Integral 

Quadrants model offers a balanced and diverse set 
The Four Quadrants of Integral Theory 
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of perspectives on system change. As with TBL accounting and its promotion of social 

and environmental benefits, this model focuses attention on foresight categories that are 

powerful drivers of change—yet often neglected in the C-suite. The two interior 

categories (Intentions and Culture) can be difficult to measure—subtle and abstract as 

they are. Polling, interviews, and other approaches may be necessary to identify the 

current state and trends of relevant variables. See Doug Hubbard, How to Measure 

Anything, 2014, for powerful techniques.   

 

Moving beyond this four category model, we can use the phrase Integral Foresight to 

describe an All Categories, All Levels (ACAL) approach to thinking and acting toward 

the future. An ACAL approach seeks to consider and use all the relevant categories and 

change processes, at all relevant system levels, perspectives, and scales, for any foresight 

problem. Each model has its limitations, as Wilber would point out. Having facility with 

multiple evidence-based and complementary models, such as those found in this guide, 

offers the practitioner many adaptive paths. Recognizing which models work best for 

which context is a function of experiment, intuition, and experience.  

 

5. Gallup’s Four Leadership Domains (Trait and Skill Clusters) 

 

We have seen that the consulting firm Gallup has built an evidence-based model of four 

core leadership domains (trait and skill clusters): Strategic Thinking, Executing, 

Influencing, and Relating. Note that Gallup’s four domains are half of the Eight Skills. 

The psychologist Don Clifton built this model by first discovering thirty-four unique 

workplace strengths (also called “traits”) via survey, and Gallup then arranged those 

strengths in four different “buckets”, or leadership domains.  

 

These four domains are covered in Tom Rath and Barry Conchie’s Strengths-Based 

Leadership, 2008. Assessment of their thirty-four workplace strengths can be done online, 

to get a ranking of all of them, from highest to lowest, or through their book, 

StrengthsFinder 2.0, 2007, to find out your and your team’s top five strengths. 

 

Below is a summary of the strengths (traits) Gallup associates with each leadership 

domain. We’ve also proposed some common organizational departments (management 

and foresight specialties), that may associate particularly well with to each of the four 

leadership domains. Gallup does not associate departments or management functions 

with their four domains, as we have done here. Yet, we would argue that those of us who 

are strong in certain traits will be especially effective in certain functions within the firm. 

 

1. Strategic Thinking 

Strengths: Analytical, Context, Futuristic, Ideation, Input, Intellection, Learner, 

Strategic 

Depts: Strategy, Analysis, Planning, Innovation, Ideation, Design, Forecasting, 

Investing, Risk Mgmt., Law 

http://www.amazon.com/How-Measure-Anything-Intangibles-Business/dp/1118539273/
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2. Executing 

Strengths: Achiever, Arranger, Belief, Consistency, Deliberative, Discipline, 

Focus, Responsibility, Restorative 

Depts: Operations, Product/Service Mgmt, Engineering, Sourcing, Logistics, ICT, 

Knowledge Mgmt. 

3. Influencing 

Strengths: Activator, Command, Communication, Competition, Maximizer, Self-

Assurance, Significance, Woo 

Depts: Sales, Business Development, Marketing, Market Research, Customer 

Service, CRM 

4. Relating 

Strengths: Adaptability, Developer, Connectedness, Empathy, Harmony, 

Includer, Individualization, Positivity, Relator 

Depts: Human Resources, Compensation, Ethics, Communications, Culture, 

CSR, Community Relations, Public Relations 

 

Gallup’s four domains model is both helpful and evidence-based. All successful 

professionals must develop a Strategy, strive to Execute their work well, seek to 

Influence others, and Relate well to their colleagues and clients. We credit them for 

helping us think harder about the relationship between foresight and action. 

 

We have argued that Gallup’s model is also incomplete. In the Foresight Triad, 

Anticipation (trends, data-backed probabilities) and Innovation (imagination, creative 

possibilities) are key inputs to Strategy. They are skills in their own right, and they are 

often best done by different groups in the firm, and often in conflict. We’ve also claimed 

that prior to foresight, we must Learn relevant past history and present conditions, and 

after actions, Review our results. Again different people will have different abilities with 

these. In our view, the Do loop for individuals, and the Eight Skills for teams and 

organizations, are the most useful foresight-action cycle model in this Guide. 

 

6. Humphrey’s SWOT Quadrants (Strategic Analysis and Planning) 

 

Developed in 1966 by Albert Humphrey and colleagues at SRI (first as SOFT), SWOT 

(Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats) analysis was a double dyad (two 

groups of two binary categories) model and an analysis framework, created to help 

newly-emergent corporate planners. SWOT asks executive staff to identify the good and 

bad in current organizational operations (Strengths and Weaknesses), as well as in the 

current or future operating environment (Opportunities and Threats). SWOT analysis 

thus typically occurs on two axes (internal-external, and positive-negative). It was 

initially done in six planning categories: Product, Process, Customer/Sales, 

Distribution/Market, Finance, and Administration.  
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By the 1980s, SWOT had grown quite popular in 

organizations of all types, and was also being used 

by non-management stakeholder groups. In typical 

political environments, the SWOT input process 

tends toward group feedback that is mostly about 

small suggested changes, fixes and wins (internal-

current feedback)—with a minority of “big ideas” 

(external-future feedback) submitted by the more 

innovative (or politically risk taking) members of 

the group. Leadership then filters all this feedback 

in various ways and decides if any of it reshapes 

strategy, plans, and actions.  

 

We have proposed that ADOR is more useful and outcome-focused analysis double dyad 

matrix than SWOT. The problem with Strengths and Weaknesses is that they are not 

analyzed relative to current Opportunities and Risks (threats) facing the individual or 

organization. They are thus too general to do good assessments. Likewise, Advantages 

and Disruptions are better categories than Opportunities and Threats for the positive and 

negative environmental changes we should be monitoring. Opportunities and Threats for 

others may or may not be Opportunities or Risks (threats) for us. We must translate 

positive and negative change for others into potential positives and negatives for us. But, 

first, we must practice monitoring and assessing that external change. 

 

Humphrey believed that the CEO should be oriented to growth strategy and planning, 

not managing current operations—which he proposed leaving to the COO. See his article, 

“Managing a Downturn,“ 2005, for more about this and his observation that 

organizational foresight and strategic agility become most valuable during economic 

downturns and other catastrophes. But, well-founded foresight and agility processes 

can’t be built overnight. Rather, they need to be established and properly exercised prior 

to those inevitable shocks and stresses—when the firm’s survival may really depend on 

them.  

 

To strengthen organizational foresight capabilities, promoting regular brief SWOT or 

ADOR analysis in our clients’ executive teams is an ideal habit.  

  

7. Gartner’s Market Quadrants (Market Growth Forecasting) 

 

Gartner, a market research and advisory firm, publishes annual or biannual reports in 

roughly 70 vertical technology markets. Their Magic Quadrant model categorizes firms 

in these markets into four categories: Leaders, Challengers, Visionaries, and Niche 

Players. They rate the growth potential of each firm on two criteria: completeness of 

vision (growth potential) and current ability to execute. Unfortunately, they don’t 

disclose their methodology, so firms that wish to check Gartner’s competitive intelligence 

The SWOT Matrix 
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against theirs will need to develop their own independent methods for these or similar 

growth foresight categories.  

 

Richard Stiennon has written a helpful guide, Up and to the Right, 

2012, to help technology marketers and execs move their products 

and firms into Leaders Quadrant, from the perspective of industry 

analysts. Magic Quadrant rating methods are presently skewed 

more to aid the institutional investor community than the vendor, 

buyer, strategy, alliance, or M&A communities; but, all of these 

groups can get value from the quadrant ratings, which are released 

as free teasers for Gartner’s costly research reports.  

 

Like any reliable model, the quadrants can be a quick way to update 

one’s mental picture. In concert with our own research, they 

represent one method of learning the competitive landscape and near-term growth 

prospects for firms in a market, as inputs to organizational strategy. A similar model for 

growth in a competitive environment is Boston Consulting Group’s Growth-share matrix 

model, which also assigns firms to one of four quadrants based on growth rate and 

market share: Cash Cows, Stars, Question Marks, and Dogs. Woof-woof!  

  

8. Porter’s Five Forces (Market Profitability Forecasting) 

 

Over the last forty years business scholar Michael Porter has developed a popular Five 

Forces market analysis model for determining when a firm can be expected to achieve a 

profit in excess of the industry average. With his publication of Competitive Strategy: 

Techniques for Analyzing Industries and Competitors in 1980, Porter’s model became a widely 

used competitive intelligence and strategy tool.  

 

Porter considers the intensity of 

competitive rivalry as the key force 

(factor) determining profitability, so 

this category is typically placed at the 

center of his model. The probability of 

new entrants is then assessed as an 

impact on future rivalry. How high are 

the barriers to entry? The probability of 

substitute products or services is 

assessed to determine who the 

competitors are (e.g. does more tea 

drinking cut coffee drinking, or are tea 

and coffee drinkers in different 

demographics?). The bargaining power of inputs suppliers (labor, raw materials, 

services) and of outputs consumers (customers, buyers) are also assessed as the last two 

Stiennon, 2012 

Five Forces of Profitabiity (Porter, 1980) 
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core factors. Scholars have proposed other factors, including the threat of government 

regulation and the actions of strategic partners as very important to profitability for 

specific industries and firms, but Porter makes a reasonable argument that these are 

usually less central than core five. 

 

The Five Forces model has a bit of a Machiavellian flavor: it argues convincingly that 

profit-maximizing corporate leaders should constantly seek ways to make their markets 

less competitive (e.g., decreasing the number of firms, increasing their own size, or 

forming cartels), create legal or political barriers to entry (making substitution hard, 

causing our suppliers to become dependent, and locking our customers into our product 

or service). If we can’t do these things, Porter’s framework encourages us to pick up our 

chips, get out of that particular market, and find one in which we can profit substantially.  

 

This is an insightful model, and it is attractive to realist managers. But, ethics or 

sustainability are absent from the discussion. The model fails to consider the long-term 

reputation or outcome of firms that become progressively despised for their 

anticompetitive strategies—as with Standard Oil in the early 1900s, Microsoft in the 1990s 

or many cable and telecommunications companies today. Such firms are often punished 

later by defecting their consumers who remember such offenses, as soon as they gain the 

freedom to do so. Balancing valuable short-term oriented models, like Five Forces, with 

insightful long-term models, like Triple Bottom Line value production, offers a more 

complete understanding of the conflicting goals of modern firms.  

 

9. 4U’s Nine Strategic Levers for Adaptive Organizations 

 

What are the top levers of strategic change for adaptive organizations? What systems 

should be strategic priorities in our responses to Advantage, Disruption, Opportunity, 

and Risk (ADOR)?  

 

Beyond good strategy as diagnoses, guiding policies, and coordinated action plans, let 

us look at one topical model of strategy production. After completing a diagnosis of the 

firm’s strategic problem, in our review of the management literature we found nine 

organizational systems that seem particularly critical for leaders to address in their 

action plans. Good strategies should to consider all nine of these strategic levers, to see 

what new polices and plans, if any, may support strategic change. 
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We group these nine levers into three categories: Organizational Resources, Human 

Resources, and Behavioral Resources. Fortuitously, each group of systems can be 

represented by the initials PPT. If you’ve ever given a PowerPoint brief, you may 

remember that .ppt is the file type. All nine can be remembered as “PPT Cubed.”  

 

Let’s briefly consider each strategic lever now. 

 

Organizational Resources: 

 

1. Purpose – What is it that our organization is trying to do? Do our mission and 

vision inspire and motivate? Are they ethical? Is our purpose inclusive and 

empathetic with all our stakeholders? 

 

2. Policies – What guiding policies must employees follow? Do our policies serve 

the purpose (mission, vision) of our organization, or do they hinder it?  

 

3. Tools – What tools, technologies, infrastructure, and working environment does 

our organization offer? Are they sufficient? 

 

Human Resources: 
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1. People – Who is filling each role? Do we have the right people for the right jobs? 

Do they have the right incentives and performance management? 

 

2. Partners – Who are our strategic partners and support community? How are we 

helping them, and how might they better help us? 

 

3. Training – Do our people and partners have adequate training to perform their 

jobs? What additional skills, testing, or feedback do they need? 

 

Behavioral Resources: 

 

1. Practices – What actual practices (behaviors, not written policies or procedures) 

do our stakeholders engage in? What are their habits and inclinations? Do these 

behaviors support or hinder the organization? 

 

2. Proposals – What ideas for new behaviors, human resources, or organizational 

resources have been proposed? Who is rewarding, collecting and refining these 

proposals? Which should be tried next? 

 

3. Transformations – What change initiatives (R&D activities, experiments, new 

strategies, policies, tools, people, training, etc.) are presently underway? Are they 

the best selection? The most appropriate number? Do they have enough clarity, 

communication, and support to succeed? 

 

The nine PPT priorities are for organizations, but they can also be used with individual 

and team foresight, when we are faced with ADOR and must figure out how to adapt.  

 

II. Decision Cycle Models  

 

In the 1950s to 1970s, Jay Forrester, Norbert Weiner, and others founded new academic 

fields, with names like system dynamics and cybernetics, which proposed that living and 

nonliving complex systems use informational cycles and communication networks to 

adapt to (find a dynamic equilibrium in) their environment. John’s mentor James Miller, 

author of the encyclopedic Living Systems Theory, 1978, was among these pioneers.  

 

The new insight these individuals offered science was that informational structure and 

flows (accumulated data, knowledge, computing, cycles and networks) are as key to the 

self-organization of complexity in our universe as physical structure and flows (space, 

time, energy, and matter), and that both must be studied to understand complexity and 

intelligence. 

 

The informational loops and networks of communicating and interacting genes, proteins, 

cells, organs, organisms, and ecologies were typically far more complex than twentieth 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/System_dynamics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cybernetics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Grier_Miller
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Living_systems
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century science could capture. But, the life sciences and modeling continued to advance, 

and today, fields like gene regulatory networks, computational biology and 

computational neuroscience are making great progress at modeling and predicting 

biological processes. We now know decision cycles (perception, thinking, and action 

loops, with feedback) and networks (conditional loops that connect individual actors or 

modules in complex systems) are central to all complex adaptive systems. Thus foresight 

itself can be simultaneously understood and managed via decision cycle, network, and 

complex systems perspectives. We will use all three in this Guide. 

 

Let’s now look at a few foresight decision cycle models, ranging in complexity from three- 

to eight-categories. The last model will be our Eight Skills of Adaptive Foresight, the 

main foresight practice model we recommend in this guide. 

 

1. Delphi Opinion Cycle (Forecasting method) 

 

The Delphi group foresight and forecasting method was 

invented in the 1950s by foresight pioneers Olaf Helmer, Norman 

Dalkey, and Nicholas Rescher at America’s first foresight think 

tank, RAND. For an exceptional early foresight work, see Helmer’s 

Looking Forward: A Guide to Futures Research, 1983. Delphi is one of 

the basic methods of modern foresight. It represents any iterative 

(cyclic) systematic effort at collecting expert or group opinion, 

promoting group interaction and research, and mapping the range 

of opinion and convergence (or not) that ensues with respect to 

causal factors and probabilities of future events. 

 

Named after the Oracle of Delphi (1400BCE to 395) it seeks to find 

better versions of both the consensus future (if one exists) and of 

alternative futures, so these can be better described and used as 

inputs to decision-making. The method can be used with experts 

or any lay group of stakeholders.  

 

Delphi is a three stage cyclic process of: 

  

1. Opinion Collection  

2. Clarification of Opinions  

3. Giving Feedback to the Opinions  

 

This cycle is repeated until the marginal group learning is outweighed by the time and 

resources involved in turning through any more cycles. The best Delphi exercises often 

begin with 1) Anonymous Opinion Collection, ideally about probable, possible, and 

Pythia of Delphi 

(John Collier, 1891) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gene_regulatory_network
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computational_biology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computational_neuroscience
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Delphi_method
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAND
http://www.amazon.com/Looking-Forward-Guide-Futures-Research/dp/B002UDTP56/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oracle_of_Delphi
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preferable futures, as different individuals are often interested in giving opinions on each 

of these three core future types.  

 

The anonymity in the early rounds strips away egos and political influence, and focuses 

the group on considering the evidence and arguments for the positions themselves. After 

1) happens, everyone gets to make 2) Anonymous Requests for Clarification and 

Additional Data from those who have proposed opinions that they find controversial, 

don’t understand, disagree with, or agree with and want to see further supported. After 

2), everyone then has an opportunity and is encouraged to conduct additional research, 

online or otherwise, to respond to these clarification requests, and then post whatever 

new evidence or argument they can. The group is next asked to 3) Anonymously Re-

Rank the original offered opinions, in quantifiable ways. For example, they may be given 

100 virtual coins or points to distribute among each opinion, to generate a quantitative 

preference, or to determine their estimate of the likelihood of a proposed future.  

 

Including anonymous rounds at the beginning of a Delphi cycle is often unpopular in 

low-trust, traditional, groupthink-dominated, or feedback-averse firms, but it should be 

insisted upon, as this allows true opinions to more easily surface, and show what people 

are really thinking, not what they politely say they are thinking but actually aren’t. 

Running anonymous turns first also allows people who would otherwise be dogmatic or 

inflexible to change or moderate their first opinions and to learn from the group without 

social cost. Establishing adequate trust in the facilitators and the process is necessary for 

the anonymity to have maximum productive effect.  

 

Using an anonymous remailer to accept feedback and encouraging folks to use non-

identifying language in their anonymous feedback can help with their candor as well. 

But, until trust is established, initial anonymous rounds may not improve internal 

feedback, but they will improve feedback from external participants who have no fear of 

repercussions to honesty. Coaching anonymous participants to be civil and constructive, 

if they wish them to be forwarded to the group can keep the feedback honest but helpful.  

 

After anonymous turns of the cycle are concluded, a few public turns of the cycle may 

then follow, and eventually opinions will stop converging. In their classic 1962 paper 

introducing the Delphi method (PDF), Dalkey and Helmer at RAND used iterated 

anonymous Delphi to reduce estimation uncertainty in a “number of nuclear bombs 

needed” scenario, presented to experts, from a 10,000 percent range to a 200 percent 

range, an impressive fifty-fold reduction in uncertainty. In a more foresighted world, the 

number needed should have been zero, but that was the Cold War, and different thinking 

prevailed. Progress occurs in steps. 

 

In Scrum, 2014, Jeff Sutherland outlines a simple but powerful workflow ruleset based 

on small teams of five to nine people, working in two week sprints, each of which are 

quick-planned every two weeks. A simple version of Delphi is used in scrum to quickly 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proof_(truth)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anonymous_remailer
http://www.rand.org/content/dam/rand/pubs/research_memoranda/2009/RM727.1.pdf
http://www.amazon.com/Scrum-Doing-Twice-Work-Half/dp/038534645X/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sprint_(software_development)
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converge on estimations of task difficulty or cost. Good quick estimation is one of the 

hardest problems in workflow planning.  

 

Sutherland describes how the 

cone of uncertainty in 

estimating project cost or 

completion difficulty, which can 

be large even just two weeks 

ahead (picture right), can be 

greatly reduced by having the 

production team rank their 

planned tasks by days, person-

hours or dollars expected to be 

needed, using Fibonacci 

sequence cards (1,3,5,8,13). Any 

task expected to take 13 days is 

too close to the project deadline, 

and should be split into smaller 

subtasks, then re-estimated by the group. Each team member does a quick simultaneous 

vote with their cards to estimate the difficulty of each proposed task, and the results are 

averaged. If any team members vote is more than three cards away from any other, all 

members who voted with the extreme cards must explain their opinions, and then the 

estimate is done again. Such a quick Delphi process allows reduction of the cone of 

uncertainty from the classic uncertainty in the earliest stages of many projects, with 

estimates commonly ranging from 0.25x to 4X the actual outcome, to a much smaller 

range, allowing the team to better prioritize and stage tasks. Sutherland offers it as one of 

the tools allowing scrum to deliver 200 to 400 percent more work, and far more accurate 

estimates of work, than conventional small-team workflow techniques. Skeptical? We 

may try it and see for our own teams. 

 

Besides converging opinions, Delphi will also clarify them enough that we can conduct 

Argument and Assumption Mapping for the competing Schools of Thought within the 

group, if there is sufficient time and resources to do this work. Simple software to aid in 

this mapping, such as Araucaria, is now available. Different schools of thought may exist 

due to different values (normative differences), different assumptions, or different 

dominant models among those within the group. This mapping can be followed by a 

directed search by the group for Data to Resolve Disagreements or Proposals for 

Experiments that would generate data that might resolve disagreements.  

 

On controversial and complex issues (climate change, social policy, etc.), the best we may 

be able to do with these maps is to reduce and clarify the various schools of thought into 

a manageably small number (see example below, for economic thought), and then to 

Cone of Uncertainty in Project Management 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cone_of_Uncertainty
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Argument_map
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schools_of_thought
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Araucaria_(software)
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imagine what kinds of data or experiments would tell us which school of thought we 

should agree with. Creating the map is the first great challenge.  

 

When agreement 

can’t be reached, 

developing a 

“Schools of 

Thought” map of 

differing values 

and assumptions 

of stakeholders—

and their differing 

future views—is 

one of the end goals of a good Delphi. An example of persistently differing views, based 

on different values and world models, is offered at right. 

 

The learning that occurs from aggregating the opinions of any fixed group of Delphi 

participants will follow an S-curve, like other types of learning—with rapid increases in 

understanding in the first few cycles, then quick reductions next—unless we greatly 

increase the diversity or intellectual capacity of the group. Given the value of cognitive 

diversity, we can imagine doing a Delphi where 1) anyone on the web may participate, 

2) it is marketed it widely, both to experts and lay audiences, 3) incentives are provided 

to participate, 4) interaction is designed for ease of use, and 5) iteration continues until 

new learning plateaus would be likely to provide the greatest improvement in group 

foresight prior to saturation (reaching a learning plateau). A Delphi with these five 

characteristics might be called an Open Delphi. In 2012 Venessa Miemis, Alvis Brigis, 

and John Smart wrote a brief article which proposed that all our better foresight methods 

should incorporate an approach we call Open Foresight (PDF). Few Delphis are 

conducted in an open manner today, but, as web intelligence and access grows, we should 

see many more in the future. 

  

Publications that present complex, uncertain, and controversial topics in a Schools-of-

Thought manner—showing the classic literature and evidence cited in support of each 

school are hard to write and rare to find—but, we consider them particularly valuable for 

learning the current competitive and cooperative landscape of any complex system. One 

great example is the Hunger Project’s Ending Hunger, 1985, which explores the many 

blocking factors (business, politics, ideology, etc.) that have so far prevented us from 

ending malnutrition and starvation globally—even while the economic and technical 

means for doing so have existed since the Green Revolution of the 1940s-1960s. Multiple 

competing schools of thought and their justification are presented for each of the major 

uncertainties, claims, models, and hypotheses in the book.  

 

Common Schools of Economic Thought, Associated Here With 

Normative Differences in Political Philosophy (Bert Wheeler, Cedarville U.) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Logistic_function
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Learning_curve
http://www.linkedin.com/in/venessamiemis
http://www.linkedin.com/in/alvisbrigis
http://www.jfs.tku.edu.tw/17-1/E01.pdf
http://www.amazon.com/Ending-hunger-idea-whose-time/dp/0030055490
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Malnutrition
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Starvation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Green_revolution
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Detailed schools-of-thought treatments belong best as online works, 

to be updated annually as new data come in to help us resolve 

competing claims and models. Eventually, as online tools emerge, 

we hope this Guide—along with leading textbooks and Wikipedia 

page—will be written in a like manner, using open Delphis as 

inputs.  

 

Adler and Ziglio’s Gazing into the Oracle, 1995, is an older, yet still 

very relevant introduction to Delphi techniques. For those seeking 

more quantitative approaches, we also suggest David Garson’s The 

Delphi Method in Quantitative Research, 2013. 

 

2. Eltville’s Five Foresight Perspectives  

 

The Eltville model, also known as the five futures glasses, is a sophisticated way of 

looking at the future developed by futurist Pero Micic, director of the Future 

Management Group. It is explained quite well in Micic’s The Five Futures Glasses, 2010. It 

has an initially divergent and then convergent internal structure that ends in iterated 

strategy, so is also a cyclic model. The Eltville model helps clients build realistic 

expectations of the future by viewing their problem or topic of interest through five sets 

of analytic perspectives (“glasses”), starting with Assumptions, Surprises, 

Opportunities, Vision, and ending with Strategy. The first three steps are learning and 

externally oriented, and the last two are strategy and internally oriented.  

 

Each step is a powerful filter through which to view personal, team, 

and organizational futures, and each adds additional incremental 

clarity to operational uncertainty. The five steps also incorporate 

generally-accepted foresight methods such as Delphi, scenarios, 

forecasts, and environmental scanning. Including those more classic, 

high-reaching foresight methods makes it a process that commonly 

involves days to weeks as well as broad senior staff input, like ADOR 

and SWOT, especially when used in a corporate strategy 

environment. Personal or team versions can be implemented even 

faster when desired. More information can be found on the Future 

Management Group website.  

 

3. APF-Houston’s Six Strategic Foresight Activities (Model and Framework) 

 

Adler & Ziglio, 1995 

Micic, 2010 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proof_(truth)
http://www.amazon.com/Gazing-into-Oracle-Delphi-Application/dp/1853021040
http://www.amazon.com/Delphi-Quantitative-Research-Statistical-Associates-ebook/dp/B00GEKR0YO/
http://www.amazon.com/Delphi-Quantitative-Research-Statistical-Associates-ebook/dp/B00GEKR0YO/
https://www.futuremanagementgroup.com/en/solutions/eltville-model/
http://www.futuremanagementgroup.com/en/the-fmg/management-board/dr-pero-micic.html
http://www.futuremanagementgroup.com/en.html
http://www.futuremanagementgroup.com/en.html
http://www.amazon.de/Five-Futures-Glasses-Understand-Eltville/dp/0230247059
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Delphi_method
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scenario_planning
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Forecasting
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Environmental_scanning
http://www.futuremanagementgroup.com/
http://www.amazon.com/Gazing-into-Oracle-Delphi-Application/dp/1853021040/
http://www.amazon.com/Gazing-into-Oracle-Delphi-Application/dp/1853021040/
http://www.amazon.com/Five-Futures-Glasses-Understand-Eltville/dp/0230247059/
http://www.amazon.com/Five-Futures-Glasses-Understand-Eltville/dp/0230247059/
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The Association of Professional Futurists (APF) is our field’s current 

leading professional body. In 2005, under the leadership of Andy 

Hines and Peter Bishop of the Houston Foresight MS program, the 

APF developed a model (or framework) of six activities in strategic 

foresight. These activities are explained in Hines and Bishop’s 

excellent Thinking About the Future: Guidelines for Strategic Foresight, 

2nd Ed., 2015. This book also includes practitioner advice 

crowdsourced from thirty-six professional futurists.  

 

The six essential foresight activities in the APF-Houston model are: 

 

1. Framing 

Identifying biases and assumptions, defining scope, goals of foresight tasks. 

2. Scanning  

Mapping, monitoring, and learning from a system, its events, and info sources. 

3. Forecasting 

Finding, prioritizing and extrapolating data, drivers and uncertainties. 

4. Visioning  

Identifying implications, challenging assumptions, conducting strategic thinking. 

5. Planning 

Turning strategic vision into actionable steps, measures, and processes. 

6. Acting 

Executing agendas, using intelligence, institutionalizing foresight processes. 

 

Hines and Bishop’s six categories converge on action. Theirs is also implicitly a cyclical 

model. As with Eltville, the categories don’t have to proceed in an exact order, and we 

should allow days, weeks, or months for implementation of the full cycle with clients. 

Framing alone—negotiating the type of foresight work that the consultant or internal 

foresight group will do for the client—can easily consume weeks to months for complex 

foresight projects in large bureaucratic organizations. Establishing that first Framing step 

as explicit—and stressing its importance in the ultimate success of any foresight project—

is one of the many benefits of this model. 

 

See Thinking About the Future for implementation details. The book includes many brief 

case studies on foresight projects. It serves as a great addition to our practice library and 

an excellent complement to this Guide.  

 

4. Kotter’s Eight Steps of Change Management 

 

Hines & Bishop, 2015 

http://www.apf.org/
http://www.andyhinesight.com/about/bio/
http://www.andyhinesight.com/about/bio/
http://www.uh.edu/technology/people/directory/#!/bishop/peter
http://www.amazon.com/Thinking-Future-Guidelines-Strategic-Foresight/dp/097893170X
http://www.amazon.com/Thinking-Future-Guidelines-Strategic-Foresight-ebook/dp/B00H2ARMTS/
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According to leadership scholar John Kotter, 70% of “major change efforts” in 

organizations fail. We are not sure how he defines such efforts, but the number seems to 

fit with general experience. Kotter argues this is because most leaders do not employ a 

sufficiently rigorous and 

holistic set of steps in change 

management, and thus 

cannot overcome large 

personal and organizational 

inertia to resist change. 

When Kotter proposed an 

eight-step model for 

effective change 

management in Leading 

Change, 1996, it quickly 

became popular in the US.  

 

A 2005 review of change management models by Rune By notes that there a few other 

popular models, including Rosabeth Moss Kanter’s ten step model, 1992, and Richard 

Leucke’s seven-step model, 2003. Evidence grounding any change management model is 

today slim, but all agree that the rate of organizational change, and the need for change 

management continues to accelerate. Kotter has recently set up Kotter International to 

offer change management consulting. Kotter’s eight-step cycle must be traveled many 

times during a major change initiative, beginning with opinion leaders and early 

adopters, who model the change for others. The entire process can take many years in a 

large organization.  

 

In recognition of corporate life cycles (discussed later), Kotter also proposes that 

organizations begin their lives as malleable, flat networks (which he calls “networks”) 

and with time and revenue they eventually harden into “hierarchies” (technically, 

hierarchical networks). The more hierarchy exists in a network, the harder it is to make 

structural change. People fight to keep their power and silos and to keep doing what they 

know—even if their priorities and practices have become maladaptive for their 

organization. Katzenbach and Harshak’s “Stop Blaming Your Culture,” 

Strategy+Business, 2011, also describes this problem and identifies a way around change-

averse cultures, which requires empowering those who are models of the change we 

desire. Executing fundamental strategy and organizational change effectively in large 

organizations is hard—but not impossible. Having the right models to guide our strategy 

and action cycles will certainly be an important determinant of our success.  

 

  

Eight Steps of Change Management. (Kotter, 1996) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Kotter
http://www.amazon.com/Leading-Change-With-Preface-Author/dp/1422186431
http://www.amazon.com/Leading-Change-With-Preface-Author/dp/1422186431
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http://www.amazon.com/Challenge-Organizational-Change-Companies-Experience/dp/0743254465/
http://www.amazon.com/Managing-Change-Transition-Richard-Luecke/dp/1578518741
http://www.amazon.com/Managing-Change-Transition-Richard-Luecke/dp/1578518741
http://www.kotterinternational.com/
http://www.strategy-business.com/article/11108?pg=all
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5. Shewhart-Deming’s Learning and Quality Cycle  

 

The Plan-Do-Check-Adjust cycle (also called 

Plan-Do-Check-Act and most accurately, the 

Observe-Plan-Do-Check-Adjust, or the 

OPDCA cycle) is the best-known decision 

cycle model for improving g organizational 

processes and outputs. It is a model all 

foresight professionals should learn. It was 

developed by statistician Edwards Deming 

while working in 1950s Japan, where his cycle 

and his statistical approaches to quality 

became one of the pillars of the continuous 

improvement, just-in-time Toyota Production System. In the last two decades, the Toyota 

system has become more generally known as lean manufacturing. For more on that, see 

Jeffrey Liker’s The Toyota Way, 2003.  

 

Deming called his quality cycle the Shewhart cycle, since he adopted it from statistician 

and quality pioneer Walter Shewhart’s work in the 1920s. Shewhart got it from the 

scientific method (OHPER), as he realized that a cyclic process of observation, 

hypothesis, prediction, experiment, and results, followed by observation and critique of 

results was the best way to reduce variation and waste in manufacturing output.  

 

Scholars after Deming renamed the Act step to Adjust for greater clarity (to distinguish 

it from the Do step), and added Observe at the front of the cycle, to make it start with 

observation, just like the scientific method from which it derives. That gives us the 

OPDCA cycle.  

 

Just as adaptive foresight begins with Learning, the search for quality begins with 

Observing (learning the current condition of any process) prior to creating any Plan. 

Careful Observation is the first step in the scientific method, then forming Hypotheses, 

making Predictions, planning Experiments, and collecting Results.  

 

By understanding the scientific heritage of the OHPER/OPDCA cycle, we see that it is 

most fundamentally a learning cycle. The Shewhart-Deming cycle is not just a “quality 

cycle,” as some management scholars have pigeonholed it to be. It is a much more 

fundamental and powerful process.  

 

Managers can use the quality learning cycle to advance almost any agenda, not only 

quality but also goals like performance, competitive dominance, efficiency, sustainability, 

and innovation. Let’s look now at two more variants of this decision cycle to see how we 

can use it to pursue some of these latter agendas. 

 

Shewhart-Deming OPDCA Quality Cycle 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PDCA
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6. Simon’s Design Cycle (Design Thinking and Action) 

 

The idea of design as an approach to thinking and doing in the sciences was first 

championed by economist, management theorist, computer scientist, and complex 

systems polymath Herbert Simon in The Sciences of the Artificial, 1969. Simon and later 

design scholars—including Robert McKim, Peter Rowe, Rolf Faste, David Kelley, and 

Richard Buchanan—championed design as creative, solution-based thinking, applicable 

in all human activities. Most of these scholars approached design from the decision cycle 

perspective. Simon’s Seven Step design cycle, adapted here from Wikipedia, is the classic 

set of introductory guidelines to structured, reliable design process: 

 

1. Define 

Decide what issue we are trying to resolve 

Agree on who the audience is 

Prioritize this project in terms of urgency 

Determine what will make this project successful 

Establish a glossary of terms 

2. Research 

Review the history of the issue; note existing obstacles 

Collect examples of other attempts to solve the issue 

Note the project supporters, investors, and critics 

Talk to our end-users for fruitful ideas for later design 

Take into account thought leaders' opinions 

3. Ideation 

Identify the needs and motivations of our end-users 

Generate as many ideas as possible to serve identified needs 

Record our brainstorming sessions 

Avoid judging or debating ideas 

During brainstorming, allow one conversation at a time 

4. Prototype 

Combine, expand, and refine ideas 

Create multiple drafts 

Obtain feedback from a diverse group, include end users 

Present a selection of ideas to the client 

Reserve judgment and maintain neutrality 

Create and present actual working prototype(s) 

5. Choose 

Review the objective 

Set aside emotion and ownership of ideas 

Avoid consensus thinking 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Design_thinking
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Herbert_A._Simon
http://www.amazon.com/Sciences-Artificial-Herbert-Simon/dp/0262691914
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Design_thinking#Origins_of_the_term
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Design_thinking#Origins_of_the_term
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Design_thinking#Design_thinking_as_a_process_for_problem-solving
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Note: the most practical solution isn't always the best 

Select the powerful ideas 

6. Implement 

Make task descriptions 

Plan tasks 

Determine resources 

Assign tasks 

Execute 

Deliver to client 

7. Learn 

Gather feedback from the consumer 

Determine if the solution met its goals 

Discuss what could be improved 

Measure success; collect data; document results. 

 

These steps are another variation of the Do Loop, with Steps 1 and 2 being Learn, steps 

3, 4, and 5 being See (via design and strategic decision-making with respect to 

prototypes), Step 6 being Do, and Step 7 being Review. Designers being the creatives they 

are, there are many versions of this loop.  

 

In the decades since Simon, some modern versions of this cycle have reversed the first 

two of Simon’s steps. That is an improvement, in our view. Research (Learning) truly 

does come first in the classic Do loop. Many modern versions also rename Research to 

Empathy, focusing our attention on the most important kind of design research. That may 

also be an improvement. Good designers must try to step into the shoes of users to learn 

their issues and pain points.  

 

Perhaps the most popular 

modern design process model 

is the five step EDIPT cycle 

(picture right). Note that this 

model collapses the Do loop’s 

Review and Learning into a 

single step, Empathy. This 

makes sense as long as one 

recognizes that our Empathy 

step is not done “without 

preconceptions”, as is said in 

the graphic at right. That is just 

fashionable nonsense. 

Empathy in the Do loop involves listening carefully to the critiques and judgments of 

others, to find the flaws in any design (Learning), but it also requires making your own 

EDIPT Design Cycle 
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critiques and judgments of the design as well (Reviewing). In recent years, IBM’s design 

team “redesigned” the EDIPT cycle into a Moebius loop (below). They weren’t satisfied 

with a circle, they had to step “beyond the box.” That is a classic trait of designers. 

 

Whichever set of Do loop steps we prefer to use, design cycles themselves are universal.  

 

Example: Brain-Inspired Design, and How the iPad Fails Against It 

 

In recent years, neuroscience is starting to inform us of design priorities that fit with how 

people actually feel and think. This emerging field might be called brain-inspired 

design. We already have brain-inspired computing, with deep learning, so this seems 

like another important step. It fits well with behavior-centered design (also called 

behavioral design), which seeks to understand how design choices affect user behavior.  

 

John Whalen’s Design for How 

People Think, 2019 offers a useful 

six-element model for brain-

inspired design and is a 

recommended source for product 

and service designers. Whalen’s 

basic model includes six brain 

capacities (mental functions) that 

designers should empower and 

areas of the brain to which they 

(very roughly) map. 

 

Whalen’s second element, 

Wayfinding, concerns intuitively 

knowing where we are at all times 

Mental Functions of Good Design (Whalen, 2019) 

IBM’s EDIPT Design Loop 

https://medium.com/@johnsmart/your-personal-sim-pt-4-deep-agents-understanding-natural-intelligence-7040ae074b71
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Behavioural_design
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07QDBYD8M
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07QDBYD8M
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and where we can go next in using a product or service. Wayfinding tells us why Apple’s 

iPad OS and their physical iPad both are such irritating and disempowering designs. 

While they excel in simplifying and curating a number of processes, they take away too 

much Decision Making choice, and we lose essential awareness of where we are 

regarding the product. 

 

It seems as if these designers don’t want users to have the power to orient to numerous 

options and to chart their own course. It is a passive design that weakens our mental 

faculties, not an active design that encourages the fundamental foresight-action-

feedback cycle of cognitive science. Moreover, the iPad OS doesn’t provide forward and 

back arrows on every screen. There’s no required orientation arrows within OS-

approved apps and no sitemap, either. Requiring a sitemap—and recommending 

designers use one that visualizes as network structure, like mind maps—would 

represent wayfinding for how people think.  

 

On the physical iPad itself, it is impossible for users to locate the volume and on/off 

buttons, or even which volume buttons are + and -, just by looking at the front. This is a 

frustrating design. In addition, we should be able to feel + and – symbols in low-light 

conditions, but its design prevents this. Perhaps, the iPad is as stark as it is because the 

creative team thought it would be prettier and less intimidating. Simplifying is great, 

when it comes to streamlining repetitive practices or consolidating products’ expendable 

features—but, there is always point when further simplification degrades functionality. 

These designers evidently did not consult enough real world users before launch to 

realize their practical mistake, or worse, disregarded the constructive feedback available 

to them since. Sadly, their design hasn’t changed for a decade now.  

 

Compare Apple to a company like Roku, which changes its interface subtly with each 

new version, yet noticeably improving usability each time. They don’t submit to Apple’s 

mistake of keeping things locked down forever to one overly simple design, or the 

opposite mistake that Microsoft and many other leading software makers are guilty of 

by forcing major interface design changes on users in their periodic upgrades. There is 

a balance to improving design, and the default configuration must continue to be easy 

for typical users throughout design changes. The iPad presently fails that test, despite 

what its more ardent fans claim.  

 

Within twenty years, we can expect a world where users of all leading products will be 

able to provide feedback during use—through Personal AIs (Book 2)—with their 

critical feedback reaching both the makers of those products when desired and the open 

web when users feel unheard or unappreciated for their feedback. Being able to complain 

about any products’ flaws immmediately upon use—and, of course, offering praise 

where deserved—will both empower the user and provide a rich source of customer 

empathy and redesign challenges for the companies.  
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In that coming world, many of us will never buy from “ignorant” or “closed” companies 

again, once we have the opportunity to offer smart feedback both to makers and to the 

open web. Designers will learn and improve constantly in a continual feedback 

environment as such. Today, the nuisance to the consumer of being forced to adapt to 

poor design and redesign choices often goes unnoticed—yet, industries and companies 

may benefit greatly from being able to acknowledge and track direct feedback. Software 

providers that allow users to preserve their interface layouts during upgrades will be 

valued over companies that force users to relearn new interfaces with every redesign. 

Once we recognize that intelligent, adaptive interfaces are on the horizon, forcing static 

interface changes with every major upgrade is both arrogant and unhelpful.  

 

All foresight graduate programs must feature a course on Design (Thinking and Doing) 

as a creative entryway into the skills of Adaptive Foresight. A comprehensive design 

course always blends both foresight and action (creating prototypes or specifications for 

prototypes and obtaining feedback on one’s prototype). There is also currently one 

Master’s program, OCAD’s Strategic Foresight and Innovation program (MDes), that 

blends foresight and design into a formal training of this powerful approach to solving 

problems and creating desirable futures. 

 

7. Boyd’s Competitive Dominance Cycle (OODA Loop) 

 

In the 1950s-1960s, USAF colonel and military strategist John Boyd developed a decision 

cycle model for how individuals and organizations react to external events. His OODA 

loop model proposed that we all execute four core steps: we Observe (the environment), 

we Orient (form a mental model with implicit hypotheses), we Decide (commit to a 

particular hypothesis and course of action), and then we Act (Observe-Orient-Decide-

Act).  

 

Also essential to Boyd’s model was his insistence that the ability to run our OODA loops 

more efficiently than our opponents at critical moments in the competition-cooperation 

landscape—and thus arrive first at more appropriate decisions and actions—is the key to 

winning in competitive environments. The OODA loop is thus a version of the Shewhart-

Deming OPCDA cycle that stresses speed and efficiency of thought and action in 

relation to competitors and the environment. Boyd himself saw the parallels between the 

two cycles when he discovered Deming’s work in the 1980s. 

http://www.ocadu.ca/academics/graduate-studies/strategic-foresight-and-innovation.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Boyd_(military_strategist)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OODA_loop
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OODA_loop
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While he was a USAF Weapons School instructor pilot, Boyd was nicknamed “Forty 

Second Boyd,” for his bet that beginning from a position of tactical disadvantage, he could 

defeat any opposing student pilot in less than 40 seconds. Boyd’s key strategy was faster 

and more efficient use of his own mental OODA loop in air combat maneuvering. He had 

better knowledge of a few key Actions that might flip positional advantage, and due to 

his special training could more quickly Observe, Orient, and Decide when to use them.  

 

Boyd stressed that even when such “40 second” shortcuts to victory do not exist, faster 

OODA loops can still bring victory in all relevant environments—including air, sea, and 

land. Lacking OODA superiority in any one of these operating environments, as the US 

did on land against the Viet Cong during the Vietnam War, may cause us to face 

stalemate or failure—even if we have overwhelming OODA superiority in the other two 

of those environments.  

 

Boyd’s OODA loop model became increasingly popular with military strategists during 

his lifetime, and he helped develop the rapid deployment strategies of the First Gulf War. 

Today his model is used in many other conflict domains where speed 

and efficiency of decision and action and rate of real-time learning 

are critical to conflict outcomes, including intelligence, security, 

sports, business, and litigation. 

 

A good summary of Boyd’s insights on decision-making and 

strategy is found in Robert Coram’s biography, Boyd, 2004. For Boyd 

on business, see Chet Richard’s Certain To Win, 2004, and for 

military strategy, Frans Osinga’s Science, Strategy, and War, 2006. For 

technology design, see software engineer Steve Adolph’s 2006 

article applying the OODA loop to agile software development. To 

John Boyd’s OODA Loop (Steve Aldoph, 2006) 

Coram, 2004 

http://www.ejectejecteject.com/archives/000172.html
http://www.ejectejecteject.com/archives/000172.html
http://www.amazon.com/Science-Strategy-War-Strategic-History/dp/0415459524/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Viet_Nam_War
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/First_Gulf_War
http://www.amazon.com/Boyd-The-Fighter-Pilot-Changed/dp/0316796883
http://www.amazon.com/Certain-Win-Strategy-Applied-Business/dp/1413453767/
http://www.amazon.com/Science-Strategy-War-Strategic-History/dp/0415459524/
http://www.iohai.com/iohai-resources/agile-lessons-ooda.html
http://www.steveadolph.com/
http://www.amazon.com/Boyd-Fighter-Pilot-Who-Changed/dp/0316796883/
http://www.amazon.com/Boyd-Fighter-Pilot-Who-Changed/dp/0316796883/
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consider Boyd’s insights from the perspective of human civilization as a complex system, 

see John’s article on STEM compression, a physical way to use the OODA loop to model 

our planet’s leading processes of accelerating change. 

 

The Cynefin Framework of complexity scholar and consultant Dave Snowden offers a 

powerful bridge between the work of Shewhart-Deming and Boyd. Snowden notes that 

in domains where causality and preferences are reasonably well known and the rate of 

change is low, such as urban planning or mature industries, making plans and applying 

best practices using the OPDCA cycle makes the most sense. In domains where causality 

and preferences are unclear and the rate of change is fast, as in new software applications 

and many military engagements, a rapid OODA approach (what Snowden calls Probe-

Sense-Respond) will be more adaptive. See Snowden and Boone, “A Leader’s 

Framework for Decision Making” (PDF), , Harvard Business Review, Nov 2007, for more 

on the Cynefin framework.  

 

8. Kolb’s Experiential Learning and Ericsson’s Peak Performance Cycles 

 

In his classic, Experiential Learning (PDF), 1983/2014, psychologist David Kolb tours 

Dewey, Lewin, Piaget, Maslow, Rogers, Erikson and other seminal thinkers in learning 

theory, and offers us a developmental learning theory that many consider the touchstone 

in the learning field. Experiential learning is also called action learning. At the center of 

the model is a four step Do Loop, as seen in the figure below right.  

 

Notice that Kolb’s language for how we best learn is astonishingly close to our Do Loop 

language of Learn, Foresee, Act and Review. He would call our Learn step Abstract 

Conceptualization, or learning from our last doing experience. The See step is Active 

Experimentation, where 

we plan (foresee) a new 

way of trying out what we 

have just learned. The Do 

step is Concrete Experience 

in the skill and field of 

interest, and the Review 

step is reflecting on the 

experience. See his text for 

a much deeper treatment. 

Kolb helped educators to 

realize and teach that 

iterated doing, far more 

than logic or theory, is the 

best and fastest way to 

learn. 

 

http://www.accelerationwatch.com/mest.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cynefin#Description_of_the_framework
https://www.linkedin.com/profile/view?id=81633
http://www.assurity.co.nz/assets/PDF/ArticlesA-Leaders-Framework-for-Decision-Making-HBR.pdf
http://www.assurity.co.nz/assets/PDF/ArticlesA-Leaders-Framework-for-Decision-Making-HBR.pdf
https://smile.amazon.com/Experiential-Learning-Experience-Source-Development-ebook/dp/B00R4TOM6S/
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/235701029_Experiential_Learning_Experience_As_The_Source_Of_Learning_And_Development/
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The recently late Anders Ericsson was perhaps the world’s leading expert on the concept 

of expertise. His book Peak: Secrets from the New Science of Expertise, 2017, contends that a 

special version of this loop—which he calls deliberate practice—is the fastest and best 

way to reach peak performance. Deliberate practice is quite different from standard 

“purposeful practice,” in which our performance plateaus. It must be guided by either 

an expert, a coach with the expertise we desire, or increasingly today, an AI coach—

found in adaptive learning platforms—that can accurately assess what “Do” challenges 

might be most beneficial for us in our next loops. 

 

Our coaches should set “stretch goals,” pushing us to the point of failure in some 

reasonable ratio (typically, one out of every four to six trials). This failure supplies us 

useful information to Review, and our coach encourages us to practice harder and 

smarter than we otherwise would on our own. A big part of improving may be 

unlearning poor habits that we may have picked up before our coaches arrived. During 

that unlearning period, which may be long, it won’t seem like we are making much 

progress—but, in fact, we actually will be. Eriksson uses the example that when a teenage 

guitar player transitions from parent coaching to that of a professional, they may look 

like they are plateaued for a year; but, this is only because they have a lot to unlearn. 

When they’ve relearned the fundamentals in a new, more efficient way, suddenly they 

can jump ahead again.  

 

Our peak performance coach should not be a team coach—someone who will assess us 

competitively against others in a zero-sum game. Instead, we want a separate coach for 

such matters: one whose top priority is promoting our best performance, with whom we 

can openly discuss our failures and learn from (in the Review, Learn, and See steps) 

without worrying about it impacting our place on the team.  

 

Ericsson notes that much of his original research, including the famous 10,000 hour rule 

(expecting an average of ten years of practice to become an expert) was misinterpreted 

when it was first popularized by Malcolm Gladwell in his bestseller, Outliers: The Story 

of Success, 2010. Today for example, chess players can reach the rank of Masters with far 

less than the 10,000 hours they needed in previous decades. This because AI coaches and 

online community practice resources for chess have now become good enough to allow 

chess novices without much money access to challenging deliberate practice. The 

effectiveness, efficiency of learning in this particular skill have both greatly advanced 

over the last two decades, while access to good (nonhuman and human) chess coaches 

has greatly demonetized. 

 

This kind of acceleration of learning is beginning to happen for many important career 

skills, from programming to writing to analysis to interpersonal skills to emotional 

intelligence. This Guide, and our online courses, are our own small attempt to apply 

experiential learning to the topic of foresight development in the six domains. We were 

groping in the dark for how to improve learning a few decades ago. Now, models like 

https://smile.amazon.com/Peak-Secrets-New-Science-Expertise/dp/B01F4A98WQ/
https://smile.amazon.com/Outliers-Story-Success-Malcolm-Gladwell/dp/0316017930/
https://smile.amazon.com/Outliers-Story-Success-Malcolm-Gladwell/dp/0316017930/
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experiential learning and deliberate practice are showing us the way forward. It is an 

exciting time for education and EdTech. 

 

9. Beck’s Agile Dev. and Ries’ Lean Startup Cycle (Speed, Efficiency, Innovation) 

 

Both time and resource efficiency 

and innovation capacity have 

become key goals in the modern 

software industry and for business 

startups. Thus, they particularly 

prized in software startups. Perhaps 

nowhere else is the pace of change 

as fast, or the potential economic 

prizes as great, as for a startup 

creating a new software product or 

platform. In our increasingly 

connected world, a good software 

product can bring millions of users 

and tens to thousands of millions of 

dollars in acquisition offers to 

diligent and lucky founders in the space of a few months to a few years.  

 

In this accelerated, high-stakes environment, agile software development methods, 

which stress constant cyclic iteration and incremental improvement, have had a big 

influence on software engineering, particularly in startups. They were first named in 

Kent Beck et al.’s Manifesto for Agile Software Development in 2001. Agile methods involve 

a Design-Develop-Test loop for the initial software that is done as a very focused and 

time-limited sprint, usually with a very small group of talented developers working in 

isolation, followed by release of that iteration to testers and users in period of Testing and 

Discovery, then a return to the next sprint of the cycle (picture above right). Since this 

Design-Develop-Test-Discover loop is another OPDCA-variant learning cycle, the more 

times one can apply the cycle, the more opportunities there are to learn how to improve 

efficiency and useful innovation, or product-market fit. 

 

Agile methods are part of the broader category of lean 

manufacturing, the Toyota-inspired production approach that uses 

just-in-time workflow and a low-planning, customer- and learning-

oriented style of innovation. Since 2008, a lean startup literature has 

also emerged, to help individuals, teams, and startups to apply 

agile/lean decision and action cycles to their work. Eric Ries’s Lean 

Startup, 2011, is a great primer on this model.  

 

Beck et al.’s Agile Methodology, 2001 

Ries, 2011 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Agile_software_development
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kent_Beck
http://agilemanifesto.org/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sprint_(software_development)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Product_Market_Fit
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lean_manufacturing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lean_manufacturing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Just-in-time_(business)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lean_startup
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eric_Ries
http://www.amazon.com/Lean-Startup-Entrepreneurs-Continuous-Innovation/dp/0307887898
http://www.amazon.com/Lean-Startup-Entrepreneurs-Continuous-Innovation/dp/0307887898
http://www.amazon.com/Lean-Startup-Entrepreneurs-Continuous-Innovation/dp/0307887898/
http://www.amazon.com/Lean-Startup-Entrepreneurs-Continuous-Innovation/dp/0307887898/
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Reis’s lean startup cycle, (Envision)-Build-Measure-Learn, is yet another variant of 

OPDCA. It includes new advice on maximizing efficiency and innovation, such as 

minimizing cash flow in the early years of applying the cycle, continually testing new and 

unfinished builds with end users to maximize useful experimentation and feedback, and 

tying development strategy, funding, and incentives to user traction, to maximize 

potential profitability of the firm’s innovation efforts. As the business world gets faster 

and more competitive, it is an easy prediction that the evidence for and use of fast and 

lean decision-action cycles (Boyd, Ries, and Taylor) will only continue to grow. 

 

10. Learn-Foresee-Act-Review Cycle (Do Loop) 

 

We return to this model again in this chapter, to show how it relates to its antecedents. 

The Do loo is the most important decision cycle (foresight-action cycle) we offer in this 

Guide. Whether we are using Shewhart’s scientific learning cycle, Deming’s OPDCA 

cycle, Simon’s design thinking cycle, Boyd’s OODA cycle, Kolb’s Experiential Learning 

cycle, Ericsson’s Peak Performance cycle, Beck’s Design-Develop-Test-Discover agile 

software development cycle, and Ries’s Envision-Build-Measure-Learn lean startup 

cycle, these are all variations of one universal learning and doing foresight cycle, the four 

step Learn-Foresee-Act-Review 

(LFAR) loop, or Do Loop.  

 

In all the above models, Learning 

includes investigating, observing, 

measuring, and discovering, 

Foresight includes orienting, 

envisioning, deciding, designing, 

and planning, Acting includes 

acting, developing, and building, 

and Reviewing includes checking, 

auditing, testing, and adjusting. 

 

We chose the Do loop as our 

favorite name for this cycle for 

three reasons:  

 

 First, this name reminds us that better Doing (Action) is why foresight exists.  

 Second, it is closest in name to the OODA loop. Boyd’s work on loops is 

particularly helpful, as it remind us that factors such as cycle speed, efficiency, 

and number of turns relative to competitors and the environment are all key to 

being adaptive in foresight and action.  

The Do Loop (Foresight U, 2015) 
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 Third, the phrase Do Loop is a faster and more efficient (STEM compressed) 

name than all other decision cycle names above. It is another way to pay homage 

to Boyd’s acceleration-aware perspective.  

 

We’ve said that in foresight practice, some Do Loops will have a long time horizon—as 

with Deming’s uses in process improvement and quality control, where they may include 

long-term planning. Others will have  a very short one—as with OODA, Agile or Lean 

Startup, where we may be reacting in the moment and hastily improvising. 

 

Hard as it can be for some foresight professionals to accept, very short learning cycles 

are often a much superior form of foresight than many of our more classic long-horizon 

deliberative models. There are many business situations where the benefits of getting 

longer views are simply not worth the costs involved. Recall our discussion of foresight’s 

open secret in Chapter 1. 

 

Sometimes, we need our Do Loops to be quicker and more efficient than our competitors, 

rather than deeper and more accurate. Practitioners must be aware of all the main forms 

of foresight that succeed and be capable of using models and frameworks that best fit 

each context. We explored the Eight Skills of Adaptive Foresight in Chapter 6. It is the 

most useful organizational decision and management cycle we know.  

 

Introduction to Adaptive Leadership: Domains, Competencies and Values 

 

Let us now briefly consider leadership and how it differs from management. This will be 

helpful in our journey to become not only self-managers and team managers, but self-

leaders and team leaders. Harvard business professor John Kotter says the fundamental 

purpose of management is to keep the current system functioning, while the 

fundamental purpose of leadership is to produce useful change. Leadership thus 

incorporates management, yet is also something more. That more is longer-term 

foresight: the ability to see the best route (top-down leaders) or to enable the team to see 

it (bottom-up leaders), and longer-term action: the ability to help the team achieve its 

ends. Thus, both motiving strategic foresight and nurturing group action are imperative 

for leaders’ success.  

 

Korn Ferry (via their subsidiary, PDI Ninth House) models leadership as dependent on 

Four Leadership Factors: 

Thought Leadership (Being Strategic)   External Focus 

Results Leadership (Being Outcome-Bound)  External Focus 

People Leadership (Being a Developer)   Internal Focus  

Personal Leadership (EQ, Ethics, Adaptability)  Internal Focus 
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They further divide these Four Factors into 12 Clusters and 38 Competencies (PDF). 

Improving foresight and 360° feedback for these four factors is a great model for 

organizational leadership. These factors can be remembered as TRPP (“Teddy Roosevelt 

was a Pioneering President”). The first two domains are about External (e.g., 

Organizational) Change. The second two are about Internal Change, building 

interpersonal and personal competencies, so teams and individuals can adapt and thrive. 

Below are some competencies in each domain: 

 

 External Domains  Competencies  

1. Thought Leadership.  Vision, Strategy, Finance Discipline,  

Strategic Judgment, Innovation 

2. Results Leadership  Motivate Results, Ensure Execution, Fiscal Strength, 

Lead Courageously, Focus on Customer 

 

Internal Domains   Competencies 

3. People Leadership  Engage, Inspire, Promote Collaboration, Build Talent,  

    Relate, Ensure Psychological Safety 

4. Personal Leadership Integrity, Credibility, Inspire Trust,  

Personal Judgment, Learn, Adapt 

 

This is a powerful model. The last competency in bold, Adaptiveness, is a great one-word 

summary of what a good leader needs to do for themselves. It is the essence of self-

leadership. In 2016, Sunnie Giles surveyed 195 leaders in 30 global organizations in 15 

countries the world, and had them identify a top ten of leadership competencies, from an 

initial list of seventy-four competencies. As reported in her HBR article, here were the 

Top Ten Competencies by CEO vote. The TRPP domain is listed at right of each: 

 

1. Has high ethical and moral standards     (Personal) 

2. Gives goals and objectives with loose guidelines/direction  (Thought) 

3. Clearly communicates expectations     (People) 

4. Has the flexibility to change opinions     (Personal) 

5. Is committed to my ongoing training     (People) 

6. Communicates often and openly      (People) 

7. Is open to new ideas and approaches     (Thought) 

8. Creates a feeling of succeeding and failing together   (People) 

9. Helps me grow into a next-generation leader    (People) 

10. Provides safety for trial and error     (People) 

 

Notice that Results leadership didn’t even make the Top Ten in Giles’s survey. Some 

management scholars say that Results and even Thought leadership can be a result of 

good people and self-leadership. As we have said earlier, complexity and strategy 

thought leader David Snowden has a model of leadership that classifies some top leaders 

https://www.kornferry.com/content/dam/kornferry/docs/article-migration/KFLA_LegacyCompetencyModelsMapping.pdf
https://www.leadershipcompetencieslibrary.com/news--insights/the-most-important-leadership-competencies-according-to-leaders-around-the-world-by-sunnie-giles-harvard-business-review
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as Coordinators and Decision makers. Such leaders focus mainly on two of the four Korn 

Ferry factors, People and Personal leadership. They emphasize selecting, developing, 

protecting, and setting an example for their top people, who are accountable for Thought 

and Results leadership. Such specialization can be ideal for leaders in large, rapidly 

changing, or complex organizations. 

 

Notice the #1 competency on this list. To become better leaders over the long term, we 

must prioritize normative foresight, holding the right goals and values, and balancing 

them well in ourselves, to model them on our teams. Having the right values will prevent 

us from ethical and empathic lapses which may derail our careers and greatly limit our 

influence over a lifetime.  

 

Let us turn to the subject of values models now. What follows is our favorite model, 

derived from the Foresight Triad, for what universal goals and values must entail. We 

will offer it in two versions. The first, the Five E’s, may be the easiest to remember and 

use. The second, the Six IES Goals, is more complex, as it associates with twelve values 

that are commonly seen in discussions around any issue, conflict, or project. Hopefully 

one or more of these versions may be of value to you and your teams. 

 

The Five E’s of Adaptive Individuals, Organizations, and Societies 

 

We have said how much wisdom we find in in the Anna Karenina principle, summed up 

by Leo Tolstoy’s opening line in that novel, “Happy families are all alike, unhappy 

families are unhappy each in their own way.” There are many ways for people, teams, 

firms, and societies to fall off the mark, but only a few universal ways to be adaptive, 

regardless of context. In all successful complex systems, regardless of culture, time, or 

context, we believe we can find universal goals and values—recurrent among each.  

 

Recall Plato’s Triad, our basic model of adaptive goals. It is a values model based on the 

Foresight Triad. We can build any number of useful and more complex models as 

expansions of that triad. We call one useful expansion the Five E’s.  

 

Plato said that goodness was the most important of the transcendental values. It deserves 

central priority in our thinking. In books like Timaeus, Plato examines many different 

forms of the Good. We have summarized his views on the most important goals for a 

good life in the following simple model.  

 

In Plato’s Five E’s, healthy people, teams, societies care about and manage five goals: 

 

1. Ethics (Good thoughts, rulesets) 

2. Empathy (Good feelings, connectedness) 

3. Empowerment (Good actions, capabilities) 
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4. Evidence-seeking (Science, truth) 

5. Expression (Freedom, beauty) 

 

This model privileges goodness, with three of the five categories being about the Good. 

It offers more specific guidance than Plato’s Triad, while remaining easy to remember. 

We find it more useful in organizational contexts than the triad, and recommend it leaders 

and teams. These five are organized in a rough rank order.  In the Five E’s model, 

character and conscience comes first, then love, then the desire to do good, then the 

pursuit of knowledge, then freedom and creativity. All are important, but the Five E’s 

propose a rough priority of goals that can be used to resolve conflicts and dilemmas. 

When we are using the Five E’s model, we consciously think of Ethics and Empathy first, 

then Empowerment, then Evidence-Seeking, and lastly, Expression. Or perhaps we 

reverse the last two steps, depending on our preference and context. In our view, keeping 

your organizations mission and vison centered on the Five Es, using variations of them 

in your internal and external communications and measuring your impact in each of 

them is a great formula for long-term success.  

 

We are now ready to offer an alternative expansion of Plato’s Triad, the Six IES Goals. 

This one focuses us more consciously on evolutionary and developmental drivers, and 

on managing their conflicts via empathy and ethics (interdependence). Whether you 

prefer to use and apply Plato’s Triad, the Five Es or the IES Goals, each model will serve 

you well in normative judgments and strategies to grow adaptiveness. 

 

The Six IES Goals and Twelve Values: An Evo-Devo Model of Adaptive Leadership 

 

In Chapter 1, we said that the Foresight Triad has another name, the Evo-Devo Triad. 

Each corner of the triad describes a different set of universal actors, functions, and goals 

that can be identified in all replicating (self-sustaining) complex adaptive systems. These 

three interacting sets are summarized in the graphic below: 
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In Book 2 we will apply this triad to individuals, teams, organizations, societies, and to 

global civilization and technology. It is particularly helpful to consider each of these 

systems from an individual, collective, and network perspective. When we value and 

integrate all three perspectives, we can greatly improve our foresight and action. Let’s 

now dive a bit deeper into this triad, and see how it is particularly central to adaptiveness 

in individuals, teams, organizations, and societies.  

 

We’ve just seen the Five Es as a simple expansion of Plato’s Triad, emphasizing the Good. 

When we consider the nature and purpose of evolutionary and developmental processes 

in living systems, we can offer another expansion that we call the IES Goals. In our 

analysis, as explained in our evo-devo foresight model, our most adaptive complex 

systems are continually advancing and balancing two opposing sets of evolutionary and 

developmental goals, in cooperative and competitive networks, as follows: 

 

 Evolutionary Goals: Innovation and Intelligence 

 Developmental Goals: Security and Sustainability 

 Evo-Devo Goals: Empathy and Ethics (Connectedness and Interdependence) 

 

We can also associate Twelve Values with these Six Goals, by attaching two culturally 

widespread personal, organizational, and societal values to each goal, in evo-devo pairs, 

as follows: 
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We can call these six goals the IES Goals—based on their names, Innovation, 

Intelligence, Empathy, Ethics, Strength, and Stability.  

 

Below are a few words that expand a bit on the qualities of each of the twelve values: 

 

1. Empathy (Connectedness) values: 

Esteem (esteem, worthiness, identity, acceptance, value) 

Love (compassion, forgiveness, understanding, synchronization, consciousness) 

 

2. Ethics (Interdependence) values: 

Conscience (virtue, self-discipline, responsibility, norms, ideals) 

Judgment (fairness, merit, critique, positive-sumness, rulesets_ 

 

3. Intelligence values: 

Insight (dematerialization, virtualization, modeling, consciousness, intelligence) 

Diversity (information, individuation, specialization, difference, independence) 

 

4. Strength values: 

Power (densification, wealth, speed, STEM compression, exponential production 

efficiency and density) 

Security (awareness, protection, safety, risk management, immunity) 

 

5. Innovation values: 

Freedom (bottom-upness, indeterminacy, options, uncertainty) 

Creativity (unpredictability, novelty, imagination, fiction, experiment, innovation) 
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6. Sustainability values: 

Order (top-downness, structure, regulation, constraint) 

Truth (predictability, optimization, accuracy, inertia, sustainability) 

 

We’ve listed them here in a rough hierarchy of values, from the center to the edges of the 

Gaussian distribution. We’ll discuss our arguments for this rough hierarchy in BPF. 

Pursuing and balancing these goals and values for ourselves can be called Adaptive Self-

Leadership. Pursuing them on teams is essential to Adaptive Leadership.  

 

Several of these values pairs are also polarized to represent both individual and network-

centric values on each pair. For Empathy, Esteem is primarily an individual value (self-

esteem), while Love is primarily a relational, or network value. For Ethics, Conscience is 

primarily and individual value, while Judgment is primarily a relational, or network 

value, and so on. We take this approach to represent the perennial tension between 

individual and group fitness in adaptive networks. 

 

We can also use Plato’s Triad to classify these values into the Three Values Sets of 

Adaptive Leadership, as in the picture below: 

 

Note that these three values groups are congruent with Kirton’s three decision styles. 

We might call Kirton’s three organizational types Innovator-Experimenter-Creators, 

Defender-Investigator-Anticipators, and the Strategist-Planner-Managers. These are 

the values sets that motivate each of these kinds of people and groups, in an idealization.  

 

Leaders who learn about, measure, and develop their teams with respect to all three of 

these universal values sets, and who consciously balance them against each other, will 

make more adaptive organizations, in our view. Of these three values types, the mixed 

(evo-devo) values at the top of the triad, should be our top priority. They are the most 

http://www.foresightguide.com/adaptive-self-leadership-the-eight-skills-and-values
http://www.foresightguide.com/adaptive-self-leadership-the-eight-skills-and-values
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frequent and important values that healthy teams, firms, and societies use to guide 

foresight and action. 

 

This values model is certainly no final word on adaptive leadership values. But, it seems 

a good start, so we offer it for consideration and critique. It is not this Guide’s intent to 

teach either strategic management or leadership. However, in both books we will take 

the opportunity to say some preliminary ideas about management and leadership from 

an evo-devo perspective. We hope these thoughts serve helpful in everyone’s journey. 

 

There are many good textbooks available management and leadership. One excellent 

classic is Hamel and Pralahad’s Competing for the Future, 1996, which portrays both 

management and leadership as a competition to continually envision more preferred 

and adaptive futures for ourselves and our organizations. It is full of rich advice and 

takes a particularly foresight-oriented approach to the leadership challenge. We’ll say a 

lot more about these topics in Book 2.  

 

Values Matter!

https://www.amazon.com/Competing-Future-Gary-Hamel/dp/0875847161
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Chapter 9: Organizations in Society II –  

Curves, Cycles, and Trends 

 

Our last chapter introduced a number of useful models in organizational foresight, 

including our model of important goals and values that all of us need to balance in order 

to be adaptive. Now we are ready to look at some of the dynamic interactions of 

organizational and societal change. 

 

We’ll introduce some classic types of organizational and societal curves, cycles, and 

trends in this chapter. We’ll say more about global causal dynamics, including 

accelerating change and evolutionary development, in Book 2. This chapter is perhaps 

the most big picture in this book, as it requires us to take a broader and more fundamental 

view of change than the previous chapters. 

 

We will introduce trends after we have covered curves and cycles. Many of the most 

important trends only exist because of an underlying growth or diffusion curve or some 

often hidden causal cycle. Thus seeing curves and cycles operating in ourselves, 

organizations, societies, our planet, and the universe is both more fundamental and more 

generally useful than seeing trends. Trends are the “froth” emerging on top of more 

fundamental sets of causal physical and informational dynamics. 

 

We will see that there are two kinds of trends, more predictable and durable trends, 

which we call “hard” or developmental trends, and more unpredictable and temporary, 

which we call “soft” or evolutionary trends. Learning to discriminate between each type 

can be very helpful for strategy. We’d like to know both how long and how much we can 

depend on any trend in our foresight work.  

 

I. LENPAC: Six Curve and Cycle Types in Complex Systems  

 

Marcus Cicero famously said, “To be ignorant of what occurred before you were born is 

to remain always a child.” Mark Twain also famously said, “History never repeats itself, 

but it often rhymes.” Cicero and Twain will guide our insights in this chapter. 

 

Many complex systems change in ways that can be fit to historically documented curves, 

cycles, and other simple models of complex systems. While our change models typically 

take ideal and regular forms, real world changes and cycles are more irregular and 
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probabilistic. Nevertheless, many such systemic relationships exist. Whenever we can 

identify such relationships, we greatly improve our forecasts, predictions, and strategy. 

 

Societies are collections of complex adaptive systems (people, ecologies, groups, 

organizations, governments, technologies, etc.). Evo-devo thinking leads us to look for 

predictable regularities in the ways they grow and change. To see some of those 

regularities, it helps to begin with a few classic change curves. All of these curves can be 

found in all six foresight domains, but for the purposes of simplicity, we’ll focus this 

section mainly on societal change. 

 

Let’s look now at six types of change curves and cycles that are especially useful and 

common in complex systems. These six curves form an acronym, LENPAC. Technically, 

some of these are “curves,” describing how collectives grow over time, others are 

“distributions” describing how complex systems sort into collectives, and some, like 

power laws, can be both.  

 

Here are the LENPAC Curves: 

 

Logistic and Life Cycle Curves 

Exponential and (Super-)Exponential Curves 

Normal and (Log-)Normal Curves 

Power Law Curves 

Adaptation Curves 

Cycle/Pendulum and Cusps/Critical Curves 

 

We have already encountered most of these, but we may not be aware of the examples 

detailed below. When we look at them closely as collection, we can greatly improve our 

societal foresight. Thinking them through is great preparation for Book 2. 

 

1. Logistic and Life Cycle Growth (“S-curves”) 
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The most classic change curve is the sigmoid 

function, or S-curve. Logistic growth is the 

best-known example of S-curve behavior. 

Many growth processes, including 

population growth, the diffusion of 

innovations, hu man and machine learning, 

language growth, and chemical reactions, 

exhibit exponential growth at first, then they 

hit an inflection point (IP), where they run 

into various limits, including competition 

and resource scarcity, and their rate of growth 

decelerates. Growth of the collective or its 

impact enters a maturing phase and then a saturation phase, where it slows or stops.  

 

Forecaster Theodore Modis is one leading scholar of S-curves. His books Predictions, 

1992, and Predictions: Ten Years Later, 2002, are great reads, and offer many examples of 

these curves in nature and society. At the same time, Modis also argues that accelerating 

change is already slowing down, and technological singularity (to be discussed) can’t 

happen. He sees global technology as something that is already in saturation mode. He 

appears to make this mistake because he either doesn’t understand or acknowledge the 

validity of the twin megatrends of densification and dematerialization (D&D), 

discussed as one key component of exponential foresight in Book 2.  

 

Modis’s position with respect to accelerating change offers a lesson that the growth 

curves we can see, and the scales at which we believe they operate, both the foresight 

we can create. D&D are a vitally important set of megatrends to understand, to being 

what we call accelaware (acceleration-aware), and to practicing what communities like 

Singularity University and Open ExO call exponential thinking. Being accelaware is a 

critical prerequisite to clear long-term foresight in our modern world. 

 

Phases of technology adoption 

follow an S-curve, as Everett Rogers 

describes in his classic, Diffusion of 

Innovations, 5th Ed., 2003. As 

adoption phases progress, from 

Innovators to Laggards, through a 

population that is normally 

distributed population in their 

willingness to adopt innovations, an 

initial exponential adoption phase 

reaches an inflection, and then 

saturates. 

 

The S-Curve 
 

S-Curve and Market Phases of  

Technology Adoption 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sigmoid_function
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sigmoid_function
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Logistic_function
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theodore_Modis
http://www.amazon.com/Predictions-Societys-Telltale-Signature-Forcasts/dp/0671759175/
http://www.amazon.com/Predictions-Years-Later-Theodore-Modis/dp/2970021617/
https://www.amazon.com/Diffusion-Innovations-5th-Everett-Rogers/dp/0743222091/
https://www.amazon.com/Diffusion-Innovations-5th-Everett-Rogers/dp/0743222091/
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The history of mass-market technology adoption (picture below) shows many S-curves 

in historical data. Note that highly valuable technologies, like automobiles and radio, had 

nearly as steep initial adoption curves in the 1910’s and 1920’s as the initial curves for 

modern must-haves like cellphones and the internet in the 1990s. A range of factors, like 

technology cost, value, ease of use, and marketing, are important to driving S-curves to 

their saturation points. 

 

The rising steepness in adoption S-curves in the century-long period pictured above is 

one good way to see accelerating change. Especially obviously over the 20th century, there 

has been a general speedup in adoption of useful innovations, the more connected and 

digital our societies have become. More recent innovations, like computers, cellphones, 

and the internet, have the steepest exponential phases. Adoption of dematerialized 

products and services, like new software platforms or apps, is even faster still. As we’ll 

see in Book 2, two special megatrends, densification and dematerialization (“D&D”) 

drive the exponential economics and the rise of unicorns we’ve seen in recent decades. 

 

In addition to Logistic curves (S-curves), there 

is another curve that is just as important, the 

life-cycle curve (“L-curve”). We can think of 

the L-curve basically as an S-curve with an 

additional phase at the end—a phase that 

involves aging, death, and recycling. All of us, 

dear friends, are on such a curve. In the life 

cycle curve (picture right) a system of relatively 

fixed complexity (individual, organization, 

technology) eventually goes past maturity into 

senescence (aging) and decline. All individual or collective systems with relatively fixed 

Successive S-Curves of Mass-Market Technology Adoption (Excluding Software) 

 

The Life Cycle Curve 
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complexity eventually reach an “end-of-life” phase and are recycled. Every adaptive 

system is either growing, maturing, or dying. 

 

An early scholar of life-cycle curves was Genrich Altshuller, inventor of TRIZ, a useful 

foresight methodology for idea generation and problem solving. In the 1940s, Altshuller 

realized that any complex system, whether biological, societal, or technological, goes 

through four stages in life: infancy, growth, maturity, and decline. He realized that 

discovering the current state of any system on such a curve would allow its future 

development to be anticipated. See Tompkins et. al. 2006 for an example of technology 

forecasting using such life cycle analysis. 

 

As we have described under foresight frameworks, in 1979, and again in Advancing 

Futures, 2002, futurist Jim Dator, 

former Director of the U. Hawaii 

Ph.D. in Alternative Futures, 

published another four-stage life 

cycle model that is the modern 

successor to Altshuller’s. Dator’s 

model tells us that biological, 

societal, and technological systems 

can be characterized by four stages: 

infancy, maturity, decline, and 

transformation. The twist is that the 

fourth stage, transformation, refers 

not to the parent system, but to a 

successor, one with even greater 

learning and adaptive capacity. 

 

Recall that Dator observed that all stories of societal change fit into four recurring groups 

of images, stories, or policies, as follows: 

 

1. Continuation (business as usual, low exponential, status quo growth) 

2. Limits and Discipline (behaviors to adapt to growing internal or environmental 

limits) 

3. Decline and Collapse (degradation or failure modes as aging occurs or as crisis 

emerges) 

4. Transformation (new technology, business, or social factors that change the game, 

creating new ADOR) 

 

During his Foresight masters education at U. Houston in 2007, John recognized that we 

can depict Dator’s four stories as a mix of S-curves and life cycle curves, in a helpful 

graphic (above). We’d like to draw attention to three things about this graphic. 

Four Generic Change Stories  

(Smart, 2007, adapted from Dator, 1979) 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Genrich_Altshuller
https://triz-journal.com/technology-forecasting-ccd-cmos-digital-imaging-technology-using-triz/
http://www.amazon.com/Advancing-Futures-Studies-Higher-Education/dp/0275976327/
http://www.amazon.com/Advancing-Futures-Studies-Higher-Education/dp/0275976327/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jim_Dator
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First, notice that two of the four classic stories of change—Continuation (low exponential 

growth) and Limits and Discipline (maturing and saturation)—form our classic S-curve.  

 

Second, notice the Life-cycle curve. Humans, firms, and any technologies of relatively 

fixed complexity will at first grow exponentially, and “continuation” of their exponential 

growth is at first the best model for their future. But, eventually they enter the “limits 

and discipline” mode of adulthood. These two phase together form an S-curve. But, in 

late adulthood, we must add a decline and collapse (or if you prefer, recycling) phase to 

that S-curve. The three phases together are the life cycle of any new organization, 

product, or service with relatively fixed complexity relative to its environment. 

 

We all try to postpone this third phase in our own lives, but every differentiated living 

system ages (gets less effective at renewing itself), and any individual or firm with 

declining utility over time eventually dies and gets recycled. That’s just how nature 

works. As Itchak Adizes describes in Managing Corporate Lifecycles, 2014, every 

corporation, team, product, or service of relatively fixed complexity, operating in an 

environment of more rapidly growing complexity, eventually reaches maturity and 

senescence. Great CEOs and strategy teams have to reinvent such organizations, or they 

fall into permanent decline, reaching the end of their natural life cycle. 

 

What’s more, this life cycle shortens as environmental change accelerates. A famous 2016 

study by McKinsey found that the average lifespan of S&P 500 companies was 61 years 

in 1968, and was less than 18 years by 2016. They predicted that by 2027, 75% of the 

companies on the 2016 S&P 500 would be bought out, merged, or have gone bankrupt. In 

a world where most industries still aren’t significantly online, where most companies 

have large sources of data that aren’t being used well with AI, and where instrumentation 

and automation are still in their infancy, this seems a reasonable prediction to us. 

 

Third, notice the transformation phase. That is a phase of change that represents actors 

like our children—who are often strikingly better than us at many things—a new and in 

some ways faster, cheaper, or better product, service, or organization, or, perhaps, an 

innovative and disruptive new technology. Transformation is the first phase of a new S-

curve, the beginning stages of a fresh and in some ways better system. Its growth is rising 

so fast, and it has so much distance to cover relative to our own future growth, that we 

can’t even picture the top of the “S” on this scale. In the meantime, though, its novel, 

much more rapid rate of continuation (standard exponential growth) will often create 

huge ADOR in our environments.  

 

One major insight for leaders, besides the continual ADOR of new transformations, is to 

recognize that all four change stories will be told by different parties at the same time. 

Each is a useful perspective for the interest groups telling each change story. Another 

insight is to realize that each of us, and our clients, tell all four of these stories at different 

https://smile.amazon.com/Managing-Corporate-Lifecycles-Ichak-Adizes-ebook/dp/B01MZGUKOC/
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times. We need to be sure our scenarios include all four of these stories, at the very least, 

so learn them well. 

 

2. Exponential and Super-Exponential Growth (“E- and J-Curves”) 

 

Exponential growth—which we can call E-

curves in reference to its name—happens in 

any system where growth is proportional, at a 

constant percentage growth rate, to the current 

quantity on hand. By comparison to linear 

growth, which has a constant slope, 

exponential growth produces a curve with a 

consistent upward bend (figure at right). The 

degree of bend in the E-curve is dependent on 

the size of the periodic growth rate and the 

shortness of the periods.  

 

Importantly, there is no “knee” (place where the curve suddenly gets steeper or flatter in 

growth) in E-curves. A famous E-curve is depicted by the initial phase of bacterial 

population growth in a resource-plentiful environment. Before they run into competition 

or resource limits, populations of bacteria generally engage in exponential growth for 

lengthy periods of time—relative to the lifespan of individual bacteria—in which their 

numbers double in anywhere from 12 minutes to 24 hours, depending on their 

environment. This kind of growth—and its cousin, super-exponential growth—can 

additionally occur for long periods, relative to a human lifespan as well, in various 

economic, technological, and social processes. Predicting the time such accelerating 

growth will endure, in any change process relevant to our profession, is often a key 

question for business strategy. Likewise, appropriately timing strategies that depend on 

that depend on exponential and super-exponential processes, strategies like 

infrastructure investment, R&D, and product launch, can be crucial for success. 

 

Salim Ismail’s Exponential Organizations, 2014, offers lots of good 

advice on using accelerating digital strategies to create value. We 

highly recommend it to all entrepreneurs. But, to better understand 

exponentials, and apply them to our business, we will need to 

understand their distinction from power laws (to be discussed 

shortly) and the special cases, like densification and 

dematerialization (D&D), discussed in BPF, in which we may expect 

continued exponential and super-exponential growth in 

technological capacities and efficiencies, adoption rates, information 

and wealth creation, and other key business variables. Such work is 

still in its introductory phase today, but we are confident that better Ismail, 2014 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exponential_growth
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bacterial_growth
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bacterial_growth
https://www.amazon.com/Exponential-Organizations-organizations-better-cheaper/dp/1626814236/
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business, engineering, and policy research will propel it forward in coming years. 

Accelerating change certainly isn’t going away. 

 

Economic growth, when viewed over the next few years is a good example of exponential 

growth. In the last decade, we’ve seen a roughly 3% GDP growth per year in the US and 

a rough average of 9% in China. As we will see shortly, economic growth is actually 

super-exponential—especially, when viewed over centuries. Accordingly, the timescale 

over which we view a growth process affects the kind of curve we see. 

 

For the more common low growth rates (20% and below) of many natural processes, the 

Rule of 72 (72 divided by the growth percentage) is a quick method of converting between 

the number of years required to double the value of an exponentially growing quantity 

and its annual growth rate. In the example above, we need 72/3 = 24 years to double the 

GDP of the US economy, and 72/9 = 8 years to double the size of China’s economy, at 

present. Conversely, dividing these slow doubling times into 72 yields a rough annual 

growth rate. For higher growth rates than 20%, we may need to use an online CAGR 

calculator to figure out annual growth rates and doubling times.  

 

Now is a good time to ask a couple of questions: First, why do we see exponential GDP 

growth every year in any nation, when classical economic theory, in the efficient-market 

hypothesis, tells us we should expect no annual growth? Second, why are some nations’ 

E-curves, for example, China and some other emerging nations, so much steeper than 

that of other nations? 

 

In the late 1950’s economists Robert Solow and Trevor Swan shed some light on both 

questions in their new productivity growth model. Since the days of the 18th century 

economist Adam Smith, economic theory focused on labor productivity as the key 

source of wealth. By the 1950s, Solow and Swan helped us add two more factors, finance 

productivity and technical productivity. This offered a better definition of wealth—work 

for which they received a Nobel prize in 1987. Countries with steeper E-curves had either 

greater labor, technical, or finance productivity. Any one of these could shift the curve. 

 

At this time economists began to understand that in the then-new Information Age, 

technological progress had become the most important contribution to wealth. In the late 

1990’s one version of the Solow-Swan model assigned roughly 70%, 20%, and 10% shares 

to Technical, Labor, and Finance productivity, respectively. Today, the contribution 

from technical productivity seems very likely to be even higher than 70%. But, until wwe 

encounter a newer model, we will continue to cite this 70/20/10 ratio as a rough 

approximation for the value of each of these factors in creation of modern economic 

wealth. This ratio reminds us that the “machines we tend” are at least 3X more important 

than the “arms we bend”, which are at least 2X as important as the “money we spend” in 

creating a dollar’s worth of marginal economic value today. 

 

http://www.theguardian.com/news/datablog/2012/mar/23/china-gdp-since-1980
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rule_of_72
https://www.omnicalculator.com/finance/cagr
https://www.omnicalculator.com/finance/cagr
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Efficient-market_hypothesis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Efficient-market_hypothesis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Solow
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trevor_Swan
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exogenous_growth_model
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exogenous_growth_model
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This insight helps us understand the rapid economic growth of China versus the US. 

China, as the world’s manufacturing center—with efficiencies of manufacturing and 

construction that greatly exceed the US, with (until recently) rapid migration of eager 

new workers from the villages to the cities, and with a government willing to spend hard 

on infrastructure—has a special array of exponential processes behind its amazing rise. 

 

In 1988, information economist Paul Romer introduced endogenous growth theory, a 

model that for the first time treated scientific and technical knowledge and innovation 

as endogenous factors central to wealth growth. Romer’s model predicted that public 

research and industrial policy, including subsidies for scientific research and incentives 

for innovation, can greatly influence economic growth in an industrialized economy. For 

the first time, economists began to understand that the growth of useful information and 

knowledge, are a true source of wealth. As information creation and computation 

accelerates, so too must wealth, in some causal and multifactorial way, as long as 

environmental resources and conditions allow that acceleration. Yet, many economists 

will argue over this obvious point even today, and few attempt to model it. 

 

Economic theory, by and large, still doesn’t adequately model the dominant and 

accelerating contributions of science, technology, and information to wealth, but finally 

progress is now being made. See Brynjolfsson and McAfee’s The Second Machine Age, 

2014, for a good overview of some of the recent economic work seeking to adequately 

account for technical productivity in wealth creation. 

 

We also see long term exponential growth in many social, business, and technological 

processes. Exponential growth rates can be particularly fast in software product adoption, 

viral marketing, and other network-aided processes. All market-driven exponential 

growth eventually saturates. The TAM (total addressable market) is increasingly served 

by the product or service, and growth moves to slower and slower doublings. A key 

assumption here is that the market, as we are defining it, is a market based on biological 

actors, which have relatively fixed needs, efficiencies, capacities, and complexity. 

 

For example, Facebook’s user growth doubled every 4-6 months in their transitional 12 

to 50 million user range, while its doubling slowed to every 10-12 months in the 50 to 450 

million range, and slowed again to every 26 months in between 450 and 900 million. It 

will be inevitably slower for the next doubling, as Facebook begins to run out market.  

 

For anyone who finds long-term exponential growth interesting in its disruptive 

tendencies, there’s another kind of growth that is even more potentially disruptive: 

Super-exponential (faster-than-exponential) growth. Unlike exponential growth where 

the curve is proportional at every point, super-exponential growth has one or more 

“knees” in the curve—places where growth, and thus the slope, suddenly switches from 

a slower to a greater (or in S-curves, slower) exponential mode. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Romer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Endogenous_growth_theory
http://www.amazon.com/Second-Machine-Age-Prosperity-Technologies/dp/0393239357/
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Long-term economic growth is a famous 

example of super-exponential growth. Over 

a few decades, economies look like they are 

engaged in simple exponential growth. But, 

when we look at economic growth over a 

long enough time period, it appears super-

exponential. Consider the J-curve to the 

right, which plots GDP per capita in 

Western Europe over a thousand year 

period. This graph was published by The 

Economist in December 1999, at the end of 

our last millennium, using a data set of the 

historical economist Angus Maddison.  

 

The orange dots on the curve mark places 

where growth has switched to an even 

steeper exponential growth rate. The third 

dot to the right marks the beginning of 

proto-industrialism in Europe 

(Mercantilism). The fourth dot marks the 

Industrial Revolution, a truly disruptive 

change in human history. The fifth marks the Information Age. Clearly something special 

is going on here. Super-exponential economic growth doesn’t saturate, as we will see, 

because it is increasingly densified and dematerialized over time. It may run into short 

term resource limits as it grows, but over the long term the size of its markets, and the 

efficiencies and scales of resource use, are always expanding. 

 

This kind of growth has been called “Hockey Stick” or J-curve growth, as, like a capital 

J, there is a period of low growth, a knee of the curve, and then a period where growth 

goes almost vertical for a time. Most J-curve growth eventually saturates. 

 

Recall our discussion of 

human population growth. 

Human population grew 

super-exponentially from 

the advent of agriculture 

right up to the 1960s. That 

was the decade in which the 

most extreme projections of 

future collapse and crisis 

occurred, as it was the peak 

of superexponential growth, 

 
 

The Economist, 1999,  

data from Maddison, 2007 

 

World Human Population, 10,000 BCE to 2000 CE (Wikipedia) 
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just before the inflection point in the S-curve. 

 

Super-exponentially happened because, as societies developed, additional positive 

feedback loops were happening on top of the basic exponential process of humans 

creating new adult humans in a relatively constant number of years. Mortality rates 

dropped due to better sanitation, food became more readily available, and surviving 

family sizes initially got larger the more developed our civilizations became. The growing 

number of surviving family members was the main reason the standard exponential 

growth curve became super-exponential. 

 

By the middle of the 20th century, mortality rates ceased dropping as fast, and other new 

negative feedback loops emerged. The more opportunities that individuals had in more 

developed societies, the more incentives and norms emerged to start reducing family 

size, let children be children longer before adulthood, and have children a later in life. 

Greater freedom for women, greater access to birth control, more availability of 

education, and increasing access to and competition for well-paying jobs were all key 

factors in reducing family size. We’ll look at this globally important topic again in BPF. 

 

But, while human population growth started saturating in the 1960s, global economic 

growth switched to a steeper curve in 1960, as seen in Pielkejer and DeLong’s data 

below. From 1950 to 2000, global GDP increased by 800% while human population 

increased by less than 300%. Human population and GDP are on two very different 

growth curves, and many future thinkers still don’t understand this today. 

 

Even with our recent recession, global economic growth is now faster than it was in 2000. 

We have recently seen more than a decade of annual rates of economic growth in some 

Chinese cities, and the stock value of certain digitally-aided corporations, are growing 

over 20% per year over the last two decades and even faster in the last five years. Most 

developing world economies are also growing at rates much faster than the 2-3% annual 

global rate of more developed economies over the mid-20th century.  
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We can now ask: Will global GDP growth per capita soon saturate, the way human 

population is now doing? If our economy depends primarily people (labor productivity), 

it seems reasonable to expect it would. That would be Ted Modis’s conclusion. Recall his 

S-curve expertise. 

 

We believe that economic growth is driven primarily by technical productivity (TP), per 

Solow and his successors. Since the 1950s, technical productivity, in turn, has been 

increasingly driven by the advance of info and (secondarily) nano technologies, as Chris 

Magee at MIT and others have begun to discover. If these D&D technologies remain on 

fast exponential growth modes, global economic growth will remain rapidly exponential 

for the foreseeable future. After all, remember that financial wealth, like information, is 

deeply dematerialized. Financial wealth is just numbers in electronic ledgers, a game of 

social confidence and status measurement. If we all agree those numbers grow, they 

grow.  

 

This argument proposes that rich-poor, rural-urban, tech-nontech divides are going to 

continue to accelerate, and if we don’t do smart redistribution, we’ll create vast new 

inequalities, loss of meaning, and disruptions in society. As we’ll describe in Book 2, a 

Great Decoupling of human population growth and technological wealth growth is 

now occurring on our planet. As automation and machine intelligence become more self-

improving and evo-devo in nature, we can expect them to increasingly engage in their 

own technical, economic and intellectual explorations, competitions, and economic 

activity. In our view, such activities will increasingly take over, in coming decades, from 

technical, economic, and intellectual competitions driven by biological humans. They are 

already doing so in limited ways today.  

20th Century Global GDP Trend (Roger Pielkejer, 2014 and Brad Delong, 2006) 
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With respect to biological humans, though it is not yet widely acknowledged, we have 

entered an Age of Peaks. These peaks are driven by declining human reproduction rates, 

rising transparency of human impact, ever growing wealth and technical capacity, 

increasing sustainability values, and accelerating ways to “nudge” people into better 

behaviors. We’ll examine many of these peaks in BPF, and some powerful ways our 

individual learning capacity and behavior will change in the topic of Personal AIs. 

 

While many aspects of human biological population and civilization are on S- and life 

cycle curves, technological intelligence, by contrast, is on its own J-curve dynamic, 

increasingly decoupling from our peaking biological activities. In 1999, futurist and 

technologist Ray Kurzweil, in his prescient book, The Age of Spiritual Machines, observed 

that Moore’s law has been gently super-exponential when we look at computer 

performance over the last century. In 2011, Bela Nagy et al. at the Santa Fe Institute also 

published a paper, “Superexponential Long-term Trends in Information Technology,” J. 

of Tech. Forecasting & Social Change, 73:1061-1083, which looked at performance metrics 

for information technology back to 1850, and also found this super-exponentiality. It is 

not easy to see over the last few decades. As with economic growth, one must take a truly 

long-term view to see the curve. 

  

The growth of the global computer and memory chip market has been exponential since 

1965, and standard rates of chip shrinking in manufacturing would also predict only 

exponential growth in performance. On top of these baseline exponentials there must be 

additional positive feedback loops, or other exponential growth processes that have 

converged, to make computer performance growth super-exponential. 

 

One example of additional exponentials in this market is offered by Andrew McAfee of 

MIT’s Center for Digital Business. In The Second Machine Age, 2014 McAfee notes that in 

1970 corporations spent about 7% of their total budgets on IT. By 2008, IT spending had 

climbed to 30%, while average IT spending per employee jumped from less than $100 per 

year to around $3,000 per year. UNIDO estimates that the value-added share of ICT and 

high-tech machinery has more doubled from 1970-2006, rising from 10 to 22 percent of 

the global economy. The additional spending we are doing on IT, the more useful it 

becomes, is partly driving its super-exponential nature. But, there are other drivers too. 

 

In 2009, Chris Magee at MIT published a key paper proposing that nearly 70% of the 

exponential progress in computational performance over the last 40 years has come from 

materials and process innovations. In this view, Moore’s law is primarily driven by the 

processes of miniaturization (nanoscience and nanoengineering) themselves. The 

further we shrink our technologies into ever-smaller realms of space, time, energy, and 

matter (STEM), the more we see these efficiency and productivity advances emerge. At 

the same time, the smarter our machines get, the easier it is for them to see and employ 

even more adaptive strategies.  

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/251496888_Superexponential_long-term_trends_in_information_technology
http://www.tf.uni-kiel.de/matwis/amat/elmat_en/kap_5/backbone/r5_4_1.html
http://www.tf.uni-kiel.de/matwis/amat/elmat_en/kap_5/backbone/r5_4_1.html
http://www.amazon.com/The-Second-Machine-Age-Technologies/dp/0393239357/
http://www.unido.org/fileadmin/user_media/Publications/Pub_free/Structural_change_in_the_world_economy.pdf
http://web.mit.edu/cmagee/www/documents/35-10.1002-cplx.20309.pdf
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The most disruptive kind of super-exponential growth we know of is called “double 

exponential” growth. The 

computational complexity of many 

physical processes grows at this rate. 

Calculating solutions to the electronic 

structures of large molecules using 

quantum mechanics is one example. At 

right is a cartoon of showing how the 

computation time for such calculations 

grows with the size of the molecule. 

Using classical computers, such 

computation grows exponentially (red 

curve). Using quantum computers, it 

only grows polynomially (orange curve). 

That means quantum computers, if they 

grow fast enough, will enable quantum 

chemistry for all of life’s physiology, and 

many other complex simulation 

problems as well. 

 

In the last few years, it has been proposed that our quantum computing capacity is also 

growing at a double exponential rate. Neven’s law, named after Hartmut Neven, head 

of the Quantum AI lab at Google, proposes that our best quantum computers are growing 

in computational capacity by “powers of powers of 2,” as in 2^2^1 (4), then 2^2^2 (16), 

then 2^2^3 (256), then 2^2^4 (65,536), etc. Such numbers grow incredibly gargantuan over 

time.  

 

Neven suggests that quantum computers are presently the fastest growing natural 

system on Earth. They appear to offer a computational capacity that matches the growth 

in computational complexity of many of our most challenging computational problems. 

They also offer a fundamentally new way to simulate, explore and tame those problems 

that never existed before. Some futurists still deny the reality of super-exponentiality, but 

among acceleration-aware entrepreneurs, technologists, and politicians, the management 

of such processes is now the key topic of debate. 

 

We will explore super-exponentiality again when we introduce the densification and 

dematerialization (D&D) megatrends in BPF. In a nutshell, D&D describe why super-

exponential technical and economic growth, and the Great Decoupling of the future 

trajectories of biology and technology will continue on Earth. Something fundamentally 

important is occurring, and the laws of the universe, not just us, seems to be involved. 

 

Closing in on Quantum Chemistry.  

Source: Paul Preuss, LBL, 2005 

https://www2.lbl.gov/Science-Articles/Archive/CSD-quantum-chemistry.html
https://www2.lbl.gov/Science-Articles/Archive/CSD-quantum-chemistry.html
https://www.quantamagazine.org/does-nevens-law-describe-quantum-computings-rise-20190618/
https://www2.lbl.gov/Science-Articles/Archive/CSD-quantum-chemistry.html
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3. Normal and Log-Normal Distributions (“Gaussian/Bell Distributions”) 

 

Normal distributions, also called Gaussian distributions and Bell curves, are one of the 

most common probability distributions in statistics. The normal curve is a symmetric 

distribution where most of the observations cluster around the central peak and the 

probabilities for values further away from mean taper off equally in both directions. 

Extreme values in both tails of the distribution are similarly unlikely. This creates a “bell” 

shape, as in the picture below. 

 

Finding a normal curve is a telltale sign that a developmental process is occurring in a 

population. In biological development, variables like height, blood pressure, IQ scores, 

and many functional and 

morphological features are all 

normally distributed. In such 

cases, some hidden 

developmental constraints are 

operating—keeping the 

population clustered around the 

mean. There are also many 

examples of normal 

distributions in societies. 

 

We’ve already seen two normal 

curves so far in this book. The 

first was in the KAI distribution 

of cognitive styles, an example of biological development. The second was in the 

innovation adopter distribution, creating the S-curve of innovation adoption, an example 

of societal development. In a typical population, most people won’t be early adopters, 

and they won’t be laggards. They’ll be normally distributed around this curve. That will 

be true for many other societal variables. 

 

There is also a cousin of the normal curve, a mix of normality and logarithmic 

(exponential) processes, called a log-normal curve. This curve is also found widely in 

both living systems and their societies. For example, Gibrat’s law describes the log-

normal development rate of the physical sizes of both organizations and cities.  

 

The world’s income distribution is also moving rapidly toward log-normality. For many 

decades, there used to be two separate peaks, one for rich countries, and another for poor 

countries. But, the more connected the world becomes, the more we are transitioning to 

one log-normal super-society. We would argue that this income renormalization will be 

an irreversible, predictable, developmental process, a result of ever-growing densities 

and capacities in global connectivity, technical complexity, and collective morality, on a 

planet with fixed surface area. How soon we get there in each society will of course be an 

Many Kinds of Bell Curves Exist.  

The red one is the Normal Curve (Gaussian) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Normal_distribution
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Log-normal
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gibrat%27s_law
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evolutionary choice that may vary widely from country to country. Making the transition 

is a great moral responsibility for all of us. Eventually, a phase transition will occur, and 

our nations will function more like one interdependent system rather than a set of 

independent actors. We discuss this great transition to a global civilization, as a moral 

imperative, in the final chapters of BPF. 

 

4. Power Law Distributions (“Pareto/80-20 Distributions, L-curves”) 

 

As we’ve seen in the 80/20 rule, power laws, or L-curves, are another key probability 

distribution in statistics. Unfortunately, they are less taught in high school and college. 

Normal curves are one obvious sign of development. Power laws are a telltale sign of 

both an evolutionary and a developmental process. As the power-law power law 

distribution, they describe a range of features frequently seen in collectives of natural 

systems.  

 

Power law curves give us the 80/20 rule, or Pareto Principle, the reality that 80% of the 

popularity, wealth, and power will be concentrated in a “fat head” of 20% of the cities, 

people, products, and activities, while the rest represent the “long tail” of evolutionary 

diversity. The power law gives us the very practical observation that 80% of our desired 

results often come from just 20% of our strategies (effort). 

 

We can think of this distribution as emerging in two steps: first, a collective explores a 

range of potential solutions, and then it is limited by its environment, through 

competition and selection into a classic distribution, with a “fat head” of a few dominant 

systems with greatest growth, wealth, or impact, and “long tail” of many alternative 

systems that are highly diverse. 

 

The 80/20 rule tells us that a strategy of satisficing—finding the key 20% that gives us 

80% of the results we want—is usually better than optimizing, or trying to find the very 

best outcome. Perfectionists focus too much on optimizing. Knowing when to optimize 

(find a developmental optimum) and when one can satisfice (find the rough solution) is 

an art, in itself. As management author Jim Collins says, “good is often the enemy of 

great.” Effective leaders will see and evaluate both the good and the great options against 

each other. Most often good is enough, but occasionally, we must be great.  

 

Power laws also tell us how learning or performance changes over time with learners 

and environments of relatively fixed complexity. That kind of change is a power law 

curve, not a distribution. These power laws have similarities to the saturation phase of S-

curves. In both power law curves and the second half of S-curves we see declining 

marginal learning and performance change over time. 

 

In a power-law learning curve (not a static distribution, but a dynamic learning process), 

each time cumulative output doubles, learning improves by a fixed percentage, typically 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Power_law
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Power_law
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Power_law#Power-law_functions
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Power_law#Power-law_functions
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pareto_principle
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Power_law
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10-30%. Part of this learning often includes economies of scale, until market size or share 

of market is maximized. For an individual doing practice trials to learn some new skill or 

method, or organization or industry of a fixed size learning production, if each of these 

are capable of a standard output each year, learning or performance will start out very 

rapid, as it is very easy to double a small batch size at first, but it will increasingly slow. 

Over time, there’s less new efficiency to be discovered, and less total and marginal 

learning left to be done to improve performance. 

 

Many manufactured technologies improve their performance over time based on 

manufacturing experience curves, a type of industry learning curve. Again, as these are 

power law curves, each time cumulative output volume doubles, value added costs fall 

by a constant percentage (for example, 10%, 20%, or 30%, as in the figure at right), a rate 

which will vary by industry and technology (for example, 21%, Swanson’s law for 

photovoltaic panel manufacturing). When plotted on a non-log scale (picture left), we see 

the classic “L” shape of the L-curve, with declining learning/efficiency improvement over 

time with each new unit produced. 

 

Manufacturing, human psychological learning, and many other natural processes are 

subject to these experience curves. Power laws are why startups are such dynamic 

environments. Everybody is rapidly learning, falling down the steep first section of 

power law learning curves. But, unlike exponential growth, the annual velocity of power 

law growth decreases with any fixed technology, as it grows into a market, and these 

curves become increasingly flat with time. 

 

During the beginning stages of power law growth, and also in the special case where 

output doubles every year or less, as in any young industry that is rapidly growing to 

serve a large market by comparison to the entrepreneur’s share, power-law growth can 

look like exponential growth. In fact, many technology writers mistakenly refer to this 

kind of growth as “exponential,” because many of us know exponentials, but far fewer 

Learning/Experience Curves (Wikipedia) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Experience_curve_effects
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Learning_curve
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people have learned about power laws. That convention is a useful shorthand sometimes, 

but we must remember that exponentials and power laws are two very different animals. 

  

If we are investing time and energy into any strategy, product, or service, that difference 

is can be quite important. We need accurate forecasts of technological change and the 

way such change evolves, converges, and develops, to better time any critical investment, 

innovation, strategy, or action involving accelerating learning, wealth production, and 

change. As industrial science is better taught and better developed, the difference 

between these two curves should become increasingly clear, when it matters. Again, 

power law growth is usually only exponential at the beginning, when learning is new 

and resources aren’t constrained. 

 

But, there is at least one very important case where this is not true. When we are engaged 

in densification and dematerialization, moving into new technological frontiers deeper 

in physical and virtual inner space, we are continually resetting the game to the 

beginning of a learning curve. When an industry is young, if new technologies and 

processes are continually involved, or if more people with different skills keep entering 

the mix, as is common in startups, power-law learning can keep returning to the 

beginning of its learning curve. In that case, performance gains can look exponential for 

long periods, and even briefly super-exponential (a J-curve) if powerful new 

technologies, funding, marketing, or adoption processes enter the mix. Better 

understanding when these conditions occur, so that a new company can ride an 

exponential performance and value curve, or a mature company can become rapidly 

exponential again in its R&D, marketing, and strategy, is a key question for the technical 

staff of any company, or the industrial policy of any nation, seeing to be the greatest value 

creator in the local environment. 

 

5. Adaptation Curves (“U-Curves, the Dip of Change”) 

 

Adaptation Curves (cycles) are among the most ubiquitous and useful curves we can 

understand. They tell us that “things will get worse before they get better.” We’ve seen 

the Emotional Adaptation Curve of psychologist Elizabeth Kübler-Ross in Chapter 3. 

We will discuss several more such curves below. One group of these adaptation curves, 

Kuznets Curves, will be introduced in this section and examined again in our next section 

on cycles, as these curves are key to understanding the long-term effects of technology-

created wealth on societies. 
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Recall the Kübler-Ross adaptation 

curve, and its seven IDABDAC 

stages in Chapter 3. Notice again the 

general  U-shaped nature of this 

curve. There is always a “dip” in 

adaptiveness to forced change. 

Second, notice that the curve ends 

higher than it begins. Our abilities, 

energy, self-esteem, or sensed and 

actual security don’t always grow 

after a forced change, but we 

typically desire such outcomes, and 

they have the potential make us more adaptive.  

 

Adaptation curves tell us that change and complexification often make things worse, in 

unanticipated ways, before we learn how to adapt, and ideally, get to a state that is better 

than when we started. In the First Three Stages of Adaptation: things get worse, things 

stay worse, and then things get better. In other words, we typically must cross an 

Adaptation Valley before we get to a well-regarded product, service, or organization. 

Once we recognize we are in a major, forced change, we can try to help others get through 

the inevitable dip in easier, faster, and more useful ways.  

 

In 1947, organizational psychology pioneer Kurt Lewin described organizational change 

in a Three Step Model: Unfreeze, Change, and Refreeze. Lewin said that since change is 

so hard, effective leaders must often destabilize (unfreeze) their teams first, emphasizing 

potential risks and crises, lowering the organization’s sense of safety, then support 

change teams, by giving those leaders resources and psychological safety to create 

change, and then to anchor changes in new policy, training, and culture (refreeze) to 

prevent relapse. This model was an early key way to work with and manage the 

organizational adaptation curve. 

 

After Kubler-Ross, management theorists began to adopt her DABDA model as an 

Organizational Change curve. The curve at right emphasizes three duties of good leaders 

in managing adaptation curves: decreasing the depth of the adaptation curve, 

shortening its duration, and sustaining the gains of positive change. This seems a 

reasonable model. 

 

Management scholars Michael Fullan, in his classic Leading in a Culture of Change, 2001, 

and Rosabeth Kanter, “Change is Hardest in the Middle,” HBR, 2009, both explore the 

Kübler-Ross Death Adaptation Curve (1969) 

https://www.amazon.com/Leading-Culture-Change-Michael-Fullan/dp/0787987662/
https://hbr.org/2009/08/change-is-hardest-in-the-middl
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challenge of managing 

this dip of change. Social 

psychologist Jerry 

Jellison, in Managing the 

Dynamics of Change, 2006, 

and David Viney in his 

2005 book on establishing 

corporate portals, calls it 

this adaptation curve the J-

curve of organizational 

change. Others call 

adaptation curves U-

curves, emphasizing the 

valley we must cross. 

Those who call them J-curves, emphasize the higher end state. We prefer to call them 

adaptation curves, reserving the term J-curve for super-exponential change.  

 

Jellison and Viney observe that much of the stress and chaos that comes during big 

changes often from unrealistic expectations of stakeholders regarding productivity and 

performance during the change. To manage expectations, leaders need better strategic 

communication, training, and assessments, so that stakeholders can prepare for and 

adjust to the change. Some pain comes from having to unlearn previous methods, prior 

to learning new methods and gaining the higher performance they can provide us.  

An Organizational Adaptation Curve (Fullan 2001) 

The J-Curve Effect, The Intranet Portal Guide, Viney, 2005 

https://www.amazon.com/Managing-Dynamics-Change-Productive-Workplace/dp/0071470441
https://www.amazon.com/Managing-Dynamics-Change-Productive-Workplace/dp/0071470441
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Consider the organizational depression, despair, and skepticism that exists at the bottom 

of this curve. As Kanter says, difficult change often looks like a failure in the middle. 

That is when the greatest resistance can occur, in one last big battle. Effective resistance 

here can often assassinate the change, or erode the credibility or mandate of its leaders. 

Because of this dip, frameworks like John Kotter’s Eight Steps of Change Management, 

Leading Change, 1996/2012, are often critical for leaders to follow carefully.  

 

Change is hard, but it is often necessary. Effective leaders may occasionally heighten 

anxiety, fear of failure, or guilt about not doing the right thing, to help people see the 

need for change, or to shape conflict resolution within their organization. Any potential 

crises they propose should of course have evidence to make them plausible. If not, the 

leader loses influence later, when the facts become clear. Think of the credibility George 

W. Bush lost during the Iraq War when we learned there were no weapons of mass 

destruction as we were led to believe. 

 

At the same time, good leaders must create psychological safety (“top cover”) with their 

teams for their change efforts. They remind them change is hard, ensure them they won’t 

get punished or fired for trying new things. The effort is what matters, early on, not the 

results. Unfreezing is done regularly in companies with “paranoid” leaders, like 

Microsoft under Bill Gates, Intel under Andy Groves, and Alibaba under Jack Ma.  

 

Once the change has happened, leaders must figure out how to lock it in to the culture, 

with new policies, evaluations, incentives, and personnel. Determining what those “lock 

ins” should be is immunity foresight. This is the phase at which the organization 

refreezes into a new way of doing things, and builds a new “immune response,” strong 

enough to protect the new order of things.  

 

Of course, one must also ask if the organization is pursuing the right change at the right 

time. We will offer one normative (goals and values-tied) model of measuring and 

prioritizing progressive change in Book 2. For now, just note that effective leaders must 

manage these adaptation curves. 

 

https://www.amazon.com/Leading-Change-New-Preface-Author/dp/1422186431/
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Management scholar Otto 

Scharmer explores the 

adaptation curve as a “curve of 

listening,” in his Theory U: 

Leading from the Future as it 

Emerges, 2016, and the even 

better follow up, The Essentials 

of Theory U, 2018. Both propose 

that mature, experienced 

teams, whether previously 

successful or not, must first 

learn to let go of various 

patterns of the Past, and their 

habitual and reactive nature, 

to become proactive and 

foresighted.  

 

Scharmer says such teams must come “down” to a Present state of listening, stillness 

and openness to change, and then move “up” to a state of future visioning, experiment, 

and actualization. This is easier said than done. The Y-axis for the Theory U curve might 

be “Confidence in the Current Model of the Future.” First, the team must lose their 

confidence in status quo expectations, unlearn (let-go) some questionable habits and 

assumptions, and open themselves up to engaging in some new and scary experiments 

and change.  

 

After a period in the undetermined Present, truly seeing the world as it is, and examining 

their options, they are ready to move into an experimental, prototyping Future, 

recognizing that most of those experiments will fail. Yet if they practice their Do Loops 

and the Eight Skills, they can rapidly learn, foresee, act, and review their way to new 

success. 

 

Political scientist Ian Bremmer 

describes a cultural adaptation 

curve in The J-Curve, 2006. He 

notes that when a society first 

opens up, giving new 

(evolutionary) freedoms to its 

citizens, such as new freedom of 

movement, new information 

sources (newspapers, TV, 

internet), new communication 

systems (telegraph, telephone, 

smartphones) or new social 

An Organizational Change Curve (Scharmer, 2016) 

 A Societal Stability Adaptation Curve (Bremmer, 2006) 

https://www.amazon.com/Theory-Leading-Emerges-Otto-Scharmer/dp/1626567980/
https://www.amazon.com/Theory-Leading-Emerges-Otto-Scharmer/dp/1626567980/
https://www.amazon.com/Theory-Leading-Emerges-Otto-Scharmer/dp/1626567980/
https://www.amazon.com/Essentials-Theory-Core-Principles-Applications/dp/1523094400/
https://www.amazon.com/Essentials-Theory-Core-Principles-Applications/dp/1523094400/
https://www.amazon.com/Curve-Understand-Nations-Rise-Fall/dp/0743274725/
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organization structures (blogs, social networks) at first its truthfulness, security and 

stability go down, as people yet don’t have the instincts, norms, and processes in place 

to handle their new freedoms.  

 

These societal variables stay down in the next phase of opening up, and then in a third 

phase, as new and better norms, ethics, and processes begin to get widely followed, 

social trust and collective action finally improve. People report liars, scofflaws and 

corruption better, and societies finally become more secure and stable than they were 

before they were opened up.  

 

Bremmer has documented this curve mostly for social stability and security, but it is 

easy to see this curve in other variables, like social trust and truthfulness, including our 

current fiascos with fake news and filter bubbles on social media. These problems will 

surely correct themselves in all adaptive societies, using powerful new technologies like 

the knowledge graph (a web that is smart enough to check truthfulness and factual 

accuracy, as Google has been doing since 2015,) and Personal AIs (evidence-based 

learners that have models of and look after our own goals and values), as we argue in 

Book 2. In the meantime America especially, with its plutocracy and political polarization, 

is deep in the valley of a trust in governance dip.  

 

In 1963, the economist Simon Kuznets 

published an inverted U-shaped 

relationship between economic growth 

and income equality now called the 

economic Kuznets curve. He received a 

Nobel Prize in 1971 largely for this work. 

The curve at right shows a Kuznets curve, 

with less developed countries on the left 

and their statistical migration to becoming 

more developed, like countries on the right. 

Kuznets first studied the Industrial 

Revolution to find this relationship, but 

we’ve seen the same inverted U-curve in 

recent technological revolutions as well. 

 

Kuznets discovered that when productive new technologies rapidly emerge in society, 

as in the transition from agriculture to industry, so much wealth and power flows 

disproportionately to the holders of capital that rich-poor divides go up. They stay up in 

the second phase of a technology revolution, even as GDP per capita increases, and in the 

third phase, they come down again, as an emboldened middle class responds to extreme 

and increasingly obvious inequalities, and votes in economic redistributions, or as 

opportunistic politicians respond to economic catastrophes.  

 

Inequality Adaptation Curve (Kuznets, 1963)  

Developed Nations are the Dark Blue Circles.  
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The Kuznets curve is thus a wealth 

adaptation curve for societies. Per 

capita income is not average income. It 

merely measures the potential for each 

citizen to participate in social wealth. 

Surely other variables, like average 

income, levels of corruption, free time 

to organize, and environmental 

triggers are important in creating 

adaptation. In America, redistributions 

to reduce income and asset inequality 

have often happened after economic 

catastrophes like Crash of the 1890s, 

which led to Trust Busting in the 1900s 

and the Progressive Income Tax of 1914, and the Crash of 1929, which led to Social 

Security, Medicare, the New Deal, and other expansions of social welfare.  

 

America is presently in the middle of a multi-decade economic Kuznets valley. We have 

experienced rapidly rising income inequality, increasing erosion of our democracy, 

growing oligopoly, and declining rates of real entrepreneurship, since the 1970s. More 

than anything else, this “dip” in our economic adaptiveness has been due to the great 

wealth rapidly created by globalization of manufacture and trade and the information 

revolution. That new wealth was a forced change in our economic conditions, and it 

destabilized us at first, as do many forced changes. If we are to remain adaptive, we will 

have to recover from this dip. We’ll describe some of the technical, political, economic 

and social ways we will do so in later chapters. For now, just recognize that we are deep 

in, and hopefully, nearing the bottom of this fifty year dip at present.  

 

After Kuznets, other social scientists found his inverted U-shaped adaptation curve for 

other important social variables. Most famously, it has been described for environmental 

impacts. At right is a cartoon of an Environmental Kuznets curve for air and water 

quality in a city. As a country, county, or city’s economy gets richer per capita, at first it 

pollutes and degrades its environment, then it continues to do so (without getting 

worse), then in the third phase it becomes wealthy enough to start cleaning up, 

improving the water and air, planting trees, protecting open space, species, and ecologies.  

 

 

Kuznets Wealth Adaptation Curve (Wikipedia) 
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We can use the environmental 

Kuznets adaptation curve at right to 

make a general point. Technology’s 

impact on humanity often creates an 

adaptation curve as well. New 

technology often begins with a brief 

“honeymoon period,” and then 

dehumanizes and disrupts us in 

various predictable ways. The new 

technology may be rapidly adopted, 

yet also poorly regulated, poorly 

understood, or poorly designed at 

first.  

 

We call this new technology 

adaptation curve the Second Law of Technology Change in Book 2. It is one of five 

general laws of technology’s impact on society that seem fundamentally important to the 

21st century. There are endless examples of technological adaptation curves. Consider 

just a few: 

 

Empires greatly dehumanized and enslaved the majority of people in their first 

generation. In his brilliant work, Humankind, 2020, Rutger Bregman argues that Stephen 

Pinker’s assessment that primitive societies were more violent, on average, than the first 

empires is incorrect. The better models and evidence are that we became more violent 

and extreme to each other when mass technological civilization first emerged. Only in the 

last few centuries, as modern states have emerged in their third (or greater) generation, 

have citizens been getting a more humanizing relationship with the state.    

 

Cities were polluted and dangerous in their first generation, by comparison to previous 

towns. First generation factories were unsafe and used child labor by comparison to the 

guilds they replaced. First generation cars were incredibly lethal and cancer-causing by 

comparison to horses and bicycles. First generation calculators made us innumerate. First 

generation cellphones have created texting and phone use fatalities. First generation 

digital games pulled us from the physical world into unrealistic and addictive fantasies, 

and made us social recluses.  

 

Corporations initially focused just on financial goals, and only recently are being held to 

higher environmental, social, and governance (ESG) standards.  

 

Communications technology innovations are often initially top-down and one-way, 

inadequately replacing a complex, bottom-up, two-way system, as when broadcast 

media, first radio, then television, increasingly replaced local community discourse over 

Environmental Kuznets Adaptation Curve (Wikipedia) 

https://www.amazon.com/Humankind-Hopeful-History-Rutger-Bregman/dp/0316418536/
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the 20th century. See Robert Putnam’s excellent Bowling Alone, 2001/2020, on the way one-

to-many media among other factors, eroded face-to face community in America.  

 

There are also nonlinear effects in complex social and technological systems, where a 

small change in one variable suddenly leads to a large change in a set of others, or even a 

phase change. One of cybernetics pioneer Norbert Weiner’s laws of complex systems, the 

Law of Automation, says that automation ordinarily delivers incremental efficiency 

gains, but occasionally it creates extraordinary messes, like the Flash Crashes we’ve seen 

in high-frequency trading. 

 

We like to believe that we can ultimately create safe, green, and sustainable cities and 

factories. Cars promise to be much safer when they are self-driving, and greener when 

they use hydrogen, produced fully via renewable sources. Many parents would like to be 

able to set our calculators to quiz our children on their numeracy, graphical intuition, and 

the applicability of math to everyday problems. As cellphones get smarter, they will 

increasingly be able to prevent themselves from being misused in the car. The fraction of 

fun but “serious games” and “collaborative games” that our kids can play will continue 

to grow, and such games will better track and incentivize learning. But, we’ve got a long 

way to go to get to the more sophisticated and empowering versions of these 

technologies.  

 

Some additional complexities 

should be mentioned here. There 

are also second order adaptation 

curves, in which the first order 

curves are a set of classic U-

shaped adaptation curves. One 

such second order curve is found 

in conflict management.  In 

Managing Conflict, Brett, 

Goldberg and Urey, 1994, 

proposed the graph at right for the 

relationship between 

organizational conflict and organizational performance. This particular second order 

adaptation curve proposes an optimum frequency and amplitude of conflict in an 

organization, in which that performance drops on either side of that optimum. The this 

is a second order adaptation curve, because the first order curves are classic change 

management curves, where chaos, stress, and anxiety grow as conflict grows, are worst 

just prior to the resolution, and then rapidly recede, for that issue, as the resolution leads 

the firm in a new productive direction.  

 

Conflict and Performance Curve (Goldberg & Urey, 1994) 

https://www.amazon.com/Bowling-Alone-Collapse-American-Community/dp/0743203046
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The fascinating curve at right further 

proposes that better conflict management 

in the firm will allow both higher rates of 

performance and higher rates of 

productive conflict. This seems a very 

reasonable thesis. The best decisions 

always seem to involve strong battles 

between different evidence-based views,. 

Organizational cultures that allow for such 

battles, and which use both autocratic and 

democratic processes to efficiently resolve 

them, with both ethics and empathy 

maintained are surely going to be the most 

adaptive.  Per the 95/5 rule, we would argue that 95% of the time, resolutions should be 

as democratic as possible. Leaders are only rarely smarter than their teams. 

 

The Thomas-Killman Instrument (TKI) is a conflict styles inventory that diagnoses five 

conflict styles. It seeks to help individuals to use each conflict mode when they are most 

useful and to better manage a developmental desire to move up and to the right on two 

axes: assertiveness and cooperativeness, and to maximize both personal and group 

needs and desires where possible. We recommend the TKI for all teams. 

 

 

Conflict Reduction Potential (Goldberg & Urey, 1994) 

https://kilmanndiagnostics.com/assessments/thomas-kilmann-instrument-one-assessment-person/
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Another U-shaped curve that 

looks like an adaptation curve 

at first glance but is actually 

not is the bathtub curve in 

reliability engineering and 

risk management. This curve 

traces a declining then rising 

failure or hazard rate over 

time. Bathtub curves may arise 

from a combination of two 

LENPAC curves we’ve just 

discussed, namely a power-law 

decline in design failure rate of 

new products over time, as 

their design and 

manufacturing defects are identified and fixed, and an exponential rise in wear-out failure 

rate of products after their deployment.  

 

Bathtub curves also emerge any time planned obsolescence is built into products. This 

happened, sadly, with U.S. automobiles beginning in the 1960s, and with far too many 

other consumer products beginning in the 1980s. Incentives for designing in 

obsolescence can emerge when market penetration starts to saturate, and market leaders 

are facing declining revenue growth. It requires enough market consolidation for leaders 

to engage in a mutual strategy of cutting product quality and raising price to maximize 

return on their capital.  

 

The consumer printing industry is one of many well-known examples of planned 

obsolescence. In the 1980s, good laser printers lasted for a decade or more, and their color 

ink was very reasonably priced. Many of today’s printers fail at indefensibly fast rates, 

and their retail inks are all greatly overpriced (oligopoly pricing collusion). Future 

government policy could offer annual awards for particularly durable and low-cost 

products, and for particularly environmentally sustainable consumables in every 

industry, and they could annually highlight the worst offenders in each category, to break 

incentives for planned obsolescence, and to minimize landfill waste.  

 

As a general class, Adaptation Curves tell us that when forced change occurs, things often 

“get worse before they get better.” It is incumbent upon us, as foresight leaders, to 

anticipate the ways things may get worse, and try to prevent them with better foresight, 

design, rules, education, and action. We need to look for vulnerable users, give them extra 

resources and attention to help them cope, and seek to improve everyone’s abilities to 

traverse the dip, and get to a productive new state of collaboration. 

 

Bathtub curve (a failure or hazard function) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bathtub_curve
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planned_obsolescence
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All of this said, the three stages of the Adaptation Valley are still just the first half of a 

typical adaptation curve. Once they’ve adapted, most complex systems, if they have 

relatively fixed complexity relative to their newer competitors or environment, will 

reach an Adaptation Peak and Decline next. In other words, they transition into a Life 

Cycle Curve, in an ongoing cycle. Let us turn to that last class of curves next. 

 

6. Cycles/Pendulums and Cusps/Critical Curves 

 

Cycles are everywhere. Complex systems are often either “exploring extremes” or 

“reverting to means.” One of the simplest cycles we can observe is a pendulum, where a 

system swings regularly or irregularly between two poles or categories. A regular 

pendulum is Earth’s day-to-night cycle. A famous irregular pendulum is our boom-or-

bust market cycle. A lesser-known pendulum is our chaotic swing between greater and 

lesser inequality in capitalist democracies, in what we call the Plutocratic-Democratic 

Pendulum. Science also advances in cycles, as described by Thomas Kuhn in The 

Structure of Scientific Revolutions, 1962/2012. Knowledge accumulation is not just treelike, 

or hierarchical. Paradigms shift in cycles, between conceptual continuity and periodic 

revolution, as the older generations grow old and retire.  

 

The full Adaptation Cycle begins with an initial Pre-change Peak, an Adaptation Valley, 

an Adaptation Peak, a Decline of the Old/Mature, and Transformation by the New/Next. 

Managing this cycle, in any product, service, or firm, is the critical job of leaders.  

 

Clay Christiansen, in his classic, The Innovator’s Dilemma, 2011, describes how hard it is 

for mature firms to reinvent themselves. Michael Tushman et al. in “The Ambidextrous 

CEO,” HBR June 2011, describe how the key job of CEOs in any large or maturing 

company, is to educate their board that they need to be constantly experimenting toward 

the next big product or service lines, while their main product lines are growing in market 

share and peaking in profitability. As organizational theorist Itchak Adizes describes, 

almost all of these companies are going to hit maturity and decline in their life cycle. If 

successful firms can’t be disrupting themselves with the left hand as they are growing 

with the right hand, they may not survive over the long term. 

 

All the great companies today that haven’t disappeared, IBM, Microsoft, Apple, Oracle, 

Ford, VW, Toyota, Exxon, Shell, and newer big companies like Google and Netflix, have 

had to do this continual reinvention several times. They’ve had to bridge the innovators 

dilemma, embracing experiments and partnerships with transformational startups 

creating products or services that were disrupting their core market share. Those CEOs 

and strategy teams who are able to think and invest in R&D and partnerships long-term 

with their left hand, while they think and act short-term with their right hand, are 

Ambidextrous. They will be able to survive the cycle, and transform themselves. The rest 

will eventually fail. 

 

http://www.foresightguide.com/inequality-cycles-plutocratic-democratic-pendulum/
http://www.foresightguide.com/inequality-cycles-plutocratic-democratic-pendulum/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Structure_of_Scientific_Revolutions
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Structure_of_Scientific_Revolutions
https://smile.amazon.com/Innovators-Dilemma-Technologies-Management-Innovation/dp/142219602X/
https://hbr.org/2011/06/the-ambidextrous-ceo
https://hbr.org/2011/06/the-ambidextrous-ceo
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There are also many complex systems with more than two phases in their cycle. Earth’s 

seasons have a regular four-phase cycle (Winter, Spring, Summer, Fall). Economies have 

irregular alternating phases of increasing then decreasing income inequality. 

Organizations often move irregularly from Adolescence to Peak Performance to 

Bureaucracy. Products often have an irregular six-phase life cycle (Birth, Rapid Growth, 

Declining Growth, Maturity, Decline, and Death).  

 

For good introductions to cycle foresight, try Dewey and Dakin’s classic Cycles: The 

Science of Prediction, 1947/2011. This book was written in the 1940s, out of a study 

commissioned by Herbert Hoover, seeking to discover the cause of the Great Depression. 

Many of the patterns Dewey and Dakin discovered are timeless. We have long been able 

to roughly predict the US economy with business, social, and technical cycles of different 

length. Any stable trend will eventually “revert to the mean”, and any stable cycle will 

eventually explore the opposite extreme. When we see a cycle, we can look for indicators 

that it is ready to turn.  

 

For anyone who would like more current evidence for predictable social, economic, and 

political cycles, check out Turchin and Nefedov’s Secular Cycles, 2009, one of a trilogy by 

Turchin on this topic. Carlota Perez’s Technological Revolutions and Financial Capital, 2003, 

building on the early long-wave economic cycle work of Soviet economist Nikolai 

Kondratieff and American innovation economist Joseph Schumpeter, is another 

thoughtful book that looks at technology from both a cyclical and developmental 

perspective. 

 

The last curve we need to discuss is the curve which suddenly changes direction. It hits 

a “cusp,” a point at which its slope has rapidly changed, is mathematically 

undeterminable (figure right, showing a stock market index curve), and it suddenly 

collapses into a different state. Most cusps are part of a cycle. Looking at the cycle up 

close, we see the cusp. Looking at the process over longer spans of time, we see the cycle. 

 

Many natural systems, 

including the stock market, 

exhibit “cusps.” They don’t 

just smoothly transition, like 

a sine curve, but rather 

irregularly swing from one 

extreme or another in a 

natural cycle. At their 

extremes, they get to a 

critical state, where small 

triggers (eg., good or bad 

news) can cause an 

Cusps (Critical Slope Changes) in Stock Market Cycles 

http://www.amazon.com/Cycles-Prediction-Edward-R-Dewey/dp/1493759108/
http://www.amazon.com/Cycles-Prediction-Edward-R-Dewey/dp/1493759108/
http://www.amazon.com/Secular-Cycles-Peter-Turchin/dp/0691136963/
http://www.amazon.com/Technological-Revolutions-Financial-Capital-Dynamics/dp/1843763311/
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“avalanche of change” as the system rapidly reverts to a more stable state.  

 

Complexity scholars call this process self-organized criticality (SOC). It is a kind of 

“organized chaos,” in which individual reversals are unpredictable, but there is a general 

predictability to the size and frequency of the reversals. Such criticality is found in all 

evolutionary-developmental systems. The evolutionary processes generate the system’s 

unpredictability, and the developmental processes regulate the system’s predictable 

features. 

 

Per Bak’s How Nature Works, 1996, is the classic text on SOC. Ted Lewis’s excellent Bak’s 

Sand Pile: Strategies for a Catastrophic World, 2011, describes why fires, pandemics, market 

booms and crashes, cyberattacks, and other catastrophes and system failures happen in 

these predictable ways. Their “cusps” have post-catastrophe slopes that are 

unpredictable in each individual case, but in aggregate, the size/frequency curves of these 

catastrophes follow a power law distribution. There will be a few very large swings, and 

many very small swings, in the set of cycles.  

 

It is not possible to “time the market,” to know the point when a peak or floor of the swing 

will occur in any individual case. But, it is possible to know when a peak or valley has 

transitioned to a zone of greater volatility; at that point, we can then hedge, reduce 

exposure to reversals, and conduct contrarian investment strategy.  

 

Understanding the central operation of any irregular cycle allows us to prepare for its 

turn. David Dreman’s Contrarian Investment Strategies, 2012, helps investors with counter-

cyclical investing. The Elliott Wave is a cyclic and fractal (self-similar, at multiple scales) 

model of stock market behavior, based on natural swings between investor optimism and 

pessimism, first proposed in the 1930s. A number of technical analysts use variations of 

cyclic social sentiment models to predict market trends, with some success. The 

economist (and Trump economic advisor) Peter Navarro’s The Well-Timed Strategy, 2006, 

offers good advice (in this particular book) on counter-cyclical business strategy.  

 

If we can comprehend a cycle and notice where the crowd is wrong, we can confidently 

bet against it—as any extreme will eventually revert to the mean. But, predicting 

reversions in the short run can be challenging for numerous reasons. Many of them occur 

on a timescale that exceeds the patience of an individual investor, and many causes of 

reversions remain obscure. 

 

II. Seven Cycles: Organizational and Societal Examples  

 

Let us now look again at the last category of LENPAC curves, cycles, and explore seven 

that we think are particularly important to organizational and societal foresight. We’ve 

seen a few of these earlier, and will revisit them here in some different contexts. Spotting 

https://www.amazon.com/How-Nature-Works-Self-organized-Criticality/dp/0387947914/
https://smile.amazon.com/Baks-Sand-Pile-Strategies-Catastrophic-ebook/dp/B006PGBNJK/
https://smile.amazon.com/Baks-Sand-Pile-Strategies-Catastrophic-ebook/dp/B006PGBNJK/
https://www.amazon.com/Contrarian-Investment-Strategies-Psychological-Edge/dp/0743297962/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elliott_wave_principle
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Prechter#Socionomics
https://www.amazon.com/Well-Timed-Strategy-Competitive-Advantage/dp/0131494201/
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each these seven cycles, and knowing whether to manage, avoid, or take advantage of 

them, can greatly improve our adaptiveness. 

 

1. Kuznets Cycles (U-curves) - “Things Get Worse, Then Improve” 

 

A classic cycle that all foresight professionals need to understand is the Kuznets cycle. 

We introduced this in the last section with its more general title, the Adaptation curve, 

and will now look at it again, as a cycle. This cycle was first described by economist 

Simon Kuznets in the 1950s. He discovered that as free economies develop, they first 

increase in economic inequality (get more socially divided), then decrease in inequality 

(get more socially coherent) once a sufficient average income is attained, in a U-shaped 

(or inverted U-shaped) growth dynamic. In its economic form, this curve remains 

controversial, as some economists report seeing it and others don’t, depending on the 

measures and models they use for wealth and inequality. It also doesn’t always operate 

in autocracies, as we’ll discuss below. Nevertheless, we expect future economics will 

show it is a nearly universal pattern in the way free economies develop.  

 

Inequality change is not the only kind of Kuznets curve. In general, any self-correcting 

(homeostatic) dynamic where some social process gets worse before it gets better, while 

another controlling social variable gets progressively better, can be called a Kuznets 

curve. Such curves are found in many processes of social change. We think they are as 

ubiquitous and as important as all the other curves we have discussed, but they are much 

less widely known at present. 

 

More specifically, a Kuznets curve is any curve where the independent and controlling 

variable, plotted on the X-axis, is new wealth or freedom or learned experience or some 

other positive social variable, often presented in a per-capita average measure. As this 

variable continues to grow in magnitude, a socially dependent variable, plotted on the Y-

axis, moves through three general stages. In the first stage, the dependent social variable 

gets worse. In the second stage, it “bottoms out” (or “tops out,” depending on how you’ve 

oriented the Y-axis) and may stay bad for the entire stage. In the third stage, the social 

variable finally improves, often getting better than its best in the first stage.  

 

A. Social Inequality Kuznets Curve (U-curve) 

 

The classic Kuznets curve describes what happens with various social inequalities 

(income, assets, political representation) as developing nations become developed 

nations, and in a lesser-known variation, what happens as powerful new economic 

productivity technology emerges in society. Various inequalities rise sharply at first, then 

max out, then decrease again. 

 

For the income inequality Kuznets curve, the proposed controlling variable is often 

average income or income per capita. In the first phase of the curve, as new productive 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kuznets_curve
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Simon_Kuznets
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technology is introduced into underdeveloped, low income per capita environments, 

wealthy owners of capital capture the great majority of the new value technology creates 

relative the rest of society, and income inequality increases. In the second phase, as the 

new technologically-created social wealth keeps increasing, wages and entrepreneurship 

throughout society rise broadly and fast enough for inequality growth to stop, though 

inequality remains at or near its peak. In the third phase, as total social wealth goes even 

higher, elites are no longer able to make superior returns with the (now old) technology, 

middle-class entrepreneurship keeps growing, and newly wealthy average citizens vote 

themselves new entitlements and redistributions, and grow business regulations, and 

inequality goes down again. This increasingly becomes an overregulated, 

underproductive situation that is ripe for new technology and social innovation 

(deregulation, etc.) to come in and start the curve going again.  

 

If new technology were to stop entering this equation, the curve might have a perfect 

inverted U, like the cartoon version above. But, as new productive technologies emerge, 

a Kuznets curve may again form for each of them—with capital flowing fastest first to the 

owners of that new technology—starting another cycle anew. Viewing Kuznets curves in 

a short timescale can be difficult; they are more clearly depicted when inspecting them 

over the long term, incorporating large numbers of societies—as we do below. 

 

Lindert and Williamson in “Growth, Equality, and History,” in Explorations in Economic 

History (Oct 1985), pp. 341-377 offer a great set of composite curves (above) showing a 

measure of the general trend in income inequality since the 1600s in England, and from 

the 1900s to the 1970s in industrialized countries in Europe and the US. Looking first at 

the leftmost curve, we see that the Industrial Revolution, which began in 1750 in England, 

at first led to great income inequality (Kuznets phase one). But, by 1800, industrial towns 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/0014498385900014
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were emerging all over England, and by 1850 most English workers lived and worked in 

those towns, and England had become the “workshop of the world“. Inequality stayed 

high during this period (Kuznets phase two) but it didn’t go higher, as so many workers 

were now directly benefiting from the industrial system. Over the next century (Kuznets 

phase three, 1860s to 1960s) we saw a significant decline in income inequality in Europe 

and the US, as social entitlements, tax redistribution, social enterprises and regulation all 

rose, while no truly disruptive technologies that weren’t just refinements of existing 

technologies emerged to start the cycle over again.  

 

Unfortunately, the United States Kuznets curve, after falling for thirty years, beginning 

in the 1930’s, started a new “U-turn” in the 1960s. Income inequality started rising rapidly 

again, driven by the Information Revolution and manufacturing and trade globalization, 

and in other leading countries shortly after us, and inequality in our leading economies 

has been growing strongly ever since, accelerating sharply during the deregulation eras 

of the 1980s and continuing today. See Thomas Piketty’s Capital in the Twenty-First 

Century, 2014, for some of the latest data on this very disruptive trend. 

 

Since the 1960s the developed world has entered Kuznets Phase 1 of the Information 

Revolution, a major new technological revolution that is once again creating incredible 

new wealth, and transferring it overwhelmingly at first to the owners of capital and to 

corporations at much faster rates than to the rest of society in the developed world. Read 

Brynjolfsson and McAfee’s The Second Machine Age, 2014, and its discussion of 

technological unemployment and our jobless recovery (the so-called K-shaped 

recovery), to see several good arguments and data for that perspective. Accelerating 

automation and cyclic recession create conditions that allow periodic job shedding in the 

U.S., and in phase one of the Kuznets curve, new jobs for those displaced aren’t replaced 

by holders of capital at anything like their original rates. 

 

As with the Industrial Revolution, we expect the US and other developed nations will 

eventually enter a phase two of this curve, where inequality finally tops out (stops getting 

worse). After some number of decades in that phase, we will turn it to phase three, where 

inequality goes on a long downswing again, as we saw occur in most countries in the first 

half of the twentieth century.  

 

In coming years, we would bet that evidence-based economics will show us that there is 

an optimum income inequality distribution in human social systems. We want 

inequality that incentivizes work and innovation, but not so great that corruption, 

cronyism, and class-based structures dominate. The reported CEO to average worker pay 

differentials of 300-500X that we find in top private and public firms in the US and rapidly 

developing nations are very likely innovation-blocking and politically corrupting, 

while ratios of 30-50X, like we find more frequently in public European companies, are 

likely innovation-promoting.  

 

http://www.mrbuddhistory.com/the-industrial-revolution-1750-1900.html
http://www.amazon.com/Capital-Twenty-First-Century-Thomas-Piketty/dp/067443000X/
http://www.amazon.com/Capital-Twenty-First-Century-Thomas-Piketty/dp/067443000X/
http://www.amazon.com/The-Second-Machine-Age-Technologies/dp/0393239357/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technological_unemployment
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jobless_recovery
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Beyond such obvious insights, social science needs to help us learn the typical ranges 

where income distribution and firm economic concentration should be to allow societies 

to be innovative, fair, and sustainable, and we need to learn how innovation and Kuznets 

processes will temporarily disrupt this healthy optimum. Many developmental processes 

reveal themselves via normal or lognormal distributions. Think about height, blood 

pressure, IQ, or any other normally distributed variable in human biology. Many natural 

income distributions are lognormal, as statistician Roger Thatcher notes here.  

 

In our working hypothesis, phase one of the Kuznets economic development curve will 

act to drive industries and national economies out of a lognormal distribution, phase 

two will be maximally non-lognormal, and phase three will restore lognormality.  

 

For example, as the statisticians at 

Gapminder.org showed in 2005, the 

industrial revolution and globalization 

moved the world into a two hump 

distribution of average incomes in 

developed vs developing nations 

(picture right). That non-lognormality 

may have reached a peak in the 1970s, a 

time when many negative trends, 

including population growth, also 

peaked.  

 

Gapminder predicted global average 

income would become a fully 

lognormal distribution in the 2020s and beyond (picture below left).  

 

Their predicted Income Convergence is 

well underway today. This appears to be 

a global developmental process, driven 

by accelerating technological, economic, 

and societal connectedness 

(interdependence). This log 

normalization, and global mean income 

convergence data, argue that our global 

economic system, is transitioning back 

from the Kuznets disruption caused by 

the Industrial Revolution, to a Kuznets 

adaptation based on the integrating 

effects of the Information Revolution, 

which is still quite young. There will still 

be a logarithmic distribution of income, skewing exponentially to the top, but it will be  

Our two-hump lognormal  

global income distribution in 1970 

(Human Development Trends, Gapminder, 2005) 

Our predicted one-hump lognormal  

global income distribution by 2015 

(Human Development Trends, Gapminder, 2005) 

http://curvebank.calstatela.edu/gaussdist/gaussdist.htm
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lognormal distribution, not a bimodal distribution, with a clear group of economic 

“losers”, cut off from the rest. This positive story of the emerging global superorganism 

needs to be better described by economists in coming years. It may have to occur on all 

planets like ours, once an information revolution occurs. 

 

B. Environmental Degradation Kuznets Curve (U-curve) 

  

After income inequality, another area where scholars have proposed a Kuznets curve by 

name is in measures of environmental quality. Here it is called the Environmental 

Kuznets curve. It charts the common outcome that as cities develop, at first their air and 

water quality gets worse (phase one), then bottoms out as regulation and pollution-

curbing behavior starts to gain broad traction (phase two), and then, as average social 

wealth keeps growing, cities add punitive fines and pay for costly environmental cleanup 

activities (phase three) and the environment starts to rebound, though it may never get 

all the way back to its pristine state.  

 

The figure below right shows environmental Kuznets curves for two groups of countries 

in the 1980s. Sulphur dioxide air pollution at first got worse, then as countries reached a 

GDP per capita near $8K, air pollution topped out, and then it got progressively better. 

The green line shows countries with strong protections for property rights, and the red 

line countries with weaker protections. Both followed the Kuznets curve, suggesting it is 

a more fundamental process than capitalism and property rights, though property rights 

may moderate the severity of the curve. 

 

For example, the number and 

quality of trees in a country as it 

develops is a good example of an 

environmental Kuznets curve. 

Would we expect there to be more 

trees in the US today than in 1900? In 

fact, the forestry service estimates 

that there are now more trees 

growing in America than just a few 

decades ago. The lowest point of US 

tree coverage, peak deforestation, 

apparently occurred in the mid-20th 

century. Since the 1920s, 

increasingly aggressive forest 

management practices—and a 

decline in planted acreage with the 

rise of the green revolution and 

corporate farming—have led us to 

plant vast numbers of new trees. 

“The Richer is Greener Curve,”  

John Tierney, NYT, 4.20.09 

Analysis by Xiang Dong Qin, Clemson U. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kuznets_curve#Environmental_Kuznets_curve
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kuznets_curve#Environmental_Kuznets_curve
http://forestry.about.com/library/weekly/aa031900.htm
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While the mass of wood represented by those trees is presently much less than what was 

logged, some estimates are that there are now as many trees growing today as existed in 

the US in 1800. Will we ever get back to where we were in 1700? Perhaps close, especially 

as human biological population further densifies into cities, and perhaps, begins to 

decline as sustainability values and politics kicks into ever higher gears over the 21st 

century. A Kuznets curve is clearly running here, in every country rich enough to have 

restorative soil and water management and tree husbandry programs.  

 

C. Social Stability Kuznets Curve (U-curve) 

 

Political scientist Ian Bremmer has also popularized a social stability Kuznets curve. He 

observed that as previously closed, autocratic societies are liberalized (opened up), and 

citizens get an increasing number of new freedoms of action and information per capita 

(the X-axis variable), at first social stability goes down (instability grows, phase one), then 

instability maxes out (phase two), then finally the society gets more stable and self-

policing, eventually becoming even more stable than before it was opened. See 

Bremmer’s The J-Curve: A New Way to Understand Why Nations Rise and Fall, 2007, for this 

U-curve. Fareed Zakaria’s The Future of Freedom, 2007, is another good book that echoes 

Bremmer’s points. Zakaria describes how autocratic states, as they open up, will often 

transition from an initially liberal to a significantly more illiberal democracy. Only later, 

as social wealth and education grow, do we finally see a return to a new version of the 

original post-authoritarian liberalism. 

 

As we’ve said, some scholars have taken to 

calling these kinds of curves J-curves, and a 

Wikipedia page on J-curves offers more good 

examples of them in finance, balance of trade, 

and other domains. But, that’s a poor name. 

U-curves is a better name in our view. J-

curves is a term best used for super-

exponential, hockey stick growth, which 

looks like a capital J on a non-log scale. 

Notice that when the Y-axis variable is a 

positive variable (stability) rather than a 

negative one (inequality, crime, etc.) the U-

curve is inverted, making an intersection symbol, '∩'.  

 

Bremmer doesn’t actually cite his curve as a kind of Kuznets curve. The scholarship on 

adaptation curves is still underdeveloped, and it isn’t yet widely recognized that there is 

general class of such U-curves that are just as important as S-curves.  

 

We predict that adaptation curves will eventually become mainstream knowledge among 

academics, analysts, strategists, policymakers, and foresight professionals. In the 

Bremmer’s Social Stability J-Curve (Wikipedia) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ian_bremmer
http://www.amazon.com/dp/0743274725/
http://www.amazon.com/The-Future-Freedom-Illiberal-Democracy/dp/0393331520/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/J_curve
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meantime, we may use them ourselves until others catch up. Whenever Kuznets curves 

operate, progress happens via the “evolutionary two step,“ which is one step backward, 

two steps forward, again and again. Almost every powerful new addition of 

technological capacity to a complex system—for example, oxygen production on the 

primitive Earth, or the first factories in Manchester, England—will usually result in 

unfavorable outcomes before improving. This is very valuable knowledge. 

 

For a sense of the impact such curves might have on future policy, imagine how much 

different the recent US interventions in Afghanistan and Iraq might have been, had our 

political and military leaders expected and believed in Bremmer’s U-curve. If we believed 

growing average per capita freedoms really do create more stability over time, we might 

have provided aggressively subsidized cellphones, low-power television, audio and 

video players, newspapers, and other communications technology in Iraq, rather than 

keeping them expensive tools of the wealthy, as they remained until recent years (400K 

mobile phone subscribers in 2003, and 21 million in 2011). Such new informational 

openness and communications empowerment will certainly cause new problems in the 

short run in autocratic cultures. Even with US-led coalition forces monitoring the network 

and granularly denying privileges to bad actors (kill switches on phones, a bill that 

California and other states have attempted to pass), transient new instabilities would 

have emerged in the second phase. 

 

But, in the Bremmer model, this new openness would have led inevitably to even greater 

social stability after a few more years. With accelerated communication, transparency, 

and information exchange in more open countries, local problems and rulebreakers of all 

types are more swiftly reported, not to a central authority, but to all the local and regional 

authorities on the network. The new stability may have been multipolar (many regional 

ethnic and religious stability groups) rather than unipolar, (a stronger central state), but 

if that’s what emerges, that might well be the best solution. That is exactly what we saw 

emerge in Iraq, in spite of all our efforts to support the central state.  

 

Political leaders can always facilitate the emergence of a multi-state system in any 

country, if social conditions favor it. Long-oppressed people crave and are sometimes 

willing to die for the right to self-determination. Wherever civil violence or lack of 

governance exceeds a certain threshold, the emergence of Balkanized states with self-

governance but no standing armies could be offered as referenda in any country, as 

proposed in Leslie Gelb and (then senator) Joe Biden’s Three State Partition Proposal for 

Iraq in 2006, and as realized by the UN’s creation of North Sudan and South Sudan in 

2011. But, it takes real courage to try to propose such a strategy. 

 

New openness, communications access, freedom and transparency always cause new 

problems at first in previously restricted societies. This is one reason central authorities 

resist them. Another reason they resist is the threat to their power. But, in the third 

generation, according to this reasonably validated and common-sense model, even 

http://www.nature.com/ngeo/journal/v7/n4/full/ngeo2136.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/03/03/world/middleeast/03iht-M03B-ZAIN.html
http://www.pcworld.com/article/2462940/smartphone-killswitch-bill-passes-california-assembly.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Self-determination
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Balkanization
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2006/08/23/AR2006082301419.html
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2006/08/23/AR2006082301419.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sudan
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_Sudan
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greater stability is ultimately created, bottom-up, than existed before those new citizen 

freedoms (a form of wealth) existed.  

 

D. Kuznets Technology Adaptation Curve (U-curves) 

 

The last Kuznets curve is one of five rules of thumb, proposed in Book 2, that seem to us 

key features of how technology and society interact. Our Second Law of Technology 

Change is: “The first generation of technology adoption is often centralizing, and 

significantly regressive, dehumanizing and disruptive to the majority of society. The 

second generation empowers more people but remains regressive for the majority. The 

third generation, with luck and good design, can become net progressive, empowering, 

decentralizing, and rehumanizing for network society.” 

 

With a little reflection, we can find evidence for this behavior in technological systems at 

every scale, and recognize it as a technology experience Kuznets curve. The per capita 

value on the X-axis is the experience that citizens get with the technology, either 

cumulatively or as an annual average. We can observe this law with respect to the 

beneficial effects of political civilization on humanity (our first generation was the age of 

monarchy, slavery, and perpetual state warfare), with industrialization (our first 

generation was the polluted, dehumanizing, child labor utilizing factory), with 

automobiles (our first generation uses dirty fossil fuels, and originally had few safety 

features), with televisions (our first generation are noninteractive, are poor substitutes for 

community participation, and they separate and de-socialize us.  

 

We see the law’s operation with calculators (our first generation made us innumerate and 

caused us to lose mental calculation skills even when we desired to retain them), with 

computers (our first generation are expensive and have terrible interfaces and are 

restricted to an educated technological elite), with the internet (our first generation is 

virus-ridden, scam-infested, and far too anonymous), with video games (our first 

generation made us asocial, and oriented us largely to childish pursuits) with cell phones 

(our first generation increase motor vehicle accidents as they require too much human 

attention), and many other technological systems. 

 

It is a constant challenge to the designers and users of any technology to seek ways to 

minimize the duration and extent of the negative externalities we so often see with any 

new technological deployment. Yet even with our best intentions, our first uses of new 

technological freedoms often take us backward, for a bit. Those who would criticize a 

technology as dehumanizing and unacceptable would do well to recognize the operation 

of this curve, and consider ways to accelerate the transition to the third generation.  
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Harri and Henry Oinas-Kukkonen’s Humanizing the Web, 2013, 

considers this adaptation process for web technologies, as they move 

from one-way to two-way, conversation-centric models. Adding 

Personal AIs to our planet’s AI landscape is another advance we 

greatly need today to humanize the web, in our view. We’ll discuss 

that critical developmental challenge in Book 2. 

 

Fortunately, the faster and more intelligent our technology becomes, 

the greater the social standard we can hold it to, and the sooner we 

can move it from dehumanization and disruption to enhancement in 

its net effect. A recent example is takeback legislation (aka cradle-

to-cradle design and recycling of manufactured goods) a third 

generation of manufacturing that has increased the sustainability of European 

manufacturers without significantly impacting their competitiveness. There are good 

arguments that sustainable takeback programs would have been impossible in a world 

without supply chain automation, recycling automation, and other technological 

advances, but there is a time when such advances become affordable, and it is incumbent 

upon us to recognize when that time has arrived, and to advocate for the next generation 

to emerge. 

 

Only in the third generation of these technologies, when they have strong intelligence 

built into them, do we finally see their net humanizing benefits. Cities become smart and 

sustainable, calculators teach us to be numerate in appropriate life contexts, cellphones 

become wearable, voice-driven, and smart enough to turn themselves off when we try to 

text while driving (let’s hope), television becomes participatory and interest- and 

community-based (open internet TV, coming from some entrepreneur once we all have 

real gigabit broadband), wearable nonfiction video games and simulation platforms 

emerge which are always-on, socializing and educational, etc.  

 

2. Life Cycles (LC-curves) 

 

We will see in BPF that the life cycle 

is a fundamental feature of 

development. Individual biological 

organisms, ideas, products, 

technologies, organizations, political 

economies (fascism, communism) 

and any other developing system 

must trace out some form of life cycle 

growth in their capacity or impact 

(Y-axis) over time or cumulative 

experience (X-axis).  

 

The Life Cycle (LC) Curve 

Oinas-Kukkonen, 

2013 

http://www.amazon.com/dp/113730569X
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cradle_to_cradle
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cradle_to_cradle
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electronic_waste_in_the_United_States#Takeback
http://accelerating.org/articles/televisionwillberevolutionized.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biological_life_cycle
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Developmental_biology
http://www.amazon.com/Humanizing-Web-Innovation-Technology-Globalization/dp/113730569X/
http://www.amazon.com/Humanizing-Web-Innovation-Technology-Globalization/dp/113730569X/
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Life cycle (LC) curves look like a lower-case b, laying on its back. All complex biological 

organisms are subject to this curve. Decline and recycling (death) is inevitable for 

differentiated cells and organisms (though not for undifferentiated cells, like germ and 

cancer cells, and for primitive organisms made up of such cells, like hydra).  

 

In many replicating systems, individuals are on life cycle curves (and must eventually 

decline and be recycled), but many features of their populations are instead on S-curves, 

exponential curves, or are stable or immortal (stable for very long periods of time). For 

example, the disposable soma theory of aging explains why it makes evolutionary sense 

for aging to occur in body (soma) cells (have disposable individuals in the process of 

cyclic development. In this view, each adult individual (soma) is a potentially valuable, 

but disposable evolutionary experiment. By contrast, our germline cells, our 

developmental controllers and replicators, are “immortal,” collecting valuable 

improvements over time from evolutionary activities. 

 

The six phases of life cycle growth are the four we saw with S-curves (Initiation/Birth, 

Acceleration/Growth, Deceleration/Maturing, Saturation), a Decline/Senescence phase 

(falling capacity in aging or overdeveloped systems) and a Death/Recycling phase where 

the system dies, goes extinct or bankrupt, or is taken over by another system, and its 

resources are repurposed or recycled. GP (growth point), IP (inflection point), SP 

(saturation point) and DP (decline point) are points on the curve after which careful 

observers can notice that growth conditions have changed. 

 

In some B-curves, the decline and recycling phases of the life cycle don’t fall smoothly, 

but instead the system falls off a few cliffs (cusps), abrupt discontinuous drops in 

performance (picture right). The declining individual may suffer a stroke or heart attack, 

a declining corporation may lose its key talent, funding, market share, or go bankrupt. 

Depending on the foresight and ability of leadership, their level of risk tolerance, and 

luck, the later years of mature orgs may have small or large catastrophic events, sudden 

drops that level out into a new lower level of performance, then decline further at a later 

time.  

 

This topic is catastrophe theory, and 

it gives us a new curve, the C-curve 

(think C for catastrophe, criticality, or 

cusp). Imagine the C-shaped 

overhangs created by potential 

catastrophes looming on an adaptive 

landscape.  

 

Experienced managers strive to avoid 

catastrophic corrections in all stages 

of growth. Such curves and their Catastrophe / Critical / Cusp curve (C-curve) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Disposable_soma#Disposable_soma_theory
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Catastrophe_theory
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discontinuities can emerge at any time, but they are particularly plentiful during intense 

competition, sudden resource scarcity, and in the last phases of the life cycle of many 

systems; thus, we introduce them here. 

 

Sometimes we can’t avoid an impending catastrophe, but we can still anticipate its arrival 

and prepare. The new growth economist Paul Romer famously said that, “a good crisis 

is a terrible thing to waste.” Very often, leaders, policymakers, and strategists can only 

get the resources and political capital they will need to institute their desired changes 

when they are operating in near-catastrophe situations, either when a catastrophe 

appears impending or one has just occurred.  

 

Perhaps the most important lesson catastrophes and crises teach is the way they 

strengthen our immunity, build intelligence, and accelerate innovation. This is the 

catalytic catastrophe hypothesis. Raising the alarm about possible and probable 

catastrophes, having contingency strategies and plans ready for them if they occur, 

tolerating failures in order to maximize innovation, and driving the organization to the 

point where small catastrophes are always occurring, achieving a state called self-

organized criticality, are all ways leaders can use catastrophe to gain advantage and be 

more adaptive. Let’s look at a few useful examples of life cycle curves now. 

 

A. Organizational Life Cycles (Adizes and Sisney) 

 

One popular organizational life cycle 

model was developed over the last 30 

years by management scholar Ichak 

Adizes. His Managing Corporate Lifecycles, 

2012, is a good introduction to the model 

and its foresight value. Knowing the 

organizational life cycle model can help 

leaders recognize and anticipate their 

normal stages of growth, maturity, 

decline, and renewal, and guard against 

common ways their firms may fall off the 

developmental path at each stage of the 

cycle.  

 

As change management scholar John Kotter observes, organizations tend to naturally 

transition from networks to hierarchies over time. Once hierarchy and power 

centralization in the firm become excessive relative to the environment, organizational 

learning rates are no longer adaptive. Enlightened leadership or external stressors can 

then cause organizations to re-flatten, clear out their deadwood, and renew again. If that 

necessary swingback to the network state doesn’t periodically happen, the organization 

 
Corporate Lifecycle (Adizes, 2012) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Romer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Self-organized_criticality
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Self-organized_criticality
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ichak_Adizes
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ichak_Adizes
http://www.amazon.com/Managing-Corporate-Lifecycles-Organizations-Grow-ebook/dp/B009TIGWSI
http://www.kotterinternational.com/our-principles/accelerate
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will become increasingly sclerotic, and eventually either die or be acquired for a fraction 

of its value by a better-run and often younger competitor.  

 

Adizes is to be commended for his pioneering work in thinking about organizations as 

developmental systems, and for inspiring others to further develop such models. Adizes 

Graduate School offers online M.A.s and Ph.D.s in Organizational Transformation and 

Change Management Theory, and a certificate program in Spiral Dynamics, another 

developmental life cycle theory that we will discuss shortly.  

 

B. Product and Technology Life Cycles (Vernon, Rogers, Moore, Christensen, Von 

Stackelberg) 

 

Perhaps the most-used product life cycle approach is product life cycle engineering, 

which is the set of processes that guide a product or project through its user life cycle, 

from initial design to eventual disposal. One approach is life cycle cost analysis, to 

determine the future costs and net present value of various competing production 

strategies. Another is life cycle environmental assessments, to manage environmental 

impact. Another is life-cycle theory, pioneered by Raymond Vernon in the 1960s, which 

predicts that lowest-cost parts and labor inputs for successful products increasingly 

globalize (a developmental process) and segregate into a few highly adapted suppliers 

(an evolutionary process), with only a few innovation-related inputs staying with the 

firm of origin. For an application of life cycle theory to Apple’s iPhone and iPad, see 

Kraemer et al., “Capturing Value in Global Networks,“ 2011.  

 

A complementary set of models 

for product life cycles is found 

in product life cycle 

marketing. Here the life cycle is 

the various phases of market 

adoption in a firm’s product or 

technology life cycle curve, and 

the different sets of useful 

strategies as the product or 

technology moves from R&D, 

through Growth, into Maturity, 

and then Decline. As the phases 

progress, the specific features 

of the product or the 

technology itself become 

increasingly outmoded relative to newer, more attractive products or technologies, and 

only niche applications remain.  

 

Product Life Cycle in a Competitive Environment 

(Rogers, 2003) 

 

http://www.adizesgraduateschool.org/
http://www.adizesgraduateschool.org/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spiral_dynamics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Product_lifecycle_management
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Product_lifecycle_(disambiguation)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Life-cycle_cost_analysis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Life-cycle_assessment
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Product_life-cycle_theory
http://www.economist.com/node/238854
http://economiadeservicos.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/value_ipad_iphone.pdf
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Product_life_cycle_management_(marketing)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Product_life_cycle_management_(marketing)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technology_life_cycle
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technology_life_cycle
http://www.amazon.com/Diffusion-Innovations-Edition-Everett-Rogers/dp/0743222091/
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The generic product market life cycle curve, with sales or other measure of relative value 

on the Y-axis and the product life cycle phases on the X-axis, is a logistic curve (S-curve) 

followed by a phase of decline, and potential for renewal with a new product, giving a 

“hump-shaped curve” (pictures above and right).  

 

Analyzing the phases of this curve, 

innovation scholar Everett Rogers 

sorted adopters of new products and 

technologies into five common 

demographics: Innovators, Early 

Adopters, Early Majority, Late 

Majority, and Laggards, on a normally-

distributed frequency curve (picture 

left). For more on the market adoption 

life cycle, see Rogers’ classic, Diffusion of 

Innovations, 2003, and Geoffrey Moore’s 

Crossing the Chasm, 2014. The latter helps 

innovating companies navigate the 

transition from Early Adopter to Early 

Majority consumers. 

 

In The Innovator’s Dilemma, 2011, late management scholar Clayton Christensen explores 

how difficult it is for otherwise well-run, leading organizations to maintain market 

leadership when they reach Maturity in their lead products or technologies, and are 

suddenly faced with disruptive new products and technologies from upstart competitors. 

Renewal in such cases is difficult, and requires the ability to abandon and unlearn 

traditional processes and priorities, flatten opposing political hierarchies, and make 

organizational bets with products or technologies that are often immature, low-margin, 

poor quality, and worse in other significant ways than those of the current market leader. 

Mature firms that can’t make such entrepreneurial and change management moves are 

increasingly likely to lose their market to others. 

 

One of the less-discussed but yet particularly insightful points made 

in the Innovator’s Dilemma is the observation that market leaders 

become—by the natural consequences of their market success—

counterinnovative. Their best strategy is often to “innovate and 

wait.” They try to get to the future first, then patent or acquire it, sit 

on it, and continue to sell the market their old and increasingly 

outmoded technology for as long as they can, maximizing their 

return to shareholders. Legal futurist Tim Wu, in books like The 

Master Switch, 2010, and The Curse of Bigness, 2018, is perhaps the 

leading scholar helping us to see how critical antitrust reform is to 

the future of innovation. 

Product Life Cycle Adoption 

(Moore, 2014) 

Christensen, 2011 

http://www.amazon.com/Diffusion-Innovations-Edition-Everett-Rogers/dp/0743222091/
http://www.amazon.com/Diffusion-Innovations-Edition-Everett-Rogers/dp/0743222091/
http://www.amazon.com/Crossing-Chasm-3rd-Edition-Disruptive/dp/0062292986/
http://www.amazon.com/The-Innovators-Dilemma-Revolutionary-Business/dp/0062060244/
https://www.amazon.com/Master-Switch-Rise-Information-Empires/dp/0307390993/
https://www.amazon.com/Master-Switch-Rise-Information-Empires/dp/0307390993/
https://www.amazon.com/Curse-Bigness-Antitrust-New-Gilded/dp/0999745468/
http://www.amazon.com/Crossing-Chasm-3rd-Edition-Disruptive/dp/0062292986/
http://www.amazon.com/The-Innovators-Dilemma-Revolutionary-Business/dp/0062060244/
http://www.amazon.com/The-Innovators-Dilemma-Revolutionary-Business/dp/0062060244/
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Christiansen’s theory also explains why this kind of systemic behavior is difficult for large 

firms to change even when the firm’s leadership deliberately sets out to change it. Such 

an innovation-averse strategy is simply good, defensible, profit-maximizing behavior for 

these firms. With the exception of a small cadre of large firms whose missions and 

business models revolve around innovation or openness, market leaders work on 

releasing disruptive innovations to market only when forced to do so, typically by small to 

mid-sized firms who have gained or imminently threaten to gain strategically significant 

market share, at least on the order of 2-5%, from the market leader.  

 

Thus, it is only the cadre of smaller and market share minority firms in any industry who 

are structurally motivated both to out-execute and out-innovate the large, market-leading 

firms, as the latter have little to gain and much to potentially lose from disruptive 

innovation. James Hasik’s Arms and Innovation, 2008, documents the far superior 

innovation performance of smaller competitors in the defense industry, and equally 

compelling examples can be cited in every major industry.  

 

So, if we care about innovation, either as consumers, foresight leaders, or organizations, 

an ideal strategy is to include, as natural catalysts, multiple competing small firms in our 

purchasing decisions in order to keep market leaders honest and motivated to improve. 

Improving is something that firms are 

less prone to do the larger and more 

life-cycle mature they become. 

 

Business and technology foresight 

professional Peter von Stackelberg 

has developed an elegant ten-stage life 

cycle model for technology invention, 

commercialization, and eventual 

retirement (picture above right). It is a 

synthesis of two models by other 

scholars, one of which covers the pre-

commercial and the other the post-

commercial phases of technology 

diffusion in society. See von 

Stackelberg’s Technology and the 

Future: Managing Change and 

Innovation, 2014, for more. This book 

also includes another brief tutorial on 

patterns of change (exponential 

growth and collapse, S-curves, and 

chaotic behavior) in technology 

adoption and diffusion.   
Ten Stage Product Life Cycle  

(von Stackelberg, 2014) 

 

http://www.amazon.com/Arms-Innovation-Entrepreneurship-Alliances-Twenty-First/dp/0226318869
https://www.linkedin.com/in/petervonstackelberg
http://www.amazon.com/Technology-Future-Managing-Innovation-Century-ebook/dp/B00JIBGD7G/
http://www.amazon.com/Technology-Future-Managing-Innovation-Century-ebook/dp/B00JIBGD7G/
http://www.amazon.com/Technology-Future-Managing-Innovation-Century-ebook/dp/B00JIBGD7G/
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3. Hype Cycles (Vision Life Cycle Curves) 

 

The hype cycle is a change curve model for the social attention to, investment in, and 

early adoption of potentially disruptive new ideas or technologies. It can be thought of as 

a life cycle curve, involving a visionary set of futures, marketed well in advance of their 

readiness, to an insufficiently critical audience. It was developed by Gartner, the market 

research and advisory firm behind the Magic Quadrant marketing category model 

described earlier.  

 

The hype cycle as Gartner depicts it has five stages (see picture below), as follows: First, 

a Technology Trigger (potential breakthrough) occurs, and first-generation (expensive, 

customized) products or demos are produced. Eventually this breakthrough gets 

popularized in industry or general press, and a Peak of Inflated Expectations (“PIE in 

the Sky” visions and actions) occurs. Entrepreneurs, evangelists, journalists, investors 

and impatient future-thinkers may all have incentives to portray the near-future state of 

the science, technology, or product to be much more than it is or can be at its current 

stage.  

 

This is the hype phase 

of the life cycle, after 

which the cycle is 

named. Third, we see a 

Trough of 

Disillusionment, where 

various scientists, 

engineers, journalists, 

investors, and public 

react negatively, 

sometimes strongly, to 

the previous hype, and 

their stories create their 

own negative 

counterhype, 

sometimes pushing social expectations below where they deserve to be. Until or unless 

the product improves itself, market interest wanes, capital dries up, first-round 

competitors run out of startup funding, and slow-moving R&D initiatives may at this 

stage be prematurely terminated by short-sighted managers.  

 

Gartner calls stage three the Slope of Enlightenment, but it is perhaps more accurate to 

call it the Slope of Exponentials, as is an upslope in product adoption and also further 

performance improvements. The slope of this stage is thus often more positively 

exponential, and longer, than we see in typical hype cycle graphics like those above. 

The Hype Cycle (Wikipedia) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hype_cycle
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gartner
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magic_Quadrant
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hype_cycle
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hype_cycle
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Stage three is when the product starts to climb beyond early adopters (5-10%) into larger 

market, and has been through several generations of design. This stage starts much later 

than the initial hype predicted it would. As adoption moves into the Early Majority, 

various professionalization, standardization, and best practices begin to take hold.  

 

In stage four the product reaches market saturation and performance maturity. Gartner 

calls this stage the Plateau of Productivity, an apt name. Third-generation products and 

services emerge, finally good and cheap enough to move the product or service into the 

late majority and laggard segments of the market, chasing toward market saturation. 

 

The hype cycle emerges when a particular anticipated change is so potentially disruptive, 

and the vision and story is so marketable, that various actors conspire, usually 

unconsciously, to overhype the timescale and societal implications of a new product or 

service development. Some of those who engage in this hype are particularly self-

interested, positioned to capture value from the hype as soon as they can plausibly do so, 

typically well before the technology is ready.  

 

The more exciting the technology’s potential seems (3D printing, genetic engineering, 

brain-machine interfaces) the more overoptimistic and accelerated the hype. Predictably, 

human greed, overambitious vision, and lack of sufficient critical evaluation are 

always part of any hype cycle. Such cycles emerge with any disruptive new technology 

attention, investment, and adoption. The blockchain ICO boom and bust of 2016-2019 

was a perfect example of this cycle. John wrote a cautionary piece, “The Truth about 

Bitcoins and the Blockchain,“Medium, 2017, attempting to deflate some of the growing 

hype, and to draw a meaningful distinction between Bitcoin itself as a long-term hedge 

against monetary inflation, and blockchain as an immature and oversold technology.  

 

In the first mental impact of the idea of a new technology upon the masses, opportunists 

hype its capabilities far beyond reality, usually for personal or organizational benefit. 

Only much later, in the third generation of the technology, does the hype finally start to 

match reality, as the technology reaches real productivity and scale. Those who hype for 

organizational benefit often do it to get the sale, or the R&D investment. Later, when it 

becomes obvious that the Next Big Thing is still just first-gen hype, it’s too late to get the 

money back. Those who hype for personal reputation benefit often do it to become 

known as seers, those who see the Next Big Thing. The public quickly forgets the 

predictor or pundit’s hype, forgiving them as “just too early.” They then do it again with 

the next technology. Without censure and feedback, the cycle continues. 

 

A better model for tracking technology development (first-gen, second-gen, etc.) than the 

hype cycle is the Technology Readiness Level (TRL) model, originally developed by 

NASA and the US Department of Defense for use in technology assessment, transfer, and 

management programs. TRL models tend to disregard socioeconomic factors that 

https://medium.com/@johnsmart/the-truth-about-bitcoins-and-the-blockchain-ab5e57b3443a
https://medium.com/@johnsmart/the-truth-about-bitcoins-and-the-blockchain-ab5e57b3443a
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technology_readiness_level
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incentivize overpromotion of immature technologies, so they should be combined with 

the hype cycle model to forecast social attention, investment, and adoption cycles. 

 

Fenn and Raskino’s Mastering the Hype Cycle, 2008, is a good guide 

innovation and investment strategy in relation to hype cycles. Both 

authors are Gartner Fellows. When our teams are aware of a hype 

cycle, they can use countercyclical (contrarian) strategy wisely. For 

example, in R&D and startup situations with great new technology, 

it is usually wise to stay in stealth mode as long as possible to avoid 

triggering inflated expectations—which attract competition.  

 

Conversely, if we don’t believe a technology has enough engineers 

or money working on it yet to achieve its end, we could decide to 

provoke or join a hype bandwagon. Some competitors engage 

aspirational promotion, but are careful not to overinvest too early themselves and instead 

wait to buy others assets once they enter the trough of disillusionment. If we are part of 

a large company considering acquisitions, purchasing a company at the end of its trough 

of disillusionment—just as second-generation technologies are nearing market—or even 

waiting until third-generation and the start of exponential growth, may be the wisest 

strategy. 

 

4. Economic Cycles (Boom-Bust Pendulum) 

 

Business cycles are a set of irregular 

pendular cycles that can be of great 

interest to foresighted organizations, as 

they are often short-term enough to impact 

strategy. They produce irregular swings or 

“fluctuations” between economic growth 

and contraction, inflation and deflation, 

high and low interest rates (access to 

capital), high and low labor and resource 

availability, and other business conditions. 

The faster our economy goes, the shorter 

each phase of several (not all) of these 

cycles can become, and the faster the transition between phases. Such economic volatility 

can be particularly pronounced in smaller and emerging markets, in specific high-value, 

high-uncertainty industry sectors. The faster some macroeconomic and microeconomic 

cycles run, the more they fall within the three-to-ten year strategy horizon of our more 

foresighted businesses. Better-run organizations increasingly take advantage of 

predicting these cycles. 

 

The Business Cycle (Central Econ Wiki) 

Fenn & Raskino,  

2008 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hype_cycle
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stealth_mode
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Business_cycle
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Economic_volatility
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Macroeconomic
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microeconomic
http://centralecon.wikia.com/wiki/File:Business-cycle-graph-better.jpg
http://centralecon.wikia.com/wiki/File:Business-cycle-graph-better.jpg
http://www.amazon.com/Mastering-Hype-Cycle-Innovation-Gartner/dp/1422121100
http://www.amazon.com/Mastering-Hype-Cycle-Innovation-Gartner/dp/1422121100
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A good introduction to counter-cyclical business strategy is Peter Navarro’s The Well-

Timed Strategy, 2006 (this is the same Peter Navarro who was Trump’s protectionist 

economic advisor). Competitively, it often pays to execute contrarian strategy when 

operating in a short-period macroeconomic cycle. For example, during times of easy 

credit and economic expansion one can increase sales capacity but reduce capital 

spending and retire excess debt (or take on reasonable debt at decent terms at the end of 

a boom, if underleveraged) and, thus, save company cash and credit to conduct nonsales 

hiring, R&D, and brand advertising during a recession (when we will typically get a 

much better return on our investments). There are many more insights to be gained from 

economic and business cycles, and we hope you will investigate them further. Joseph 

Schumpeter’s Business Cycles: A Theoretical, Historical and Statistical Analysis of the 

Capitalist Process, 1939/2005, is a foundational work in this area. The Economic Cycle 

Research Institute is one of several business cycle forecasting communities. 

 

5. Inequality Cycles (Political-Economic Pendulum) 

 

An alternative change model for economic inequality than a Kuznets curve is to view it 

as a simple pendular cycle, swinging perennially between two poles in social 

democracies. One pole represents a more equal society, what we will call a Democracy, 

and one a less equal one, a Plutocracy. Swings between each pole occur often in history, 

and some swings take many decades to complete. Thus this cycle is of less interest to 

businesses, and more in longer-term policy and social foresight.  

America’s Income Inequality Cycle, 1913-2009 (Berruyer, adapted from Henwood) 

http://www.amazon.com/Well-Timed-Strategy-Managing-Competitive-Advantage-ebook/dp/B0058U4VWA
http://www.amazon.com/Well-Timed-Strategy-Managing-Competitive-Advantage-ebook/dp/B0058U4VWA
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contrarian_investing
http://www.amazon.com/Business-Cycles-Theoretical-Historical-Statistical/dp/1578985560/
http://www.amazon.com/Business-Cycles-Theoretical-Historical-Statistical/dp/1578985560/
https://www.businesscycle.com/
https://www.businesscycle.com/
http://www.the-crises.com/category/inequality-crisis/
http://www.the-crises.com/category/inequality-crisis/
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The figure above, from Olivier Berruyer, is a Gini index measure of US income 

inequality since 1913. Note the high and rising inequality that existed for three decades 

prior to the Great Depression of 1930. Note also the nearly forty-year period of decreasing 

inequality from 1930 to 1968, through World War II and well beyond. Many new social 

programs and regulations emerged in this era.  

 

That Democratizing period has been followed by a forty-six year Plutocratizing period 

(so far) of increasing inequality, from 1968 to the present. Inequality grew particularly 

rapidly in the US under the deregulating Ronald Reagan and George Bush I 

Presidencies, and under Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher in the UK. Inequality is high 

today in both countries, but still below the 1929 peak. When will our current US 

inequality peak, and after it does, how long will it stay peaked, and when can we expect 

another multi-decade Democratizing period, similar to 1930-1968? 

 

Social cycle theories are among our oldest models in sociology. Cliodynamics scholars 

Peter Turchin in Historical Dynamics,, 2003, and Andrey Korotayev in Introduction to 

Social Macrodynamics, 2006, both offer quantitative models of longstanding historical 

political-demographic cycles.  

 

The agrarian phase of these models offer one of the most obvious cycles, so let’s look at 

that now. In the first stage of these cyclic models, population grows unchecked and there 

is overuse of the land via salinization from overirrigation, and soil degradation from 

over-farming. Food production declines, and control of production resources becomes 

increasingly concentrated in the hands of a few, and often bureaucratized. In the second 

stage, a demographic collapse (Malthusian catastrophe) occurs, with famine, death, and 

migration away from the overburdened regions. Then in a third stage, local resources get 

more abundant, new enterprise and social renewal occurs, and the cycle repeats. 

 

But, while cycles of food availability continue in today’s technologically advanced 

societies they are now rarely the central drivers of social change. The new dominant 

cycles are of economic wealth (the “new food” of societies) produced by technology, and 

the disruptions created as new technologies work their way into all areas of society. Social 

cycles still apply, but the periodic catastrophes we now suffer are income and asset 

inequality cycles, market boom/bust cycles, and political corruption/reform cycles. The 

crises are no longer Malthusian (loss of life) they are temporary loss of financial wealth, 

cheap credit, affordable housing, fair wages, or political representation. 

 

What drives the social cycle in post-agrarian economies? One proposal is what economist 

Adam Smith, and much less accurately, the utopian political philosopher Karl Marx, 

http://www.the-crises.com/category/inequality-crisis/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gini_index
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_cycle_theory
http://www.amazon.com/Historical-Dynamics-Princeton-Studies-Complexity/dp/0691116695/
http://www.amazon.com/Introduction-Social-Macrodynamics-Secular-Millennial/dp/5484005590/
http://www.amazon.com/Introduction-Social-Macrodynamics-Secular-Millennial/dp/5484005590/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soil_salinity
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soils_retrogression_and_degradation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Malthusian_catastrophe
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identified as a Law of Accumulation. Both 

recognized that in much the same way that mass 

attracts mass in gravitation, economic capital 

slowly but naturally concentrates with those who 

gain more initial capital in economic transactions, 

as they are often able to use their extra wealth and 

social power to extract superior rates of return. 

These real markets (versus ideal, or “fair” 

markets) eventually reach a crisis of 

overaccumulation, and a need for social 

redistribution.  

 

In 1968, sociologist Robert Merton also studied 

this natural cycle of accumulated financial wealth 

in modern societies. Merton’s work is most commonly referenced in relation to the Law 

of Accumulation, as it is the start of modern academic study of the phenomenon. He 

called it the Matthew effect, the phenomenon where the rich tend to get richer, extracting 

ever better terms and unproductive rents in their economic transactions, and the middle 

class and poor get poorer, or at least, no richer. As economist Tyler Cowen notes in 

Average is Over, 2013, we have seen the stagnation of average wages in the US for four 

decades now, while the top 15%, 10%, 5%, 1%, and especially 0.01% continue to accelerate 

in wealth. This trend toward plutocracy is a real problem for all productive societies.  

 

Network theorists call this kind of growth preferential attachment. In evo-devo terms, 

preferential attachment is a natural process we find in found in many networks of 

complex systems. But, there is a balance that must be maintained between freedom and 

attachment among the network nodes. Proper attachment creates a phase change and 

hierarchy, a new developmental stage that creates new freedoms for its members. Too 

much attachment creates an authoritarian bottleneck that limits local freedoms and 

potential of the collective. We’ll say more about complex networks in Book 2. 

 

Today in America, individual freedoms and benefits, entrepreneurship rates have both 

been declining for many decades. Over-consolidation is rampant, and antitrust regulation 

is nonexistent. The average small node in our societal network is being disempowered.  

 

Fortunately, we see something opposite to the law of accumulation in modern economies 

as well, a process the economist Joseph Schumpeter called creative destruction. Creative 

destruction is the economic condition where entrepreneurs and other small holders of 

capital can make better rates of return than large holders of capital, often for long time 

periods. For an overview, see Foster and Kaplan’s Creative Destruction, 2001.  

 

Unfortunately, creative destruction seems to need a specialized set of conditions to make 

it more powerful than the law of accumulation.  

 
The Law of Accumulation  

(Matthew Effect): Those With Wealth 

Tend to Get Better Marginal Returns 

(Wikipedia) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Law_of_accumulation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Overaccumulation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mathew_Effect
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rent-seeking
http://www.amazon.com/Average-Is-Over-Powering-Stagnation/dp/0525953736
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Preferential_attachment
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Creative_destruction
http://www.amazon.com/Creative-Destruction-Underperform-Market--And-Successfully/dp/038550134X/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Law_of_accumulation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Law_of_accumulation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Law_of_accumulation
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First, there needs to be the easy ability to be an entrepreneur, with no major legal or 

capital impediments to small business formation or operation. 

Second, there needs to be rapid change in the industry. Small companies learn and take 

risks faster than large companies in times of rapid change. Sometimes this change comes 

via sudden natural, social, economic or political events or catastrophes. But, 

increasingly, it comes from ongoing acceleration of nano and info-driven technologies 

themselves.  

Third, creative destruction is maximized when our technologies empower individuals 

and networks to learn, communicate, and experiment faster than hierarchies and large 

owners of capital. Think of personal computers, the web, and smartphones, and the way 

each has empowered entrepreneurship and disintermediated (removed hierarchy) in IT-

dependent industries. 

 

See Thomas McCraw’s Prophet of Innovation, 2010, for a detailed account of Schumpeter’s 

theories on how sufficiently rapid and powerful new technology waves spur new 

entrepreneurship, wealth turnover, and business extinction. When faced with sufficiently 

fast-changing and unfamiliar territory, wealthy investors and big firms cannot use cartels, 

collusion, and acquisitions to slow down innovation, and small firms grow more quickly 

to take market share. This dynamic is less true for high-capital industries, but as access to 

capital drops, with more crowdfunded, seed, angel, and venture capital available, even 

those industries open up to disruption as well. In our modern environment, the rush of 

new technologies can effectively stand in, at least for now, for the periodic political 

revolutions that used to be necessary to reverse the corruption and stagnation that comes 

with extreme plutocratic swings.  

 

Thomas Friedman, in The Lexus and the Olive Tree, 1999/2012, proposed a simple index of 

creative destruction. He suggested counting the Top 10 private and public firms in each 

industry, by market capitalization (the “fat head” of the power law of firm size) and 

observing how many remain in the Top 10 over the next decade. That count would offer 

a simple measure of how much creative destruction is occurring.  

 

In countries like China, this number is low in many industries, as there is a lot of 

competition and turnover. In countries like Israel, Japan and Korea this number remains 

high, as cartels of powerful families and corporations control many industries, reducing 

competition at the top. Interlocking networks of wealthy families run cartels that control 

many domestic industries, seriously degrading their innovation. Only rapidly changing 

export industries, often in high-tech, remain competitive and subject to turnover. In the 

US, there is a medium amount of creative destruction. We have significantly less top-firm 

turnover than China, but much more than Japan or Korea. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Disintermediation
http://www.amazon.com/Prophet-Innovation-Schumpeter-Creative-Destruction/dp/0674034813/
http://www.amazon.com/Lexus-Olive-Tree-Understanding-Globalization/dp/1250013747/
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One possible pendular model for the modern economic inequality cycle is that the law of 

accumulation drives societies to greater income inequality, economic overconcentration, 

and less competitiveness over time. Then creative destruction, via sufficiently rapid new 

technologies and entrepreneurship around them, along with growing large business 

stagnation and regulation and new social entitlements, drives down inequality. Then the 

system gets increasingly overregulated, less competitive, fiscally overburdened, and ripe 

for deregulation again. In plainer words, we might say that modern democracies 

continually balance themselves between the twin attractors of sustainability-fairness and 

innovation-greed, swinging to each polarity on an irregular cycle. Here is a cartoon of the 

cycle: 

  

Both governance states, plutocracy and democracy, are adaptive under different 

environmental circumstances. Democracies offer freedom, innovation, and diversity; 

Plutocracies offer control, security, and scale. All societies seem to swing irregularly 

between these two extremes during their evolutionary development. 

 

Both states are networks, but the term “network” popularly connotes a flat, scale-free 

structure and the term “hierarchy” a multi-layer, pyramidal structure, so it is common to 

refer to democracy as a network, and plutocracy as a hierarchy in social structure. We 

follow that convention here. For more, see John’s online article, “The Political-Economic 

Pendulum,” 2004.  

 

The Political-Economic Pendulum - Democratic and Plutocratic Attractors (Smart, 2004) 

http://accelerationwatch.com/articles/p-e_pendulum.html
http://accelerationwatch.com/articles/p-e_pendulum.html
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What is the appropriate 

level of creative 

destruction for an 

industry and a nation? 

Hopefully comparative 

data will help political 

economists answer that 

question better in 

coming years.  

 

An Innosight briefing by 

Richard Kaplan, 

“Creative Destruction 

Whips through 

Corporate America,” 

2012, notes that 23 companies entered (and the same number exited) the S&P 500 index 

of the 500 most representative public companies, by market capitalization in the decade 

from 2002-2012. They also note as others have before them, that the average firm tenure 

on the S&P 500 was 61 years in 1958 and was down to just 18 years in 2012. They projected 

that if the current churn rate continued, 75% of the S&P 500 would be replaced by 2027.  

 

Because the S&P 500 is selected by committee to be large firms that are most 

representative of the US economy, these numbers are less impressive than if they were 

simply the 500 largest firms. Nevertheless, this data suggests that the forces of 

accelerating technological change are keeping the US economy reasonably creatively 

destructive even during our current plutocratization swing. The plutocratic-democratic 

pendulum hypothesis also predicts that America will get more competitive during the 

next democratic swing-back, when it occurs. 

 

In Book 2, we’ll describe another concept, global income convergence, which tell us that 

for the planet as a whole, income inequality is presently decreasing, at the same time that 

it is increasing within our wealthiest countries. Clearly there are cycles within cycles in 

all natural systems, and some cycles, particularly global and technological cycles, are 

more powerful than others. Seeing all the relevant trends and cycles and understanding 

their relative strengths, can help us greatly in predicting the future of any complex 

system.  

 

6. Values and Learning Cycles (Psychological Development)  

 

Spiral Dynamics is a developmental model of individual, organizational, and cultural 

values change based on work by psychologist Clare Graves in the 1970s. It and Abraham 

Maslow’s hierarchy of needs are the perhaps two most widely known developmental 

values models from the 20th century. Ken Wilber’s Integral Theory, well-illustrated in A 

Creative Destruction on the S&P 500, 2002-2012  

Data: Innosight, Richard N. Foster, Standard & Poor’s, 2012 

http://www.innosight.com/
http://www.innosight.com/innovation-resources/strategy-innovation/upload/creative-destruction-whips-through-corporate-america_final2012.pdf
http://www.innosight.com/innovation-resources/strategy-innovation/upload/creative-destruction-whips-through-corporate-america_final2012.pdf
http://www.innosight.com/innovation-resources/strategy-innovation/upload/creative-destruction-whips-through-corporate-america_final2012.pdf
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Standard_and_Poor_500#Selection_criteria
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spiral_dynamics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maslow%27s_hierarchy_of_needs
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Integral_theory
http://www.amazon.com/Theory-Everything-Integral-Business-Spirituality/dp/1570628556/
http://www.innosight.com/innovation-resources/strategy-innovation/upload/creative-destruction-whips-through-corporate-america_final2012.pdf
http://www.innosight.com/innovation-resources/strategy-innovation/upload/creative-destruction-whips-through-corporate-america_final2012.pdf
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Theory of Everything, 2001, is another promising model needing further development and 

rigor. 

 

Like the field of foresight itself, developmental values models will need much more study 

and evidence for them to become predictive social science. Since 1981, a network of social 

scientists have been running the World Values Survey, one of several major efforts to 

chart how values have changed over time.  Milton Rokeach’s Understanding Human 

Values, 2008 introduces such work, and the emerging science of values development in 

individuals, organizations, and cultures. Let us turn to spiral dynamics itself, which is 

particularly popular in the foresight practitioner community, and make some 

observations. 

 

Spiral dynamics, like other sophisticated developmental models, has not only 

hierarchical progression but allows for cyclic features, of at least two kinds. First, 

individuals and groups are always cycling chaotically through a range of possible values 

they might use to guide their thinking and behavior. Ideally, that cycling is between 

values that are each adaptive, in different contexts. In that case, the cycling may help us 

to keep them all in mind, and better balance them. 

 

Second, our values and behaviors within each stage develop on a life cycle, eventually 

becoming less appropriate for the context and requiring  and periodic renewal. In 

psychological development, we see regression to earlier stages, as may happen after 

trauma. There can also be senescence and sclerosis of thoughts and behaviors, in which 

case rejuvenation must occur to remain adaptive. In any over-mature (rigid, overly 

controlled) developmental system even small traumas may trigger regressive and 

maladaptive behaviors. The declining system must then more broadly renew itself if it is 

to regain its previous developmental level or to move beyond it.  

 

Books on antifragility, resiliency, unlearning, presencing, and becoming more childlike 

can all help us with mental renewal. Children, living with little past, are quite good at 

being in the present, being open, loving, and fearless learning. These are traits we need 

more of as we mature. Understanding values development—and how to promote 

renewal in mature organizations and individuals—can be one of the foresight 

professional’s most significant contributions in an organization, for our individual 

clients, and for ourselves. 

 

http://www.amazon.com/Theory-Everything-Integral-Business-Spirituality/dp/1570628556/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Values_Survey
http://www.amazon.com/Understanding-Human-Values-Milton-Rokeach-ebook/dp/B003DYGOUU/
http://www.amazon.com/Understanding-Human-Values-Milton-Rokeach-ebook/dp/B003DYGOUU/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Developmental_psychology
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Regression_(psychology)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Senescence
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Don Beck and Chris Cowan first 

published their developmental 

values model in Spiral Dynamics, 

1996. It has slowly gained in 

popularity since, with several 

psychology, therapy, integral 

theory and organizational 

development consulting groups 

now using and offering training in 

it. It is a model of converging 

values development over time, as 

individuals and groups learn to 

build increasingly complex mental 

models to handle new problems. 

The model is usually represented 

as an expanding cone of increasing 

radius at higher levels, 

representing the increased 

complexity and choices of activity 

at those levels.  

 

Such a representation makes sense for minor choices and freedoms, but not for major 

ones. For major choices, an expanding cone is in conflict with developmental theory. 

Major choices should be represented as a contracting funnel of decreasing radius at 

higher levels. This is because each new level is more self-regulated, morally constrained, 

and predictable in regard to expressed values and behaviors compared with the more 

chaotic, blindly experimental, and impulsive lower levels of evolutionary development. 

The values that are held at higher levels are more predictable because they are more 

generally adaptive, in more contexts. They allow for more complexity, are inclusive of 

earlier levels, and take a broader systems view. 

 

The implicit assumption in developmental values models is that the values of a hunter-

gatherer would change, and often unpredictably, when that individual experienced a 

modern culture, while the values of a modern cosmopolitan, if they had been educated 

to understand all cultures, would be more universal, predictive, and stable, in more 

environments. This thesis makes sense but needs much greater empirical evidence. 

 

Social scientists who propose that social moral development has predictable 

directionality to it are in the minority today. Fortunately, those who do historical and 

comparative social research on cooperativity and reciprocity are typically among that 

minority. We have proposed the thesis that coopetition, or cooperation first, then 

competition second, within an evolving cooperative framework, is at the center of our 

adaptive human morality and game theory.  

Developmental Cultural Values in Spiral Dynamics 

(Beck and Cowan, 1996) 

http://www.amazon.com/Spiral-Dynamics-Mastering-Values-Leadership/dp/1405133562/
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Bowles and Gintis’s A Cooperative Species, 2013, provides an excellent overview of the 

origins and evolution of reciprocity. It is still uncommon in social science today for 

scholars to propose that more values-developed social systems become, the more 

regulated, constrained, controlled, and predictable they become in their average 

behaviors, relative to less-developed systems.  

 

Advanced civilizations gain increasing varieties of minor freedoms and options, but also 

increasingly regulated major freedoms, with decreasing failure states and nonadaptive 

behaviors. That is how biological development works, as any student of biology learns, 

so we should expect the same in social development.  

 

We maintain that future evidence will show, all else being equal, that individuals, 

organizations, and cultures at the higher stages of values development are significantly 

more predictable and self-controlled. They are freer in particular to make new kinds of 

useful and minor mistakes, but less free to make old and major mistakes, the more 

experience they have, which makes them more predictable in lots of specific new ways.  

 

The spiral dynamics model proposes eight stages of values and world-view development: 

Survival, Clans, Power, Purpose, Autonomy, Empathy, Systemic, and Holistic, and 

describes healthy and unhealthy adaptive states at each values level. Some advocates take 

pains to state that spiral dynamics is not progressive, with higher stages not being 

“better” levels to attain. We consider that position to be doublespeak, something 

occasionally said by well-meaning folks to avoid socially uncomfortable truths.  

 

Those apparent truths are that higher-level values and world-views in this or any 

developmental model offer a better ability to adapt in more complex environments, as 

well as to a better ability to empathize and integrate with all those presently adapted to 

lower-level value systems. Higher levels of values are also predictable developmental 

destinies for living systems as they gain internal complexity. If developmental values 

exist, we humans must be funneling gently toward one ideal set of values most adaptive 

for high-complexity environments, types that are far more morally restrained, predictable 

in new ways, and less impulsive than most of us are today. Some of the more creativity- 

and freedom-driven among us are particularly resistant to developmental thinking. For 

these individuals, understanding development in all its forms, including universal 

development, will particularly improve their foresight proficiency. 

 

For examples of developmental values progression across cultures and centuries, we 

recommend both Norbert Elias’s academic classic, The Civilizing Process, 1939, and 

Stephen Pinker’s modern and more accessible The Better Angels of Our Nature, 2012.  

 

For organizations, Frederic Laloux’s Reinventing Organizations, 2014, applies spiral 

dynamics and integral theory (a bit too uncritically in our view) to organizational 

http://www.amazon.com/Cooperative-Species-Human-Reciprocity-Evolution/dp/0691158169/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Developmental_biology
http://www.amazon.com/The-Civilizing-Process-Psychogenetic-Investigations/dp/0631221611
http://www.amazon.com/The-Better-Angels-Our-Nature/dp/0143122010/
http://www.amazon.com/Reinventing-Organizations-Frederic-Laloux/dp/2960133501
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structure and rulesets. Laloux argues the spiral dynamics thesis that there is a 

developmental progression of human consciousness toward increasingly self-regulated 

and socially integrated individuals. We are strong believers in this idea at the hundred 

year timescales of Elias and Pinker in their books above, but we have clearly also seen a 

reverse trend in recent decades, as affluence and plutocracy have grown.  

 

Laloux argues that bottom-up management, with increasingly “leaderless” organizations 

is now our ideal in most contexts. This insight would seem to fit with the 95/5 Rule, but 

it, and faddish, utopian notions like “holocracy,” can easily be oversold. With all network 

decentralization, there is a sharp limit to its utility vs. centralization, and the devil is in 

the details.  

 

Leaders may do only 5% of the work in a typical organization, per the 95/5 Rule, but it is 

critical work, there is a time for leaders to take command and a time for give and take. 

Hierarchies are as important as networks in any complex system, even though we need 

fewer of them. In a culture with less self-regulated individuals, hierarchical leadership, 

and illiberal democracies, are likely to be much more effective forms of organization. As 

with everything, adaptation depends on context, which is always evolving and 

developing. Thus this book overclaims, in our view. 

 

A promising research frontier for all developmental values models is their cyclic nature. 

Once values reach (temporary) states of maturity in any adult individual, organization, 

or culture, they often begin to decline or regress. As Stan Salthe reminds us in 

Development and Evolution, 1993, all complex systems eventually move from maturity into 

senescence. Their agility and learning ability must at that point be renewed, or they will 

fail and die. Understanding how old, brittle, low-learning systems renew themselves is 

thus a key to seeing the cyclic nature of all learning systems, and to helping systems that 

are in decline.  

 

At the individual level, we need better models of psychological development that 

incorporate natural cycles of decline and renewal in later life. Lawrence Kohlberg’s 

stages of moral development are perhaps the best-known psychological development 

model, with Pre-Conventional, Conventional, and Post-Conventional stages. 

Understanding how stasis or regression can occur at each stage, and ways that decline 

can be halted and reversed, are key frontiers of research.  

 

We all try diligently to be anti-ageist these days, a very commendable goal. But, we can 

also take this goal too far, and become blind to the common psychological problems of 

aging. Age brings experience, and it can also bring inflexibility too. Consider sci-fi author 

Daniel Suarez’s quip in Influx, 2014, “Anything new before you’re thirty-five is exciting, 

and anything new after that is proof the world is going to hell.” This is a comical 

overgeneralization, but the sentiment rings true, for some percentage of our aging cohort.  

 

http://www.amazon.com/Development-Evolution-Complexity-Change-Biology/dp/0262193353/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lawrence_Kohlberg's_stages_of_moral_development
http://www.amazon.com/Influx-Daniel-Suarez/dp/0525953183/
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We all know people who come to view society as a doomed, perverse, or crisis-ridden 

place in their older age. This famously occurred with the great 20th century futurist, H.G. 

Wells. The shock of the First World War and his anticipation of WWII contributed to his 

dark outlook on humanity in his final years; but his works also show that he became 

increasingly pessimistic and dogmatic as he aged—long before these seminal events.  

 

We see the same phenomenon in another great 20th century futurist, science fiction writer, 

and satirist, Stanislaw Lem. Lem’s non-fiction masterwork, Summa Technologiae, 1964, 

written at the age of 43, while his pessimism was still in balance with his optimism, 

introduced topics like virtual reality, nanotech, and the technological singularity. He 

also anticipated several of the social problems we might expect with such advances. His 

later non-fiction works, unfortunately, are less balanced and insightful, in our view. 

 

Fortunately, increased pessimism, dogmatism, depression, anxiety, and unwillingness 

to learn are not inevitable consequences of aging. Their degree of severity varies widely 

by individual. There are many tools and strategies available to help us restart our cycles 

and mentally renew in old age—including cognitive-behavioral therapy, exercise, diet 

changes, education, games, recreation, spiritual activities, getting a pet, getting a job 

helping others, and de-cluttering one’s environment. Many more strategies will arrive in 

the AI-infused world of the 2030s and beyond, as we discuss in BPF. 

  

If either too much pessimism or optimism is presently an issue causing problems for us 

personally, neuroscientist Elaine Fox’s Rainy Brain, Sunny Brain, 2012, offers some 

evidence-based procedures to retrain our fear and negativity circuits at any age. As we’ll 

discuss in BPF, the power of mental retraining will grow greatly for all of us when such 

procedures are integrated into our groupnets and Personal AIs in coming years. 

 

We are also likely within a few decades of medical therapies that will partially (but never 

fully) rejuvenate aging brains. See “Can Compounds in Young Blood Fix Aging?,” 

Technology Review, May 2014. We know that mental senescence is partly reversible in 

human psychology, and mature organizations can also renew in powerful ways, as Beck 

and Adizes both argue. Our culture will increasingly come to understand and master 

rejuvenation, to our great collective benefit. 

 

Even states and cultures can be affected by value, institutional, and legal stagnation and 

regression. Jonathan Rauch’s Demosclerosis, 1995, and Mancur Olsen’s The Rise and 

Decline of Nations, 1984, are two good introductions to that thesis. Typical social rigidities 

that come in aging states include plutocracy, political polarization, cultural decline, and 

lack of media truthfulness and relevance.  

 

Periodic institutional, legal, and constitutional reform has traditionally been the best 

renewal remedy in such situations, and “useful crises” may be required to precipitate 

reforms in polarized and sclerotic states. Most obviously, as our information technology 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Summa_Technologiae
http://www.amazon.com/Rainy-Brain-Sunny-Overcome-Pessimism/dp/0465019455/
http://www.technologyreview.com/news/527146/can-compounds-in-young-blood-fix-aging/
http://www.amazon.com/Demosclerosis-Silent-Killer-American-Government/dp/0812926323/
http://www.amazon.com/The-Rise-Decline-Nations-Stagflation/dp/0300030797
http://www.amazon.com/The-Rise-Decline-Nations-Stagflation/dp/0300030797
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gains its own intrinsic learning ability, it will help us lower the threshold of productive 

group action in response to crises. Our technology is itself a learning system with several 

powerful new capabilities, efficiencies, resiliencies, and other advantages over biological 

learning systems, as we will discuss in Book 2. 

 

7. Demographic and Generational Cycles 

  

A number of scholars have identified recurring generational cycles in history. These 

models are particularly interesting from the perspective of evo-devo theory, as they 

involve self-maintaining (autopoietic) cycles, in which each set of societal values 

catalyzes the emergence of the next, in a self-sustaining cycle. Autopoiesis is the central 

feature of the chemistry of life. Thus it may be have emerged in some social values 

changes as well, as a self-organizing process, common in natural systems. 

 

For US history, one popular regular cycle model is the Strauss-Howe generational theory, 

outlined in William Strauss and Neil Howe’s The Fourth Turning: An American Prophecy, 

1997. Strauss and Howe also explore the values of the Millennial generation, those born 

between 1980 and 2000, in Millennials Rising, 2000. They founded a consultancy, 

LifeCourse Associates, for their generational foresight work. Strauss passed away in 2007 

but Howe still publishes. They offer a cyclic model of generation-driven social change. 

They offer argument and some evidence that their cycles can be extrapolated back several 

hundred years, offering an enlightening reinterpretation of US history. 

 

This kind of post hoc analysis can be subject to both our cognitive biases and the fallacy 

of incomplete evidence, so careful work is needed to determine what is real and what is 

illusory in their historical model. Their proposed social values cycle has four stages: 

 

1. High, a post-crisis era where society has a confident focus on a particular direction, 

then, 

2. Awakening, an era when idealism and individualism grow, while social discipline 

weakens, then  

3. Unraveling, an era of more ideology and autonomy, and more distrust of 

institutions, then, 

4. Crisis, an era of social conflict and perceived threat, which spurs significant social 

reforms. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Fourth_Turning
http://www.amazon.com/The-Fourth-Turning-American-Rendezvous/dp/0767900464/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Millennial_Generation
http://www.amazon.com/Millennials-Rising-Next-Great-Generation/dp/0375707190/
http://www.lifecourse.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Post_hoc_analysis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_cognitive_biases
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cherry_picking_(fallacy)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cherry_picking_(fallacy)
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They explore the 

media labels for 

recent generations 

in recent US history, 

including so-called 

Boomer, Gen X, 

Millennial, and 

Homeland 

generations (see 

picture right), and 

place them in a 

context of cyclically 

changing values, 

each reacting to the 

prior generation’s 

values to some degree. The media label for the generation after Millennials is no longer 

Homeland, but Centennials, or Generation Z. Koulopoulos and Keldsen’s The Gen Z 

Effect, 2014, is an early, future-focused look at Gen Z and their rapidly advancing digital 

environment.  

 

Written in 1997, Strauss and Howe’s model predicted a “crisis” period of roughly 2005 to 

2025, during which society will perceive itself as being under threat, and focus much 

more on group identity over individualism, and strive to reform and rebuild aspects of 

institutional life that appear to threaten the group’s survival. Depending on our 

definitions, that crisis may have occurred beginning with the leadership-declared War on 

Terror (2001 to present), the Great Financial Crisis of 2008, or even our rising mobilization 

against Climate Change. It is difficult to pin down such vague predictions. 

 

To date, we can say that the crisis response leading us toward group identity has been 

much weaker than Strauss and Howe anticipated. We would argue that we seeing rising 

ideological conflict over the period of 2005-2025, not growing group identity. We also 

live in a wealthier and more technically productive world than they anticipated, so their 

cycle effects may be weaker in our generations than in the past. We may need another 

twenty or thirty years to pass before we can look back and assess the value of the model. 

For now, it remains is just one perspective among several that social futurists should 

understand. 

 

Many have criticized this model for not making statistical definitions and tests that 

would make their model falsifiable. Each generational phase is an arbitrarily chosen 

cohort that lasts from 20-22 years, so this is a very regular cycle model, which seems like 

another weakness versus irregular cycle models. Their model has also been occasionally 

oversold by journalists and marketing departments, without good evidence for its value, 

which has raised the ire of our more data-driven observers.  

 
Strauss-Howe “Archetypes” and Generations (Joey DeVilla, 2013) 

http://www.amazon.com/Gen-Effect-Forces-Shaping-Business/dp/1629560316/
http://www.amazon.com/Gen-Effect-Forces-Shaping-Business/dp/1629560316/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strauss%E2%80%93Howe_generational_theory#Generational_archetypes_and_turnings
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strauss%E2%80%93Howe_generational_theory#Generational_archetypes_and_turnings
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/War_on_Terror
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/War_on_Terror
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Great_Recession
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Climate_change
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Fourth_Turning#Critical_reception
http://www.joeydevilla.com/2013/11/25/why-millennials-suck-okay-not-really/
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Historians and theorists including Nikolai Kondratieff, Joseph Schumpeter, Arthur 

Schlesinger (both Sr. & Jr.), Pitirim Sorokin, William Thompson, Arnold Toynbee, and 

Quincy Wright have all developed promising data-backed social cycle models. This field 

is called cliometrics (measures of historical change) and cliodynamics (causal model of 

historical change, many of which are cyclical). We will explore some of the leading work 

in this field, by historian Peter Turchin’s Sheshat Project, in Book 2. 

 

Strauss and Howe’s work is simply one of the better known current models in the large 

and very old literature of social cycle theory. This nascent field, now called cliodynamics, 

will need a lot more funding and attention in order for its full foresight benefits to emerge. 

Regular cycle models like Strauss-Howe’s are fine to propose, and we could agree that 

they may weakly operate in all cultures (with different labels for each generation in each 

culture, of course). Every new generation wants to differentiate from their parents, and 

some of this action-reaction is identifiable as a cyclic response.  

 

Social cycle theory also has many irregularly cycling phase models, not generational 

models, in which each social values phase provides the seeds for generating the next 

phase in the cycle. In irregular phase models, individual social values phases may be 

short or long, depending on the adaptiveness of each phase’s set of values to the 

environment in which it finds itself when it emerges.  

 

In our current view, phase models seem more likely to be validated than generational 

models. We will explore cyclic phase models further in Book 2. As with regular cycle 

models, the phases in irregular cycles may relate to each other in only a weakly causal 

and statistical manner, operating more clearly in some eras and contexts and more 

faintly in others. It seems likely that once statistical social cycle models have been better 

defined, developed and quantitated in coming decades, we will find that some of them 

can be validated across many cultures and historical eras.  

 

One particularly simple and promising cyclic societal phase model 

comes from Pitirim Sorokin, founder of the Sociology department 

at Harvard in 1930. In Social and Cultural Dynamics, 1937/1985, 

Sorokin looked back across all global cultures with known history 

at that time and proposed that human cultures cycle irregularly 

through three classic phases—each entailing conditions that 

generate the next phase: 

 

1. Ideational – a phase where ideology or belief is proposed as 

the most important social reality 

2. Idealistic – a phase where ideology (including ideology vs. materialism) grows 

and comes into conflict 

Sorokin, 1937 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikolai_Kondratiev
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joseph_Schumpeter
https://www.google.com/search?client=safari&rls=en&sxsrf=ALeKk03pbs_ARZvaqtCcV7vQHLAuAduHlg%3A1603153227426&ei=Sy2OX9SzGeOIgge5pZH4DA&q=Arthur+Schlesinger+sr&oq=Arthur+Schlesinger+sr&gs_lcp=CgZwc3ktYWIQAzIICC4QyQMQkwI6CgguEMkDECcQkwI6AgguOgIIADoGCAAQFhAeULEKWJkRYIMTaABwAHgAgAFHiAHIApIBATWYAQCgAQGqAQdnd3Mtd2l6wAEB&sclient=psy-ab&ved=0ahUKEwiUhZCV88HsAhVjhOAKHblSBM8Q4dUDCAw&uact=5
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arthur_M._Schlesinger_Jr.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pitirim_Sorokin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Thompson_(philosopher)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arnold_J._Toynbee
https://www.google.com/search?client=safari&rls=en&sxsrf=ALeKk02WlQSgf9YIUQEbmFRm_seHVOJ6TA:1603153337703&q=Quincy+Wright&spell=1&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiuhtvJ88HsAhVimeAKHQZXD34QBSgBegQICxAr&biw=1327&bih=758
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seshat_(project)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_cycle_theory
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pitirim_Sorokin
http://www.amazon.com/Social-Cultural-Dynamics-Pitirim-Sorokin/dp/0875580297/
http://www.amazon.com/Social-Cultural-Dynamics-Relationships-Classics/dp/0878557873/
http://www.amazon.com/Social-Cultural-Dynamics-Relationships-Classics/dp/0878557873/
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3. Sensate – a post-conflict phase that focuses again on material pursuits 

 

Sorokin’s work is extensive, and well known. It is surprising Strauss and Howe did not 

refer to him in their work. The fact that they did not highlights just how underdeveloped 

the field of social cycle foresight is today.  

 

We at Foresight U presently teach a variant of Sorokin’s model, which we call a 

Materialism-Idealism-Conflict (MIC) model for social values cycles. We provide it here 

as an irregular (chaotic and statistical) social cycle hypothesis for consideration. It is an 

simply Sorokin’s three phase model with new phase labels and other minor changes.  

 

In our MIC model, we propose that all societies cycle irregularly through three distinct 

phases of dominant cultural values, during their evolutionary development, alternating 

between three values phases: 

 

1. Materialism, a phase when political apathy reigns, and the focus is on self and 

material gain, 

2. Idealism, a phase when ideologies and a set of belief-based (partly evidenced) 

agendas grow stronger and more diverse, and increasingly compete,  

3. Conflict, a phase when conflicts (and ideally, evidence) resolve competing 

ideologies and agendas in favor of a few temporary or permanent winners. 

 

The first values phase in our MIC model is Materialism (called the Sensate phase in 

Sorokin’s language), a time when political apathy is widespread, idealism is weak, and 

the social focus is almost entirely on enjoying oneself or gaining material wealth. This 

phase reliably births economic booms and bubbles (manias), which eventually saturate 

(get excessive or unsustainable). Often, but not always, this phase ends in an economic 

catastrophe or recession. 

 

The collapse of this phase triggers the second, Idealism phase (Ideational in Sorokin’s 

language)—a time when various ideological and belief-based higher purpose agendas 

(old or new) are undertaken. Each ideology or agenda gains new adherents in parallel for 

a while. The increasing social influence of some of these competing ideologies begins to 

saturate. Some saturate more quickly than others. Their mutual coexistence gets 

increasingly stressful, and each gets more diverse, polarized, and competitive. 

 

Growing ideological competition, combined with a natural or manufactured crisis 

(small or large) then triggers a Conflict phase, where internal or external social or political 

conflicts and triggers help the majority “decide” among the top ideology-belief struggles 

in favor of a few winners. In this phase, some factions may seek internal or external 

enemies (manufactured crises) to fight politically or militarily. This phase then saturates, 

the public gets exhausted, and society and moves strongly back into Materialism again, 
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temporarily forgetting or minimizing ideals and focusing again on material gain, self-

benefit, and entertainment.  

 

We start the MIC model with the Materialism phase because it seems the easiest to define 

in economic terms, and to quantitatively identify in sociology research. We all know what 

Materialist values and behaviors are, but Ideology and Conflict are harder to pin down 

as precisely. Careful definitional and independent data-collection work needs to be done 

if we are to validate this cycle. 

 

Nevertheless, recent US history appears to exhibit broad phase cycling in Materialist 

values. We would cite 1865-1900 (the “Gilded Age”), 1920-2029, 1945-1959, 1980-1988, 

1997-2000, 2005-2007, and 2015-Present as the latest markedly Materialist phases in 

American social values. These phase lengths are “regularly irregular”—a hallmark of 

many chaotically cyclic complex systems, including the weather.  

 

In the background to these materialist phases, ideological competition and political 

polarization (idealism drivers) have been growing in America since the turn of the 

century. One could argue that we have entered a conflict phase since the beginning of 

the Trump presidency in 2016, but that seems too charitable a perspective. America is 

presently in mix of brief materialist phases and stock market surges—with slowly 

growing ideological competition and occasional brief conflicts resetting the cycle. Our 

plutocracy has effectively kept activism, a reliance on evidence, and real political change 

to a minimum at present; but, we expect that to change over the next two decades. 

 

We will avoid suggesting the lengths and nature of the Idealism and Conflict phases for 

the moment—or offer formal definitions or quantitative data—but further investigating 

this model is one goal we’d like to pursue. If any of our valuable readers would like to 

collaborate on validating or falsifying the MIC model, feel free to contact us. It strikes us 

as a useful research topic in societal foresight. 

 

Of course, we may just be interpreting a cyclic pattern where, in fact, none exists. More 

accurate semantic and statistical tools and larger research budgets will need to be applied 

to social values cycle theory to see what, if anything, is real and what is merely a just-so 

story (post-hoc fallacy) in cyclic values models. In the meantime, we may find value in 

considering them with certain clients.  

 

III. Trends: Hard and Soft (Developmental and Evolutionary) 

 

We’re now ready to discuss trends. As we’ve said before, many of the most important 

trends only exist because of an underlying growth or diffusion curve or some often 

hidden causal cycle. Thus seeing curves and cycles operating in ourselves, organizations, 

societies, our planet, and the universe is both more fundamental and more generally 

useful than seeing trends. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Just-so_story
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Just-so_story
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We will now see that there are two kinds of trends, more predictable and durable trends, 

which we call “hard” or developmental trends, and more unpredictable and temporary, 

which we call “soft” or evolutionary trends. Learning to discriminate between each type 

can be very helpful for strategy.  

 

Developmental trends are going to happen whether we want them to or not. We can 

hurry them along, or temporarily delay them, if they are too dangerous or disruptive. 

But, we can’t ultimately prevent them. Fighting against them is an increasingly losing 

game. Evolutionary trends are much more in the realm of our choice. We can alter them 

much more easily, if that serves our strategic goals and values. 

 

We’ve previously mentioned Flash Foresight, 2011, by futurist Daniel Burrus. A central 

theme of this book is its classification of trends into two general types, hard 

trends and soft trends. We’ll see now that these two categories are alternative, more 

accessible labels for developmental and evolutionary trends. 

 

1. Hard Trends and “Future Drivers” (Developmental Trends) 

 

Hard trends are processes that seem highly probable (say, 90%+, of continuing to occur). 

He also discusses future events that are essentially certain (say, 99%+ percent probable) 

and he calls those future facts. Most expected future facts are related by science to our 

current set of known facts. It is a future fact that the sun will rise tomorrow. So is the 

observation that we’ll each have a day less of remaining lifetime tomorrow. So, let’s make 

hay while the sun shines, as they say. 

 

As far future facts, we know universe will have no more stars, or life as we know it, in 

perhaps 10 trillion years—give or take a few billions. Our sun will become a red giant in 

roughly five billion years. Earth will be uninhabitable for biological life in less than a 

billion years. For an overview of a few things history and science tells us about our past, 

and science tells us about our future, including the predictable death of our sun and the 

universe. For that story, see Philipp Dettmer’s infographic video, “The History and 

Future of Everything,” YouTube. It’s sad for us to realize our universe must end due to 

the second law of thermodynamics, but that also begs the question: what’s next? We will 

explore that fascinating topic, and the contention that it seems most likely to us that our 

universe is be a cycling autopoietic system, just like life itself, in BPF. 

 

Hard trends are less absolute. They include observations like automation and machine 

intelligence will continue to accelerate, absent some global catastrophe. We’ll keep 

moving data and software to the cloud. Our smartphones will soon be able to listen to, 

log, and understand our real-time conversations (and those of any other friends who have 

given us permission to create such logs) within the next five years. Whether any 

smartphone hardware and software entrepreneurs will offer this feature once it becomes 

http://www.amazon.com/Flash-Foresight-How-Invisible-Impossible/dp/0061922293/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2XkV6IpV2Y0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2XkV6IpV2Y0
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affordable, given its creepiness and privacy concerns, is another matter entirely, of 

course. But, when it is offered, many of our youth will enthusiastically adopt it, to see 

what they can do with this new personal and group ability. The rest of us will be more 

inclined to watch with crossed arms, for a good while at least. These are all obvious 

extrapolations from the hard trends in digital technologies today. 

 

Since science and human knowledge are always partial, there will always be many more 

candidate hard trends than future facts. For our hard trends in particular, our probability 

estimates could at any time be made wrong by hidden assumptions, unexamined 

alternatives, unseen processes, incorrect models, and known or unknown 

uncertainties. So we need to be continually open to new data or events that might change 

our probabilities. But, that should not stop us from collecting as many future facts and 

hard trends as we can. Every hard trend or predictable future we find allows us to better 

filter all the complexity and information in our world, and to stop wasting our time and 

energy exploring unlikely and impossible futures. 

 

Whenever we encounter a hard trend, we have found something that we apparently 

cannot stop even if we wanted to. In our evo-devo language, this is likely to be 

a developmental process, rather than an evolutionary process. Recognizing its 

developmental nature has great strategic value. When we learn to appreciate this 

certainty or inevitability, we start looking for the convergences that will increasingly aid 

that trend, and discovering what it is likely to yield and when.  

 

Ideally, we can find others who also see the trend and work with them to accelerate its 

emergence. If it is a dangerous, but inevitable hard trend—e.g., like the use of AI and 

robotics by fanatics to wreak destruction—we can ask what other trends, like ethical AI, 

public transparency, fanaticism detection, UBI, and effective mental health services will 

allow us to delay the negative trend and moderate it when it arrives. 

 

When we observe a hard trend, we should start determining how to guide it in ways that 

best reflect our values—slowing down or closing off worse paths, and speeding up or 

subsidizing the better paths toward that inevitable future. AI embodies, of course, such 

an obvious hard trend. US federal leadership, as of this writing, has mostly ignored it. 

Meanwhile, tech titans are storming ahead, pioneering their own rules—and our income 

and power divides continue to grow. That’s not a very foresighted approach. 

 

As Burrus says, good foresight work should “Start with certainty.” As we begin our 

learning in any problem domain, we must look for any general science, past, present 

and future facts, hard trends, and constraints that seem relevant to our problem. Once 

we have found a good number of those in the literature, we have earned the right to think 

more clearly about what might happen (soft trends), and what we want to do (visions, 

goals, strategies, plans, actions). 
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2. Soft Trends and “Future Tendencies” (Evolutionary Trends) 

 

Soft trends also have a probability we can attach to them, but this probability is lower, 

and spans a much wider range, than for hard trends. It might be anywhere 

from 10% (large enough to be significant) to 89% (highly likely, and nearly a hard trend). 

Soft trends are processes or events where we say or expect “might” rather 

than ”will” happen. Some of these soft trends are subject to social influence and 

intervention, but many, like astronomical or weather events, are obviously not. At what 

numerical probability our language or expectations change from “will” to “might” 

happen, for any trend or prediction will differ for different people. 

 

Timescales are important too. Some soft trends will become hard trends over time, as a 

complex system edges or “funnels” toward to some inevitable developmental transition. 

For example, the probability of India’s independence from Britain over the next 20 years 

probably sees-sawed up and down erratically over the ninety years of the Indian 

independence movement. Yet, at some point over that time period, as the average 

probability grew in people’s minds, it became a recognizable soft trend. Eventually, it 

became a hard trend at some point in the 1940’s. It reached certainty (became a recognized 

future fact) in 1947. If Britain had managed the transition with greater ethics and 

empathy, and if it had pursued a bottom-up strategy, giving each state the ability to set 

their own timeline for independence, and the promise of greater aid to those states who 

delayed, independence for all of India could surely have come much later.  

 

Less frequently, hard trends become soft as well, as certain complexity growth curves 

flatten out, before new ones emerge, or as we find flaws in our models over time. There’s 

a famous saying in foresight work: ”A trend is a trend till it ends, or bends.” 

Evolutionary trends will occasionally reverse themselves, or switch their states after 

certain events. Developmental trends that are based on growth or diffusion curves will 

eventually saturate, making room for new developmental paradigm to begin. A change 

in direction or intensity is less common in hard trends, but it happens. It can be a common 

occurrence in soft trends, and we don’t always know why, though often many of the more 

important causes can be found with a little research. 

 

Using good data and experiment to refine the probabilities of our hard and soft trends 

requires an evidence-based practice. We can do this for our history as well as for our 

present. The emerging discipline of cliometrics, for which Robert Fogel and Douglass 

North received a Nobel Prize in 1993, is the probabilistic and predictive study of 

economic history, using statistical methods and economic theories, and new methods of 

historical research. It is one way our history gets more predictive, and it helps us to find 

more hard and soft economic and societal trends. 

 

3. Anticipating Trend Switching (Hard to Soft and Vice Versa) 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_independence_movement
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Evidence-based_practice
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cliometrics
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Again, talking about trends in terms of growth curves and cycles is usually a more useful 

way to think about them. Another level of usefulness comes when we ask if a trend is 

developmental (hard) or evolutionary (soft) in nature? Does the trend seem more top-

down (developmental) or bottom-up (evolutionary) driven? Is there an obvious or subtle 

developmental convergence and commonality of behavior and function that we can 

identify, or are we seeing evolutionary divergence and growing diversity? As we’ve 

seen, either or both processes and associated trends may be operating, in different 

contexts in a complex system, at different times.  

 

Let’s now consider a few particularly useful examples of trend switching, so we can learn 

some common patterns for how evolutionary and developmental processes interact, and 

change their dominance over time in influencing complex systems. 

 

We begin with an example from computing technology. This example is important to 

many the topics we will discuss in the Guide. Many computer experts expect that rapid 

exponential improvement computer performance per dollar “will” continue as a hard 

trend over the next five years. We call this hard trend Moore’s law, and it’s one of the 

cornerstones of our expectations for the computer industry. We’ve seen computers 

get twice as powerful per dollar roughly every two years since the mid-1960s, and we 

know the physical reasons, based on transistor miniaturization, why it occurs.  

 

But, our transistor-based Moore’s law has been increasingly slowing since 2005, as we 

are now nearing the limits of transistor miniaturization in our current chip 

manufacturing paradigm. So, if we were to survey experts for their probability that 

computer power will become half as expensive every two years for the next twenty years, 

rather than five, substantially more would now say that it ”might” do so than would have 

a decade ago. For them, a 50-year hard trend has become soft. 

 

Yet, if we consider the physics and economics of computer design, we can observe that 

once transistor miniaturization stops, we have a new economic opportunity to move our 

chip designs into massively parallel (brain-like) neural network oriented chips, an 

opportunity that wasn’t practical before. In other words, as our transistor-based Moore’s 

law increasingly slows, a neural network-based Moore’s law now has the opportunity 

to continue the trend, in a new manufacturing paradigm, focused on miniaturizing and 

optimizing network ensembles and circuits, not transistors.  

 

That is what is happening today, and it is accelerating us into a new era of biologically-

inspired computing, and computer software that is grown and trained, increasingly 

bottom-up, rather than coded and engineered, top-down, the way software used to be 

designed. John has been predicting such a bottom-up transition to AI would be a 

necessary precondition to the technological singularity on his personal website, 

AccelerationWatch (originally, SingularityWatch) since 1999. Even today, few people are 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moore%27s_law
https://www.accelerationwatch.com/
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measuring this new kind of computational complexity and performance acceleration. At 

present, it is a very poorly recognized hard trend. 

 

Any of those who think those neural networks can do increasingly complex kinds of 

computing, including the leaders of a computer science field called deep machine 

learning, would today bet 

that this neural network 

version of Moore’s law will 

remain a hard trend. In this 

view, neural network-type 

deep learning methods will 

increasingly take over the 

fields of artificial 

intelligence and machine 

learning, from which they 

emerged (picture right).  

 

Not everyone in computer 

science would predict a “deep 

learning takeover” today, but we believe the migration of computing to ever more 

neuroscience-inspired design, and increasingly self-improving and self-varying 

systems, systems with ethics and world models, systems that are extensively tested for 

safety and symbiosis with us, is the single most important social and technical hard 

trend we will discuss in the Guide. 

 

For a few more examples of both types of trends, most climate experts would agree that 

global average temperatures ”will” rise at least a bit over present day temperatures over 

the next few decades. Yet, many experts think they “might” rise as catastrophically as six 

degrees in the next hundred years, as Mark Lynas explains in Six Degrees, 2008. The long 

term nature of our growing climate instability is a lot harder to predict than the simple 

claim that average temperatures will continue their current rise as we dump ever more 

greenhouse gases into our atmosphere. 

 

Socially, our average living conditions ”might” continue to become measurably safer and 

less violent, just as they have over the last twenty millennia, according Stephen 

Pinker, Better Angels of Our Nature, 2010. We might even be able to predict, with good 

models, that they ”will” become measurably safer and less violent, under the right 

circumstances. Unfortunately, we don’t yet have good causal models for why violence 

has declined as dramatically and near-continuously as it has, in the last few millennia, 

centuries, and decades (we see it at all scales). But, we have some hypotheses that need 

to be tested, and Pinker explores a number of them in his excellent book. 

 

AI, Machine Learning, and Deep Learning 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deep_learning
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deep_learning
http://www.amazon.com/Six-Degrees-Future-Hotter-Planet/dp/1426203853/
http://www.amazon.com/Better-Angels-Our-Nature-Violence/dp/0143122010
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As we write this, the COVID-19 pandemic is raging across the world. This pandemic is 

deeply tragic, in its cost to our lives and economies, and it was long anticipated by public 

health leaders. It has been long proposed by epidemiologists that increased zoonotic 

mixing between humans and animals would give us more viruses with high 

transmissibility and significant lethality.  

 

But, whether we were ready for it when it occurred has been a soft trend, entirely up to 

us. For many decades, our developed world’s leaders have largely been largely ignoring 

this threat. We were blindly betting that we wouldn’t get another catastrophe like the 

1917 Spanish Flu. Our luck ran out with COVID-19. US leadership started working on 

infectious disease defense in 1969, with the prescient establishment of US AMRIID. But, 

AMRIID’s budget has been very modest since then, just $150M a year in 2015, for 

example. All the experts knew that real biodefense would take a far greater commitment 

than that. As we describe in BPF, very promising therapies have been in the works for the 

last twenty years. We just haven’t prioritized their funding and development.  

 

It is an obvious prediction that now, post-COVID-19, we will finally spend real money 

on biosurveillance and biodefense, after decades of neglect. But, it isn’t clear whether 

we’ll spend enough to significantly reduce the fatalities and the economic cost of our next 

pandemic. We need far more and better sensing, testing, contact tracing, and far better 

capacity for strengthening our immune systems against all pathogens, and rapidly 

immunizing against specific pathogens. 

 

Fortunately, it is a hard trend that we will eliminate pandemics sometime this century. 

Infectious diseases just aren’t fast and complex enough spread that far against ubiquitous 

sensing, and drugs and immune systems aided by accelerating AI and bionanotech. But, 

when our periodic pandemics finally give way to a world with limited local infections, 

followed by global vaccination is entirely up to us. So far, America has been dragging its 

feet, ignoring its ability to lead this pandemic elimination trend. We are presently paying 

a multi-trillion dollar economic cost because we didn’t spend the money developing 

testing, tracing, and vaccine production capacity when we should have been doing so.  

 

In 2003 in Asia, SARS was a clear warning of what was to come, and of what worked to 

shut down the spread of the virus. Under the Trump administration, China did a much 

better job of prioritizing this fight than America. Biden has a chance to change that, but 

the jury is still out. Coordinating the world’s democracies to eliminate this problem for 

good is a leadership opportunity we are presently wasting.  

 

SARS and COVID, which were natural pathogens, have shown us a preventable future.  

They both argue strongly that empowered small groups, using bioengineered 

pathogens, or natural pathogens artificially selected for lethality and transmissibility, 

might kill tens of millions of us, and cause multi-trillion dollars of economic damage 

in coming years. Alternatively, we could spend a few hundred billion on the problem, 
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solve vaccines and molecular immunity once and for all, and end this threat as a major 

disruptor for humanity, ever again. Which future will we see? Unfortunately, the odds of 

the latter are are presently unlikely under our present leadership. Which sees the 

pandemic in isolation, not as a general war between pathogen innovation and 

intelligence, and human bio and technical immunity and intelligence capacities. 

 

Some think that all the virtual teleconferencing we are doing now, as we shelter in place, 

will end when the pandemic is over. They are confusing a soft trend with a hard trend. 

Global telepresence technologies will keep growing rapidly, now that people have been 

forced into using today’s primitive and bandwidth-limited systems while sheltering at 

home. Working largely from home will be a permanent new option for many of us, and 

this crisis will force our telco oligopolies to finally give us decent bandwidth. Within a 

decade, it is now reasonable to expect that we’ll have virtual learning platforms that aren’t 

truly painful to use, as they are today. Permanent telepresence between workers at home 

or work around the world will be affordable and useful, and we will all rely on such 

platforms far more than we ever did before. An emergence that telepresence futurists 

predicted for the 2000’s will finally arrive, thirty years after the prediction. 

 

As another example, some people think that space exploration by humans is a hard 

trend. But, robots and AI already do it better. That’s the real hard trend. The only major 

economic benefit to humanity of space is launching satellites that look out to the stars or 

that look in on Earth. But even the latter activity seems likely to be outcompeted in 

coming decades by solar powered, unmanned, high altitude plane systems (HAPS) that 

stationkeep at 60,000 feet, doing everything that Earth-observing satellites do only far 

better. Humans going to Mars is not sustainable in any numbers. Building anything on 

the Moon, or even an orbiting space hotel, will be vanity projects, no matter how much 

we try to justify them to ourselves. No humans will ever use large rockets as “space 

planes” to travel rapidly around the world in any real numbers, as Space X presently 

hopes, because we all value our lives too much, telepresence is too good, and all the 

carbon we would dump into the atmosphere just to save a few hours of time is 

environmentally immoral. Even supersonic jets were a technology too dirty and noisy 

for our increasingly sustainable societies. Humans in space is thus a very soft trend. 

We’ll go there because it is fun, and it serves our sense of adventure, but not much else. 

 

Some trends go through phases of evolutionary divergence, developmental 

convergence, and evolutionary divergence again. Nowhere is this more obvious than in 

the computing industry, which has experienced rapid change. Consider just two 

examples of such alternating trends. 

 

In social networks, Facebook’s rapid early growth was a hard trend, due to winner 

attachment behavior and the cognitive costs of being on more than one network. Social 

network growth became soft and divergent as its growth saturated, as major competitors 

(notably Google +) and networks appealing to demographic segments, like youth 
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(Instagram) and business users (LinkedIn), began to also gain traction. But, the tech titans 

have simply bought up these competitor networks for now, or as with Google, thrown in 

the towel because 250 million users wasn’t “enough” for them, allowing the hard trend 

of Facebook growth to continue for now. But, Facebook’s ethics around their editorial 

responsibilities, and the ways they microtarget users, with very little user control over 

the process, have made many use the network far less than they did originally. Their 

continued dominance is an open question at present.  

 

When Personal AIs (Book 2) emerge, able to aggregate and post to all our social networks, 

we’ll see a new proliferation of specialized networks, locally owned and operated, and 

with luck and good competition we may eventually see a new kind of Facebook, one that 

maximizes individual control and evidence-based media. Once our PAIs can act as 

proxies for us, pulling data from any platform, we’ll be able to spend more of our time in 

those platforms that most strongly reflect our values. 

 

In mobile computing, everyone was downloading apps in the 2010s until we got app 

fatigue. Now the cloud tools and infrastructure are mature enough that web-based apps 

can do much more much faster, and the growth of web-based apps has become the new 

hard trend, as downloaded apps have softened. When better cloud AI emerges, it will 

surely be smart enough to watch user behavior and know when it might make sense to 

download client software to our local devices, and have that software managed by our 

Personal AIs. In that world, the growth of local “superapps” will become a new hard 

trend. But, because each app will be able to do much more, in a world with greater 

economic and functional consolidation, the total numbers of downloaded software apps 

may never proliferate as much as they did in the early years of the smartphone. 

 

In perhaps our favorite example of something we think of as a soft trend that is actually 

becoming hard, venture capitalist Kartik Gada has shrewdly observed that our current 

era of quantitative easing (QE) will become increasingly permanent. Most economists 

think it’s ending, but he predicted during QE2 in 2010 it will become perennial. Even if 

it ends for a few years it will soon be back again, with ever greater force.  

 

Why? Because the closer we get to the technological singularity, the more our central 

banks will have to do money creation to offset the potentially harmful economic effects 

of technological deflation. The real question in front of us is whether we continue to do 

QE which largely benefits capital owners, as we do it today, or do increasing portions 

of it as a Universal Basic Income (UBI), redistributing wealth directly back to citizens, 

and empowering and revitalizing local economies.  

 

Democracies will eventually force the latter, in our view, once Personal AIs get smart 

enough later this century. The primary thing we should be arguing about today is the 

size of the check everyone should be getting every month, in relation to their other social 

benefits (health care, education, policing, etc.), not whether we are redistributing 
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accelerating wealth. That much seems clear. We’ll address UBI, Personal AIs, and several 

other important global trends in BPF. 

 

Foresight Matters! 
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Part IV – Challenges and Visions 
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Chapter 10: Personal Foresight –  

Biases and Traps 

 

This chapter will introduce some personal practice challenges that we commonly face as 

we seek to navigate the future. We will begin with a discussion of biases, and then 

consider some of the more obvious traps of foresight thinking. Chapter 11 will introduce 

a few key team practice challenges, and some challenges the foresight profession faces 

as it seeks to grow its impact and influence with clients. 

 

As foresight leaders, we must aspire not only to use good models and frameworks, but 

to engage in good judgments, both about ourselves and our groups. In our values 

judgments, we must also be able to diagnose and mitigate a number of common practice 

biases and problems. As Tolstoy might say, we need to know not only about happy 

families (good foresight process and judgments), but some of the more common ways, 

we can become unhappy (fail), and how to prevent that failure (the fourth P).  

 

So consider this chapter as a starter set of key personal challenges in applying Four Ps of 

future thinking, and the Four Foresight Skills, perhaps particularly in Western 

democracies, where most of the authors of this Guide practice. Other societies will surely 

have a different starter set of commonly faced challenges and problematic types. The 

biases and problems we will describe in this chapter are most centrally personal battles, 

but they are also challenges for our teams, organizations, and societies. 

 

There is a saying that half the battle is figuring out the right questions to ask, and 

the right fights to be engaged in. As we described with our ASOFA model for personal 

foresight in Chapter 3, these are a starter set of the right fights regarding biases and 

practice traps that we should be seeking to mitigate, in our view.  As we read these, 

remember that foresight is too important an activity for ourselves and our societies to 

delegate entirely to others. Experts and specialists can be of great help, but, ultimately, 

foresight practice belongs to each of us. It begins with Today’s foresight, right now. 

  

We’ve all been guilty of many of the following biases at times. They are quite common. If 

we notice any of these in ourselves, we should not be discouraged. We should forgive 

ourselves for our mistakes, pay more attention to the bad behavior, and try again. We 
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may not be able to eliminate any of our biases, but with practice, we can often get better 

than the average practitioner. That is a good goal for any aspiring professional.  

 

We can avoid these and other biases and mistakes by becoming aware of them, by vetting 

our own work with emotionally and cognitively-diverse colleagues and subject matter 

experts, and by continually learning more about the science and complex systems 

relevant to our practice, to make it more evidence-based. Our Peer Advice Survey in the 

online Guide offers more thoughts from a variety of foresight professionals on mitigating 

biases and practice mistakes.  

 

Emotional-Cognitive Biases: Seeing and Fixing Them 

 

Our emotional-cognitive biases (ECBs) are feeling-thinking traits, habits, and styles that 

cause us to give disproportionate weight in favor of or against some idea, action or thing. 

Biases may have originally reflected the evidence around us, and thus may have been 

adaptive in those contexts. But, in broader or average contexts, biases are not evidence-

based, and thus can easily steer us wrong, or as an evolutionary biologist would say, be 

maladaptive. 

 

Some folks like a positive or neutral usage of the word bias, as in Amazon’s “bias to 

action” in their employee credo. We will only rarely use that sense of the word, as in the 

phrase “worldview bias,” the set of models, assumptions, and values we use to judge the 

world. Here, it helps us remember that other worldviews exist. In general however, we’ll 

try to avoid that use of the word. When our feelings and thoughts are broadly or typically 

adaptive, don’t call those biases, but simply good values, goals, models, and strategies.  

 

Recall from Chapter 1 that our minds use two thinking systems, intuitive and 

deliberative, or Fast and Slow. That means we can have biases in each system, biases 

which can be adaptive or harmful, depending on context. We could call these System 1 

and 2 biases, or Unconscious-Conscious Biases (UCBs), but we think Emotional-

Cognitive Biases (ECBs) is the easiest label to remember.  

 

Because of how our brains have evolved, our unconscious feelings and unconscious 

thoughts, our rapid and strong System 1 feelings and thoughts are the main contributors 

to our ECBs. Again, we should call them ECBs, not cognitive biases, to remember that 

our largely unconscious emotions and intuitions, not our rational thoughts, will 

typically be the fastest and strongest contributors to our predictable ways of thinking. 

 

Decomposing the triggers of any particular bias into these two systems can be helpful for 

de-biasing ourselves. We can sometimes “talk our way out” of System 2 components of 

our biases, but that doesn’t work with System 1 components. For those, we may have to 

“feel our way out.” If we are emotionally distant, we may need to feel intimacy. If 

arrogant, we may need to feel shame. If prejudiced, we may need to feel what it’s like to 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multicultural_and_diversity_management
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Subject-matter_expert
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Subject-matter_expert
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suffer prejudice. Both emotional and cognitive methods are needed in effective de-

biasing techniques. In our view, most de-biasing techniques are still not sufficiently 

empathic and emotional. As simulation technology and bias psychology improve, that 

should change. 

 

The movie Black or White, 2014, has a good scene with Kevin Costner playing a character 

who has the courage to admit, in his court testimony, that skin color, gender, and other 

social differences often create a first thought that causes him to have a bias. But, as he 

says, it’s not our first thought or feeling that counts. It’s our second, third and later 

thoughts and feelings that count, in determining whether we act, speak, think or feel in 

a prejudicial manner. In de-biasing ourselves, we must use System 2, which can 

recognize and counter our biased thoughts, and feed our better conscious thoughts back 

into System 1, to change how we feel. That’s effective conscious de-biasing. 

 

Seeing our and others ECBs is great anticipatory personal foresight. ECBs give us a false 

picture of reality, and skew us into predictable and inappropriate ways of action. 

Working to fix them can greatly improve our strategic foresight and action, and so is a 

worthy and lifelong challenge. Fortunately, our critical support community can help us 

uncover both. We just have to listen to and value the feedback. 

 

The figure below is a compilation of 188 cognitive biases in four categories as organized 

by Buster Benson, and illustrated by John Manoogian, using Wikipedia’s ever-growing 

List of Emotional-Cognitive Biases. It can be ordered as a wall poster, which we 

recommend for living environments, to remind us not only of humanity’s current 

thinking challenges, but of our prospects for self-improvement, too. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Debiasing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Debiasing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_or_White_(film)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_cognitive_biases
https://www.designhacks.co/products/cognitive-bias-codex-poster
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This is a great model. Let us offer a simpler one as well, one that lists a small subset of 

these ECBs, while sorting them into Less Recognized and More Recognized forms. 

Fortunately, modern societies have singled out a number of biases, such as age, ability, 

gender, and race-ethnic bias, which we consciously realize are damaging to our social 

fabric. Most countries are engaged in a variety of educational, social, and political efforts 

to reduce those biases. Unfortunately, those efforts will be slow, until we can address the 

unconscious component of ECBs.  

 

Harder still, most of our biases are in the Less Recognized category. In our view, many of 

our biases may start to be significantly improved only in a world with significantly more 

advanced and personal artificial intelligence, watching and nudging us continually. We 

can expect that strange (and scary) world to arrive, piecewise, over the next two decades, 

as we will discuss our discussion of Personal AIs in Book 2. 

 

Here then is a small list of biases, sorted into these two categories. 

 

1. More Recognized Biases: 

180+ Cognitive Biases (Benson, illustrated by Manoogian, 2017) 
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 Ability/Disability Bias (inequitable treatment or rights by physical 

ability/disability) 

 Age Bias (justifying or causing inequitable treatment or rights by age) 

 Class Bias (justifying or causing inequitable treatment or rights by social class) 

 Gender Bias (justifying or causing inequitable treatment or rights by race/ethic 

group) 

 Race/Ethnic Bias (justifying or causing inequitable treatment or rights by 

race/ethnic group) 

 Political Affirmation Bias (inequitable treatment or rights by political affiliation) 

 

2. Less Recognized Biases: 

 

 Audience/Marketability Bias (Over attention to marketable, sensational info. 

Many media stories suffer marketability bias, so that complex, equivocal, or 

otherwise less interesting results are simply not reported.) 

 Biocentric Bias (seeing our future only through our own biological desires. 

Ignoring technology as a learning system.) 

 Chemophobia (an unjustified fear of chemicals, whether manufactured or natural, 

as with allergens. Both in our diet and in our environment.) 

 Confirmation/Selection Bias (Selective attention to info confirming one’s 

preconceptions. Aka a “filter bubble.” Compare to homogeneity bias.) 

 Deliberative-Logical (System 2) Bias(Over attention to or overvaluing of one’s 

slow, deliberative, logical intelligence) 

 Exteriorization/Somatization Bias(Over attributing events to exterior vs interior 

causes, or over attending to exterior information sources) 

 Groupthink/Response Bias (Always following the leader’s or the group’s 

response.) 

 Homogeneity Bias (Non-randomness of a sample or low diversity of a group, 

“echo chamber” or “filter bubble”) 

 Intuitive-Emotional (System 1) Bias(Over attention to or overvaluing of one’s 

fast, intuitive, emotional intelligence) 

 Interiorization/Asperger’s Bias(Over attributing events to interior vs exterior 

causes, or over attending to interior information sources) 

 Loss/Risk Aversion Bias (Greatly preferring avoiding losses or risks to acquiring 

gains or opportunities) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ableism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ageism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Class_discrimination
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sexism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Racism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Political_repression
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biocentrism_(ethics)
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 Omission/Inactivity Bias (Belief that a harmful action is always worse than a 

harmful omission) 

 Optimism Bias (Costs/risks/limits are systematically discounted. Tends to 

decrease w/ experience/age.) 

 Determinism Bias (Believing the future is more predictable, in more ways or 

precision, than it actually is.) 

 Pessimism Bias (Opportunities, benefits, and freedoms are systematically 

discounted. Sometimes increases with experience and/or age. 

 Recall/Framing Bias(Recall/Over attention to recently “cognitively primed” 

language or events) 

 Rhyme-as-Reason Bias (Claims or aphorisms are judged as more accurate or 

truthful when they are rewritten to rhyme) 

 Safety/Conservatism Bias (Over conservative communication and behavior, fear 

of failure or criticism) 

 Superstition Bias (irrational belief or practice arising from ignorance, 

misunderstanding causality, supernatural thinking, or fear of unknown) 

 Freedom Bias (Believing the future is freer, is less predictable or constrained, than 

actually it is.) 

 

We might wish to pause at this point and reflect on how we presently fare with each of 

these biases: Do we recognize any of these in ourselves? How have they hurt us and 

others in the past? Are we fighting them well? Are there any we’ve missed?  

 

We wish you luck in identifying and fighting these biases. Today, the tools to do so are 

quite meager. Yet we now know that bias mitigation is the right fight to engage in. 

psychology research, digital platforms, simulation games, and AI will all be key tools 

to help us with bias management in the future. A few good AI-backed emotional-

cognitive behavioral therapy platforms, like Mindstrong and Woebot, now exist. We 

expect to see many more, integrated into our educational systems, in coming years. 

 

Common Biases in Future Thinking 

 

This section covers eight common biases in general future thinking, both lay and 

professional. It is a very incomplete list, but hopefully a good start. As always, let us know 

what we’ve missed, and what to improve. 

 

1. Big Picture Bias (Undervaluing Personal and Organizational Foresight) 

 

We’ve described Six Domains of practice in our profession. Being human, with limited 

time and attention, it is easy for any of us to enjoy and be well-versed in one or two of 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rhyme-as-reason_effect
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these domains, and to be less interested in the others. But, such domain bias can also hurt 

us when we deal with issues relevant to the neglected domains. 

 

In our experience, many people who are particularly good at organizational foresight 

can go up to societal foresight or down to personal foresight issues without too much 

effort. Organizational foresight is a good place to “center” our expertise. But it is also true 

that some who excel in organizational foresight will neglect the larger and smaller 

domains. It is important to see the value of practicing in all the domains. 

 

More obviously, some who excel in personal foresight may not be comfortable on teams, 

They may not affiliate with large groups, or take on many projects larger than themselves. 

They may go through life neglecting or discounting societal and global issues. 

 

Likewise, those who prefer societal, global or universal foresight can easily be poor self-

managers, not paying attention to their and their family’s personal futures. They may 

ignore organizational foresight, be poor team players, and disengaged workers, 

uninterested in improving organizational process, goals, or strategy. 

 

Big picture bias arises when we prefer to think about one or more of the larger systems 

in our universe, societal, global, or universal), to the neglect of ourselves and our work 

in our communities. There is much to think about in the world, and change is difficult. 

It is tempting sometimes to devote most of our foresight to things we can’t control. 

Tempting and disempowering. The better path is remain balanced across the domains. 

 

After neglecting the predictable aspects of universal foresight, a topic we’ve already 

discussed as perhaps the foresight field’s greatest bias, neglecting personal foresight, and 

within that domain, Today’s foresight, seems to be the next most commonly 

shortchanged domain in our emerging profession. Many of us know the social type of 

the absent-minded professor who is unaware of their surroundings and cannot plan 

their day. There are quite a few futurists of that type, folks who love abstract thinking to 

the point of neglecting the practical things they need to do daily to grow their personal 

effectiveness. Many big picture thinkers don’t plan, invest, make lists, prioritize, and try 

to get better every day at running their personal lives, or supporting and improving 

their teams within their organizations. 

 

The philosopher Johann Goethe said, “Nothing is worth more than this day.” This quote 

is worthy of placing at the top of our scrum task board at work or on the wall of our home 

offices. Personal foresight, prioritized strategies and tasks, and bold action—particularly 

in the present moment—are our greatest assets in life. As Paul Valery said: “The best way 

to make your dreams come true is to wake up (to your span of control).” 

 

Futurists can become so out of touch with their own selves, and the emotional states of 

others, that they develop low empathy and poor listening skills. When they get onto 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Absent-minded_professor
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their favorite subjects they may become narrow-minded pontificators, listening only for 

the point where they get to talk, and preferring the realm of abstract principles over 

people and their real concerns. They may even narrow their realm of interest to just a 

few things they have a particular passion for, ignoring the damage they cause to their 

personal and professional relationships by being so hyper-focused and unaware.  

 

As we’ve said, personal foresight starts with the ASO priorities, meaning better 

emotional, thinking, and behavior Awareness, Self-control, and Ownership of one’s 

responsibilities as a member of our networks (society). Inputs from and responses to 

society allowed us to develop our unique individuality, ethics, and empathy, and 

everything else we hold dear. Personal foresight thus extends out from the individual to 

include better societal, environmental and technological awareness and management. 

All these “forms of intelligence” are important to a modern human being. 

 

For some of us, perhaps the most common and limiting bias we have is not becoming 

better than average at predicting, creating, and leading our personal and team futures. 

If we can’t apply the Four Ps to our own lives and teams at least an average proficiency, 

how can we expect to help others with them? Fortunately, the worse we are foresight and 

action, the faster we can improve, at least at first. Everyone can improve anything, by 

applying Today’s foresight and action to the problem.  

 

2. Freedom Bias (Undervaluing Probable foresight) 

 

It is unfortunately common for some practitioners to have an emotional or cognitive bias 

against probable futures. We’ve previously called this Freedom Bias in our list of 

common Emotional-Cognitive Biases. Some holders of this bias believe that the future is 

unpredictable. Others believe that humans can shape the future into anything we wish. 

We’ve described why these beliefs contradict evidence, and in BPF we’ll offer a model, 

evo-devo foresight, that says both predictable and unpredictable processes occur 

simultaneously in all complex systems. We must learn to see both. 

 

Holders of this bias ignore all the predictors (predictive analytics, prediction markets, and 

individual predictors), forecasters, trend extrapolators, scientists, developmental 

scholars, risk managers, intelligence professionals, investors, and others who predict, and 

who make strategy informed by their and others predictions.  

 

We’ve all been guilty of believing, sometimes firmly, that most of what is relevant to our 

clients is intrinsically unpredictable. We can appreciate the advances of science and 

statistics to date, but we often don’t trust that the application of scientific and analytical 

methods, including modeling, data collection, hypothesis testing, and forecasting, will 

reveal important probable and actionable futures for our clients.  

 

http://www.foresightguide.com/emotional-cognitive-biases-seeing-and-fixing-them
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We may be happy to propose options, consider alternatives, and help surface 

motivating goals, visions, and preferences, especially if such thinking styles fit our 

strengths. If we have insufficient interest in helping them see probable futures, and this 

aspect of our practice suffers. Assessing the most probable future, and using any kind of 

quantitative process, often just seems too hard, especially if our training and culture have 

failed to educate us in such methods. 

 

If we find ourselves ignoring the probable future in our thinking, strategy, planning, and 

action, we should consider soliciting training in forecasting—via basic qualitative or 

“judgmental” forecasting (surveys, interviews, Delphi with bias correction, etc.) and/or 

basic quantitative forecasting (prediction via time series methods, basic modeling, etc.). 

Alternatively, we might need to focus more attention on intelligence (assessing the 

product, service, or strategy a competitor is employing now and next) or risk 

management (quantifying and minimizing predictable threats). We may need to perform 

more model-building or systems thinking in the specified area. 

 

In some aspects of social systems, like accelerating technology or demographic shifts, 

predictions can be so easy to make that we ignore them, the way US business and 

government ignored all the predictable needs of baby boomers until various shortage 

crises occurred. For example, shortages of hospitals, of housing, of schools, etc., all of 

which happened in predictable succession and were ignored in most US cities until the 

crises hit. The tepid and haphazard US response to COVID-19 has been a shocking 

example of how little attention our current government is paying to our public health 

forecasters, epidemiologists, and medical professionals. 

 

Many people currently ignore the implications on their jobs and industries of accelerating 

digital technologies. Fortunately, our prediction failures often fall into common biases 

and patterns, and the more we understand those, the better we can correct for them and 

gain great economic and competitive value as a result. 

 

We’ve mentioned Philip Tetlock’s Superforecasting, 2015, as a great text with which to 

begin convincing ourselves of the value of quantitative prediction. Another leader in 

anticipatory foresight is Scott Armstrong, at ForecastingPrinciples.com. We need more 

scientists, systems theorists, statisticians, modelers and programmers in our profession, 

to improve our probabilistic foresight. Online platforms that help us to annually review 

our predictions and probability statements—and incorporate accelerating levels of 

analytics and machine intelligence—are going to be key tools for professional 

development in upcoming years. 

 

In the evo-devo foresight model, training in probable futures should represent at least a 

third (along with possible and preferable futures) of our modern foresight degrees and 

certificate programs. We’ve mentioned specialty associations for Forecasting 

(International Institute of Forecasters, which conduct annual forecasting methods 

http://www.forecastingprinciples.com/files/LRF-Ch6b.pdf
http://www.forecastingprinciples.com/files/LRF-Ch6b.pdf
http://www.amazon.com/Superforecasting-Prediction-Philip-E-Tetlock/dp/0804136696
http://forecastingprinciples.com/
http://forecasters.org/conferences/iif-sponsored-workshops/
http://forecasters.org/conferences/iif-sponsored-workshops/
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workshops), Intelligence (SCIP) and Risk Management (RIMS) which can help us 

improve our treatment of probable futures. In practice, we should pick one of these and 

start learning. We should become comfortable with numbers and probability estimates 

and use them whenever possible in our client engagements. 

 

3. Determinism Bias (Overvaluing Probable Foresight) 

 

In some contexts, as happened with Laplace’s philosophy of causal determinism and 

Comte’s positivist models of sociology in the 1800’s, in the philosophy of logical 

positivism in the 1920’s, and in the technocratic founding of the foresight field in the 

1940s, we imagine the world as more predictable than it is . Whether influenced by 

models, logic, or worldviews, we can overvalue the search for probable to the neglect of 

seeking out both possible and preferable futures. This bias involves preferring to see only 

or mainly developmental processes, while ignoring the far more frequent and 

unpredictable evolutionary processes, which are equally important to adaptiveness. For 

more on the ratio between unpredictable and predictable in a variety of complex systems, 

biological, organizational, and technological, see the 95/5 Rule in Book 2.  

 

Determinism bias common with founders of some political, economic, social, or religious 

movements. We sometimes call such individuals “Fanatics” or “Utopians.” We see 

determinism bias in egotistical CEOs. Often such individuals have had career successes 

in one area, and are lulled into assuming that their strategies and models will work the 

same way in a new domain. Determinism assumptions often arise in complacent older 

organizations, and older individuals. They begin to assume that the future must be as it 

has been in the past. When strategy groups make too many simplifying assumptions 

about their systems, they also fall into oversimplification bias, a common partner of 

overly deterministic thinking. When we imagine future conditions being predictable 

further out than they are, we get overplanning bias, another problem common to large 

organizations and committees. 

 

Nick Taleb in Antifragile, 2012, calls determinism bias a “Fragility Complex,” as it makes 

people and organizations more brittle and sclerotic, unable to respond to unexpected 

change. In deep machine learning, it is called overtraining bias. Overtraining on any 

single data set creates brittleness and overgeneralization in neural networks, whether in 

computers or in our own brains. With too much of any specific type of training data, the 

links between nodes grow too rigid, and we falsely assume the future must be just like 

the past. In human psychology, we might call it Fragility Syndrome, the increasingly 

rigid and brittle (easily mistaken) views of the future that can arise with age and 

experience, if we aren’t careful to keep learning new things, and stay open to all the ways 

we are wrong. Whatever we call it, we must guard against it. 

 

Not seeing the predictable future has led many companies into equally predictable and 

eventually catastrophic failures. Think of all the companies, like Blockbuster or Kodak, 

http://forecasters.org/conferences/iif-sponsored-workshops/
http://www.scip.org/
https://www.rims.org/Pages/Default.aspx
https://www.amazon.com/Antifragile-Things-That-Disorder-Incerto/dp/0812979680/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1498503953&sr=8-1&keywords=nassim+taleb
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that had years to change, and even when they saw the predictable future up close, as 

Kodak did when they created the digital camera but failed to produce it, or as Blockbuster 

did when Netflix offered to sell to them, but were rebuffed. 

 

But, when we ignore what is likely to come irrespective of our personal desires, many 

poor decisions, lost opportunities, wrong turns, needless waste and risk invariably occur. 

The same happens when we assume the future is more predictable than it actually is. 

When we seek too strongly to impose our vision on the world without understanding its 

predictable constraints, trends, patterns and cycles, we have a prescription for disaster. 

 

Both extremes must be continually guarded against, devaluing the probable future and 

seeing probability where it doesn’t exist, if we are to do good foresight work. Good 

leaders recognize that guiding the future is a continual negotiation of the Four Ps. We 

must see what our planetary environment is delivering, whether we want it or not, what 

that environment will allow, and what we want, and want to prevent. Finally, to thrive 

over the long-term, what we want, our goals and values, must be adaptive.  

 

4. Extremism Bias 

 

Extremism bias occurs when a foresight practitioner goes to extremes in their 

assumptions, beliefs, or thinking, either in positive or negative directions. There are many 

varieties of extremism, and consequences of extreme beliefs. Many communities have 

engaged in it, in various contexts.  

 

Let’s look at one group that has gotten more press of late, the transhumanist 

community—to consider some of the distortions of such thinking. Transhumanists are 

those who advocate for transformative improvement of the human condition by the use 

of advanced technologies to enhance human intellect or abilities. John has been a member 

of this community for the last two decades, and as many friends within it, so he can speak 

from personal experience. 

 

Some transhumanists see the incremental promise of a particular technology or scientific 

advance and take it to the extremes in their visions, usually without recognizing all the 

social, ethical, economic, scientific, or technical constraints that will make their extreme 

future very unlikely to emerge. Transhumanists do this because they have a strong and 

entirely natural desire to escape (transcend) the limits of their biology. But, when they 

let this natural emotional-cognitive desire suspend their critical faculties, their foresight 

becomes implausible.  

 

Many transhumanists have Freedom Bias, believing people in the future will be free to 

do anything they like. Many are politically libertarian, though that philosophy is truly 

utopian in our modern highly regulated world. Some have problems with authority of 

any kind. Transhumanists are often extreme in their expectations of both positive and 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transhumanism
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negative futures alike. Some love to worry over extremely unlikely “existential risks” to 

civilization, while ignoring the much more likely and mundane risks of today.  

 

What they typically forget is all the essential things that won’t change in future human 

thought and behavior, like our ethics and empathy for each other. They don’t recognize 

that our empathy and ethics are constraints on our future behavior that will grow 

exponentially stronger, not weaker, as societal and human-machine complexity grow in 

the decades to come. They often ignore or deny developmental futures that will constrain 

their visions, including evo-devo megatrends in civilization’s collective intelligence, 

interdependence (morality, empathy) and immunity development. We’ll explore a large 

number of these megatrends in BPF.  

 

A classic example occurs in transhumanists who advocate for germline genetic changes 

in the human genome, not recognizing both how computationally difficult such changes 

are, and how socially divisive real improvements would be to global equity. Only a 

powerfully AI-driven medicine of the 2040s and beyond could figure them out, possibly 

even one based on large scale quantum computer simulation of the human body, not a 

medicine we have today. Even if we did, we would also surely ban germline genetic 

modifications for decades as we worked out fairness issues, and we’d strongly penalize 

those few who used them illegally.  

 

Nevertheless, it is easy to find transhumanists who expect large scale human body or 

intellect modification in the near future. In fact, some are infatuated with the possibilities 

of such change, and of how transformed humanity might become, any day now. Their 

Possibility-dominant thinking in general is a consequence of their primary belief in the 

extreme freedom of future minds and bodies, via ever advancing science and 

technology. This belief is not logical in our view, because as evo-devo dynamics show, 

new freedoms are always accompanied by new constraints as complexity grows. 

 

Many transhumanists are also strong atheists, convinced that there is no self-aware 

higher power judging their actions, which is a reasonable assumption, given evidence to 

date. Many also believe that that the universe is a random evolutionary accident, and 

that there can be no higher processes of universal evolution and development 

constraining their futures, and “judging” them with poor adaptiveness if they ignore 

such processes. The latter is a very unreasonable assumption, as we see it. In BPF, we 

explore what such higher values and processes might look like, as the IES Goals and a 

series of plausible developmental global complexity transitions for humanity as our 

civilization continues to experience accelerating change. 

 

Let’s look now at a few more common biases, several of which are close cousins to 

extremism bias: hype bias (inflated expectations and positive emotions), drama bias 

(inflated fears and negative emotions), clear view bias (too-early expectations), 

and elitism bias (inflated expectations due to the inflated ego of the person making the 
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forecast). Each are commonly found in certain individuals and contexts in our wider 

foresight practice community. 

 

5. Hype Bias 

 

Hype bias occurs when a foresighter is overoptimistic about the positive social, 

economic, or environmental benefits or outcomes of a particular behavior, process, 

science, or technology. They overthink and overstate what is possible. Recall our 

discussion of hype cycles in Chapter 9. 

 

Gartner, a management and foresight consultancy, identified various stages of hype bias 

in their hype cycle, as generically depicted in the picture below.  

 

Let’s look a bit closer now at how social hype works. As any interesting new future 

meme, like CD ROMs, 3D Printing, or Ebola grows in awareness, its sexier, scarier, or 

more extreme elements will often be over hyped and over promoted in the short term 

(a “viral” or “bandwagon“ phase) creating a ”peak of inflated expectations.”  

 

It can be a smart strategy for a sales and marketing department to manufacture hype for 

a new technology, product, or service, as it allows them to book revenues from credulous 

people who are overexcited about a particular future, and who overstate its importance 

or its likely arrival date, or perhaps both. If hype activities are managed well, there may 

The Generic Hype Cycle (Wikipedia) 
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not even be blowback later. But, eventually, those subjected to the hype will experience 

distancing, disgust, and anger, with themselves or others, if they’ve overreacted, 

overspent, or too quickly tried to implement an immature technology or strategy.  

 

In this ”trough of disillusionment” both clients and foresighters can become 

unjustifiably pessimistic. This is often the time that value seeking investors come in and 

buy up near-bankrupt companies who overinvested early, at fire-sale prices. Finally, after 

a long period of riding the learning curve, the idea or technology may finally start giving 

off real benefits, and enter the ”phase of productivity.” As we’ve said, Gartner has 

flattened the shape of the productivity phase in this picture. It’s usually a steeper S-

curve, a period of exponential capacity or adoption growth, with an eventual plateau. 

 

Hype bias afflicts many foresighters, amateur and professional alike. Read Bob 

Seidensticker’s Future Hype, 2006, for some great examples of future hype in the digital 

technology industries. Though Seidensticker is not acceleration aware, he has a great nose 

for hype, and the economic and psychological forces that make it so ubiquitous. Leaders 

seeking to improve strategy in hype-filled industries, like information technology, will 

also benefit from Fenn and Raskino’s Mastering the Hype Cycle, 2008. 

 

Perceptive clients can take advantage of the predictable reactions of competitors who are 

slower to escape the hype’s psychological traps. These insights can also be applied 

to business cycle, a natural system strongly influenced by both hype and fear. We’ve 

mentioned Peter Navarro’s The Well-Timed Strategy, 2006, for advice on managing the 

business cycle for a competitive advantage. 

 

6. Drama Bias 

 

Drama bias occurs when a futurist takes any currently negative trend, and discusses it in 

the scariest and most negative way they can. They create drama, which requires a threat, 

whether real or imagined, and a fear-based emotional response to the threat. 

 

Dramatic bias always involves the production of scare stories, designed to generate 

useless drama, and represent problems out of all proportion to average reality. Note that 

scare stories are not self-preventing prophecies, which are stories of possible and 

plausible risks ahead, designed to alert the audience to potential danger, to provide 

motivation to change, and ultimately to prevent the story from coming true. 

 

Rather than motivating useful change, and focusing the audience on meaningful threats, 

a scare story wastes everyone’s energy and time, diverting them from the real issues at 

hand. Modern network news is full of baseless scare stories, dramatic and baseless 

nonevents reported in breathless tones, and designed to instill fear and anxiety. No 

wonder no one who can afford to get away from it watches network television anymore. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Learning_curve
https://www.amazon.com/Future-Hype-Myths-Technology-Change/dp/1576753700/
http://www.amazon.com/Mastering-Hype-Cycle-Innovation-Gartner/dp/1422121100/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Business_cycle
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Scores of authors, pundits, and politicians on the left, warning of impending climate, 

species, environmental, energy, population, discrimination and other disasters, and just 

as many books and pundits on the right, warning of impending financial, defense, 

immigration, jobs, social degradation, and other disasters are great at crafting such 

stories, mixed in with reasonable statistics and ideas, to make them more palatable. 

Telling such dramatic stories well gets them attention and sales.  

 

Learning how to understand the motivations and biases of the negative storyteller can 

help us understand how to best respond emotionally and cognitively to the drama they 

are creating. If we think their motives for being dramatic aren’t serving the greater good, 

we can call them out on their motives. Most of the time, we may not be able to call them 

out without a cost to our reputation, but at least we can sort the drama from the reality 

for ourselves, and understand why it exists. 

 

Perhaps the most problematic category of scare stories are opportunistic dramas. These 

stories primarily serve the financial or power interests of those who tell them. Think of 

the false story General Colin Powell told the global public, via the U.N. Security Council, 

to justify the 2003-2011 Iraq War. These stories focus on the fear, and they often lack 

details on how to assess the real extent of the problem, and practical behavior changes 

that will prevent the negative future from recurring. We see these in the media all the 

time. Scare stories within the investment community are frequently initiated by someone 

with personal interest in the matter, and if we are able to properly identify them as such, 

we can gain great tactical advantage.  

 

Another problematic category of scare stories are pessimistic dramas. These are stories 

where the natural defensive pessimism of the storyteller has become overdeveloped and 

nonadaptive. Folks who are older, in declining health, who have suffered some life 

setback, or who just have a defensively pessimistic personality type are often authors 

of such dramas. A number of pessimists with drama bias will become self-righteous, 

believing they have the only solution, and many lack a sense of humor.  

 

The last book of the best early 20th century futurist, H.G. Wells, Mind at the End of its 

Tether, 1945, is an instructive example of dramatic bias driven by growing pessimism in 

his later years. As Wells got older, he increasingly viewed humanity as about to be 

“extinguished.” We would counter Wells’ dramatic analysis with the claim that he was 

increasingly confusing his personal destiny with that humanity. Rather than the 

inevitable life cycle curve of individuals, which ends with senescence, death, and 

recycling, human civilization, as a complex network, is continually engaged in 

accelerating complexification, densification, dematerialization, and progress, and 

continually escaping resource limits and societal problems created at any fixed level of 

complexity. As we will describe in BPF, it seems most reasonable to expect that our 

networked civilization will remain under that accelerating improvement dynamic until it 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iraq_War
http://www.amazon.com/Mind-at-end-its-tether/dp/B0007JPB1C
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reaches the limits of physics in our universe. Our current era of acceleration has lasted 

for billions of years already, and it won’t end anytime soon.  

 

Futurist John Richardson has done a thoughtful analysis of the ways Wells was still an 

optimist in this bleak book. Wells had more optimistic view of the long term future for 

humanity in his penultimate book, The Happy Turning. Thus it is more accurate to say that 

Wells had multiple conflicting views of the future, and he was arguing with himself 

across books. He simply ended his writing career on a pessimistic book. 

 

We all need to guard against creeping pessimism with age and experience. We described 

a few ways to do so in Chapter 3 (Personal Foresight). Key strategies include maintaining 

our physical and mental health, having vibrant social networks, having younger 

colleagues as reverse mentors, constantly learning, and cultivating associates who are a 

healthy blend of optimists, pessimists, and realists. Each view has adaptive value. 

 

In truth, the most useful scare stories told by futurists are pragmatic dramas. Clever 

dramatists know that the world won’t degenerate as much as the stories they announce. 

Nevertheless, they fancy it valuable to tell stories that big catastrophes may be 

approaching. Such stories can help motivate bureaucratic, lazy, greedy and short-sighted 

humans to make the painful changes necessary to prevent the negative event. Such a story 

can become self-preventing prophecy, saving otherwise wasted time, energy, or money, 

or averting the worst of an inevitable adjustment process ahead. Of course, such stories 

can also become detrimental, when they push people to make many costly and 

unnecessary changes (9/11) and divert people’s attention from all the social progress they 

could have been creating instead with their precious time and energy. 

 

Evaluating the social worth of pragmatic scare stories is difficult, as many of the changes 

being advocated by the dramatist will be unnecessary. Complex adaptive systems, like 

society, will usually naturally return to baseline health via many self-correcting 

mechanisms, because of their deep homeostasis, antifragility and developmental 

immunity. The rich-poor divide, for example, has always been on a plutocratic-

democratic pendulum, since the birth of civilization. 

 

But, people don’t generally want to believe nature has these qualities, it somehow 

seems disempowering. We’d rather give credit to individual human initiative for the 

world we live in, and are moving towards. It’s also a harder sell to talk about all the 

natural self-correcting mechanisms that improve any complex adaptive system as its 

intelligence grows. We will try to tell that story as well as we can in Book 2. 

 

See Stephen Pinker’s The Better Angels of Our Nature: Why Violence Has Declined, 2012, for 

more on the long-term decline of violence in modern societies. But, even this evidence-

rich book didn’t convince most people that the world is naturally getting less violent, on 

average, as its complexity scales. Most of us still falsely perceive the world today as, for 

https://behindthehedge.wordpress.com/2013/04/05/mind-at-the-end-of-its-tether-by-h-g-wells-a-final-testament-of-hope/
https://behindthehedge.wordpress.com/2013/04/05/mind-at-the-end-of-its-tether-by-h-g-wells-a-final-testament-of-hope/
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example, more dangerous than the 1970s, when war, crime, highjacking, terrorism, drugs, 

and urban decay were all far worse. DROA bias dominates in many modern cultures, 

particularly those with high inequality. 

 

Don’t get caught in a fear trap. Here are three ways to minimize drama in ourselves, and 

to ethically profit from others’ overuse of drama as well. Many more strategies could be 

mentioned, but these seem a good starter list: 

 

1. Don’t Watch Network News, and Be Very Selective with Social Media. Today, 

most network news and social media are full of manipulative dramatic bias. Watch 

well regarded news sources instead, on streaming media. This will allow us to 

avoid commercials as well, many of which also use scare or hype tactics. Both 

network media and our dominant social media, like Facebook, amplify our 

Culture of Fear, seeking to monetize our attention and hijack our amygdalas. 

Thinking about all those imaginary fears is a huge waste of our mental overhead. 

Read Dan Gardner’s The Science of Fear, 2009 for more. What’s most ironic about 

network media is that pundits who have been horribly wrong in the past continue 

to be widely used by most media, which is primarily motivated by audience share 

and drama-creation ability, not truthfulness or evidence. Always know the 

motivations of the storyteller, to determine if the story is worth listening to. 

 

2. Don’t Over-Consume, Under-Save, or Over-Insure. We must learn to live within 

our means and avoid buying things to placate unfounded fears or anxieties. Once 

we realize that the world is typically a lot less scary and disruptive than people 

make it out to be, we spend less on insurance to cover every low-probability 

contingency and start saving 20% or more of our annual income to self-insure, 

paying attention to the very few things that really are potential problems. Andrew 

Tobias’s The Only Investment Guide You Will Ever Need, 1978/2016, and his classic 

on insurance, The Invisible Bankers, 1982, will set us straight regarding 

consumption, investing, and insurance. Common sense, risk 

reduction behaviors, and self-insurance, which we can do for aspects of our health 

care, and small businesses can do for many kinds of events, are a few ways to do 

more intelligent risk management, correcting for institutional and cultural drama 

bias. Try to get catastrophic risk insurance when it is affordable and premium 

insurance for those things, like health, that truly matter.  

 

3. Engage in Equity, Index, and Contrarian Investing. Participation in equity 

investing is sadly quite low in American society, due to our plutocracy. Politifact 

reports a study in 2016 found that only 52% of Americans have any investment 

participation in the stock market, most only indirectly through retirement funds. 

Typically only a small fraction of their wealth is invested, and stock investing is 

widely unequal by total value. The richest 10% of American households 

represented over 84% of the total value of stock investing in 2016. Democracies like 

http://www.amazon.com/The-Science-Fear-Culture-Manipulates/dp/0452295467
https://smile.amazon.com/Only-Investment-Guide-Youll-Ever/dp/0156029634/
https://www.amazon.com/Invisible-Bankers-Everything-Insurance-Industry/dp/0671228498/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Self-insurance
https://www.politifact.com/factchecks/2018/sep/18/ro-khanna/what-percentage-americans-own-stocks/
https://www.politifact.com/factchecks/2018/sep/18/ro-khanna/what-percentage-americans-own-stocks/
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Australia with their Superannuation funds, make it more compulsory to save and 

invest, so Australians retire richer than Americans. We believe that index funds of 

equities, particularly good technology firms, will continue to predictably 

outperform the rest of our investing asset classes for the foreseeable future, due to 

the new power and intelligence of accelerating technology. Read Alvin Toffler’s, 

Revolutionary Wealth, 2006, for more on this point. We should all be participating 

in that super-exponential wealth growth, and we should also learn to profit 

directly from others’ drama bias. As an investor, we should learn to wait until 

everyone is bad-mouthing a particular value stock and the negative drama has 

reached a fever pitch, to begin to invest. Alternatively, we can find a company that 

everyone claims cannot fail—one that is nearing a peak of hype bias—and short 

sell them, while purchasing options (insurance) to hedge in case we are wrong in 

our prediction. For more, read David Dreman’s Contrarian Investment Strategies, 

2012. We can all be more contrarian in our views and strategies, specifically, when 

we sense the herd has fallen into panics or manias. Charles Mackay’s 

Extraordinary Popular Delusions and the Madness of Crowds, Vols 1-3, 1841-1854, is a 

classic in contrarian investing, and a great example of both extremes of drama bias. 

 

To any believer in the thesis that there are universal megatrends like D&D driving 

accelerating technical productivity, and adaptive values like the IES Goals driving 

societal convergences, it often seems like there is “Drama everywhere, and not a drop of 

good sense to drink.” In high drama cultures, we must rely on our own networks to best 

employ common sense. 

 

When we perceive a drama bias, let’s try to draw attention to it as calmly and logically 

as we can. The world needs more legitimacy and evidence; we don’t need manufactured 

drama to motivate ourselves to great work. The real ADOR behind all our of current, 

real world problems—when we genuinely face them—is motivating enough. 

 

7. Clear View Bias 

 

Clear view bias occurs when the foresighter ”mistakes a clear view for a short distance,” 

as the futurist Paul Saffo likes to say. Timing is often critical—in business and in life. To 

simply be correct usually isn’t enough as a forecaster or entrepreneur. Essentially, we 

need to be both accurate and timely: right at the right time. 

 

The clear view doesn’t overstate what is possible (hype), it just significantly 

underestimates the time and preconditions that will be necessary for the future vision 

to finally emerge. Clear view bias may be more common among eagles (recall the 

Leadership Triad in Chapter 1). It is also more common among those in sentinel 

environments (like Shenzhen or Silicon Valley), or who engage in sentinel foresight. 

Such groups can often see farther ahead than the average person. As William Gibson 

said, “The future is already here, it’s just not evenly distributed.” But, if those who see 

https://smile.amazon.com/Revolutionary-Wealth-Alvin-Toffler-ebook/dp/B000QCQ9XE
https://www.amazon.com/Contrarian-Investment-Strategies-Psychological-Edge/dp/0743297962
https://smile.amazon.com/Extraordinary-Popular-Delusions-Madness-Crowds/dp/1539849589/
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what’s coming don’t see all the gating factors and preconditions for their vision, and 

blocks to diffusion, they will get their timing wrong. Let’s consider a few examples. 

 

In the 1970’s, US President Jimmy Carter famously installed solar panels on the White 

House. President Ronald Reagan famously took them down on entering office in the 

1980s. That action, motivated by his alliance with the fossil fuel lobby, summarized the 

rise of the neoconservatives in 1980s, and it was also predictable. Solar energy was in 

need of R&D dollars in the 1970s and 80’s. It wasn’t ready for mass deployment.  

 

Consumer solar panel deployments could have emerged in the early 1990s, if we’d had 

good leadership and investment on them from Reagan and others in the 1980s. That was 

a major lost progress opportunity. We did not get that, due to the political realities of 

plutocracy at the time. But, politics can only delay developmental trends. It can’t prevent 

them. We finally saw mass solar emerge in the mid 2000’s. Ten years later, solar energy 

is now beating coal for electricity production in a few countries, like the UK. Its “phase 

of exponential productivity,” the penultimate phase in the hype cycle, has finally come. 

 

In the 1980’s, there was significant hype in the IT industry around nonvolatile, solid-

state “bubble” memory and its potential in hard disk drives. Bubble memory found use 

in niche products, but it had serious speed and cost of manufacture limitations. Solid-

state drives (SSDs) based on flash memory only started emerging in the 1990s, and they 

only got inexpensive in the 2000’s. Nonvolatile memory’s timing was too early. 

 

In the 1970s to 1990s, there were many predictions of a coming “checkless” 

society and “paperless” office just around the corner. But, the writing of paper checks and 

the printing of paper in offices both continued growing throughout these decades—with 

both finally peaking in the early 2000s. The reduction of paper use has been attributed 

mainly to a generation shift and steadily growing sustainability values. Older folks 

change their behavior slower than we think; the older we get, the more we become set in 

the ways we are familiar with. This represents another good example of clear view bias—

of calling a future too early, because we saw it so clearly at the time. 

 

In the mid-1990s, Oracle, Sun, and IBM promoted the idea of the diskless “network 

computer“ as the future of laptops and PCs. Network computers were manufactured 

between 1996 and 2000. But, home internet connections were still at dialup speeds, cloud 

services didn’t exist, and hard-drive based laptops continued to get exponentially 

cheaper. Network-like computers finally became popular with Google’s Chromebooks, 

which began selling in 2011. These devices do have SSDs, but many users keep all their 

files in the cloud, as in the network computer vision. This is another example of clear view 

bias, which this instance came fifteen years too early. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_energy
https://www.carbonbrief.org/analysis-uk-solar-beats-coal-over-half-year
https://www.carbonbrief.org/analysis-uk-solar-beats-coal-over-half-year
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bubble_memory
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solid-state_drive
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solid-state_drive
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flash_memory#Industry
https://rightbrainideation.wordpress.com/writing/we%E2%80%99re-becoming-a-checkless-society%E2%80%94or-are-we/
https://rightbrainideation.wordpress.com/writing/we%E2%80%99re-becoming-a-checkless-society%E2%80%94or-are-we/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paperless_office
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Network_Computer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Network_Computer
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In the late 1990s, a number of folks were talking about the great promise of software 

agents. Harrison and Caglayan’s Agent Sourcebook, 1997, is a great example of such 

sentinel foresight. It documents the broad range of simple agents 

available at the time. But, agents smart enough to start anticipating 

our needs, conversationally, didn’t arrive broadly, even in a very 

limited sense until Apple’s Siri in 2011—and it wasn’t until 2015 that 

we began to see large numbers of marginally useful simple agents 

and bots emerge. These bots are still a long way from being truly 

smart, able to manage complex functions for us, and their 

personalization is still a long way from personal AIs. But, they do 

have uses, and this 1997 book anticipated many of them. 

 

Amazon’s, Google’s, Microsoft’s, and Samsung’s 2016 prototype conversational 

assistants are nice, but we would bet that mass use of smart agents won’t come until the 

late-2020’s and substantial minority use of Personal AIs—which will remain too creepy 

and invasive to many at first—until the 2030’s. A lot more progress in AI is still needed 

before these emerge. Again, it’s easy to mistake a clear view of the future for a short 

distance until mass adoption.  

 

Google’s Sergey Brin, a brilliant sentinel thinker, fell into clear view bias with the launch 

of Google Glass in 2014. The general public did not want to turn themselves into a cyborg, 

at that time, with that technology. If they’d instead launched exercise glasses, for 

controlling smartphone music via voice, with a heads up display showing the song or 

podcast playing and other choices, it would have been a great success. That is a dedicated 

use of Glass technology that many people would like that still hasn’t been created. 

Instead, they forced a vision, far ahead of current desire, and the public rejected it.  

 

As veteran forecaster Scott Armstrong says, a Golden Rule of Forecasting is that all 

forecasts should be more conservative than the forecaster typically expects. Both 

conservative in terms of the upside (optimism, protopias) and the downside (pessimism, 

dystopias). Futurist Roy Amara observed that for many big STEEPLES changes and 

trends, we overestimate their effects in the short run and underestimate them in the long 

run. We notice new things that are coming, but don’t recognize all the social factors that 

will actively delay and oppose that change in the short run, including large business and 

political interests, moral conflict, and plain old inertia.  

 

As we have said, Clay Christensen’s The Innovator’s Dilemma, 2011, reminds us that even 

our big companies are often counter-innovative. They try to get to the future first, patent 

it, sit on it, and continue to sell us their old products or services until they are forced to 

introduce a new innovation by the marketplace, typically by some small to midsized 

company they were not able to buy out, sue, or otherwise thwart. They only get serious 

about bringing new advances to market when another large competitor in their oligopoly 

is threatening them (that is rare, due to the anticompetitive and collusive nature of 

Harrison &  

Caglayan, 1997 

https://www.amazon.com/Agent-Sourcebook-Alper-Caglayan/dp/0471153273/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Google_Glass
http://www.kestencgreen.com/GoldenRule.pdf
http://www.amazon.com/The-Innovators-Dilemma-Revolutionary-Business/dp/0062060244
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oligopoly) or when a small to midsized company is finally starting to gain some real 

market share from them (typically, 5% or more of market share loss).  

 

Google, for example, where Kurzweil works in AI research, has done very little to create 

Personal AIs that would allow individuals to control how they consume digital media, 

as that development will cause major changes in the types and revenue of digital ads, the 

main profit center paying for Google’s more than 120,000 employees. Ads will still be 

profitable in that future, but they will be very different, and perhaps less profitable for a 

while. Google executives surely do not welcome all the change and uncertainty that will 

come with a new PAI-filtered and pull-based advertising model. 

 

Change is often bad for the shareholder, and conservativism usually wins in the 

boardrooms of large companies and the legislatures of large political institutions. The 

default organizational action is often to ensure that there is little, to no, action. All of this 

slows many types of societal change. So too does wealth, and we’re becoming very 

wealthy societies today, with ever greater numbers of restrictions on our social, political, 

and environmental activities.  

 

Seeing all this inertia can help us become appropriately conservative in our forecasts of 

change in societal futures. Usually they change far less than we expect, due to the Law of 

Accelerating Sustainability, which we will discuss in Book 2. It is only accelerating 

science and technology, and their entrepreneurial applications, which sometimes (and 

only sometimes) deserve more of our radical forecasts. In most situations, conservatism 

usually generates a more prudent forecast. 

 

In John’s view, the eminent futurist and technologist Ray Kurzweil suffers clear view 

bias in his views on the timing of the technological singularity. In the 1990s, he predicted 

that generally human-competitive artificial intelligence (GAI) would arrive circa 2045. 

Today, as an engineer at Google, privy to a clear view of how surprisingly fast current 

deep learning methods are improving, Kurzweil has moved this prediction even nearer—

to the early 2030s. In John’s first article on the technological singularity in 1999, on his 

personal website, Acceleration Watch, he agreed with Kurzweil’s estimate that the 2040’s 

might be the correct timing for the singularity. But by 2002, he’d pushed this estimate to 

the 2060’s, a timeframe he still finds reasonable today. 

 

John revised his own prediction in those early years of his foresight career because the 

closer he looked at trends in hardware and software improvement, he came to believe 

that several constraints on GAI emergence were not being adequately estimated and 

discussed. In his view, GAI emergence in the 2060’s, if not later, seems necessary to 

account these constraints. Two constraints seem particularly important: 

 

All the hidden algorithmic, evolutionary, and developmental complexity that modern 

neuroscience is still missing in our models of human intelligence, including the 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ray_Kurzweil
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technological_singularity
http://www.accelerationwatch.com/
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necessarily evolutionary and developmental nature of advanced AI, and the reality that 

humans haven’t yet learned how to build evo-devo machines—with primarily bottom-

up and collective methods of learning and improvement, by comparison to the still 

largely engineered AI development occurring today. In his view, GAI will need to be 

grown, selected, and trained—not engineered—and it will largely have to learn how to 

grow itself. 

 

All the social gating effects that will slow down the emergence of this potentially very 

disruptive new force in society. In his view, the closer AI gets to human level, the more 

potentially disruptive it becomes, and the more disturbed many of us may become, and 

the more regulation—will go-slow major new innovations to improve safety and 

oversight, especially after minor and well-scrutinized AI disasters. In other words, 

societal reaction—to focus on safety and fairness—will slow AI innovation as it gets 

scary. Already today, the use of big data and automated algorithms in decision-making 

has become an important policy concern. Facial recognition in security systems, which 

could be used everywhere today, is being rightly go-slowed because we haven’t worked 

out the critically important privacy and oversight concerns. Many more examples of 

growing social gating effects could be offered. 

 

As we will argue in BPF, Kurzweil appears to be extrapolating deep learning’s many 

recent successes further ahead than is warranted, and not adequately recognizing natural 

regulatory responses. We should not expect broadly human-competitive AI in the 

2030’s—regardless of all the great AI advances that will be reported every few months 

for the rest of our lives. Today’s computers are still a long way from improving 

themselves in a collective under selection, using both evolutionary and developmental 

methods, conditions that were critical for the emergence of higher human intelligence. 

We think such conditions will be critical for AI’s long-term improvement as well. 

 

8. Elitism Bias 

 

Elitism bias emerges when any future thinker has an inflated expectation that “John 

Q. and Jane R. Public” will identify with and sanction their particular forecasts, views, 

policies, or timetables for social or economic change. This bias can stem from inflated 

personal ego, from those with overdeveloped rationality and an underdeveloped 

empathy, or from any other cause that creates a self-belief that the forecaster’s views are 

particularly privileged—they are a member of the foresight “elite.” Moguls and 

polymaths are also often guilty of this bias. Elitists think they operate on a higher plane, 

and can dictate to the public the future that will be. 

 

The speed of social change is almost always slower than the elitist futurist thinks it’s 

going to be. Their views are generally different from what the average voter wants as 

well. When they forget that, they’re guilty of elitism bias. Elitists often thin, that the 

general public will just kowtow to their views, because they are so obviously “better.” In 
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reality, people need to process change and new opportunities at their own speed. They 

take time to internalize it, and they always change the future options that are offered to 

them in the process of accommodation. 

 

We will discuss fundamentalist resurgence in Book 2. This invariably emerges from too-

fast globalization or technological change. It goes by various names: blowback, techlash 

(technological backlash), etc. People who fail to factor that in are always overestimating 

the speed of various categories of STEEPLES change. 

 

As with extremism bias, some of our friends in the transhumanist community get caught 

in the trap of elitism. Some transhumanists on the left expect that we’ll soon see a world 

government, built by enlightened people (typically in their own image), to save us from 

ourselves. History argues this is a naive expectation. Biological humans will never get 

that interconnected by ourselves. We’re all rightly suspicious of too much top-down 

control by any group of humans, and we have good historical reasons for that view. Other 

transhumanists on the left are convinced we’ll be engineering away human suffering in 

coming generations, because “that’s what people (read: they) really want.” They ignore 

the reality that a healthy amount of suffering is intrinsic to competition, and without it, 

we wouldn’t progress.  

 

Some transhumanists on the right expect that that a world of technological abundance 

will deliver a libertarian, self-sufficiency paradise (again, because such ultimate 

freedom is what they think they want), as we have discussed. This seems to us a 

doubly naive fantasy, stemming from both extremist and elitist thinking.  

 

Elitism arises when a future-thinker has convinced themselves that they see what’s right 

for the world, better than anyone else, and that the larger society is increasingly going 

to accept their views, policies, and timetables, with little pushback. In most cases, this is 

a delusion. 

 

Some transhumanists are quite convinced we’ll see general artificial intelligence in the 

2040s, because everyone will soon see just how valuable it is, and act to accelerate it. 

That too seems to us a mild form of elitism bias. Even artificial intelligence is going to 

emerge slower than most transhumanists think, because people will act to slow it down, 

and subject it to much greater reliability, safety, and fairness testing, not speed it up, as it 

starts to reach near-human levels of ability.  

 

Clearly our corporate-captured political leaders will desire to keep AI development 

deregulated as long as possible, but if it grows increasingly powerful, and pervasive, it 

will surely also bring hosts of new problems that will force regulation as it grows up. 

Society will act to make AI use safer, more explainable, and more trustable and 

transparent, and regulate its spread, long before it reaches a threshold where it can 

continually improve itself.  
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Since society at large operates under a DROA bias, and so thinks first about risk and 

disruption with respect to AI, and since it will take decades for Personal AIs to change 

this bias, it seems likely we will both underinvest in and underregulate AI in the near 

term and go-slow it and overregulate it in the medium term, as it gets creepier and more 

pervasive, and as security breaches, corporate misuse, and minor catastrophes invariably 

occur with it over the next several decades. 

 

Watch out for elitism bias. We may think that we see a brighter future and that we are in 

a better position to interpret and advise on the future than others. But, even when elite 

thinking generates sentinel foresight—as it sometimes does, allowing us to anticipate 

faster or further than others—this merely makes us a pioneer, first to enter new territory. 

As we said earlier, foresight pioneers can easily make wrong decisions, and end up dead 

in the dirt with arrows in their backs, just like our Western pioneers, especially if they 

don’t get sufficient expertise, criticism and diversity from their network. Being early to 

see what’s next is often not ideal, particularly if that foresight causes us to be very 

premature in our timing, to draw overly strong conclusions, or to overinvest in 

immature strategies and technologies. 

 

So, we ought to be humble in our projections and factor in societal resistance of all kinds 

to balance the greatest of our ideas. It will surely occur once we are more widely 

understood. 

 

Foresight Traps: Dysfunctional Futurist Roles and Worldviews 

 

One challenge in personal foresight is recognizing the ways our own 

foresight becomes maladaptive or lacks grounded evidence. 

Another challenge arises from working with others who have fallen 

into maladaptive beliefs. Richard Paul and Linda Elder’s Critical 

Thinking, 3rd Edition, 2020, is foundational guide to maintaining an 

evidence-based worldview, and the kind of education we all deserve 

in childhood, but do not always get. Losing Reality, by Robert Jay 

Lifton, 2019, an expert on cults and extremist thinking, is offers a 

compelling overview of the many ways groups and individuals have 

fallen into mental traps of extremism, prejudice, and zealotry. It is 

sadly much too easy to do. 

 

We call this section foresight traps, to recognize that our minds grow throughout our life, 

and we are all capable of unlearning dysfunctional future beliefs. Some of the most 

inspiring biographies are of people who were born into ideological, political or religious 

groups that practice extreme or dysfunctional worldviews, and who successfully 

escaped them. It is particularly inspiring to see such unlearning happen in mature 

Lifton, 2019 

https://www.amazon.com/Critical-Thinking-Taking-Charge-Learning-ebook/dp/B08DN38KXZ/
https://www.amazon.com/Critical-Thinking-Taking-Charge-Learning-ebook/dp/B08DN38KXZ/
https://www.amazon.com/Losing-Reality-Political-Religious-Zealotry-ebook/dp/B07N8H4W7W
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individuals. As the world is constantly changing, the older we get, the more small parts 

of our thinking deserve to be unlearned.  

 

Extremism exists in many forms. We need calmness, logic and evidence to combat it. In 

our schools, work, and on the web today, we see the rise of social justice warriors, trolls, 

and extreme thinkers using emotions including guilt, shame, and manufactured outrage 

to manipulate and coerce others. This is the dark side of social justice thinking, which 

itself is a great development, but is on an adaptation curve in its use in society, and thus 

is going to be misused in its first generation. Books like Robert Juliano’s Cry Bullies, 2017 

offer tactics to help people resist social shamers and victimhood aggression.  

 

It is inevitably a critical, value-based judgment to classify another person’s foresight as 

missing the mark. But, offering that feedback—with care, empathy, and humility—can 

be greatly helpful to the person needing feedback as well as the giver of feedback, who 

learns how to balance truthfulness and compassion. 

 

Below are some commonly discussed examples of futurist roles and worldviews that can 

be problematic, damaging, and dangerous for society. We’ll offer a few tips for 

recognizing these dispositions, in ourselves and others, and at preventing them from 

becoming predicaments. 

 

We may decide for ourselves which of the following, if any, are applicable in our lives or 

those of loved ones and colleagues and inquire how we might improve our handling of 

them—examining first our own unconscious mind. Seeing these unfavorable outlooks in 

their more extreme forms can help us acknowledge them within ourselves and others in 

moderation, and motivate us to shape up or change direction. 

 

Ideally, we must seek common ground and truces whenever possible in dealing with 

individuals who have adopted these negative roles or stances—but remain prepared for 

occasional conflicts also. When either stakes are high, power is valued, or resources are 

scarce, foresight becomes political. As always, enduring conflict with greater empathy 

and ethics—and sincerely aspiring to understand and help others self-actualize—is our 

goal.  

 

Preconventional Futurists 

 

As foresight educator Peter Hayward of the (now sadly terminated) Swinburne U. of 

Technology foresight program describes, preconventional futurists think about the 

future in relation to self (ego and personal vision), without either concern for or strong 

understanding of the norms and conventions of society. Such individuals are usually 

easy to identify. Their visions can be inspirational, and they add fascinating and 

occasionally useful diversity to society. The problem comes when we over-rely on their 

poorly-evidenced perspectives, and use them to strategize or act. Those who tend to 

https://www.amazon.com/Bullies-Protecting-yourself-victimhood-aggression-ebook/dp/B076JT3J83/
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reject most of the way society works, or condemn its major assumptions or activities, tend 

to become bitter and ineffective in later life. We can fall into that trap too if we don’t 

sufficiently appreciate the distribution of current societal norms and conventions—and 

its significance.  

 

Over-imaginative Futurists 

 

The over-imaginative futurist is driven to develop future visions, scenarios, 

expectations, and plans that knowingly break the norms or conventions of society. 

These individuals don’t have the worldview deficiencies of a preconventional futurist; 

they are plenty familiar with the norms. Rather, they relish the freedom of extrapolating 

to extremes and of exploring beautiful, diverse, and interesting futures.  

 

The great majority of science fiction authors are consciously overimaginative, being so 

with the recognition that their fans expect them to explore extreme and entertaining 

possibilities. Yet some believe that their visions are plausible in our universe, and when 

they do so, they have fallen into this problematic role. We hope many more science fiction 

authors will choose to engage more in future fiction. There are many entertaining stories 

we can tell, and many problems and dilemmas ahead, that are also plausible futures.  

 

The problem with imagination arises when we don’t balance it with criticism (removing 

implausible stories), prediction (identifying more and less probable elements of our 

stories), validation (improving the completeness and accuracy of our stories), or 

epistemology (critiquing how we know what we know). Using the Four Ps can cure us 

from wasting time on futures that are entertaining, yet unlikely.  

 

Our discussion of evo-devo foresight in BPF offers another model for differentiating 

more and less predictable futures, plus a normative theory of adaptation. Such 

frameworks are necessary if we are to avoid the trap of being overly entertained by 

imaginative foresight, but feeling empty afterward, like binge watching a Netflix drama. 

There is a time for art and imagination, for exploring possibilities, a time for discovering 

the predictable, and a time for strategic decisions and taking action. We need all of these 

in our lives, in an adaptive balance appropriate to our context. 

 

Soothsayer Futurists 

 

Another common problematic foresight role is the Soothsayer futurist. These are people 

skilled at reading their clients and audience, and saying what they think the client or 

audience wants to hear. They enforce groupthink, and greatly narrow our search for 

future strategies and options. 

 

Both soothsayers and clairvoyants (discussed next) know how to make their predictions 

sufficiently vague and multifaceted in meaning, so that they can selectively interpret 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soothsayer
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them later to take credit for their hits while ignoring their misses. But, unlike clairvoyants, 

soothsayers know that they have no special foresight intuition. They’re simply good at 

reading others desires, and manipulating others to their ends. See James Othmer’s The 

Futurist, 2007, for a great fictional account of the soothsayer futurist as a public speaker 

and consultant. This is a futurist who tells people platitudes, and feel-good stories, and 

has little real impact on adaptiveness. Too many futurist speakers fit into this category, 

particularly when they are talking to high-value and high-stakes clients. 

 

All of us have been guilty of a little soothsaying at times. It is especially common when 

we are reporting to powerful or influential leaders, are in a high reliability organization, 

or the stakes are high. Too much soothsaying will lead to groupthink, driving the 

organization in a very bad direction. 

 

Truth, skepticism, criticism, and evidence seeking are our correctives, though their 

effective and appropriate presentation is certainly an art, aided by great empathy for the 

client’s current psychology, and a sober assessment what positive changes the client can 

realistically achieve with those truths from their current position.  

 

Hopefully as our field gets more post-hoc prediction analysis, and online reputation 

systems continue to improve, we’ll see the soothsayer futurist decline. Their 

opportunism and concern for appearance over results hurts both their long-term impact 

and the reputation of our field. 

 

Clairvoyant Futurists 

 

Another problematic type found the world over is 

the Clairvoyant futurist. A clairvoyant believes they 

have a “supernatural” personal ability to foresee the 

future, with their foresight based on intuition alone, 

without supporting evidence or rational argument. 

Such individuals can be dangerous when others rely on 

their advice. A handful of clairvoyants hang out a 

shingle, identifying themselves as psychics. 

Fortunately, most psychics are just soothsayers. They 

know they are just saying what others want to hear, and thus they limit their foretelling 

to such ends. The more dangerous Psychics are those who actually believe they have this 

supernatural foresight capacity. Likewise, the more dangerous clairvoyants are those 

who don’t identify themselves as such, or use some obviously false palm reading or 

divination method, but nevertheless believe so much in their personal capacity to see 

what will come, they might as well have been using a crystal ball. They relay their 

foresight as future truth, and others can suffer for it.  

 

Clairvoyant (Psychic) 

http://www.amazon.com/Futurist-James-P-Othmer/dp/0307275140/
http://www.amazon.com/Futurist-James-P-Othmer/dp/0307275140/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Post-hoc_analysis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reputation_system
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reputation_system
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crystal_ball
http://www.foresightguide.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/clairvoyant.jpg
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We all believe we can foresee the future better than others, in various times and contexts. 

Experts in any domain will quickly become better than lay folk at prediction, as long as 

they restrict their predictions to their areas of expertise. When we seek evidence and 

models for our future beliefs, when we get critical feedback from a diverse crowd, and 

when we review our past foresight for accuracy, we can keep from sliding 

into clairvoyancy ourselves. Fortunately, while clairvoyants can prey on gullible 

individuals, they don’t tend to do well in business world for long, as the unjustified 

confidence and specificity of their predictions, and their minimal reference to evidence 

gets them into trouble. 

 

All analysts, pundits, journalists, and advisors are sometimes guilty of a little 

clairvoyancy. We need to ask ourselves when we are sliding into such nonsense, and help 

others via question and gentle critique. Until we have an education system that places 

critical thinking, data science, and STEM literacy in their proper place, so that we can 

reform our socially valuable religious traditions to conform to modern scientific 

knowledge, clairvoyants will be more frequent than we like, particularly in economically 

disadvantaged groups, who quite naturally seek any advantage they can find. We need 

to help others to learn to trust not only their intuitions and faith, but their reason, critical 

dialog, and evidence, in arriving at the goal, adaptive judgment. 

 

Manifesting/Prosperity Futurists 

 

Another problematic member of our community is the Manifesting futurist, also called 

the Prosperity futurist. These folks have convinced themselves that by fervently 

believing in a particular future they will be able to make it “manifest,” and that the power 

of their belief, not the reality of their abilities and environment, is the most important 

factor determining their future. This kind of message can be sold to gullible people in 

societies that greatly value entrepreneurship, like the United States. It’s also found in 

various religious communities, including among Christian Scientists, when they 

subscribe to the idea that belief alone can make them healthy, perhaps the most important 

kind of prosperity we can have.  

 

We find this role in all those who believe in prosperity theology. Prosperity preaching is 

unfortunately common in economically disadvantaged groups and societies, where it is 

arguably the most damaging to individuals, and we find it in both developed and 

developing nations. Prosperity preachers tell us that if we tithe and believe, we’ll get back 

more riches than we could ever give, both in this life and the next.  

 

Prosperity futurism like the kind we find in Rhonda Byrne’s The Secret, 2010, sells the 

false idea that visualizing any goal until one absolutely believes it will occur can make 

that goal happen. As with dogmatic belief of any type, such faith-first foresight can easily 

become self-delusional and disempowering when it causes us to focus on the fervency 

and devotion of our beliefs first, rather than on foresight, action, and feedback we need 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prosperity_theology
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to actually improve our lives. Too much faith in the value of belief means our Do Loop is 

treated with secondary importance in our minds. We don’t prioritize the cycles of 

strategy, hard work, practice, failure, and skill building that must be done to achieve 

positive change.  

 

As we described in Chapter 3, our emotions, thoughts, and beliefs do have an impressive 

power over our bodies, and our societies. Recall our discussion of the Unconscious mind, 

the ECA cycle and Somatization Bias. What we deeply believe collectively goes a long 

way in determining our collective goals, strategies, and actions. 

 

But, we must be careful to believe in the achievable. Poorly-evidenced emotion, 

cognition, and belief do not change the way the universe works. If we have unrealistic 

beliefs, we can neglect prudent behaviors and evidence, as happens with some 

orthodox Christian Science practitioners. This underscores the importance of developing, 

in ourselves and others, achievable, well-critiqued, well-placed beliefs. 

 

Dogmatic/Ideological Futurists 

 

Another problematic member of our community is the dogmatic futurist, also called the 

ideological futurist. As with the fundamentalist, to be discussed shortly, the 

dogmatist believes they have found a set of invariable truths. Unlike the 

manifesting/prosperity futurist, who discovers their truth via simple belief, or the 

fundamentalist futurist, who discovers it by a strongly literal interpretation of 

scripture, the dogmatic futurist finds their truth via their intellect, causing them to 

believe very inflexibly, and without much evidence, in a particular dogma (set of beliefs) 

or ideology (set of assumptions and worldview). 

 

We are all guilty of a little dogmatism on occasion, and having a healthy ego and belief 

in oneself, or in anything is helpful in approaching the future. But, dogmatic thinkers also 

don’t tend to do well in business world, as their insistence on being right, and lack of 

willingness to consider alternative perspectives tends to drive others 

away. Unfortunately religious dogmatism is still tolerated in some cultures, but even that 

is steadily disappearing as our connectedness and access to education grows. 

 

Dogmatic futurists also rarely get the valuable feedback they would need in order to 

recognize and correct their dogmatism. Many reasonable people predict that such rigid 

thinkers do not value feedback anyway, withholding it and perpetuating the individual’s 

ignorance and dogma—in a vicious cycle. If we notice ourselves being dogmatic in our 

words and thoughts, we must do our best to use qualifiers in our language and claims 

and to acknowledge uncertainties wherever they exist. 

 

We foresight professionals need to help our clients cultivate a deeply rational and 

scientific view of the world. Carl Sagan’s The Demon-Haunted World, 1997, and Michael 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christian_Science
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dogma
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Virtuous_circle_and_vicious_circle
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Shermer’s Why People Believe Weird Things, 2002, are two insightful texts on the 

importance of balancing rationality with well-placed belief. We don’t need to neglect our 

spiritual search. Instead, we need to pare our beliefs to the most adaptive set possible, 

consonant with our growing evidence and science. Counterintuitively, such careful 

gardening of our beliefs can make those that remain standing even more deeply 

meaningful and motivating. 

 

Remember that evidence-based and critically-evaluated goal selection, thinking, strategy, 

plans, and actions and constant feedback and self-assessment are at least as important as 

what we believe. We must be very careful what beliefs we let into the “operating system” 

of our worldviews and wary of the beliefs of others. 

 

One tool we can use to help our clients select reputable—less biased and more evidence-

grounded—beliefs is creative visualization: a set of mental practices that lead us to 

imagine calculated futures, which may be challenging, yet surely reachable. Many great 

sports practitioners use visualization techniques. The key to visualization’s effectiveness 

is foreseeing achievable outcomes—and especially a few specific desirable outcomes in 

the broad space of the achievable. As we hit our visualization targets, we revise and 

upgrade them, continually challenging ourselves to reach new, achievable goals. All the 

while, we must recognize the conventions of society, avoid being over-imaginative, and 

telling ourselves things we want to hear (soothsaying), or convincing ourselves that 

believing, without a plan and effort, will “manifest” the future we want. See James 

Afremow’s The Champion’s Mind, 2014, for more on the use of visualization to revise 

beliefs in athletic performance. 

 

In sum, we ought to balance our perspectives between belief and evidence, rather than 

belief alone (or we’ll quickly find ourselves in trouble). When our citizens are dogmatic 

believers, easily swayed and polarized by populist media, our democracy remains weak 

and underdeveloped. Yet, the one percenters in our societies don’t often oppose this 

outcome, as it secures their relative power for longer; it is in our interest and power alone, 

no one else’s, to balance ourselves. 

 

Naturally, some industrialized societies are much farther along toward evidence-based 

thinking and self-empowerment than others. Whether we establish a more rational 

footing for our children before our machine intelligences do it for us—to protect us from 

ourselves—is one of our major ethical choices in the accelerating decades ahead. We 

ought to combat dogma with evidence, wherever we find it. 

 

Utopian Futurists 

 

Another problematic member of our field is the Utopian futurist—those who think they 

can envision a more or less perfect society. We should remember that the root words 

which constitute “Utopia” translate as “no place.” Perfect societies never exist, and no 

http://www.amazon.com/People-Believe-Weird-Things-Pseudoscience/dp/0805070893
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Creative_visualization
http://www.amazon.com/The-Champions-Mind-Athletes-Thrive-ebook/dp/B00DVF12IU/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/We_are_the_99%25
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Utopia
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ideal is flawless when examined closely. The best we can realistically envision is a 

protopia: a progressively better society than what exists today. If we can’t see the endless 

downsides of that so-called perfect world, we are idealizing it, not realizing it.  

 

Protopias are futures that we do not claim as perfect by any means, but rather 

measurably better in some variables of social progress that the majority of us deem 

important. As Kevin Kelly has said, good future thinkers will be protopian, not utopian. 

Our visions of the future should strive to be measurably better concerning both 

democratically determined and evidence-based variables—but never claim to have 

reached some static ideal. Every state of existence can be further improved and is always 

computationally incomplete. 

 

A founding book in the Utopian literary genre is Sir Thomas More’s Utopia (1516). Critics 

like to point out that slavery was allowed in More’s utopia, and he imagined it could be 

done in ethical ways. In truth, slavery was always the province of the least ethical and 

empathic societies in human history. Instead of developing the minds and cultures of 

those we enslaved, we used competitive exclusion to deny them the same advances we 

ourselves got first. In this aspect and a few others, More’s “utopia” shows us the difficulty 

of seeing beyond our cultural limitations in envisioning better futures. No foresight is 

perfect. 

 

For a broad collection of presumed utopias, and the various leaders 

and writers who have proposed them, and the tragic forms of social 

control that have often accompanied them, from 1490 BCE to 1998 CE, 

see John Carey’s (Ed.) excellent Faber Book of Utopias, 1999. Positive 

images of the future are admirable, but when we value any imaginary 

future too greatly, or try to force it too strongly, we will miss and 

devalue all the great features of our present amazing, complex, and 

self-balancing evo-devo world.  

 

If we believe too much in any utopian destination as an end—the 

way Karl Marx or Mao Zedong believed in communism as a state 

ideal—for example, we may also be convinced to take any means to get there, which can 

make us morally dangerous. More commonly, by living with our “head in the clouds,” 

daydreaming of future fantasies, we can miss the small opportunities to stride forward 

in the present. Our lives slip away and we do not live up to our potential. As the 

utopian’s extreme positive fantasy fails to arrive, some may even flip into dystopian 

pessimism in older age. 

 

Marxists are a canonical example of utopian futurists. They once plagued Western 

academia and are still alarmingly common in many universities, but they are finally on 

the decline since the fall of the Soviet Union in 1991, as elder tenured professors retire. 

John encountered quite a few Marxists during his undergraduate training. They felt they 

Carey (Ed.), 1999 
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were truly avant garde, reacting to the modern American “hegemon.” In truth, they were 

deeply regressive and utopian in their worldview.  

 

Those deep green environmentalists who believe America could still return to some kind 

of rural paradise, like that envisioned by Thomas Jefferson in the 1700’s, all the 

regressive leftists who want enforced conformity of culture, and all the libertarians who 

want economic anarchy, are equally utopian. The world is far too complex and 

accelerative for such extreme visions to dominate any modern society.  

 

As a systems theorist, we grant that Marx was truly insightful on several subjects of soft 

technological determinism during his youth. He cleverly recognized how technology 

forced social changes. But, in his middle years, as he wrestled with moral issues of class 

discrimination and struggle, he increasingly turned to utopian communist models as a 

solution. His idealization of state socialism was a particularly dangerous leap of faith. 

 

At one point in the mid-20th century, half of the world’s people were under the influence 

of leaders who believed in the deeply dysfunctional and authoritarian communist model 

of commerce and governance. See the great documentary series Cold War, 1998, for that 

sad and sobering history. 

 

Is the theory of accelerating societal change being driven by universal dynamics merely 

another utopian vision—or, might it be adequately evidence-based? Many reject it as 

plainly utopian—which is just an easy way to ignore its valid predictions, rather than 

take the trouble of understanding and testing its claims. We will provide our best 

evidence, arguments, and predictions for it in Book 2. But, we all, individually, must 

make that determination ourselves.  

 

In our view, our 21st century will continue to have plenty of crime, violence, and failure 

states, all of which will impact, but none of which will stop, global accelerating change. 

We can expect much greater uncertainty, diversity, volatility, and individual and group 

disruption on the road to the technological singularity. At the same time, we can expect 

a vastly more innovative, intelligent, interdependent, wealthier, safer, and more 

sustainable future, on average, for the complex network we call civilization. As we see 

it, both futures—the first evolutionary, and the second developmental—will be 

simultaneously true. Many better or worse paths can and will be taken by individuals, 

groups, and societies. But, collectively, the acceleration of complexity seems imperative 

and ingrained. It appears both evolutionary and developmental. 

 

Recall Dator’s Four Futures model, which tell us that at least four growth processes are 

occurring simultaneously to different actors in a complex network. These futures are: 

 

1. Exponential Continuation 

2. Disruptive and Opportunity-laden Transformation 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technological_determinism#Hard_and_soft_determinism
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3. Negatively Exponential Limits and Discipline 

4. Disruptive and Risky Decline and Collapse 

 

It is this kind of pluralistic and 

nuanced view of both the present 

and the future that utopians 

typically neglect to see. We must 

recognize that every 

transformation is disruptive to 

some.  

 

To steer ahead, we all need 

provisional hypotheses of 

personal success and 

societal progress (the root of the 

“pro-” prefix in protopian). We 

must conduct experiments and 

collect evidence about whether 

our foresight and actions are 

adaptive or have some theory of 

adaptiveness. 

 

As the pioneering futurist Fred Polak said, all of our images (visions) of the future will 

be imperfect and incomplete, yet some images will move us in better directions. Often, 

this progress is an evolutionary dance—three steps forward, then two steps backward, 

and so on. The more complicated the world gets, the easier it is for changes to 

have antagonistic pleiotropies (in biology and, we would argue, in society). In 

antagonistic pleiotropy, there is always a cost to genetic change. We can never improve 

the entire system. With any change or stride forward, part of the whole always deprived 

in some way. 

 

That means the more complex, diverse, and wealthy our societies get, some groups will 

inevitably face disadvantages as others progress. We must do our part to support those 

undermined by the system. At the same time, we should not shirk our duty to make 

continual adjustments.  

 

To stay innovative as a society, our insurance and political and legal systems need to 

account for the costs of change, and we must champion creative experimentation and 

expect some temporary regression and chaos on the way to better futures. Being imperfect 

beings in a complex world, a largely trial and error approach has always been the best 

way we learn and progress. Due to computational incompleteness, no foresight can ever 

be perfect, especially the further we look ahead. 

 

Utopians and Dystopians Focus on the Extremes 

(Transformation, Decline and Collapse), 

While Discounting Normal (S-curve) Futures. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Progress_(history)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antagonistic_pleiotropy_hypothesis
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Dystopian Futurists 

 

Another problematic type is the Dystopian futurist: someone who is convinced the 

wheels are presently falling off society in basic ways and, who like all dogmatic 

futurists, does their best to convince us of their view of the world as well.  

 

Dystopian convictions are as extreme and unsupportable as utopian thinking, but they 

receive far more airplay in our media-saturated, pessimistic culture. In Chapter 1, we 

discussed our evolutionary pessimism bias, our aging pessimism bias—due partly to 

our increasingly longer lives—and our cultural pessimism bias—the latter partly due to 

our pervasive commercial media and our admirably increasing sensitivity to injustice 

and risk as a function of growing social wealth. It can be easy for any of these factors to 

tip us into explanatory pessimism and, from there, into dystopian thinking. 

 

Just as utopian images can be constructive—as long as they don’t denote our main way 

of thinking—dystopian images can be constructive as well. When they are offered as self-

preventing prophecies, well-crafted scenarios of plausible but undesirable futures, they 

can spur us out of complacency into making painful and long-needed changes. This is 

the essence of Preventable futures, the fourth P of our future stories. 

 

As we’ve said, people often don’t change when they “see the light” (inspiration from 

positive visions), only when they “feel the heat” (the fear of powerfully negative visions). 

Dystopian images, judiciously used, can help us to feel that productive heat and generate 

change. We need both sentiments, in a productive balance, to adapt. 

 

Recall Rachel Carson’s bestselling book Silent Spring, 1962, as a classic example of such 

imagery. This book vividly painted a bleak and distressing image of a potential biological 

future with runaway negative effects from DDT. Her work galvanized US and global 

policies to curb DDTs use, and it is considered the most influential book that helped spark 

our modern environmental movement—which took off first during the counterculture 

decade of the 1960s, again during the economic crises of the 1970s, and in many more 

cycles of initial progress and temporary regress in the decades since. 

 

Nevertheless, together with the judicious use of dystopian imagery, we find far too many 

instances of unhelpful apocalyptic dystopianism, since the rise of our long-delayed 

concern for the Earth—whether it be doomsaying around resource, environmental, and 

population issues (as we see in Paul Ehrlich’s The Population Bomb, 1970, and Donella 

Meadows’ The Limits to Growth, 1972) or in our modern versions of such thinking (in 

books like James Kuntsler’s The Long Emergency, 2006, and Michael Ruppert’s 

Confronting Collapse, 2009). The first two of the books mentioned above have been deeply 

discredited in many of their key timelines, assumptions, and predictions, and the second 

two are currently remaining to be discredited by future events. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dystopia
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To counter such thinking, we must compare them closely to the evidence and arguments 

of scholars like Julian Simon, Bjorn Lomborg, Hans Rosling, Steven Pinker, Charles 

Kenney, and many others listed in our Recommended Readings in Societal and Global 

Foresight in the Appendix of BPF.  

 

Simon’s last book, Hoodwinking the Nation, 1999, explores some of the psychological, 

political, economic, and cultural explanations for how purveyors of doom and alarm so 

easily influence our government reports, media journalism, and academic research. 

Unfortunately, dystopian authors can quickly gain adherents to their worldview, as we 

are all presently being disempowered in various ways, large and small, in our plutocracy. 

Our societies are in the first phase of an adaptation curve to many aspects of accelerating 

change, as we will explore in BPF.  

 

It is also common for many dystopian thinkers not to look first for general trends, and 

then specific instances, but rather to seek out and highlight examples of individuals, 

organizations, and nations in temporary decline and collapse, and then to overgeneralize, 

to justify their worldview. It is also true that we, as storytelling animals, like drama. If 

we are not careful, we manufacture much more of it than is needed to learn the true state 

of any issue. As P.J. O’Rourke says, there is a “political, psychological, and professional 

premium paid to the purveyors of [doom, gloom, and] folly.” Negative dramas outsell 

positive ones by at least a 10:1 ratio, in our view. 

 

If they are too influential, dystopian futurists can keep many of us mired in self-defeating 

prophecies of debilitating pessimism, when, instead, we should be rolling up our sleeves 

and engaging in the many positive and accelerating processes building the next 

developmental phase of our network society. But, to do that, we first need to recognize 

all those positive developments—both the ones emerging right now, like ESG and impact 

investing, and those coming, like increasingly ethical and empathic machine 

intelligence.  

 

Postmodernist Futurists 

 

Another problematic type, increasingly common today, is Postmodernist futurists. 

Postmodernists prize subjectivity, freedom, mental fluidity, or creativity so highly that 

they often reject science as a privileged way of knowing, calling it “scientism” (a very 

humorous term, as science is the primary process that has lifted us out of ignorance of 

our reality) and they often also see no meaningful predictability and probability in 

human social systems.  

 

As with the other types listed here, they may hold this belief dogmatically, not willing to 

see evidence of the contrary. Several postmodernists claim science is entirely a social 

construct (it is always partially so in its evolutionary sense, but never fundamentally so, 

https://smile.amazon.com/Hoodwinking-Nation-Julian-L-Simon/dp/1560004347
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_construct
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in a developmental sense). Others misinterpret chaos theory or quantum physics to 

imagine that science tells us the future is unpredictable (it doesn’t, and it isn’t). 

 

Postmodernists are occasionally found in the business world, but are more often in 

government and academia—places where their perspective is all too often seen as a 

harmless cognitive diversity. Unfortunately though, this phenomenon is usually rather 

detrimental as it impedes our view of how the world truly is. Postmodernism rejects the 

idea that there is objective truth to be discovered and places subjectivity at the center of 

reality. For that matter, postmodernism as a term can constitute almost anything to 

anyone—the reason the phrase “postmodernist academic” is an oxymoron, and why it is 

so easy for hoax submissions to be accepted to postmodernist academic journals. 

 

Today, postmodern cultural relativists have become perhaps the most problematic class 

of academic futurists, while Marxists are in decline. Like Marxists before them, 

postmodernists live off of the exponentiating leisure, wealth, and productivity of science 

and technology harnessed primarily via a capitalist social democratic world system, yet 

refuse to recognize that these are uniquely privileged and very likely universal ways of 

constructing knowledge and adaptation, for their place and time. The postmodernist 

view must be gently but firmly challenged wherever we find it, as it fails to see or 

acknowledge universal development. 

 

Some postmodernists occasionally use the curious term “posthumanist“ to self-describe. 

“Posthumanism” has no less than seven conflicting dictionary definitions, making the 

word truly meaningless. Such vagueness and logical contradiction is common in 

postmodernist jargon. We may strain to understand it, when, in truth, there is no single 

clear definition to posthumanist philosophy itself.  

 

Humanity, in our definition, is any primarily cooperative and secondarily competitive 

species that has self-, other-, and universe awareness, and that continually uses 

technology to become something more than its biological self. Humanity, in futurist 

Buckminster Fuller’s language, is as much a verb (a set of evo-devo processes) as it is a 

noun (a threshold set of emergent capabilities). Humanism—the need to determine 

values for ourselves, via theory, practice, and empiricism, rather than interpret them 

solely from our authorities or religious scripture—has been the defining advance of 

modern civilization since the Enlightenment. Modern science is increasingly discovering 

that our “higher” human qualities are common to all intelligent species on Earth, in 

greater amd lesser degrees. In other words, higher intelligence in collective complex 

networks possesses many universal qualities, as we’ll discuss in Book 2. 

 

In reality, we are all advancing toward a more universally humanist world, not a 

posthumanist world. The values in Plato’s Triad, our search for greater goodness, truth, 

and beauty, our drives for greater ethics, empathy, empowerment, evidence-seeking, 

and expression (Plato’s Five E’s), seem likely to persist in all human societies long after 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chaos_theory
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the AIs arrive. It even seems unreasonable that today humans could define any truly 

posthuman qualities, if any in fact do exist. Instead, it seems likely that we will 

progressively use science, technology, and culture to empower and distribute our higher 

human qualities in the centuries ahead, and to “uplift” all less-sentient species in to our 

special human sphere.  

 

Some posthumanist philosophers acknowledge these apparently universal trends, but 

others do not. Some consider it anthropocentric and arrogant to imagine that many less-

sentient species might want to be more sentient, or that future humans should even give 

them other species the reversible choice to further develop their sentience. We think they 

are ignoring the very nature of humanity, which has always been to continually us 

technology, cooperation, and competition to grow and advance, to make ourselves and 

our environment into something different than what we and it presently are. In our view, 

posthumanists muddled language, definitions, and worldview keeps them ambivalent 

and confused on far too many issues relating to global futures. 

 

Fundamentalist Futurists 

 

The last problematic type we should discuss is the Fundamentalist futurist. Religious 

topics are sensitive and often controversial to discuss, and our religious beliefs are a 

highly personal choice. We will try to treat this subject with the care it deserves. We are 

fans of the phrase “religion extends where science ends,” because it describes the way 

our best religious beliefs are congruent with science, yet range beyond it to give guidance 

on issues of morality and existential meaning—issues on which science is still mute 

today. Religious belief was our earliest science (natural philosophy), and it remains vital 

for the great majority of us today. 

 

Not surprisingly, the earliest documented use of the word futurist in the Oxford English 

Dictionary is in a religious context in 1842, referring to Christian scriptural futurists. In 

that time, science was quite primitive, and Christians in all denominations had far more 

literal interpretations of scripture. Both of those conditions have changed much in the 

last 180 years, and the world is much better for it. 

 

Because all our leading religious scriptures are anthologies (collections written by 

multiple authors, sometimes with conflicting views) and are only rarely redacted (edited 

so that parts are omitted or rewritten) by religious leaders, certain aspects of every 

scripture must be periodically reinterpreted in less literal ways by our reform religious 

communities. Religious communities that do this are called heterodox. Those that do not, 

or who do so only very rarely, are called orthodox, or fundamentalist.  

 

Certain verses within every religion’s scripture, if interpreted literally today, centuries 

after they were written, advocate views and behaviors that most of us would consider 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Futurism_(Christianity)
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immoral. For example, a word-for-word interpretation of the Koran would advocate for 

the misogynist policies of Taliban fundamentalism and the fanaticism of Islamic Jihad.  

 

Fundamentalist futurists, because they overly value literal, traditional interpretations of 

their scripture, can hold dogmatic and inflexible worldviews and occasionally be 

extreme in their outlook or behavior. They often stop debating the great spiritual 

questions that we should continue to wrestle with all our lives. They can be tribalistic—

treating the “out-group” of different belief as less worthy than themselves. Such views 

can be particularly dangerous in a world where each of us has access to increasingly 

powerful science and technology. For all of these reasons, religious fundamentalism, 

and the scriptural literalism on which it is based, is maladaptive at times.  

 

Fortunately, every longstanding religion 

engages in periodic reform, reinterpreting 

their scriptures for greater congruence with 

accelerating science and practical knowledge 

of the world. Reform efforts have created an 

ever growing diversity of religious 

practitioners (denominations and 

communities) within every faith—as we see 

in the history of Hinduism, Judaism, 

Christianity, Islam, and all our other major 

religions. All religions with centuries of history 

thus have a continuum of more 

fundamentalist (orthodox) to more 

progressive (modern, heterodox, 

reinterpreted) practitioners. 

 

Without any desire to critique our belief in the 

divine or secular source of scripture itself, which is a personal choice, it is our view that 

the world needs both an increasing diversity of communities of religious practice—

analogous to the ever growing diversity of life forms and minds on Earth and 

progressively less scriptural literalism—so that we can all continue to get along well. 

Whether we are Christians, Muslims, Hindus, or practitioners of any other religion, we 

must evaluate how literally or figuratively we personally interpret our scriptures and, 

correspondingly, how fundamentalist or progressive we are in our religious practice.  

 

In our complex, accelerating world, we believe progressive religious reform is essential 

right now, as is more acceptance of religious diversity (aka, being “ecumenical” in our 

religious views). We all have a moral responsibility to identify and speak out against the 

extremes of religious belief and actions in any faith, without attacking our religious 

communities themselves. While fundamentalist extremes exist in all faiths, heterodox 

churches have served the majority of humanity for millennia. They offer not only strong 

Our Global Religious Beliefs Increasingly 

Conform to Science and Evidence 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tribalism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biblical_literalism
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communities that support each other and the needy, but helpful knowledge about 

morality, empathy, and our purpose in life—vital topics about which our best science is 

today still dangerously mute.  

 

Battle Your Biases, and Transcend Traps! 
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 Chapter 11: Team Foresight –  

Practice Challenges 

 

Individual and Team Practice Challenges 

 

This section covers ten common challenges, and ways of falling short, in team and 

professional foresight practice. We continue to focus on the individual, where change is 

the easiest, but now consider the individual as a professional and team member, working 

with clients or in an organization and its culture. As with other lists in the Guide, this 

catalog of challenges is partial and incomplete, but hopefully it is a helpful start. As 

always, please let us know what we have missed or mistaken. 

 

1. Respecting the Do Loop and the Eight Skills 

 

Perhaps the top challenge for foresight professionals today is to notice when we are 

taking an incomplete or imbalanced approach to the Do loop and the Eight Foresight-

Action Skills, and to take corrective action. Many other models in this Guide are helpful 

in context, but these two seem foundational to good personal and organizational foresight 

work. Once we take these models seriously, we can diagnose our use of them, and try to 

correct any shortcomings in our processes and practice. Let’s review a few common 

examples of such shortcomings now. 

 

Some self-declared foresight practitioners avoid doing probable foresight work, 

preferring to leave that to kind of thinking to forecasters, risk managers, investors, 

analysts, and others. We will address that challenge in the next two sections, Revaluing 

Probable Foresight, and Being Explicit, Quantitative, and Scientific, as the neglect of 

this corner of the Foresight Triad seems to be the biggest imbalance in our field at present.  

 

Some practitioners avoid doing preferable (aka normative) foresight. They are reluctant 

to bring their own values and judgments into foresight work, preferring to leave such 

processes to their clients, social critics, policymakers, and politicians. We will say more 

about that challenge as well, in the section Making Critical Judgments, again because it 

is another issue in our field. 
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Some practitioners avoid preventable foresight. They don’t see that their main job, in 

addition to helping craft strategy, is to diagnose and help prevent the most common ways 

that any strategy might fail, taking the client’s past history and context into account. 

Cultivating our defensive pessimism can help greatly in such work. 

 

Some practitioners view their work as being mainly possibility foresight. While 

exploring alternatives is very important, it is easy for creative thinking to give us 

entertaining but implausible or unlikely stories of the future. We must use predictive 

contrasting, beginning with estimating the relevant likely and expected future, and then 

turn to possibility thinking, to craft good strategy.  

  

Still other practitioners view their work as scanning and sensemaking, or keeping track 

of and making sense of new events. Our LAIS model reminds us that learning is 

technically preparation for foresight, and that foresight work must include a contrast-

centered assessment like ADOR or the Four Ps, to help our clients translate sensemaking 

into strategy.  

 

Some practitioners avoid or neglect getting high-quality feedback, or they push their 

feedback to the end of their work, rather than getting it iteratively throughout their work. 

Feedback is the fourth step of the Do Loop and the last of the Eight Skills (Reviewing). It 

applies to Today’s foresight just as much as to long-term foresight. We explore that 

challenge in one of its applications, storytelling, in the section Telling Better Stories, with 

Feedback, later in this chapter. 

 

In recent years, as we’ve experienced rapid, disorienting change, we’ve seen more 

organizations hiring “futurists” to keep track of new change, primarily doing things 

like horizon scanning and emerging issues analysis. We’ve seen that pattern before, as 

the futurist Amy Webb outlines in a Twitter thread in 2020. Turning to future thinkers in 

times of change has been true since civilization began. Over the last century in particular, 

every time there has been rapid, disorienting, or disruptive change, organizational 

leaders have called for more foresight and futurism. This dynamic is quite predictable. 

 

The special period from the early 1960s to 1980 was our field’s last major Foresight 

Spring. In America, this era included our struggle for Civil Rights, the Vietnam War, 

Stagflation, Energy Shocks, our Space Race, a new focus on Science, Engineering, and  

Education, and the rise of the environmental movement. It gave us books like Kahn and 

Wiener’s impressive The Year 2000, 1967, Alvin Toffler’s Future Shock, 1970, Jib 

Fowles Handbook of Futures Research, 1978, and Olaf Helmer’s Looking Forward, 1983.  

 

Such works took a balanced approach both to STEEPLES factors and to the Four Ps. The 

majority of these books challenged foresight practitioners to be researchers, estimators, 

and forecasters first, alternative and uncertainty seekers second, and preference and 

prevention mappers and managers third, in the classic Four Ps approach.   

https://twitter.com/amywebb/status/1306252016440803328
https://www.amazon.com/year-2000-framework-speculation-thirty-three/dp/B0006BRUZ6/
http://www.amazon.com/Future-Shock-Alvin-Toffler/dp/0553277375
http://www.foresightguide.com/valuing-probabilistic-foresight/in%20this%20version%20of%20the%20Guide
http://www.amazon.com/Looking-Forward-Guide-Futures-Research/dp/B002UDTP56/
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In our professional organizations, over 5,000 people attended World Future Society 

(WFS) conferences in the early 1970s. As futurist Glen Hiemstra describes, the futurist 

Buckminster Fuller ran a massive Worldgame workshop at WFS 1980, envisioning how 

to shift the world’s political systems “from weaponry to livingry.” Such activities marked 

the end of an era of bold visioning by futurist associations. By the 1990s, WFS 

conferences had less than 1,000 attendees, and the field had entered its latest Winter. 

 

Fortunately, since 2008, with the rise of smartphones, global digital platforms, unicorn 

startups, and increasingly good AI, a strong focus on future visions, and a renewed 

recognition of accelerating change, has returned to groups like Singularity University, 

OpenExO, and other organizations we have listed in Appendix 2. With the emergence of 

predictive analytics, microtargeting, and online platforms for foresight and prediction, 

we have entered a new Foresight Spring. Our current COVID-19 pandemic has only 

accelerated the growth of the virtual, and the need for bolder and better visions.  

 

The need for good foresight has never been greater. Tragically, millions of us are now out 

of work and we are very discontent with dysfunctional governance, our toxic media, and 

the polarized state of society. At the same time, our more visionary political candidates, 

like Andrew Yang, are also describing real solutions, like Universal Basic Income, paid 

for by a Value Added Tax, and other ways to restore equity, empowerment, and 

political representation to our long-suffering middle class.  

 

Such solutions will not easily be recognized in our current social and political 

environment. Over the last several decades, our educational systems have become 

increasingly sclerotic and irrelevant, our discourse has polarized, our online platforms 

are not accountable to truth, and our elites have rarely seemed more out of touch. 

Fortunately, entrepreneurial vision and technological abilities continue to advance. We’ll 

discuss entrepreneurial, societal, and technological pathways out of these presently 

dystopian conditions n BPF. 

 

Fortunately, our models and frameworks for foresight process have gotten better and 

more evidence-based every time we’ve had these periodic Foresight Springs. This Guide 

stands on very big shoulders of foresight research and scholarship that has gone before 

it. We expect that several, but certainly not all, of the models frameworks, and methods 

we advocate will be further validated and refined in years to come. The more we respect 

and adopt our versions of these models, the better our work can become. 

 

It is excellent that there are many flavors of futurist and foresight professional. Each of us 

will choose a small set of practice specialties. But, we mustn’t let the specializations of 

any futurist, or of any group of foresight professionals, convince us that they represent 

the whole of our field. They do not. The Four Ps, the Do Loop, and the Eight Skills are 

minimum viable models, in our view. 

https://www.futurist.com/2020/04/22/exponential-minds-podcast-glen-hiemstra-on-probable-possible-and-preferred-futures/
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We should all know our preferences among the Four Steps of the Do Loop and the Eight 

Skills, if we don’t already know them, and balance ourselves by working with and 

valuing the views of others who think differently from us. We’ve said there is a simple 

and well-validated personality test, the Kirton Adaption-Innovation (KAI) test, that 

performs reasonably well at categorizing people as Possibility-, Preference-, and 

Probability-oriented thinkers. As scholars like Dilip Jeste have shown, we can divide 

further divide preference thinkers into strategic optimists, more oriented to preferable 

futures and defensive pessimists, more oriented to preventable futures. As psychologist 

Gabrielle Oettingen has shown, sentiment contrasting can be vital to producing better 

strategy and plans. We have also proposed (with argument, not evidence) that predictive 

contrasting (probability thinking first, followed by possibility thinking, and back and 

forth as long as is helpful) should be done before sentiment contrasting, and that both are 

critical to good foresight work. 

 

Let us now ask a few questions. Feel free to write out your own brief responses to them: 

 

 Do any of the four steps of the Do loop (Learn, Foresee, Act, Review) seem less 

important to you? What about the Four Ps? The Eight Skills? The Six Domains? 

 Are you less willing to use, or less skilled, in practicing any of these for yourself? 

In your organization? 

 If you recognize that one or more of these foresight types, steps, or skills is a 

current “weak area” for you? If so, how can you best address that weakness? 

 How will you know when you are using the Four Ps, the Do loop, and the Eight 

Skills appropriately, in any context, for yourself and on your teams? 

 

Let us not forget that we are all still pioneers in applying these models. Nevertheless, we 

can quickly become foresight experts by using and teaching them to our clients. We can 

also foresee a time when they will be better grounded and central to our field. 

 

2. Revaluing Probable Foresight 

 

Of all of the Four P’s responsibilities, the devaluing and avoidance of probabilistic 

foresight, in our culture, in our field, in our organizations, on our teams, and in ourselves, 

is perhaps our greatest current challenge. Even today, many well-meaning professionals 

still declare a personal belief that “the future cannot be predicted,” at least in meaningful 

ways in the area in which they practice. Futurists who say that one of their jobs is to 

“manage uncertainty” are beginning to revalue the probable. This is a good step in the 

right direction, but we must do more. We must realize we can “reduce uncertainty”, by 

being willing to forecast and predict, in both qualitative and quantitative ways.  
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Let us discuss a brief history of this problem in our profession now. When our modern 

field began, with the founding of the first foresight think tanks like SRI and RAND in the 

late 1940s, much of our best work was probability-centric. Yet our field in the 1950s was 

also too technocratic and rational. It focused too much on technical trends and data, to 

the neglect of cultural change, and with little understanding of the way societal values 

change with wealth growth and environmental impact. By the early 1960s, the field had 

become more Four P’s balanced, with the emergence of foresight think tanks like IFTF 

and IAF that consciously addressed all of these practice types. 

 

But as the social shocks of the 1960s and 1970s occurred, many of which had not been 

predicted by our think tanks of the 1950s, and as complexity science and chaos theory 

emerged in the 1970s, our field moved away from probability foresight. This was a big 

mistake. Many of our think tank’s scientific and technical projections were excellent.  

Their shortcomings in predicting societal and economic futures simply showed us the 

inadequacies of their models in those domains, and their organizational incentives to 

offer narrow Western projections. Even by the 1950’s, organizations like the UN reliably 

offered a more nuanced and complex source of thinking on societal futures. 

 

As for complexity science, even chaos theory, which describes deterministic chaotic 

systems, a special subset of complex systems, demonstrated predictable patterns, cycles, 

and trends, including feedback loops, self-similarity, fractals, and self-organization at the 

heart of chaotic dynamics. Complex adaptive systems, systems that have memory and 

replication, and are under selection, whether physical, chemical, biological, social, or 

technological, have even more predictable features. If we ignore those statistically 

predictable elements, we ignore many of the “top-down” features of complex systems 

that constrain and guide them. We lose sight of the forest, and get lost in the trees. 

 

By the 1980s, both our leading futurist communities, and many of our foresight think 

tanks, had drifted noticeably away from probable thinking. In 1982, J. Scott Armstrong 

founded the International Institute of Forecasters (IIF), to advance the long-neglected 

practice of forecasting. Unfortunately, rather than embrace this new community, the 

main futurist communities at the time, including the World Future Society (WFS), our 

field’s most influential organization until its bankruptcy in 2015, did not embrace this and 

other quantitative and probability-based work, letting it move increasingly outside our 

borders. Even our graduate foresight training programs began to neglect probabilistic 

and quantitative thinking, forecasting and prediction.  

 

As a result, our professional communities increasingly attracted imaginative and 

creative people, but it also alienated the critical quantitative and forecasting-oriented 

people that are necessary to keep foresight centered on the Four Ps. Once a non-

prediction culture emerges in any foresight practitioner community or training program, 

it can be hard to restore it to balance. Creatives naturally want more creatives to associate 

http://forecasters.org/
http://www.wfs.org/
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with, and they tend to look at those who don’t think like them as “other,” and vice versa 

for those in quantitative and predictive communities like the IIF. 

 

Unfortunately, this subtle devaluing of the predictable future continues in the majority of 

our foresight communities to this day. For example, the opening lines in the World Future 

Society 2014 conference brochure read: “The future is not a destination. It’s the end result 

of the actions we take today.” Reddit Futurology, presently the largest online platform 

dedicated to the future, defines “Future(s) Studies” on its home page as follows: 

“practitioners realize there is no single future, only alternative futures ahead.” The 

home page of the new School for the Future of Innovation in Society at ASU proudly 

proclaims, an adaptation of Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar: “It is not in the stars to hold our 

destiny, but in ourselves.” Even the Association for Professional Futurists, our fields 

currently most developed professional organization, presently claims on their FAQ page, 

under their definition of a Futurist: “It is not the goal of a futurist to predict what will 

happen in the future.”  

 

All of these views are dangerously incomplete. This perspective tries to “define away” a 

third of our field, probability foresight. It completely ignores futurists like the late, great 

Hans Rosling of Gapminder, who make constant forecasts and predictions of societal 

change in their work. Most importantly, as the Foresight Triad and predictive 

contrasting tell us, it ignores our duty to assess the probable as the first step in 

understanding what could, should, and should not happen next. 

 

Some practitioners grant there are parts of the future that are predictable (demography, 

humanity’s negative impact on the biosphere, information growth, accelerating 

technological change), but they misconstrue quantum physics, nonlinear science and 

chaos theory to argue that there is no predictability “where it matters,” in social and 

organizational domains. That view is simply wrong, as we’ll argue in detail in Book 2.  

   

Such thinking is Freedom (Underdetemination) Bias (Chapter 10). It is imagining the 

future as freer, less constrained, and less predictable than it actually is. We can 

understand how it arises. The great majority of change in our environment does appear 

to grow rapidly unpredictable, the further ahead we look. In Book 2, we will explore the 

95/5 rule, which tells us that the great majority of change we observe in complex systems, 

something like 95%, is evolutionary, and increasingly unpredictable. But this rule also 

tells us that a special subset of developmental drivers and outcomes are always 

statistically predictable. They use short-term chaos and contingency to reliably converge 

on future destinations. 

 

What’s more, we will argue that in a wide range of complex systems, including living 

systems, organizations, societies, technologies, and our universe, the predictable 5% of 

processes appear to be just as important as the unpredictable 95% to our adaptiveness. 

For example, in all living systems, the 5% of highly conserved (core developmental) genes 

https://www.reddit.com/r/futurology
https://sfis.asu.edu/
http://www.asu.edu/
https://www.apf.org/
https://www.apf.org/page/FAQ
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and processes are just as important as the nonconserved (evolutionary) genes and 

processes at keeping us adaptive. So too with organizations and societies, if they are also 

evo-devo systems, as we will argue. 

 

In other words, as our foresight field legitimates itself with better science in coming 

decades, it will have to revalue probabilistic foresight. This will lead to things like: 

 

 Better grounding of our most universal foresight models (The Triads,  

the Four Ps, the Do Loop, the Eight Skills, the Six Domains). 

 Better seeing and measuring accelerating complexification.  

 Better models of evolution, development, networks and adaptiveness. 

 Better models of universal values, and of adaptive progress. 

 

We have found previously hidden predictability at every scale and in every natural 

environment. For our universe as a system, such processes as thermodynamics, nuclear 

physics and classical mechanics, which we understand well, and processes like dark 

energy, accelerating change, and information and intelligence growth, which we don’t 

yet understand well, all offer us predictable trends and destinations that we must learn 

to better see and manage.  

 

In our societal, global, organizational, team, and self domains, there is also much that is 

predictable, as we’ll discuss. Science already tells us that several processes and events in 

the Six Domains are convergent destinations, single, predictable outcomes that societies 

everywhere are funneling toward, regardless of our individual choices, or more 

curiously, as a result of the average distribution of those choices. 

 

Undervaluing probable foresight can also bias our methods. Recall scenario planning. 

Scenarios are sometimes sold to clients as a foresight framework, in a world where we 

“can’t predict the future.” This is a false narrative. It comforts practitioners and clients 

who don’t like to consciously anticipate, but it doesn’t produce adaptive strategy.  

 

We must use scenarios as part of a more fundamental framework. We have argued that 

the most generally adaptive framework is the Do loop, continually iterating through the 

Four Ps and the Eight Skills. Good scenario construction (innovation) should begin with 

learning and anticipation. We must find and select important, relevant, and uncertain 

axes of analysis, consider their implications for strategy, and use critical feedback 

(review) to remove implausible descriptions. Scenarios that present particular advantage, 

disruption, opportunity or risk (ADOR) should also be evaluated for key indicators and 

weak signals that would help evaluate their probability of emergence.  

 

At a time when startups are launching blockchain-based and cryptocurrency-based 

prediction markets like Metaculus, Augur, and PredictIt, we must grant that prediction 

https://www.metaculus.com/questions/
https://augur.net/
https://www.predictit.org/
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and probability are foresight fundamentals. Understanding as many as possible of our 

most likely future destinations is critical to making wiser strategies, plans, and actions. 

 

3. Being Explicit, Quantitative and Scientific  

 

As the LAIS foresight model proposes, meaningful practice begins with learning 

activities. Let us now consider three common ways we can fail those activities. We can 

fail to learn well when we are not sufficiently explicit in our assumptions and models, 

we can fail when we don’t look for quantitative data that could help improve our models, 

and we can fail when we don’t take a sufficiently scientific approach to our work. All 

three of these strategies work together well, so let’s discus them together now, in reverse 

order. Recall the Five Steps (OHPER) of the Scientific Method: 

 

1. Make some Observations, preferably including quantitative data 

2. Formulate a Hypothesis, some causal or correlative model 

3. Generate a Prediction from that Hypothesis 

4. Create an Experiment to test the Prediction 

5. Analyze the Results. If our Hypothesis is not usefully predictive, return to Step 1. 

If it is, shout “Eureka,” celebrate, throw a party, etc.—we were correct!  

 

At the birth of the scientific revolution, Francis Bacon famously said: “Nature, to be 

commanded, must be obeyed.” The progress of science and its philosophy are the best 

ways we uncover more developmental aspects of the universe. These are truths, trends, 

and convergent processes that we must obey, if we are to gain greater evolutionary 

capacities to do creative experiments, and steer toward our preferred futures. 

 

We must also keep in mind that when we make a hypothesis, we are proposing 

something that we think may ultimately prove to be true—a testable, viable claim. 

Statements of potential truth, of potential universality in the nature of the world, will 

unavoidably be attacked by others who do not view the world in the same way. We must 

expect others to criticize our hypotheses, and among those criticisms will be claims of 

exaggeration, bias, and oversimplification. But, a good hypothesis, if it is right, will 

eventually prevail, as evidence mounts and our collective intelligence advances. 

 

Many futurists enjoy telling entertaining or cautionary stories. Some are masters of using 

words to influence others, and they judge their professional success on the basis of 

influence, which is just one of the Eight Skills. Unfortunately, without specific falsifiable 

predictions, words remain subjective and populist opinions, speculations, and 

propaganda, and rarely generate testable hypotheses. 

 

This argument-centric attitude is a particularly common problem with postmodernists, 

who try to convince others that the scientific approach is just “one culture-bound 
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worldview.” Postmodernists even have a word they like to misuse, ”scientism” to argue 

that we can over apply the scientific method to reality. We can’t. A proper definition of 

scientism is the misuse of science in ways that harm our adaptiveness. Science itself does 

no such thing. It is our most fundamental way of knowing, but it can also be misused, 

and has limits and declining returns from use, like everything else.  

 

It is not helpful when our leading futurists make statements like “the purpose of 

forecasting is not to get the future 'right,’“ a claim on page 127 in Bishop and 

Hines’ Thinking About the Future, 2013—an otherwise excellent guide to foresight practice. 

In reality, getting the probable aspects of the future right, within some confidence 

interval, and assessing the implications of our forecasts and predictions on our 

hypotheses and models is central to foresighted scientific thinking. 

 

A major part of the growth of our field will be to embrace and incorporate a much deeper 

understanding of heuristics, cultural and cognitive biases, data science and machine 

learning, Bayesian techniques, trend identification, causal and correlative models, and 

many other evidence-based approaches. We also need students and foresighters to better 

appreciate epistemology—i.e., the study of what distinguishes justified belief from 

speculative opinion. See Nick Taleb’s Fooled by Randomness, 2005, for more on that topic. 

These techniques, once embedded in our digital platforms, will increasingly replace first 

generation tools, like cross impact analysis, futures wheels, and our simpler forms of 

scenario production, invented by the founders of our field. 

 

We must recognize and help those in our profession who seek to discover the 

quantitatively predictable aspects of the future, at whatever level of granularity. We 

must welcome all those who seek to bring science knowledge and methods, formally and 

informally, to bear on our foresight problems. These kinds of individuals are as critical to 

the field as those who are interested in creatively exploring the possibility space, and in 

finding preferred futures. 

 

Using explicit models and assumptions, seeking out quantitative data, and speaking in 

predictive and probabilistic answers—even when these are crudely derived—brings an 

accountability to our work that is rarely seen with qualitative approaches. Ideally, our 

predictions will express a confidence-interval, a predicted range of future results, and 

will be based on some hypothetical model, even if it is very simple, of the causal factors 

involved and of the experiments (tests) and evidence or outcomes (result) that might 

improve or change our predictions. 

 

An explicit, quantitative, and scientific approach is also critical to building an evidence-

based consensus for action, as the phrase ”care, count, and act” in social activism attests. 

First, we decide to care about a problem (make an assumption), next we try to count how 

bad it is, then we report that data and seek to generate more effective action. We can also 

http://www.amazon.com/Thinking-Future-Guidelines-Strategic-Foresight/dp/097893170X
https://smile.amazon.com/Fooled-Randomness-Hidden-Markets-Incerto/dp/0812975219
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make sure to make specific and quantitative predictions, and to publicly review our 

predictions annually. 

 

The Economist magazine does annual prediction analysis in their “The World in [Year]“ 

publication, dedicating a page to reviewing their prior years’ predictions, and exposing 

their biggest wins and losses. Such accountability helps expose our hidden biases and 

poor mental models, keeps us honest, and tends to make our predictions more qualified 

over time, and more conservative as well in most ways (though not, as we’ll see, in those 

special areas that are most impacted by accelerating change). 

 

Also, as we saw in our discussion of Clear View Bias, one common mistake in foresight 

is to mistake a clear view for a short distance. We imagine that certain aspects of our 

future will arrive earlier than we think. This happens because we make faulty 

assumptions or models about how easy the necessary R&D will be, how easy it will be 

to commercialize, how soon and how many others will arrive at the vision we see, and 

how far others want to move science and tech, business and society toward that vision. 

Exposing our underlying assumptions and models, observing how they differ from those 

used by others, and asking how we might test those assumptions and models is often the 

best way to avoid clear view bias in our work. 

 

4. Making Critical Judgments 

 

Conscience, the internal ethical intelligence that we each can listen to and develop, and 

Judgment, our ability to assess the merit and value of things inside and outside of 

ourselves, are two of the four highest priority values of adaptive groups, in our IES 

Goals and Values model.  The other two top values are Esteem and Love.  

 

In order to progress, we must strive for the best thinking, intuiting, evidence gathering, 

discussion, judgment making that we can, work whose depth and effort we must also 

judge based on the importance of the issue and the resources at hand. Finally, we have to 

subject those judgments to continual feedback in our Do loops.  

 

Foresight that changes our strategy, plans, and actions has always required critical 

judgment. We express particular values, goals, models, and strategies with respect to 

these judgments, which influence what we think should happen next. Our field calls this 

value and judgment-based work normative foresight.  

 

Sadly, there has been a trend away from doing normative foresight work in our field in 

recent years. This may be because it requires acknowledging and prioritizing certain 

values above others, and because it involves conflict and criticism. All of these are 

processes that can make people uncomfortable at first, but which are unavoidable if we 

seek to get to better visions, strategies, and actions for ourselves and others.  

 

http://www.economist.com/
http://www.theworldin.com/
http://forlearn.jrc.ec.europa.eu/guide/4_methodology/meth_explo-norma.htm
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Another potential block to exercising judgment is uncritical belief. As the Stoic 

philosopher Seneca said, “Everyone prefers belief to the exercise of judgment.” Too many 

of our religious leaders, politicians, ideologues, and advertisers exploit our tendency to 

believe without thinking. When we do, our understanding and foresight suffers.  

 

As our modern societies get more coddled, safe, and insulated from major disruptions, 

as our universities and public dialog more politically correct, many foresight 

professionals have become less interested in making explicit value judgments in their 

work. That trend is hurting our field. We’ll describe this insulation from criticism and 

debate as one consequence of the Law of Accelerating Sustainability in Book 2.  

 

See Lukianoff and Haidt’s The Coddling of the American Mind, 2018, for more on our 

increasing tendency to retreat from hard judgments in our universities and wider 

culture. We must recognize the difference between social justice, which often requires us 

to escape historical judgments of racism, sexism, and classism, and postmodernism, 

which takes no position on many issues requiring judgment. We must also recognize 

when our admirable search for greater social justice turns into emotional manipulation 

and coercion, with shaming and claims of microagressions and victimhood. Sam Harris’s 

podcast, Making Sense, offers one of many examples of the kind of rational thinking and 

courageous judgment making that we must continually do, if we are to develop a good 

moral compass to guide our decisions.  

 

Our modern world is significantly faster and more complex than it was in the past, but 

so is our collective intelligence. By conversing regularly and deeply with other rational, 

evidence based people, many of whom hold values different from ourselves, we develop 

mental models that are sufficiently complex to help us understand and judge, in all six 

foresight domains. Universal foresight can be quite helpful here, as it seeks out not only 

evolutionary values and goals that are different for each of us, but also universal values 

and goals that we all share, and which we can use to find positive sum interactions and 

outcomes, in any conflict. With an appropriately global view, we can find common 

ground in our judgments, as well as areas where we differ usefully from others. 

 

This reluctance to make judgments has weakened the influence of our field. It’s time for 

futurists and foresighters to get more comfortable making explicit value judgments, and 

getting those judgments continually assessed and critiqued. There can be a professional 

cost to making judgements, and our judgments, like our predictions, will be poor at first, 

so we must practice them constantly, with feedback. But, many of us have a moral 

responsibility to make such judgments, and when we don’t our society suffers as a result.  

 

Consider Jesse Eisinger’s bold book, The Chickenshit Club: Why the Justice Department fails 

to Prosecute Executives, 2017. As former FBI Director James Comey attests, a reluctance to 

prosecute is a predictable trend in the executive branch of our government in modern 

times, in both political parties. Far too many legislators are not willing to take on the cases 

https://smile.amazon.com/Coddling-American-Mind-Intentions-Generation/dp/0735224919
https://samharris.org/podcast/
https://www.amazon.com/Chickenshit-Club-Department-Prosecute-Executives/dp/1501121367/
https://www.amazon.com/Chickenshit-Club-Department-Prosecute-Executives/dp/1501121367/
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and make the hard judgments that their inner conscience demands, as they know there 

will be a steep professional cost to doing so. But, someone has to lead in order to change 

a culture, or it becomes increasingly corrupt. 

 

All foresight professionals have a moral responsibility to judge. We should not “chicken 

out” in making needed judgments, even when it costs us in clients or reputation on 

occasion. Even Buddhism, that most nonconfrontational of philosophies, has a theory of 

compassionate action, of judgments and acts we engage in as “tough love.” Without such 

action, we get spoiled children and arrogant, irresponsible societies. 

 

Remember that in the Four P’s model, strategic foresight always ends with preference 

and prevention foresight. That means it delivers a prescriptive point of view or set of 

views, in competition with other views. Good preference foresight strives to make 

explicit its assumptions and judgments, to provide evidence and argument for those 

judgments where possible, and to subject those judgments to good criticism from 

stakeholders. It also tries to influence others toward those views using whatever ethical 

means are seem most likely to be effective. It isn’t done from the sidelines, assuming a 

falsely “unbiased” perspective. Preference foresight tells us there are no spectators in the 

judgment process, only participants. 

 

As the futurist Buckminster Fuller liked to say, we cannot get a purely unbiased (value-

free) education, so the next best thing is to strive for a multi-biased education—one that 

exposes us to the full range of strongly held and often conflicting preferences and 

worldviews, their evidence such as it exists (or does not) today, and the current areas of 

agreement and conflict between these views.  

 

Only with such educational pluralism, not shielded from judgment, controversy, and 

disagreement, we can best form our own values, goals, models, and strategies. 

Understanding the competing and cooperating preference maps, agendas, and 

investments that exist in any domain, being able to empathize with all of the actors, and 

to communicate with them in their terms, even when we disagree with them, is the best 

way to form our own adaptive judgments and worldview. 

 

Now it is true that it is often best for foresight professionals to first frame the issues, 

holding back our opinions for a time, creating a safe and inviting space for our clients 

to express their own views, opinions and tentative solutions. We should also help them 

uncover a range of alternative futures, to help them see the varieties of choices and 

uncertainties ahead. But, even when we withhold our personal recommendations for 

action, which makes sense with some clients, particularly early in our engagements, we 

should not fool ourselves into thinking that we “aren’t taking a position.” 

 

The ways we frame, define, and filter the issues, the choices of who is in the room, and 

the ways we facilitate discussion all involve critical judgment. There is no escaping 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Buckminster_Fuller
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making judgments in our work, using our implicit or explicit goals and values. We must 

make those judgments conscious and explicit, and subject them to critical evaluation. 

 

Assuming a position in a competitive world naturally requires the courage of our 

convictions, always relies on imperfect information, and invariably creates conflict. We 

must accustom ourselves to this state of affairs; it is a price of being adaptive. Dealing 

with the future is always a social and political process. When we seek to be humble, 

compassionate, and evidence-based in our judgments—citing them at appropriate times 

with our clients only after establishing space and trust—our judgments will have a 

positive impact. When we follow these guidelines and they do not succeed for us or our 

clients, it might be beneficial to switch clients. As the saying goes, we can lead a horse to 

water but we can’t make it drink. 

 

A neutral point of view—like that found on a peer-reviewed platform such as Wikipedia 

or proposed in the written values (neutrality, imagination, expertise) of the World Future 

Society—is a good starting point in learning about the world. But, we’d better not end 

up there with our foresight work. If we do, we very well may fail to develop our own 

unique strategic viewpoint and specific recommendations for change. Excellent foresight 

always goes beyond a survey of the probability and possibility landscapes to 

recommend continuation or change in our or our client’s strategy, plans, and actions, 

and both things to strive for and things to avoid. 

 

One great benefit of continually making our judgments explicit, both our tentative ones 

(most of our judgments) and our firm ones (a much smaller set of assumptions, beliefs, 

and visions), and soliciting criticism of them from our peers, is that it helps us distinguish 

between probable (well criticized, yet still standing), possible (plausible, yet uncertain 

and experimental) and faulty (popular but very improbable) ideas and stories. That in 

turn allows us to make much more adaptive visions (motivating, aspirational futures). 

 

Futurist David Brin is fond of saying that “criticism, or reciprocal accountability, is the 

only known antidote to error.” By inviting and engaging in constructive criticism, a form 

of mental conflict, and listening with humility and an open mind, we make our judgments 

more accountable. If we are lucky, our future views, plans, and actions will receive a good 

deal of well-meaning criticism. Ideally criticism will come first from colleagues, who will 

ideally be constructive and with whom we can try out our initially half-baked ideas. But, 

nevertheless, we also want to seek criticism from clients and from the general public.  

 

The better we ask for feedback and listen, the more we will learn all the ways we are 

wrong, how to improve and qualify our views and language, where we need to rethink 

our position, where we need more evidence for any position, and how to advocate more 

persuasively for whatever views and ideas remain standing. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neutral_point_of_view
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Brin
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Constructive_criticism
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We each come to our own critical judgments as practicing foresight professionals. We 

should strive to ensure that these are ”good judgments,” as forecaster Philip Tetlock, 

director of The Good Judgment Project, might define them. We welcome all of our 

readers’ criticism on the judgments in this Guide so that we can all benefit.  

 

5. Telling Better Stories, with Feedback 

 

When we tell important future stories and judgments to others, they will sometimes be 

sharply criticized, occasionally in biased, ideological, and non-evidence based ways. 

Experienced foresight professionals take both founded and unfounded criticism calmly 

and with humility, giving folks the opportunity to express themselves, not overreacting, 

and continuing to marshal support from those who see the value of the story. As our 

future story is developing it is often best not to seek our first feedback from general 

audiences, but from those with the appropriate expertise to evaluate it and from those 

most ready to seriously engage with its evidence and arguments. 

 

We may feel that it is our ethical duty to tell a story and make critical judgments as 

effectively we can, if we discover a solution that we believe could prevent pain or create, 

by comparison, a significantly better outcome for our clients or community. But, we 

should also be empathic and humble in our approaches. Let’s be sure to also solicit 

feedback after we’ve developed a story, from those that stand to be most negatively 

impacted by the coming changes that we envision. The more gracious and charitable we 

are to those who disagree with us, the faster our and our audience’s learning may occur. 

 

If the evidence and critical history supports our story, it will bounce back from waves of 

criticism and become a Weeble story, a well-critiqued and resilient future story, with 

time. Our narrative may lose a particular media or public relations battle, but it will 

eventually win the long war for public acceptance. Even if it is only intended as a possible 

story, construct it well and solicit feedback so that it will also be plausible and potentially 

relevant. If we are telling a faulty story and identifying it as such, to help others also see 

its faults, again we must be humble in our approach, and focus primarily on the faults we 

feel that we can defend best. Every faulty also story has elements that are true and worth 

pointing out to find common ground. 

 

If our clients or audiences are ideologically and emotionally attached to faulty stories, 

be empathetic. Attempting to gently raise their awareness about the evidence and 

criticism already available for those stories, and inquiring what kind of new evidence or 

experiment might help resolve the conflict between their worldview and our own, is the 

best practice. 

 

6. Avoiding Mono-trend Extrapolation Errors (MEEs) 

 

https://www.gjopen.com/
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Extrapolating any trend too far or too fast—using simple models, while ignoring 

moderating, competing, or opposing trends and factors—is a particularly common 

foresight mistake. We call that mistake Mono-trend Extrapolation Error (MEE). We have 

seen this error arise in at least three common ways: First, we can get caught up in hype 

cycles, in which we become emotionally excited or psychologically invested in a 

particular trend or driver, ignoring moderating factors. Second, it can arise through 

extremism bias, a condition in which we take some trends or ideas to their speculative 

extremes, because we enjoy envisioning what that world might look like. Third, it can 

arise from clear view bias, where we see a future so clearly, we mistake that clear view 

for a short distance, overestimating what can happen in the short run, and perhaps also, 

underestimating what will happen in long run. 

 

The first cause may be the most common. Foresighters engaging in MEEs are often 

emotionally or cognitively overinvested in a future state, and that can lead them to 

oversimplify their models and anticipate those developments either faster or farther 

than they deserve. They typically ignore how difficult early development of the future 

they envision will be and all the countervailing trends, competitors, and constraints that 

will slow, stop, or outcompete it. 

 

A sure way to remember this mistake is to think about the future from the trend or future 

state’s point of view. From the trend or state’s POV, the future is all about “MEE.” The 

real future is of course much more complex. MEEs always miss key constraints, 

countertrends, forces, and competitors that will curb or change the future stories they tell. 

However, many are easy to identify when we look critically. 

 

MEE Examples: Asteroid Mining, 3D Printing, Flying Cars 

 

Here is just a small sample of MEEs that we may have heard about from an 

overenthusiastic and insufficiently critical futurist in recent years: 

 

“Entrepreneurs will be mining the asteroids within a generation.” This extrapolation is 

indefensible. Yes, private spaceflight can get into near space, but extrapolating to 

anything beyond even medium earth orbit anytime soon makes no economic sense, until 

we can solve the horrific launch cost problem. It’s simple physics. Enthusiastic space 

futurists have long tried to ignore that, and the hostility and sterility of space and our 

neighboring planets. In our view this and related space visions are often motivated by a 

deep desire to find new frontiers at the human scale, and increased freedom of action. A 

set of exploration and freedom biases are behind this particular MEE. 

 

Yet for anyone willing to look at the evidence, humans in any numbers living off planet 

before the arrival of general AI was always a vision that was much too expensive, 

dangerous, and impractical to ever materialize. Elon Musk will attempt human habitation 

on Mars, but it will be an adventure, like climbing Everest. It will make us a “multi-planet 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Medium_Earth_orbit
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species”, but AI will soon overtake any efforts we make in that regard, and that seems to 

be the nature of our universe. Meanwhile, in 2017, Japan became the first country to mine 

its ocean floor for resources like zinc, cobalt, and copper. Richer still are manganese 

nodules and deep-sea vents. Robotic mining of our own crust, which is incredibly rich in 

rare metals, has barely begun, and is far easier than any asteroid mining vision.  

 

Of course after general AIs emerge, our space visions will finally be possible. But how 

many will even be probable in that world? The key question at that point, as we will argue 

in BPF, will be where the AIs want to go. In a post-singularity future, we will argue that 

our AIs be so interconnected with us biological beings, that we will think of them as our 

digital selves. We will propose that their interests will lie primarily in “inner space,” in 

the world of the unbelievably small, virtual, and complex, not in the comparably low-

value worlds of outer space, and that those will be the interests of the great majority of 

us as well, for a host of good reasons. That is a very different future than most people 

today think. 

 

“We’ll engineering our genomes to improve them within twenty years.” This is another 

major overextrapolation. Yes, we are now beginning to “engineer” lower organisms and 

plants, but we still have no good idea what we’re doing, and there are serious ethical 

injunctions against experimenting in higher organisms. Cells are fantastically complex, at 

the molecular level, by comparison to our models. Any chance that we might have had 

better models by now has always been slim. America’s plutocracy, with its privatized 

health care, has increasingly underfunded basic biological and medical research for 

decades now, steering these fields toward highly consolidated, market-driven, and 

innovation-slowing approaches.  

 

Today, promising fields like synthetic biology and genetic engineering are truly in their 

infancy. Kids can play with gene editing kits, but that is not engineering. In truth, we 

won’t understand genetics, proteomics and metabolomics in ways that allow us to 

broadly cure disease, much less enhance higher organism’s genomes, with all the social 

regulation that will bring, until fields like computational biology, biologically-inspired 

computing, and quantum computing are all significantly more advanced. Those 

advances will take decades, not years. 

 

Our late-21st century AIs will very likely crack the deeper mysteries of gene-protein 

regulatory networks. Until then, we’re mostly guessing and running slow and costly 

experiments in all the complex areas of biotech and medicine, and the ethical injunctions 

against doing such guessing in humans will rightly get higher as social complexity grows. 

Sadly, humanity has never prioritized gaining a strong knowledge of evo-devo genetic 

and cellular processes, the incredibly powerful and self-maintaining processes that 

created us. In the face of its stunning complexity, and under the political influence of Big 

Health and Big Pharma, we have cut funding in our basic biomedical sciences to work on 

other goals.  
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“Within twenty years, 3D printers will make complex things in homes.” This is another 

obvious MEE. Yes, we will continue to see solid object 3D printing make technical 

progress. We will eventually see additive manufacturing (the technical name for 3D 

printing) of complex objects at rapid prototyping centers, with same-day delivery to our 

homes, perhaps in the late 2030’s. Expensive and sophisticated business to business (B2B) 

rapid prototyping centers must surely arrive before we see business to consumer (B2C) 

use of those centers, and all that must happen well before we have “desktop 

manufacturing” in our homes. For an analogy, think of the $150,000 Xerox DocuTech that 

can print books at our local FedEx Offices. But B2B rapid prototyping centers are in their 

infancy today. The current state of the art are companies like Xometry and Plethora. Very 

simple home 3D printers may have limited success in the next twenty years. We can 

imagine a startup, going after Lego’s market, offering a home 3D printer making 

recyclable plastic children’s toys. Such home 3D plastic printing, as part of a cloud game 

environment, like Lego, Minecraft, Dollhouses, Rollercoasters, and Sim City, is a 

plausible business now. But, widespread use of home 3D printers for complex things, 

such as electronic parts, is an obvious MEE over this time horizon. 

 

“Within a generation, we will see mass human-driven flying cars.” This is another MEE, 

and as we will see in the next section, it is also an UMM (underspecified model mistake). 

But if we remove both the “human-driven”, and the “car” parts of this prediction, this 

vision is finally materializing. Recall the 20th century futurists who built or referred to 

concept prototypes like Moulton Taylor’s 1949 Aerocar, and assumed that that we’d see 

mass-affordable flying cars just a few decades later. They forgot to account for all the 

factors and trends that would compete with or constrain the arrival of their desired 

future.  

 

Since it was first imagined by visionaries in the 1930’s, flying car technology has been 

both highly expensive and unacceptably dangerous, both to pilots and those of us on the 

ground. It is a mistake to assume that just because today’s society allows horrific levels 

of automobile deaths (nearly 30,000/year in the US, 1.3M/year globally) that we will allow 

the same levels of deaths in flying automobiles. That just isn’t the case. For psychological 

and economic reasons (we have a ground-based alternative), we hold air transport to 

higher standards. 

 

Some of our more grounded futurists, whose moderating views were less popular, have 

said for decades that flying cars cannot emerge in real numbers until they have navigation 

advances like automated collision avoidance, visualization advances like lidar and radar 

(for clouds and fog), improvements to safety and reliability to the levels of commercial 

aviation, and at the same time, affordability greater than today’s private planes. In other 

words, there was never any chance of flying cars gaining mass adoption in the 20th 

century, though many entrepreneurs ignored that reality. It was always a future fantasy. 

 

https://www.xometry.com/
https://www.plethora.com/
https://www.lego.com/en-us
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aerocar
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Fortunately, technological solutions for safety, reliability, and trip efficiency are arriving 

rapidly, and we can now observe an on-demand network of human-carrying passenger 

drones (“air taxis”) emerging. Very few of these vehicles will be “cars” drivable on the 

ground, and the on-demand network will arrive long before the mass ownership of 

passenger drones (technically “eVTOLs”), which will remain incredibly expensive in 

their early decades. The greatest economic benefit from air taxi networks will come in 

dense cities, where they may be the only easily scalable solution to urban gridlock. See 

Air Deliveries and Air Taxis in the online Guide for more on this intriguing subject. These 

commercial air taxi networks will be the local version of today’s airlines, and just as 

regulated. This future is quite different from the Ford Flivver (1926), the first garage-

stored personal airplane that some, including the great industrialist Henry Ford, believed 

would jump-start a world of mass personal aviation. 

 

Many appealing and entertaining visions, including space flight, genetic engineering, 3D 

printers, human-driven flying cars, picture phones, Segways, etc., have been oversold as 

coming faster, or being disruptive than it will actually be. All of these and many other 

futures have been portrayed in a MEE by some future thinker. If we find that we are 

particularly excited about or incentivized to prefer one particular technology, trend, or 

aspect of the future, we should check to see if we are guilty of falling for or generating 

hype, of enjoying extreme thinking, or of mistaking a clear view for a short distance. 

These are some of the common ways to make a MEE. 

 

7. Minimizing Underspecified Model Mistakes (UMMs) 

 

Another common mistake in our foresight work happens when we use a complex model, 

but don’t do enough background learning. As a result, we still miss a few key factors, or 

improperly model the dominant factors. When this occurs, we are making an 

Underspecified Model Mistake (UMM).  

 

A MEE is an overextrapolation mistake, arising from a too simple model. An UMM 

arises when we use a complex model that is wrong where it counts. To remember this 

mistake, think: “UMM… perhaps we’re still missing something important from our 

model…” Then, try to find out what’s missing and bring it into the model.  

 

Underspecification is a major cause of poor performance in deep machine learning 

models. If we don’t have the right models, or enough of the right data and training, we 

get many conflicting predictions from our AIs, and even nonlinear and chaotic behavior, 

where outputs can vary greatly depending on small changes in inputs, as this 2020 paper 

by D’Amour et al. recently showed.  

 

It is also a big problem in human thinking. A pop futurist who blindly accepts visions 

like asteroid mining or mass use of genetically personalized medicine in the 2030’s is 

caught in a MEE. An author writing a book that makes the same claims, with 

http://www.foresightguide.com/air-deliveries-and-air-taxis-finally-solving-urban-gridlock/
https://arxiv.org/abs/2011.03395
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sophisticated explorations of STEEPLES factors, is making an UMM. Their models are 

complex, much more than a MEE, but they are also wrong where it counts. 

 

All good foresighters think in systems. They build mental models of relevant causal 

relationships, stakeholders, and resources, and look for data on trends, cycles, and 

patterns in system behavior. But, it’s easy for these models, even formal ones with lots of 

funding behind them, to be underspecified (missing factors, incomplete). They can also 

be impressively complex, quantitative and equation-driven, but still missing the proper 

weighting and subtlety in the factors that will dominate the system’s behavior. UMMs 

are missing key variables, facts, relationships, drivers and constraints that will affect 

the system we are forecasting. What we are missing can falsely narrow our 

imagination/possibility space, and at other times, it can falsely expand it.  

 

UMM Example: World Food Production 

 

One classic UMM is the famous World3 model of sustainability, a 

quantitative systems model built by a well-meaning team of 

environmental scientists led by Donella Meadows and published 

in Limits to Growth, 1972. This team of serious futurists used their 

model to predict mass famines by the end of the century. Their 

model, though it carefully extrapolated many trends, and so was not 

guilty of MEE, still neglected to include any factors representing the 

deflationary, efficiency-gaining, and capacity-building effects of 

technological innovation itself. Oops. Because the factors they 

missed turned out to be accelerating global developmental trends, 

it made their model rapidly less predictive over time. Limits became 

a very public prediction failure. It took a while for its shortcomings 

to be exposed and for it to fall out of favor, however. The environmental left loved it as a 

self-preventing prophecy, and it was a very popular book in courses on global issues for 

a couple of decades. 

 

One way to reduce the risk of UMMs is to acquire broad conceptual and technical 

knowledge prior to becoming involved in foresight. Another way is to use the power of 

the crowd: to have a cognitively diverse set of colleagues and the urge to survey them 

with enough depth elicit our understanding of the breadth of the mental or formal model 

we need to build. Using good statistical methods with all those survey data, Delphi 

results, or expert opinions is another way to reduce interpretation biases and 

oversimplifications. 

  

Meadows et al.,  

1972 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Systems_thinking
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World3
https://smile.amazon.com/Limits-Growth-Project-Predicament-Mankind/dp/0876639015/
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UMM Example: Molecular Nanotechnology 

 

The futurist Eric Drexler made a famous UMM in his views on molecular assemblers, 

which he described in a bold book on the future of nanotechnology, Engines of Creation, 

1986. In his update of this book, Radical Abundance, 2013, he continues his optimism that 

human engineers could design assemblers to build things, atom-by-atom, with proper 

funding, within a decade or two. In our view, only a human-surpassing AI will be able 

to conduct the vast number of experiments in simulation space that will be needed to 

discover an analogous system to the self-organizing and self-repairing molecular 

nanotechnology that biological systems use. Biology offers us a “proof of concept” that 

self-assembling nanomachines are possible. But, it is a huge and indefensible leap to 

imagine that we can replicate this ourselves, with the level of knowledge we have in 

molecular dynamics today. 

 

What’s more, there may be only very special chemical environments, and special 

molecular systems that allow molecular self-assembly. The eukaryotic cell is one such 

system. It is not clear how many others there are to find. We suspect there are very few 

such systems, and that they all must be evo-devo in their dynamics and informatics. Thus 

Drexler makes an underspecified model mistake (UMM), insufficiently recognizing the 

complexity of the challenge when he argues that biological humans, with near-future 

science and technology, could make something as elegant as a molecular assembler. 

Human engineers surely are not up to the task, no matter their funding. It will take AI 

engineers to bring us the world he describes in his fascinating books. 

 

Perhaps most important step to preventing UMMs is to be willing to look past our hopes 

and desires, to accurately gauge the full complexities of the relevant system or problem.  

 

UMM Example with Learning: The Ehrlich-Simon Sustainability Bet 

 

A very public UMM that was followed up with new learning, in a Do loop, occurred 

around the vital question of whether humanity’s resource needs and environmental 

problems are likely to get worse or better over the next fifty years.  

 

As is described in Paul Sabin’s The Bet, 2012, the sustainability futurist and biologist Paul 

Ehrlich made a fateful bet with the innovation futurist and economist Julian Simon that 

the price of a small collection of raw materials (copper, chromium, nickel, tin, and 

tungsten) would be more expensive a generation hence. Ehrlich famously lost that bet, as 

he greatly underestimated the variables of scientific advance, human ingenuity, process 

efficiency, market incentives, and resource and technology substitution (the ability to 

switch from higher priced to lower priced alternative inputs in manufacturing processes). 

All of this was valuable learning from a failed forecast. We live on an incredibly resource-

rich planet, and a little ingenuity and competitive incentive have continually resolved our 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/K._Eric_Drexler
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Molecular_nanotechnology
https://smile.amazon.com/Engines-Creation-Nanotechnology-Library-Science/dp/0385199732/
https://smile.amazon.com/Radical-Abundance-Revolution-Nanotechnology-Civilization/dp/1610391136/
https://smile.amazon.com/Bet-Ehrlich-Julian-Gamble-Earths/dp/0300198973http:/www.amazon.com/Bet-Ehrlich-Julian-Gamble-Earth%C2%92s/dp/0300176481/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Simon%E2%80%93Ehrlich_wager
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Simon%E2%80%93Ehrlich_wager
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technological_transitions
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periodic resource crises. In those years at least, innovation and automation were far more 

deflationary than increasing regulation and environmental remediation were inflationary 

in their effect on resource prices. 

 

Ehrlich then shrewdly offered a second bet that predicted various environmental 

indicators would get worse in coming years. Simon, equally shrewdly, did not take that 

bet. He recognized those particular indicators (pollution, species loss, global warming, 

and twelve other trends) might all continue to get worse in the near term. Ehrlich had 

learned to focus on the areas of forecasting where he could win. His mental models had 

improved. Environmental problems have turned out to be far more problematic long-

term issues than our temporary resource scarcities (including energy, water, and other 

resources). Many are on multigenerational adaptation curves, as we argue in BPF. 

 

This is not to say the Sustainability-Limits discipline of foresight has been wrong 

significantly more often than its counterpart, the Globalization-Growth school (we will 

explore both schools in BPF). In truth, both schools of societal foresight are guilty of hype, 

propaganda, and UMMs. We must always remember, when forecasting complex systems, 

how easy it is for any model to be wrong. Being too simplistic (MEEs), being complex but 

still underspecified (UMMs), or being too ideological (overgeneralizing a particular 

model) are each common and enticing ways to be wrong. 

 

Continual learning, model making, prediction, and review of those predictions are at the 

heart of good foresight process, and will lead us to better models. Today for example, the 

Environmental Kuznets curve, discussed in Chapter 9, tells us environmental quality 

typically gets worse in early stages of economic development, when we value jobs and 

innovation over environmental health, it stays worse in the second stage of wealth 

creation, then in stage three, once social wealth reaches a high enough per capita 

threshold, it finally gets better. Sustainability politics and initiatives gain traction in those 

societies and cities, and we decide to clean up our messes.  

 

Progress through these stages can be slowed down when wealth and power are vastly 

concentrated in the hands of unscrupulous autocrats, as in Russia, and to a lesser extent, 

China today, or plutocrats, as in the US today. Median citizen wealth and other measures 

of economic democracy may be a more reliable way to predict the traveling of Kuznets 

phases, versus average per capita wealth, commonly used in Kuznets curves. The latter 

variable tells us nothing about levels of inequality, the representativeness of democracy, 

or the health or size of the middle class in any country. 

 

At present, perhaps the most important system affecting global environmental quality 

over the next few generations is climate change. Here again, even with all the 

uncertainties, step by step, our data, experiments, models, strategy, and policies 

continually improve. Generating the foresight and action to tackle this global problem 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Simon%E2%80%93Ehrlich_wager#The_proposed_second_wager
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Simon%E2%80%93Ehrlich_wager#The_proposed_second_wager
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kuznets_curve#Environmental_Kuznets_curve
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with better energy conservation, policy, markets, and an accelerated transition to more 

sustainable manufacturing and energy systems, is the main issue at hand. 

 

8. Balancing Truthfulness and Compassion 

 

One tension in human psychology that is especially important to foresight is learning to 

balance truthfulness and compassion—directness and empathy—within our work. 

Foresight professionals must to learn a degree of fearlessness in telling the most truthful 

and evidence-based stories they can. Inevitably, a truth-based approach will affect the 

nature of our relationship with some of our clients. The ultimate impact will depend 

primarily on our level of mutual trust and respect, how skillful we are at navigating 

human psychology, and the manner and timing in which we tell our truths, as we see 

them. Dale Carnegie’s classic, How to Win Friends and Influence People, 1936/1998, has 

more on tactfully telling the truth. It also reminds us that we have a lifelong ability to take 

responsibility for and improve our relationships.  

 

Here’s a good rule of thumb for balancing fearlessness and compassion in practice. If we 

don’t occasionally lose some clients, both individuals and organizations, as a result of 

our foresight work, and if we don’t occasionally lose some members of our audience as 

a futurist, we may not be sufficiently truthful or direct. This is a symptom of being too 

compassionate. 

 

In this situation, we are in danger of becoming the safe, vanilla, evidence-minimized and 

internally jaded “soothsaying” futurist—the protagonist in James Othmer’s The Futurist, 

2007. Soothsayers (Chapter 10) are a problematic type of futurist who first finds out what 

their audience wants to hear, then tells them some version of their current perspective, 

dressed up in fancy language, data, and visuals. This strategy, done well, will certainly 

pay the bills, but will cause no meaningful change. 

 

At the same time, if we don’t have a healthy core of strong relationships, advisors, and 

clients in every industry and profession with which we rely on and share stories, we may 

not be sufficiently compassionate or accurate with respect to that profession.  

 

Consider how some folks on the left of the political spectrum enjoy telling foresight 

stories that portray most big corporations, the defense department, or the executive 

branch as “the enemy.” Conversely, some folks on the right like to scapegoat immigrants, 

the poor, certain ethnic or religious groups, public schools, or the welfare state as “the 

enemy.” If we continue this without also seeing, championing, and working with the 

heroes, reformers, and innovators within any vilified group, we will grow too extreme in 

our ideologies while the quality of our foresight suffers greatly. 

 

Insufficient truth telling in their foresight work is a common problem in many large 

management consultancies. It can be less common in boutique consultancies, if they are 

https://smile.amazon.com/How-Win-Friends-Influence-People/dp/0671027034
http://www.amazon.com/Futurist-James-P-Othmer/dp/0307275140/
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not only run leanly, but fiscally conservative (maintaining a surplus for lean times), and 

possess the discipline to pick and choose clients they are most likely to be able to help. A 

strong foresighter tells their uncomfortable evidence-based stories as gently as they can, 

while treading lightly around client fears, poor models, misjudgments, and arrogances. 

They do so despite their own reasonable fears of unjust retaliation (“killing the 

messenger”). They do this in order to best catalyze positive change. 

 

If the foresighter remains empathetic and compassionate, while they may occasionally 

lose some clients with their truth telling, they will gain respect in others and, 

subsequently, loyal new allies if their foresight is valuable. If we find our consultancy is 

persistently forcing us to cater to faulty, fearful, or arrogant client assumptions and 

biases—and to greatly water down the truth of what we have to say—it’s probably time 

for us to change jobs. We must first be certain that our families haven’t become dependent 

on that salary before we have the freedom to overcome our own fear of change. 

 

Another crucial balance we must maintain in strong relationships, both with our clients 

and within their own organizations, is between fear and confidence. It is easy to be either 

too fearful or too confident. Ideally, we require a little of both. 

 

Andy Grove’s Only the Paranoid Survive: How to Exploit Crisis Points that Challenge Every 

Company, 1999, is a recommended book on the great value of reasonable fear and of crisis 

exploitation in generating necessary and painful change in large organizations. But, fear 

can easily extend too far, or for too long. If we think our client’s workplace is too fear 

bound, with leaders stifling individual contributions, Tom Rieger’s Breaking the Fear 

Barrier, 2011, a Gallup book, will diagnose fear levels on the team. Having relevant 

stakeholders take this test anonymously will confirm how fearful folks are of speaking 

and acting on their own initiative.  

 

George Simon’s In Sheep’s Clothing, 2010 is an excellent exploration of the organizational 

conditions that allow abusive, manipulative, deceptive, and unfair leaders, managers, 

and employees to rise to prominence. These individuals are the ones that cause the most 

drama and fear in any team. If a team is unable to diagnose and move their more 

autocratic and abusive individuals out of direct management positions, or at least restrict 

their input to strategy, that team will likely remain too fearful and restricted for effective 

group foresight to emerge. 

 

https://www.amazon.com/Only-Paranoid-Survive-Exploit-Challenge/dp/0385483821/
https://www.amazon.com/Only-Paranoid-Survive-Exploit-Challenge/dp/0385483821/
http://www.amazon.com/Breaking-Fear-Barrier-Destroys-Companies/dp/1595620540/
http://www.amazon.com/Breaking-Fear-Barrier-Destroys-Companies/dp/1595620540/
http://www.amazon.com/Sheeps-Clothing-Understanding-Dealing-Manipulative/dp/1935166301
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Overconfidence brings its own challenges. Carroll and Mui’s Billion 

Dollar Lessons, 2009, deftly explores how groupthink (overconfidence 

in one particular future story, and group punishment of those who 

speak out against it) have combined to lead many well-funded star 

management teams into some of the greatest business failures in 

history. Think of Kodak, Xerox, BlackBerry, Sears, Kmart, IBM, 

Enron, Conseco, GM, WorldCom, Lehman Brothers, and many 

others. Carroll and Mui cover classic high-risk activities associated 

with failures, and offer practical ways to avoid groupthink. For 

famous 20th century political and corporate examples, see Irving 

Janus’s classic, Groupthink, 1982. 

 

As we begin to experience career success, we have to curb our growing confidence, to 

keep it from becoming overconfidence. As leaders, we learn how to help others discover 

that balance, as well. Leadership methods that teach us how to train and develop our 

direct reports to be leaders themselves—like Robert Greenleaf’s Servant Leadership, 2002, 

and David Marquet’s Intent-Based Leadership, covered in Turn the Ship Around!: A True 

Story of Turning Followers into Leaders, 2013—are excellent tools in striking that balance. 

 

In sum, all of our relationship building and foresight work, as the late management 

scholar Stephen Covey said, moves at the ”speed of trust.” That is, it depends directly 

on the strength of our personal and professional relationships. Covey’s The Speed of 

Trust, 2008, offers practical steps any organization can take to grow interpersonal and 

group trust and is a great place to start in putting relationships first in our foresight work.  

 

9. Maintaining Intelligent Optimism 

 

How do we get better at balancing our own and our clients positive and negative ways 

of feeling and thinking about the future? We discussed this topic in Chapter 3, as 

optimism:pessimism ratios. As sentiment foresight is more fundamental and important 

even than our thinking foresight, let us look one last time at the literature on optimism 

and pessimism and understand the concept of intelligent optimism. 

 

Dilip Jeste, professor of psychology and neuroscience at UCSD, describes four key 

types of optimism and pessimism that all foresight practitioners should recognize in 

ourselves and others: 

 

1. Dispositional optimism and pessimism: How our personality (nature & 

nurture) guides our future expectations (positive or negative). 

2. Explanatory optimism and pessimism: The ways we explain good and bad 

outcomes, and our ability to influence them. 

Carroll & Mui, 2009  

http://www.amazon.com/Billion-Dollar-Lessons-Inexcusable-Business/dp/1591842891
http://www.amazon.com/Billion-Dollar-Lessons-Inexcusable-Business/dp/1591842891
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Groupthink
http://www.amazon.com/Groupthink-Psychological-Studies-Decisions-Fiascoes/dp/0395317045
http://www.amazon.com/Servant-Leadership-Legitimate-Greatness-Anniversary/dp/0809105543
https://www.amazon.com/Turn-Ship-Around-Turning-Followers/dp/1591846404/
https://www.amazon.com/Turn-Ship-Around-Turning-Followers/dp/1591846404/
http://www.amazon.com/SPEED-Trust-Thing-Changes-Everything/dp/1416549005
http://www.amazon.com/SPEED-Trust-Thing-Changes-Everything/dp/1416549005
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dilip_V._Jeste
https://www.advisory.com/daily-briefing/2014/08/08/optimism-v-pessimism-which-is-healthier
https://www.advisory.com/daily-briefing/2014/08/08/optimism-v-pessimism-which-is-healthier
http://www.foresightguide.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/picture.jpg
http://www.foresightguide.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/picture.jpg
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3. Strategic optimism: Focusing on upsides and opportunities when faced with 

potential risks and stresses. 

4. Defensive pessimism: Lowering expectations and anticipating bad outcomes 

when faced with risks and stresses. 

 

Notice that it is only the last two of these four types that are consistently adaptive. Our 

disposition can be helpful or maladaptive, in various contexts, so too our explanations. 

Furthermore, the last two sentiment types are only consistently adaptive when they are 

kept in balance, by sentiment contrasting. In Jeste’s view, both our disposition 

(personality) and whether we choose to focus our foresight on opportunities and 

advantage (strategic optimism) or potential risk and disruption (defensive pessimism) 

each contributes to the kinds of explanations (feelings, thinking, and words) we use to 

describe our situation, and our ability to change it.  

 

Some of us are born and raised as dispositional, or innate, optimists, others 

as dispositional pessimists. Jeste explains that both innate orientations to the future are 

quite useful and adaptive, but that their greatest adaptiveness comes as a member of a 

team that has both dispositions. There is a folk expression which says: “pessimists are 

more accurate, but optimists accomplish more.” In some contexts, what the team needs 

is more accuracy and caution. In others, the team needs more risk-taking and 

opportunity-seeking. Both dispositions being value, but balancing both is the path to 

greatest general adaptiveness. 

 

People who are naturally more optimistic tend to be good executives, creatives, 

salespeople, marketers, culture leaders, and entrepreneurs, trying new things and setting 

stretch goals for their teams. People who are naturally more pessimistic make good 

deputy managers, operations, and security leaders, anticipating and heading off bad 

outcomes, ensuring compliance, and managing risks. These are of course generalizations, 

but they ring true in our personal lives and organizations.  

 

Strategic optimism—sometimes called “ambition” or “opportunism”—is our emotional 

and cognitive responses that raise our future expectations and focus us on upsides and 

opportunities when faced with potential risks and stresses. Excitement, joy, hope, 

courage, and curiosity are among the dominant emotions and thoughts involved in 

strategic optimism. All of us have these positive feelings and thoughts, but natural 

pessimists exhibit them in much more limited ways. 

 

Defensive pessimism—also called “caution” or “protectionism”—is our emotional and 

cognitive responses that lower our future expectations and focus us on potential 

downsides and problems. Fear, distrust, caution, and worry are among the dominant 

emotions involved in defensive pessimism. Again, we all have these negative feelings 

and thoughts, but natural optimists exhibit them in much more limited ways. Clearly, 
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both types are useful—and they balance each other, creating a more cognitively diverse 

world. 

 

Whether we want to be in the mindset of a strategic optimist or a defensive pessimist 

varies by context. When we are in danger—or are responsible for security, defense, or 

things that may go quickly or expensively wrong, and thus need high 

reliability or accountability—our defensive pessimism should take command. On the 

other hand, if we are amid a field of opportunity—if we have a safety net, if our leaders 

give us psychological safety and protected freedom (“top cover”) to try new things 

without penalty, and if the consequences of failure aren’t life threatening—we want 

our strategic optimism behind the wheel. In such situations, a generally positive outlook 

on the future will best motivate us, our teams, and our clients. 

 

Because System 1, our intuition and emotion, is set to be both faster and stronger 

than System 2, our thinking, our snap judgments and emotions will quickly flood our 

psyches and temporarily suspend our rationality. Because we are biased so that the 

negative emotions are stronger than the positive ones, fear, shame, depression, and 

disgust will shut down our rationality much faster and longer than joy, hope, excitement, 

and curiosity will strengthen our rationality.  

 

Negative emotions are also simply stronger, as having them in a world that was quite 

dangerous until recently has provided strong survival value. Psychologist Daniel 

Goleman, in his book Emotional Intelligence, 1995, coined the term amygdala hijack to 

describe a negative emotional response that is far out of proportion in its effect on our 

thinking and behavior to the actual degree of risk presented by the stimulus. It’s a great 

term for understanding our DROA bias.  

 

On average, far more of us are ready to quickly and broadly imagine dystopias (stories 

of regressive futures). We only slowly and reluctantly think about protopias (progress-

presuming, positive futures). It’s much easier to stand against something than for 

something. We’ll most readily join protest marches (being against something, which 

requires only criticism) but much less readily join cause marches (for something, which 

requires an idea of progress).Even when each offers us the same degree of absolute 

change, the potential negative outcome always motivates us emotionally at a deeper level 

than the positive one. 

 

Again, we can understand DROA bias by remembering our evolutionary history. Until 

very recently, we all lived in a far more dangerous and primitive world—one ruled by 

violence, disease, and sudden death. As historian John Bury reminds us in his 

masterwork, The Idea of Progress, 1920, it wasn’t until later in the Enlightenment, in the 

mid-1700’s, that the average educated person in the most developed parts of Western 

Europe could finally notice unmistakable signs of progress over their own lifetimes. 

Only then did public outlook on the possibilities for a better future start to change.  

http://www.amazon.com/Emotional-Intelligence-Matter-More-Than/dp/055338371X
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amygdala_hijack
https://www.gutenberg.org/files/4557/4557-h/4557-h.htm
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Today, we are faced with an accelerating profusion of technological and economic 

advances and opportunities, but we have had virtually no evolutionary time for our 

genetic proclivity to defensive pessimism to change. As a result, biases related to this—

such as loss or risk aversion bias—are also rampant in human psychology. 

 

Also, as the older we get, all of us get more pessimistic in an explanatory sense about our 

own internal abilities, as they start to slow down. Unfortunately, many aging people, 

though thankfully not all, conflate their own naturally declining internal abilities with 

the state of the world. We may begin to see societal futures in more negative terms. We 

focus first on the disruption that accompanies accelerating change and expect downsides 

out of all proportion to the evidence and trends.  

 

So, as our average lifespan continues to grow, a mild longevity pessimism bias grows 

in some of us along with it. Only 27% of the world’s population is under 25 today. That 

fraction will keep going down the more developed the world gets. Media pessimism 

bias, seeking to maximize attention, is constantly peddling fear, conflict, and 

catastrophizing every minor issue—as that markets better to some of our aging populace. 

We get polarized media bubbles and manufactured outrage on the right and left.  

 

To get out of this new dystopia—and see the advantage and opportunity in accelerating 

change, not just its disruptions and risks—we must be very careful in what we read and 

watch, focusing primarily on sources of critical and intelligent optimism, so that we can 

escape commercial media’s pessimism bias. We must also progressively dispute and 

unlearn things we learned when younger that are no longer, or were never, true.  

 

As we said in Chapter 6 (Skill 8: Reviewing) the older we get, the more we must review 

ourselves for things we think we know that are no longer so (or were never so). As the 

psychologist William James said: “In the practical use of our intellect, forgetting is as 

important and remembering.” We need continual, selective forgetting to progress in our 

understanding and ability to positively affect the world.  

 

Barry O’Reilly’s Unlearn, 2018, is a useful guide to this never ending and vital process of 

mental renewal. Continual unlearning, with a group of reverse mentors, trusted younger 

colleagues who we task with privately calling us out on our outdated language and 

beliefs, and constant exposure to intelligent optimists, can allow us to escape our 

longevity pessimism bias. As justice Oliver Wendell Holmes said: “To be seventy years 

young is sometimes far more cheerful and hopeful than to be forty years old.” 

 

People who recognize that learning is the first step of foresight (LAIS) are constantly 

asking themselves what of their old knowledge do they need to now forget, so they can 

learn useful new knowledge. They ask themselves what old traumas, and the people 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Loss_aversion
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1260143015/
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who caused them, can they now forgive, so they can stop obsessing on old hurts. Once 

we learn a lesson, it is time to move on, to open ourselves to new growth.  

 

Fortunately, neuroscience tells us we can form new long term memories at any age. It 

often takes us four to six times more trials to permanently learn something new at 80 

than it does at 8, but it does not take twenty or fifty times. We need to stop complaining 

that we can’t learn new things as we age, and realize that while it gets harder to learn as 

we age, it does not get formidably harder. As we age, we can use our growing wisdom 

to focus on the learning that matters most to us, and do focused repetition of those new 

things that will most aid our personal and professional growth. As with other things, 

wisdom, passion and perseverance will keep us on track. 

 

We must also watch out for filter bubbles. Those who watch only news that fits their 

particular worldview and biases will soon become dismissive of the “other,” meaning 

anyone who doesn’t agree with their future views. Some of our leaders play to these fears, 

scaring us with extreme stories and never pairing those stories with a sincere presentation 

of the latest data—which may tell a far more nuanced and moderate view. Because of our 

filter bubbles, even as the magnitude and frequency of global violence have gone vastly 

down in recent centuries and decades, many of us, particularly many of our older folks, 

are falsely convinced the world is on an opposite trend, they get outraged over 

increasingly minor differences. We no longer see the world as a continually improving 

system, which it actually is, on average. 

 

As we’ll see in BPF, in our discussion of Personal AIs, filters themselves aren’t a problem, 

they are a solution, as long as those filters can learn over time, and as long as we get to 

control how they work. We all need filters to be effective in the world, and even our brain 

itself is primarily a filtering and only secondarily a thinking system. Its main job is to 

figure out how to throw away less useful information, continually bombarding our 

senses.  

 

The great problem with our current media and reality filters is that they don’t learn over 

time—and they can’t be customized enough by us—to defend our values and 

goals. Instead, today’s filters are top-down, outside of our control, designed by 

unaccountable engineers primarily to further the profits of the companies offering them 

to us, and they don’t learn much over time. But, as Personal AI comes to our filters, all of 

this will change, as we will discuss. 

 

Because of our pessimism biases we tend focus on “headlines over trendlines” and 

assume they are accurate samples of reality (they usually aren’t). This leads us to develop 

poor models for how the world actually works. As Nick Kristof notes in a 2015 New York 

Times editorial on media pessimism bias, two-thirds of Americans today believe that the 

proportion of the world population living in extreme poverty has almost doubled over 

http://www.nytimes.com/2015/10/01/opinion/nicholas-kristof-the-most-important-thing-and-its-almost-a-secret.html?_r=0
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/10/01/opinion/nicholas-kristof-the-most-important-thing-and-its-almost-a-secret.html?_r=0
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the last 20 years. In fact extreme poverty has done the opposite, falling by more than half 

over that period, falling from 35 to 14% between 1993 and 2011, per the World Bank. 

 

Fearful and overcautious people can easily become overprotective helicopter parents, 

always “hovering” to rescue their children from the first sign of minor defeat or 

disappointment. As Hanna Rosin reminds us in “The Overprotected Kid,” The Atlantic, 

Apr 2014, and Bronson and Merryman argue in NurtureShock, 2011, children of 

overprotective parents grow up disempowered, less creative, less willing to take risks, 

and ready to quit as soon as things gets too difficult and don’t fit their naive expectations. 

Their perseverance and antifragility are greatly reduced. In sum, we can see that 

pessimism biases exact a steep social cost that we are just beginning to account for.  

 

Barry Glassner’s The Culture of Fear, 1999, Al Gore’s The Assault on Reason, 2008, and Dan 

Gardner’s The Science of Fear, 2009 all explore this social coast, and the way the selling 

and use of fear has grown in our society over the last century. Of all the challenges of 

navigating human psychology to produce better foresight, our DROA bias, and its 

manifestation in our media and culture, may be the most important. Hilary Tindle’s 

book Up: How Positive Outlook Can Transform Our Health and Aging, 2013, and Michelle 

Gielan’s Broadcasting Happiness, 2015, both offer practical tips to fight DROA bias in 

ourselves, our clients, and culture. 

 

Clearly, the best foresighters need to be both strategic optimists and 

defensive pessimists at the same time. We need to strike a dynamic 

balance between these two poles and find a blend of these two 

feeling and thinking styles that is the most adaptive for each issue, 

time, and context. We can give that adaptive blend a 

name: intelligent optimism. For more, see futurist Rohan Roberts 

and Lara Matossian’s Intelligent Optimism community, Frank 

Robinson’s The Case for Rational Optimism, 2009, and Matt 

Ridley’s The Rational Optimist, 2011. Ridley’s book takes a too-

uncritical look at the effects of global capitalism, but each of these 

books accurately describes a mindset that we should cultivate in a 

world of accelerating ADOR. In this complex world, we need a mindset that is both net 

optimistic and quick to identify dangers and shortcomings of our models.  

 

Curiously, computer adaptive testing experts have learned that a training approach that 

dynamically adjusts the challenges so that we are answering 70% of the questions correct 

and 30% incorrect is a ratio that maximizes both average hours spent training and 

training improvement. Such a training program is a prescription for remaining in the 

“flow” state and it may also be the best way to learn. In other words, crafting our tests 

and challenges—both in simulations and in life—such that we achieve at least two of our 

efforts for every effort in which we fail, may be a great heuristic for life. Intelligent 

Ridley, 2011  
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optimism, in this model, could be defined as having two strategically optimistic 

thoughts, on average, for every defensively pessimistic thought. 

 

Consider that a 30% rate of failure, while a good population average, is more than some 

of us like. Some perfectionists, for example, don’t like computer adaptive learning, even 

though it may be the fastest way for them to improve, as it makes them fail more often 

than they are comfortable with. Getting quality feedback on that failure, and not blaming 

yourself for it, or getting angry, lets us keep the practice going. 

 

Digital natives, for example, are often comfortable “messing around” with today’s 

poorly designed interfaces, and dealing with innumerable technical glitches, until they 

get their programs and devices to do what they expect. Older individuals are often 

angered by poor design or unexpected glitches, and too sensitive to failure. After a few 

fails they will often stop doing the failing and exploration needed to master their 

smartphones, laptops, social media, and productivity software. It is important to remain 

intelligently optimistic that there are easy solutions to our digital problems. Usually, 

they are just a web search and a few failures away from being solved. 

 

Conversely, if we are failing more than 30% of the time, it’s probably time to scale back 

the scope of our personal and organizational foresight (our visions, strategies, and plans) 

and focus on more immediately controllable outcomes—similar to the way a stoic, when 

faced with adversity, may temporarily retreat to their locus of greatest control (their 

personal emotions, thoughts, and behaviors) as the safe harbor in any storm. 

 

We won’t go further into these fascinating topics at this point. But, remember that for 

reasons of evolutionary biology and environment, the first response of many of our 

clients, when contemplating the future and its changes, will be some variation of fear, 

doubt, and pessimism first, and curiosity, courage, and optimism second, as slower and 

weaker responses. This is our heritage and current condition, but it is not who we are 

becoming. When human nature is no longer adaptive, evolution tells us that our nature 

must eventually change, to match our new environment. 

 

10. Building Strong Relationships 

 

Another key practice challenge in improving our thinking and acting about the future is 

building strong relationships with our colleagues and clients. It is typically the strength 

and quality of our relationships, and only very secondarily the strength and quality of 

our foresight that determines our career success. Many future thinkers ignore this truth, 

to their professional detriment. 

 

Thinking more diligently about the future than most others in society, makes us pioneers; 

and, as we’ve said elsewhere, that habit can bring personal risks and costs. It’s easy for 

others to judge an above average interest in the future as a weakness, and dismiss the 
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future thinker as someone engaged daydreams and fantasies. What makes future 

thinking strong is when it is shared, with a critical group of similarly future-oriented 

peers, and consensus foresight emerges. Building relationships, which involves caring 

for the whole person, not just their futures interests, are how we build shared predictions, 

possibilities, and visions. 

 

We may begin as an armchair futurist, spinning stories for our own consumption. But, 

that is a dangerous place to stay, for we will quickly veer off into fantasy if we don’t share 

our future stories and start to critique and prioritize them within a group. It is usually 

easiest to develop foresight in change-permissive communities comprised of novelty-

seekers, trend-watchers, and futurists, so finding a few fellow future thinkers to form 

personal and professional relationships with is a fantastic place to start. In Appendix 2 

we’ve mentioned Select Comprehensive Foresight Practice Communities, a few good 

places where one can find future thinking colleagues.  

 

Fortunately, with the rise of social networks and online communities, no one with access 

to the web is now likely to have their future thinking stunted by lack of access to fellow 

futurists and foresighters. Still, it is a challenge to find the right group of individuals, 

folks who are appropriately evidence-based, acceleration-aware, ethically and 

empathically centered, and Four Ps-balanced, so that our interactions with them will 

have the greatest potential to be adaptive. 

 

Finding a group of honest, ego-restricted, future-oriented colleagues who will help us 

critique our own future thinking can be difficult, but is essential. Building strong and 

mutually beneficial relationships with our clients is another level up in both difficulty 

and importance. Foresight professionals have to help others find their own visions, 

within their own cultures, which will often be slightly or largely different from ours and 

may be significantly more change-averse, with some shared values but also a few very 

different values. We need to respect the differing values and worldviews of our clients, 

empathize with them, and build relationships, helping as we can. Over time, as trust 

grows and relationships strengthen, we will have greater ability to influence our clients. 

 

Psychology is a feature of humanity that we can study and become strong at navigating. 

Anthropologists tell us that our psychology has barely changed over 5,000 years of 

recorded history, even as our science and technology continue to accelerate. Being an 

intuitive student of human psychology in all its forms—normal and abnormal, 

individual and group—will help us apprehend what is predictable in that domain. That 

understanding will help us better navigate the many predictable political and personal 

issues—most of which are unpredictable in their timing and details—that continually 

arise when dealing with conflicting and competing values, goals, and worldviews about 

the future among our clients and their stakeholders. 
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For surveys of the rich landscape of human psychology and its timeless aspirations, books 

of proverbs and maxims on living well, like Baltasar Gracian’s The Art of Worldly 

Wisdom, 1647, and texts like Walter Mischel’s Introduction to Personality, 2007, and his 

excellent The Marshmallow Test, 2014, and David Myer’s Psychology, 2011 are great places 

to start. A healthy understanding and respect for psychology, and a commitment to 

building ethical and empathic relationships, will unquestionably help us navigate the 

subtleties of interpersonal, professional, and social foresight. We must strive to 

understand, ethically and empathically, the needs and issues of those who will be affected 

by the futures we seek to predict, create, and lead.  

 

Community Practice Challenges 

 

This section offers a closing list of six practice challenges that we consider particularly 

important for our emerging professional foresight community. In our view, our field 

must do better with each of these in order for us to keep growing and professionalizing.  

We’ll say more on some of these challenges in Book 2. We also recommend our Peer 

Advice Survey in the online Guide, in which roughly fifty foresight leaders share their 

own practice challenges and experiences in a range of practitioner groups. 

 

In their insightful retrospective on foresight practice, What I Have Learned: Thinking About 

the Future Then and Now, 1987, futurists Michael Marien and Lane Jennings argued that 

foresight wasn’t truly a field. Among other shortcomings, they observed how little 

progress had been made getting foresight training established within academia. The same 

observation can be made today, but we would disagree with their conclusion that 

foresight isn’t a field. It has been a formal field, with paying clients, since the rise of the 

think tanks after World War II, and we need to get better at defining and training with its 

key models and processes. Many kinds of foresight practice will be domain specific, and 

many will be cross-disciplinary. Both kinds of foresight will continue to make progress, 

in our ever richer and more complex 21st century. We must embed foresight within every 

academic discipline and industry and we must advance foresight as an academic 

discipline, and a training ground for practitioners.  These six practice challenges may 

all be particularly helpful in that regard.  

  

Again, this list is far from complete, but hopefully it is useful. As always, please let us 

know what we have missed and what we’ve mistaken, to help us all better understand 

and improve our field. 

 

1. Building Better Models and Definitions 

 

Modern foresight is a much larger, more useful, and more diverse enterprise than most 

practitioners realize. Yet, as we have described, many foresight practitioners currently 

define our field much too narrowly. Primarily, this parochialism is due to the historical 

contingencies of foresight education. As a young field, we have overspecialized at first. 

http://www.amazon.com/Worldly-Wisdom-Unabridged-Start-Publishing-ebook/dp/B00BDJH78K
http://www.amazon.com/Worldly-Wisdom-Unabridged-Start-Publishing-ebook/dp/B00BDJH78K
http://www.amazon.com/Introduction-Personality-Toward-Integrative-Science/dp/047008765X
http://www.amazon.com/Marshmallow-Test-Mastering-Self-Control/dp/0316230871
http://www.amazon.com/Psychology-David-G-Myers-ebook/dp/B00HQO0TWW/
https://www.amazon.com/What-Have-Learned-Thinking-Future/dp/0313250715/
https://www.amazon.com/What-Have-Learned-Thinking-Future/dp/0313250715/
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Periodically revisiting and re-grounding our mental models and definitions is our first 

and most important practice challenge. Without sufficiently adaptive models and 

definitions, our efforts to professionalize, and our confidence and effectiveness in 

delivering client value will remain weak and tentative for some time to come. 

 

We have proposed that foresight is based on a number of universal Triads, which can 

be expanded to Four Types of Foresight Thinking (Four Ps), is practiced in Six 

Domains, can be practiced in Four Foresight Horizons (Today’s, Short-term, Mid-Term, 

and Long-term thinking), and is based on a Do Loop (Perception-Decision-Action-

Feedback cycle), that can be expanded to Eight Skills of Adaptive Foresight, Twenty 

Specialties of Strategic Management. Each of these simple models seem particularly 

central to our field. 

 

These models are imperfect. For example, the Twenty Specialties (technically, forty 

specialty pairs) are surely incomplete. At the same time, these specialties are more 

diverse, more developed, and tied more closely to established business practices and 

value generation, than the vast majority of other foresight management models that we 

will find in the literature. 

 

By seeing and valuing all the facets of modern foresight, carefully developing 

our domain, type, skill and specialty competencies, and building professional alliances 

across the various specialties within our diverse and deep field, we will maximize our 

ability to collaborate with others in reaching better futures, across a great variety of 

personal, team, organizational, and societal contexts. 

 

As we consider the foresight types, domains, skills, specialties, and methods that we have 

proposed, we ought to take steps to correct implicit biases against any that we may hold. 

For example, with respect to the Twenty Specialties, if we don’t presently see Prediction 

Markets, Developmental Foresight, Forecasting, Risk Management, Predictive Analytics, 

Innovation Management, Intelligence, or any of the others that we’ve discussed as 

essential to foresight practice, we must make an effort to see them in a new light and 

incorporate them in an enlarged understanding of our field. 

 

We must all take steps to counter our biases and address any narrowness of vision. We 

should read key books on vital practices that we are unfamiliar with, consider how 

foresight is used in those practices, attend specialty conferences, and accept advice from 

and partner with others in unfamiliar domains. We must all broaden our understanding 

of the great diversity of foresight practice and leadership. Finally, we can each do our 

small part to use, critique, and share the best practice models we know. 

 

2. Understanding Accelerating Change and Evolutionary Development 
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As practitioners, certain models are particularly helpful to our work in societal, global, 

and universal foresight. Some models help us with mid-term and long-term horizons, 

they generate predictions of future events, and give us normative guidance in how to 

manage them. Two models in particular, accelerating change and evolutionary 

development, help us with these bigger picture domains and horizons. Together they 

give us a better understanding of adaptiveness than any other models we know. 

 

As we’ll describe in BPF, a key benefit foresight professionals can bring to the world is a 

more grounded understanding of these fundamental processes of change, and recognize 

their ADOR in our societies, our organizations, and for ourselves. We need to help 

everyone develop better models and strategies around these two things. We believe that 

recognizing the drivers of exponential processes, and making them as equitable and 

empowering as possible, while preventing or reducing the disruptions and catastrophes 

they often initially allow, is now our greatest moral challenge. 

 

Our scientific community has many models of adaptiveness, but it does not yet formally 

study accelerating change, so it is up to our foresight community to highlight it until our 

academic institutions make this topic a priority. Academia has been late to many other 

important subjects as well. Ph.D.s in artificial intelligence, for example, did not become 

common until the late 1960s, ten years after the field was invented. That was shockingly 

bad foresight and conservatism on the part of our leading universities. 

 

Twenty years ago, many people rolled their eyes when futurists said we’d see massive 

economic and technological transformations, disruptive wealth creation for a privileged 

few, a China rivaling the West, and practical artificial intelligence. They don’t roll their 

eyes as often today. Now they realize the ethical and social issues of these and many other 

accelerating transformations need to be taken seriously. Some of the issues of these 

transformations are here today, and the rest will be upon us before long. When enough 

people take a future seriously, not only does it typically emerge faster, but it happens in 

a much more socially useful and deliberate way. 

 

In addition to admitting the reality of accelerating change, our field’s leaders must learn, 

teach and advocate the best of the quantitative and probabilistic techniques when we 

discuss forecasting, prediction, planning, risk management, statistics, data, and other 

foresight curricula. Futurists who like to think about possible and preferable futures but 

neglect to see and quantify the probable futures that lie ahead of us are like a stool with 

two legs, a structure easily destabilized by critique. 

 

One of the benefits of exponential processes is that they are easily forecasted as 

aggregate trends. We must simply to be willing to see and measure them; they are all on 

S-curves with initial exponential phases. Some exponential phases, as with new product 

diffusion, will saturate quickly. Others, as with tunnel boring machines, which double 

their numbers on Earth every 3-5 years, won’t saturate for decades. Still others—as with 
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global sensor proliferation, transparency, computation, simulation, memory, and 

information growth—will continue as exponentials until we reach the limits of physics, 

centuries or even millennia from now. Our discussion in Book 2 of Densification and 

Dematerialization (D&D) as universal drivers of accelerating change is our best effort 

to validate this point. 

 

Some foresight professionals still argue that presenting “just one future” to a client is not 

good practice. This is well-meaning, but misleading advice. In reality, we should strive 

to present—or better yet, help the client to develop—a picture of the most expected future 

(hard trends) that seems relevant to the domain or problem. With this, we should include 

relevant exponential and developmental trends and convergences, in addition to a much 

wider set of possible futures, of lower probability (soft trends) futures, and 

of preferable and preventable futures (declared and hidden) of the client’s stakeholders, 

competitors, and other relevant actors.  

 

If we live in an evo-devo universe, as we have proposed, then both one convergent 

future (a set of predictable features of tomorrow) and a set of possible (alternative) and 

preferable (normative) futures both continually lie ahead of us. When we are evo-devo 

aware, we must simultaneously seek to discover one predictable future, explore many 

unpredictable futures, and try to converge on a set of preferred futures for ourselves 

and the other social actors. 

 

For certain high probability events it can quickly become a waste of time and energy to 

present alternatives. What we often want next, when contemplating strategy and trying 

to reduce uncertainties, is one specific set of probabilities and predictions relative to 

key uncertainties, with confidence intervals, and an agenda for narrowing them by 

further learning or experiment. For example, is it likely my proposed customer will 

purchase my proposed product or service or not? If so, at what range of prices? Does a 

cognitively diverse and candid group of independent advisors think my business model 

will succeed as written? Or fail? And with what probability?  

 

Furthermore, the expected probability at which alternative (possibility) future thinking 

becomes useful will vary depending on the client’s real strategic options, expectation of 

and tolerance for risk (outcomes for which probabilities can be assigned) 

and uncertainty (for which they cannot) the cost of additional foresight, and the ability 

and agility of management to consider and act on additional options. In summary, the 

practice model of evolutionary development asks us to continually balance our use of 

the Four Ps, seeing the value of evolutionary (possible), developmental (probable), 

and evo-devo (preferable) approaches, and not denigrating any one of them. 

 

3. Collaborating On Digital Foresight Platforms 
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Once we’ve built some inclusive models and practical definitions, and opened our eyes 

to accelerating change and evolutionary development, perhaps the next great challenge 

is using our accelerating digital tools and platforms to collaborate and create collective 

foresight. Our practitioners need to experiment with and build better digital platforms 

for doing foresight, to improve the value and sophistication of our field.  

 

We need better ways to collaboratively find trends, build forecasts, scenarios, and 

predictions, critique them, and to rate source material. We’ve talked about predictive 

analytics, statistical forecasting, predictive intelligence, prediction markets, online 

Delphis and simulations, and other data-rich and collaborative approaches to foresight. 

Companies using these approaches will continue to grow rapidly in value. Our foresight 

community must use the best tools our clients use, and use our theories and models of 

foresight to build and test new ones they have not yet used. 

 

The digital world is the fastest growing complex system on our planet at present. Leading 

digital companies’ technology platforms, like Google’s search servers, are growing in 

storage and processing capacity at roughly 50% a year, nearly as fast as the web grows 

itself. In 2014, just as we started writing this Guide, Amazon Web Services was adding 

enough new storage capacity every day to house their entire e-tailing business ten years 

earlier, in 2004. Many smaller cloud infrastructure providers are growing their storage 

capacity even faster than Amazon today in percentage terms, and differentiating their 

suites with unique new developer services as well. The software platform landscape now 

changes so fast and furiously that information technology foresighters must continually 

reassess it, or their strategies quickly grow obsolete. 

 

Examples of emerging digital platforms were introduced in Chapter 1. They include 

crowd forecasting platforms like Good Judgment, the science of which is outlined in 

Philip Tetlock’s excellent Superforecasting, 2015. They include platforms for online 

Delphi work, opinion mapping, crowd consulting, and group domain mapping and 

consensus foresight like Wikistrat. They include emerging science and technology 

prediction markets, like Metaculus, and political prediction markets like PredictIt.  

 

More experimental digital foresight platforms include Augur, a digital currency 

prediction market built on the Ethereum blockchain. Let’s say a bit more now about the 

future of these experimental platforms. The last well-known US prediction market that 

allowed was real currency betting was InTrade. Its operations were shut down by federal 

regulators in 2012. Under current law, the SEC and Commodities and Futures Trading 

Corporations, restrict U.S. based or operating digital platforms from betting on things 

like stock and commodities prices. Such restrictions also exist for other kinds of betting, 

but many online companies have evaded them by going offshore. 

 

Whether Augur itself succeeds seems too early to say. But, one of these digital currency 

based prediction market platform will surely become another variation of modern 

http://www.goodjudgment.com/
https://www.amazon.com/Superforecasting-Science-Prediction-Philip-Tetlock/dp/0804136696
http://www.wikistrat.com/
http://www.metaculus.com/
https://www.predictit.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Augur_(software)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ethereum
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intrade
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foresight practice. The rapid rise and millions in crowdfunding devoted to Augur was a 

sign that investors and users are eager to try out new digital platforms for a wide variety 

of previously difficult or forbidden foresight activities.  

 

We can expect many more of these kinds of digital, data-rich, and collectively intelligent 

platforms in coming years. This is great news for foresight practice, as it quantifies and 

monetizes pieces of our work in exciting new ways, and recruits many more of us into 

online foresight creation activities. 

 

Another great need in foresight collaboration are new platforms that crowdsource, rate, 

critique, improve, and share the full diversity of foresight content, not just predictions. 

We need increasingly open, software-aided, and cognitively diverse crowd foresight 

platforms, to find the key trends, weeble stories, and great ideas that we need to envision 

and create better futures.  

 

At the end of this book, in Chapter 12, we outline two such platforms, Futurepedia and 

IdeaHub, that we think would be particularly valuable for humanity. Futurepedia is a 

Wikipedia that concisely summarizes the diversity of future views on any topic, and 

IdeaHub (a GitHub for ideas) is a digital-currency backed platform for refining, rating, 

and sharing the most high value and actionable ideas for entrepreneurs. We expect both 

of these platforms will eventually emerge, and there will be just one or two that get global 

mindshare. Their future is a question of when, how, and who, not “if.” 

 

We also need better ways to assess the skills and reputations of foresight professionals 

and their institutions. LinkedIn is making small steps in this direction with its skills 

testimonials, and the ability to display online course certifications and other 

assessments. Startups like Klout have tried (and failed, due to poor privacy and consent 

rules) to build a reliable tool for assessing social media influence. Yet a trustable 

reputation graph would be very helpful for collaboration, so someone will eventually 

solve this problem. Michael Fertik’s The Reputation Economy, 2015, and Rachel Botsman’s 

Who Can You Trust?, 2018, both offer insights into that coming future.  

 

The work of building trustable and ethical online reputation and crowd rating platforms 

is in its infancy today. It will be much easier to rate things a decade hence, when we have 

Personal AIs, and the ability to complain directly to any web-enhanced product or 

service at the point of frustration, and have our complaint registered and forwarded to 

our most responsive company’s designers and marketers. We will consider this and 

related futures in BPF.  

 

The promise of foresight practice for humanity will only be realized when our work 

becomes broadly socially recognized and respected, so we no longer have to educate our 

prospective clients on its value. As accelerating change continues, at some point the world 

will “wake up” to value feeling and thinking about the future as much as we currently 

https://klout.com/home
https://smile.amazon.com/Reputation-Economy-Optimize-Footprint-2015-01-20/dp/B01LP4H1SS/
https://smile.amazon.com/Who-Can-You-Trust-Technology/dp/1541762703/
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value feeling and thinking about the past and the present, rebalancing our temporal 

orientation. In the meantime, we need to do all we can to help our field become better 

respected, connected, trained, and paid. 

 

As we consider the challenges of better platforms, we must remind ourselves of our 

visions for our field. Personal foresight needs to be taken seriously as a key part of life 

coaching, counseling, and self-development. Organizational foresight in all 

the skills and specialties needs to be recognized and valued by management. Societal 

foresight needs to be something every big picture leader feels naked without. Global and 

Universal foresight need to help us wake up to the realities of accelerating change, see 

developmental trends and destinations, and to act on the incredible evolutionary 

opportunities those trends and destinations offer us.  

 

Certainly for individuals, organizations, and societies, there is always a limit to how 

much adaptive foresight we need, and what balance of skills and specialties are useful 

in any context. Pursue any foresight type, skill, specialty, or method too much and we 

will waste resources and dissipate momentum. But, conversely, when we ignore 

foresight, we invite stasis, mediocrity, and catastrophe. 

 

At present, most of us are usually in a state of too little foresight work. We are often 

unaware which foresight skills and functions we are ignoring, and how to change our 

mix to be more adaptive. By developing more evidence-based models, collaborating more 

closely, harnessing accelerating technology, and using constructive critique, we can and 

will do better for our planet, our clients, and our families. 

 

4. Marketing Our Ever-Growing Value to Clients 

 

As we rise to the challenges mentioned so far, foresight practice will transition to a better, 

more valuable place. This brings us to perhaps the next most important challenge, 

convincing our clients of our ever-growing value. The faster things go, the more certain 

industries will be disrupted, and the more our clients will recognize their need to change 

and adapt. But, we still must sell them on our ability to help them. More generally, we 

must market our unique abilities to help any client thrive in conditions of 

change. Marketing is not just a set of good strategies. It starts with a mindset, a 

recognition of people’s fears and challenges and awareness that we possess something 

unique and valuable at helping with those challenges. 

 

Many of leading corporations are in fear of being “Uberized,” especially as they watch 

rapidly moving online and mobile business models disrupt their markets. They know 

they need exponential and adaptive foresight. But, it’s one thing to know that we need 

help, another to know where to find it, and yet another to turn foresight into action. That’s 

where we need to practice our Influence—the sixth of the Eight Skills—to broadly and 

effectively communicate our value and convince client prospects to engage with us. 
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In a digital world, marketing can be easier and more targeted than ever before. Yet many 

futurists and foresighters systematically neglect this challenge. For a start, read Kevin 

Kelly’s illuminating post, 1,000 True Fans, 2008. Finding and helping our sincerest fans 

is a prescription for happiness, effectiveness, and success. Solopreneurs and freelancers 

in foresight practice are particularly in need of such marketing help. So, once we have 

found our own unique ways of creating value on a daily basis, as well as our authentic 

voice, we may go find our true fans. The new value we create and communicate becomes 

our central form of marketing. 

 

For some general tips on effective marketing in the digital world, we recommend a 

combination of general books like Ryan Holiday’s Growth Hacker Marketing, 2014, and 

specialized books like Stephan Spencer et al.’s Social eCommerce, 2014. Marketing is an 

ongoing process—like all worthwhile things in life. We must value it appropriately and 

partner ourselves with those who excel in this skill if we are insufficiently experienced. 

 

5. Grounding and Validating Our Scholarship 

 

Grounding our work—by relating our theories to other foundational theories in science 

and practice, and validating it by showing the predictive utility and replicability of our 

theories and methods—are among the key ways that foresight scholarship advances. We 

offer, and seek to better validate, at least three potentially foundational foresight 

frameworks in this Guide: 

 

1. Adaptive Foresight (The Foresight Triads, The Four Ps, Six Domains, The Do 

Loop, The Eight Skills, the Twenty Specialties) 

2. Exponential Foresight (Law of Accelerating Returns, Densification & 

Dematerialization, the Race to Inner Space) 

3. Evo-devo Foresight (Law of Accelerating Sustainability, 80/20 and 95/5 rules, the 

IES Goals, Megatrends, the Great Transitions, the Transcension Hypothesis) 

 

These frameworks comprise an incomplete list and have yet to be deeply grounded or 

validated. We must decide for ourselves—via cross-examination with other theories and 

evidence—how foundational they are. Even many of our academic specialties today, like 

cognitive neuroscience, are still missing some major models. We still don’t have a 

predictive understanding of how higher information is encoded in brains, let alone a 

consensus model of consciousness and idea propagation and evolution between brains.  

 

Each of these frameworks is more systems theory (a branch of applied philosophy) than 

science today. Even evo-devo theory in evolutionary biology is just thirty years old, and 

is presently more theoretical than empirical. Developmental biology, for its part, still 

holds many mysteries. How a fertilized egg turns into a self-maintaining and replicating 

http://kk.org/thetechnium/1000-true-fans/
https://smile.amazon.com/Growth-Hacker-Marketing-Primer-Advertising/dp/1591847389/
https://www.amazon.com/Social-eCommerce-Increasing-Sales-Extending/dp/1449366368/
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metazoan is for us the most amazing single process we have identified on Earth. The 

applicability of evo-devo models to other autopoietic systems (ideas, organizations, 

societies, even our universe), as is explored in BPF, is still in its infancy today. 

 

Nevertheless, be believe that all of these frameworks are key steps in the right direction, 

which is why they are at the heart of this Guide. The better foresight scholars ground and 

validate these and other theoretical frameworks, and the more aware they are of the key 

theories and varieties of foresight in use today, and the strengths and limitations of each, 

the more our field will flourish. We’ll need a lot more reliable academic research and 

statistical experiments. Many more Ph.D.s will have to be graduated. We’ll also need 

quite a lot more and smarter machines. All of that will eventually come. 

 

Meanwhile, many shoddy theories and misconceptions will persist in our practitioner 

community, and we should challenge and critique them as best we can. There has been 

a proliferation of believers in conspiracy theories, supernatural phenomena, UFOs, and 

all manner of very poorly evidenced but dramatic belief systems in recent years.  

 

There are also a still-growing number of postmodernist futurists, who see science and its 

technologies as primarily “social constructs,” forced on us by “Western hegemony.” But, 

in an evo-devo framework, only the evolutionary features of science and technology are 

social constructs. The equally important developmental features are universal optima, 

waiting be discovered by all scientific and technological cultures, on all planets like ours. 

Certainly these features are a small subset of science and technology, but as systems that 

constrain our evolutionary futures, we argue that this subset has been equally important 

to our adaptiveness. 

 

As to Western hegemony, we agree that the West, as the first to develop industrial 

culture, has clearly made many of the most negative impacts on the world, along with a 

number of the most positive ones. All cultures, being mostly human constructions, are 

surely fallible. But, there are also many universal laws and processes that Western culture 

has uncovered to date, and that any other culture, had it reached industrialization first, 

would have also uncovered. One fundamental discovery is the primacy of science and 

its laws, and the great utility of accelerating knowledge growth and adaptive 

complexification in all modern civilizations. 

 

It is critical for all foresight practitioners to understand how every extant culture thinks 

about the world, and to relate to other cultures using their language and reference frames. 

But we also must seek to find and describe powerful global developmental processes. It 

isn’t “Western hegemony” that is driving much of the global change we see today, it is 

the hegemony of developmental megatrends, which are converging all of us toward 

certain great transitions, as we will describe in Book 2.  
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We do our clients and the world a disservice when we do not valuing truth seeking and 

truth telling as much as we value empathy. The need for empathy and sensitivity doesn’t 

make all worldviews equally adaptive. Hiding our arguments and evidence for an 

apparently more probable future than the ones presently being envisioned isn’t 

sensitivity, it’s a breach of professional ethics, no matter what culture we practice within. 

When others predictably accuse us of conforming to Western bias, scientism, 

technological determinism, anthropocentrism, or make some similar claim, consider 

whether we are adequately differentiating evolutionary and developmental processes in 

our foresight work. If we are, we should stick to our predictions.  

 

Both evolutionary and developmental goals and values must be championed. While 

the evolutionary, locally unique, and unpredictable features of all cultures are to be 

prized, as their great diversity ensures that some will always be better prepared for 

unknown and unpredictable futures than others, certain developmental processes and 

rulesets will increasingly win out in all cultures. Some cultures will “get to the future 

first”, when we analyze them in developmental terms. Trial and error, science and 

evidence will increasingly guide us to certain predictable destinations.  

 

For a long time, in the US, we felt like we were on the vanguard of social development, 

and we remain so in several ways. Yet in other ways, several of the wealthier post-

military European democracies have developed significantly ahead of us. The US will 

slowly and painfully wake up to that fact in coming decades. We have also dangerously 

neglected our scientific, technical, and manufacturing capacity, to the point where an 

autocratic capitalist country, China, now threatens to lead us in value creation, and may 

even set standards for our digital future. 

 

The systemic oppression, waste, poor values, and greed that the least regulated of our 

Western systems still impose on the rest of the world is very real, and must be morally 

challenged. But, the developmental processes that Western scientific investigation and 

technological intelligence have discovered are clearly accelerating and moving 

increasingly beyond our control, into their own autonomy, ever closer to our biological 

human level. That future fact alone is perhaps the most powerful one we’ve come to 

recognize, and must be at the center of our dialogs about the future. 

 

6. Professionalizing and Continuing Our Training 

 

Efforts to professionalize our field have occurred periodically since the 1950s, and a few 

are happening now. In addition to the work we are engaging in with this Guide, the 

Association of Professional Futurists (APF), our field’s leading body today, is working 

toward this goal in its Professionalization Task Force. Nils Müller at TrendONE in Berlin 

has started a Global Trends Association with a similar objective. Scholars at the EC’s 

Future-Oriented Technology Analysis group have recently published papers seeking 

better definitions of what foresight professionals do. 
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There are many opportunities for improvement ahead. Our twenty-three or so graduate 

foresight training programs do not currently meet as a group, or share more than a 

handful of texts and curricula. What they teach remains narrowly defined and varies 

widely. Few of our programs have professional relationships with the associations 

training in the Twenty Specialties of Strategic Management. Our ten or so certificate 

program are also new and few, and define foresight more narrowly than they should.  

 

Many of us foresighters also don’t view ourselves as management consultants first, 

which we all truly are, or get sufficient behavioral sciences, practitioner, and 

consultancy training prior to engaging in our work. We sometimes forget to empathize 

first with our client’s way of looking at the world, or learn to use their language, as 

opposed to our own. We may too often take a top-down approach to recommending 

change, rather than beginning with a bottom-up approach, eliciting client problems and 

visions, and seeking to empower our client to do the work themselves. 

 

Given the inadequacies of our definitions, theories, validation, and training, it should 

come as no surprise that our field is only weakly professionalized. The organizations that 

lead it today—the APF, the WFS, and others—are small relative to other professions. 

They’ve made some progress, but they are still unsure what our common core is and 

what they should say about accelerating change, evolution, development, prediction, and 

quantification. Few presently practice predictive contrasting and sentiment contrasting, 

or recognize these as the Four Ps. Many don’t yet advocate skills and specialties 

certifications. We also have few professional standards for lifelong education, and no 

formal programs yet for continuing education. 

 

Fortunately, every inadequacy is an opportunity. As our world grows predictably ever 

richer, faster, and more complex, a few of our better programs are now waking up to the 

reality of accelerating change and rising to the challenge of better training and 

professional standards—including more scientific and statistical approaches. Let’s 

support those efforts wherever we find them. 

 

Where the field is still weak, we can and must be strong. Let’s each do our small part to 

help our field mature. Regularly attending online and in-person conferences of some of 

the foresight associations we identified in Chapters 2 and 8 and bringing their habits, 

methods, and materials into our work can be best practice for all of us. 

 

Be Bold, Be Professional, and Create Value Daily!

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Management_consulting
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Chapter 12: The Future of Foresight –  

Positive Trends and Visions 

 

As we said, we have recently entered a new Foresight Spring—a time of rapidly rising 

public and professional interest in futures thinking and foresight practice. There is now 

so much groundbreaking work happening in organizational foresight specialties—like 

forecasting, analytics, risk management, innovation management, planning, 

entrepreneurship, design, and intelligence—that we predict a true Foresight Renaissance 

ahead. This analogy is apt, as the Renaissance predates the Scientific Revolution. At 

some point in the upcoming decades, many key elements of foresight practice, but never 

all, will be grounded in both our social sciences and our hard sciences. 

 

 In his lovely book Thank You for Being Late: Thriving in the Age of 

Accelerations, 2016, Tom Friedman picks the year 2008 as the start of 

a new era of speed, and the start of a series of platforms and processes 

he calls our “Digital Supernova.” The Apple iPhone debuted in 

mid-2007, and Apple sold a million units to early adopters in that 

half-year but its sales jumped to 12 million in 2008, and grew 

exponentially from there. Google formed the Open Handset Alliance 

and released Android 1.0 in November of 2007. By 2008, the mobile 

digital world was in a state of rapid mass adoption and constant 

change. The kinds of things we could do in the cloud and on our 

mobile devices began to accelerate in ways that had never happened 

before.  

 

Soon after, technology titans were disrupting long established economic actors, and it 

became clear that whoever best harnessed these forces of digital entrepreneurship would 

be leading large parts of our future. As we’ll see in BPF, the Supernova continued in 2010-

2012, as deep learning AI began to make major advances against our longstanding 

human-built AI systems. In recognition that D&D drives societal change, at least as 

much as does human choice, we would pick Friedman’s Digital Supernova, circa 2008, 

as perhaps the best single date for the start of our most recent Foresight Spring. We’d 

also call the Supernova an inevitable developmental event. Only the timing wasn’t 

inevitable. The transition itself had to eventually occur. 

 

Friedman, 2016 

https://smile.amazon.com/Thank-You-Being-Late-Accelerations/dp/0374273537/
https://smile.amazon.com/Thank-You-Being-Late-Accelerations/dp/0374273537/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IPhone
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_Handset_Alliance
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Fittingly, 2008 coincides with another disruptive event that was much less universe-

driven than it was chosen. It was an evolutionary event, precipitated by the laws and 

ethics of America’s current plutocratic and corporatist version of capitalism. The Great 

Financial Crisis of 2007-2008 caused much hardship, and the ways we responded to it, 

with bailouts for the rich and corporations, further increased economic inequities and 

middle class vulnerabilities. In its wake, we saw a clear example of the K-shaped 

recovery, where the rich get richer as the poor and middle class lose ground. That kind 

of recovery was occurring under the COVID-19 Recession as this book went to press. 

 

After 2008, so many disruptive digital, technological, and economic changes have 

suddenly bombarded us, and so many problems have become global concerns—

including economic volatility, unaccountable elites, middle class erosion, democratic 

dysfunction, climate change, terrorism, and now pandemics—that the demand for 

foresight has grown to levels not seen in decades. Great change always breeds great 

foresight demand. 

 

The last time foresight work was in such high demand was at the beginning of our 

previous Foresight Spring (1960-1980) —particularly in the 1960’s and early 1970s, when 

many of our founding think tanks, associations, and academic programs emerged. If 

the past is any indication, this current spring should last at least as long (2008-2028). But 

in a world of accelerating change, we are hopeful that it will last even longer. 

 

Armed continuously now with our ever smarter mobile devices, and an ever richer cloud, 

we are seeing new levels of digital complexity arrive every few months. We have 

dysfunctional filter bubbles, fake news, and new forms of cybercrime, and many other 

disruptions to deal with, and foresight communities are reaching scales never seen before. 

 

Reddit’s r/Futurology, one of our leading online communities for posting and 

commenting on foresight material, has grown to over 15 million subscribers as of 2020. 

r/Futurology growth has now slowed, but Reddits foresight subcommunities, like 

r/WallStreetBets, are still growing rapidly. General futures thinking in the US, among the 

general public, may finally have become even more popular now—both as a percentage 

of the public and in absolute numbers—than it was in that era. As it was in the 1970s, it 

is also a broad mix of optimism and pessimism in outlook, by group and issue. 

 

We have many new societal and global problems, as we’ll discuss in BPF. Yet at the same 

time, magical things are beginning to happen around us due to accelerating science and 

technology. Today’s youth the world over are early technology adopters, and they expect 

more magic ahead. With the rise of crowdfunding sites like Kickstarter, 2009, and 

Indiegogo, 2007, tens of thousands of promising new business ideas have been funded, 

and interest validated. With the passing of sections III and IV of the U.S. JOBS Act in 2015, 

Equity Crowdfunding, aka “Crowdfounding,” has brought even more capital and 

equitable investing to our entrepreneurship community. For the first time, average, non-

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Financial_crisis_of_2007%E2%80%932008
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Financial_crisis_of_2007%E2%80%932008
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Recession_shapes#K-shaped
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Recession_shapes#K-shaped
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/COVID-19_recession
http://www.reddit.com/r/Futurology
https://www.reddit.com/r/wallstreetbets/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jumpstart_Our_Business_Startups_Act
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accredited investors are investing in small companies via online platforms. Small 

businesses can finally gain a more level access to credit, and growing entrepreneurship-

driven foresight, with visions to create particular futures. 

 

Just as the European Renaissance (literally, European “rebirth”) laid the groundwork for 

our modern sciences, we can see a Foresight Renaissance ahead, and it may culminate in 

a new Enlightenment. Among many fruits of this Enlightenment, we can hope it will 

produce a set of true social sciences of foresight, a longstanding vision of many scholars 

in our field. History tells us the scientific method is not one method, but a diverse 

collection of methods and models, the first of which emerged in the 17th century, and 

eventually matured into the set of enterprises we now call science. 

 

Likewise, we have argued that foresight is not just one handful of methods, but a diverse 

collection of useful theories, models, and methods which may mature, perhaps in the 

mid-21stcentury, into both a large collection of empirical industry and professional 

practices, and a set of grounded qualitative and quantitative social sciences—

disciplines that may be creative, anticipatory, and managerial as appropriate.  

 

Society as a complex system can be analyzed from a wide range of academic disciplines, 

including anthropology, biology, chemistry, cognitive science, development, economics, 

engineering, evolution, complexity, computation, cybernetics, information theory, 

linguistics, physical sciences, psychology, semantics, statistics, and systems theory, to 

name a few. These and other sciences are improving their methods and models, 

inevitably leading us to better understanding and anticipation of social systems. So too 

will foresight, as a complex feeling and thinking process, eventually become a diverse 

collection of well-recognized academic and practice disciplines 

 

The history of foresight practice is one of competing schools, each with their own 

conflicting worldviews, models, and visions of the future. We summarize those schools, 

and their historical conflicts, in Appendix 1 of BPF. Most disagreements are healthy, and 

they generate pressure for each school to clarify its assumptions, theory, and predictions, 

and seek experiments and evidence that would resolve their disagreements. In this way, 

step by step, our field advances. 

 

As social complexity grows, many developments are steering our field in a more 

scientific and quantitative direction. Most obvious are the accelerating advances in 

information technology since the mid-1990s, including the rise of the web, simulations, 

maps, sensors, mobile and wearable tech, social networks, enterprise software, cloud 

computing, and many others. These permanent new developments in our species’ 

computational and collaboration abilities are creating an environment where far more 

of the world is quantified, visualized, evidence-based, and statistically predictable. We 

are even seeing promising developments in economics, a social science that may become 

much more predictive as it finally begins to understand and model accelerating technical 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Renaissance
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_science
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scientific_method
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Science
http://www.admonsters.com/blog/oreilly-making-progress-toward-%E2%80%98quantified-society%E2%80%99
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Economics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Productivity
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productivity. See BPF, and Brynjolfsson and McAfee’s excellent The Second Machine Age, 

2014, for more on that emerging story. 

 

A simpler and more memorable name we could give our coming Foresight Renaissance 

is Big Foresight. The name Big Foresight is inspired both by Big History, emerging 

multidisciplinary look at universal and human history, and Big Data, the rise of massive, 

global, structured and unstructured data in the digital world. 

 

As big data, social sharing, sensors, maps, simulations, and algorithms proliferate, many 

new collective and machine intelligence foresight tools and methods are emerging: 

predictive analytics, statistical models, crowdsourcing/funding, ideation, innovation and 

prediction markets. An accelaware (acceleration-aware) foresighter knows that these are 

going to be most powerful levers of change that we can use in our foresight practice, in 

all of the Six Foresight Domains. When we understand the general outlines of Big 

Foresight, we will be in a better position to select, evaluate, and use the best of all these 

exponentiating tools and knowledge for our clients. 

 

Let’s look now at eight trends of Big Foresight that offer a rough outline of this new type 

of foresight work emerging today. We focus here on traits that offer a positive vision of 

the future of our field over the next two decades.  

 

1. Foresight is Becoming Digital 

 

The digitization (simulation) and automation (algorithmic control) of increasing 

numbers of our planetary processes by our information technologies and machines is the 

first feature of Big Foresight that makes it different from previous human eras. Appendix 

3 (Resources) lists a few good books that describe this coming transition. Books like The 

Age of Spiritual Machines, 1999, Blown to Bits, 2008, The Silent Intelligence, 2013, The Second 

Machine Age, 2014, and Humans 3.0, 2015, are good intros, but the digitization story is vast. 

No single book sums it up well yet.  

 

No acceleration in the world is more obvious and easily measured than that of 

information production. According to EMC, which tracks global digital information 

growth in its annual Digital Universe report (here’s the executive summary), digital data 

is growing 55% a year, doubling every nineteen months. That means sixty percent of the 

world’s data was created in just the last two years. This incredible growth phenomenon 

isn’t projected to slow down in the foreseeable future, as miniaturization and machine-

to-machine sensing, communication, and computation drive us relentlessly to an ever 

smarter world. [Fun fact: To honor this insight, and as a pun on his last name, John 

chose Ever Smarter World as the title of his personal blog.] 

 

As we increasingly digitize our world, our machines are progressively gaining sensors, 

learning how to see and speak to us, and achieving ever more capable robotics and 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Productivity
http://www.amazon.com/Second-Machine-Age-Prosperity-Technologies/dp/0393239357/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Big_History
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Big_data
http://www.amazon.com/Age-Spiritual-Machines-Computers-Intelligence/dp/0140282025/
http://www.amazon.com/Age-Spiritual-Machines-Computers-Intelligence/dp/0140282025/
http://www.amazon.com/Blown-Bits-Liberty-Happiness-Explosion/dp/0137135599
http://www.amazon.com/Silent-Intelligence-Internet-Things/dp/0989973700/
http://www.amazon.com/Second-Machine-Age-Prosperity-Technologies/dp/0393239357/
http://www.amazon.com/Second-Machine-Age-Prosperity-Technologies/dp/0393239357/
http://www.amazon.com/Humans-3-0-The-Upgrading-Species/dp/0762787007
http://www.emc.com/leadership/digital-universe/index.htm
http://www.emc.com/leadership/digital-universe/2014iview/executive-summary.htm
http://www.eversmarterworld.com/
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automation. We are also increasingly wedded to our machines, using them to connect 

with others and to monitor and improve ourselves (and when we are not careful, enslave, 

distract, and addict ourselves as well). Individuals, organizations, and countries that 

smartly embrace this great digitization, and learn how to manage its many first-

generation downsides (unnecessary complexity, invasion of privacy, unnecessary 

expense, disempowerment, addiction, and crime) will lead this developmental transition.  

 

For an example of foresighted digital policy, see this great video on Estonia, “Life in a 

Networked Society,” YouTube, 2013. Estonians have had secure internet voting since 

2005. Businesses and residents pay simplified taxes online and they lead the world in the 

Tax Competitiveness Index. At present, America is still struggling to get secure online 

voting, and our tax system is so complex and manual it is a drag on our economy.  

Foresight professionals who understand the Great Wave of Digitization, and can tell its 

story well, will long be in demand. This trend has many upsides and downsides, and it 

is a primary topic of Book 2. 

 

2. Foresight is Becoming Data-Rich and Intelligent 

 

The rise of big data is another easy way to grasp the new nature of foresight practice. 

Accelerating digitization creates vast new data pools, waiting to be better displayed to 

indicate current conditions, and analyzed for trends and hidden relationships.  

 

When data in any field becomes reasonably representative of the system being studied, 

classification systems, maps, and models begin to stabilize. As machine learning helps 

us organize, correlate, and draw conclusions from that data, a crude intelligence begins 

to emerge in our collective knowledge. Perhaps nothing is a better example of this than 

Google’s Knowledge Graph, and the RankBrain (neural network) algorithms it uses to 

provide more relevant and personal search results. As we will discuss in BPF, this 

algorithm is now smart enough to reduce the page rank on any web page that has three 

or more factual inaccuracies, according to Google’s knowledge graph. That means it is 

taking “fake” and falsehoods out of search, as it learns. IBM’s Watson AI, Google’s 

DeepMind, and Open AI’s Generative Pre-Trained Transformer software are just three of 

the more visible AI efforts making the news with new capabilities every quarter now. 

 

In writing this Guide, the authors would do simple web searches to find key data. We 

used Google Books to find key insights from books, and Google Trends to see what 

problems and issues people were presently searching to understand. We’re truly in a new 

world where we all have a new level of collective intelligence, because data is becoming 

so well organized and freely accessible.  

 

We are still many decades away from general AI (capable of human level logic, emotion, 

intuition, and morality), in our view; but over the next two decades, AI, automation, and 

robotics will become increasingly capable and pervasive. Ethical design, safety, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9IWpM9xtcyk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9IWpM9xtcyk
https://taxfoundation.org/publications/international-tax-competitiveness-index/
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trustability and regulation of its impact will be ongoing concerns.  Every year forward, 

we will observe more data and intelligence behind foresight work. As Klaus Schwab, 

founder of the World Economic Forum says, we are entering a Fourth Industrial 

Revolution. We are now at the tail end of the Information Revolution (our civilization’s 

third technology revolution, after Steam and Electricity). Some time over the next twenty 

years, we will transition to an AI and Automation Revolution—where advances like AI, 

algorithmic control, robotics, and the internet of things will significantly change society. 

See Schwab’s The Fourth Industrial Revolution, 2017, for one good account of what is 

coming.  

 

Today, data wrangling platforms like Kaggle (Founded 2010, acquired by Google in 2017) 

now have tens of thousands of teams competing to solve data science problems, and 

platforms like Algorithmia, 2013, make it easier to find or create algorithms for machine 

learning (data sensemaking) and automation. Cloud data platforms and federated 

databases are creating shared pools of data, and driving new insights in science, 

technology, business, government, environment, and culture. Some of our more 

enterprising foresight consultancies, both smaller ones, like Shaping Tomorrow, and 

larger ones, like Deloitte, are building machine learning into their platforms and services. 

Using data and today’s AI has never been easier. Open source databases like Hadoop and 

AI tools like Google’s TensorFlow are free for use on code repositories like GitHub. There 

is still technical proficiency required, but every year forward, less proficiency will be 

needed, as the front ends to our leading AI development platforms will themselves 

increasingly use AI, and understand natural language requests. 

 

In the twentieth century, systems like GIS (Geographic Information Systems), CRM 

(Customer Relationship Management Systems), KM (Knowledge Management 

systems) and other database-backed software were among our leading aggregators of 

organizational data. Over the last decade, organizational and societal data flow has 

become a deluge. Now we have smartphones, wearables, internet of things (machine to 

machine interaction), home automation, quantified self/fitness/health, sentiment 

analysis, social networks, conversational interfaces, and algorithmic trading using and 

generating data, and this is just a very partial list. 

 

We’ve described the rapidly emerging field of predictive analytics, well-introduced in 

books like Eric Siegel’s Predictive Analytics, 2013. Books like Nathan Yau’s Visualize This, 

2011, and Data Points, 2013, help with data visualization. Charles Wheelan’s Naked 

Statistics, 2014, helps with statistical thinking. Books like Seth Stephens-Davidowitz’s 

Everybody Lies, 2018, tell us the ways data are misused. 

 

Most big companies now employ an internal or external data science team, working to 

help them better model themselves and their customers, anticipate their needs, and find 

hidden efficiencies lying in the data of how we all presently live, work, think, talk, buy, 

and behave. Almost all of this data (about 95%) is presently untagged and 

https://www.amazon.com/Fourth-Industrial-Revolution-Klaus-Schwab/dp/0241300754/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Predictive_analytics
http://www.amazon.com/Predictive-Analytics-Power-Predict-Click/dp/1118356853
http://www.amazon.com/Visualize-This-FlowingData-Visualization-Statistics/dp/0470944889
http://www.amazon.com/Data-Points-Visualization-Means-Something/dp/111846219X/
http://www.amazon.com/Naked-Statistics-Stripping-Dread-Data/dp/039334777X
http://www.amazon.com/Naked-Statistics-Stripping-Dread-Data/dp/039334777X
https://smile.amazon.com/Everybody-Lies-Internet-About-Really/dp/0062390864/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_science
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unstructured. Machine learning is one of several methods emerging to help us to 

structure and contextualize it so we can better use it in our digital systems. See Scoble 

and Israel’s The Age of Context: Mobile, Sensors, Data, and the Future of Privacy, 2013, for a 

quick intro to the way our digital tools are increasingly learning our contexts as they try 

to anticipate and serve us, and some of the privacy challenges and solutions that are 

emerging as that happens.  

 

On the governance front, the emergence of The Program—the NSA’s massive 

intelligence analytics platform for warrantless wiretapping and mapping relationships 

between all human beings on Earth, foreign and domestic—became technically feasible 

in the early 2000s. But only in the last decades did our world become sufficiently data-

rich, and our machines sufficiently powerful to do all this relationship building 

affordably. See Frontline’s excellent United States of Secrets, 2014, for a sobering recent 

account. As futurist David Brin said in his classic, The Transparent Society, 1998, the 

problem is not growing public transparency. That is an inevitable and predictable global 

developmental trend. The problem is our need to protect individual liberties and privacy 

as public transparency grows. Democratic societies need strong bottom-up individual 

and small business transparency tools to watch our communities, and to watch powerful 

actors, and whistleblower protection to share information when laws have been broken. 

 

The NSA’s domestic surveillance program became politically possible after 9/11, when 

we recognized it was going to be necessary to counter the exponential threats of the 

future. Unfortunately, it was instituted in secret, without public discussion or sufficient 

oversight, and is thus less than ideal in structure at present. Perhaps the most obvious 

failure of democracy is that our politicians have ducked ever putting this issue to public 

discussion. What level of top-down vs. bottom-up (citizen-run) surveillance we should 

have going on within the US, given our current levels of global and domestic 

development, is of course a complex political issue. What isn’t a debate is that every 

nation and even large corporations are now playing the data accumulation game, and 

better rules around data collection, sharing, editing, and data rights need to be 

established. Currently intelligence agencies marketers, hackers, criminals, and others 

collect this data with a wide variation in legal justification, oversight, and transparency.  

 

Finally, what is happening with data in America now pales in comparison to the 

surveillance fishbowl being constructed in China, where controversial technologies like 

facial recognition are already being extensively used in public settings, workplaces, and 

schools. America has a great opportunity to lead better on data standards. At present 

Europe is the clear leader in this regard, with legal frameworks like the General Data 

Protection Regulations, enacted in 2018. The California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA), 

enacted in 2020, is the first of hopefully many more such laws that will protect Americans 

in our ever more data-rich environment. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Machine_learning
http://www.amazon.com/Age-Context-Mobile-Sensors-Privacy/dp/1492348430/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Terrorist_Surveillance_Program
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/united-states-of-secrets/
https://smile.amazon.com/Transparent-Society-Technology-Between-Privacy/dp/0738201448
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3. Foresight is Becoming Probabilistic 

 

As foresight develops and strengthens, we’re swiftly realizing that intelligent beings are 

always predicting, in all domains of our awareness, as one of our most fundamental 

methods of adaptation. In BPF, we will see that prediction is at the center of our best 

models of the brain, like active inference, and it is central to how networks maintain 

collective intelligence. The naive belief that it’s futile to predict, which is unfortunately 

common in our field today, and the misunderstanding of complex science that is 

sometimes used to justify it, are yielding to the evidence-based belief in a full continuum 

of statistical predictability in natural processes, depending on the level of causality and 

the accuracy, scope, and timescale of our models. We’re also understanding the factors 

that improve or degrade our probabilistic thinking—and how to strengthen our 

predictive faculties. 

 

Theories and methods like Bayesian probability, one way of doing statistical reasoning 

from incomplete information, are gaining ever greater communities of practice, as our 

world gets more data-rich and intelligent. Of all the probable futures ahead, we’re finally 

realizing that certain futures, including exponential information production, scientific 

and technological change, wealth production, and an initially rising inequality in 

industrial societies are predictable as general processes, even when individual outcomes 

are far less certain, and that realization is causing inevitable social changes. 

 

One social change we are seeing now is that both scientists, those who help us see hidden 

order in the world, and entrepreneurial and technical innovators, those who harness 

that order the fastest and most broadly to make useful change, are increasingly the heroes 

of modern society. We saw this a bit in the twentieth century with science popularizers 

like Carl Sagan and moguls like Bill Gates and Steve Jobs. More recently, entrepreneurial 

adulation has reached a new and sometimes unhealthy level with leaders like Jeff Bezos, 

Elon Musk, Larry Page, Sergey Brin and others dreaming and executing at grand scale. 

 

And, in the relatively new industry of venture capital, leaders like Tim Draper, Steve 

Jurvetson, Vinod Khosla, Paul Graham, and Mark Andreessen are backing bold 

experiments in seed investments, and succeeding often enough to win our admiration. 

See the documentary Something Ventured, 2011 for a good history of venture investing. 

We can expect more social elevation of the technical entrepreneur and the early-stage 

tech investor in years ahead, as we realize many of their projects are both increasingly 

impactful and increasingly likely to bear fruit. 

 

In another social change, scholars are realizing that even societal foresight (social, 

economic and political change) is becoming more predictable and inertial the wealthier 

and more connected our countries and planet becomes. Certain futures play out the same 

way everywhere. Tom Friedman’s The Lexus and the Olive Tree, 1999, and The World is Flat, 

2005, opened many eyes to some of the predictable changes (good and bad) of 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bayesian_probability
https://www.amazon.com/Something-Ventured-Nolan-Bushnell/dp/B00WJT5ZBE/
http://www.amazon.com/Lexus-Olive-Tree-Understanding-Globalization/dp/B000WLBWM2
http://www.amazon.com/World-Flat-History-Twenty-first-Century/dp/0374292884/
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globalization. The more technologically, economically, and culturally connected all of us 

get, the more the contours of our global future emerge. 

 

Even if the particular actions of any individual actor remain unpredictable, their average 

expected actions become ever more understood. Increasingly, we believe we can discover 

ahead of time the greatest of the fast-coming changes in sci-tech, startups, and the digital 

world, as well as the slower changes in societal structure and policy that increasingly 

bind, regulate, and nudge us into one single global community. 

 

4. Foresight is Becoming Collaborative 

 

The faster digital change goes, and the better our data and science get, the more we all 

become aware that big (as in, important) destinations like “teacherless education, 

driverless cars, and workerless factories” are looming directly ahead, to quote futurist 

Thomas Frey. Today’s foresighters and futurists have the scientific, technological, and 

entrepreneurial winds at our backs like never before. We are learning that we can easily 

find collaborators anywhere around the world, and work online together using our 

powerful social networks, free collaboration tools like Google Drive (Docs) and Zoom, 

and self-finance our projects via crowdfunding and crowdfounding platforms like 

Kickstarter, Indiegogo, StartEngine, and Assembly. 

 

Massive online talent platforms like LinkedIn, Upwork, and Crowdspring, huge technical 

solver communities like InnoCentive, and new group foresight platforms like Shaping 

Tomorrow, TechCast, and Wikistrat are helping us anticipate, create, and manage change 

together progressively faster and more proficiently. 

 

In our increasingly specialized streaming media, several future-oriented video series 

now exist to educate the public about what may come. We may see one or more Future 

Channels to compete with our Sci-Fi Channels and complement our History Channels. A 

truly successful Future Channel wouldn’t be top-down content, like the great majority of 

existing channels. It would be bottom up, like YouTube. Anyone could submit, anyone 

could edit and resubmit others content on the channel, and most importantly, it would 

be expert-rated for plausibility and accuracy, and crowd-rated for believability and 

entertainment value. 

 

For many of us, social networks and context engines like Google News are increasingly 

displacing network media as our go-to sources of news and education, and these 

networks are becoming increasingly collaborative. Reddit’s r/Futurology community, 

with 15 million “futurists,” is just one place for group consumption and discussion of 

foresight topics and material. Such networks will continue to grow, as people demand 

places to talk about and contextualize our accelerating world. As the last three billion of 

us get onto the web over the next two decades, via smartphones, tablets, laptops and 

conversational interfaces, and as our collaborative filtering (semantic analysis and 

http://www.reddit.com/r/Futurology
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Collaborative_filtering
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contextual delivery) of all that information gets ever smarter and more useful, we’ll see 

amazing new examples of small-group collaboration and specialization in science, 

education, products, services, and events, all around the world. 

 

5. Foresight is Becoming Open 

 

In a brief paper by futurists Venessa Miemis, Alvis Brigis, and John Smart “Open 

Foresight (PDF),” J. Futures Studies, 17(1):91-98, 2012, we argued that our best foresight 

work is not only digital and collaborative, it’s being done increasingly in the open, with 

public input and access to the primary data (survey results, indicators) as the foresight 

emerges. The EU’s Futurium project (2012-2014) which engaged 3500 Europeans in 

developing visions for the digital future of Europe in 2050, is a good example. Any kind 

of open, multi-stakeholder Delphi or group forecasting activity, as in the ELAC Action 

Plans for ICT development in Latin America, would be another. 

 

We defined open foresight as any foresight initiative that is: 

 

 Collective and Participatory in Structure, 

 Open Access, both in the data collected and in its analysis and results, 

 Online, which can bring access barriers, but lowers participation barriers, 

 Input-Diverse, cognitively, ethnically, and in stakeholders, and 

 Designed with Incentives to Participate. 

 

This last requirement is tricky, as it may devolve into pay-for-opinion if we don’t 

structure it properly. But, humans don’t like filling out surveys, and surveys of their 

thoughts about the future can be particularly challenging, since many of us aren’t 

comfortable thinking about it and are rarely rewarded for it or trained in how to do it 

better. To survey effectively, we need to provide some kind of incentive, in reputation, 

opportunities, financial rewards, or otherwise to participants so that they will think 

carefully about the future and offer their opinions, adjusting for their own cognitive 

biases with no penalty for avoiding areas where they feel unable to give opinions. People 

need to feel like they are creating value, like a Wikipedia page, or assisting others, and 

that there is value in struggling as a community—striving toward better collective stories, 

visions, strategies, and plans for the future. 

 

Even having all the above requirements satisfied, engaging in open foresight is not 

always a straightforward process. In many cases, consultants and firms will prefer to keep 

most of their foresight work private for competitive advantage. Controversial topics 

discussed openly can become flame wars, especially if anonymity is allowed (usually 

useful only for limited periods and purposes) and forums are not well moderated. 

 

http://www.jfs.tku.edu.tw/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/171-E01.pdf
http://www.jfs.tku.edu.tw/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/171-E01.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/digital-agenda/futurium/en
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ELAC_Action_Plans
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ELAC_Action_Plans
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Furthermore, open doesn’t mean everyone’s opinion is equally valued in the final 

result. Expert groups should still be more heavily weighted in our methodology, for those 

variables where expertise matters. But, by making our methodology and the exercise 

open, learning can happen faster than by any other method. Remember that full openness 

is usually demanded by good scientific method.  

 

Being open, our work becomes scientific, rather than voodoo. Others can examine our 

methods and results, and iterate their own version of what we’ve done, teaching us to be 

a better foresighter. Also, the participants themselves learn how they fit into the foresight 

generation process. They see the full messiness of how good foresight is created. Unlike 

the popular quip about laws and sausages, foresight production should be open, 

watched and critiqued by many “cooks.” With the right process, openness helps 

everyone become better collaborators, and more active users of foresight methods in their 

own lives and organizations. 

 

6. Foresight is Becoming Global 

 

In addition to being a practice domain, global approaches to foresight are another of the 

emerging attributes that gives big foresight its name. When we take a global view, and 

surface TINA trends (global developmental trends), we see the framework of the forest 

we’re bound within, and don’t lose our perspective when we zoom back down into the 

trees, working on client strategy. 

 

Understanding globalization, and taking a global perspective, without believing in 

globalism (unfettered corporations and unregulated trade) is another foundation of big 

foresight. The more digitally, economically, and culturally connected we all become, the 

more we define ourselves as one social system, with common values, rulesets, and 

aspirations, and we see how our many commonalities support our minor, and useful, 

differences. Beyond Tom Friedman’s works, which are a great introduction to what has 

changed, we recommend economist Joseph Stiglitz’s Globalization and its Discontents, 

2002, and Making Globalization Work, 2007. These are great prescriptive looks at how we 

might improve our national and international politico-legal, financial, and social 

institutions to make our emerging one world culture fairer and more equitable for all. 

As information and digital infrastructure globalizes, transnational issues like trade, 

credit, national debts, investment, and labor, and transnational problems like organized 

crime, terrorism, pollution, global warming, oceans, and many others will become 

increasingly tractable. 

 

Of course, the sociopolitical layer always moves the slowest, after business, which itself 

moves slowly compared to digital technology, but at least we can increasingly measure 

the problems and see the potential solutions, as we have hard evidence of countries where 

good solutions are in place. The more global and evidence-based our media get, the more 

http://www.amazon.com/Globalization-Its-Discontents-Norton-Paperback/dp/0393324397
http://www.amazon.com/Making-Globalization-Work-Joseph-Stiglitz/dp/0393330281
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obvious it is who needs help, and the more ways collaborative social justice initiatives 

can be successfully conducted by small groups. 

 

Some places are so wealthy and connected they are quite good at taking care of 

themselves. In the early stages of writing this book in 2015, it was inspiring to see millions 

of Western citizens rallying in response to seventeen people dying to terrorists in France, 

in the Charlie Hebdo terrorist attack. Unfortunately, the 200 to 2,000 Nigerians killed 

by Boko Haram militants in the same month in the Baga massacre received far less global 

attention. That outcome was not inspiring. The range of Nigeria’s casualty numbers are 

so wide because the Nigerian government is so corrupt and inept it often gives conflicting 

reports on such data, which it has reason to suppress.  

 

In coming years, as our transparency into global problems grows, we expect that many 

more of us will personally contribute on our best global activism platforms, like Avaaz, 

Change.org, and Countable, to help fix those problems, beginning with the most visible 

and extreme, and beginning at the personal level, one disadvantaged person and one 

family at a time. In Book 2, we will talk about digital telepresence platforms like 

Groupnets, and a vision we call an Internet of Families. If just a small percentage of the 

rich, safe, and free peoples of the world would personally adopt a lifelong relationship 

with the poorest, most endangered, and most oppressed families in our own countries 

and around the world, and help them on a weekly basis, with their kids growing up 

digitally connected to our kids, we believe this would greatly improve the world. More 

generally, as digital transparency grows, we can better see and manage our global 

problems. The more we all can see, count, and map the ongoing crimes against 

humanity, and use collective human and machine intelligence to identify the 

perpetrators, the more pressure we can bring on governments to do something about it. 

 

Meanwhile our software, automation and robotics are now getting so good that our most 

industrialized nations are again talking about accelerating worker displacement by smart 

machines, or technological unemployment. Most people don’t realize how much tech-

enabled unemployment already exists. Modern employment statistics count only 

those actively looking for work, lest people see how many Americans now live entirely off 

the wealth of our industrial state. According to John William’s excellent Shadow 

Statistics site, real U.S. unemployment is at present 23% (almost one out of four able-

bodied Americans who can work is not working), not the 5% reported in our 

consumption-oriented financial press. Our world has grown fabulously wealthy at the 

top, and there is growing free time among the masses. All that wealth and free time bodes 

well for collaborative initiatives and activism to use appropriate tech to address the 

pressing issues of the billions of global have-nots. 

 

We can see that our wealthiest nations will need something like a universal basic 

income (UBI) for every citizen in coming decades, with conditional additional income for 

engaging in socially beneficial things—like caring for a child or elder, getting education, 

http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-30767929
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-30767929
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charlie_Hebdo#2015_attack
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boko_Haram
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2015_Baga_massacre
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technological_unemployment
http://www.shadowstats.com/
http://www.shadowstats.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Basic_income
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Basic_income
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or employing others in a startup. UBI experiments have been done in the past, such as the 

1970s Mincome experiment ("Manitoba Basic Annual Income Experiment") conducted in 

Canada, in Namibia, and in India. A UBI was briefly considered in a public referendum 

in very-rich Switzerland in 2014. Finland is considering one now. The incubator 

Ycombinator is presently running a UBI experiment in Oakland, CA. 

 

As technologically-created social wealth grows, a UBI is an obvious solution to re-

empower our hurting rural and small town regions—and to make it easier for folks to 

retrain for new job, or to take more meaningful but lower paying jobs. Of course, the 

ownership class in our societies fear that outcome, so there will be a global fight on this 

issue of UBI. We look forward to that fight and encourage everyone to, as well. 

 

7. Foresight is Becoming Popular 

 

Foresight is becoming “big” again in the sense that it is more popular than in previous 

years. This popularity, at least on the public side, will keep growing for the foreseeable 

future, as more and more infotech and nanotech disruptions, which we will discuss in 

BPF, and their second tier effects, come our way. 

 

Professional practice has had a few foresight Winters and Springs, in an aperiodic cycle, 

since its birth seventy years ago. Recall the Foresight Spring of 1960-1980, when we were 

literally shooting for the moon. Our Apollo-era visioning, driven in large part by the Cold 

War competition between the US and USSR, gave us the modern term “moonshot 

thinking.” In this time, futurists, planning, forecasting made inroads into boardrooms 

and governments. Then we had the Foresight Winter of the 1980’s to mid-1990’s, which 

reversed many of those inroads, at least for a while. 

 

But, unlike interest in professional foresight, which has waxed and waned, as we have 

discussed, the general public’s interest in all things future-related has steadily grown over 

this same time period. Even during the materialist 1980s, magazines like Omni and Wired 

grew to cover the future for millions of us, at a scale never reached by magazines from 

the 1970’s, like The Futurist. Over the last forty years, various specialty topics, like 

entrepreneurship foresight, technology foresight and science fiction foresight have all 

gained more and more members and interest.  

 

We can measure such things by the use of future-related words in published literature 

over time, and by the exploding number of members of future-related groups online. 

Reddit futurology, as we’ve mentioned, now has over 15M “futurists.” Such future-

oriented groups will surely keep growing as science, technology, and accelerating change 

get ever more advantageous and disruptive in the years to come. 

 

Professional foresight is also on an upcycle again since the mid-1990s, as we headed for 

the turn of the millennium, and particularly since our digital supernova, post 2010. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mincome
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Basic_income#Switzerland
https://www.ycombinator.com/
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Without a formal study to quote, it seems safe to say that professional work is “bigger” 

than ever before as well. More foresighters and futurists probably work today in business 

and government than at any time in our history, and more will surely come. 

 

On the public side, as machine intelligence continues to rise, we can expect popular 

visions of our future, both positive and negative, to become increasingly prevalent. We’ve 

just seen the first crop of the new AI, robotics, superhuman, uploading, and similar 

transhumanist-themed films. A few have been foresight-generating. Recall Minority 

Report, 2005, whose prescient digital world was created in a process of foresight research. 

Yet most of these new films are merely entertaining. As always, much of what is popular 

is a low priority for professional attention and energy. But, we should always be aware 

of the changing popular foresight landscape, so we can understand popular visions and 

expectations, and keep our clients from getting overinvested in the latest fads and hype. 

 

We also need to understand how to sell the Four Ps futures that we can see in a way that 

meshes well with popular conceptions of the future, without being compromised by 

them. For example, we may know that synthetic biology, home automation, 3D printing, 

home delivery drones, basic income guarantees, bitcoins and blockchains, or some new 

management technique are now and for the next five to ten years likely to remain mostly 

hype. They have promise, but won’t grow anywhere as quickly as their adherents claim. 

However, they currently prevail as popular, and perhaps that is because our clients are 

enamored by them today. 

 

If we are able, let’s attempt to identify those few applications where low hanging fruit 

might be accessible in these technologies in their present immature state. Without being 

an outright naysayer on such technologies or policies, we can help our clients better see 

their current challenges and rein in their expectations to realistic horizons. At the same 

time, we can diagnose where our clients foresight is presently limited or self-serving, and 

help them enlarge their vision. 

 

8. Foresight is Becoming ”Big Picture” (Acceleration- and Evo-devo-aware) 

 

While all of these trends are helpful to our field, this last trend may be the most helpful. 

Our next book, BPF, will explore its implications. Big Picture foresight is about our 

worldview, how we think the world and the universe are constructed. It is about the 

biggest complex systems in our universe, like human society and technology. It is also 

about our biggest questions, like: What is accelerating change? What is predictable, and 

what is unpredictable? How do we become and stay adaptive? 

 

Scholars like Kevin Kelly ask Big Picture questions. In his excellent book, What Technology 

Wants, 2010, Kelly asks what the emerging “Global Brain” or “Human-Machine 

Superorganism” will look like, what are its risks and opportunities, and how we might 

better manage its ADOR. Humans are inevitably connecting ourselves up, binding 
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ourselves with increasingly intelligent digital technology, spreading sensors everywhere, 

and getting everything connected. We’re learning how to both better protect certain kinds 

of privacy (in our homes, in our businesses, with state secrets) and how to make 

everything else transparent.  

 

As we will claim in Book 2, our future civilization will not colonize the galaxy, 

regardless of our future desires. The universe just isn’t built that way. As we’ll argue, if 

our universe is under any kind of selective pressure to maximize the emergence of local 

intelligence and complexity, it makes very good sense that our universe is structured this 

way, with vast space between all the interesting bits, and a structure that rewards 

movement of our bodies and brains into inner space (ever denser, smaller, and more 

dematerialized forms), not outer space, the more complex we become. 

 

We can maintain fantasies of terraforming our neighboring planets, or even bigger 

fantasies of visiting other solar systems, or we can get real, and recognize that Earth is all 

we have available to us, to mature ourselves, and realize that it is far more self-

balancing and life protective than we have given it credit for. The interaction of physics, 

chemistry, geology, atmosphere, and biology on Earth is deeply homeostatic, adaptive, 

and in a sense, intelligent. The better we understand Earth’s developmental intelligence 

and developmental immunity. The better we will understand the universe itself as a self-

organizing, self-improving evo-devo system. 

 

In Book 2 we will claim that our special planet appears to be quite sufficient to help us 

turn into something far better protected, more intelligent, and more capable than biology 

ever could be. Technology is rapidly turning our entire planet into an integrated 

superorganism, one that will be a human-machine hybrid for many generations, but 

over coming centuries, will become increasingly post-biological.  

 

Simply by using and advancing technology, and our empathy and ethics toward each 

other, we each play an important role in this increasing interdependence and collective 

regulation of intelligent biology. We will discuss this transition of today’s mostly 

biological human civilization to a Global Superorganism as the greatest of our coming 

Great Transitions. It may take another century or two for us to get there, but the trends 

are obvious, for those willing to look. 

 

Big Picture foresight is about identifying such apparent universal trends, and learning 

how to better align with them, to keep the world moving in a progressive direction, and 

manage the ADOR they create. It’s one thing to note that all the world’s societies are 

trending toward certain common features as they digitize and industrialize, but it’s yet 

another to claim that there are universal values, aspirations, and destinies for all 

civilizations on all Earth-like planets. Yet that universal perspective is what big picture 

foresight will increasingly deliver as it grows up in coming decades.  
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Humanity is now looking actively beyond our planet, to ask how it is situated in the 

universe at large. Thanks to emerging sciences including simulation, convergent 

evolution, and astrobiology, we may soon learn that life and Earth-like planets are 

ubiquitous, and prove that all universal complexity is subject to convergent evolution (a 

form of universal development) in similar environments, a convergence which guides it 

into certain far-future-determined forms and functions. 

 

One of the most basic proposals of such predictable convergence is that all universal 

complexity development may have to proceed through hierarchical layers, each faster, 

more adaptive, intelligent, and resilient than the last, and express archetypal complex 

adaptive systems within each layer. One classic version of a proposed universal 

developmental hierarchy is summarized in the picture below: 

 

Within this century, science may tell us all complex adaptive systems in the universe must 

proceed in an accelerating manner from physics to chemistry to biology to society 

(biological minds) to self-aware technology (technological minds) as they evolve and 

develop. In such an environment, science should have valuable things to say about 

human and machine progress, values, and purpose, where today it is often mute. We’ll 

learn that values come in two types: intelligence-created and universe-given. Efforts to 

find and verify “universal” biology, sociology, technology, and values will be greatly 

advanced, where today we have mainly intuitions, circumstantial evidence, systems 

theory, and argument regarding such deeply future-important topics. 

 

 In 2008, Clement Vidal and John started Evo-

Devo Universe, a research and discussion 

community of complexity theorists, systems 

theorists, and philosophers to investigate the 

interaction between predictable and 

unpredictable futures. This community studies 

evolutionary development, (also known as evo-devo), the interaction 

between unpredictable and creative (evolutionary) and predictable and constraining 

(developmental) processes in both living systems and in the universe as a system. Science 

is still early in uncovering predictable developmental processes in the universe and 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Simulation
http://evodevouniverse.com/wiki/Convergent_evolution_%28universal_development%29
http://evodevouniverse.com/wiki/Convergent_evolution_%28universal_development%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Astrobiology
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canonical
https://www.linkedin.com/profile/view?id=13465101
http://evodevouniverse.com/wiki/Main_Page
http://evodevouniverse.com/wiki/Main_Page
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Systems_theory
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Evolutionary_developmental_biology
http://www.foresightguide.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/univeral-hierarchies.png
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human social systems, but we are making steady progress. We believe appropriately 

blending these two universal perspectives is one of the foundations to good foresight. 

 

Consider the following phrase: Sustainable innovation. It is a blend of the two most 

basic processes of change, development (processes that cycle predictably and protect the 

integrity of the system) and evolution (processes that branch unpredictably and create 

useful new novelty, difference, and information). 

 

We might argue that anyone who talks about increasing sustainability without 

recognizing we live in a world of accelerating innovation, intelligence, and creative 

destruction (destruction, renewal, and change that is good for the system, making it more 

resilient and adaptive over time) is missing a critical piece of how the world works. 

Likewise, anyone who talks about innovation and forgets that our world system must 

continually secure and sustain itself is equally ignorant of how the world works. As we’ll 

describe in BPF, both values sets continually oppose each other in certain ways, and both 

sets must be accounted for in organizational strategy, plans, and actions, or the 

organization will not be adaptive. 

 

Think also of any foresight method. In practice, both evolutionary and developmental 

values must be addressed and balanced by foresight practitioners, or their methods won’t 

be very adaptive. There are methods that bias us to evolutionary foresight, methods that 

bias us toward developmental foresight, and others that are an adaptive blend of both. 

We need both predictive contrasting (evo-devo thinking) and sentiment contrasting to 

best help our clients. 

 

Consider scenarios again, a popular method in our profession. It is not coincidental that 

the dominant method of scenario generation, the GBN method, is picking two 

particularly important and uncertain variables and placing them in a two-by-two matrix 

to generate possible futures. Determining importance often involves recognizing a 

developmental megatrend. Determining relevant uncertainty often recognizing an 

evolutionary process. Each of the two variables have both developmentally important 

and evolutionarily uncertain dimensions to them—depending on our perspective. This 

method is well balanced between both evo and devo perspectives. We will explore evo-

devo foresight in greater depth in Big Picture Foresight. We hope you will find it a thrilling 

and insightful journey! 

 

The Futurepedia Vision 

 

Let us end this book with a preview of Futurepedia, the next project 

of the Acceleration Studies Foundation (ASF), the nonprofit behind 

this Guide. ASF believes that over the next generation, social 

foresight will become a far more probabilistic and evidence-based 

activity. Because of accelerating change, significantly more of both 

https://www.accelerating.org/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Accelerating_change
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the possibilities and the predictabilities of our future will be discoverable in advance—

by some combination of web-aided human collective intelligence, statistical models, 

prediction platforms, and biologically-inspired computational techniques. As part of that 

development, the world can expect the continued emergence of better collective foresight 

platforms. We’ve described a number of such platforms in this Guide. 

 

Since 2003, a few foresight practitioners, including Kevin Kelly, Michelle Bowman, and 

John Smart, have called for the development of a Futurepedia, a free futures and 

foresight content encyclopedia and polling and prediction platform. A mature 

Futurepedia would host crowd envisioned and improved scenarios and visions of 

possible, probable, preferable, and preventable futures. An effective Futurepedia should 

be organized around a crowd-benefiting business model, and use a crowd-owned 

digital currency to reward its content creators and readers. It should partner with and 

promote the best current open prediction and futures media platforms. 

 

A good Futurepedia should offer a rough and ever-evolving map of competing 

judgments, from distinct Schools of Thought, on many major issues of future importance. 

It should use expert and crowd-rated evidence and arguments, and offer testable 

hypotheses and data calls. It 

should report very rough 

probabilities, which will vary by 

individual and demographic, for 

the likelihood, timing, and 

impact (value) of the various 

futures it outlines. A global 

resource like Futurepedia 

should eventually be as helpful, 

for future thinkers, as Wikipedia 

is helpful for understanding the 

past and present.   

 

With such a platform we’d all be able to better distinguish between the interesting, but 

improbable future ideas, which we enjoy discussing for their entertainment or 

philosophical value, and that special subset of high-value and high-probability outcomes. 

We’d also be able to discover that preferred subset of futures that are technically, 

economically, and politically feasible—and that promise to solve truly important human 

problems. We expect our users to continually self-educate on both expert and lay 

foresight using the platform, and to develop stronger, ongoing critical judgments. 

 

Our Futurepedia will strive to offer an evidence-based, acceleration-aware, and evo-

devo informed approach to futures topics, and to attract a cognitively diverse, 

scientifically-minded, critical crowd of editors and users. We’d like to be available in all 

Today’s Wikipedia strives for a neutral point of view.  

A good Futurepedia must be more like a prediction market. 

https://www.linkedin.com/profile/view?id=10929111
https://www.linkedin.com/profile/view?id=67336385
http://evodevouniverse.com/wiki/John_Smart
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/School_of_thought
http://www.foresightguide.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/wikipedia-logo.jpg
http://www.foresightguide.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/wikipedia-logo.jpg
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major languages. Several prototype future wikis exist today, but none have seen wide 

adoption, or have the features discussed above. 

 

This year, ASF is changing its name to the Futuremedia Foundation, and launching our 

first version of this platform at Futurepedia.org. We’ll be announcing contests, events, 

and a conference to support Futurepedia’s editor and user community later this year. 

You can sign up now at Futurepedia.org to get notified by email when the platform 

launches. We hope you’ll join us there, and help us to turn Futurepedia into the global 

foresight resource that we know it can become, if we all pitch in to make it happen. 

 

Coda 

 

With the exception our Appendices, this is all we would like to say for now. Thank you 

for reading this Guide and for striving every day toward better foresight for yourselves, 

your families, your clients, your teams, your organizations, your nations, your species, 

and for all life on Earth. Working better together, we can surely make this world truly 

empowering—for everyone.  

 

Thrive On, Friends!  

We Hope to Meet You in Our Faster, 

Smarter, Wealthier, and More Amazing Future. 

http://www.futurepedia.org/
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Appendix 1: Foresight Skills Assessment –  

Personal and Team 

 

The following Assessment will help diagnose our personal and team foresight 

preferences, strengths, weaknesses, and areas of potential improvement. The assessment 

can be completed in roughly two hours. It covers key mental processes (skills) that can 

help us and our teams better look to and analyze the future. This assessment does not 

include topics like ADOR analysis, DROA bias, normative foresight, prioritization, 

procrastination, and others topics included in our longer assessments. Some of its claims 

are footnoted. See the References section for further research. This assessment is licensed 

for noncommercial use, adaptation, and sharing with attribution, CC BY-NC-SA 3.0.  

 

Instructions: Please read all five sections of this thirteen page foresight skills assessment. 

Then briefly answer all of the questions (Full assessment), or the following twelve 

questions (1A-D, 2A, 3A-B, 4A-B, 5A-C) (Brief assessment). As you read, feel free to write 

down any questions of your own, for your own further learning and action.  

 

1. Sentiment Foresight and GRASP Thinking 
 

We all express future sentiment in two ways: 

a. Strategic Optimism (seeing and exploiting Advantages and Opportunities)  

b. Defensive Pessimism (seeing and protecting against Disruptions and Risks)  

 

We also mix these sentiments in a third state:  

c. Realism (actively contrasting both sentiments, seeing “both halves of the glass,” 

very close together in time. 

 

Optimists can excel at foreseeing and 

exploiting opportunity.1 Pessimists 

can excel at foreseeing and preventing 

disaster. 2 Realists can get more of the 

right things done.3 Effective leaders 

value and provide psychological 

safety for all three sentiment states on 
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their teams. They guard against over-optimism, with its delusions and groupthink, 

which can grow rapidly with prior success. They also guard against over-pessimism, 

with its negativity and inaction (learned helplessness).1 They also avoid insufficient use 

of praise and criticism (sentiment states). 

 

1A. Do you think you personally are more often a strategic optimist, a defensive 

pessimist, or a realist (actively contrasting both)? How would you rank (1,2,3) the time 

you spend in each of these three mental states during a typical work week?  

Advantage Thinking (Strategic Optimism)   ____  

Defensive Thinking (Defensive Pessimism)   ____  

Contrast Thinking (Back and Forth/”Realism”)  ____  

 

GRASP Thinking 
 

Sentiment contrasting (“GRASP 

thinking”) is a type of realism 

where we first think 

optimistically about a valuable 

Goal, then defensively about 

current Reality (actual distance 

from the goal) then optimistically 

about the Advantages we’ll get 

when we achieve the goal, then 

defensively about the Setbacks 

(obstacles) we may face, and then 

make a strategic Plan. Our plan 

should also include two things: 

 

1. Key resources (mental, physical, network) that will help us succeed and  

2. If-then statements regarding how to deal with potential obstacles.  

 

We do most of this kind of thinking on the fly, in our heads.  

 

Here’s how GRASP Thinking works: 

G. Conceive a worthy, tough Goal (Today-, short-, med-, long-term). Feel good.  

R. Estimate the Reality (how far we, the team, or envir. are from the goal). Feel bad.  

A. List some Advantages to having achieved the goal (optimism). Feel good.  

S. Imagine likely Setbacks (defensive pessimism, ways we might fail). Feel bad.  

P. Create a simple Plan with a few key resources and if-then statements. Feel good.  

Climb your mountain, one GRASP at a time. 

Alex Honnold, in Free Solo, 2018 
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In extensive real-world studies, versus using no sentiment when making mental plans, 

or using optimism or pessimism alone, GRASP thinking improves three things: 3  

 

1. Foresight accuracy (50-100% less error when predicting what we’ll get done),  

2. Productivity (30-150% greater productivity in a variety of timed tasks), and  

3. Motivation to persist is enhanced, even when faced with difficult obstacles. 

 

Mnemonic: How do we climb a mountain? “One GRASP at a time.” 

 

1B. For 5 mins, try GRASP thinking for an upcoming personal challenge. Pick any 

short-term (tomorrow to the next three months) task or goal. It can be a tough task you 

have committed to doing next or one of your more difficult or ambitious “stretch goals.” 

 

– Goal (Pick something Worthy, Difficult, and Short-term): (1 min) 

 

 

  

– Reality (How far are you from the goal? How do you measure that?): (1 min) 

 

 

 

– Advantages (Optimistically, what happens when the goal is achieved?): (1 min) 

 

 

 

– Setbacks (Pessimistically and predictably, how might you fail?): (1 min) 

 

 

 

– Plan (Include 1-2 “key resources” and 1-2 “if-then” statements): (1 min) 

 

 

Reflect: Which of the five GRASP steps was hardest for you? How did GRASP differ, if 

at all, from what you presently do in your head when thinking about daily and weekly 

tasks and goals? How could you test GRASP vs. non-GRASP effectiveness with 

yourself? With your team?  
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Sentiment Awareness: Managing Optimism:Pessimism (O:P) Ratios 
 

Emotional foresight requires being aware of and able to ethically influence our and 

others emotions toward more accurate and productive states of mind.4 Our 

Optimism:Pessimism thinking ratios can either support or work against our task 

contexts. Consider the following O:P ratios (ratios of time spent in each sentiment state) 

and some of their proposed productive and counterproductive contexts.  

 

  O:P Ratio Common Contexts 

 1:1  Sentiment Contrasting, GRASP Thinking; “Realism”3  

 2:1   Advantage and Opportunity Assessment; Strategic Optimism7 

 1:2  Disruption and Risk Assessment; Defensive Pessimism7  

 4:1  Relationship Management and Novel Environments5 

 1:4  Criticism Production and Crisis Environments2 

 8:1  Selling and Visioning (productive) and Manias (not productive) 

 1:8  Conflict States (productive) and Panics (counterproductive) 

 

1C. Do these Optimism:Pessimism thinking ratios seem roughly correct for the contexts 

above? For example, does it seem right that in relationship management, you should 

typically strive to have four optimistic thoughts for every pessimistic thought? Is that 

the same as saying four positive things for every critical thing? Does it matter if it is 

your spouse vs. employee? Explain. 

 

 

 

 

Leading Sentiment on Teams 
 

Leaders can greatly influence team sentiment. They can empower their team to be 

mindful of and verbal about Optimism:Pessimism thinking ratios, and they can use 

routines to shift their ratio whenever it seems counterproductive. Here are three 

strategies we recommend: 

 To empower strategic optimists, and defeat inflexibility and fear, leaders can 

conduct Success Visioning (Stretch Goalsetting), asking their team: “How can 

we achieve this (desirable future). What steps must we take?”  

 To empower defensive pessimists, and defeat groupthink and ego, leaders can 

do Failure Visioning (Premortems), asking their team: “Imagine this (high-

profile project) has failed or greatly underperformed. How did it happen?”6  

 To empower realists, leaders can do Progress Checks (Status Checks) and 

GRASP thinking, asking their team: “What is our status on goals? What should 
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we be optimistic about? Pessimistic about? Do we need to update strategy? 

Revise our plan?”3  

 

1D. Can you describe a situation where your team or another got in trouble by 

underusing, overusing, or misusing strategic optimism, defensive pessimism, or 

realism/contrasting? Does your team need to improve its use of any of these sentiment 

states, in any context?  

 

 

 

 

2. Foresight Horizons (Today’s, Short-term, Mid-term, Long-term) 
 

All future thinking occurs in four foresight horizons:  

 1. Today’s Foresight (Now to End-of-Day) 

 2. Short-term Foresight (the “T’s”: Tomorrow to Three Months)  

 3. Mid-term Foresight (the “4’s”: Next Quarter to 4 years) 

 4. Long-term Foresight (>4 years, lifetime, future gens) 

 

We usually think much less frequently 

about events that are further ahead in 

time. This is the Power Law of Future 

Thinking. Today’s foresight is the 

majority of our future thinking. It runs 

just seconds, minutes and hours ahead, 

and is largely unconscious.8 That means 

getting better at Today’s foresight is our 

greatest area of potential improvement. 

Here are a few tips for future thinking 

from now to the end of our day. 

 

Today’s Foresight: The Root of Better Future Thinking  
 

It is our contention that becoming more deliberate, mindful, and visual in today’s 

foresight (now until end of day) is the easiest way to get better at Short-term foresight 

(tomorrow to next three months). Our feedback is far faster with today’s foresight, and 

we can improve with every review of our mistakes. Regardless of our responsibilities for 

mid-term and long-term foresight, our performance in today’s and short-term 

foresight, using the Eight Skills (Section 4 of this handout), is where our greatest 

professional impact and career success will occur.9  
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Time and Schedule Awareness  
 

Do we know what time it is, all day long? Being mindful of the time (guessing it 

regularly), and of the time we have until our next event is one key to today’s foresight. 

We all schedule events with others. Scheduling our own task-specific time boxes, and 

mentally rehearsing our schedule, is a level up. We can be practice being mindful of the 

time before and while in each time box, use GRASP thinking before each box, and be 

accountable to staying on task while in each box.  

 

We can take brief breaks whenever we are in any time box, but our priority is to get back 

into the box ASAP. Reviewing how we did after each box ends, vs. our forecast (plan) 

lets us complete a Do Loop (next section). We can begin optimistic at the start of each 

box (a mini-version of each new day) that we can get our plan done. We should try to 

schedule at least four of our own task boxes a day. Make at least one a fun or exercise 

break.10 We can live our days schedule-first, and look only secondarily at our task list.  

 

2A. How would you grade yourself (A-D) on time and schedule awareness during the 

day? Do you schedule time boxes for your own tasks every day? Do you review how you 

did? What routines have helped you improve? What could you do next?  

 

Time and Schedule Awareness (Grade A-D) _____ 

 

 

 

3. Time Orientation (Past, Present, Future) 
 

We all think with three time orientations:  

a. The Past, aka Hindsight (potentially 

relevant history, experience, data, 

practices, and models/hypotheses)  

b. The Present, aka Insight (Self-

awareness, social- and situation-

awareness, organization, procedures)  

c. The Future, aka Foresight (short- or 

long-term opportunities, threats, 

changes, innovations, experiments) 

 

The MindTime graphic at right gives adjectives that commonly associate with each of 

these orientations. We bounce rapidly between all three orientations during the day, yet 

almost all of us tend to favor one or two orientations more. Done right, our preferred 

orientations can give us certain advantages: 
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Present thinkers can excel at getting things done. 

Future thinkers can excel at seeing what needs to get done. 

Past thinkers can excel at seeing has worked well so far. 

 

Leaders should know the value and traps of each time orientation, and be able to help 

our teams move between all three as needed, just like we must help them move between 

sentiments. We should also see and manage any 

conflicts between our preferred orientation and jobs. 

 

We can take a free 18-question test at MindTime11 to 

assess our preferences. The center of the graphic is 

33/33/33%. For example, the “You” depicted at right 

tends to be a Future>Past>Present thinker (roughly 

40% Future, 35% Past, 25% Present in thinking 

frequency, estimated by deviation from the center).  

 

Deloitte’s Business Chemistry workplace styles assessment (picture right), also based on 

neuroscience models, used with 200K people since 2010, independently found this same 

time orientation triad (Pioneers, 

Guardians, and Drivers) In a 

helpful addition, they also 

identify a fourth “blended” style 

(Integrators) that connects the 

three. All of us know folks who 

are motivated by harmony, 

centrism, and collaboration. 

 

Here is a free online 20-question 

test for their four styles. Many 

individuals prefer using two of 

these styles. Their book offers 

good advice for better 

collaboration among the four 

styles.12 Which are our personal 

styles? Our teams’? 

 

Leaders should know the value and traps of each time orientation preference and be 

able to help their teams move between them as needed, just like they must help them 

move between sentiments. We should also see and manage the conflicts between our 

preferred time orientations and our jobs. 

 

http://www.mindtime.com/
https://bc20questions.deloitte.com/#/
https://bc20questions.deloitte.com/#/
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3A. How would you rank (1,2,3) your personal strength (or at least, the time you spend) 

in each of these three time orientations during a typical work week? Do you have a 

balance of people who prefer each time orientation on your team? If not, how can you 

get that balance? 

 

Past Thinking (Trends, Facts, Constraints)   ____  

Future Thinking (Uncertainties, Options, Visions)  ____  

Present Thinking (Plans, Expectations, Processes) ____  

 

 

 

 

The Four Ps of Future Thinking 

 

Both time orientation and sentiment preferences often bias us to think about the future 

in four very important ways: 

 

1. Probable futures are preferred by Past- and Present-orieented thinkers. 

2. Possible futures are preferred by Future-oriented thinkers. 

3. Preferable futures are preferrred by Strategic Optimists. 

4. Preventable futures are preferred by Defensive Pessimists. 

 

Each of these Four Ps are necessary to leadership. Probable and Possible futures are 

primarily controlled by our environment (by predictable and unpredictable physical 

processes, respectively). The better we see those, the better we can create and achieve 

Preferable and Preventable futures. Those futures are primarily controlled by us.  
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As the Four Ps Pyramid at right 

shows, sentiment contrasting 

about positive and negative 

futures is our highest value 

activity (“top of the pyramid”). 

These four future thinking types 

can be further simplified into 

Three AIS Skills: Anticipation 

(Probability thinking), 

Innovation (Possibility 

thinking), and Strategy (Priority 

and Contrast thinking).  

 

3B. How would you rank (1,2,3) 

your team’s strength in each of these AIS Skills? Do you have teammates who rank #1 

for each of these skills? Do you think your team uses each of these future thinking skills 

appropriately? Where could they most improve? 

 

Anticipation Thinking (Facts, Trends, Constraints)   ____  

Innovation Thinking (Uncertainties, Options, Visions)  ____  

Strategy Thinking (Goals, Threats, Priorities, Plans)  ____  

  

 

 

 

4. The Do Loop (Foresight-Action Cycle) 
 

All of us use a four step cycle (loop), to survive. Cognitive science calls it the 

“perception-action,” or “Foresight-Action” cycle13. We use this loop both unconsciously 

and consciously throughout our day to build our competencies. We call it the “Do Loop.”  
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Here are the four steps:  

 

1. Learning – Past & Present 

2. Foresight – Anticipation, 

Innovation, Strategy  

3. Action – Execution, Influence, 

Relationship Management  

4. Review – Getting Feedback 

 

Every time we complete a mental 

(Foresight) and physical (Action) 

loop, with good feedback (Review), we have a chance to grow in competency. 

 

4A. Do you or your team tend to underuse, overuse, or misuse any of these steps in 

specific contexts? How would you grade your team (A-D) on each of the four steps?  

 

Learning Step  _____   Action Step   _____ 

Foresight Step _____   Reviewing Step  _____ 

 

Please give an example of a challenge you manage in relation to this loop: 

 

 

 

 

The OODA Loop 

In rapid-response settings, Air Force Col. John Boyd named this loop the OODA loop 

(Observe=Review, Orient=Learning; Decide=Foresight; Act=Action;). The OODA loop 

is key to competitive dominance and survival in a threat environment. Boyd said the 

frequency, strength, and quality of this loop are the key factors determining 

performance.14,15  

 

4B. Have you heard of the OODA loop before? In what context? What strategies might 

you employ with your team to improve the frequency, strength and quality of your 

team’s critical foresight-action loops? Over which time horizons (minutes, hours, days, 

weeks, months) do you review your team’s key loops? 

 

 

 

 

5. Eight Skills of Effective Teams  
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When acting with others, 

our Do Loop expands to 

Eight Skills of team 

foresight and action. The 

first four are Foresight 

Skills, and the last four are 

Action Skills. The picture at 

right shows that the Four 

Foresight Skills use 

alternating divergent and 

convergent thinking. The 

Four Action Skills use 

translational, one-to-many, 

network, and cycle thinking.  

 

In our view, these Eight Skills are key competencies effective leaders must take 

responsibility for in adaptive organizations.16 Here are the Eight Skills: 
 

1. Learning - Investigative thinking (History & Present)  Foresight Prep 

2. Anticipation - Probability thinking (Expect. & Constraints) Foresight 

3. Innovation – Possibility thinking (Ideas & Innovations) Foresight 

4. Strategy – Preference & Prevention (Priorities & Plans) Foresight 

5. Execution – Production thinking (Getting Somewhere) Action 

6. Influence – Market thinking (Recruiting Others)  Action 

7. Relating – Team thinking (Sustaining Our Teams)  Action 

8. Reviewing – Adjustment thinking (Staying on Target)  Action Review 

 

We can remember these skills as a vowel-laden misspelling of the word “laser”:  

Adaptive teams have a “LAISEIRR focus” on their opportunities and challenges. 

 

5A. Which three of the Eight Skills do you feel are your strengths? How have they 

helped you in the past? When have you underused, overused or misused them? What 

have been their “traps”?  

 

 

 

 

 

5B. Which two of the Eight Skills seem least natural, most ignored, or most challenging 

for you? Has any weakness in these skills hurt you in the past? How so? Have you tried 

to balance out or improve your own or your team’s weaker skills? How did that go? 

Have a success/failure story there to share?  
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5C. Use GRASP thinking on the Eight Skills. What is a good Goal to help your team 

improve their use of any or all of these skills over the next six months? How will you 

measure progress (Reality)? What Advantages might the team get from improving? 

What Setbacks (obstacles) are you most likely to encounter? What key resources 

(coaches, routines, top cover) and if-then statements are in your Plan?  
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Appendix 2: Foresight Consultancies –  

Large, Medium, and Small 

 

Below are some leading management and foresight consultancies doing applied 

foresight work around the world. Where we know a foresight leader in these 

organizations, we’ve listed their name at the start of the description. Our list is divided 

into ten global regions, as depicted below. This first list is primarily US- and English-

language centric. Please accept our apologies for that—time and budget constrained us 

for this edition. We hope this list inspires you to do your own digging. Research tips are 

offered below. Want to help us expand it? Drop us a line, we’d love to work with you. 

 

There are an inspiring variety of organizational foresight activities today. As our digital 

platforms grow more powerful now every year, foresight professionals everywhere will 

increasingly be able to collaborate on problems and projects, post competitions, 

Ten Regions of the Global Village (GlobalForesight.org) 

http://www.foresightguide.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/image198.gif
http://www.foresightguide.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/image198.gif
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benchmark performance, teach each other methods, do experiments, start businesses, and 

advance our field in ways we can only imagine today. 

 

Finding Leading Foresight Organizations and People – Research Tips 

 

When looking for future leading organizations and people, here are three search tips: 

 

1. Look for lists (Businessweek, Fast Company, Forbes, MIT Technology Review, Inc, 

Wired, etc.) of the most innovative, fastest growing, strategic, “smartest,” most 

foresighted companies or organizations. These firms are often disrupting their 

industries. 

2. Pay for LinkedIn Premium, and use Advanced Search with ”Company 

Name” + “Foresight” “Forecasting” “Trend” “Scenarios” “Innovation” etc. to 

find foresight-driven individuals and business units in various industries, and 

their sizes and locations. Do the same on Google. 

3. Search within a company’s website ”Site:company.com” + your favorite 

foresight words in quotations, to find foresight leaders, forecasters, creatives, 

and innovators to connect with at your company of interest. 

 

Leading Management Consultancies Engaging in Foresight Work 

 

These large management consultancies frequently do leading foresight work, though 

they don't explicitly position themselves as foresight professionals. When they do, we 

move them into larger primary foresight consultancies listed in the next section. 

 

Organizational foresight leaders and previous leaders (“prev.”) are listed below in bold, 

where known. Check LinkedIn Advanced Search, using org name and relevant foresight 

terms (strategy, foresight, forecasting, design, innovation, scenarios, etc.), org site search, 

(site:domainname searchstring) and general Google search to find current and past 

foresight leaders at each org. Use multiple negatives to eliminate URLs or terms you don't 

want, and use quotes to get exact phrases, like “strategic foresight” and “future of.” 

 

Know other foresight orgs and leaders that should be listed here? Let us know.  

Consultancy Foresight Leaders; Company Description Region (HQ) 

A.T. Kearney 

Global management consultancy. 3,200 consultants, 58 

locations. 1 (Chicago, IL) 

Accenture 

Top Ten Strategy (Vault.com). IT, management consulting 

and outsourcing services. 280,000 consultants, 200 locations. 

3 (Dublin, 

Ireland) 

http://www.technologyreview.com/featuredstory/524671/50-smartest-companies-2014/
https://www.linkedin.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/vsearch/p?adv=true
http://www.atkearney.com/
http://www.accenture.com/
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Advisory Board 

Company 

Global research, tech, and consulting firm helping hospital 

and university executives to better serve patients and 

students. 

1 (Washington, 

DC) 

Alvarez & 

Marsal 

Turnaround management and performance improvement. 

2,000 consultants, 40 locations worldwide. 

1 (New York, 

NY) 

Analysis Group, 

Inc. Economic, financial and strategy consulting. US & Canada. 1 (Boston, MA) 

Aon Consulting 

Worldwide 

Risk management, insurance and reinsurance brokerage, 

HR consulting and outsourcing. 65,000 consultants, 500 

locations. 3 (London, UK) 

Bain & Company 

Top Ten Strategy (Vault.com). Strategy, marketing, 

organization, operations, IT and M&A services. 6,000 

consultants, 50 locations. 1 (Boston, MA) 

BearingPoint Inc. Mgmt and technology consultancy. 3,350 consultants. 

3 (Amsterdam, 

NL) 

Booz Allen 

Hamilton 

Richard N Fletcher; Top Ten Strategy. Booz & PWC 

merger, 2014. 

1 (New York, 

NY) 

Boston 

Consulting 

Group 

Top Ten Strategy (Vault.com). Mgmt consultancy. 6,200 

consultants, 81 locations worldwide. 1 (Boston, MA) 

Cambridge 

Associates Investment advisory services. 1 (Boston, MA) 

Capgemini 

IT, consulting, outsourcing, professional services. 130K 

consultants, 44 countries. 3 (Paris, France) 

CEB 

World’s leading member-based consultancy for senior 

leaders. 1 (Arlington, VA) 

Charles River 

Associates 

Leading global litigation and management consulting. 

Acquired by Marakon 1 (Boston, MA) 

Cornerstone 

Research Financial, economic, and litigation consulting. US only. 

1 (Menlo Park, 

CA) 

Corp Executive 

Board Global professional advisory services firm. 1 (Arlington, VA) 

CRA 

International 

Economic, financial, and strategy expertise to major law 

firms, corporations, accounting firms, and governments. US 

and Europe. 1 (Boston, MA) 

Deloitte 

Consulting 

John Hagel, Co-chairman, Center for the Edge (Santa Clara, 

CA); Top Ten Strategy Firm. Audit, tax, consulting, 

corporate finance services. 

1 (New York, 

NY) 

Deutche Bank 

Research 

Macroeconomic analysis within the Deutsche Bank Group 

and consulting for the bank, its clients and stakeholders. 

3 (Frankfurt, 

Germany) 

http://www.advisoryboardcompany.com/
http://www.advisoryboardcompany.com/
http://www.alvarezandmarsal.com/
http://www.alvarezandmarsal.com/
http://www.analysisgroup.com/
http://www.analysisgroup.com/
http://www.aon.com/hcc
http://www.aon.com/hcc
http://www.bain.com/
http://www.bearingpoint.com/
http://www.boozallen.com/
http://www.boozallen.com/
http://www.bcg.com/
http://www.bcg.com/
http://www.bcg.com/
http://www.cambridgeassociates.com/
http://www.cambridgeassociates.com/
http://www.us.capgemini.com/
http://www.executiveboard.com/
http://www.crai.com/
http://www.crai.com/
http://www.cornerstone.com/
http://www.cornerstone.com/
http://www.executiveboard.com/
http://www.executiveboard.com/
http://www.crai.com/
http://www.crai.com/
http://www.deloitte.com/
http://www.deloitte.com/
http://www.dbresearch.com/
http://www.dbresearch.com/
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EY (Ernst & 

Young) 

Top Ten Strategy (Vault.com). Assurance, Advisory, Tax, 

Transactions services. 3 (London, UK) 

First Manhattan 

Consulting Consulting on issues related to financial services. 

1 (New York, 

NY) 

FTI Consulting 

Corporate finance and restructuring, economic, forensic, 

litigation and technology consulting, strategic 

communications. 

1 (W. Palm 

Beach, FL) 

Hewitt 

Associates Consulting, outsourcing, and insurance brokerage services. 1 (Chicago, IL) 

Huron 

Consulting 

Group 

Mgmt consulting for the Healthcare, Education, Law, and 

Finance industries. 1 (Chicago, IL) 

IBM Global 

Services Business and tech consulting. Top Ten Strategy (Vault.com) 1 (Armonk, NY) 

KPMG 

Audit, tax, and advisory professional services co. 152,000 

people. 3 (Netherlands) 

Kurt Salmon 

Global management, retail, and consumer strategy 

consulting. 

1 (New York, 

NY) 

L.E.K. 

Consulting 

Global generalist consulting firm. Top Ten Strategy 

(Vault.com) 1 (London, UK) 

Lippincott Global brand strategy, identity, and design consultancy. 

1 (New York, 

NY) 

Mars & Co 

International strategy consulting. Client focused. 250 

consultants. 

1 (Greenwich, 

CT) 

McKinsey & 

Company 

Global mgmt. consulting leader. Top Ten Strategy 

(Vault.com) 

1 (New York, 

NY) 

Mercer HR 

Consulting Global human resources and financial services consulting. 

1 (New York, 

NY) 

Monitor Deloitte Senior mgmt. strategy and business transformation. 

1 (Cambridge, 

MA) 

Navigant 

Consulting Dispute, investigation, regulation, and demand consulting. 1 (Chicago, IL) 

NERA Economic 

Consulting 

Economic analysis, advice, and policy for corps and 

governments. 1 (SF, CA) 

Oliver Wyman 

Leading global mgmt. consulting. Top Ten Strategy 

(Vault.com) 1 (SF, CA) 

PA Consulting 

Group 

Rob Gear; Management consulting, technology, and 

innovation. 3 (London, UK) 

Parthenon 

Group Strategic advisors to CEOs and leaders of Global 1000 Co’s. 1 (SF, CA) 

http://www.ey.com/
http://www.ey.com/
http://www.fmcg.com/
http://www.fmcg.com/
http://www.fticonsulting.com/
http://www.hewitt.com/
http://www.hewitt.com/
http://www.huronconsultinggroup.com/
http://www.huronconsultinggroup.com/
http://www.huronconsultinggroup.com/
http://www.ibm.com/
http://www.ibm.com/
http://www.kpmg.com/US/en/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.kurtsalmon.com/
http://www.lek.com/
http://www.lek.com/
http://www.lippincott.com/
http://www.marsandco.com/
http://www.mckinsey.com/
http://www.mckinsey.com/
http://www.mercerhr.com/
http://www.mercerhr.com/
http://www.monitor.com/
http://www.navigantconsulting.com/
http://www.navigantconsulting.com/
http://www.nera.com/
http://www.nera.com/
http://www.oliverwyman.com/
http://www.paconsulting.com/
http://www.paconsulting.com/
http://www.parthenon.com/
http://www.parthenon.com/
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Larger Primary Foresight Consultancies (>$2M Revs or 5+ Employees) 

 

Both larger and smaller primary foresight consultancies like Decision Strategies 

International, Economist Intelligence Unit, Fraunhofer, Shaping Tomorrow, the Future 

Management Group, the Institute for Alternative Futures, the Institute for the 

Future, Kairos Future, The Futures Company, Z_punkt offer internships and jobs to 

qualified applicants. We recommend interning if you are curious about the kind of work 

foresight consultants do and the value they create for their clients. 

 

Organizational foresight leaders and select previous or founder leaders (“prev.”) 

are listed below in bold, where known. Check LinkedIn Advanced Search, using org 

name and relevant foresight terms (strategy, foresight, forecasting, design, innovation, 

scenarios, etc.), org site search, (site:domainname searchstring) and general Google 

search to find current and past foresight leaders at each org. Use multiple negatives to 

eliminate URLs or terms you don’t want, and use quotes to get exact phrases, like 

“strategic foresight” and “future of.” 

 

Consultancy Foresight Leaders; Company Description Region (HQ) 

AECOM 

Global leadership, innov., mgmt support for 

industry & govt. 1 (Los Angeles, CA) 

Price 

Waterhouse 

Coopers 

Global professional services firm. Top Ten Strategy 

(Vault.com) 3 (London, UK) 

Putnam 

Associates Pharma, biotech, and medical device consulting. 

1 (Burlington, 

MA) 

Roland Berger 

Strat. Consults 

Global strategy consulting. 250 partners. Top tier firm per 

Vault. 

3 

(Munich,German

y) 

Strategic 

Business Insights 

SRI spinoff. Scenario planning, strategic roadmapping, 

foresight. 

1 (Menlo Park, 

CA) 

TeleTech Global Business Process Outsourcing 

1 (Englewood, 

CO) 

Towers Watson 

Jonathan Wells. Risk mgmt, HR consulting. Global. 14,000 

associates. 

1 (New York, 

NY) 

ZS Associates Sales and marketing consulting. 

1 (San Mateo, 

CA) 

http://decisionstrat.com/
http://decisionstrat.com/
http://www.eiu.com/
http://www.int.fraunhofer.de/
https://www.shapingtomorrow.com/
http://www.futuremanagementgroup.com/en.html
http://www.futuremanagementgroup.com/en.html
http://www.altfutures.org/
http://www.iftf.org/
http://www.iftf.org/
http://www.kairosfuture.com/
http://thefuturescompany.com/
http://www.z-punkt.de/
https://www.linkedin.com/vsearch/p?adv=true
http://www.aecom.com/
http://www.pwc.com/us/en/index.jhtml
http://www.pwc.com/us/en/index.jhtml
http://www.pwc.com/us/en/index.jhtml
http://www.putassoc.com/
http://www.putassoc.com/
http://www.rolandberger.com/
http://www.rolandberger.com/
http://www.strategicbusinessinsights.com/
http://www.strategicbusinessinsights.com/
http://www.teletech.com/
http://www.towerswatson.com/
http://www.zsassociates.com/
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AIR Worldwide 

Leaders in catastrophe, terrorism, risk, decision 

modeling. 1 (Boston, MA) 

Arlington 

Institute 

John L. Petersen; Global foresight, new 

technologies, trying to influence rapid, positive 

change. 

1 (Berkeley Springs, 

WV) 

Arup 

Chris Luebkeman, Josef Hargrave; Engrg and 

consulting for built environment. 10,000 emps, 83 

locations. 3 (London, UK) 

Atmos Global 

Atmospheric, air quality, and climate change 

forecasting. 

10 

(Melbourne,Austrla) 

Austrian 

Institute of 

Technology 

Matthias Weber; Austria’s largest non-university 

tech and infrastructure research inst. “Tomorrow 

today.” 1,100 emps. 3 (Vienna, Austria) 

BMC 

Innovation 

Strategic innovation & market research company. 

150 emps 

2 

(BuenAires,Argentin

a) 

Breakthrough 

Institute 

Modernizing environmentalism for the 

21st century. 1 (Oakland, CA) 

BrightIdea 

Ideation platform, software products for the idea 

lifecycle. 

1 (San Francisco, 

CA) 

Cambridge 

Leadership 

Associates 

Ron Heifetz, Alex Grashow, Marty Linsky; 

Developers of the Adaptive Leadership framework. 

Corp, govt, nonprofit clients. 1 (New York, NY) 

CB Insights 

Market data on fintech, insuretech, edtech, digital 

health, clean tech, IoT, and mobile industries. 1 (New York, NY) 

Cognitive Edge 

Education, networking and software for managing 

complexity. 10 (Singapore) 

Copenhagen 

Institute for 

Futures Studies 

Ulrik Blinkenberg, Martin Kruse; 

Futures/foresight research for public and private 

orgs. 3 (Copenhagen, DM) 

Datamonitor Broad based market research. Div. of Informa. 3 (Zug, Switzerland) 

http://www.air-worldwide.com/
http://www.arlingtoninstitute.org/
http://www.arlingtoninstitute.org/
http://www.arup.com/
https://www.atmosglobal.com/
http://www.ait.ac.at/
http://www.ait.ac.at/
http://www.ait.ac.at/
http://www.bmcinnovation.com/
http://www.bmcinnovation.com/
http://www.thebreakthrough.org/
http://www.thebreakthrough.org/
https://www.brightidea.com/
http://cambridge-leadership.com/
http://cambridge-leadership.com/
http://cambridge-leadership.com/
https://www.cbinsights.com/
https://cognitive-edge.com/
http://www.cifs.dk/en/
http://www.cifs.dk/en/
http://www.cifs.dk/en/
http://www.datamonitor.com/
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DB (Deutsche 

Bank) Rsrch Market and economic research, forecasts, services. 

3 (Frankfurt, 

Germany) 

Decision 

Analyst 

Market research, consumer panel, innovation 

services. 1 (Arlington, TX) 

Decision 

Strategies 

International 

Leader in future-focused 

consulting.US,UK,France,Singapore 

1 (Conshohocken, 

PA) 

Deloitte Center 

for the Edge 

John Hagel, John Seely Brown; Foresight and 

leadership. 1 (Palo Alto, CA) 

Dent Research 

Harry Dent; Economic forecasting & investment 

research firm. 1(Delray Beach, FL) 

Destree Institute 

Philippe Destatte, Marie-Anne Delaaut; Foresight, 

strategic policy and intelligence. 

1 (Wallonnia, 

Brussels) 

Discern Harry Blount; Big data analytics and foresight. 1 (Palo Alto, CA) 

Early Warning 

Financial fraud prevention and risk management 

foresight. 1 (Scottsdale, AZ) 

Economic Cycle 

Research Inst 

Anirvan Banerji, Dir. of Research; Economic 

forecasting. 1 (New York, NY) 

Economic 

Modeling 

Specialists 

International 

Turning labor and market data into models to 

understand the connection between economies, 

people, and work. 1 (Moscow, ID) 

Economist 

Intelligence 

Unit 

Daniel Franklin; Forecasting, market intell. and 

advisory services. UK, US, HK. 3 (London, UK) 

European Info 

Tech 

Observ and Bitk

om Research 

Market research and stats on European ICT 

markets. 3 (Berlin, Germany) 

Elder Research Leading data mining and predictive analytics firm. 

1 (Charlottesville, 

VA) 

https://www.dbresearch.com/
https://www.dbresearch.com/
http://www.decisionanalyst.com/index.dai
http://www.decisionanalyst.com/index.dai
http://decisionstrat.com/
http://decisionstrat.com/
http://decisionstrat.com/
http://www.deloitte.com/view/en_US/us/Insights/centers/centers-center-for-edge/index.htm
http://www.deloitte.com/view/en_US/us/Insights/centers/centers-center-for-edge/index.htm
http://www.dentresearch.com/
http://www.institut-destree.org/
https://www.discern.com/
http://www.earlywarning.com/index.html
https://www.businesscycle.com/
https://www.businesscycle.com/
http://www.economicmodeling.com/
http://www.economicmodeling.com/
http://www.economicmodeling.com/
http://www.economicmodeling.com/
http://www.eiu.com/
http://www.eiu.com/
http://www.eiu.com/
http://www.eito.com/
http://www.eito.com/
http://www.eito.com/
http://www.bitkom-research.de/
http://www.bitkom-research.de/
http://datamininglab.com/
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Eurasia Group 

Ian Bremmer; World’s largest political risk 

consultancy. 1,3 (NY, London) 

Finpro 

Trade, internationalization and investment 

development org. 3 (Helsinki, Finland) 

Forecast 

International 

Aerospace, defense, electronics, power systems 

intelligence. 1 (Newtown, CT) 

Foresight 

Science & 

Technology 

Phyl Speser; Product development and tech 

transfer services. 1 (Providence, RI) 

Forrester 

Research 

James McQuivey. Global business and tech 

research and advisory firm. 1 (Cambridge, MA) 

Forum for the 

Future 

Sustainable dev. org partnering with business, educ 

& govt. 

3 (London UK) 

1,3,8,10 

FourSight 

Gerard Puccio, Russ Schoen; Innovation, creativity 

and foresight assessments, training, and 

certification. F1000 clients. 1 (Evanston, IL) 

Fraunhofer 

INT and ISI 

Kerstin Cuhls, Mgr, Foresight Research; Systemic 

analysis and foresight for innovation and security. 

ISI: 220 employees. 

3 (Euskirchen and 

Karlsruhe, Germany) 

Frost & Sullivan 

Market research and analysis, growth strategy 

consulting firm. 

1 (Mountain View, 

CA) 

Future Concept 

Lab 

Product dev, trends, forecasting, consumption 

research. 3 (Milan, Italy) 

Future 

Foundation 

Chritophe Jouan, Meabh Quoirin; Trends 

consulting & resrch. 3 (London, UK) 

Future 

Management 

Group AG Pero Micic; Futures research consulting firm. 

3 (Frankfurt, 

Germany) 

Future 

Navigator 

Anne Skare Nielsen, Lyselotte Lyngso; Foresight 

services. 3 (Copenhagen, DM) 

http://eurasiagroup.net/
http://www.finpro.us/
http://www.forecastinternational.com/
http://www.forecastinternational.com/
http://www.foresightst.com/
http://www.foresightst.com/
http://www.foresightst.com/
http://www.forrester.com/
http://www.forrester.com/
http://www.forumforthefuture.org/
http://www.forumforthefuture.org/
https://foursightonline.com/
http://www.int.fraunhofer.de/
http://www.int.fraunhofer.de/
http://www.isi.fraunhofer.de/
http://www.frost.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Market_research
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Market_analysis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Economic_growth
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Consultant
http://www.futureconceptlab.com/
http://www.futureconceptlab.com/
http://futurefoundation.net/
http://futurefoundation.net/
http://www.futuremanagementgroup.com/en.html
http://www.futuremanagementgroup.com/en.html
http://www.futuremanagementgroup.com/en.html
http://www.futurenavigator.dk/
http://www.futurenavigator.dk/
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Futures Group 

Global health consultancy and development 

company; Health forecasting. 

1, 3 (Washington, 

DC; London, UK) 

Futures Strategy 

Group 

Mgmt consultancy, scenario planning and strategic 

decision support. 1 (Glastonbury, CT) 

FutureThink 

Lisa Bodell, Garry Golden; Innovation training & 

development. 1 (New York, NY) 

Gallup 

Consulting 

Forward-thinking research, analytics, and mgmt 

consulting, global polling, publisher of Gallup 

Business Journal. 1 (Washington, DC) 

Gartner 

Information technology research and advisory 

company. 1 (Stamford, CT) 

Global Business 

Network 

Subsidiary of Monitor Deloitte that does scenario 

planning and strategic foresight. Since 

1987. Foresight leaders in the 1990s, now defunct. 

1 (San Francisco, 

CA) 

Global 

Intelligence 

Alliance 

Strategic market intelligence; research, analysis and 

advisory for decision making. 1, 2, 3, 7 

Greenway 

Group 

James Cramer; Built environment strategy 

consulting. 1 (Norcross, GA) 

io9/Gawker 

Media 

George Dvorsky, Annalee Newitz; Futurism and 

sci fi blog. 1 (New York, NY) 

IBIS World 

BI, industry research and market analysis for 

Australia. 10 (Australia) 

Iceberg 

Consulting IT-related services. 1 (Shakopee, MN) 

IHS Economics 

& Country Risk Leaders in economic and risk forecasting. 1 (Englewood, CO) 

Innovation 

Focus 

Christopher W. Miller, Anne Orban; PLM, 

innovation consulting. 1 (Lancaster, PA) 

http://futuresgroup.com/
http://www.futuresstrategygroup.com/
http://www.futuresstrategygroup.com/
http://futurethink.com/
http://www.gallupconsulting.com/
http://www.gallupconsulting.com/
http://www.gartner.com/
http://www.linkedin.com/company/global-business-network
http://www.linkedin.com/company/global-business-network
http://www.globalintelligence.com/
http://www.globalintelligence.com/
http://www.globalintelligence.com/
http://www.greenway.us/
http://www.greenway.us/
http://io9.com/
http://io9.com/
http://www.ibisworld.com.au/
http://www.iceberggroup.org/
http://www.iceberggroup.org/
http://www.ihs.com/products/global-insight/index.aspx?pu=1&rd=globalinsight_com
http://www.ihs.com/products/global-insight/index.aspx?pu=1&rd=globalinsight_com
http://www.innovationfocus.com/
http://www.innovationfocus.com/
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Innovation 

Framework 

Technologies 

Innovation and New Product Development mgmt 

software and consulting. 1 (New York, NY) 

Idea Couture 

Strategic and applied innovation, design, and 

foresight. 

1 (SF,CA, 

Toronto,ON) 

Ideo 

Tim Brown, Dave Blakely; Leader in design 

consulting. 1 (Palo Alto, CA) 

IFOK Fiona Wollensack; Strategy, change mgmt, vision. 3 (Bensheim, DE) 

Innosight 

Clay Christensen, Richard N. Foster; Innovation 

consulting. 1 (Lexington, MA) 

Innovaro 

Chris Carbone; Innovation mgmt, trend and 

research services, social media monitoring. 1 (Tampa, FL) 

Instat/MDR 

Reporting and forecasting on display-related 

industries. 1 (Santa Clara, CA) 

Institute for 

Futures Studies 

and Tech 

Assessment 

Foresight, technology assessment, sustainable 

development. Germany and global. 30 employees. 1 (Berlin, Germany) 

Institute for 

Innovation and 

Trend Research 

Innovation, trends, knowledge management, 

training and consulting. 3 (Graz, Austria) 

Institute for 

Prospective 

Technological 

Studies 

Technology research and development studies in 

support of EU policy. A European Commission 

Joint Research Center. 3 (Seville Spain) 

Institute for the 

Future 

Marina Gorbis, Bob Johansen; Leading foresight 

consultants, inventor of Delphi method, early dev. 

of cross-impact analysis 1 (Palo Alto, CA) 

International 

Data Corp (IDC) 

IT market intelligence, research, analysis, and 

advisory. 1 (San Mateo, CA) 

http://www.innovation-framework.com/
http://www.innovation-framework.com/
http://www.innovation-framework.com/
http://www.ideacouture.com/
http://www.ideo.com/
http://www.ifok.eu/
http://www.innosight.com/
http://innovaro.com/
http://www.instat.com/
https://www.izt.de/
https://www.izt.de/
https://www.izt.de/
https://www.izt.de/
http://www.iitf.at/
http://www.iitf.at/
http://www.iitf.at/
http://ipts.jrc.ec.europa.eu/
http://ipts.jrc.ec.europa.eu/
http://ipts.jrc.ec.europa.eu/
http://ipts.jrc.ec.europa.eu/
http://www.iftf.org/
http://www.iftf.org/
https://www.idc.com/
https://www.idc.com/
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International 

Inst. for Applied 

Systems 

Analysis 

Global change and complexity research. 

Environment, economics, technology, and society. 

1 (Laxenburg, 

Austria) 

Inventta 

Bruno Moreira; Innovation, R&D, and fundraising 

services. 

2 (Belo 

Horizonte,BR) 

Ipsos InnoQuest 

Innovation Support, Product R&D, Market Resrch. 

10,000 emps. 1 (New York, NY) 

Kairos Future 

Ulf Boman, Mats Lindgren, Erik Herngren; Global 

foresight consulting research, trends, scenarios, 

strategy, innovation. 

1 

(Stockholm,Sweden) 

Kauffman 

Foundation Leading US nonprofit advancing entrepreneurship. 1 (Kansas City, MO) 

Kinetic Cafe 

Mathew Lincez; Innovation, strategic foresight, IT 

development 1 (Toronto, ON) 

Kjaer Global Anne-Lise Kjaer; Trend management consultancy. 3 (London, UK) 

Leadership 

Forum Liam Fahey; Leadership and foresight consulting. 1 (Durham, NC) 

Long Now 

Foundation 

Stewart Brand, Alex Rose; Foundation fostering 

long-term thinking. 1 (SF, CA) 

Magellis 

Consultants 

Nathalie Bassaler; Strategic foresight consultancy. 

70 emps. 1 (Paris, France) 

Maritz 

Mary Beth McEuen; HR, marketing, and 

behavioral consulting. 1 (St Louis, MO) 

MarketResearch

.com 

“Largest collection of online market intelligence.” 4 

empls. 1 (Rockville, MD) 

MG Rush 

Terrence Metz, Kevin Booth; Facilitation traing, 

scenario plng. 1 (Oak Brook, IL) 

http://www.iiasa.ac.at/
http://www.iiasa.ac.at/
http://www.iiasa.ac.at/
http://www.iiasa.ac.at/
http://inventta.net/en/
http://www.ipsos-na.com/research/marketing/forecasting/
http://www.kairosfuture.com/en
http://www.kauffman.org/
http://www.kauffman.org/
http://www.kineticcafe.com/
http://www.kjaer-global.com/
http://www.leadershipforuminc.com/
http://www.leadershipforuminc.com/
http://longnow.org/
http://longnow.org/
http://magellis.fr/
http://magellis.fr/
http://www.maritz.com/
http://www.marketresearch.com/
http://www.marketresearch.com/
http://www.mgrush.com/
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Monitor 360 

Peter Schwartz; Sensemaking of global strategic & 

analytical challenges, serving governments, NGOs 

and companies. 

1 (San Francisco, 

CA) 

Nesta 

Jessica Bland, Stian Westlake; Nonprofit charity, 

building innovation capacity in UK. 1 (London, UK) 

Nine AB Elin Rudberg; Brand and innovation consulting. 3 (Stockholm,Swedn) 

Normann 

Partners 

Daniel Gronquist; Intl. consultancy on innovation, 

strategy and scenarios. 3 (Sweden, UK) 

PA Consulting 

Group 

Global management, systems, innovation, and tech 

consulting. 70 yrs. Employees. 3 (London, UK) 

Pattern 

Recognition 

Tech 

Oil and energy indistry; Load, price and demand 

forecasting. 1 (Plano, TX) 

Prognos AG 

Analysis, projections and assessments for strategy 

and decision making in the waste management and 

energy industries. 3 (Germany) 

PSFK 

Piers Fawkes; Trend, innovation, and market 

consulting. 1 (New York, NY) 

Quid 

Software product for narrative analysis, technology 

and industry landscaping, trend analysis. 

1 (San Francisco, 

CA) 

Recorded 

Future 

Web intelligence and predictive analytics software 

products. 

1, 3 (Cambridge, 

MA; Göteborg, 

Sweden) 

Resonance 

Consultancy 

Chris Fair; Place branding for tourism, urban 

foresight. 

1 (Vancouver, 

Canada; New York, 

NY) 

RKS Design 

Research, strategy, design, communications, 

prototyping. 

1 (Thousand Oaks, 

CA) 

Roadmapping 

Technology 

Strategic roadmapping, product planning, and tech 

foresight. 3 (UK) 

http://www.monitor-360.com/
http://www.nesta.org.uk/
http://nine.se/
http://normannpartners.com/
http://normannpartners.com/
http://www.paconsulting.com/
http://www.paconsulting.com/
http://www.prt-inc.com/
http://www.prt-inc.com/
http://www.prt-inc.com/
http://www.prognos.com/
http://www.psfk.com/
http://quid.com/
https://www.recordedfuture.com/
https://www.recordedfuture.com/
http://www.resonanceco.com/
http://www.resonanceco.com/
http://rksdesign.com/
http://www.roadmappingtechnology.com/
http://www.roadmappingtechnology.com/
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Rocky 

Mountain 

Institute 

Amory Lovins; Sustainability research and 

consulting. 1 (Boulder, CO) 

Samsung Econ 

Research Inst 

Sungho Lee, Korea’s largest private think tank. 100 

resrchrs. 9 (Seoul, Korea) 

Selectors 

Bruce Bueno de Mesquita; Game theory and 

prediction. 1 (New York, NY) 

Shaping 

Tomorrow 

Strategic foresight, innovation, risk assessment, 

conversation and education. Crowdsourced global 

research. 3 (UK) 

Singularity 

University 

Education programs, innovation labs for start-ups 

& cos. 1 (Moffett Field, CA) 

SINTEF 

Rita Westvik; Largest independent contract 

research org in Scandinavia. Tech, medicine, social 

sciences. 

3 

(Trondheim,Norway

) 

Sitra 

Research and public funding for predicting and 

analysing social change and its impact on Finland. 3 (Helsinki, Finland) 

Spigit 

James Gardner; Ideation platform, crowdsourcing 

software. 1 (Pleasanton, CA) 

Strategic 

Business 

Insights 

Research and consulting on tech, consumer and 

bus. envir. 1 (Menlo Park, CA) 

Stratfor 

George Friedman; Global security and intelligence 

foresight. 1 (Austin, TX) 

SustainAbility Sustainability innovation consulting. Since 1987. 1,3 (NY, London, SF) 

TechCast Global 

Bill Halal, Ari Palttala; Key technology foresight 

and strategy. 1 (Washington, DC) 

Technology 

Futures 

John Vanston, Carrie Vanston; Technology and 

telecomm. forecasting, valuation, minitrend 

forecasting. 1 (Austin, TX) 

http://www.rmi.org/
http://www.rmi.org/
http://www.rmi.org/
http://www.seriworld.org/
http://www.seriworld.org/
http://www.selectorsllc.com/
http://www.shapingtomorrow.com/
http://www.shapingtomorrow.com/
http://singularityu.org/
http://singularityu.org/
http://sintef.no/
http://www.sitra.fi/en
https://www.spigit.com/
http://www.strategicbusinessinsights.com/
http://www.strategicbusinessinsights.com/
http://www.strategicbusinessinsights.com/
http://www.stratfor.com/
http://www.sustainability.com/
http://www.techcastglobal.com/
http://www.tfi.com/
http://www.tfi.com/
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Technopolis 

Group 

S&T, innovation, education, and development 

foresight. 3 (Brighton, UK) 

The Futures 

Company 

Consulting (innovation, strategy, trends, etc.) and 

subscription monitoring services. 1, 2, 3, 10 

The Millennium 

Project 

Jerome Glenn, Ted Gordon; Independent non-

profit global participatory futures research think 

tank. 

1 (Washington, DC), 

50 global nodes 

Toffler 

Associates 

Deborah Westphal, CEO; Foresight 

consulting,transformation design approach 1 (Reston, VA) 

Trajectory Foresight, forecasting, market analysis firm. 3 (London, UK) 

Trendburo 

Matthias Horx; Oona Strathern; Future for local 

and provincial government, regional businesses 

and civil society orgs. 3 (Netherlands) 

TrendONE 

Trend scouts, researchers, creative innovation 

consultants. 3 (Berlin, Germany) 

Trendstop Apparel and fashion trend forecasting and analysis. 3 (London, UK) 

Trends Research 

Institute Gerald Celente; Trends research and forecasting. 1 (Kingston, NY) 

Trendwatching 

David Mattin; Global trend scanning services. 25 

emps. 3 (London, UK) 

TTI/Vanguard 

Conference organiser for members to explore 

emerging, potentially disruptive technologies and 

assess their impact on organizations, policy, and 

society. 5 annual meetings. 1 (Santa Monica, CA) 

Weiner Edrich 

Brown 

Edie Weiner, Erica Orange; Workforce foresight 

consulting. 1 (New York, NY) 

White Cliffs 

Consulting 

Josh Lindenger, Tech Trends Analyst; Defense & 

security. 1 (Columbia, MD) 

Wikistrat 

A “massively multiplayer online consultancy 

(MMOC).” 1 (Washington, DC) 

http://www.technopolis-group.com/site/
http://www.technopolis-group.com/site/
http://thefuturescompany.com/
http://thefuturescompany.com/
http://millennium-project.org/
http://millennium-project.org/
http://www.toffler.com/
http://www.toffler.com/
http://www.trajectorypartnership.com/
http://trendbureauoverijssel.nl/
http://www.trendone.com/en.html
http://www.trendstop.com/
http://www.trendsresearch.com/
http://www.trendsresearch.com/
http://trendwatching.com/
http://www.ttivanguard.com/
http://weineredrichbrown.com/
http://weineredrichbrown.com/
http://www.whitecliffsconsulting.com/
http://www.whitecliffsconsulting.com/
http://www.wikistrat.com/
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Wise.io 

Machine learning as a service. Big data prediction 

platform. 1 (Berkeley, CA) 

XPRIZE Peter Diamandis; Incentive Prizes for Innovation 1 (Los Angeles, CA) 

Zogby 

International 

Polling and full service market research. Founded 

1942. 1 (Utica, NY) 

Z_punkt The 

Foresight Co. 

Cornelia Daheim; leading strategy and foresight 

consultancy, operating internationally and focusing 

on strategic future issues. 3 (Köln, Germany) 

 

 

Smaller Primary Foresight Consultancies (<$2M Revs and <5 Employees) 

 

Below is a very incomplete list of smaller primary foresight consultancies. Some of these 

may actually belong above. We guessed at their size using public data. Organizational 

foresight leaders and previous leaders (“prev.”) are listed below in bold, where known. 

Check LinkedIn Advanced Search, using org name and relevant foresight terms (strategy, 

foresight, forecasting, design, innovation, scenarios, etc.), org site search, 

(site:domainname searchstring) and general Google search to find current and past 

foresight leaders at each org. Use multiple negatives to eliminate URLs or terms you don’t 

want, and use quotes to get exact phrases, like “strategic foresight” and “future of.” 
 

Consultancy Foresight Leaders; Company Description Region (HQ) 

21st Century Learning 

Charles Fadel. Educational standards and 

foresight. 1 (Boston, MA) 

4CF 

Kacper Nosarewski. Strategic foresight 

consultancy. 3 (Warsaw, Poland) 

5Deka 

Rejean Bourgault, Olivier Adam. 

Research, consulting, talks. 1 (Montreal, Canada) 

Acceleration Studies 

Fdn 

John Smart; Acceleration studies, foresight 

and innovation consulting. 1 (Milpitas, CA) 

Adizes Institute 

Ichak Adizes; Change mgmt and org 

development consulting. 1 (Santa Barbara, CA) 

http://wise.io/
http://www.xprize.org/
http://www.zogby.com/
http://www.zogby.com/
http://www.z-punkt.de/
http://www.z-punkt.de/
https://www.linkedin.com/vsearch/p?adv=true
http://21stcenturyskillsbook.com/
http://4cf.pl/
http://5deka.com/
http://www.accelerating.org/
http://www.accelerating.org/
http://www.adizes.com/
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Alsek Research Joan Foltz; Corporate foresight consulting. 1 (Tempe, AZ) 

Alternative Futures 

Tuomo Kuosa; Combining Forecasting 

with Co-design. 3 (Helsinki, Finland) 

AndSpace 

Christian Crews; Foresight, innovation, 

strategy consulting. 1 (New York, NY) 

Asian Foresight Inst 

Richard Hames; Strategic foresight and 

leadership consult. 10 (Thailand) 

Breaking Trends 

Alex Howe; Global trends intelligence 

from leading cities. 1 (London, UK) 

Bridge8 

Kristin Alford; Facilitation, tech foresight, 

workshops, events. 

10 

(Adelaide,Australia) 

Center for Future 

Studies 

Consulting, research, foresight. Affiliated 

with Kent U. 1 (Kent, UK) 

Chermack Scenarios 

Thomas J. Chermack; Scenario planning 

focused consulting. 1 (Ft. Collins, CO) 

Cognovis 

Terry Frazier; Competitive intelligence, 

wargaming. 1 (Tyler, TX) 

Community & 

Regional Resilience  

Warren Edwards; Resilience planning and 

research. 1 (Oak Ridge, TN) 

Competia 

Estelle Mayer; Competitive and strategic 

intelligence svcs. 1 (Ottawa) 3 (Geneva) 

Emergent Futures 

Paul Higgins, Sandy Teagle; Foresight 

consulting. 

10 (Melbourne, 

Austrl) 

European Futures 

Observatory 

Stephen Aguilar-Millan; Research studies, 

events. 3 (Ipswitch, UK) 

Fast Future 

Rohit Talwar; Horizon scanning, trend 

studies, technology roadmapping, 

accelerated scenario planning, future 

mapping 3 (London, UK) 

http://www.alsekresearch.com/
http://www.alternativefutures.fi/
http://www.andspaceconsulting.com/
http://www.asianforesightinstitute.org/
http://www.breakingtrends.com/
http://bridge8.wordpress.com/
http://www.futurestudies.co.uk/
http://www.futurestudies.co.uk/
http://www.thomaschermack.com/
http://www.cognovis.com/
http://www.resilientus.org/
http://www.resilientus.org/
http://www.competia.com/
http://emergentfutures.com/
http://www.eufo.org/
http://www.eufo.org/
http://fastfuture.com/
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FiveThirtyEight 

Nate Silver; Predictive analytics blog 

(elections, events, etc.) 1 (New York, NY) 

Foltigo 

Daniel Egger; Brazilian strategic foresight 

consultancy. 2 (Sao Paulo, Brazil) 

Foresight Alliance 

Josh Calder, Roumiana Gotseva, Kristen 

Nauth; Opportunity identification, early 

warning, innovation, strategy consulting. 1 (Washington, DC) 

Foresight Canada 

Ruben Nelson; Foresight for Canadian 

economy & society. 1 (Alberta, Canada) 

Foresight for 

Development 

Rockefeller Fdn-funded platform for 

African foresight. 

5 (Pretoria, South 

Africa) 

Foresight 

International 

Richard Slaughter; Integral and 

sustainability foresight. 

10 

(Indooroopilly,Aust) 

Foresight Institute 

Christine Peterson; Think thank focused 

on nanotechnology. 1 (Palo Alto, CA) 

Foresight U 

John Smart; Foresight media, training, 

research, conferences, and retreats. 

1 (Los Gatos, CA and 

Ann Arbor, MI) 

Fdn for Peer to Peer 

Alternatives 

Michael Bauwens; Foresight around the 

P2P/Sharing econ. 10 (ChngMai,Thailnd) 

Futuramb 

P A Martin Börjesson; Foresight, insight, 

strategy consulting. 3 (Goteborg, Sweden) 

Future Corporation 

Dr. John Luthy; Public and business 

futures consulting. 1 (Boise, ID) 

Future Crimes 

Institute 

Marc Goodman; Research on crime, 

policing, criminal justice. 1 (Silicon Valley, CA) 

Future Directions 

Castulus Kolo, MHMK U. Foresight, strat 

& mgmt consulting. 3 (Munich, Germany) 

Future Journeys 

Janine Cahill; Foresight consulting, 

experiential learning. 10 (Coogee, Australia) 

http://fivethirtyeight.com/
http://www.foltigo.com/
http://www.foresightalliance.com/
http://www.foresightcanada.ca/
http://foresightfordevelopment.org/
http://foresightfordevelopment.org/
http://www.foresightinternational.com.au/
http://www.foresightinternational.com.au/
http://www.foresight.org/
http://www.foresightguide.com/
http://p2pfoundation.net/
http://p2pfoundation.net/
http://www.futuramb.se/
http://futurescorp.com/
http://www.futurecrimes.com/
http://www.futurecrimes.com/
http://future-directions.com/index_englisch.html
http://futurejourneys.com/
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Future Laboratory 

Chris Sanderson; Consumer trend 

reporting & consulting. 1 (London, UK) 

Future Moves 

Devadas Krishnadas; Foresight and 

futures consultancy. 10 (Singapore) 

Future Problem 

Solving Program 

International 

Marianne Solomon; Brings foresight 

thinking into high schools internationally. 

Competitions and conference. 1 (Melbourne, FL) 

Future Search 

Network 

Sandra Janoff, Marvin Weisbord; Collab. 

foresight facilitation. 1 (Philadelphia, PA) 

Futurecheck 

Marcel Bullinga; Trendspotting and 

foresight consultancy. 3 (Amsterdam,NL) 

Futures Foundation 

Charles Brass; Planning, strategy, 

foresight for indivs. & orgs. 

10 (Melbourne, 

Austrl) 

Futures Lab 

Derek Woodgate; Foresight and 

innovation consulting. 1 (Austin, TX) 

Futurewise AB 

Peter Siljerud, Thomas Edlund; Trend 

forecasting. 3 (Copenhagn,Swedn) 

Futuribles 

Hugues de Jouvenel; Foresight research 

since 1960s. 3 (Paris, France) 

Futurist.com 

Glen Hiemstra; Foresight pubs, speaking 

& consulting. 1 (WA, USA) 

Global Change 

Patrick Dixon; Trends and strategy 

speaking, consulting. 1 (London, UK) 

Global Foresight 

Books 

Michael Marien; Foresight book reviews. 

5,000+ titles 1 (LaFayette, NY) 

Group Resources 

Prospective Francois Bourse; Foresight consulting. 3 (Paris, France) 

Hybrid Reality 

Institute 

Parag Khanna; Urban and geostrategic 

foresight. 3 (London, UK) 

http://thefuturelaboratory.com/
http://future-moves.com/
http://www.fpspi.org/
http://www.fpspi.org/
http://www.fpspi.org/
http://www.futuresearch.net/
http://www.futuresearch.net/
http://futurecheck.com/
http://futuresfoundation.org.au/
http://www.futures-lab.com/
http://www.futurewise.se/omforetaget/
https://www.futuribles.com/
http://futurist.com/
http://www.globalchange.com/
http://www.globalforesightbooks.org/
http://www.globalforesightbooks.org/
http://www.ressources-prospective.com/
http://www.ressources-prospective.com/
http://hybridreality.me/
http://hybridreality.me/
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Impetu Solutions 

Totti Könnölä; Foresight, systemic 

innovation consulting and software. Public 

sector orientation. 

3 (Espoo, Finland; 

Madrid, Spain) 

Infinite Futures 

Wendy Schultz; Foresight, visioning, 

facilitation. 3 (Oxford, UK) 

Inst. for Ethics & 

Emerg Tech 

James Hughes; Technology and 

transhumanist foresight. 1 (Hartford, CT) 

Inst. for Global 

Futures 

James Canton; Strategy consulting, new 

venture analysis. 3 (San Francisco, CA) 

International Futures 

Forum 

Graham Leicester; Foresight training, 

educ., World Games. 

3 (Aberdour, 

Scotland) 

Intelligent Future  

Richard Yonck; Foresight consulting, tech 

foresight. 1 (Seattle, WA) 

JPM Associates 

Carol L. McFadden; Criminal justice plng 

& consulting group. 1 (AZ, USA) 

Kate Thomas & Kleyn 

Kaat Exterbille; Future management & 

comm. consultancy. 3 (Brussels, Belgium) 

Kedge 

Frank Spencer; Foresight, innovation, 

strategic design firm. 1 (Savannah, GA) 

KurzweilAI 

Amara Angelica, Giulio Prisco; Blogging 

accelerating change. 1 (Boston, MA) 

La Prospective Michel Godet; Foresight consulting. 3 (Paris, France) 

LASA Development 

Patricia Lustig, Wendy Schultz; Foresight 

consulting. 3 (Stroud, UK) 

Leading Futurists 

Jennifer Jarratt and John Mahaffie; 

Foresight consulting. 1 (Washington DC) 

Long Now 

Foundation 

Alex Rose; Promoting long-term foresight, 

“slower thinking.” 1 (San Francisco, CA) 

http://www.impetusolutions.com/
http://www.infinitefutures.com/
http://ieet.org/index.php/IEET/about
http://ieet.org/index.php/IEET/about
http://globalfuturist.com/
http://globalfuturist.com/
http://www.internationalfuturesforum.com/
http://www.internationalfuturesforum.com/
http://intelligent-future.com/
http://www.jpm-associates.com/
http://www.katethomaskleyn.be/
http://www.kedgefutures.com/
http://www.kurzweilai.net/
http://en.laprospective.fr/
http://lasadev.com/
http://leadingfuturists.biz/
http://longnow.org/
http://longnow.org/
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Machine Intelligence 

Rsrch Inst 

Luke Muelhauser, Eliezer Yudkowsky; 

Friendly AI research. 1 (Berkeley, CA) 

Magellis Consultants 

Nathalie Bassaler; Strategic foresight 

consulting. 3 (Paris, France) 

Neocogs 

Ben Flavel; Foresight and innovation 

consulting. 10 (Melbourne, AU) 

NVC 

Consulting/Spiral 

Dynamics 

Chris Cowan, Natasha Todorovic; Change 

mgmt, leadership. 1 (Santa Barbara, CA) 

Panopticon Visioning and alternative futures group. 3 (Antwerp, Belgium) 

Personal Futures 

Verne Wheelwright; Personal foresight 

and strategic planning. 1 (Harlingen, TX) 

ProGective 

Fabienne Goux-Baudiment; Corporate 

foresight consulting. 3 (Paris, France) 

Prospektiker 

Foresight, visioning, strategic planning. 25 

yrs. 3 (Gipuzkoa, Spain) 

SAMI Consulting 

Michael Owen, Gill Ringland; Foresight 

consulting. 3 (Newbury, UK) 

Scenarios + Vision 

Helene von Riebnitz; Foresight 

consulting. 3 (Paris, France) 

Smart Innovation 

Dr Gumbi Sibongile; Science to market 

consulting. 5 (Sandton, South Afr) 

StratEDGY 

Stephanie Pride; Strategy, foresight, 

design, gaming. 10 (Wellington, NZ) 

Strategic Foresight 

Group 

Sundeep Waslekar, Ilmas Futehally; 

Policy and scenarios. 1 (Washington, DC) 

Strategic Futures 

Ron Gunn, Jennifer Thompson; Strat 

planning, matrix mgmt. 1 (Alexandria, VA) 

http://intelligence.org/
http://intelligence.org/
http://www.magellis.eu/
http://neocogs.com.au/
https://spiraldynamics.org/
https://spiraldynamics.org/
https://spiraldynamics.org/
http://www.pantopicon.be/
http://www.personalfutures.net/
http://www.progective.com/
http://www.prospektiker.es/
http://www.samiconsulting.co.uk/
http://scenarios-vision.com/
http://www.smartinnovation.co.za/index.html
http://stratedgy.co.nz/
http://strategicforesight.com/
http://strategicforesight.com/
http://www.strategicfutures.com/
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Summon 

Slava Koslov; Innovation, foresight, 

product design. 3 (Eindhoven, NL) 

Superflux 

Anab Jain; Design and foresight 

consultancy. 3,8 (UK, India) 

Synovation 

Bruce Tow, David Gilliam; Foresight, 

problem solving, innov. 1 (San Francisco, CA) 

Synthesys Strategic 

Consulting 

Hardin Tibbs; Foresight, sensemaking, 

strategy. 3 (London, UK) 

The Futures Agency 

Gerd Leonhard; Foresight speaking, 

workshops, consulting. 3 (Basel, Switzerland) 

Tomorrow Today 

Graeme Codrington; Foresight consulting, 

speaking. 3 (Richmond, UK) 

TrendsDigest 

Maureen Rhemann; PA-based trend 

subscriptions. 1 (Houston, TX) 

TRIZ & Engineering 

Training 

Jack Hipple; Structured idea generation 

and evaluation. 1 (Tampa, FL) 

Urban Foresight 

David Beeton; Urban and industrial 

foresight and sustainblty. 1 (Newcastle, UK) 

What’s Next 

Elina Hiltunen, Kari Hiltunen; Foresight 

consulting. 1 (Espoo, Finland) 

Xland 

Michel Judkiewicz; Trend analysis, tech 

forecasting. 3 (Brussels, Belgium) 

 

http://summn.com/
http://superflux.in/
http://www.synovationsolutions.com/
http://www.hardintibbs.com/index.php/consulting/
http://www.hardintibbs.com/index.php/consulting/
http://thefuturesagency.com/
http://tomorrowtoday.uk.com/
http://trendsdigest.com/
http://www.innovation-triz.com/
http://www.innovation-triz.com/
http://urbanforesight.org/
http://www.whatsnext.fi/
http://www.xland.be/
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Appendix 3: Foresight Resources –  

Professional, Personal, Team, and Org 

 

This appendix lists select resources for Personal, Team, and Organizational foresight, the 

first three of the Six Foresight Domains. More specifically, this appendix addresses the 

following five themes: 

 

1. Intro to Foresight (what it is and why it’s one of our greatest gifts) 

2. Foresight Profession (state of the field, training and practice options) 

3. Personal Foresight (self-management, purpose, and challenges) 

4. Foresight Practice (key practitioner skills and community challenges) 

5. Organizational Foresight (models, frameworks, methods, challenges) 

 

A related appendix in Book 2 lists select resources for Societal, Global, and Universal 

foresight, the last three of the Six Foresight Domains. That appendix addresses an 

additional five themes: 

 

6. Exponential Foresight (how and why the world goes faster every year)  

7. Evo-Devo Foresight (what is predictable, what isn’t, and what is adaptive) 

8. Societal Foresight (adaptive societies in a world of accelerating change)  

9. Global Foresight (our increasingly integrated global civilization) 

10. Universal Foresight (science and systems theories of complexity & change) 

 

These themes together are 4U’s version of comprehensive (full-spectrum) foresight. 

 

Foresight Books – Professional, Personal, Team, and Organizational  

 

We recommend the following books for students, whether self-studying or enrolled in 

any program, workers at the start of their careers, or contemplating a career refresh or 

position change, foresight practitioners ready to dive deeper into their practice, parents 

seeking to help their children get ready for the 21st century, and leaders who need to 

improve foresight process and culture in their organizations, and inspire their teams to 

create better future visions, and more effective goals and strategy. 

 

Be sure to check discussion and reading communities like Quora and Good Reads, 

proprietary platforms like Amazon (use Look Inside and Search Inside each book), and 

open platforms like Google Books and IntechOpen. The latter is the largest publisher of 

peer-reviewed open access books, with 5,000 at present. Now we just have to get more 

https://www.quora.com/
https://www.goodreads.com/
https://www.amazon.com/Homo-Prospectus-Martin-P-Seligman/dp/0199374473
https://books.google.com/
https://www.intechopen.com/books
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readers to actually value and read books that are given to the world free of charge. PAIs 

will surely help with that problem, as with many other problems in 21st century society. 

 

1A. Introductory Foresight Books – A Starter List 

 

1. The Signals are Talking: Why Today’s Fringe is Tomorrow’s Mainstream, Amy Webb, 

2020. Excellent overview of how to scan for and evaluate weak signals and 

emerging issues. Webb is one of our brightest new futurists. Webb even uses the 

d-word, recognizing that certain changes are not simply evolutionary changes, 

they are predictable, convergent developments. Great place to start your thinking 

about the role and value of foresight. 

2. Superforecasting: The Art and Science of Prediction, Philip E. Tetlock and Dan 

Gardner, 2015. A tour-de-force intro to how cognitively diverse teams, using 

evidence from a variety of sources, thinking probabilistically, keeping score, and 

learning from error, can radically improve our ability to predict. 

3. Factfulness: Ten Reasons the World is Better than You Think, Hans Rosling, 2018. 

Essential for introductory foresight thinkers, as it stresses the importantce of 

building an evidence-based worldview, while exploring key trends in global 

development. 

4. Ten Global Trends Every Smart Person Should Know, Ron Baily and Marion Tupy, 

2020. A broad look at several predictable positive global trends, greatly neglected 

by our media today. A great companion to Factfulness. Still doesn’t get 

accelerating change. 

5. A Brief History of the Future, Oona Strathern, 2007. Great overview of the 

development of the modern foresight field, by an experienced practitioner. Very 

accessible, fun read. Books like this may motivate you to make your own 

contributions to our field. 

6. Strategic Foresight: Learning from the Future, Patricia Lustig, 2015. A great brief intro 

to the tools and value of our field. Lustig has a diverse background and is a partner 

in a foresight consultancy with futurist Wendy Shultz. Unfortunately, this 

otherwise strong book fails to sufficiently value probable foresight. It shouts: 

“Strategic foresight is NOT about prediction.” Actually, a third of it is. Ignore 

probability and prediction at your peril. 

7. The Pursuit of Destiny: A History of Prediction, Paul Halpern, 2000. This brief book, 

by a wise physicist, sees prediction as central to humanity’s progress. It explores 

prediction as convergent truthseeking, and uncovering patterns in the universe.  

8. Future Savvy: Quality in Foresight, Adam Gordon, 2008. Very accessible 

introduction to trend identification and extrapolation. Also helpful for 

recognizing and mitigating bias. Doesn’t get accelerating change, but no work is 

perfect. Take the insights as you see them. 

9. The Signal and the Noise: Why So Many Predictions Fail, But, Some Don’t, Nate Silver, 

2012. A chatty intro to the emerging practice of statistical foresight, and the value 

file:///C:/Users/John%20Smart/Desktop/1.%09Future%20Savvy:%20Quality%20in%20Foresight,%20Adam%20Gordon,%202008.%20Good%20intro%20to%20trend%20identification,%20extrapolation.%20Also%20helpful%20for%20recognizing%20and%20mitigating%20bias
http://www.amazon.com/Superforecasting-The-Art-Science-Prediction/dp/0804136696/
https://www.amazon.com/Factfulness-Reasons-World-Things-Better/dp/1250107814
https://www.amazon.com/Global-Trends-Every-Smart-Person/dp/1948647737/r
http://www.amazon.com/Brief-History-Future-Visionary-Tomorrows/dp/B001G8WJQS
https://www.amazon.com/Strategic-Foresight-Learning-Patricia-Lustig-ebook/dp/B078HZW8S2
http://www.amazon.com/Pursuit-Destiny-History-Prediction/dp/0738200956
https://www.amazon.com/Future-Savvy-Identifying-Decisions-Uncertainty-ebook/dp/0814409121/
http://www.amazon.com/Signal-Noise-Many-Predictions-Fail/dp/159420411X
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of repeated transparent predictions of complex systems. One way our field will be 

legitimated. 

10. Think Like a Futurist, Cecily Sommers, 2012. Inspiring and very accessible intro to 

the strategic benefits and thinking processes of foresight. Advises both finding 

megatrends and what doesn’t change, and exploring what could. Gives four 

developmental forces to pay attention to in crafting strategy.  

11. The Future: A Very Short Introduction, Jennifer Gidley, 2018. A concise historical 

introduction to our emerging field. Gidley is past-president of the World Futures 

Studies Federation. The only drawback to this book, and it is a major one, is that 

Gidley misunderstands complexity science to argue the essential 

“unpredictability” of the future. This is a huge mistake shared by many of today’s 

foresight professionals. As a result, Gidley treats accelerating change as a 

potentially transient phenomenon, devaluing probability, trends and prediction. 

Like several others, this otherwise strong book sits on just two of the three legs of 

the Foresight Triad. It is not a stable worldview. 

12. How to Future: Leading and Sensemaking in an Age of Hyperchange, Madeline Ashby 

and Scott Smith, 2020. A good introduction to the mindset of continual learning, 

future thinking, and strategic wayfinding in a time of accelerating change. 

Unfortunately this book suffers from the antiprediction bias of most foresight 

practitioners today. It argues “the future is a conversation, not a declaration.” In 

fact, the future is a set of destinations (probabilities), conversations (possibilities), 

declarations (preferences) and temptations (preventable traps and dystopias). 

Don’t ignore any of the Four Ps, or your team will make less adaptive strategy. 

13. Uncharted: How to Navigate the Future, Margaret Hefferman, 2020. Very readable, 

story-driven overview of pragmatic ways to navigate uncertainty, written by a 

CEO. It suffers from the bias that the future can’t be predicted, and Hefferman 

misunderstands transhumanism, but at least she addresses it, in her chapter on 

longevity. It helpfully describes such traps as oversimplification and determinism 

bias (overvaluing probable foresight). Appropriately values experience diversity 

and cognitive diversity. Good examples of long-term foresight efforts in business, 

government, science, organizations, and relationships.  

 

1B. Introductory Foresight Books – A Longer List 

 

A Brief History of the Future, Oona Strathern, 2007. 

A Brief History of Tomorrow: The Future Past and Present, John Margolis, 2000. 

Codebreaking Our Future, Michael Lee, 2014. 

Convergence: The Idea at the Heart of Science, 2018. 

Factfulness: Ten Reasons the World is Better than You Think, Hans Rosling, 2018. 

Future Savvy: Quality in Foresight, Adam Gordon, 2008. 

Futuring: The Exploration of the Future, Ed Cornish, 2005. 

How to Future: Leading & Sensemaking in an Age of Hyperchange, Ashby & Smith, 2020. 

Strategic Foresight: Learning from the Future, Patricia Lustig, 2015. 

http://www.amazon.com/Think-Like-Futurist-Changes-Doesnt/dp/1118147820
https://www.amazon.com/Future-Very-Short-Introduction-Introductions/dp/0198735286/
https://www.amazon.com/How-Future-Leading-Sense-making-Hyperchange/dp/1789664705
https://smile.amazon.com/Uncharted-Navigate-Future-Margaret-Heffernan/dp/198211262X
http://www.amazon.com/Brief-History-Future-Visionary-Tomorrows/dp/B001G8WJQS
https://www.amazon.com/Brief-History-Tomorrow-Future-Present/dp/0747550875/
http://www.amazon.com/Codebreaking-our-future-Deciphering-futures/dp/1908984260
https://www.amazon.com/Convergence-Idea-at-Heart-Science/dp/1476754357/
https://www.amazon.com/Factfulness-Reasons-World-Things-Better/dp/1250107814
https://www.amazon.com/Future-Savvy-Identifying-Decisions-Uncertainty-ebook/dp/0814409121/
http://www.amazon.com/Futuring-Exploration-Future-Edward-Cornish/dp/0930242610
https://www.amazon.com/How-Future-Leading-Sense-making-Hyperchange/dp/1789664705
https://www.amazon.com/Strategic-Foresight-Learning-Patricia-Lustig-ebook/dp/B078HZW8S2
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Ten Global Trends Every Smart Person Should Know, Ron Baily & Marian Tupy, 2020. 

The Art of the Long View: Plan the Future in an Uncertain World, Peter Schwartz, 1996. 

The Future: A Very Short Introduction, Jennifer Gidley, 2018.  

The Pursuit of Destiny: A History of Prediction, Paul Halpern, 2000.  

The Rough Guide to the Future, Jon Turney, 2010.  

The Signal and the Noise: Why Most Predictions Fail But, Some Don’t, Nate Silver, 2012.  

The Signals are Talking: When Today’s Fringe Goes Mainstream, Amy Webb, 2020. 

Think Like a Futurist, Cecily Sommers, 2012. 

Superforecasting: The Art & Science of Prediction, Philip Tetlock & Dan Gardner, 2015.  

Uncharted: How to Navigate the Future, Margaret Hefferman, 2020. 

 

2A. Professional Foresight Books – A Starter List 

 

1. Richard Slaughter and Andy Hines’s edited Knowledge Base of Futures Studies, 

2020, is the best single compendium on the current state of our field, and a great 

complement to this Guide. Originally published in 1993 and again in 2005 by the 

great Australian critical futurist Richard Slaughter, this work has been thoroughly 

updated and published with a grant from Association of Professional Futurists, 

our field’s leading professional organization. In four volumes, with 31 chapters, 

and 37 authors, KBFS effectively argues for the great value of foresight, and it will 

advance the visibility of our profession. At the same time, it has notable differences 

from this Guide. Most importantly, as an edited volume with a diversity of authors 

and worldviews, KBFS does not take an evo-devo perspective on societal change. 

Many contributions rightly focus on the many downsides of growth-obsessed 

consumer capitalism and plutocracy, but none explore the self-correcting nature 

of complex networks in human history. As a result, accelerating change—with its 

ever more intelligent and resource-efficient inner-space direction—is not well 

understood or represented in this work. Neither is AI properly seen as an 

increasingly bio-inspired, network learning system, one that must incorporate 

collective goals, like our proposed IES goals, as our growing community of AIs 

evolve and develop in coming decades. Since societal, global, and universal 

development are not considered as real processes, many contributors have an 

anti-prediction bias with respect to societal, global, and universal change. In 

other words, the Four Ps—which ask us to see probable, possible, preferable and 

preventable futures in complex systems at all scales—are not viewed as equally 

important duties of foresight professionals. We should appreciate this fine work 

for what it is, but keep its assumptions in mind. We make different ones. 

2. Using Trends and Scenarios as Tools for Strategy Development, Ulf Pillkahn, 2008. An 

excellent and particularly comprehensive book on the use of trends and other 

probable futures factors, and scenarios and other possible futures factors as inputs 

to analysis and strategy development on corporate strategy teams. Written by a 

strategic foresight leader at Siemens. A particularly Four Ps balanced book. 

Includes many good examples of corporate futures work.  

https://www.amazon.com/Global-Trends-Every-Smart-Person/dp/1948647737/r
http://www.amazon.com/Art-Long-View-Planning-Uncertain/dp/0385267320/
https://www.amazon.com/Future-Very-Short-Introduction-Introductions/dp/0198735286/
http://www.amazon.com/Pursuit-Destiny-History-Prediction/dp/0738200956
https://www.amazon.com/Rough-Guide-Future-Reference-ebook/dp/B004LROOUA/
http://www.amazon.com/Signal-Noise-Many-Predictions-Fail/dp/159420411X
file:///C:/Users/John%20Smart/Desktop/1.%09Future%20Savvy:%20Quality%20in%20Foresight,%20Adam%20Gordon,%202008.%20Good%20intro%20to%20trend%20identification,%20extrapolation.%20Also%20helpful%20for%20recognizing%20and%20mitigating%20bias
http://www.amazon.com/Think-Like-Futurist-Changes-Doesnt/dp/1118147820
http://www.amazon.com/Superforecasting-The-Art-Science-Prediction/dp/0804136696/
https://smile.amazon.com/Uncharted-Navigate-Future-Margaret-Heffernan/dp/198211262X
https://www.apf.org/store/ViewProduct.aspx?id=16603386
https://smile.amazon.com/Using-Trends-Scenarios-Strategy-Development/dp/3895783048/
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3. Foundations of Futures Studies, Volumes 1 and 2, Wendell Bell, 1997/2004. Still the 

definitive textbook on our field, written by a professor emeritus of Sociology at 

Yale University. Bell passed away in 2019. Foundations covers both strategic and 

normative foresight, like our Guide. These books are consciously Three P’s 

organized. Bell covers Probable and Possible futures in Volume 1, which includes 

the history, purposes, and knowledge base of our field. He covers individually 

and societally Preferable futures (normative foresight) in Volume 2. Volume 2 

summarizes Bell’s work on societal adaptiveness covers values, objectivity, and 

the good society. Well’s research specializations included social class, race, family 

life, and of course, foresight. It can be hard to find these in print at Amazon (check 

eBay), but digital copies are readily available. Our two-volume treatment of the 

foresight field is directly inspired by Bell’s two-volume structure. Foundations is 

a superlative overview of both the past and the exciting possibilities of our field. 

4. The Fortune Sellers: The Big Business of Buying & Selling Predictions, William 

Sherden, 1997. A great introduction to the temptations, challenges and hazards of 

prediction. A great guide to the perils of organizational foresight, and a necessary 

complement to Tetlock and Gardner’s Superforecasting (2015). Sherden has a 

worldview bias, as we all do. He does not recognize the developmental 5% of the 

future, misses accelerating change, and doesn’t see that special aspects of our 

future, like D&D, get more predictable as our civilization develops. But, his work 

demonstrates the high threshold for doing good prediction, and several of the 

many ways that the foresight profession has historically failed, oversold, and 

overclaimed. Required reading for foresight professionals, in our view.  

5. Best Laid Plans: The Tyranny of Unintended Consequences and How to Avoid Them, 

William Sherden, 2011. A humbling overview of the many ways our personal, 

business, and political plans go off the rails.  Sherden describes eight mechanisms 

that complicate our outcomes in unpredictable ways, and builds a convincing case 

that monitoring these mechanisms can allow us to better anticipate, avoid, and 

manage negative consequences when they occur. Sherden doesn’t mince words, 

and there is a career’s worth of insight and experience here. Again, Sherden sees 

the world through the standard evolutionary lens. We must remember that there 

are also developmental processes at play. Those processes are predictable if you 

have the right models or history. They are a small subset of processes in living 

systems (just 5%, in the 95/5 rule) but in our view, they are equally important as 

evolutionary processes to long term adaptiveness. We must see both.  

6. Learning from the Future: Competitive Foresight Scenarios, Liam Fahey & Robert 

Randall, Eds., 1997. A great guide to using scenarios to reduce uncertainty, find 

opportunities and manage risk. Fahey and Randall offer a solid blend of strategies, 

well balanced betweeen managing the unpredictable (evolutionary thinking) and 

uncovering the predictable (developmental thinking). Excellent case examples. 

7. Predictive Analytics, Eric Siegel, 2013. Great overview of a new foresight frontier: 

data science, data mining, probabilistic prediction, and machine learning. As the 

web gets smarter and the world gets instrumented, this fields will continue to 

http://www.amazon.com/Foundations-Futures-Studies-Purposes-Knowledge/dp/0765805391
http://www.amazon.com/The-Fortune-Sellers-Business-Predictions/dp/0471358444/
https://smile.amazon.com/Superforecasting-Science-Prediction-Philip-Tetlock/dp/0804136718/
https://smile.amazon.com/Best-Laid-Plans-Unintended-Consequences/dp/0313385319
http://www.amazon.com/Learning-Future-Competitive-Foresight-Scenarios/dp/0471303526/
http://www.amazon.com/Predictive-Analytics-Power-Predict-Click/dp/1118356853
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rapidly advance. We’ll see our near-term probable future, and our current 

preferences, mapped and quantitated with ever-greater clarity. 

8. The Model Thinker: What You Need to Know to Make Data Work for You, Scott Page, 

2018. A bestselling introduction to the power of models, and how to use simple 

mathematical, statistical, and computational models to find hidden order, 

patterns, and meaning in data, and use models to better see and manage the 

possible, probable, and preferable future. 

9. Thinking about the Future: Guidelines for Strategic Foresight, Bishop and Hines, 

2007. Great overview of six key strategic foresight activities, with concise 

practitioner examples. The examples give a nice applied look at the current state 

of our field, particularly on the less predictive side. 

 

2B. Professional Foresight Books – A Longer List 

 

20/20 Foresight: Crafting Strategy in an Uncertain World, Hugh Courtney, 2001. 

A Brief History of the Future, Oona Strathern, 2007. 

A Brief History of Tomorrow: The Future Past and Present, John Margolis, 2000. 

Academia Next: The Futures of Higher Education, Bryan Alexander, 2020. 

Bad Predictions, Laura Lee, 2000. 

Best Laid Plans: The Tyranny of Unintended Consequences, William Sherden, 2011. 

Convergence: The Idea at the Heart of Science, Peter Watson, 2018. 

Flash Foresight, Daniel Burrus, 2011. 

Foundations of Futures Studies, Vols 1-2, Wendell Bell, 2004. 

Full-Spectrum Thinking, Bob Johansen, 2020. 

Future Savvy: Quality in Foresight, Adam Gordon, 2008. 

FutureThink, Edie Weiner and Arnold Brown, 2005. 

Futuring: The Exploration of the Future, Ed Cornish, 2005. 

How: Why How We Do Anything Means Everything, Dov Seidman, 2011. 

Knowing our Future: The Startling Case for Futurology, Michael Lee, 2012. 

Knowledge Base of Futures Studies, Richard Slaughter and Andy Hines, Eds., 2020. 

Learning from the Future: Competitive Foresight Scenarios, Fahey & Randall, Eds., 1997. 

Learning from the Octopus: Use Nature to Fight Terror, Disaster &Disease, Sagarin, 2012. 

Predictive Analytics, Eric Siegel, 2013. 

Profiting from Uncertainty, Paul Schoemaker, 2002. 

Ready for Anything: Resilience for a Transforming World, Anthony Hodgson, 2012. 

Rethinking Positive Thinking, Gabriele Oettingen, 2014 

Scenario Planning: A Field Guide to the Future, Woody Wade, 2012. 

Scenario Thinking: Preparing your Org. for the Future, Cairns and Wright, 2018. 

Streetlights and Shadows: Keys to Adaptive Decision Making, Gary Klein, 2011. 

Superforecasting: The Art & Science of Prediction, Philip Tetlock & Dan Gardner, 2015. 

Systems Thinking for Curious Managers, Ackoff and Addison, 2010. 

Thinking about the Future: Guidelines for Strategic Foresight, Bishop & Hines, 2007. 

The 80/20 Principle: The Secret to Achieving More With Less, Richard Koch, 1999. 

https://smile.amazon.com/Model-Thinker-What-Need-Know/dp/0465094627/
http://www.amazon.com/Thinking-Future-Guidelines-Strategic-Foresight/dp/097893170X
http://www.amazon.com/20-Foresight-Crafting-Strategy-Uncertain/dp/1578512662/
http://www.amazon.com/Brief-History-Future-Visionary-Tomorrows/dp/B001G8WJQS
https://www.amazon.com/Brief-History-Tomorrow-Future-Present/dp/0747550875/
https://www.amazon.com/Academia-Next-Futures-Higher-Education/dp/1421436426/
http://www.amazon.com/Bad-Predictions-Laura-Lee/dp/0965734595/
https://smile.amazon.com/Best-Laid-Plans-Unintended-Consequences/dp/0313385319
https://www.amazon.com/Convergence-Idea-at-Heart-Science/dp/1476754357/
http://www.amazon.com/Flash-Foresight-How-Invisible-Impossible/dp/0061922293/
http://www.amazon.com/Foundations-Futures-Studies-Purposes-Knowledge/dp/0765805391
file:///C:/Users/John%20Smart/Desktop/talks%20about
https://www.amazon.com/Future-Savvy-Identifying-Decisions-Uncertainty-ebook/dp/0814409121/
http://www.amazon.com/FutureThink-Edie-Weiner/dp/013701001X/
http://www.amazon.com/Futuring-Exploration-Future-Edward-Cornish/dp/0930242610
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1118106377/sr=8-1/qid=1521072876/
http://www.amazon.com/Knowing-our-future-startling-futurology/dp/1906821984
https://www.apf.org/store/ViewProduct.aspx?id=16603386
http://www.amazon.com/Learning-Future-Competitive-Foresight-Scenarios/dp/0471303526/
https://www.amazon.com/Learning-Octopus-Secrets-Terrorist-Disasters/dp/0465021832/
http://www.amazon.com/Predictive-Analytics-Power-Predict-Click/dp/1118356853
http://www.amazon.com/Profiting-Uncertainty-Strategies-Succeeding-Matter/dp/0743223284/
http://www.internationalfuturesforum.com/p/ready-for-anything
https://smile.amazon.com/Rethinking-Positive-Thinking-Science-Motivation/dp/1591846870/
http://www.amazon.com/Scenario-Planning-Field-Guide-Future/dp/1118170156
https://www.amazon.com/Scenario-Thinking-Preparing-Organization-Unpredictable/dp/3319490664
http://www.amazon.com/Streetlights-Shadows-Searching-Adaptive-Decision/dp/0262516721
http://www.amazon.com/Superforecasting-The-Art-Science-Prediction/dp/0804136696/
http://www.amazon.com/Systems-Thinking-Curious-Managers-Management/dp/0956263151/
http://www.amazon.com/Thinking-Future-Guidelines-Strategic-Foresight/dp/097893170X
https://www.amazon.com/80-20-Principle-Secret-Achieving/dp/0385491743/
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The Art of the Long View: Planning in an Uncertain World, Peter Schwartz, 1996. 

The Causal Layered Analysis (CLA) Reader, Sohail Inayatullah (Ed.), 2004. 

The Culture of Fear: Why Americans are Afraid of Wrong Things, Glassner, 1999/2018. 

The Fortune Sellers: The Big Biz of Buying & Selling Predictions, William Sherden, 1997. 

The Image of the Future, PDF., Fred Polak, 1973. 

The Model Thinker: What to Know to Make Data Work for You, Scott Page, 2018. 

The Power of Bad: How the Negativity Affect Rules Us, Tierney and Baumeister, 2019. 

The Signal and the Noise: Why Most Predictions Fail, But, Some Don’t, Nate Silver, 2012. 

Using Trends and Scenarios as Tools for Strategy Development, Ulf Pillkahn, 2008. 

What I Have Learned, Marien and Jennings, 1987. 

What Futurists Believe, Coates and Jarratt, 1989. 

 

3A. Personal and Family Foresight Books – A Starter List 

 

1. Awaken the Giant Within, Tony Robbins, 1991/2013. One of the best books I know 

that will convince you that your attitude, emotional choices, habits, and personal 

foresight mindset, are the greatest allies for life success. We truly can have an 

amazing life, if we choose, no matter what our physical circumstances presently 

are. We get to choose how we think, feel, and act. No one else has that 

responsibility, or freedom. We can envision and be the best selves we are presently 

capable of, every day.  

2. Hold on To Your Kids, Gordon Neufeld and Gabor Mate, 2006. A brilliant book 

explaining why it is so important for kids to be oriented to parents rather than their 

peers. Peer orientation creates conformist, risk averse, and desensitized kids. 

Offers many good techniques to create stronger family cohesion, values, identity, 

and behavior development. Teaching our children to think for themselves, and to 

anticipate, imagine and create better futures is one of the greatest privileges and 

responsibilities we have as parents. 

3. The Motley Fool Investment Guide, 3rd Ed, Tom and David Gardner, 2017. A good 

overview of the discipline of regularly finding valuable companies, and “in-

vesting” (clothing) oneself in them, with a good portion of your savings. Putting 

aside $100 a week over forty years for value investing in growing companies is the 

surest way to financial independence. This book tells you how to do that, paying 

attention to your investments only once a month. It also has a strong community 

of professional and lay investment advisors within it, and unlike other advisory 

services, it won’t cost you an arm and a leg. Highly recommended. 

4. The Psychology of Money, Morgan Housel, 2020. An excellent book that focuses on 

our beliefs and habits around money, and how much they help or hurt us. The 

great article that birthed his book begins with the story of two investors and their 

wildly different approaches to saving and investing.  Books like these can help us 

imagine our financial future along different life paths, and motivate us to change. 

Robin and Dominguez’s Your Money or Your Life, 1992/2018, is also helpful for 

those who don’t save enough, or those who save too much, and who live too little. 

http://www.amazon.com/Art-Long-View-Planning-Uncertain/dp/0385267320/
https://www.amazon.com/Layered-Analysis-Integrative-Transformative-Methodology/dp/9579078858
https://smile.amazon.com/Culture-Fear-Americans-Afraid-Things/dp/1541673484/
http://www.amazon.com/Fortune-Sellers-Business-Selling-Predictions/dp/0471181781/
http://storyfieldteam.pbworks.com/f/the-image-of-the-future.pdf
http://storyfieldteam.pbworks.com/f/the-image-of-the-future.pdf
https://smile.amazon.com/Model-Thinker-What-Need-Know/dp/0465094627/
https://smile.amazon.com/Power-Bad-Negativity-Effect-Rules/dp/1594205523/
http://www.amazon.com/Signal-Noise-Many-Predictions-Fail/dp/159420411X
https://smile.amazon.com/Using-Trends-Scenarios-Strategy-Development/dp/3895783048/
https://www.amazon.com/What-Have-Learned-Thinking-Future/dp/0313250715/
http://www.amazon.com/New-Thinking-Millennium-Knowledge-Education/dp/0415129435/
https://www.amazon.com/Awaken-Giant-Within-Immediate-Emotional/dp/0671791540/
https://www.amazon.com/Hold-Your-Kids-Parents-Matter/dp/0375760288/
https://www.amazon.com/Motley-Fool-Investment-Guide-Streets/dp/1501155555
https://www.amazon.com/Psychology-Money-Timeless-lessons-happiness/dp/0857197681
https://www.collaborativefund.com/blog/the-psychology-of-money/
https://www.amazon.com/Your-Money-Life-Transforming-Relationship/dp/0143115766/
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Most Chinese citizens save too much. Most Americans, too little. If you aren’t 

saving so that you can create future value, you just have a blind habit.  

5. Indistractable: How to Control Your Attention and Choose Your Life, Nir Eyal, 2019. An 

excellent primer in personal foresight and the ASO priorities. Covers internal 

triggers, external triggers, scheduling, self-image, integrity, emotional 

management, and routines vs. habits. Like many of us, Eyal was highly distracted 

before finding the techniques described in this book. Combine this book with 

mindfulness, the Do Loop, and self-identity work, and you will start to excel at 

Today’s Foresight, no matter your personality or current levels of distractedness. 

6. The New Psycho-Cybernetics, Maxwell Maltz, 1960/2002. This book sold 30 million 

copies, and rightly so. It was among the first to explain how unconsciously we 

approach the world, how many of our learned programs hold us back, and how, 

with simple prioritization and repetition, we can reprogram our most damaging 

unconscious behaviors. For example, we often avoid things that cause fear or 

discomfort, even when they are key enablers of our goals. Do the exercises in this 

book and start taking control of your blocking self-images, feelings and thoughts. 

7. Subliminal: How Your Unconscious Mind Rules Your Behavior, Leonard Mlodinow, 

2013. A modern version of Maltz’s work, giving the science behind subliminal 

thinking. Mlodinow is a physicist and a science popularizer. Read this book for the 

modern case for paying most attention to your unconscious, which rules 95% of 

your behavior. 

8. Bold, Diamandis & Kotler, 2015. A global, acceleration-aware, innovation and 

entrepreneurial approach to foresight. Great for visioning, goalsetting, and 

motivation. Excellent advice on using crowd platforms. Bold is also a great, short, 

single word to describe how we should choose to live our lives, to maximize our 

chances for collective foresight and progress. Be humble, empathic, ethical, 

helpful, kind, courageous, and bold!  

 

3B. Personal and Family Foresight Books – A Longer List 

 

Awaken the Giant Within, Tony Robbins, 1991/2013. 

Be Excellent at Anything, Tony Schwartz, 2011. 

Bold: How to Go Big, Create Wealth, and Impact the World, Diamandis and Kotler, 2015. 

Bowling Alone: The Collapse and Revival of American Community, Robert Putnam, 2000. 

Cool Tools: A Catalog of Possibilities, Kevin Kelly, 2013. 

Crucial Conversations: Tools for Talking When Stakes are High, K. Patterson et al., 2011. 

Emotional Intelligence 2.0, Bradberry and Greaves, 2009. 

Essentialism: The Disciplined Pursuit of Less, Greg McKeown, 2014. 

Hold on To Your Kids, Gordon Neufeld and Gabor Mate, 2006. 

Impact: Reshaping Capitalism to Drive Real Change, 2020. 

Impact Imperative: Investing to Transform the Future, Pamela Ryan, 2019. 

Indistractable: How to Control Your Attention and Choose Your Life, Nir Eyal, 2019. 

It’s Your Future … Make it a Good One!, Verne Wheelwright, 2012. 

https://www.amazon.com/Indistractable-Control-Your-Attention-Choose/dp/194883653X/
https://smile.amazon.com/New-Psycho-Cybernetics-Original-Science-Self-Improvement/dp/0735202753/
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http://www.amazon.com/Bold-Create-Wealth-Impact-World/dp/1476709564
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https://smile.amazon.com/Bowling-Alone-Collapse-American-Community/dp/0743203046
https://www.amazon.com/Cool-Tools-Possibilities-Kevin-Kelly/dp/1940689007
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Living the 80/20 Way, Richard Koch, 2004. 

Mindset: The New Psychology of Success, Carol Dweck, 2007. 

Peak Performance, Stulberg and Magness, 2017. 

So Good They Can’t Ignore You: Why Skills Trump Passion, Cal Newport, 2012. 

Smart Choices: A Guide to Making Better Decisions, John Hammond et. al., 2002. 

Social Intelligence: The New Science of Human Relationships, Daniel Goleman, 2007. 

Strengthsfinder 2.0, Tom Rath, 2007. 

Subliminal: How Your Unconscious Rules Your Behavior, Leonard Mlodinow, 2013. 

Surfing the Tsunami: An Intro to AI and Options for Responding, Todd Kelsey, 2018. 

Teaching About the Future, Bishop & Hines, 2012. 

The Biology of Belief, 2nd Ed, Bruce Lipton, 2015. 

The Case for Rational Optimism, Frank Robinson, 2009. 

The Marshmallow Test: Mastering Self-Control, Walter Mischel, 2015. 

The Motley Fool Investment Guide, 3rd Ed, Tom and David Gardner, 2017. 

The Positive Power of Negative Thinking, Julie Norem, 2001. 

The Psychology of Money, Morgan Housel, 2020. 

The New Psycho-Cybernetics, Maxwell Maltz, 1960/2002. 

The Optimist’s Telescope: Thinking Ahead in a Reckless Age, Bina Venkataraman, 2019. 

The Organized Mind: Thinking Straight in the Age of Info Overload, Dan Levitin, 2014. 

The Power of Bad: How the Negativity Affect Rules Us, Tierney and Baumeister, 2019. 

The Power of Habit, Charles Duhigg, 2014. 

The Power of Impact Investing, Rodin and Brandenburg, 2014. 

The Price of Privilege: How Parental Pressure & Advantage Harm Kids, M. Levine, 2008. 

The Recursive Mind: Language, Thought, and Civilization, Michael Corballis, 2014. 

The Seven Habits of Highly Effective People, Stephen Covey, 1989/2013. 

The Six Pillars of Self Esteem, Nathaniel Branden, 1994. 

Thinking, Fast and Slow, Daniel Kahneman, 2011. 

Thinking Ahead: Engaging Critical Thinking, Paul A. Wagner et al., Eds., 2018. 

Tiny Habits: The Small Changes that Change Everything, BJ Fogg, 2019. 

Unlearn: Let Go of Past Success to Achieve Extraordinary Results, Barry O’Reilly, 2018. 

Visualization Power, Bill Bodri, 2017. 

What Doesn’t Kill Us: How Extreme Envirs. Renew Evol. Strength, Scott Carney, 2017. 

What the Foresight: Your Personal Futures Explored, Alida Draudt & Julia West, 2017. 

 

4A. Team and Organizational Foresight Books – A Starter List 

 

1. Time to Lead: Lessons for Today’s Leaders, Jan-Benedict Steenkamp, 2020. Easy to 

read overview of four classic future thinking styles of leaders—Hedgehogs, Foxes, 

Eagles, and Ostriches. Ostrich behavior is to be avoided. The first three foresight 

styles are the Leadership Triad. No matter our preference, we can each get better 

at all three. Steenkamp offers examples of exemplary leaders from past and recent 

history, categorized in seven classic leadership styles, and a brief “Hedgefox 

https://www.amazon.com/Living-80-20-Way-Succeed/dp/1857886186/
http://www.amazon.com/Mindset-Psychology-Success-Carol-Dweck/dp/0345472322/
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https://www.amazon.com/Teaching-about-Future-Peter-Bishop/dp/0230363490/
https://smile.amazon.com/Biology-Belief-Unleashing-Consciousness-Miracles-dp-1401923119/dp/1401923119/
http://www.amazon.com/Case-Rational-Optimism-Frank-Robinson/dp/1412810132/
http://www.amazon.com/The-Marshmallow-Test-Mastering-Self-Control/dp/1469249081
https://www.amazon.com/Motley-Fool-Investment-Guide-Streets/dp/1501155555
https://www.amazon.com/Positive-Power-Negative-Thinking-Defensive-ebook/dp/B009IU4VHQ/
https://www.amazon.com/Psychology-Money-Timeless-lessons-happiness/dp/0857197681
https://smile.amazon.com/gp/product/0735202753/
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0735219478/
http://www.amazon.com/Organized-Mind-Thinking-Straight-Information/dp/052595418X/
https://smile.amazon.com/Power-Bad-Negativity-Effect-Rules/dp/1594205523/
http://www.amazon.com/Power-Habit-What-Life-Business/dp/081298160X/
https://www.amazon.com/Power-Impact-Investing-Judith-Rodin/dp/1613630360/
https://smile.amazon.com/Price-Privilege-Advantage-Generation-Disconnected/dp/006059585X/
https://smile.amazon.com/Recursive-Mind-Origins-Language-Civilization-ebook/dp/B00IRL3L7I/
http://www.amazon.com/Habits-Highly-Effective-People-Powerful/dp/1451639619/
https://www.amazon.com/The-Six-Pillars-of-Self-Esteem/dp/B0000544VI/
http://www.amazon.com/Thinking-Fast-Slow-Daniel-Kahneman/dp/0374275637
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1475841019/
https://smile.amazon.com/Tiny-Habits-Changes-Change-Everything/dp/0358003326/
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1260143015/
https://smile.amazon.com/Visualization-Power-Scientists-Inventors-Businessmen/dp/0998076430/
https://www.amazon.com/What-Doesnt-Kill-Environmental-Conditioning/dp/1623366909
https://www.amazon.com/What-Foresight-personal-explored-preferred/dp/1537424866
https://www.amazon.com/Time-Lead-Lessons-Leaders-Decisions/dp/1734324821/
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Assessment” to help remind us which of these future thinking types we prefer. 

Good big picture book to help us start leadership thinking. 

2. FYI: For Your Improvement—A Leadership Development Guide, 6th Ed., Korn Ferry, 

2017. An evidence based model of leadership, and a diverse framework of thirty-

eight competencies for leadership development. Includes an excellent set of 

questions and exercises. The latest edition of FYI is hard to find used, but older 

editions are easily available. Recommended. 

3. Collaborative Intelligence: Thinking With People Who Think Differently, Dawna 

Markova & Angie McArthur, 2015. This book will help you create a culture of 

people who think differently, yet can empathize and find common ground with 

people they often disagree with. All the best teams need to champion deep 

cognitive, experience, and skill diversity. 

4. F.I.R.E.: How Fast, Inexpensive, Restrained, and Elegant Methods Ignite Innovation, Dan 

Ward, 2014. The best book on design thinking that I know. Lots of great examples 

from defense and other large organizations. If your design team can keep their 

projects focused on FIRE, they will deliver innovation faster and better than 

stakeholders expect. Repeated FIRE projects will shift a cynical culture, creating 

repeated success. Over time, innovation thinking will be broadly adopted. People 

aim higher, look farther, and are willing to risk more. Just keep things FIRE, and 

fight against complexity and scope creep in all your next gen designs. 

5. Seeing What Others Don’t: The Remarkable Ways We Gain Insights, Gary Klein, 2015. 

Good introduction to the ways we see patterns, and see ahead, by an expert in 

decision-making. Klien is also a developer of the premortem, where a leader 

announces a high-profile strategy or venture has failed, ahead of its actual failure, 

and asks the team to explain why it failed. Premortems enable defensive pessimists 

to speak up against the strategic optimists, they eliminate groupthink, and help 

restore a critical balance between group aspiration (opportunity-seeking and 

advantage-seeing) and caution (risk and disruption management). 

6. Cynefin: Weaving Sense-Making into the Fabric of Our World, David Snowden (Ed.), 

2020. On the 21st birthday of the Cynefin framework for intelligence and foresight 

(sensemaking), forty contributors, many involved in Snowden’s Cognitive Edge 

community share their thoughts on how to do sensemaking in a world of 

uncertainty. The Cynefin framework does not recognize the evo-devo worldview, 

so it doesn’t see the increasingly constraining and predictable nature of processes 

of global development, but most complexity thinking is evolution-centric today, 

so this is to be expected. A great introduction to leading work seeking to better 

integrate complex adaptive systems thinking and strategy. 

7. Fooled by Randomness: The Hidden Role of Chance in Life & Markets, Nicholas Taleb, 

2005. Excellent work that reminds us how easy it is for humans, who are pattern 

seers and meaning makers, to see causality in randomness. Describes how 

skepticism, criticism, debate, evidence-seeking, and experiment can help us 

manage this dangerous bias. 

https://www.amazon.com/FYI-Improvement-Competencies-Development-Guide/dp/1933578904/
http://www.amazon.com/Collaborative-Intelligence-Thinking-People-Differently/dp/0812994906/
https://www.amazon.com/FIRE-Inexpensive-Restrained-Elegant-Innovation/dp/006230190X/
http://www.amazon.com/Seeing-What-Others-Dont-Remarkable/dp/1610393821
https://www.amazon.com/Cynefin-Weaving-Sense-Making-Fabric-World/dp/1735379905/
http://www.amazon.com/Fooled-Randomness-Hidden-Markets-Incerto/dp/0812975219/
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8. Learning from the Future: Competitive Foresight Scenarios, Liam Fahey & Robert 

Randall, Eds., 1997. Still an excellent guide to using scenarios to reduce 

uncertainty, find opportunities and manage risk. An inspiring blend of managing 

the unpredictable (evo) and uncovering the predictable (devo). 

9. Using Trends and Scenarios as Tools for Strategy Development, Ulf Pillkahn, 2008. 

Excellent primer on trend following, light forecasting, and scenario use prior to 

strategy development, by a corporate strategy leader. Great for any strategy team. 

10. Predictive Analytics, Eric Siegel, 2013. Great overview of a new foresight frontier: 

data science, data mining, probabilistic prediction, and machine learning. As the 

web gets smarter and the world gets instrumented, this fields will continue to 

rapidly advance. We’ll see our near-term probable future, and the preferences 

currently expressed, with ever greater clarity. 

11. The Difference: How Diversity Creates Better Groups, Firms, Societies, Scott Page, 2008. 

This book gives the data on why cognitively diverse teams, schools, organizations, 

and societies outcompete cognitively narrow groups, in strategy development for 

complex, poorly-structured problems. Most problems humans face are complex 

and poorly-structured. Rationality and evidence can only take us so far. We need 

deep cognitive, experience, and skill diversity to see the best path forward. If our 

culture is homogenous, if we live in a filter bubble, we will be outcompeted by the 

more diverse network. Remember that no intelligence is ever Godlike. Measuring, 

protecting, and promoting cognitive diversity, in all relevant domains, is a key 

way networks stay adaptive. 

12. The Idea-Driven Org: Unlocking the Power in Bottom-Up Ideas, Alan Robinson & 

Dean Schroeder, 2014. Excellent intro to innovation culture. With F.I.R.E. design 

(see Dan Ward’s book), organizations can overcome pessimism, cynicism, and 

inaction and see the potential for innovation all around them. Ideas are plentiful. 

Great ideas, sold to the right people, at the right time, are rare. This book will help 

you see the value of broadly soliciting, critiquing, refining and testing ideas among 

all your stakeholders, to find the very best for the right context. Per the 95/5 Rule, 

most useful change is bottom-up. Take advantage of that reality. 

13. The Well-Timed Strategy: The Business Cycle as Competitive Advantage, Peter Navarro, 

2006. An intro to countercyclical forecasting, planning, and action. There can be 

great competitive advantages for organizations that see and manage the business 

cycle, taking a mid-term and long-term view. This is the same Peter Navarro who 

is an isolationist trade advisor to President Trump. Shows you can’t be right all the 

time. Ignore Navarro’s nativist politics and learn from him here nonetheless. 

14. Thinking about the Future: Guidelines for Strategic Foresight, Peter Bishop & Andy 

Hines, 2007. Great overview of six key strategic foresight activities, with concise 

practitioner examples. The examples give a nice applied look at the current state 

of our field. 

15. Virtual History: Alternatives and Counterfactuals, Niall Ferguson, 2000. Good intro, 

by a leading historian, to counterfactual thinking when reviewing the history of 

any system (society, organization, team). Think of counterfactuals as deep 

http://www.amazon.com/Learning-Future-Competitive-Foresight-Scenarios/dp/0471303526/
http://www.amazon.com/Using-Trends-Scenarios-Strategy-Development/dp/3895783048
http://www.amazon.com/Predictive-Analytics-Power-Predict-Click/dp/1118356853
http://www.amazon.com/Difference-Diversity-Creates-Schools-Societies/dp/0691138540
http://www.amazon.com/Idea-Driven-Organization-Unlocking-Power-Bottom-Up/dp/1626561230
http://www.amazon.com/Well-Timed-Strategy-Managing-Competitive-Advantage-ebook/dp/B0058U4VWA
http://www.amazon.com/Thinking-Future-Guidelines-Strategic-Foresight/dp/097893170X
http://www.amazon.com/Virtual-History-Counterfactuals-Niall-Ferguson/dp/0465023231
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hindsight, a form of learning that is great preparation for to mid- and long-term 

foresight. There is a time when ruminating on the past becomes 

counterproductive, but seeing agreed upon lost progress opportunities (how we 

could have done things better) can be highly productive. Hindsight is 20/20. 

16. Wrong: Why Experts Keep Failing Us and When Not to Trust Them, David Freedman, 

2010. Good advice on countering our “expertise bias,” where we defer to the 

HIPPO (highest paid person in the organization) rather than developing our own 

intuition and foresight. As Superforecasting demonstrates, a diverse crowd, trained 

to avoid bias, will outcompete experts most of the time. Experts can often help us 

greatly with history, evidence-finding, and current intelligence, but are often less 

helpful at foresight, and finding the best solutions for the group. 

 

4B. Team and Organizational Foresight Books – A Longer List 

 

20/20 Foresight: Crafting Strategy in an Uncertain World, Hugh Courtney, 2001. 

A Brief History of the Future, Oona Strathern, 2007. 

A Brief History of Tomorrow: The Future Past and Present, John Margolis, 2000. 

A Field Guide to Lies (and Statistics), Daniel Levitin, 2016. 

Against the Gods: The Remarkable Story of Risk, Peter Bernstein, 1998. 

Best Laid Plans: Tyranny of Unintended Consequences, William Sherden, 2011. 

Billion Dollar Lessons: Learn from Biz Failures of Last 25 Years, Paul Carroll, 2009. 

Blue Ocean Strategy, Kim and Mauborgne, 2015. 

Collaborative Intell.: Thinking w/ People Who Think Diff., Markova & McArthur, 2015. 

Competing for the Future, Hamel and Prahalad, 1996. 

Corporate Foresight: A Maturity Model for Future Orientation, Rene Rohrbeck, 2010. 

Cultures and Organizations: Software of the Mind, 3rd Ed, Geert Hofstede et al., 2010. 

Cycles: The Science of Prediction, Dewey and Dakin, 1947/2011. 

Cynefin: Sense-Making in a Complex World, David Snowden (Ed.), 2020. 

Data Points: Visualization that Means Something, Nathan Yau, 2013. 

Design for How People Think, John Whalen, 2019. 

Diffusion of Innovations, 5th Edition, Everett Rogers, 2003. 

Edge Strategy, Lewis and McKone, 2016. 

Expert Political Judgment: How Good Is It? How Can We Know?, Philip Tetlock, 2006. 

European Foresight Monit. Network – Final Report, PDF., Maurits Butter et al., 2009. 

F.I.R.E.: Fast, Inexpnsv, Restrained, & Elegant Design for Innovation, Dan Ward, 2014. 

Factors for Successful Futures Research in Decision Making, Glenn and Gordon, 1999. 

Flash Foresight, Daniel Burrus, 2011. 

Fooled by Randomness: The Role of Chance in Life & Markets, Nicholas Taleb, 2005. 

FYI: For Your Improvement—A Leadership Dev. Guide, 6th Ed., Korn Ferry, 2017. 

Forecasting: An Appraisal for Policy-Makers and Planners, William Ascher, 1979. 

Forecasting and Management of Technology, 2nd Ed., Alan Porter et al., 2011. 

Foresight and Innovation: How Co’s are Coping with the Future, Elina Hiltunen, 2013. 

Foresight and Strategy in the Asia Pacific Region, van der Laan and Yap, 2016. 

http://www.amazon.com/Wrong-us---Scientists-relationship-consultants/dp/B005DI6QAM
http://www.amazon.com/20-Foresight-Crafting-Strategy-Uncertain/dp/1578512662/
http://www.amazon.com/Brief-History-Future-Visionary-Tomorrows/dp/B001G8WJQS
https://www.amazon.com/Brief-History-Tomorrow-Future-Present/dp/0747550875/
https://www.amazon.com/Field-Guide-Lies-Critical-Information/dp/0525955224
http://www.amazon.com/Against-Gods-Remarkable-Story-Risk/dp/0471295639
http://www.amazon.com/dp/0313385319
http://www.amazon.com/Billion-Dollar-Lessons-Inexcusable-Business/dp/1591842891/
http://www.amazon.com/Blue-Ocean-Strategy-Uncontested-Competition/dp/1591396190/
file:///C:/Users/John%20Smart/Desktop/Collaborative%20Intell.:%20Think%20w/%20Peop.%20Who%20Think%20Different,%20Markova%20&%20McArthur,%202015
http://www.amazon.com/Competing-Future-Gary-Hamel/dp/0875847161/
http://www.amazon.com/Corporate-Foresight-Orientation-Contributions-Management/dp/3790826251
https://www.amazon.com/Cultures-Organizations-Software-Business-Development/dp/0071664181/
http://www.amazon.com/Cycles-Prediction-Edward-R-Dewey/dp/1493759108/
https://www.amazon.com/Cynefin-Weaving-Sense-Making-Fabric-World/dp/1735379905/
http://www.amazon.com/Data-Points-Visualization-Means-Something/dp/111846219X/
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07QDBYD8M
http://www.amazon.com/Diffusion-Innovations-5th-Everett-Rogers/dp/0743222091/
https://www.amazon.com/Edge-Strategy-Mindset-Profitable-Growth/dp/1633690172/
http://www.amazon.com/Expert-Political-Judgment-Good-Know/dp/0691128715
http://81.47.175.201/flagship/attachments/efmn-final-report_en.pdf
https://www.amazon.com/FIRE-Inexpensive-Restrained-Elegant-Innovation/dp/006230190X/
http://www.dtic.mil/get-tr-doc/pdf?AD=ADA594432
http://www.amazon.com/Flash-Foresight-How-Invisible-Impossible/dp/0061922293/
http://www.amazon.com/Fooled-Randomness-Hidden-Markets-Incerto/dp/0812975219/
https://www.amazon.com/FYI-Improvement-Competencies-Development-Guide/dp/1933578904/
http://www.amazon.com/Forecasting-Appraisal-Policy-Makers-William-Ascher/dp/0801822734/
http://www.amazon.com/Forecasting-Management-Technology-Alan-Porter/dp/0470440902
https://www.amazon.com/Foresight-Innovation-Companies-Coping-Future-ebook/dp/B00HP4KJFK
https://www.springer.com/de/book/9789812875969
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Foundations of Futures Studies, Vols 1-2, Wendell Bell, 2004. 

Free: How Businesses Profit By Giving Some Things Away, Chris Anderson, 2010. 

Future Ready: How to Master Business Forecasting, Morlidge and Player, 2010. 

Future Savvy: Quality in Foresight, Adam Gordon, 2008. 

Futures Research Methodology 3.0, Jerry Glenn & Ted Gordon, Millenn. Project, 2009. 

Groupthink: Psychological Studies of Policy Decisions and Fiascoes, Irving Janis, 1982. 

Handbook of Futures Research, Jib Fowles, Ed., 1978. 

Hindsight: The Promise and Peril of Looking Backward, Mark Freeman, 2009. 

How: Why How We Do Anything Means Everything, Dov Seidman, 2011. 

How to Lie with Statistics, Darell Huff, 1993. 

How to Measure Anything: Valuing Intangibles in Business, Douglas Hubbard, 2014. 

Innovation Judo: Disarming Roadblocks on the Path to Creativity, Neal Thornberry, 2014. 

Innovation Tournaments: Finding Exceptional Opportunities, Terwiesch & Ulrich, 2009. 

Insight in Innovation: Managing Using the Laws of Innovation, Jan Verloop, 2004. 

Keeping Abreast of Sci & Tech: Tech. Intelligence for Business, Ashton & Klavans, 1997. 

Knowing our Future: The Startling Case for Futurology, Michael Lee, 2012. 

Leading Change, John Kotter, 2012. 

Leading Digital: Turning Tech. into Biz Transformation, Westerman & Bonnet, 2014. 

Learning from the Future: Competitive Foresight Scenarios, Fahey & Randall, Eds., 1997. 

Learning from the Octopus: Use Nature to Fight Terror, Disaster, Disease, Sagarin, 2012. 

Long-Range Forecasting, J. Scott Armstrong, 1985. 

Long-Range Planning for Management, 3rd Ed., David Ewing, Ed., 1972. 

Looking Forward: A Guide to Futures Research, Olaf Helmer, 1983. 

Managing the Dynamics of Change, Jerry Jellison, 2006. 

Measure What Matters: How Google, Bono, & Gates Fdn Use OKRs, John Doerr, 2018. 

Naked Statistics: Stripping the Dread from the Data, Charles Wheelan, 2014. 

Natural Security: Darwinian Approach to a Dangerous World, Sagarin & Taylor, 2008. 

Non-Obvious 2017: Think Diff., Curate Ideas, Predict the Future, Rohit Bhargava, 2017. 

OpenIntro Statistics, 2nd Ed, David Diez, 2012. 

Oracles: How Prediction Markets turn Employees into Visionaries, Don Thompson, 2012. 

Peripheral Vision: Detect Weak Signals Critical to Your Co., Day & Schoemaker, 2006. 

Predictions Ted Modis, 1992 

Predictions: Ten Years Later, Ted Modis, 2002. 

Predictive Analytics, Eric Siegel, 2013. 

Principles of Forecasting, J. Scott Armstrong, Ed., 2001 and ForecastingPrinciples.com 

Profiting from Uncertainty, Paul Schoemaker, 2002. 

Psychology, David Myers, 2011. 

Ready for Anything: Design Resilience for a Transforming World, Tony Hodgson, 2012. 

Rebels at Work: A Handbook for Leading Change from Within, Kelly & Medina, 2014. 

Recent Developments in Foresight Methodologies, Giaoutzi and Sapio, eds., 2013. 

Reinventing Organizations, Frederic Laloux, 2014. 

Scaling Up: Mastering the Rockerfeller Habits 2.0, Verne Harnish, 2014. 

Scenario Planning in Organizations, Thomas Chermack, 2011. 

http://www.amazon.com/Foundations-Futures-Studies-Purposes-Knowledge/dp/0765805391
http://www.amazon.com/Free-Smartest-Businesses-Something-Nothing/dp/B0043RT912/
https://smile.amazon.com/Future-Ready-Master-Business-Forecasting/dp/0470747056/
https://www.amazon.com/Future-Savvy-Identifying-Decisions-Uncertainty-ebook/dp/0814409121/
http://www.amazon.com/Futures-Research-Methodology-Version-3-0/dp/0981894119
http://www.amazon.com/Groupthink-Psychological-Studies-Decisions-Fiascoes/dp/0395317045
http://www.amazon.com/Handbook-Futures-Research-Jib-Fowles/dp/0837198852
http://www.amazon.com/Hindsight-Promise-Peril-Looking-Backward/dp/B005K6KQLC
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1118106377/sr=8-1/qid=1521072876/
http://www.amazon.com/How-Lie-Statistics-Darrell-Huff/dp/0393310728/
https://www.amazon.com/How-Measure-Anything-Intangibles-Business/dp/1118539273/
https://www.amazon.com/Innovation-Judo-Roadblocks-Blockheads-Creativity/dp/0989322297
https://www.amazon.com/Innovation-Tournaments-Selecting-Exceptional-Opportunities/dp/1422152227/
http://www.amazon.com/Insight-Innovation-Managing-innovation-understanding/dp/0444516832/
http://www.amazon.com/Keeping-Abreast-Science-Technology-Intelligence/dp/1574770187/
http://www.amazon.com/Knowing-our-future-startling-futurology/dp/1906821984
http://www.amazon.com/Leading-Change-New-Preface-Author/dp/1422186431/
http://www.amazon.com/Leading-Digital-Technology-Business-Transformation/dp/1625272472
http://www.amazon.com/Learning-Future-Competitive-Foresight-Scenarios/dp/0471303526/
https://www.amazon.com/Learning-Octopus-Secrets-Terrorist-Disasters/dp/0465021832/
http://www.amazon.com/Long-Range-Forecasting-Crystal-Ball-Computer/dp/0471822604/
http://www.amazon.com/Long-range-planning-management-David-Ewing/dp/B007EJIPTS
http://www.amazon.com/Looking-Forward-Guide-Futures-Research/dp/0803920172
https://www.amazon.com/Managing-Dynamics-Change-Productive-Workplace/dp/0071470441
https://www.amazon.com/Measure-What-Matters-Google-Foundation/dp/0525536221/
http://www.amazon.com/Naked-Statistics-Stripping-Dread-Data/dp/039334777X
https://www.amazon.com/Natural-Security-Darwinian-Approach-Dangerous/dp/0520253477/
https://www.amazon.com/Non-Obvious-2017-Different-Curate-Predict-ebook/dp/B01NBF4HMU/
http://www.amazon.com/OpenIntro-Statistics-Edition-David-Diez/dp/1478217200
http://www.amazon.com/Oracles-Prediction-Markets-Employees-Visionaries/dp/1422183173/
http://www.amazon.com/Peripheral-Vision-Detecting-Signals-Company/dp/1422101541
http://www.amazon.com/Predictions-Societys-Telltale-Signature-Forcasts/dp/0671759175/
http://www.amazon.com/Predictions-Years-Later-Theodore-Modis/dp/2970021617/
http://www.amazon.com/Predictive-Analytics-Power-Predict-Click/dp/1118356853
http://www.amazon.com/Principles-Forecasting-Researchers-Practitioners-International/dp/0792374010
http://forecastingprinciples.com/
http://www.amazon.com/Profiting-Uncertainty-Strategies-Succeeding-Matter/dp/0743223284/
http://www.amazon.com/Psychology-David-G-Myers-ebook/dp/B00HQO0TWW/
http://www.internationalfuturesforum.com/p/ready-for-anything
https://www.amazon.com/Rebels-Work-Handbook-Leading-Change/dp/1491903953
https://www.springer.com/de/book/9781461452140
http://www.amazon.com/Reinventing-Organizations-Frederic-Laloux/dp/2960133501
http://www.amazon.com/Scaling-Up-Companies-Rockefeller-Habits/dp/0986019526
http://www.amazon.com/Scenario-Planning-Organizations-Berrett-Koehler-Organizational/dp/1605094137
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Scenario Planning: A Field Guide to the Future, Woody Wade, 2012. 

Scenarios: The Art of Strategic Conversation, Kees van der Heijden, 2005. 

Seeing What Others Don’t: The Remarkable Ways We Gain Insights, Gary Klein, 2015. 

Servant Leadership, Robert Greenleaf, 2002. 

Shell Global Scenarios to 2025, Royal Dutch Shell Scenarios Group, 2005. 

Strategic Foresight: A New Look at Scenarios, Alfred Marcus, 2009. 

Strategic Foresight for Corporate and Regional Development, Godet and Durance, 2011. 

Streetlights and Shadows: Finding Keys to Adaptive Decision Making, Gary Klein, 2011. 

Strengths-Based Leadership, Tom Rath and Barry Conchie, 2009. 

Superforecasting: The Art & Science of Prediction, Philip Tetlock & Dan Gardner, 2015. 

Systems Thinking for Curious Managers, Ackoff and Addison, 2010. 

Teaching about the Future, Peter Bishop and Andy Hines, 2012. 

Technology & the Future: Managing Change & Innovation, Peter von Stackelberg, 2014. 

The 80/20 Manager: Secret to Working Less and Achieving More, Richard Koch, 2013. 

The 80/20 Principle: The Secret to Achieving More With Less, Richard Koch, 1999. 

The Art of Conjecture, Bertrand de Jouvenel, 1967. 

The Art of the Long View: Plan for Future in an Uncertain World, Peter Schwartz, 1996. 

The Business Forecasting Deal, Michael Gilliland, 2010. 

The Collected What If? Historians Imagine What Might Have Been, Bob Cowley, 2006. 

The Difference: How Diversity Creates Better Groups, Firms, Societies, Scott Page, 2008. 

The Employee Experience Advantage: Workplaces, Tools & Culture, Jacob Morgan, 2017. 

The Essence of Scenarios: Learning from the Shell Experience, Wilkinson & Kupers, 2014. 

The Evolution of Strategic Foresight in Public Policy Making, Tuomo Kuosa, 2012. 

The Failure of Risk Management: Why It’s Broken & How to Fix it, Doug Hubbard, 2009. 

The Five Futures Glasses, Pero Micic, 2010. 

The Fortune Sellers: The Big Biz of Buying & Selling Predictions, William Sherden, 1997. 

The Future: A Very Short Introduction, Jennifer Gidley, 2018. 

The Great Game of Business, Jack Stack, 2013.  

The Idea-Driven Org: Using the Power of Bottom-Up Ideas, Robinson & Schroeder, 2014. 

The Image of the Future, Fred Polak, 1973. 

The Innovator’s Dilemma, Clayton Christensen, 2011. 

The Goal: Continuous Improvement & the Theory of Constraints, Eliyahu Goldratt, 2014. 

The Knowledge Base of Futures Studies, Richard Slaughter, 1996. 

The Lean Startup: Continuous Innovation for Success, Eric Ries, 2011. 

The Lords of Strategy: Intellectual Hist. of the Corporate World, Walter Kiechel, 2010. 

The Long Tail, Chris Anderson, 2008. 

The Nature of Change and the Law of Unintended Consequences, John Mansfield, 2010. 

The Nature of the Future, Marina Gorbis, 2013 

The New Killer Apps: How Large Co’s Can Out-Innovate Startups, Mui & Carroll, 2013. 

The Pattern of Expectation: 1644-2001, I.F. Clarke, 1979. 

The Power to Change the World: The Art of Forecasting, Graham Molitor, 2004. 

The Predictioneer’s Game, Bruce Bueno de Mesquita, 2009. 

The Pursuit of Destiny: A History of Prediction, Paul Halpern, 2000. 

http://www.amazon.com/Scenario-Planning-Field-Guide-Future/dp/1118170156
http://www.amazon.com/Scenarios-The-Art-Strategic-Conversation/dp/0470023686/
http://www.amazon.com/Seeing-What-Others-Dont-Remarkable/dp/1610393821
http://www.amazon.com/Servant-Leadership-Legitimate-Greatness-Anniversary/dp/0809105543
http://www.amazon.com/Shell-Global-Scenarios-Royal-Dutch/dp/0881323837
https://www.springer.com/de/book/9780230611726
http://en.laprospective.fr/books/search/free-search/foresight/
http://www.amazon.com/Streetlights-Shadows-Searching-Adaptive-Decision/dp/0262516721
http://www.amazon.com/Strengths-Based-Leadership-Leaders-People/dp/1595620257/
http://www.amazon.com/Superforecasting-The-Art-Science-Prediction/dp/0804136696/
http://www.amazon.com/Systems-Thinking-Curious-Managers-Management/dp/0956263151/
http://www.amazon.com/Teaching-about-Future-Peter-Bishop/dp/0230363490
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00JIBGD7G/
https://www.amazon.com/80-20-Manager-Working-Achieving/dp/031624306X/
https://www.amazon.com/80-20-Principle-Secret-Achieving/dp/0385491743/
https://www.amazon.com/Art-Conjecture-Jouvenel/dp/0465004296
http://www.amazon.com/Art-Long-View-Planning-Uncertain/dp/0385267320/
http://www.amazon.com/The-Business-Forecasting-Deal-Eliminating/dp/0470574437
http://www.amazon.com/Collected-Eminent-Historians-Imagine-Might/dp/0399152385
http://www.amazon.com/Difference-Diversity-Creates-Schools-Societies/dp/0691138540
https://www.amazon.com/Employee-Experience-Advantage-Employees-Workspaces/dp/111932162X/
http://www.amazon.com/Essence-Scenarios-Angela-Wilkinson-ebook/dp/B00IE72MBQ
https://www.amazon.com/Evolution-Strategic-Foresight-Navigating-Public-ebook/dp/B01D2F5FTU/
https://www.amazon.com/Failure-Risk-Management-Why-Broken/dp/0470387955/
http://www.amazon.de/Five-Futures-Glasses-Understand-Eltville/dp/0230247059
http://www.amazon.com/Fortune-Sellers-Business-Selling-Predictions/dp/0471181781/
https://www.amazon.com/Future-Very-Short-Introduction-Introductions/dp/0198735286/
http://www.amazon.com/Great-Game-Business-Expanded-Updated/dp/0385348339/
http://www.amazon.com/Idea-Driven-Organization-Unlocking-Power-Bottom-Up/dp/1626561230
http://www.amazon.com/image-future-Jossey-Bass-Elsevier-international/dp/0875891527/
http://www.amazon.com/The-Innovators-Dilemma-Revolutionary-Business/dp/0062060244
https://www.amazon.com/Goal-Process-Ongoing-Improvement/dp/0884271951
http://www.amazon.com/New-Thinking-Millennium-Knowledge-Education/dp/0415129435/
http://www.amazon.com/Lean-Startup-Entrepreneurs-Continuous-Innovation/dp/0307887898
http://www.amazon.com/Lords-Strategy-Intellectual-History-Corporate/dp/1591397820
http://www.amazon.com/Long-Tail-Future-Business-Selling/dp/1401309666/
https://smile.amazon.com/Nature-Change-Law-Unintended-Consequences/dp/1848165404
http://www.amazon.com/The-Nature-Future-Dispatches-Socialstructed/dp/1451641184/
http://www.amazon.com/New-Killer-Apps-Companies-Out-Innovate/dp/0989242013/
http://www.amazon.com/Pattern-Expectation-1644-2001-I-Clarke/dp/0224014714/
https://smile.amazon.com/Power-Change-World-Art-Forecasting/dp/0930242017/
http://www.amazon.com/The-Predictioneers-Game-Brazen-Self-Interest-ebook/dp/B002PXFYOC/
http://www.amazon.com/Pursuit-Destiny-History-Prediction/dp/0738200956
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The Rough Guide to the Future, Jon Turney, 2010. 

The Signal and the Noise: Why Most Predictions Fail But, Some Don’t, Nate Silver, 2012. 

The Sixth Sense: Accelerating Org Learning With Scenarios, Kees van der Heijden, 2002. 

The Unbounded Mind: Nontraditional Biz Thinking, Ian Mitroff & Hal Linstone, 1995. 

The Well-Timed Strategy: The Biz Cycle as Competitive Advantage, Peter Navarro, 2006. 

Theory of Constraints, Eliyahu Goldratt, 1999. 

Think Like a Futurist, Cecily Sommers, 2012. 

Thinking about the Future: Guidelines for Strategic Foresight, Bishop & Hines, 2007. 

Thinking in Systems: A Primer, Donella Meadows, 2008. 

Thought and Knowledge: An Intro to Critical Thinking, 5th Ed., Diane F. Halpern, 2013. 

Thrivability: Breaking Through to a World that Works, Jean M. Russell, 2013. 

Time to Lead: Lessons for Today’s Leaders, Jan-Benedict Steenkamp, 2020. 

UNIDO Tech Foresight Manual, Vol 1, Methods. and Vol 2, Examples., UNIDO, 2005. 

Using Trends and Scenarios as Tools for Strategy Development, Ulf Pillkahn, 2008. 

Virtual History: Alternatives and Counterfactuals, Niall Ferguson, 2000. 

Visioning, Lucia Capacchione, 2000. 

Visualize This: Guide to Design, Visualization, and Statistics, Nathan Yau, 2011. 

Wargaming for Leaders, Herman and Frost, 2008. 

Warnings: Finding Cassandras to Stop Catastrophes, Richard Clark & R.P. Eddy, 2017. 

Wise Before the Event: 20/25 Years Scientific Council for Govt Policy, WRR., PDF., 1997. 

Work Rules!: Insights from Google to Transform How You Lead, Laszlo Bock, 2015. 

Wrong: Why Experts Fail Us and When Not to Trust Them, David Freedman, 2010. 

 

This is a long list, but our field is rich and getting richer. We suggest you read your 

selection of these books as actively as you can, using the Interval Learning tips in 

Chapter 7 (Methods). Time your reading compartment (choose the length in advance, 

with breaks as needed), and ask: “What can I learn from this book in the next 30, 60, or 90 

minutes?” then begin. The outline you make, in the front pages of the book, should 

contain the most actionable and useful ideas, for you. Once you’ve been in the field a 

while, you rarely need to spend more than 90 minutes on any book. Go back and slow-

read only that small subset of these books that continues to invade your thinking. 

 

Scheduling your interval (sprint) learning one or more days a week signals to yourself 

that you take it seriously, and will impressively increase the number of great books, 

reports, papers, you read, software platforms you experiment with, etc.. Just as interval 

exercise significantly improves your speed, power, and endurance, interval learning will 

noticeably improve both the effectiveness and value of your learning, and the quality of 

your foresight thinking. 

 

Strategic Foresight Journals 

 

https://www.amazon.com/Rough-Guide-Future-Reference-ebook/dp/1858287812
http://www.amazon.com/Signal-Noise-Many-Predictions-Fail/dp/159420411X
http://www.amazon.com/The-Sixth-Sense-Accelerating-Organizational/dp/0470844914/
https://www.amazon.com/Unbounded-Mind-Breaking-Traditional-Business-ebook/dp/B000QJMBXO
http://www.amazon.com/Well-Timed-Strategy-Managing-Competitive-Advantage-ebook/dp/B0058U4VWA
http://www.amazon.com/Theory-Constraints-Eliyahu-M-Goldratt/dp/0884271668/
http://www.amazon.com/Think-Like-Futurist-Changes-Doesnt/dp/1118147820
http://www.amazon.com/Thinking-Future-Guidelines-Strategic-Foresight/dp/097893170X
http://www.amazon.com/Thinking-Systems-Donella-H-Meadows/dp/1603580557/
https://www.amazon.com/Thought-Knowledge-Introduction-Critical-Thinking/dp/1848726295
https://www.amazon.com/Thrivability-Breaking-Through-World-Works-ebook/dp/B00FRL16VO/
https://www.amazon.com/Time-Lead-Lessons-Leaders-Decisions/dp/1734324821/
https://www.unido.org/foresight/registration/dokums_raw/volume1_unido_tf_manual.pdf
https://www.unido.org/foresight/registration/dokums_raw/volume2_unido_tf_manual.pdf
http://www.amazon.com/Using-Trends-Scenarios-Strategy-Development/dp/3895783048
http://www.amazon.com/Virtual-History-Counterfactuals-Niall-Ferguson/dp/0465023231
http://www.amazon.com/dp/1585420875
http://www.amazon.com/Visualize-This-FlowingData-Visualization-Statistics/dp/0470944889
http://www.amazon.com/Wargaming-Leaders-Strategic-Battlefield-Boardroom/dp/0071596887/
https://www.amazon.com/Warnings-Finding-Cassandras-Stop-Catastrophes/dp/0062488023
https://english.wrr.nl/publications/publications/1992/11/17/wise-before-the-event-20-25-years-wrr
https://www.amazon.com/Work-Rules-Insights-Inside-Transform/dp/1455554790
http://www.amazon.com/Wrong-us---Scientists-relationship-consultants/dp/B005DI6QAM
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Foresight gained its first specialty journals in the 1970s, in the middle of our first Foresight 

Spring, but their impact factor, and use and support in our training programs and 

associations, could be much improved. Here are some of our best at present. 

 

Foresight: The Journal of Futures Studies, Strat. Thinking, Policy (Emerald) 

Foresight: The International Journal of Applied Forecasting (IIF) 

Futures: The Journal of Forecasting, Planning, and Policy (Elsevier) 

Futures and Foresight Science (Wiley) 

Innovation: European Journal of Social Science Research (Taylor & Francis) 

International Journal of Forecasting (Elsevier) 

International Journal of Foresight and Innovation Policy (Inderscience) 

International Journal of Innovation and Sustainable Dev. (Inderscience) 

International Journal of Innovation Management (World Scientific) 

Journal of Business Forecasting (IBF) 

Journal of Evolution and Technology (WTA) 

Journal of Forecasting (Wiley) 

Journal of Futures Studies (Tamkang U) 

Journal of Organizational Change Management (Emerald) 

Journal of Organizational Transformation and Social Change (Maney) 

Journal of the American Planning Association (APA) 

Journal of Prediction Markets (U Buckingham Press) 

Long Range Planning (Elsevier) 

Technological Forecasting and Social Change (Elsevier) 

World Future Review (WFS) 

World Futures: The Journal of General Evolution (Taylor & Francis) 

 

Strategic Foresight Magazines 

 

The following are particularly commendable global and organizational foresight 

periodicals, across a variety of sectors and specialties. We’ve focused this list on strategic 

foresight with business and institutional applications. We’ve also mixed in a few 

magazines on functional foresight topics. To improve acceleration awareness, there is also 

a mild emphasis below on technology foresight. 

 

The Economist is the best general and global foresight weekly on the planet at present, 

by a good margin, in our opinion. The Economist’s politics are generally socially liberal, 

fiscally conservative, and they are very evidence-based in their reporting. Consider a trial 

subscription, and give it just two hours, one evening a week, to skim all the punny 

headlines, then read and socially share (Twitter, FB, whatever) your favorite article or 

two, and you’ll become a better skimmer, reader, thinker, speaker, and writer. They also 

offer an audio version of their print magazine (free with subscription), great for 

commutes, exercise, and multitasking, roughly 8-9 hours per issue, chaptered so you can 

skip to your topic of interest. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Impact_factor
http://www.emeraldinsight.com/info/journals/fs/fs.jsp
http://forecasters.org/foresight/
http://www.elsevier.com/wps/find/journaldescription.cws_home/30422/description#description
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/journal/25735152
http://www.tandf.co.uk/journals/titles/13511610.asp
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/01692070
http://www.inderscience.com/browse/index.php?journalID=78
http://www.inderscience.com/browse/index.php?journalCODE=ijisd
http://www.worldscientific.com/worldscinet/ijim
http://www.ibf.org/index.cfm?fuseaction=showObjects&objectTypeID=20
http://www.jetpress.org/
http://www3.interscience.wiley.com/cgi-bin/jhome/2966
http://www2.tku.edu.tw/~tddx/jfs/
http://www.emeraldinsight.com/products/journals/journals.htm?id=jocm
http://www.maneyonline.com/loi/org
http://www.planning.org/japa/
http://www.predictionmarketjournal.com/
http://www.lrp.ac/
http://www.elsevier.com/wps/find/journaldescription.cws_home/505740/description#description
http://www.wfs.org/wfr/
http://www.tandf.co.uk/journals/titles/02604027.asp
http://www.economist.com/
http://www.economist.com/audio-edition
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Recommended top strategic foresight magazines, in alpha order: 

 

Bloomberg BusinessWeek (Bloomberg) 

Business Ethics (Business Ethics) 

Chief Learning Officer (CLO Media) 

CIO (Chief Information Officer) (IDG) 

Competitive Intelligence (SCIP) 

Contingencies (AAA) 

Forbes (Forbes) 

Harvard Business Review (Harvard U) 

IEEE Spectrum (IEEE) 

Inc (Mansueto) 

Information Week (UBM Tech) 

KM World (Information Today) 

McKinsey Quarterly (McKinsey) 

New Scientist (Reed) 

OR/MS Today (INFORMS) 

Planning (APA) 

Popular Science (Bonnier). Since 1872. 

Prospect (Prospect) 

Research Technology Management (IRI) 

Risk Management (RIMS) 

Science News (SS&P) 

Scientific American (Nature) Since 1845. Dumbed down in recent years. 

Strategy + Business (BoozAllen) 

Technology Analysis & Strategic Management (Taylor & Francis) 

Technology Review (MIT) 

The Atlantic (Hayley Romer) Since 1857. 

The Economist (Economist). Since 1843. Best global foresight weekly today. 

The Futurist (WFS) [1967 – 2015. Partial archive online.] 

The Globalist (Globalist) 

Wallpaper (IPC Media) 

Wired (Conde Nast) 

 

Audio and Podcasts – Intro to Foresight 

 

We’ve given long lists of books, but for exercise or driving, you may prefer audio. We’ll 

leave out video for now. YouTube’s search by topic is getting reasonably good, but its 

discovery AI still has much to be desired, and it gives users very little control, by 

conscious design. We are all waiting for a better dominant video learning platform. 

 

http://www.businessweek.com/
http://business-ethics.com/
http://clomedia.com/
http://www.cio.com/
http://www.scip.org/publications/CIMagCurrent.cfm?navItemNumber=528
http://www.contingencies.org/
http://www.forbes.com/forbes/
http://hbr.org/
http://www.spectrum.ieee.org/
http://www.inc.com/
http://www.informationweek.com/
http://www.kmworld.com/
http://www.mckinsey.com/insights/mckinsey_quarterly
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Scientist
http://www.orms-today.org/
http://www.planning.org/planning/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Popular_Science
http://www.prospectmagazine.co.uk/
http://www.iriweb.org/imis15_dev/Main/Library/RTM_Journal/Public_Site/Navigation/Publications/Research-Technology_Management/index.aspx
http://www.rmmagazine.com/
https://www.sciencenews.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scientific_American
http://www.strategy-business.com/
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/ctas20/current#.UuhOxdLTk0M
http://www.techreview.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Atlantic
http://www.economist.com/
http://www.wfs.org/futurist.htm
http://www.wfs.org/page/futuristmagazine
http://www.theglobalist.com/
http://www.wallpaper.com/
http://www.wired.com/wired/current.html
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For audio, try Amazon’s Audible for audiobooks, and for podcasts, Spotify (my preferred 

platform today, due to its superior AI and Spotify’s strong financial commitment to 

podcast content and discovery), iTunes and other platforms. New podcasts are springing 

up every day now, as they are so easy to start, and the more popular ones quickly get an 

audience of hundreds of thousands of listeners. Search “future” and you will find dozens 

of podcast series on the future of banking, manufacturing, farming, sustainability, hiring, 

advertising, you name it. They vary greatly in quality. But, the better podcasts are more 

interesting and relevant than what we get on push audio (radio). 

 

At present streaming platforms are largely “lean forward,” meaning you will have to 

take time every so often to select what you want to listen to. But, eventually they’ll be 

mostly “lean back,” allowing you to automatically pull the kind of content you want 

from the web, using a Personal AI that increasingly understands your values, interests, 

and current tasks. Once some entrepreneur builds a streaming audio platform with 

intuitive voice control far better customization and auto-summarization of content and 

ads, folks will use streaming audio much more often, and in far more personalized ways. 

 

Let us recommend a few interesting podcasts to start: 

 

80,000 Hours (Effective Altruism), Rob Wiblin 

Armchair Expert, Dax Shepard and Monica Padman 

Deep Questions (Productivity and Technology), Cal Newport 

Exponential View, Azeem Azhar, HBR. 

Exponential Wisdom, Dan Sullivan and Peter Diamandis 

Found My Fitness, Rhonda Patrick 

Future Grind, Ryan O’Shea 

Future Meets Law, Brian Cave.  

Making Sense, Sam Harris 

Mind & Machines, August Bradley 

Motley Fool Money, Chris Hill 

Predicting Our Future, Andrew Weinreich 

Renewable Future, Stora Enso 

Long Now Podcast, Stewart Brand and Long Now Foundation 

Seminars About Long-Term Thinking (SALT), The Long Now Foundation. 

The Disruptors (Entrepreneurship), Matt Ward 

The Edge (Personal Effectiveness), Tony Robbins 

The Futur, Chris Do 

The Future of Everything, The Wall Street Journal 

The Future of Work, Jacob Morgan 

The Rich Roll Podcast (Personal & Professional Dev.), Rich Roll 

The Tim Ferriss Show (Life Hacking), Tim Ferriss 

 

http://www.audible.com/
https://www.spotify.com/us/
https://www.apple.com/itunes/
https://80000hours.org/podcast/
https://armchairexpertpod.com/
https://www.calnewport.com/podcast/
https://hbr.org/2019/04/podcast-exponential-view
http://podcast.diamandis.com/
https://www.foundmyfitness.com/
http://www.stitcher.com/podcast/ryan-oshea-producer-entrepreneur-futurist/the-future-grind-podcast-science-technology-business-politics
http://www.stitcher.com/podcast/future-meets-law
https://samharris.org/podcast/
http://www.augustbradley.com/mindandmachine
https://www.fool.com/podcasts/motley-fool-money/
https://www.predictingourfuture.com/
http://www.stitcher.com/podcast/renewable-future
http://longnow.org/seminars/podcast/
http://longnow.org/seminars/podcast/
https://disruptors.fm/about/
https://play.google.com/store/music/album/Anthony_Robbins_The_Edge_the_Power_to_Change_Your?id=Bmn7nqfu4btno6brbpmxukooofe&hl=en
https://thefutur.com/team/chris-do
http://www.stitcher.com/podcast/panoply/wsj-the-future-of-everything
http://www.stitcher.com/podcast/jacob-morgan/the-future-of-work-podcast
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/the-rich-roll-podcast/id582272991
https://www.stitcher.com/podcast/the-tim-ferriss-show
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Did we miss any of your favorites in the lists above? Let us know. Longer resource lists 

can be found at ForesightGuide.com. Enjoy!  

 

Foresight and Futures Websites and Newsletters 

 

Because the future as we discuss it spans six domains, four foresight horizons, twenty 

specialties, and countless topics and methods, there are just too many informative 

websites for us to compile a recommended list at this time. 

 

We recommend you look at any of the following lists of foresight websites to find blogs, 

articles, newsletters, video, conferences, and other foresight media that may help you in 

your personal and professional education. 

 

The following are some starter lists: 

 

Foresight Media Wiki Page at GlobalForesight.org 

Great Foresight Media at ForesightGuide.com 

Futurology Resources Wiki, Reddit.com/r/Futurology 

What are the Best Futurist Websites and Blogs?, Quora.com 

Bestsellers in Futurology, Amazon.com 

Top 50 Futurism Blogs and Websites in 2020, Feedspot.com 

250 Most Influential Futurists (Personal Websites), RossDawson.com 

 

A few free excellent foresight newsletters, in various domains: 

 

Foresight Signals, Timothy Mack, Past President, World Future Society 

Exponential View, Azeem Azhar 

Nir and Far, Nir Eyal, Behavioral Design 

Weekly Obsession, Quartz Writers 

 

Foresight Specialty Associations  

 

Recall the Twenty Specialty Groups of Strategic Foresight introduced in Chapter 2. 

Refer back to that chapter for more background on any of these associations. We 

recommend joining at least one of these communities, and becoming proficient in their 

methods as an important early step in your professional foresight journey.  

 

1. Accounting & Intangibles – Institute of Management Accountants (IMA). 

The National Customer Service Association (NCSA). 

 

2. Alternatives & Scenarios – Association of Professional Futurists (APF). Oxford 

Scenarios Programme and Alumni Network, Said Business School. 

 

mailto:john@foresightu.com
http://www.foresightguide.com/
https://sites.google.com/site/globalforesightwiki/foresight-reads
http://www.foresightguide.com/resources-table-of-contents
https://www.reddit.com/r/Futurology/wiki/resources
https://www.quora.com/What-are-the-best-futurist-websites-and-blogs
https://www.amazon.com/Best-Sellers-Books-107146010-Futurology/zgbs/books/14633
https://blog.feedspot.com/futurism_blogs/
https://rossdawson.com/futurist/futurist-rankings/
https://www.aaiforesight.com/newsletter
https://www.exponentialview.co/
https://www.nirandfar.com/subscribe/
https://qz.com/emails/quartz-obsession/1764288/
http://www.imanet.org/ima_home.aspx
http://www.nationalcsa.com/
https://apf.org/
https://www.sbs.ox.ac.uk/programmes/oxford-scenarios-programme
https://www.sbs.ox.ac.uk/programmes/oxford-scenarios-programme
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3. Analysis & Decision Support – Institute for Operations Research and the Mgmt 

Sciences (INFORMS). European Working Group on Decision Support 

Systems (EWG-DSS). 

 

4. Auditing & Change Management – Institute of Internal Auditors (IIA). 

Association of Change Management Professionals (ACMP).  

 

5. Benchmarking & Quality – The Benchmarking Network (BN), The Balanced 

Scorecard Institute (BSI). American Society for Quality (ASQ).  

 

6. Data Science & Machine Learning – Open Data Science Community (OSDC). 

Kaggle Learning (Data Science Certificates and Competition Platform), Digital 

Analytics Association (DAA).  

 

7. Entrepreneurship & Intrapreneurship – Founder Institute (FI). Lean Startup 

Circles. The Intrapreneurship Conference.  

 

8. Facilitation & Gaming – International Association of Facilitators (IAF). North 

American Simulation and Gaming Association (NASAGA).  

 

9. Forecasting & Prediction – International Institute of Forecasters (IIF). Prediction 

Markets do not yet have a dedicated association but there are markets we 

recommend participating in, like Metaculus, PredictIt, etc.. 

 

10. Human Resources & Performance Management – Society for Human Resource 

Mgmt (SHRM). The KPI Institute (KPII). 

 

11. Ideation & Design – IDEO U offers certification in Design Thinking, an 

important aspect of Ideation Management. A partly-related community is 

the American Creativity Association (ACA). See also AIGA: The Professional 

Association for Design (AIGA).. 

 

12. Innovation & Research & Development – International Society of Professional 

Innovation Mgmt (ISPIM). Research and Development Management Association 

(RADMA).  

 

13. Intelligence & Knowledge Management – Collective Intelligence Academic 

Community (CIAC). Strategic and Competitive Intelligence Professionals (SCIP). 

The Knowledge Management Professional Society (KMPro). 

 

14. Investing & Finance – CFA Institute (CFAI). American Association of Individual 

Investors (AAII). The National Venture Capital Association (NVCA). 

 

https://www.informs.org/
https://www.informs.org/
https://ewgdss.wordpress.com/
https://ewgdss.wordpress.com/
https://na.theiia.org/
http://www.acmpglobal.org/
http://benchmarkingnetwork.com/
https://balancedscorecard.org/
https://balancedscorecard.org/
http://asq.org/index.aspx
https://odsc.com/
https://www.kaggle.com/learn/overview
https://www.digitalanalyticsassociation.org/
https://www.digitalanalyticsassociation.org/
http://fi.co/
http://www.leanstartupcircle.com/
http://www.leanstartupcircle.com/
https://www.intrapreneurshipconference.com/
https://www.iaf-world.org/site/
http://nasaga.org/
http://nasaga.org/
http://forecasters.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prediction_market
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prediction_market
https://www.shrm.org/Pages/default.aspx
https://www.shrm.org/Pages/default.aspx
https://kpiinstitute.org/
https://www.ideou.com/products/design-thinking-certificate?
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ideation_(creative_process)
http://www.aca.cloverpad.org/Default.aspx?pageId=1150361&eventId=400806&EventViewMode
http://www.aiga.org/
http://www.aiga.org/
http://ispim.org/
http://ispim.org/
http://www.radma.ltd.uk/
http://collectiveintelligenceconference.org/
http://collectiveintelligenceconference.org/
http://www.scip.org/
http://www.kmpro.org/
https://www.cfainstitute.org/
http://www.aaii.com/
http://www.aaii.com/
https://nvca.org/
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15. Law & Security – American Bar Association (ABA). Security Industry 

Association (SIA). DEF CON is the best known “hacker” convention. There are 

a plethora of others. Find a security association focused on your industry and 

clients and learn best practices.  

 

16. Learning & Development – Association for Talent Development (ATD). 

Workplace training is being greatly empowered today by EdTech startups and 

behavioral science. 

 

17. Marketing & Sales – American Marketing Association (AMA). National 

Association of Sales Professionals (NASP). Certification and training in effective 

sales trends, strategies, and customer acquisition techniques.  

 

18. Management & Leadership – American Management Association (AMA). 

Project Management Institute (PMI), and PMP Certification. International 

Leadership Association (ILA). There are also many specialized leadership 

development programs, publications, and communities for almost every 

industry, and for most of the specialties listed above.  

 

19. Risk Management & Insurance – Risk Management Society (RIMS). American 

Insurance Association (AIA) is the leading trade association for big insurance 

providers. NAIFA represents insurance and financial advisors. 

 

20. Vision/Goals/Strategy & Planning – Association for Strategic Planning (ASP). 

Advancing visioning, goalsetting, strategy and planning development and 

deployment for business, nonprofits, and govt. American Planning 

Association (APA). Advancing the art and science of urban and regional 

planning. Runs American Institute of Certified Planners.  

 

Comprehensive Foresight Practice Communities  

 

Below are a select list of comprehensive foresight practice communities in our emerging 

field. We first offered this list, with commentary, in Chapter 2. We repeat this list because 

we think communities like these particularly deserve your participation and support. 

Assisting them is one useful way to help develop our field, in our view. 

 

A few of these, like APF, are also professional associations, but most are not at present. 

Each community tends to focus on different aspects of the Six Domains, but each also 

seeks to be comprehensive. All profess certain particularly high-quality world views, 

which is why they are on this list. Participating in any of these will expose you to a great 

variety of methods and options in foresight practice. 

 

http://www.americanbar.org/aba.html
https://www.securityindustry.org/
https://www.securityindustry.org/
https://www.defcon.org/
https://www.csoonline.com/article/3155500/it-careers/the-cso-guide-to-top-security-conferences.html
http://www.astd.org/
https://www.ama.org/Pages/default.aspx
https://www.nasp.com/
https://www.nasp.com/
https://www.nasp.com/program/certified-professional-sales-person
http://www.amanet.org/
http://www.pmi.org/Certification/Project-Management-Professional-PMP.aspx
http://www.pmi.org/Certification
http://www.ila-net.org/
http://www.ila-net.org/
http://www.rims.org/
http://www.aiadc.org/
http://www.aiadc.org/
http://www.naifa.org/
http://www.strategyplus.org/
http://www.planning.org/
http://www.planning.org/
http://www.planning.org/aicp/
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Each has advantages and shortcomings at present, but every one of them is doing good 

work in our field. All of these communities have free newsletters, podcasts, discussion 

groups, or other output which can help you decide if you want to get more involved with 

them. Volunteering positions are also available with all of them. The more you 

participate in any of them, the more rewarding your foresight career may become. 

 

1. Association of Professional Futurists (APF). 

2. Foresight University (4U).  

3. The Millennium Project (TMP).   

4. Long Now Foundation.  

5. Singularity University.  

6. Open ExO.  

7. Good Judgment Open.  

8. World Future Society (WFS).   

9. World Futures Studies Federation (WFSF).   

10. International Futures Forum (IFF).  

 

A number of proprietary collaborative foresight platforms, including Shaping Tomorrow 

and Wikistrat also deserve an honorable mention here. Their platforms can be excellent 

places for on-the-job foresight practice and professional development.  

 

Do you know other leading communities improving comprehensive foresight around 

the world? Let us know, we’d love to grow this into a Top Twenty list. 

 

 

Thank you for reading our Guide. 

We wish you good and truthful destinations, and beautiful journeys! 

http://www.profuturists.org/
http://www.foresightu.com/
http://www.millennium-project.org/
http://longnow.org/seminars/podcast/
https://su.org/
https://www.openexo.com/
https://www.gjopen.com/
http://www.wfs.org/
http://www.wfsf.org/
https://www.internationalfuturesforum.com/
http://www.shapingtomorrow.com/
http://www.wikistrat.com/
mailto:john@foresightu.com
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About and Bios 

 

What is Foresight University? 

 

Foresight University (4U) is a learning and 

development community run by 

academically-trained foresight educators, 

professionals, entrepreneurs, technologists, 

coaches, and creatives. 4U is the media and 

training division of the Acceleration Studies 

Foundation, a 501c3 nonprofit founded in 2003 to improve the study and management of 

accelerating technological, economic, and societal change. In 2021, ASF is changing its 

name to the Futuremedia Foundation, and launching Futurepedia, a Wikipedia for high-

value futures scenarios, topics and ideas. 

 

4U’s priority is comprehensive foresight training for individuals and teams. Besides the 

Guide and other publications, we offer online courses, help folks to set up local foresight 

discussion communities called Future Salons, and we run small-group personal foresight 

retreats called Fusions. See our website for our publications, courses, and events. If you 

are a foresight speaker, student, creative, innovator, entrepreneur, forecaster, scholar, 

consultant, or leader in your organization, you are our audience. So far, we hope you 

have found the Guide helpful in your journey. 

 

What is FERN? 

 

FERN is a free and social bridge 

into the world of professional 

foresight. We connect people who 

are new to foresight with 

resources, communities, academic 

training and research programs, 

and general information about how to get started with foresight. Find out more 

at FERNweb.org, and GlobalForesight.org, our community-editable directory of 

foresight resources and programs. If you would like to better support those new to 

foresight, promote foresight education and research, and help produce networking and 

social events introducing foresight to newcomers, FERN is for you.  

 

https://www.foresightu.com/
http://www.accelerating.org/
http://www.accelerating.org/
https://www.fernweb.org/
http://www.foresightguide.com/
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